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SKYLIGHT BOOKS

SPRING/SUMMER 2014 HOTLIST

The reviews are read, the catalogues marked, and the representatives appointments 
completed. All in preparation to bring you and your patrons our selections for the upcoming 
Spring/Summer seasons. 

So welcome to Skylight Books Spring/Summer Hotlist catalogues bursting with hot 
Spring/Summer releases from wellloved and indemand authors and series yes. But also lesser 
gems from debut and upcoming international, national and regional voices. 

Best of all, and back by popular demand, our "Picks of the Season" as chosen by our dedicated 
publisher representatives. Please note, some rep selections may not appear in our Hotlist 
catalogues. For your ordering convenience we will post a "Reps Picks" spreadsheet on the 
Institutional page of our website.

We thank the following representatives for sharing their picks for the Spring/Summer seasons:

Rorie Bruce – Publishers Group Canada

Jean Cichon – Hachette Book Group (Canadian Manda Group)

Joedi Dunn – Simon And Shuster Canada

Mary Giuliano – Random House Canada

Judy Parker – MacMillan Publishing Group, Raincoast Books, (Ampersand Inc. Sales 
Agency)

Lisa Pearce  Anansi/Groundwood/Fitzhenry & Whiteside/Portage & Main Press 
NBN/HGD/Taschen/Nimbus/Pajama Press

Julia Steele – Penguin Book Group Canada

Terry Toews – Harper Collins Canada, MacMillan U.K.

Wishing you all the best. May the snow melt (somewhat slowly) and may we all enjoy 

a long and hot summer!

Locally yours,

Wendy Lamb

Skylight Books



Cover Title COMMENTS Cover Title COMMENTS

We Are Not Ourselves by 

Matthew Thomas 

(9781476756660, $32.00 

HC)

Epic in scope, heroic in character, 

masterful in prose, this is a sprawling, 

multigenerational portrait of the Irish-

American Leary family.

Henna House by Nomi Eve 

(9781476740270, $29.99 

HC)

Evocative and stirring novel about a young 

woman living in the fascinating and rarely 

portrayed community of Yemenite Jews of 

the mid-twentieth century.

NO COVER 

YET

Untitled New Memoir by 

Hilary Rodham Clinton 

(9781476751443, $45.00 

HC)

Candid reflections about the key moments 

during her time as Secretary of State, as 

well as her thoughts about how to 

navigate the challenges of the 21st 

century. Expect major media.

I Am Having So Much Fun 

Here Without You by 

Courtney Maum 

(9781476764580, $29.99 

HC)

Where’d You Go, Bernadette meets 

Beautiful Ruins in this reverse love story 

set in Paris and London about a failed 

monogamist’s attempts to answer the 

question: Is it really possible to fall back in 

love?

African Stories by Doris 

Lessing (9781476767154, 

$18.99 TP)

Now back in print. Long considered Nobel 

Prize winner's  best collection of short 

stories, this is an homage to her 25 years 

spent in Africa and a brilliant portrait of 

African life.

Born Reading by Jason 

Boog (9781476749792, 

$18.99 TP)

Features  childhood development experts, 

advice from librarians, tips from authors 

and children’s book publishers, and 

reading recommendations for kids from 

birth up to age five.

Sisters of Treason by 

Elizabeth Freemantle 

(9781476703091, $29.99 

HC)

From the author of Queen’s Gambit (“A 

must-read for Philippa Gregory fans”) a 

gripping historical novel about 2 sisters 

who tread as dangerously close to the 

crown as their tragic sister, Lady Jane 

Grey.

NO COVER 

YET

The Forks Over Knives Plan 

by Pulde Alona 

(9781476753294, $28.99 

HC)

From the creators of the groundbreaking 

documentary (and bestselling book) 

comes a 4-week plan, showing anyone 

how to transition to a whole-food, plant-

based diet.

Michelangelo by Miles J. 

Unger (9781451678741, 

$34.99 HC)

The life of perhaps the most famous, most 

revolutionary artist in history, told 

through the story of six of his magnificent 

masterpieces.

The Awakening of Miss 

Prim by Natalia Fenollera 

Sanmartin 

(9781476734248, $17.00 

TP)

In this #1 international bestseller, a young 

woman leaves everything behind to work 

as a librarian in a remote French village, 

where she finds her outlook on life and 

love challenged in every way.

Mona Lisa by Dianne Hales 

(9781451658965, $32.00)

Everybody knows her smile, but no one 

knows her story: Meet the flesh-and-blood 

woman who became one of the most 

famous artistic subjects of all time.

The Low Road by A.D. Scott 

(9781476756165, $18.99 

TP)

The fifth gripping and beautifully written 

entry in A. D. Scott’s mystery series finds 

star journalist John McAllister caught up in 

the razor-gang warfare of 1950s Glasgow.

One Kick by Chelsea Cain 

(9781476749785, $29.99 

HC)

The first in a nail-biting new series 

featuring Kick Lannigan, a young woman 

whose complicated past has given her a 

very special skill set.

Mating for Life by Marissa 

Stapley (9781476770253, 

$17.00 TP)

With pitch-perfect honesty and 

heartwarming humor, this captivating 

debut explores marriage, motherhood, 

identity, and what it takes to love 

someone for life. Canadian author.

Waking Up by Sam Harris 

(9781451636017, $29.99 

HC)

Sam Harris  argues that spirituality belongs 

to science, not religion, synthesizing the 

latest scientific research to reveal how 

spirituality is really an unexplored branch 

of neuroscience and psychology.

The Paleo Kitchen by Juli  

Bauer (9781628600100, 

$39.95 HC)

The two top Paleo bloggers have come 

together to write the ultimate Paleo 

cookbook with over 100 recipes.

Vertigo 42 by Martha 

Grimes (9781476724027, 

$29.99 HC)

The inimitable Scotland Yard 

Superintendent Richard Jury #23 returns  

in the 23rd mystery, now with a tip of the 

derby to Alfred Hitchcock’s famous movie, 

Vertigo.

The Total Dirt Rider Manual 

by Pete Peterson 

(9781616287276, $31.99 

HC)

This book covers riding and wrenching 

basics, as well as more advanced X-games 

style tricks. A must for any dirt rider.

SIMON & SCHUSTER CANADA/ JOEDI'S PICKS/ SUMMER '14 ADULT
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Cover Title COMMENTS Cover Title COMMENTS

Naked! By Michael Ian 

Black, ill. Debbie Ridpath 

Ohi (9781442467385, 

$19.99 HC)

Adorably hilarious read-aloud; this 

has become a fave with my  3 year 

old son.

Chantress Alchemy by 

Amy Butler Greenfield 

(9781442457072, $19.99 

HC)

#2 in YA historical fantasy series, 

clean and action-packed.

The Numberlys by William 

Joyce, ill. Christina Ellis 

(9781442473430, $19.99 

HC)

Based on an award-winning app, this 

is a clever and stunning picturebook. 

Infinite Sky by C. J. Flood 

(9781481406581, $19.99 

HC)

Heartbreakingly lovely YA novel set in 

England; lovely writing and 

characters.

Pardon Me! By Daniel 

Miyares (9781442489974, 

$19.99 HC)

Wonderfully funny read aloud with 

the theme of manners.

City of Heavenly Fire by 

Cassandra Clare 

(9781442416895, $29.99 

HC)

The last in the Mortal Instruments 

series!!

Mogie by Kathi Appelt, ill. 

Marc Rosenthal 

(9781442480544, $19.99 

HC)

Touching picturebook about a caring 

dog; bit of a tear-jerker (but in a 

happy way!).

Of Metal and Wishes by 

Sarah Fine 

(9781442483583, $19.99 

HC)

A very interesting version of the 

Phantom of the Opera story; really 

enjoyed this clever YA novel.

Little Green Peas by Keith 

Baker (9781442476608, 

$19.99 HC)

3rd in the popular series; hidden 

ladybug on every spread.

Deep-Sea Disaster by 

Davy Ocean 

(9781481406796, $18.99 

HC)

First in a new early illustrated 

chapter book series; perfect for boys.

The Battle for WondLa by 

Tony DiTerlizzi 

(9781416983149, $19.99 

HC)

#3 in this creative fantasy trilogy 

featuring gorgeous illustrations.

Through the Woods by 

Emily Carroll 

(9781442465954, $25.99 

HC)

Author is from B.C.; creepy and cool 

graphic novel for older teens (and 

adults).

Flights and Chimes and 

Mysterious Times by 

Emma Trevayne 

(9781442498778, $17.99 

HC)

Middle-grade steampunk at its finest!  

Highly recommended.

Beth's Story, 1914 by 

Adele Whitby 

(9781481406321, $19.99 

HC)

First in a new middle-grade historical 

fiction series set in England; think 

Downton Abbey for kids.

Mouseheart by Lisa 

Fiedler (9781442487819, 

$16.99 HC)

If you like Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of 

NIMH, you'll love this one!  First in a 

new series.

Blue Ribbon Summer by 

Catherine Hapka 

(9781481403405, $19.99 

HC)

First in a new series called 

Marguerite Henry's Ponies of 

Chincoteagu; these should prove 

popular!

Since You've Been Gone 

by Morgan Matson 

(9781442435001, $19.99 

HC)

Contemporary teen novel - pretty 

clean and a great summer read.

The Actual & Truthful 

Adventures of Becky 

Thatcher by Jessica 

Lawson (9781481401500, 

$19.99 HC)

Becky Thatcher has her side of the 

story to tell—and it’s a whopper.

SIMON & SCHUSTER CANADA/ JOEDI'S PICKS/ SUMMER '14 KIDS



McNally’s Library Picks 
Summer 2014 

 
WALLFLOWERS 
Eliza Robertson 
9780143191407  
$22.00 
August 19th 
From windswept Pacific beaches to the inner reaches of the human heart, Wallflower is a 
shimmering and often surprising journey of discovery, with many unexpected turns along 
the way. 
 
 
LAST ASYLUM   
Barbara Taylor 
9780143191599 
$30.00 
August 26th  
In July 1988, Canadian-born historian Barbara Taylor was admitted into Friern, a once-
notorious asylum for the insane. The journey that took her there began when, 
overwhelmed by anxiety as she completed her doctoral studies in London, England, she 
found relief by dosing herself with booze and barbiturates. 
 
 
UNRULY PLACES 
Alastair Bonnett 
9780670067183 
$30.00 
July 8th  
Alastair Bonnett’s tour of the world’s most unlikely micro-nations, moving villages, secret 
cities, and no man’s lands shows us the modern world from surprising new vantage 
points, and is bound to inspire urban explorers, off-the-beaten-trail wanderers, and 
armchair travellers. 
 
LONG WAY HOME 
Saroo Brierlet    
9780670068203 
$30.00 
June 17th  
At only five years old, Saroo Brierley got lost on a train in India. Unable to read or write, 
to recall the name of his hometown or even his own last name, he survived alone for 
weeks on the rough streets of Calcutta before ultimately being transferred to an agency 
and adopted by a couple in Australia. 
 
 
RUSSIAN ROULETTE 
Giles Milton 
9781620405680 
$29.50 
April 29th  
In 1917, a band of communist revolutionaries stormed the Winter Palace of Tsar Nicholas 
II—a dramatic and explosive act marking that Vladimir Lenin’s communist revolution was 
now underway. 



 
BEARS IN THE BACKYARD 
Edward R. Ricciuti 
9781581572179 
$25.00   
June 2nd 
Fang and claw have jumped the white picket fence as encounters with cougars in Chicago, 
alligators in Florida, and bears virtually everywhere have become increasingly 
commonplace.  
 

 
IN SEARCH OF THE CHRISTIAN BUDDHA 
Donald S. Lopez; Peggy McCracken 
9780393089158 
$26.50    
April 7th  
The tale of St. Josaphat, a prince who gave up his wealth and kingdom to follow Jesus, 
was widely told and read in the Middle Ages, translated into a dozen languages, and even 
cited by Shakespeare in The Merchant of Venice. 
 
 
MADWOMAN IN THE VOLVO 
Sandra Tsing Loh 
9780393088687 
$27.50    
May 5th  
In a voice that is wry, disarming, and totally candid, Sandra Tsing Loh tells the moving and 
laugh-out-loud tale of her roller coaster through the change. This is not your 
grandmother’s menopause story. 
 
 
 
IN A NUTSHELL 
Cara Tannenbaum; Andrea Tutunjian 
9780393065589 
$31.50 
August 25th  
The only cookbook of its kind, In a Nutshell is a complete guide to cooking and baking 
with nuts and seeds. 
 
 
YOU HIDE THAT YOU HATE ME AND I HIDE THAT I KNOW 
Philip Gourevitch 
9781594204241  
$32.95 
April 3rd  
An unforgettable journey to Rwanda twenty years after the devastating genocide, from 
the author of the modern classic, We Wish to Inform You That Tomorrow We Will Be 
Killed with Our Families.  
 
 
 

 

COVER 

NOT 

FINAL 



 
 

 
THIRD PLATE 
Dan Barber 
9781594204074 
$34.95 
May 20th 

An award-winning chef moves beyond 'farm-to-table' to offer a revolutionary new way of 
eating. 
 
 
 
GONE FERAL 
Novella Carpenter 
9781594204432 
$31.00  
June 12th  
A story of growing up and letting go, from the author of Farm City. 
 
 

 
THE SECRET LIFE OF VIOLET GRANT 
Beatriz Williams  
9780399162176 
$31.00 
May 27th 

Passion, redemption, and a battered suitcase full of secrets: the New York Times-bestselling 
author of A Hundred Summers returns with another engrossing tale.   
 
 
THE UNTOLD 
Courtney Collins 
9780399167096 
$31.00 
May 29th 

With shades of Water for Elephants and True Grit, a stunning debut novel set in the 
Australian outback about a female horse thief, her bid for freedom, and the two men trying 
to capture her. 
 
 
In Paradise 
Peter Matthiessen 
9781594633171 
$32.95  
April 8th  
In the winter of 1996, more than a hundred women and men of diverse nationality, 
background, and belief gather at the site of a former concentration camp for an 
unprecedented purpose: a weeklong retreat during which they will offer prayer and witness 
at the crematoria. 
 

 
 



CREATIVITY 
Philippe Petit 
9781594631689 
$32.95 
May 15th  
In the vein of The Creative Habit and The Artist’s Way, a new manifesto on the creative 
process from a master of the impossible. 
 
 

 
VACATIONERS 
Emma Straub 
9781594631573 
$31.00   
May 29th  
An irresistible, deftly observed novel about the secrets, joys, and jealousies that rise to the 
surface over the course of an American family’s two-week stay in Mallorca. 
 
 
THIRD HORSEMAN  
William Rosen 
9780670025893 
$33.00 
May 15th  
How a seven-year cycle of rain, cold, disease, and warfare created the worst famine in 
European history. 
 
 
    
INVISIBLES  
David Zweig 
9781591846345  
$32.95 
June 12th  
In a culture where so many strive for praise and glory, what kind of person finds the greatest 
reward in anonymous work? An inspiring look at the hidden stars who perform essential 
work without recognition. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

NIGHT GARDENER 
Jonathan Auxier 
9780670067725 
$19.99 
May 20th  
When orphaned Irish siblings Molly and Kip arrive to work as servants at a creepy, 
crumbling English manor house, they discover that the house and its inhabitants are not 
what they seem. 
 
 
 
BEHIND THE SCENES 
Meg Tilly 
9780143182511 
$12.99 
May 20th  
BFFs Madison and Alyssa have the summer planned out—long days at the beach, hanging 
out, baking cookies—but all that changes when Alyssa’s mother and the film crew have to 
head back to Hollywood. 
 
 
CIRCUS DOGS OF PRAGUE 
Rachelle Delaney 
9780143184164 
$12.99   
April 29th  
JR and his embassy friends Robert, Pie, and Beatrix are on their way to Prague! Having 
solved the mystery of the missing dogs in Moscow, JR is ready for a vacatio with his 
human, George, and George’s Russian girlfriend, Nadya. 
 
 
 
UNSPEAKABLE 
Caroline Pignat 
9780143187554 
$15.99 
May 6th  
Jim. Ellie finds it hard to think of his name now. After their wonderful time in Quebec City, 
that awful night happened. The screams, the bodies, the frigid waters … she tries hard to 
tell herself that he survived, but it’s hard to believe when so many didn’t. 
 
 
TOMORROW'S KINGDOM 
Maureen Fergus 
9780670067664 
$19.99  
July 8th   
Persephone has once again broken a promise to Azriel—but only to protect him from 
certain death at the hands of the Regent Mordecai. Now she finds herself desperately 
alone and burdened by responsibilities he would do almost anything to escape. 



LISA PEARCE – INDEPENDENT REP

Anansi/Groundwood/Fitzhenry & Whiteside/Portage & Main Press
NBN/HGD/Taschen/Nimbus/Pajama Press

9783836550697   Fashion’s  Dynamic  Duo  Mario  Testino   39.99  2014-6-1 
Fashion/Photography   *Taschen*

Famed  fashion  photographer  Mario  Testino’s  tribute  to  his  greatest  muse:  Kate  Moss.  Two 
decades of an iconic collaboration is an insight into the lives and minds of two of the world’s 
definitive style leaders.

9781554981670  The Tweedles Go Electric  Monica Kulling  16.95  2014-3-1
Children’s Picture Book 4-7  *Groundwood Books*

It’s the dawn of a new century – the 20th century! – and the Tweedles have decided to buy a car. 
But no gas guzzler for this modern family, only an electric car will do.

9781554983650  From There to Here  Laurel Croza  18.95  2014-5-1
Juvenile Fiction   *Groundwood Books*

Highly anticipated sequel to  classic award-winning picture book I Know Here. A little girl and her 
family have just moved from Saskatchewan to Toronto by train.

9781770894747  The Marrying of Chani Kaufman  Eve Harris 19.95  2014-4-1
Literary Fiction   *Anansi International*

Set in the Orthodox Jewish community of North West London, this is quite simply one of the best 
novels I  have read this past year.  Poignant and humourous, it tells the story of 19-year old Chani 
Kaufman and the lead-up to her wedding night.

9781926812878   Barle’s Story   Else Poulsen 19.95  2014-5-1
Nature/Memoir  *Greystone Books*

World renowned zookeeper Else Poulsen describes how a female polar bear named Barle was 
rescued from the filthy,  inhumane conditions of a Caribbean circus and flown to the safety of the 
Detroit  Zoo.  Wonderful, hopeful story about one of our favourite animals.

9781554553167   5 Elephants   Rob Laidlaw   19.95  2014 -4-1
Middle Grade non-fiction/Animals  *Fitzhenry & Whiteside*

Written by Canads’s best known animal-rights activist and founder of Zoocheck.  Read the stories 
of 5 famous elephants and learn about the serious challenges that wild and captive elephants 
face.  Discover what you can do to become an Elephant Guardian. Colour photos.

9781780592022  Crowd Funding  Modwenna Rees-Mogg   20.00  2014-3-1
Business/Entreneurship   *NBN*

An exciting new model for fundraising (e.g. Kickstarter)  that we all should know more about!



Raincoast Books eCatalogue Spring 2014 1/31/2014

The Antiquarian

Gustavo Faveron Patriau, translated by Joseph Mulligan • Grove Atlantic

9780802121608 $19.50 • pb

Don't Turn the Page!

Rachelle Burk, illustrated by Julie Downing • Creston Books

9781939547064 $21.95 • cl

I Carry Your Heart With Me

E. E. Cummings, illustrated by Mati Rose McDonough • Cameron + Company

9781937359522 $20.95 • cl

Breaking the Spell

Lari Don, illustrated by Cate James • Frances Lincoln Children's Books

9781847803429 $24.50 • cl

Gifts from the Enemy

Trudy Ludwig, illustrated by Craig Orback • White Cloud Press

9781935952978 $20.95 • cl

And There Was Light

Jacques Lusseyran • New World Library

9781608682690 $18.50 • pb

Kicking the Kremlin

Marc Bennetts • Oneworld Publications

9781780743486 $20.95 • pb

Censoring Queen Victoria

Yvonne M. Ward • Oneworld Publications

9781780743639 $27.95 • cl

The Worrywart's Companion

Beverly A. Potter • Ronin Publishing

9781579511753 $20.95 • pb

Bare-Knuckled Lit

edited by Ian Belknap • Agate Publishing

9780981564388 $19.50 • pb

Writing Wild

Tina Welling • New World Library

9781608682867 $18.50 • pb

Constructive Wallowing

Tina Gilbertson • Cleis Press

9781936740802 $19.50 • pb

Sales Rep Raincoast Books. 2440 Viking Way. Richmond BC V6V 1N2
To order toll-free: 1.800.663.5714 or online: http://services.raincoast.com.

All prices are subject to change without notice Page 1 of 2



Raincoast Books eCatalogue Spring 2014 1/31/2014

Listverse.com's Epic Book of Mind-Boggling Lists

Jamie Frater

9781612432977 $18.95 • pb

A Muse and a Maze

Peter Turchi • Trinity University Press

9781595341938 $36.50 • cl

Step Out of Your Story

Kim Schneiderman • New World Library

9781608682324 $19.50 • pb

50 Things You Should Know About the First World War

Jim Eldridge • QED Publishing

9781609926304 $22.95 • pb

Cool Tools

edited by Kevin Kelly

9781940689005 $47.95 • pb

Leonard Cohen

edited by  Editors of Plexus • Plexus Publishing

9780859655194 $24.50 • pb

Escape from North Korea

Melanie Kirkpatrick

9781594037290 $21.00 • pb

David's Sling

Victoria  C.G. Coates

9781594037214 $31.00 • cl

How Not to Calm a Child on a Plane

Johanna Stein • Da Capo Press

9780738217345 $23.00 • cl

Smaller Faster Lighter Denser Cheaper

Robert Bryce • Public Affairs

9781610392051 $31.00 • cl

The Artist's Library

Erinn Batykefer and Laura Damon-Moore, foreword by Pigza Jessica • Coffee House Press

9781566893534 $29.50 • cl

The Reluctant Father

by (photographer) Phillip Toledano

9781905928095 $24.50 • cl

Sales Rep Raincoast Books. 2440 Viking Way. Richmond BC V6V 1N2
To order toll-free: 1.800.663.5714 or online: http://services.raincoast.com.

All prices are subject to change without notice Page 2 of 2



Cover Title COMMENTS Cover Title COMMENTS

The Visionist by Rachel 

Urquhart (978-0-316-

22811-4) $29.00 Fiction

Fifteen-year-old Polly Kimball sets fire to her 

family farm, killing her abusive father,  and 

forcing Polly and her young brother to seek 

refuge in a local Shaker community. With the 

fire inspector on her trail, Polly has much to 

hide, but when they hail her a 'Visionist', the 

first their community has known, she is subject 

to overwhelming scrutiny. 

The Gospel of Loki by 

Joanne M. Harris (978-1-

4732-0235-1) $34.99-

Fiction

This novel is a sharp, humorous, first-person 

narrative of the rise and fall of the Norse gods - 

retold from the point of view of the world's 

ultimate trickster, Loki. It tells the story of 

Loki's recruitment from the underworld of 

Chaos, his many exploits on behalf of his one-

eyed master, Odin, through to his eventual 

betrayal of the gods and the fall of Asgard 

itself.

Mercy Snow by Tiffany 

Baker (978-1-4555-1273-7) 

$28.00 Fiction

One day in quiet Titan Falls, New Hampshire a 

tragic bus accident sets two families on a 

course toward destruction, irrevocably altering 

the lives of everyone in their wake.

Sky in the Morning by Paul 

Lynch (978-0-316-23025-4)  

$28.00 Fiction

A young father stands to lose everything on 

account of the cruel intentions of his 

landowner's heedless son and reluctantly sets 

out to confront his trouble. So begins his fall 

from his idyllic home, a pursuit across the wild 

bog lands of Donegal, and a chase that will 

stretch to an epic voyage across the Atlantic, 

and to greater tragedy in the new American 

frontier.

Love Like Blood by Marcus 

Sedgwick (978-1-4447-

5193-2)  $32.99 Fiction

Days after the liberation of Paris, Charles 

Jackson sees a man drinking the blood of a 

murdered woman. Terrified, he does nothing, 

telling himself afterwards that worse things 

happen in wars. Seven years later he returns 

to the city and sees the same man dining in 

the company of a young woman. When they 

leave the restaurant, Charles decides to 

follow...

The First Fifteen Lives of 

Harry August by Claire 

North (978-0-316-39961-6) 

$28.00 Fiction

Harry August is on his deathbed. Again. No 

matter what he does or the decisions he 

makes, when death comes, Harry always 

returns to where he began, a child with all the 

knowledge of a life he has already lived a 

dozen times before. Nothing ever changes. 

Until now. As Harry nears the end of his 

eleventh life, a little girl appears at his 

bedside. "I nearly missed you, Doctor August," 

she says. "I need to send a message." This is 

the story of what Harry does next and what he 

did before, and how he tries to save a past he 

cannot change and a future he cannot allow.

Elephant in the Sky by 

Heather A. Clark   (978-1-

77041-083-1) $14.95 

Fiction 

Told from both nine-year-old Nate’s point of 

view and that of his mother, an overworked ad 

executive who struggles with a demanding 

workload and the worry that she’s not 

spending enough time with her family, 

especially as her son’s battle with mental 

unbalance and paranoid delusions escalates, 

the two narratives converge in a deeply 

moving tale of a family dealing with mental 

illness.

The Colonial Hotel by 

Jonathan Bennett (978-1-

77041-178-4) $22.95- 

Fiction

The Colonial Hotel  recasts for the 21st century 

the ancient story of Paris, Helen, and Oenone. 

A doctor named Paris follows a nurse to an 

African country on the brink of civil war. When 

a confrontation does break out, they are swept 

up by rebel forces and separated. The nurse, 

Helen, is pregnant; she escapes, but Paris is 

left behind, imprisoned by rebels as war rages.

The Girl with All the Gifts 

by M. R. Carey (978-0-316-

27815-7) $28.00 Fiction

Melanie is a very special girl. Every morning, 

she waits in her cell to be collected for class. 

When they come for her, Sergeant keeps his 

gun pointing at her while she is strapped into 

her into a wheelchair. She jokes that she won't 

bite, but they don't laugh. Melanie loves 

school. She tells her favourite teacher all the 

things she'll do when she grows up. Melanie 

doesn't know why this makes Miss Justineau 

look sad. 

The Blessings by Elise Juska 

(978-1-4555-7403-2)$27.00 

Fiction

When John Blessing dies and leaves behind 

two small children, the loss reverberates 

across his extended family for years to come. 

Through departures and arrivals, weddings and 

reunions, The Blessings reveals the interior 

worlds of the members of a close-knit Irish-

Catholic family living in Philadelphia and the 

rituals that unite them.

Inheritance by Sharon 

Moalem, MD, PHD (978-1-

4555-4944-3) $31.00 

Science 

In this trailblazing book, Dr. Moalem employs 

his wide-ranging and entertaining 

interdisciplinary approach to science and 

medicine-- explaining how art, history, 

superheroes, sex workers, and sports stars all 

help us understand the impact of our lives on 

our genes, and our genes on our lives. 

Inheritance  will profoundly alter how you view 

your genes, your health--and your life.

←

For the Benefit of Those 

Who See by Rosemary 

Mahoney (978-0-316-

04342-7) $30.00 Memoir

Rosemary Mahoney tells the story of Braille 

Without Borders, the first school for the blind 

in Tibet, and of Sabriye Tenberken, the 

remarkable blind woman who founded the 

school. Mahoney was moved by what she 

learned to investigate further the cultural 

history of blindness. As part of her research, 

she spent three months teaching at 

Tenberken's international training center for 

blind adults in Kerala, India, an experience that 

reveals both the shocking oppression endured 

by the world's blind, as well as their great 

resilience, integrity, ingenuity, and strength.
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Allies & Assassins by Justin 

Somper 9(78-0-316-25393-

2) $20.00 Young Adult 

Fiction Ages 12+

As the second prince of Archenfield, Jared 

never asked to be more than the spare. But 

behind the walls of the castle is a dark and 

dangerous court where murder and intrigue 

are never far below the surface. Now his older 

brother is dead. The kingdom is his. And the 

target is on his back. Can he find the assassin 

before the assassin finds him?

Duck, Duck, Moose by 

Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen 

(978-1-4231-7110-2) 

$17.99 Picture Book Ages 3-

5

Duck and Duck are preparing for a party, and 

each step of the way, Moose inadvertently 

messes things up. When he disappears in 

shame, Duck and Duck must go find him so he 

can join in the party-which was for him! The 

slapstick physical humor of Duck, Duck, Moose 

will have kids overcome with the giggles.

She is Not Invisible by 

Marcus Sedgwick (978-1-

78062-109-8) $15.99 

Young Adult Fiction Ages 

12+ 

Laureth’s father has been trying for years to 

write a novel about coincidence. He's 

supposed to be doing research in Austria, so 

when his notebook shows up in New York, 

Laureth knows something is wrong and on 

impulse she steals her mother's credit card 

and heads for the States, taking her strange 

little brother Benjamin with her. They begin to 

follow clues in the notebook in hopes of 

finding their father, which will be more 

challenging for Laureth than they would be for 

any other 16-year old. Because Laureth Peak is 

blind.

Tinder by Sally Gardner 

(978-1-7806-2149-4) 

$15.99 Young Adult Fiction 

Ages 12+

Otto Hundebiss is tired of war, but when he 

defies Death he walks a dangerous path. A half 

beast half man gives him shoes and dice which 

will lead him deep into a web of dark magic 

and mystery. He meets the beautiful Safire - 

pure of heart and spirit, the scheming Mistress 

Jabber and the terrifying Lady of the Nail. He 

learns the powers of the tinderbox and the 

wolves whose master he becomes. But will all 

the riches in the world bring him the thing he 

most desires?

Roomies by Sara Zarr & 

Tara Altebrando (978-0-

316-21749-1) $20.00 

Young Adult Fiction Ages 

12+

When Elizabeth receives her college 

roommate assignment at the beginning of 

summer, she shoots off an email to coordinate 

the basics with Lauren in San Francisco. Soon 

the girls are emailing back and forth, sharing 

secrets even though they've never met. With 

family relationships and childhood friendships 

strained by change, it suddenly seems that the 

only people Elizabeth and Lauren can rely on 

are the complicated new boys in their 

lives...and each other.

Ketchup Clouds by Annabel 

Pitcher (978-0-316-24676-

7) $20.00 Young Adult 

Fiction Ages 12+

Fifteen-year-old Zoe has a secret - a dark and 

terrible secret that she can't confess to anyone 

she knows. But then one day she hears of a 

criminal, Stuart Harris, locked up on death row 

in Texas. Like Zoe, Stuart is no stranger to 

secrets. Or lies. Or murder. Full of heartache 

yet humour, Zoe tells her story in the only way 

she can - in letters to the man in prison in 

America. Armed with a pen, Zoe takes a deep 

breath, eats a jam sandwich, and begins her 

tale of love and betrayal.

Seven Wild Sisters by Charles 

de Lint (978-0-316-05356-3) 

$20.00 Middle Grade Fiction 

Ages 8-12

When Sarah Jane discovers a tiny man 

wounded by a cluster of miniature poison 

arrows, she brings him to the reclusive Aunt 

Lillian for help. But the two quickly find 

themselves ensnared in a long time war 

between Tanglewood Forest’s rival fairy clans, 

and Sarah Jane's six sisters have been 

kidnapped to use as ransom. Her only choice is 

to go after them, and with the help of several 

mythical friends she'll have to find a way to 

untangle herself from the fairy feud before she 

and her sisters are trapped in their world 

forever.

Odin’s Ravens by K. L. 

Armstrong & M. A. Marr (978-

0-316-20498-9) $19.00 Middle 

Grade Fiction Ages 8-12

In the sequel to Loki’s Wolves, Matt, Fen, and 

Laurie must travel to the Underworld in the 

hopes of saving their dead friend Baldwin. But 

that's only their first stop on their journey to 

reunite the challengers, find Thor's hammer, 

and stop the apocalypse--a journey filled with 

enough tooth-and-nail battles and larger-than-

life monsters to make Matt a legend in his own 

right

Space Taxi by Wendy Mass 

& Michael Brawer (978-0-

316-24319-3) $13.99 

Juvenile Fiction Ages 6-10

It's not every day Archie gets to wake up at 

midnight. But today is Take Your Kid to Work 

Day, and Archie is finally allowed to ride along 

in his dad's taxi cab. But he's about to discover 

his dad is no ordinary cab driver...In fact, he 

drives an intergalactic space taxi! And being a 

space taxi co-pilot is no easy task: Archie must 

steer them into wormholes, keep them from 

crashing into planets, deal with a very unusual 

cat...and save the universe from an evil 

mastermind!

The Memory Tree by Britta 

Teckentrup )978-1-4083-

2633-6) $16.99 Picture 

Book Ages 3-6

Fox has lived a long and happy life in the 

forest. One day, he lies down in his favourite 

clearing, takes a deep breath, and falls asleep 

forever. Before long, Fox's friends begin to 

gather in the clearing. One by one, they tell 

stories of the special moments that they 

shared with Fox. And, as they share their 

memories, a tree begins to grow, becoming 

bigger and stronger, sheltering and protecting 

all the animals in the forest, just as Fox did 

when he was alive.

Caged Warrior by Alan 

Lawrence Sitomer (978-0-1-

4231-7124-9) Young Adult 

Fiction Ages 14+ 

The ferocious story of poor Detroit boy 

McCutcheon Daniels who engages in the 

bloody sport of Mixed Martial Arts to please 

his violent and volatile father, but also to learn 

to protect his younger sister. To attain 

freedom from his father and the chance at a 

better life, McCutcheon will have the fight for 

his life on his hand. 

Lindbergh: The Tale of a 

Flying Mouse by Torben 

Kuhlmann (978-0-7358-

4167-3) $20.95 Advanced 

Picture Book Ages 6+

These are dark times . . . for a small mouse. A 

new invention—the mechanical 

mousetrap—has caused all the mice but one 

to flee to America, the land of the free. But 

with cats guarding the steamships, trans-

Atlantic crossings are no longer safe. In the 

bleakest of places . . . the one remaining 

mouse has a brilliant idea. He must learn to 

fly!
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HOTLIST SPRING/SUMMER 2014

FICTION

To facilitate fulfillment, please keep Hotlist orders separate from regular orders.

Orders due May 9, 2014.



Abbott, Jeff Inside Man

Adler, Elizabeth Last To Know

Ahmad, A.X. Last Taxi Ride

Alexis, Andre Pastoral

Allnat, Judith The Moon Field

Anderson, Kevin J. Dark Between The Stars

Andrews, Donna Good The Bad & The Emus

Andrews, Ilona Magic Breaks

Andrews, Mary Kay Save The Date

Armstrong, Kelley Visions

Aronofsky, Darren Noah

Arsenault, Emily What Strange Creatures

Atkins, Ace The Forsaken

Atkins, Ace Robert B. Parker's Cheap Shot

Atkins, Dani Then and Always

August, Noelle Boomerang

Baghsawe, Tilly The Inheritance

Baldacci, David Faceoff

Baldacci, David The Target

Baldacci, David The Target (Large Print Edition)

Banks, Maya Giving In

Banks, Maya Letting Go

Banks, Maya Taking It All

Barclay, Robert The Widow's Walk

Barclay, Robert Widow's Walk Lp

Barry, Sebastian The Temporary Gentleman

Beauman, Sally Visitors

Bechtel, Greg Boundary Problems

Becker, James The Hounds of the Lord

Beha, Christopher Arts & Entertainments

Bendis, Brian Michael All New X Men Vol 04 All Different

Bennett, Jonathan The Colonial Hotel

Berg, Carol Dust and Light

Bezmozgis, David Betrayers

Biasotto, Linda Sweet Life

Bockoven, Georgia Return To The Beach House

Bockoven, Georgia Return To The Beach House Lp

Bolton, Sharon A Dark and Twisted Tide

Bowen, Rhys Queen of Hearts

Bowering, George Mirror On The Floor

Box, C.J. Shots Fired

Boyko, C.P. Novelists

Branard, Lynne The Art of Arranging Flowers

Brandon, John Inland News

Brooke, Amanda Where I Found You

Brookes, Adam Night Heron

Brooks, Malcolm Painted Horses



Brown, Dale Starfire

Brown, Dale Starfire Lp

Brown, Holly Don't Try To Find Me

Brown, Holly Don't Try To Find Me Lp

Buday, Grant Delusionist

Bunn, Cullen Castle

Burke, Alafair All Day And A Night

Burke, James Lee Wayfaring Stranger

Burton, Jessie The Miniaturist

Butler, Blake Three Hundred Million

Cabot, Sam Skin of the Wolf

Cain, Chelsea One Kick

Camilleri, Andrea Angelica's Smile

Camilleri, Andrea Hunting Season

Campion, Alexander Death Of A Chef

Campion, Alexander Murder On The Mediterranean

Canavan, Trudi Thief's Magic

Capus, Alex Almost Like Spring

Caramagna, Joe Marvel Universe Avengers Assemble Volume 2

Caramagna, Joe Marvel Universe Guardians of the Galaxy

Card, Orson Scott Earth Awakens

Carey, M.R. The Girl with All the Gifts

Carey, Mike X-Men

Carlisle, Kate The Book Stops Here

Carmack, Cora All Lined Up

Carpenter, Don Fridays at Enrico's

Carter, Mary Meet Me In Barcelona

Carven, Michael Detective & The Pipe Girl

Castillo, Linda Dead Will Tell

Chamberlin, Holly Beach Quilt

Christie, Judy Trumpet & Vine/Magnolia Market

Clamp Blood C Vol 03

Clark, Heather Elephant in the Sky

Clark, Marcia The Competition

Clark, Marcia The Competition LP (Large Print Edition)

Clarke, Lucy Single Breath

Clarke, Richard A. Sting of the Drone

Cleeland, Anne Murder In Retribution

Clipston, Amy Mothers Secret

Coble, Colleen Seagrass Pier

Coes, Ben Independence Day

Cole, Kresley Dark Skye

Collins, Courtney The Untold

Conner, Amy Right Thing

Cooley, M.P. Ice Shear

Cooley, M.P. Ice Shear Lp

Coulter, Catherine Power Play



Crawford, Isis Catered 4th Of July

Creech, Sarah Season Of The Dragonflies

Creech, Sarah Season Of The Dragonflies Lp

Cumming, Charles Colder War

Cunningham, Michael Snow Queen

Cussler, Clive Ghost Ship

Daheim, Mary Clam Wake

Dahl, Julia Invisible City

Dailey, Janet Texas True

De Rosnay, Tatiana Other Story

Deaver, Jeffery The Skin Collector (Large Print Edition)

Deaver, Jeffery The Skin Collector

Deforge, Michael Body Beneath

Deon, Michel Foundling Boy

Dicker, Joel Truth About The Harry Quebert Affair

Dietrich, William The Three Emperors

Dietrich, William The Three Emperors Lp

Dixon, Sean God In Need Of Help

Dobbs, Lou Border War

Dobson, James Godless

Doiron, Paul The Bone Orchard

Dolan, Eva Long Way Home

Dozois, Gardner The Year's Best Science Fiction

Druon, Maurice The She-Wolf 5

Dudley, Karen Kraken Bake

Duffy, Erin On The Rocks

Eakes, Laurie A Cliffs Of Cornwall Novel/Lady's Honor

Easton, Don Benefactor

Eggers, Dave McSweeney's Issue 48

Emmons, Sheri Wood The Seventh Mother

Engel, Howard City Of Fallen Angels

Erskine, Barbara The Darkest Hour

Esslemont, Ian Assail

Evanovich, Stephanie Sweet Spot

Evanovich, Stephanie The Sweet Spot

Evanovich, Stephanie The Sweet Spot Lp

Evaristo, Bernardine Mr. Loverman

Eve, Nomi Henna House

Fairstein, Linda Terminal City

Farrant, M.A.C. World Afloat

Fenollera, Natalia Awakening Of Miss Prim

Ferris, Joshua To Rise Again at a Decent Hour

Finch, Paul The Killing Club

Finder, Joseph Suspicion

Fiorentino, Jon Paul I'm Not Scared Of You Or Anything

Fisch, Sholly Mr Peabody & Sherman

Fishman, Boris Replacement Life



Foran, Charles Planet Lolita

Foulds, Adam In The Wolf's Mouth

Fraction, Matt Sex Criminals Volume 1

Francis, Patry Orphans Of Race Point

Francis-Sharma, Laure Til The Well Runs Dry

Frank, Dorothea Bent The Hurricane Sisters

Frank, Dorothea Bent The Hurricane Sisters Lp

Frank, Judith All I Love And Know

Fremantle, Elizabeth Sisters Of Treason

Gaiman, Neil Truth Is A Cave In The Black Mountains

Galchen, Rivka American Innovations

Gardiner, Meg Phantom Instinct

Garland, Rosie Vixen

Garlock, Dorothy Take Me Home

Garwood, Julie Fast Track

Gaston, Bill Juliet Was a Surprise

Gay, Roxane An Untamed State

Gaynor, Hazel Girl Who Came Home

Gear, Kathleen O'Neal People of the Morning Star

Gillen, Kieron Iron Man Volume 5

Gilman, Susan Jane The Ice Cream Queen of Orchard Street

Girard, Pascal Petty Theft

Godbersen, Anna The Blonde

Godbout, Reeal Amerika

Goldenbaum, Sally Murder in Merino

Goodman, Lee Indefensible

Goodwin, Daisy Fortune Hunter

Goodwin, Jason Baklava Club

Gray, Shelley Secrets Of Sloane House

Gray, Shelley Shepard The Thankful

Grecian, Alex The Devil's Workshop

Greco, Stephen Now & Yesterday

Greenwood, Kirsty Yours Truly

Gregory, Philippa King's Curse

Griffin, W.E.B. Deadly Assets

Grimes, Martha Vertigo 42

Gross, Andrew Everything To Lose

Grossman, Lev The Magician's Land

Guinn, Jeff Glorious

Haines, Carolyn Booty Bones

Hamilton, Ian The Two Sisters Of Borneo

Hamilton, Laurell K. Shiver Of Light

Hannah, Mari Monument To Murder

Harbison, Beth Driving W/ The Top Down

Harbour, Katherine Thorn Jack

Harding, John The Girl Who Couldn't Read

Harkness, Deborah The Book of Life



Harnisch, Kristen Vintner's Daughter

Harper, Tom The Orpheus Descent

Harris, Charlaine Midnight Crossroad

Harris, Eve Marrying Of Chani Kaufman

Harris, Tessa Lazarus Curse

Hart, Carolyn Death At The Door

Harvey, Jonathan The Girl Who Just Appeared

Hashimi, Nadia The Pearl That Broke Its Shell

Hashimi, Nadia The Pearl That Broke Its Shell

Hatcher, Robin Heart's Pursuit

Hayder, Mo Wolf

Haydon, Elizabeth Merchant Emperor

Henderson, Gordon Man In The Shadows

Henderson, Smith Fourth Of July Creek

Herbert, Brian Inferno 03

Hernandez, Gilbert Luba and Her Family

Hernandez, Jaime The Love Bunglers

Hewson, David The House Of Dolls

Hickman, Jonathan East of West Volume 2

Hickman, Tracy Unwept 01

Hiebert, Michael Close To The Broken Hearted

Hilderbrand, Elin The Matchmaker

Hilderbrand, Elin The Matchmaker (Large Print Edition)

Hillier, Jennifer Butcher

Hillmann, Bill The Old Neighborhood

Hirano, Kohta Drifters Vol 03

Hoag, Tami Cold Cold Heart

Hocking, Amanda The Hollows

Hodgins, Jack Cadillac Cathedral

Holt, Jonathan Abduction

Horowitz, Eli Silent Hist

Howell, Dorothy Beach Bags & Burglaries

Humphreys, Alastair Microadventures

Humphreys, C.C. Plague

Hunter, Stephen Sniper's Honor

Hurwitz, Gregg Don't Look Back

Ignatius, David The Director

Iles, Greg Natchez Burning

Iles, Greg Natchez Burning

Iles, Greg Natchez Burning

Iles, Greg Natchez Burning Lp

Jacobs, Jesse Safari Honeymoon

Jamal, Tasneem Where The Air Is Sweet

James, Peter Dead Letter Drop

James, Peter The Perfect Murder

James, Peter Want You Dead

James, Syrie Jane Austen's First Love



Jance, J.A. Remains Of Innocence

Jance, J.A. Remains Of Innocence Lp

Jio, Sarah Goodnight June

Johansen, Iris Sight Unseen

Johnasen, Erika The Queen Of The Tearling

Johnasen, Erika Queen Of The Tearling

Johnasen, Erika The Queen Of The Tearling Lp

Johnson, Craig Any Other Name

Jonasson, Jonas Girl Who Saved The King Of Sweden

Jones, Darynda Sixth Grave on the Edge

Jones, Sadie Fallout

Juska, Elise The Blessings

Karlinsky, Harry Stonehenge Letters

Kelk, Lindsey What A Girl Wants

Keller, Julia Summer Of The Dead

Kellerman, Faye Murder 101

Kellerman, Faye Murder 101

Kellerman, Faye Murder 101 Lp

Kennedy, Jeffe Mark Of The Tala 12 Kingdomd Bk 1

Kenyon, Sherrilyn Born Of Fury

Kerley, J.A. The Memory Killer

Kerouac, Jack Haunted Life

Kerr, Philip Prayer

Kim, Seo Cat Person

King, Lily Euphoria

King, Stephen Mr Mercedes

Kirkman, Robert The Walking Dead Volume 20

Kobayashi, Tamai Prairie Ostrich

Koryta, Michael Those Who Wish Me Dead

Kristian, Giles God of Vengeance

Kuhns, Eleanor Cradle to Grave

Kunstler, James History Of The Future

Kvern, Lee Seven Ways To Sunday

Kyle, Barbara Queen's Exiles

La Seur, Carrie Home Place

La Seur, Carrie The Home Place Lp

Lackberg, Camilla Buried Angels

Lackey, Mercedes Blood Red

Lackey, Mercedes House Of Four Winds

Lanzac, Abel Weapons of Mass Diplomacy

Lapidus, Jens Life Deluxe

Laplante, Alice Circle Of Wives

Lawhead, Stephen The Fatal Tree

Lawrenson, Deborah Sea Garden

Lawrenson, Deborah The Sea Garden Lp

Lee, Linda Francis Glass Kitchen

Leigh, Lora Nauti Enchantress



Leon, Donna By Its Cover

Leslie-hynan, Chris Ride Around Shining

Lim, Elisha 100 Crushes

Lindsay, Jeff Dexter Down Under
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Lotz, Sarah The Three

Ma Manfredi, Valerio Odysseus

Ma, Kathryn The Year She Left Us

Macdonald, Janice Roar of the Crowd

MacFarlane, Seth A Million Ways To Die In The West

Magee, Audrey The Undertaking
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Manko, Vanessa The Invention of Exile
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Marvel Avengers Volume 5

Marvel Guardians of the Galaxy/All-New X-Men
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Marvel Iron Man
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Marvel New Avengers Volume 3

Marvel Thanos
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Mather, Matthew Cyberstorm

Matthiessen, Peter In Paradise

Maxwell, Edith Til Dirt Do Us Part

McAdams, Molly Sharing You

McBride, Laura We Are Called To Rise

McCormack, Eric Cloud

McDermid, Val Northanger Abbey

McGarrity, Michael Backlands

McMurtry, Larry Last Kind Words Saloon, The

McNeal, Laura Lane Dollbaby

Mead, Richelle The Immortal Crown

Melander, Jakob House That Jack Built

Mezrich, Ben Seven Wonders

Millar, Louise The Hidden Girl

Miller, Alex Coal Creek

Miller, Karen The Falcon Throne

Miller, Kathleen All Saints

Miller, Sue Arsonist

Milner, Donna Somewhere In Between



Mishani, Dror Possibility Of Violence

Mizuki, Shigeru Showa 1939 1944
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Monroe, Mary Family Of Lies

Montefiore, Simon One Night In Winter

Moore, Alan Nemo The Roses Of Berlin

Moriarty, Liane Untitled
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Moses, Pamela The Appetites of Girls

Moyes, Jojo One Plus One

Murphy, C.E. Shaman Rises

Murphy, Yannick This Is The Water

Nesbo, Jo Police

Nesbo, Jo Son

Netzer, Lydia How To Tell Toledo From The Night Sky

Nicolson, Adam Homer

North, Claire The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August

Oates, Joyce Carol High Crime Area

O'Brien, Charles Death In Saratoga Springs

O'Brien, Sean Once Again Assembled Here

O'Connor, Joseph The Thrill of It All

O'Donnell, Lisa Closed Doors

O'Malley, Bryan Lee Seconds

Original Writer Miracleman Book 1

Ortega, Joshua The Other Dead

Page, Katherine Hall Small Plates

Page, Katherine Hall Small Plates Lp

Page, Kathy Paradise & Elsewhere

Palmer, Matthew The American Mission

Palmer, Michael Resistant

Parks, Carrie Stuart A Cry from the Dust

Patterson, James Invisible (Large Print Edition)

Patterson, James Invisible

Patterson, James Private Down Under (Large Print Edition)

Patterson, James Unlucky 13 (Large Print Edition)

Patterson, James Unlucky 13

Paull, Laline The Bees

Pearson, Ridley The Red Room

Peeters, Frederik aama

Pelletier, Cathie Year After Henry

Pelzman, Adam Troika

Pettersson, Vicki The Unfaithful

Pinto, Jerry Em and the Big Hoom

Piskor, Ed Hip Hop Family Tree Book 2

Pratchett, Terry The Long Mars

Preston, Douglas Kraken Project

Preston, Douglas The Lost Island



Preston, Douglas The Lost Island (Large Print Edition)
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Puertolas, Romain The Extraordinary Journey of the Fakir Who Got Trapped in an IKEA Wardrobe
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Quirk, Matthew The Directive

Reichl, Ruth Delicious!

Reichs, Kathy Bones Never Lie

Richards, Emilie No River Too Wide

Richardson, Mike 47 Ronin

Roberts, Nora Collector

Roberts, Nora Shadow Spell

Robertson, Eliza Wallflowers

Robertson, Ray I Was There The Night He Died

Roby, Kimberla Lawso The Prodigal Son

Romero, George George Romero's Empire of the Dead

Rosenfelt, David Hounded

Rotert, Rebecca Last Night At The Blue Angel

Round, Jeffrey Pumpkin Eater

Rourke, Lee Vulgar Things

Rowell, Rainbow Landline

Rudolph, Katja Little Bastards In Springtime

Rudolph, Wally Four Corners

Ryan, Garry Two Blackbirds

Sanderson, Mark Robin Hood Yard

Sandford, John Field Of Prey

Sefton, Maggie Yarn Over Murder

Sehlberg, Dan Mona

Shattuck, Shari Invisible Ellen

Shepard, Sara The Heiresses Lp

Siddons, Anne Girls Of August (Large Print Edition)

Sidebottom, Harry Throne Of The Caesars (1)

Silva, Daniel The Heist

Silva, Daniel Heist

Silva, Daniel The Heist Lp

Simon, Paulina Bellagrand

Singh, Nalini Shield of Winter

Singleton, George Between Wrecks

Smith, Alexander McCall Sunshine on Scotland Street

Smith, Tom Rob The Farm (Large Print Edition)

Smith, Tom Rob The Farm LP

St. Amant, Betsy All's Fair In Love And Cupcakes

St. Aubyn, Edward Lost For Words

Stapley, Marissa Mating for Life

Stevens, Chevy That Night

Stimson, Tess An Open Marriage

Stratton, Allan Resurrection Of Mary Mabel Mctavish

Su, Bernie The Secret Diary of Lizzie Bennet



Swan, Karen Karen Swan Summer Book 2014

Swanston, Andrew The King's Return

Sweeney, Alison Scared Scriptless

Tanenbaum, Robert Fatal Conceit

Tanweer, Bilal Scatter Here Is Too Great

Taylor, Brad Days of Rage

Taylor, Drew Hayden God & The Indian

Taylor, Patrick Now & In The Hour Of Our Death

Tepper, Sheri Fish Tails

Thomas, Matthew We Are Not Ourselves

Thomas, Will Fatal Enquiry

Thompson, Victoria Murder In Murray Hill

Thor, Brad Untitled 14

Thornton, Margaret Charleston

Todd, Charles An Unwilling Accomplice

Todd, Charles An Unwilling Accomplice

Todd, Charles An Unwilling Accomplice Lp

Trollope, Joanna Balancing Act

Turner, Lisa Gone Dead Train

Unsworth, Emma Animals

Upson, Nicola Death Of Lucy Kyte

Valente, Catherynne Radiance

Van Lustbader, Eric Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Ascendancy (Large Print Edition)

Van Lustbader, Eric Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Ascendancy

Vandermeer, Jeff Authority

Vaughan, Brian K. Saga, Vol. 3

Verjee, Iman In Between Dreams

Viets, Elaine Catnapped!

Vincenzi, Penny A Perfect Heritage

Walton, Jo My Real Chldr

Waters, M.D. Prototype

Wax, Wendy The House on Mermaid Point

Way, Gerard The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys

Weber, Carl The Choir Director 2 (Large Print Edition)

Weeks, Brent The Broken Eye

Welsh, Irvine The Sex Lives of Siamese Twins

West, Tom The Titanic Enigma

Westbury, Chris The Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even

Whalen, Marybeth A Sunset Beach Novel/Bridge Tender

White, Karen A Long Time Gone

White, Kate Eyes On You

White, Kate Eyes On You Lp

Whitlow, Robert The Confession

Wiebe, Kurtis Peter Panzerfaust Volume 3

Wiebe, Kurtis Rat Queens Volume 1

Wiehl, Lis A Deadly Business

Wiggs, Susan Beekeeper's Ball



Williams, Beatriz The Secret Life of Violet Grant

Willig, Lauren That Summer

Winspear, Jacqueline The Care & Management Of Lies

Winspear, Jacqueline The Care And Management Of Lies

Winspear, Jacqueline The Care And Management Of Lies Lp

Winton, Tim Eyrie

Wolff, Isabel Ghostwritten

Wood, Naomi Mrs. Hemingway

Woods, Jane Walking Tanteek

Woods, Stuart Carnal Curiosity

Woods, Stuart Cut and Thrust

Wright, Kim Unexpected Waltz

Young, Robyn Kingdom

Zambreno, Kate Green Girl

Zevin, Gabrielle The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry
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   Fiction

 100 Crushes
by  Elisha Lim

ISBN: 9781927668061
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Koyama Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 100
Price: $22.50

100 Crushes   compiles five years of queer comics by Elisha Lim, including excerpts from  Sissy,   The Illustrated Gentleman,  Queer Child in the Eighties,
and their cult series  100 Butches, as well as new work. It's an absorbing documentary that travels through Toronto, Berlin, Singapore, and beyond in the
form of interviews, memoirs, and gossip from an international queer vanguard.Toronto-based artist Elisha Lim 's work celebrates the dignity and power of
being neither straight, nor white, nor cis-gendered. In 2011 they also successfully advocated for Canadian gay media to adopt the gender neutral pronoun
"they."

 47 Ronin
by Mike Richardson

ISBN: 9781595829542
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 152
Price: $21.99

No Description

 aama
1. The Smell of Warm Dust
by  Frederik Peeters

ISBN: 9781906838737
Binding: Hardback 
Series: aama
Publisher: SelfMadeHero
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 88
Price: $21.95

In the distant future, Verloc Nim wakes up in the middle of nowhere suffering from complete amnesia. He remembers nothing of his former life. But when
Verloc is handed his diary by a robot-ape called Churchill, he is able to revisit his past. His life, he discovers, has been a miserable one. He lost his business,
his family, and his friends because he refused the technological advancements of society. The eye implants, the pharyngeal filters, the genetic
modifications--he went without all these. He was astray in a society he deeply resented--that is, until his brother, Conrad, took him to another planet to
retrieve a mysterious substance called aama. Full of action, adventure, and strange characters, Aama is a unique exploration of society's dangerous
relationship with technology.
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   Fiction
 Abduction

by Jonathan Holt

ISBN: 9781443420778
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 368
Price: $22.99

The spy: Intelligence analyst Holly Boland is trained to think differently, so when a U.S. army officer's daughter is kidnapped from a military base in Venice,
Holly is sure the abductors want more than a ransom.

The policewoman: Captain Kat Tapo has found a webcam feed embedded in the encrypted website Carnivia.com. It shows a terrified teenage girl, hooded
and tied to a chair. A strand of text scrolls across the screen: "Sensory deprivation is not torture."
The webmaster: Daniele Barbo, creator of Carnivia, has never let the government access his servers. Why would he help Kat and Holly find the missing girl?
But then secrets are unearthed from Italy's dark wartime past. Secrets that could put them all in danger . . .

The Abduction has begun.

 All Day And A Night
A Novel Of Suspense
by  Alafair Burke

ISBN: 9780062208385
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Ellie Hatcher
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 368
Price: $33.50

A murder strikes dangerously close to home in the fifth book of the bestselling Ellie Hatcher series, the latest from the "terrific web spinner" (Entertainment
Weekly) Alafair Burke.
"Two seemingly different storylines converge in a shocking way, demonstrating Burke's remarkable abilities as a writer....Hatcher is a complex character,
and her journey both personally and professionally will have even the most jaded suspense aficionado rapidly turning the pages....Burke has a knack for
making New York City come vibrantly alive on the page." --Jeff Ayers, Associated Press on Never Tell
When pyschotherapist Helen Brunswick is killed in her Park Slope office, the entire city suspects her estranged husband--until the District Attorney's Office
receives an anonymous letter. Whoever authored the letter knows a chilling detail that police have never been released to the public: the killer broke the
victim's bones after the murder. The letter also links Brunswick's murder to the crimes of Joseph Amaro, a serial killer who was convicted nearly twenty
years earlier after inflicting the same signature injuries upon seven women in Manhattan and upstate New York. Now Amaro is asking to be released from
prison, arguing that he was wrongly convicted and that the true killer is still on the loose.
NYPD Detectives Ellie Hatcher and JJ Rogan are called in to work as the "fresh look" team, requiring them to second guess the investigation that led to
Amaro's conviction. The case pits them against not only their fellow officers but hardcharging celebrity defense lawyer Linda Moreland and her young
associate, Alicia Ryan, whose older sister was one of Amaro's victims. As both the NYPD and Amaro's legal team search for evidence either to confirm or
clear Amaro's guilt, their investigations take them back to Alicia's hometown and secrets left behind there. And when Alicia herself becomes a victim,
Hatcher knows that the young attorney got too close to the truth.
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   Fiction
 All I Love And Know

A Novel
by  Judith Frank

ISBN: 9780062302878
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 464
Price: $33.50

With the storytelling power and emotional fidelity of Wally Lamb, this is a searing drama of a modern American family on the brink of dissolution, one that
explores adoption, gay marriage, and love lost and found.
For years, Matthew Greene and Daniel Rosen have enjoyed a quiet domestic life together in Northampton, Massachusetts. Opposites in many ways, they
have grown together and made their relationship work. But when they learn that Daniel's twin brother and sister-in-law have been killed in a bombing in
Jerusalem, their lives are suddenly, utterly transformed.
In dealing with their families and the need to make a decision about who will raise the deceased couple's two children, both Matthew and Daniel are
confronted with challenges that strike at the very heart of their relationship. What is Matthew's place in an extended family that does not completely accept
him or the commitment he and Daniel have made? How do Daniel's questions about his identity as a Jewish man affect his life as a gay American? Tensions
only intensify when they learn that the deceased parents wanted Matthew and Daniel to adopt the children--six-year-old Gal, and baby Noam.
The impact this instant new family has on Matthew, Daniel, and their relationship is subtle and heartbreaking, yet not without glimmers of hope. They must
learn to reinvent and redefine their bond in profound, sometimes painful ways. What kind of parents can these two men really be? How does a family
become strong enough to stay together and endure? And are there limits to honesty or commitment--or love?

 All Lined Up
A Rusk University Novel
by  Cora Carmack

ISBN: 9780062326201
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Rusk University
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 320
Price: $16.99

From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Cora Carmack comes an explosive, romantic new series in the vein of Friday Night Lights.
Two things in Texas are cherished above all else-- football and gossip. My life had always been ruled by both.
Dallas Cole's life has been consumed by football. That happens when your dad is one of the winningest coaches in the history of Texas high school football.
College is supposed to be her chance to get away from that, to live a normal life. But when her father makes the jump to college ball (at her school no less),
she finds her life on repeat. Her dad has a reputation for being, well, a hardass. And having lived with him, she can confirm that the rumors are true. So when
his iron rule begins at Rusk University, she loses her new start. Once again, it's back to being Coach Cole's daughter. Half the players (and all their groupies)
avoid her like the plague, afraid she'll run tattle-telling to her father at the first sign of a frat party or any misbehavior. Then there are the players who think
that she can give them a leg up with her dad.
She's not sure what category Carson McClain falls into. He's a new transfer and the second string quarterback. When he hits on her at a party, oblivious to
her identity, she decides to kiss first and ask questions later. But he's a football player with a lot to prove, and she's a daughter who wants a life of her own.
Wanting each other interferes with both of their plans.

 All New X Men Vol 04 All Different
All-Different
by Brian Michael Bendis

ISBN: 9780785188605
Binding: Hardback 
Series: All-New X-Men
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 144
Price: $27.99

The X-Men are shaken to the core by the Battle of the Atom. Kitty Pryde is particularly shaken by the events of the X-Men crossover. With her students
gone, what is Kitty to do?

COLLECTING: All-New X-Men 18-21, A+X 18 (Bendis story), material from X-Men: Battle of the Atom 2
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   Fiction
 All Saints

by Kathleen D. Miller

ISBN: 9781927428634
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2014-05-08
Pages: 240
Price: $19.95

In a linked collection that presents the secreted small tragedies of an Anglican congregation struggling to survive,  All Saints  delves into the life of Simon,
the Reverend, and the lives of his parishioners: Miss Alice Vipond, a refined and elderly schoolteacher, incarcerated for a horrendous past crime; a woman
driven to extreme anxiety by borderline-abusive sex; Owen, "The Shitblood Man," who, lost in the woods, loses himself in a fit of rage; a receptionist and
her act of improbable generosity; a writer making peace with her divorce. Effortlessly written and candidly observed,  All Saints  is a moving collection of
tremendous skill, whose intersecting stories illuminate the tenacity and vulnerability of modern-day believers.  Praise for KD Miller "Fictional places have
been mostly secular of late: the home, the bar, the workplace. &nbspStanding at the centre of K.D. Miller's touching and intimate collection of linked stories
is, unfashionably, a church.   All Saints  is not just the setting for the habits and rituals of this motley group  -  parishioners, priest, passersby  -  but the
central image that gives these stories their poignancy. &nbspAs obsolescence threatens the church, it also puts in peril the connections each character has to
others at the very time the world so badly needs human connections.  &nbspAll Saints &nbspis a moving and soulful book."-Caroline Adderson"One of
Canada's finest writers, able to probe deeper into the human heart than the best surgeon."- The National Post "[Miller] will no doubt inspire and affirm other
artists-not to mention ordinary folks-who wrestle (in secret) with angels."- Toronto Star "It is a testament to Miller's genius that she makes us care so much
about her characters and their fates."- Quill and Quire "Keep an eye out for K.D. Miller: this is a new writer worth watching."- The Ottawa Citizen "To say
that she is refreshing, original, or direct are all understatements. Miller's spiritual integrity cuts through pious platitudes and quick-fix faith fluff like an
icebreaker on a long-lost frozen ocean called religion."- United Church Observer

 All's Fair In Love And Cupcakes
by  Betsy St Amant

ISBN: 9780310338451
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 320
Price: $14.50

Betsy St. Amant is a talented author with a growing fan base. This novel will appeal to core consumers of Christian fiction and to fans of popular cooking
shows.
"Betsy St. Amant writes with affection and depth." -Judy Christie (on Addison Blakely: Confessions of a PK)
She's written a recipe for her future, but does it include love?
Katherine "Kat" Varland is a small town girl, born and raised-and every day, her dreams of owning her own bakery get further away. She has no money, and
the cupcake shop she bakes for, Sweetie Pies, seems to get smaller and smaller. Kat might be the sweetheart of Bayou Bend, Louisiana, but she longs to
make a name for herself where she can flourish as Kat-not as the girl baking someone else's recipes.
As head coach for the Bayou Bend championship high school football team, Lucas Brannen is used to winning-everything except his best friend's heart. He
finally gathers the courage to make a gesture and show Kat his feelings by signing her up for the popular reality TV show Cupcake Combat. But his plan
backfires after he realizes the cash prize for the winner also includes a one-year baking contract at one of New York City's most famous pastry houses.
The situation grows sticky when Kat enlists Lucas's help as her baking assistant for the show. Lucas is torn between helping Kat live her dream and selfishly
wanting to keep her in town. His plan has always been a dozen acres of land and a farmhouse in Bayou Bend-but Kat is blinded by the stars in her eyes.
Will Lucas and Kat risk their chance at love in order to achieve their individual dreams? Or will they find that sometimes the most delicious happily-ever-
afters begin and end in the same place?
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   Fiction
 Almost Like Spring

by Alex Capus

ISBN: 9781908323330
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Haus Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 220
Price: $17.50

Alex Capus tells the true story of Switzerland's most notorious bank robbers, Kurt Sandweg and Waldemar Velte. As the Great Depression tightens its grip,
and Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow gain notoriety in Texas, a series of bank robberies make headlines in Switzerland. The prime suspects are two young
men, who steal small sums of money from city banks, and are unafraid to use force when faced with capture.Meanwhile, a shop assistant in Basel encounters
two mysterious yet charismatic men from Wuppertal, with a seemingly insatiable love for jazz; day after day they come to see her, and soon the shop
assistant begins to form a romantic attachment to one of the men-though she is not permitted to know her friend's real name.Capus paints an honest and
moving portrait of 1930s Switzerland - the bleak rituals of Nazism are taking shape and permeate Swiss as well as German society, and the two unemployed
youths' dreams of escape to a new life become increasingly corrupted as the bank raids take a violent turn. Yet the humanity of their relationships is
juxtaposed against the cruelty of their crimes, and Capus's subtle prose leaves the reader to distinguish the sacred from the profane. Alex Capus  was born in
1961 and has published numerous works, including novels, collections of short stories, essays, and historical accounts, as well as translations into German of
A Confederacy of Dunces  by John Kennedy Toole and three novels by the John Fante.

 American Innovations
by Rivka Galchen

ISBN: 9781443425919
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 224
Price: $26.99

In one of the intensely imaginative stories in Rivka Galchen's American Innovations, a narrator's furniture walks out on her. In another, the narrator feels
compelled to promise to deliver a takeout order that has incorrectly been phoned in to her. In a third, the petty details around a property transaction detail the
complicated pains and loves of a family.
The stories in this unusual collection also have secret lives in conversation with earlier stories. As in the tradition of considering Wallace Stevens's
"Anecdote of the Jar" as a response to John Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn," Galchen's "The Lost Order" covertly recapitulates James Thurber's "The Secret
Life of Walter Mitty," while "The Region of Unlikeness" is a smoky and playful mirror to Jorge Luis Borges's "The Aleph." The title story, "American
Innovations," reimagines Nikolai Gogol's "The Nose."

Alternately realistic, fantastical, witty and lyrical, these are all deeply emotional tales, written in exuberant, pitch-perfect prose and shadowed by the darkly
marvellous and the marvellously uneasy. Whether exploring the tensions in a mother-daughter relationship or the finer points of time travel, Galchen takes
great risks, proving that she is a writer like none other today.
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   Fiction
 The American Mission

by  Matthew Palmer

ISBN: 9780399165702
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

"There's the mission the public knows, and the mission we'll never see.  Matthew Palmer knows both, which is what makes The American Mission crackle
with complexity and authenticity.  What a debut."           --Brad Meltzer, #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The Fifth Assassin            Global
headlines come to life as intrigue and international politics collide in the Congo in this electrifying debut thriller from Matthew Palmer.
  
   After a devastating experience in Darfur strips Alex Baines, former rising star of the State Department, of his security clearances, he is faced with two
choices: spend the rest of his career in visa-stamping limbo or move to the private sector. On the verge of resigning, he receives a call from his old mentor
with an incredible opportunity to start over, restoring both his security clearances and his reputation.
  
   The job isn't quite what Alex imagined it to be when he finds a shady U.S.-based mining company everywhere he turns.
  
   As violence in the political climate escalates, Alex struggles to balance the best interests of the United States with the fate of the Congo and its people. His
loyalties are put to the test as he races to determine the right course of action. 

 Amerika
The Man Who Disappeared
by  Real Godbout

ISBN: 9781894994811
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Conundrum Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-08
Pages: 184
Price: $20.00

In his adaptation of Amerika, which took seven years to achieve, Godbout has tried to remain as faithful as possible to Kafka's novel, while using the clear
line aesthetic he has perfected in his series Red Ketchup. Unlike the common clichÃ© of Kafka's work, Amerika is not a dark and sinister novel, but a
dynamic and colourful story, with a touch of absurdist humor. Perfect for an adaptation into a graphic novel. It tells the story of the young immigrant Karl
Rossmann who, after an embarrassing sexual misadventure, finds himself "packed off to America" by his parents.  Expected to redeem himself in this
magical land of opportunity, young Karl is swept up instead in a whirlwind of dizzying reversals, strange escapades, and picaresque adventures. Despite the
fact Kafka never set foot in America, his novel was uncannily prescient about certain aspects of the country that advertised itself, particularly during the late
19th and early 20th centuries, as "the promised land." Godbout, as a Quebecois artist and outsider to America, also provides a unique perspective.

 Angelica's Smile
by  Andrea Camilleri

ISBN: 9780143123767
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Camilleri
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 304
Price: $18.00

The seventeenth installment of the beloved New York Times bestselling series that boasts more than 600,000 books in print

 The last four books in Andrea Camilleri's Inspector Montalbano series have leapfrogged their way up the New York Times bestseller list, perfectly
positioning Angelica's Smile to ascend to even greater heights.

 A rash of burglaries has got Inspector Salvo Montalbano stumped. The criminals are so brazen that their leader, the anonymous Mr. Z, starts sending the
Sicilian inspector menacing letters. Among those burgled is the young and beautiful Angelica Cosulich, who reminds the inspector of the love-interest in
Ludovico Ariosto's chivalric romance, Orlando Furioso. Besotted by Angelica's charms, Montalbano imagines himself back in the medieval world of jousts
and battles. But when one of the burglars turns up dead, Montalbano must snap out of his fantasy and unmask his challenger.
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   Fiction
 Animals

by Emma J. Unsworth

ISBN: 9781443433037
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 288
Price: $21.99

Laura and Tyler are two young women who have been tearing up the city streets for ten years, leaving a trail of angry drug dealers and spent men in their
wake. Now Laura is engaged to be married and her teetotal classical pianist fiancÃ©, Jim, is away overseas. Tyler wants to keep the party going, but Laura
is torn between the constant temptations provided by her best friend and the promise of a calmer life with Jim on the horizon. As the wedding draws closer,
the duo's limits are tested, along with their friendship.

Animals is hilarious, honest, raw and thoroughly moving. It is about deciding when it's time to grow up and recognizing what must be left behind if you do.

 Any Other Name
A Longmire Mystery
by  Craig Johnson

ISBN: 9780670026463
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Walt Longmire Mysteries
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

A sheriff's mysterious death spurs the new novel in the New York Times bestselling Walt Longmire series
    
   Sheriff Walt Longmire had already rounded up a sizable posse of devoted readers when the A&E television series Longmire sent the Wyoming lawman's
popularity skyrocketing. Now, with three consecutive New York Times bestsellers to his name and the second season of Longmire reaching an average of
5.4 million viewers per episode, Craig Johnson is reaching a fan base that is both fiercely loyal and ever growing.
    
   In Any Other Name, Walt is sinking into high-plains winter discontent when his former boss, Lucian Conally, asks him to take on a mercy case in an
adjacent county. Detective Gerald Holman is dead and Lucian wants to know what drove his old friend to take his own life. With the clock ticking on the
birth of his first grandchild, Walt learns that the by-the-book detective might have suppressed evidence concerning three missing women. Digging deeper,
Walt uncovers an incriminating secret so dark that it threatens to claim other lives even before the sheriff can serve justice--Wyoming style.

 The Appetites of Girls
by  Pamela Moses

ISBN: 9780399158421
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Amy Einhorn Books/Putnam
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 384
Price: $31.00

For the audience that made Commencement a New York Times bestseller comes a novel about women making their way in the world.      Self-doubting Ruth
is coddled by her immigrant mother, who uses food to soothe and control. Defiant Francesca believes her heavy frame shames her Park Avenue society
mother and, to provoke her, consumes everything in sight. Lonely Opal longs to be included in her glamorous mother's dinner dates--until a disturbing
encounter forever changes her desires. Finally, Setsu, a promising violinist, staves off conflict with her jealous brother by allowing him to take the choicest
morsels from her plate--and from her future. College brings the four young women together as suitemates, where their stories and appetites collide. Here they
make a pact to maintain their friendships into adulthood, but each must first find strength and her own way in the world.    
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   Fiction
 Arsonist

A novel
by Sue Miller

ISBN: 9780307594792
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

From the best-selling author of While I Was Gone and The Senator's Wife, a superb new novel about a family and a community tested when an arsonist
begins setting fire to the homes of the summer people in a small New England town.

Troubled by the feeling that she belongs nowhere after working in East Africa for 15 years, Frankie Rowley has come home--home to the small New
Hampshire town of Pomeroy and the farmhouse where her family has always summered. On her first night back, a house up the road burns to the ground. Is
it an accident, or arson? Over the weeks that follow, as Frankie comes to recognize her father's slow failing and her mother's desperation, another house
burns, and then another, always the homes of summer people. These frightening events, and the deep social fault lines that open in the town as a result, are
observed and reported on by Bud Jacobs, a former political journalist, who has bought the local paper and moved to Pomeroy in an attempt to find a kind of
home himself. As this compelling book unfolds, as Bud and Frankie begin an unexpected, passionate affair, arson upends a trusting small community where
people have never before bothered to lock their doors; and Frankie and Bud bring wholly different perspectives to the questions of who truly owns the land,
who belongs in the town, and how, or even whether, newcomers can make a real home there. 
 
Suspenseful, sophisticated, rich in psychological nuance and emotional insight, The Arsonist is vintage Sue Miller--a finely wrought novel about belonging
and community, about how and where one ought to live, about what it means to lead a fulfilling life. One of our most elegant and engrossing novelists at her
inimitable best.

 The Art of Arranging Flowers
by  Lynne Branard

ISBN: 9780425272718
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Berkley Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 320
Price: $17.00

A moving and eloquent novel about love, grief, renewal--and the powerful language of flowers.
  
 Ruby Jewell knows flowers. In her twenty years as a florist she has stood behind the counter at the Flower Shoppe with her faithful dog, Clementine, resting
at her feet. A customer can walk in, and with just a glance or a few words, Ruby can throw together the perfect arrangement for any occasion.
  
 Whether intended to rekindle a romance, mark a celebration, offer sympathy, or heal a broken heart, her expressive floral designs mark the moments and
milestones in the lives of her neighbors. It's as though she knows just what they want to say, just what they need.
  
 Yet Ruby's own heart's desires have gone ignored since the death of her beloved sister. It will take an invitation from a man who's flown to the moon, the
arrival of a unique little boy, and concern from a charming veterinarian to reawaken her wounded spirit. Any life can be derailed, but the healing power of
community can put it right again.

 READERS GUIDE INSIDE
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   Fiction
 Arts & Entertainments

A Novel
by Christopher Beha

ISBN: 9780062322463
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 272
Price: $18.50

From rising star Christopher Beha comes a knife-edged send-up of our fame obsessed culture--a deliciously witty, and ultimately tender, novel of the
absurdity of celebrity and the complexity of love.
A razor-sharp satire with a heart, Arts & Entertainments is the story of Handsome Eddie Hartley, who, at 33, has learned to resign himself to the life he has,
instead of the life he once imagined leading. The acting career he longed for throughout his twenties a bust, he now teaches drama at the posh all-boys prep
school he himself once attended as a scholarship student--when a bright and expansive future of limitless possibility seemed just around the corner. His
beautiful longtime girlfriend, Martha Martin, the star of "Dr. Drake," the most popular show on television, left him just as her own acting career began to
take off, and Eddie has since married Susan, a gallerist who barely even watches TV and is avowedly uninterested in pop culture. It's not the life he'd
planned, but it's a happy enough one, at least until Eddie and Susan discover they can't have children--one disappointment too many.
Loaded down with debt accrued during his years of auditioning, Susan's mounting unhappiness, and his own deepening sense of failure, Eddie is confronted
with an abhorrent but alluring solution to his troubles when an old friend-turned-producer offers him a way out: sell a sex tape he made with Martha, in
exchange for a pay-day large enough to cover not only fertility treatments for Susan, but the erasure of all Eddie's debt. Torn at first, Eddie finally decides
that in an era when any publicity is good publicity, releasing the tape won't harm anyone, a decision with consequences more disastrous than he could have
ever imagined. When the now-pregnant Susan leaves him in the wake of the scandal, Eddie becomes determined to win her back. As the pressure builds,
Eddie becomes the villainous if unwilling star of a reality television show and the subject of multiple covers of tabloid magazines, getting a taste of the
celebrity he'd on ...

 Assail
by Ian C. Esslemont

ISBN: 9780593064481
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Transworld
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 720
Price: $32.00

The enthralling new epic novel of the Malazan Empire by the bestselling author of Return of the Crimson Guard.
   Tens of thousands of years of ice is melting, and the land of Assail, long a byword for menace and inaccessibility, is at last yielding its secrets. Tales of
gold discovered in the region's north circulate in every waterfront dive and sailor's tavern and now countless adventurers and fortune-seekers have set sail in
search of riches. All these adveturers have to guide them are legends and garbled tales of the dangers that lie in wait -- hostile coasts, fields of ice, impassable
barriers and strange, terrifying creatures. But all accounts concur that the people of the north meet all trespassers with the sword. And beyond are rumoured
to lurk Elder monsters out of history's very beginnings. Into this turmoil ventures the mercenary company, the Crimson Guard. Not drawn by contract, but by
the promise of answers: answers to mysteries that Shimmer, second in command, wonders should even be sought. Arriving also, part of an uneasy alliance of
Malazan fortune-hunters and Letherii soldiery, comes the bard Fisher kel Tath. And with him is a Tiste Andii who was found washed ashore and who cannot
remember his past life, yet who commands far more power than he really should. Also venturing north is said to be a mighty champion, a man who once
fought for the Malazans, the bearer of a sword that slays gods: Whiteblade.

And lastly, far to the south, a woman guards the shore awaiting both her allies and her enemies. Silverfox, newly incarnated Summoner of the undying army
of the T'lan Imass, will do anything to stop the renewal of an ages-old crusade that could lay waste to the entire continent and beyond. Casting light on
mysteries spanning the Malazan empire, and offering a glimpse of the storied and epic history that shaped it, Assail is the final chapter in the epic story of the
Empire of Malaz.
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   Fiction
 Authority

by Jeff Vandermeer

ISBN: 9781443428415
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 200
Price: $14.99

In Annihilation, Jeff VanderMeer introduced the mysteries of Area X-a remote and lush terrain mysteriously sequestered from civilization. It was the first
volume of a projected trilogy; well in advance of publication, translation rights had sold all around the world, and a major movie deal had been struck. Just
months later, the second volume is here.

For thirty years, the only human engagement with Area X has taken the form of a series of expeditions monitored by a secret agency called the Southern
Reach. After the disastrous twelfth expedition chronicled in Annihilation, the Southern Reach is in disarray, and John Rodriguez (a.k.a. "Control") is the
team's newly appointed head. From a series of interrogations, a cache of hidden notes and hours of profoundly troubling video footage, the secrets of Area X
begin to reveal themselves-and what they expose pushes Control to confront disturbing truths about both himself and the agency he's promised to serve. And
the consequences will reach much farther than that.

The Southern Reach trilogy will conclude in fall 2014 with Acceptance.

 Avengers Volume 5
Adapt or Die (Marvel Now)
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785154778
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Avengers
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

In the wake of the Infinity event, Captain America and Iron Man plan for the next version of the Avengers. But they soon discover that a runaway planet is
on a collision course with Earth! Can a visitor from the future help save the day? We've been good up till now, but - this issue, an Avenger dies! Then: it
worked for the X-Men. Would we be so crass as to do it again? Yes, yes we would! It's a blast from the past as Marvel introduces the All-New Avengers!
But as the Science War overtakes the world(s), what is the secret behind this time-tossed team? When the answers are revealed, you'll wish they remained
hidden! The collision of the Avengers and the New Avengers is imminent! COLLECTING: AVENGERS 24-28

 Awakening Of Miss Prim
A Novel
by Natalia S. Fenollera

ISBN: 9781476734248
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 224
Price: $17.00

In this #1 international bestseller, a young woman leaves everything behind to work as a librarian in a remote French village, where she finds her outlook on
life and love challenged in every way.

Prudencia Prim is a young woman of intelligence and achievement, with a deep knowledge of literature and several letters after her name. But when she
accepts the post of private librarian in the village of San Ireneo de Arnois, she is unprepared for what she encounters there. Her employer, a book-loving
intellectual, is dashing yet contrarian, always ready with a critique of her cherished Jane Austen and Louisa May Alcott. The neighbors, too, are capable of
charm and eccentricity in equal measure, determined as they are to preserve their singular little community from the modern world outside. Prudencia hoped
for friendship in San Ireneo but she didn't suspect that she might find love--nor that the course of her new life would run quite so rocky or would offer
challenge and heartache as well as joy, discovery, and fireside debate. Set against a backdrop of steaming cups of tea, freshly baked cakes, and lovely
company, The Awakening of Miss Prim is a distinctive and delightfully entertaining tale of literature, philosophy, and the search for happiness.
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   Fiction
 Backlands

A Novel of the American West
by  Michael Mcgarrity

ISBN: 9780525953241
Binding: Hardback 
Series: American West Trilogy
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 512
Price: $33.00

An expansive, epic tale like Philipp Meyer's The Son, and in the wonderful storyteller vein of Larry McMurtry's Lonesome Dove, McGarrity's Backlands
showcases his keen eye for historical detail, awe-inspiring scenery, and the bitter harshness of life on the last vestiges of the twentieth-century frontier West.
    
   Michael McGarrity returns with the second installment of his sweeping, richly authentic New York Times bestselling American West trilogy set in the raw,
untrammeled New Mexico backlands during the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, and World War II.
  
   Hard Country, the first novel in the Kerney family trilogy and the debut prequel to his national bestselling Kevin Kerney crime novels, was critically
acclaimed for its authentic, gritty realism; its sprawling, engrossing story; and its compelling, engaging characters. An instant hit on several national
bestseller lists, Hard Country continues to attract an overwhelmingly positive response from critics, booksellers, and readers.
  
   Backlands continues the story of Patrick Kerney; his ex-wife, Emma; and their young son, Matthew, shortly after the tragic battlefield death of their eldest
son, CJ, at the end of World War I. Scarred by the loss of an older brother he idolized, estranged from a father he barely knows, and deeply troubled by the
failing health of a mother he adores, eight-year-old Matthew is suddenly and irrevocably forced to set aside his childhood and take on responsibilities far
beyond his years. When the world spirals into the Great Depression and drought settles like a plague over the nation, Matt must abandon his own dreams to
...

 Baklava Club
A Novel
by Jason Goodwin

ISBN: 9780374294373
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Investigator Yashim
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 288
Price: $30.00

Join Investigator Yashim for a final exotic escapade in this rich Edgar Award-winning series In four previous novels, Jason Goodwin's Inspector Yashim, the
eunuch detective, has led us through stylish, suspenseful, and colorful mysteries in the Istanbul of the Ottoman Empire. Now, in  The&nbspBaklava Club,
Yashim returns for his final adventure-and his most thrilling yet.     Three naÃ¯ve Italian liberals, exiled in Istanbul, have bungled their instructions to kill a
Polish prince-instead, they've kidnapped him and absconded to an unused farmhouse. Little do they realize that their revolutionary cell has been penetrated
by their enemies, who are passing along false orders under the code name&nbspLa Piuma, the Feather.     It falls to Yashim to unravel all this-he's convinced
that the prince is alive and that the Italians have hidden him somewhere. But there are just a few problems: He has no idea who&nbspLa Piuma is, and he's in
no mood to put up a fight-he's fallen in love! As he draws closer to the farmhouse and to the true identity of La Piuma, what Yashim discovers leaves him
shocked and in the most dangerous situation of his career.     Goodwin has an eye for detail like no other, and in  The Baklava Club  he conjures Istanbul in
all its glorious exoticism. This is a breathtaking, extraordinary conclusion to one of the most beloved series in mystery fiction, and its ending will leave you
truly astonished.
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   Fiction
 Balancing Act

by Joanna Trollope

ISBN: 9781443413053
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $22.99

Susie Moran has set her children a high standard. As a young woman, she founded Susie Sullivan, a company famous for producing charming pottery that
makes every house feel like home. Her three daughters have followed her into the company-business-minded Cara, overworked but ambitious mother of two
Ashley and designer Grace. But all of these female entrepreneurs face the challenge of balancing their commitment to the business with their need for, and
commitment to, their personal lives-never mind the feelings of the men with whom they live or are involved. The arrival of an unexpected family member
from the past is the catalyst that impels them all to face up to where their real loyalties lie and, more importantly, what matters most to each one of them.

Balancing Act is classic Trollope, sure to captivate her fans and win her many more the world over.

 Beach Bags & Burglaries
by Dorothy Howell

ISBN: 9780758294944
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Haley Randolph Mysteries
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 304
Price: $20.99

No Description

 Beach Quilt
by Holly Chamberlin

ISBN: 9780758275363
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 352
Price: $16.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 Beekeeper's Ball

by Susan Wiggs

ISBN: 9780778314486
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bella Vista Chronicles
Publisher: Harlequin
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 400
Price: $27.95

#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs returns to sun-drenched Bella Vista, where the land's bounty yields a rich harvest...and family secrets
that have long been buried. Isabel Johansen, a celebrated chef who grew up in the sleepy Sonoma town of Archangel, is transforming her childhood home
into a destination cooking school--a unique place for other dreamers to come and learn the culinary arts. Bella Vista's rambling mission-style hacienda, with
its working apple orchards, bountiful gardens and beehives, is the idyllic venue for Isabel's project...and the perfect place for her to forget the past. But
Isabel's carefully ordered plans begin to go awry when swaggering, war-torn journalist Cormac O'Neill arrives to dig up old history. He's always been better
at exposing the lives of others than showing his own closely guarded heart, but the pleasures of small-town life and the searing sensuality of Isabel's kitchen
coax him into revealing a few truths of his own. The dreamy sweetness of summer is the perfect time of year for a grand family wedding and the enchanting
Beekeeper's Ball, bringing emotions to a head in a story where the past and present collide to create an unexpected new future. From "one of the best
observers of stories of the heart" (Salem Statesman-Journal), The Beekeeper's Ball is an exquisite and richly imagined novel of the secrets that keep us from
finding our way, the ties binding us to family and home, and the indelible imprint love can make on the human heart.

 The Bees
by  Laline Paull

ISBN: 9781443433587
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $21.99

Born into the lowest class of an ancient hierarchical society, Flora 717 is a sanitation worker, an Untouchable, whose labour is at her ancient orchard hive's
command. As part of the collective, she is taught to accept, obey and serve. Altruism is the highest virtue, and worship of her beloved Queen, the only
religion. Her society is governed by the priestess class, questions are forbidden and all thoughts belong to the Hive Mind.
But Flora is not like other bees. Her curiosity is a dangerous flaw, especially once she is exposed to the mysteries of the Queen's Library. But her courage
and strength are assets, and Flora finds herself promoted up the social echelons. From sanitation to feeding the newborns in the royal nursery to becoming an
elite forager, Flora revels in service to her hive.

When Flora breaks the most sacred law of all-daring to challenge the Queen's fertility-enemies abound, from the fearsome fertility police who enforce the
strict social hierarchy to the high priestesses who are jealously wed to power. Her deepest instinct to serve and sacrifice is now overshadowed by an even
deeper desire, a fierce maternal love that will bring her into conflict with her conscience, her heart and her society, and lead her to commit unthinkable deeds
. . .
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   Fiction
 Bellagrand

by  Paulina Simon

ISBN: 9780007493715
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

From Paullina Simons who brought you the unforgettable The Bronze Horseman comes the much-anticipated sequel to Children of Liberty.
They gave up everything to be together, but love was just the beginning ...
Italian immigrant Gina, independent, compassionate and strong, desperately wants a family. Boston blue-blood Harry, idealistic and political, wants to create
a better world. Bound together by tormented passion, they rail, rage, and break each other's hearts, only to come face to face with a stark final choice that
will forever determine their destiny.
Their journey takes them through four decades and two continents, through triumph and turmoil, from the wooden planks of the troubled immigrant town of
Lawrence, Massachusetts, to the marble halls and secret doors of a mystical place called ... Bellagrand.
From internationally bestselling author Paullina Simons comes another compelling saga of heartbreak and redemption, and the devastating love story that led
to The Bronze Horseman.

 Benefactor
A Jack Taggart Mystery
by Don Easton

ISBN: 9781459710580
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Jack Taggart Mystery
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-05-03
Pages: 440
Price: $11.99

When a 75-year-old woman is killed in an apparently random car accident, it looks like a simple hit and run - until the car is linked to an Asian organized
crime syndicate.Undercover operative Jack Taggart, who is called in to investigate, quickly identifies a top crime boss as the perpetrator, but he still must
figure out how to infiltrate his inner circle. Taggart approaches a young Chinese woman on the fringes of the syndicate and tries to coerce her into becoming
his informant. Unbeknownst to him, the young woman is actually a Chinese spy working for a rogue intelligence officer, known only as Mr. Frank.When she
offers to introduce Taggart to the crime boss, he jumps at the chance, hoping to gain evidence about the murder. But Taggart gets more than he bargained for
when Mr. Frank draws up a deadly plan of murder and deceit to hide his trail.

 Betrayers
by David Bezmozgis

ISBN: 9781443409773
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

These incandescent pages give us one momentous day in the life of Baruch Kotler, a disgraced Israeli politician. When he refuses to back down from a
contrary but principled stand regarding the West Bank settlements, his political opponents expose his affair with a mistress decades his junior. He and the
fierce young Leora flee the scandal for Yalta, where he comes face to face with the former friend who denounced him to the KGB almost forty years earlier.

In a mere twenty-four hours, Kotler must face the ultimate reckoning, both with those who have betrayed him and with those whom he has betrayed,
including a teenage daughter, a son facing his own ethical dilemmas in the Israeli army, and the wife who stood by his side through so much.

In prose that is elegant, sly, precise and devastating, David Bezmozgis has rendered a story for the ages, an inquest into the nature of fate and consequence,
love and forgiveness.
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   Fiction
 Between Wrecks

by  George Singleton

ISBN: 9781938103797
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dzanc Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 300
Price: $19.95

"[The] unchallenged king of the comic Southern short story." - The Atlanta Journal-Constitution "George Singleton writes about the rural South without
sentimentality or stereotype but with plenty of sharp-witted humor. . . . A raconteur of trends, counter-trends, obsessions and odd characters."-NPR Morning
Edition "Thank God for George Singleton, who makes us laugh and makes us think."- The Times-Picayune There's a place just down the way where a trip to
the salvage yard reveals infidelity and theft. There's another where an unlicensed entomologist celebrates his freedom with a compulsive liar while a
manhunt ensues on the streets outside. Places where a con man and his nephew sell stolen parachutes to veterans in case the ground beneath them should
suddenly give way and where Chuck Norris's face graces only the walls of the finest trailers. A place where tongues get left inrental cars and a place where
everyone insists an absolute stranger is your boyhood friend.Between Wrecks takes readers on a raucous bar crawl through an America both startlingly
familiar and hilariously absurd, examining paranoia, fear, relentless "truths," longstanding personal habits gone awry, and what it means to look toward a
horizon that may or may not be a mirage. George Singleton  is the author of two novels and five short story collections, including Stray Decorum. A 2013
SIBA Book Award finalist, his work has appeared in Atlantic Monthly, Harper's Magazine, and Playboy. A former Guggenheim Fellow, he was awarded the
Hillsdale Award for Fiction by the Fellowship of Southern Writers in 2011. He holds an MFA degree from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro
and currently teaches writing at South Carolina Governor's School for the Arts and Humanities. He lives in Spartanburg, South Carolina.

 Bird Box
A Novel
by  Josh Malerman

ISBN: 9780062259653
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 272
Price: $31.99

A spine-tingling horror debut in which a mother and her two small children must make their way down a river, blindfolded, while an incomprehensible foe
lurks in the shadows.
"A book that demands to be read in a single sitting, and through the cracks between one's fingers. There has never been a horror story quite like this. Josh
Malerman truly delivers."--Hugh Howey, New York Times bestselling author of Wool
Something is out there...
Something terrifying that must not be seen. One glimpse and a person is driven to deadly violence. No one knows what it is or where it came from.
Five years after it began, a handful of scattered survivors remain, including Malorie and her two young children. Living in an abandoned house near the
river, she has dreamed of fleeing to a place where they might be safe. Now, that the boy and girl are four, it is time to go. But the journey ahead will be
terrifying: twenty miles downriver in a rowboat--blindfolded--with nothing to rely on but her wits and the children's trained ears. One wrong choice and they
will die. And something is following them. But is it man, animal, or monster?
Engulfed in darkness, surrounded by sounds both familiar and frightening, Malorie embarks on a harrowing odyssey--a trip that takes her into an unseen
world and back into the past, to the companions who once saved her. Under the guidance of the stalwart Tom, a motely group of strangers banded together
against the unseen terror, creating order from the chaos. But when supplies ran low, they were forced to venture outside--and confront the ultimate question:
in a world gone mad, who can really be trusted?
Interweaving past and present, Josh Malerman's breatht ...
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   Fiction
 The Blessings

by  Elise Juska

ISBN: 9781455574032
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 272
Price: $27.00

When John Blessing dies and leaves behind two small children, the loss reverberates across his extended family for years to come. His young widow,
Lauren, finds solace in her large clan of in-laws, while his brother's wife Kate pursues motherhood even at the expense of her marriage. John's teenage
nephew Stephen finds himself involved in an act of petty theft that takes a surprising turn, and nephew Alex, a gifted student, travels to Spain and considers
the world beyond his family's Northeast Philadelphia neighborhood. Through departures and arrivals, weddings and reunions, THE BLESSINGS reveals the
interior worlds of the members of a close-knit Irish-Catholic family and the rituals that unite them.

 The Blonde
by  Anna Godbersen

ISBN: 9781602862227
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Weinstein Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 400
Price: $29.00

At the height of the Cold War, Marilyn Monroe was the most infamous woman in the world. But what if she was also a secret Soviet spy? In 1947, a young,
unknown Norma Jeane Baker meets a mysterious man in Los Angeles who transforms her into Marilyn Monroe, the star. Twelve years later he comes back
for his repayment, and Marilyn is given her first assignment from the KGB: uncover something about JFK that no one else knows.But a simple job turns
complicated when Marilyn falls in love with the bright young President, and learns of plans to assassinate Kennedy. More than anything, Marilyn wants to
escape her Soviet handlers and save her love-and herself. Desperate, ruthless and brilliant, what she does next will leave readers reeling.From New York
Times  bestselling author Anna Godbersen comes a whip-smart re-imagining of the life of Marilyn Monroe, set in a world of silver screen glamour and
political intrigue. At once a crackling portrayal of Old Hollywood, an intimate portrait of the larger-than-life star, and a cat-and-mouse thriller, The Blonde 
is history rewritten as it could have-and might have been.

 Blood C Vol 03
by CLAMP

ISBN: 9781616553142
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Blood-C
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 192
Price: $15.99

No Description

 Blood Red
by  Mercedes Lackey

ISBN: 9780756408978
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Elemental Masters
Publisher: DAW
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 320
Price: $28.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 Body Beneath

Collecting Issues of the Comic Book Series "Lose"
by Michael Deforge

ISBN: 9781927668078
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Koyama Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 152
Price: $16.50

A Body Beneath   collects issues two through five of Michael DeForge's multi-award winning anthology  Lose. DeForge's singular vision reveals the menace
in the mundane, the humor in the horrific. He has crafted a phantasmagoria of stories that feature a spider-infested pet horse head, post-apocalyptic dogs
dealing with existential angst, the romantic undertones of a hired hit, and more. Michael DeForge  was born in Ottawa, Ontario. He currently lives and works
in Toronto as a cartoonist, commercial illustrator, and as an effects, props, and character designer for the hit Cartoon Network program  Adventure Time.

 The Bone Orchard
A Novel
by  Paul Doiron

ISBN: 9781250034885
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Mike Bowditch Mysteries
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

In this riveting new novel from Edgar finalist Paul Doiron, Game Warden Mike Bowditch must track down an elusive&nbspkiller who's struck very close to
home.In the aftermath of a family tragedy, Mike Bowditch has left the Maine Warden Service and is working as a fishing guide in the North Woods. But
when his mentor Sgt. Kathy Frost is forced to kill a troubled war veteran in an apparent case of "suicide by cop," he begins having second thoughts about his
decision. Now Kathy finds herself the target of a government inquiry and outrage from the the dead soldier's platoon mates. Soon she finds herself in the
sights of a sniper, as well. When the sergeant is shot outside her farmhouse, Mike joins the hunt to find the mysterious man responsible. To do so, the ex-
warden must plunge into his friend's secret past-even as a beautiful woman from Mike's own past returns, throwing into jeopardy his tentative romance with
wildlife biologist Stacey Stevens. As Kathy Frost lies on the brink of death and a dangerous shooter stalks the blueberry barrens of central Maine, Bowditch
is forced to confront the choices he has made and determine, once and for all, the kind of man he truly is. 

 Bones Never Lie
by Kathy Reichs

ISBN: 9781476726434
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 352
Price: $22.40

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Book of Life

A Novel
by  Deborah Harkness

ISBN: 9780670025596
Binding: Hardback 
Series: All Souls Trilogy
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 592
Price: $33.00

The highly anticipated finale to the #1 New York Times bestselling trilogy that began with A Discovery of Witches
    
   After traveling through time in Shadow of Night, the second book in Deborah Harkness's enchanting series, historian and witch Diana Bishop and vampire
scientist Matthew Clairmont return to the present to face new crises and old enemies. At Matthew's ancestral home at Sept-Tours, they reunite with the cast
of characters from A Discovery of Witches--with one significant exception. But the real threat to their future has yet to be revealed, and when it is, the search
for Ashmole 782 and its missing pages takes on even more urgency. In the trilogy's final volume, Harkness deepens her themes of power and passion, family
and caring, past deeds and their present consequences. In ancestral homes and university laboratories, using ancient knowledge and modern science, from the
hills of the Auvergne to the palaces of Venice and beyond, the couple at last learn what the witches discovered so many centuries ago.
    
   With more than one million copies sold in the United States and appearing in thirty-eight foreign editions, A Discovery of Witches and Shadow of Night
have landed on all of the major bestseller lists and garnered rave reviews from countless publications. Eagerly awaited by Harkness's legion of fans, The
Book of Life brings this superbly written series to a deeply satisfying close.

 The Book Stops Here
A Bibliophile Mystery
by  Kate Carlisle

ISBN: 9780451415981
Binding: Hardback 
Series: BIBLIOPHILE MYSTERY
Publisher: NAL Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $27.95

You never know what treasures can be found in someone's attic. Unfortunately for bookbinder Brooklyn Wainwright, some of them are worth killing for.... 
  
   Brooklyn Wainwright is thrilled to be appearing on the San Francisco edition of the hit TV show This Old Attic as a rare-book expert and appraiser. Her
first subject is a very valuable first-edition copy of the classic children's story The Secret Garden, which is owned by a flower vendor named Vera.
  
   Once she hears what her book is worth, Vera is eager to have Brooklyn recondition it for resale. But after the episode airs, a furious man viciously accosts
Brooklyn, claiming that Vera found the first edition at his garage sale, and he wants it back--or else. Brooklyn is relieved that she's put The Secret Garden in
a safe place, but Randolph Rayburn, the handsome host of This Old Attic, is terrified by the man's threats. He confides in Brooklyn that he fears he is being
stalked. He doesn't know who might have targeted him, or why.
  
   In the days that follow, several violent incidents occur on the set, and Brooklyn is almost killed, leaving both her and her security expert boyfriend, Derek,
shaken. Is someone after Brooklyn and the book? Or has Randolph's stalker become more desperate? And then Brooklyn visits Vera's flower shop...and
discovers her dead. Is the murderer one of the two obvious suspects, or is something more sinister--even bizarre--going on? Brooklyn had better find the
clever killer soon or more than her chance at prime time may be canceled...permanently.
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   Fiction
 Boomerang

A Boomerang Novel
by  Noelle August

ISBN: 9780062331069
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Boomerang
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 304
Price: $16.99

A great new trilogy from authors Veronica Rossi and Lorin Oberweger writing as Noelle August. Boomerang is THE dating site for the millennial gen, but
their offices are even steamier than the hook-ups the website produces.
Welcome to Boomerang.com, the hottest recent startup in the coolest city: Los Angeles, CA. Boomerang created buzz for being THE dating site for the
millennial gen. Why? Because it's about no-strings, no-fuss relationships for those on the rebound and those who crave connection without all the baggage of
long-term promises.
But that buzz is fading as Boomerang struggles to grow, the solution? Find two brilliant interns and give them a crack at turning this ship back to shore.
Enter Mia Galliano and Ethan Vance. These young strangers-Mia an aspiring filmmaker, and Ethan at the end of a collegiate sports career-are both bright
and motivated. And for very different reasons, they're both hungry and way up for the challenge.
But things go wrong from day one. For one thing, Ethan and Mia aren't strangers.
The night before their stint at Boomerang begins, Ethan and Mia meet at a bar and fall into bed together. Or so they think. They're both hazy on the details.
They just know it's aaaawkward when they share a post hookup taxi...to the same place.
Will the competition get to them, or do they have a future together?

 Booty Bones
A Sarah Booth Delaney Mystery
by  Carolyn Haines

ISBN: 9781250046130
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Sarah Booth Delaney Mystery
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 352
Price: $28.99

In the next&nbspcharming Southern mystery from&nbspCarolyn Haines, Sarah Booth Delaney's&nbspisland vacation goes disastrously awry when she's
asked to solve the murder of a treasure-hunter.Sarah Booth Delaney's fiancÃ©, Graf Milieu, has become depressed while recovering from a severe leg
injury, but Sarah Booth knows just how to help him heal. She's arranged a romantic getaway for the two of them at a lovely beach cottage on Dauphin Island
off the Gulf Coast. On the first day of their island adventure, they take a historical tour led by Angela Trotter, a young woman well-versed in local lore,
including rumors of pirate treasure hidden somewhere on the island. In fact, Angela confides to Sarah Booth and Graf that her father, a sailor and treasure
hunter, was murdered just when he thought he was closing in on the treasure. Angela's convinced that the wrong man was imprisoned for her father's murder,
and she manages to persuade Sarah Booth to take the case. And Sarah Booth soon realizes that there's much more going on than meets the eye. With untold
amounts of treasure offering plenty of motive for murder and&nbspa fiancÃ© falling deeper into depression, Sarah Booth's peaceful island vacation is
quickly spinning out of control.In  Booty Bones, Carolyn Haines will once again delight readers with her trademark blend of clever plotting,&nbspwitty
prose, and Southern charm.
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   Fiction
 Border War

by  Lou Dobbs

ISBN: 9780765327710
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 336
Price: $28.99

A timely thriller about US law enforcement officers on the Mexican border by TV broadcaster Lou DobbsThe border is a tough place to work, especially for
FBI agent Tom Eriksen. With a history of violence, he cannot afford any on-duty screw-ups. So when an investigation ends in a bloody shootout and the
shooting is deemed "questionable," the bureau reassigns Eriksen to an office known as "the Island of Misfit Cops": a resting place for those who have
screwed up enough to warrant being dumped in El Paso.  But when his partner is murdered,&nbspEriksen must take charge and solve the case, wading
through corruption and betrayal to discover the truth. Only after he teams up with a resourceful and gorgeous NSA agent, Kat Gleason, does his luck change.
As they slowly put the puzzle pieces together, the investigation points to a powerful cartel lord and a shadowy US computer company. As the web of deceit
and betrayal tightens, the body count grows. Eriksen must deal with the mayhem caused by the cartels while racing against the clock to stop an assassin
whose target is someone very close to him.

 Born Of Fury
by Sherrilyn Kenyon

ISBN: 9781250042965
Binding: Hardback 
Series: League Novel
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 496
Price: $29.99

From #1  New York Times  bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon, her blockbuster series, The League, returns to SMP!The war is on... Counted among the
fiercest Andarion warriors ever born, Hauk is one of the five founding members of the Sentella: an organization that has declared war on the League.  They
rule the Ichidian universe with an iron fist and terrify it with an army of well-trained assassins. Hauk's enemies are legion, but he fears nothing and no one.
He will do whatever it takes to survive and protect his Sentella brethren. Sumi Antaxas is one of the best assassins the League has ever trained. In her world,
failure is not an option and she has never met a target she couldn't execute. So when she's assigned Hauk, she believes it'll be a quick and easy mission.But
nothing is ever as simple as it seems, and Hauk is far better skilled than any she's faced before

 Boundary Problems
by Greg Bechtel

ISBN: 9781554811861
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Broadview Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 232
Price: $19.95

In his confident debut, Greg Bechtel offers ten charged stories about the impossible-turned-possible -- secrets, paranoia, sex, conspiracies, and magic -- as he
effortlessly shatters the boundaries between speculative and literary fiction.

Boundary Problems vibrates on the edge of meaning, as carjackers, accidental gunrunners, small-town cabbies, and confused physics students struggle to
wring meaning from the strange events that over-take them. Bechtel's worlds of mystery and magic constantly challenge his characters' pursuit of logical
explanations. These compelling tales blur lines and push boundaries -- into the surreal, into the playful, into the irresistible energy of uncertainty.
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   Fiction
 The Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even

A Novel
by  Chris F Westbury

ISBN: 9781619022904
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 272
Price: $31.50

This is a wonderful comic novel, about philosophy, the nature of art, the beauty of the ordinary, and about quirky, complete, night & day victims of
obsessive-compulsive disorder. Two charming, over-anxious, germ-phobic friends, Isaac and Greg take a road trip from Boston to Philadelphia. They are
both obsessed with Marcel Duchamp, his art and his ideas, and thus the destination has to be the largest collection of Duchamp in the world, The
Philadelphia Art Museum, the actual place "TheBride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even" was to be delivered when it was cracked and broken in
shipment. The piece is sometimes known as The Large Glass, and today it sits in the middle of a large gallery proudly displayed in its broken state which
Duchamp repaired and then certified had been his intention all along.The two men are driven in a rented disinfected Winnebago by Kelly, a beautiful art
scholar who smells like a mixture of lemons and fresh sawdust. They intend to pick up an ancient chocolate grinder, an exact working sculptural copy of one
used in a Duchamp painting. Isaac intends to grind his own pure chocolate, which will prevent the build-up or arterial plaque, because his mother died of a
stroke. Every action has its own suitable reaction, and then some. Isaac hopes eventually to overcomehis devotion to his many obsessions and to re-enter the
world, evidently his version of the real world. He is not an unreliable narrator, he is a hyper-reliable narrator, consumed by his own attention and thrilled
with the connections he sees everywhere all at once. Of course when he finally gets to the museum he must dress-up as a woman to visit the collection.

 The Broken Eye
by  Brent Weeks

ISBN: 9780316079921
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lightbringer
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 688
Price: $31.00

As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the Chromeria races to find its lost Prism, the only man who may be able to stop catastrophe. But Gavin Guile
is enslaved on a pirate galley. Worse, Gavin no longer has the one thing that defined him -- the ability to draft. 
Without the protection of his father, Kip Guile will have to face a master of shadows alone as his grandfather moves to choose a new Prism and put himself
in power. With Teia and Karris, Kip will have to use all his wits to survive a secret war between noble houses, religious factions, rebels, and an ascendant
order of hidden assassins, The Broken Eye.

 Buried Angels
by  Camilla Lackberg

ISBN: 9780007507498
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 400
Price: $19.99

Easter, 1974. A family vanishes without a trace from the island of ValÃ¶ outside of FjÃ¤llbacka. The dinner table has been exquisitely set, but everyone
except the one year-old daughter Ebba is gone. Are they victims of a crime or have they voluntarily disappeared?
Years later Ebba returns to the island and the old summer camp where her father ruled a boarding school with an iron hand. She and her husband Marten
have recently lost their three year-old son, and in an attempt to overcome their grief they have decided to renovate the house and open a B&B.
They've barely settled in before they are subjected to an attempt of arson. And when they begin to remove the floor boards in the dining room, they find dried
blood underneath...
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   Fiction
 Butcher

by Jennifer Hillier

ISBN: 9781476734217
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 352
Price: $28.99

From the author of the acclaimed suspense novels Creep and Freak and whom Jeffery Deaver has praised as a "top of the line thriller writer," The Butcher is
a high-octane novel about lethal secrets that refuse to die--until they kill again.

A rash of grisly serial murders plagued Seattle until the infamous "Beacon Hill Butcher" was finally hunted down and killed by police chief Edward Shank in
1985. Now, some thirty years later, Shank, retired and widowed, is giving up his large rambling Victorian house to his grandson Matt, whom he helped raise.
Settling back into his childhood home and doing some renovations in the backyard to make the house feel like his own, Matt, a young up-and-coming chef
and restaurateur, stumbles upon a locked crate he's never seen before. Curious, he picks the padlock and makes a discovery so gruesome it will forever haunt
him... Faced with this deep dark family secret, Matt must decide whether to keep what he knows buried in the past, go to the police, or take matters into his
own hands. Meanwhile Matt's girlfriend, Sam, has always suspected that her mother was murdered by the Beacon Hill Butcher--two years after the supposed
Butcher was gunned down. As she pursues leads that will prove her right, Sam heads right into the path of Matt's terrible secret. A thriller with taut, fast-
paced suspense, and twists around every corner, The Butcher will keep you guessing until the bitter, bloody end.

 By Its Cover
A Commissario Guido Brunetti Mystery
by Donna Leon

ISBN: 9780802122643
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Commissario Guido Brunetti
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 288
Price: $28.50

Donna Leon's critically acclaimed, internationally bestselling Commissario Guido Brunetti series has attracted readers the world over with the beauty of its
setting, the humanity of its characters, and its fearlessness in exploring politics, morality, and contemporary Italian culture. In the pages of Leon's novels, the
beloved conversations of the Brunetti family have drawn on topics of art and literature, but books are at the heart of this novel in a way they never have been
before.One afternoon, Commissario Guido Brunetti gets a frantic call from the director of a prestigious Venetian library. Someone has stolen pages out of
several rare books. After a round of questioning, the case seems clear: the culprit must be the man who requested the volumes, an American professor from a
Kansas university. The only problem-the man fled the library earlier that day, and after checking his credentials, the American professor doesn't exist.As the
investigation proceeds, the suspects multiply. And when a seemingly harmless theologian, who had spent years reading at the library turns up brutally
murdered, Brunetti must question his expectations about what makes a man innocent, or guilty.
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   Fiction
 Cadillac Cathedral

by Jack Hodgins

ISBN: 9781553802983
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ronsdale Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-02
Pages: 220
Price: $18.95

In Jack Hodgins' new novel, Cadillac Cathedral, he is at his humorous best in describing the eccentric but lovable characters in the little town of Portuguese
Creek on Vancouver Island. Arvo is the main figure, a Finn who has worked in logging camps all his life and who now spends his retirement fixing old cars,
often ones that he finds discarded in the bush. Along with Arvo there is a collection of friends who meet at Arvo's garage to discuss the world as it passes by
on the highway. When news arrives that one of their oldest friends has died, Arvo and his friends decide to drive down island to pick up the body and give it
a decent send-off. A road trip ensues, but this is not just any road trip, for it takes place in a refurbished Cadillac Cathedral, a remarkable hearse built by
Cadillac in the 1930s and which has been discovered in the hills where it has been used as a skidder for pulling logs. On the way south, at a slow pace as
befits the stately Cadillac Cathedral, the friends encounter adventures that create detours into country life. We learn about the unusual marriages that keep
couples apart and together, as well as how male camaraderie develops. There is also a winsome widow with her eye on Arvo as they make the journey south
together, and another mysterious widow in the capital for whom it seems that Arvo may still have a soft spot. The journey ends back in Portuguese Creek,
with a party that brings the entire community together in a wake to end all wakes. Cadillac Cathedral grew out of a song narrative that Hodgins wrote for
Chor Leoni to perform in January 2014.

 The Care & Management Of Lies
A Novel
by Jacqueline Winspear

ISBN: 9780062336132
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 352
Price: $21.99

The New York Times bestselling author of the Maisie Dobbs series turns her prodigious talents to a World War I standalone tale of romance and intrigue--to
be published in time for the Great War's centennial.
Tom and Kezia Atterbury, married in June of 1914, are still newlyweds when war is declared in August. Tom enlists for service, among the thousands of
men drawn to serve their country against the Hun. Kezia is left at home, to look after the farm Tom inherited upon the death of his parents.
Among the many gifts received by Kezia on the day of her wedding, are two books for the new housewife--Mrs. Beeton's cookery book and a treatise on
household management. For Tom, upon enlistment he receives small handbooks bearing the essence of military training, from how to clean a rifle, to the
haltering of cavalry horses and the preparation of latrines. But nothing prepares either Kezia or Tom for what they are about to face in the months and years
ahead.
This extraordinary novel traces not only the experiences of Tom and his new wife as they begin their marriage full of hope, love and blind optimism, but
their lives apart. As Tom marches into battles unfolding like the most terrible nightmares, so Kezia's life begins to unravel, yet each wishes nothing more
than to keep the truth from the other. The reality of their experiences are hidden in cheery letters and cards. In her loneliness, Kezia begins to cook as if for
two, trying out recipes from her new book, and describing each meal to Tom, who responds in kind, as if he had just partaken of the meal. She describes her
life as if she were the mistress of a smooth-running household, taking note of the lessons in her book of household management, and again, Tom writes back
as if he were the husband returning to a model home after a day at the market. Their dream world is shaken by the new reality of their everyday lives, and
each find their beliefs about the war called into que ...
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   Fiction
 The Care And Management Of Lies

A Novel Of The Great War
by  Jacqueline Winspear

ISBN: 9780062220509
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 336
Price: $33.50

The New York Times bestselling author of the Maisie Dobbs series turns her prodigious talents to a World War I standalone tale of romance and intrigue--to
be published in time for the Great War's centennial.
Tom and Kezia Atterbury, married in June of 1914, are still newlyweds when war is declared in August. Tom enlists for service, among the thousands of
men drawn to serve their country against the Hun. Kezia is left at home, to look after the farm Tom inherited upon the death of his parents.
Among the many gifts received by Kezia on the day of her wedding, are two books for the new housewife--Mrs. Beeton's cookery book and a treatise on
household management. For Tom, upon enlistment he receives small handbooks bearing the essence of military training, from how to clean a rifle, to the
haltering of cavalry horses and the preparation of latrines. But nothing prepares either Kezia or Tom for what they are about to face in the months and years
ahead.
This extraordinary novel traces not only the experiences of Tom and his new wife as they begin their marriage full of hope, love and blind optimism, but
their lives apart. As Tom marches into battles unfolding like the most terrible nightmares, so Kezia's life begins to unravel, yet each wishes nothing more
than to keep the truth from the other. The reality of their experiences are hidden in cheery letters and cards. In her loneliness, Kezia begins to cook as if for
two, trying out recipes from her new book, and describing each meal to Tom, who responds in kind, as if he had just partaken of the meal. She describes her
life as if she were the mistress of a smooth-running household, taking note of the lessons in her book of household management, and again, Tom writes back
as if he were the husband returning to a model home after a day at the market. Their dream world is shaken by the new reality of their everyday lives, and
each find their beliefs about the war called into que ...

 The Care And Management Of Lies Lp
A Novel Of The Great War
by  Jacqueline Winspear

ISBN: 9780062220530
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

The New York Times bestselling author of the Maisie Dobbs series turns her prodigious talents to a World War I standalone tale of romance and intrigue--to
be published in time for the Great War's centennial.
Tom and Kezia Atterbury, married in June of 1914, are still newlyweds when war is declared in August. Tom enlists for service, among the thousands of
men drawn to serve their country against the Hun. Kezia is left at home, to look after the farm Tom inherited upon the death of his parents.
Among the many gifts received by Kezia on the day of her wedding, are two books for the new housewife--Mrs. Beeton's cookery book and a treatise on
household management. For Tom, upon enlistment he receives small handbooks bearing the essence of military training, from how to clean a rifle, to the
haltering of cavalry horses and the preparation of latrines. But nothing prepares either Kezia or Tom for what they are about to face in the months and years
ahead.
This extraordinary novel traces not only the experiences of Tom and his new wife as they begin their marriage full of hope, love and blind optimism, but
their lives apart. As Tom marches into battles unfolding like the most terrible nightmares, so Kezia's life begins to unravel, yet each wishes nothing more
than to keep the truth from the other. The reality of their experiences are hidden in cheery letters and cards. In her loneliness, Kezia begins to cook as if for
two, trying out recipes from her new book, and describing each meal to Tom, who responds in kind, as if he had just partaken of the meal. She describes her
life as if she were the mistress of a smooth-running household, taking note of the lessons in her book of household management, and again, Tom writes back
as if he were the husband returning to a model home after a day at the market. Their dream world is shaken by the new reality of their everyday lives, and
each find their beliefs about the war called into que ...
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   Fiction
 Carnal Curiosity

by  Stuart Woods

ISBN: 9780399164163
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Stone Barrington
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

Stone Barrington is back in the extraordinary new adventure from New York Times-bestselling author Stuart Woods.
  
 Stone Barrington seems to have a knack for being in the wrong place at the wrong time.  When Manhattan's elite are beset by a series of clever crimes--and
Stone is a material witness--he and his former partner Dino Bacchetti find themselves drawn into the world of high-end security and fraud, where insider
knowledge and access are limited to a privileged few, and the wealthy are made vulnerable by the very systems meant to keep them safe. As Stone and Dino
delve deeper into their investigation, they learn that the mastermind behind the incidents may have some intimate ties to Stone . . . and that the biggest heist
is still to come.

 Castle
Unholy Storm
by  Cullen Bunn

ISBN: 9780785190295
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Castle
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 112
Price: $27.99

The best-selling graphic novel saga, based on the world of ABC's hit primetime series, conti nues! Derrick Storm is back. And he has a new, deadly case to
solve. When the daughters of four high-powered international businessmen are discovered dead in NY, the NYPD scrambles to bring the murderer to justice.
But when a fifth girl is found mutilated in a pool of her own blood, her presti gious French family hires Derrick Storm to run his own investigati on and fi nd
the real killer. Storm has only one lead - a strange symbol drawn in blood. Storm enlists the help of the beautiful and daring Clara Strike, his CIA handler. 
Together they uncover a deep web of deception under the guise of mysticism and devotion. And in a race against time, this most unlikely pair unlock a
mystery capable of creating global catastrophe!

 Cat Person
by  Seo Kim

ISBN: 9781927668054
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Koyama Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 144
Price: $24.95

Cat Person   is a collection of comics by cartoonist Seo Kim. Begun as a personal challenge to create daily, the comics feature a variety of themes from the
silly to the serious. Characterized by a charming drawing style and frequently featuring the cartoonist and her farcical feline Jimmy, these are the best
Sunday comics you've never seen. Seo Kim  was born in Seoul, Korea, and then immigrated to Toronto, Ontario, just a few months later. Kim currently lives
in Los Angeles, California, and works as a storyboard artist for the massively successful Cartoon Network show  Adventure Time.

 Catered 4th Of July
by Isis Crawford

ISBN: 9780758274915
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Mystery with Recipes
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 304
Price: $26.95
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   Fiction
No Description

 Catnapped!
A Dead-End Job Mystery
by  Elaine Viets

ISBN: 9780451466303
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Dead-End Job Mystery
Publisher: NAL Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $27.95

No more pussyfooting around! Husband and wife PI team Helen Hawthorne and Phil Sagemont have barely scratched the surface of the world of show cats
when a cornered kitty kidnapper's claws come out.... 

 This show cat is a no-show.... 

 The one thing celebrity Trish Barrymore and her no-account accountant husband, Mort, can agree on in their bitter divorce is shared cat custody. But when
Mort is found brained by a mahogany cat tower, and Justine, their pedigreed Chartreux show cat, goes missing, Trish calls on Helen and Phil. Despite a
ransom note from the catnapper, Trish is still the prime murder suspect in the eyes of the police. As they await the post-Mort-em, it's up to Helen and Phil to
find the feline filcher and let the cat out of the bag.

 Discovering that Mort had some shady dealings within cat show circles, Helen goes undercover as an assistant for a woman who shows prizewinning
Persians. But Phil is not buying Trish's cat-that-swallowed-a-canary act--he thinks she might be staging the whole catnapping.

 As Helen and Phil get deeper into a high-pressure world of primping, posing, and purring to collar a killer, they get caught up in a cat-and-mouse game
where the stakes are literally life and death....

 Charleston
A Novel
by  Margaret B Thornton

ISBN: 9780062332523
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

This debut novel is a haunting love story of reunited childhood sweethearts in high society Charleston, which asks if we can ever go home again.
When Eliza Poinset left the elegant world of upper crust Charleston, South Carolina for college, she expected she would one day return, settle back into
society, and marry her childhood sweetheart, Henry. But life has a way of undoing even our best laid plans, and now, several years out of grad school, Eliza
is an art historian living in London, engaged to her English, impeccably posh fiancÃ©, Jamie, a pedigreed Etonian. She's managed, with effort, to put
Charleston-and Henry-out of her mind, when, at a wedding in the English countryside, she feels a tap on her back and turns around to find none other than
Henry himself.
Already unnerved by their encounter, Eliza's carefully guarded equilibrium is further unbalanced by Henry's hold on her when she has to return to Charleston
for her sister's debut. There, amidst the palmettos and formal gardens, the saline air and the avenues lined with elegant colonial homes, the past's claim on
Eliza rushes back in full force. Torn between her life and new love waiting for her in London, and the love she still has for Henry, Eliza must decide if she
can reconcile herself to past injuries and what kind of future she truly wants moving forward.
Charleston is a deeply affecting love story, not only between two people but also between a person and a place. With intelligence, grace, and keenly felt
emotion, it conjures both Eliza's love affair with Henry and her love for Charleston itself, asking if we can ever truly return to a place-and the people who
inhabit it-we've left behind, and if "home" is a place, a person, or a memory, or some combination of the three, elusive and always, just beyond reach.
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   Fiction
 The Choir Director 2 (Large Print Edition)

Runaway Bride
by  Carl Weber

ISBN: 9781455584307
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 395
Price: $28.00

Carl Weber takes readers back to church in his latest drama-filled novel, the much-anticipated sequel to the New York Times bestseller, The Choir Director. 

It's been three years since Aaron Mackie succeeded in helping his friend and mentor, Bishop T.K. Wilson, dig his ministry out of financial ruin. Aaron is also
responsible for re-energizing the almost defunct choir into something special. His success has drawn national attention, and he's on the verge of signing a
huge recording contract. With his life in order, Aaron decides the time is right to propose to Tia Gregory, the church secretary who caught his eye and
inspired him to shed his Tiger Woods-like tendencies to become a one-woman man. The stage is set for what might be the wedding of the year, but quickly
becomes the disaster of the year when Aaron is left at the altar without explanation. 

Now, during his own hour of need, Aaron turns to the bishop for help. Unfortunately, the line he asks T. K. to cross will force the bishop to choose between
faith and friendship, or as he puts it, "between heaven and hell." As the investigation into Tia's disappearance continues, the two men are challenged in ways
they never imagined.

 Circle Of Wives
by Alice Laplante

ISBN: 9781443433662
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-02-21
Pages: 320
Price: $21.99

When Dr. John Taylor is found dead in a hotel room in his own hometown, the local police find enough incriminating evidence to suspect foul play.
Detective Samantha Adams, whose posh Palo Alto beat usually covers small-town crimes, is innocently thrown into a high-profile murder case that is more
intricately intertwined than she could ever imagine. A renowned plastic surgeon, respected family man and active community spokesman, Dr. Taylor was
well loved and admired. But, hidden from the public eye, he led a secret life-in fact, multiple lives. A closeted polygamist, Dr. Taylor was married to three
very different women in three separate cities. And when these three unsuspecting women show up at his funeral, suspicions run high. Detective Adams soon
finds herself tracking down a murderer through a deceitful web of lies, marital discord and broken dreams. With a rare combination of gripping storytelling,
vivid prose and remarkable insight into character, Alice LaPlante brings to life a story of passion and obsession that will haunt readers long after they turn
the final page. A charged, provocative and surprising psychological thriller, A Circle of Wives dissects the dynamics of love and marriage, of trust and
jealousy, and poses the terrifying question: How well do you really know your spouse?

 City Of Fallen Angels
A Mike Ward Mystery
by Howard Engel

ISBN: 9781770863798
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Cormorant Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 288
Price: $20.00

It's 1940. Canadian journalist Mike Ward, fresh off assignments in Paris, London, Moscow, and Berlin, thinks he's seen it all: the rise of charismatic
dictators, the fall of governments, political intrigues too bizarre to believe. Yet despite his tenure in fascist Europe, nothing could have prepared him for his
latest posting: Hollywood, where the glitz and glamour of the silver screen mingles with the grit and grime of the criminal underworld. Ward's latest
assignment, to cover the "suicide" of a studio executive, is bound to drag him deeper into the shadows of America's bright lights. Set during a time of
upheaval in the capital of cinema, and populated by a who's who of colourful historical personalities from both the film and criminal worlds, City of Fallen
Angels - the latest from Arthur Ellis Award-winner Howard Engel - is a classic period whodunit with a Canadian twist.
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   Fiction
 Clam Wake

A Bed-And-Breakfast Mystery
by  Mary Daheim

ISBN: 9780062317728
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bed-And-Breakfast Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 240
Price: $31.99

The 29th book in Mary Daheim's beloved Bed-and-Breakfast series, which continues to delight her devoted fans.
Innkeeper Judith McMonigle Flynn has the post-holiday blues from the usual lack of guests at Hillside Manor. But she's up for house-sitting at her aunt and
uncle's retirement home on Whoopee Island. With Cousin Renie in tow, the duo expect a quiet time at the beach until they find a dead body soon after their
arrival. When what they assume is a fatal heart attack turns out to be death by stabbing, Judith reluctantly begins sleuthing-if only to prove that she and
Renie aren't the prime suspects. The victim didn't have an enemy in the world-except for whoever killed him. Digging for more than clams, the cousins
discover that retirement isn't all it's cracked up to be, at least among the eclectic, eccentric residents of Obsession Shores.

 A Cliffs Of Cornwall Novel/Lady's Honor
by  Laurie A Eakes

ISBN: 9780310332060
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Cliffs of Cornwall Novel
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 336
Price: $17.99

Laurie Alice Eakes, winner of the National Reader's Choice Award for Best Regency novel, presents a story rich in historical detail that explores the tension
in one woman's life between her desire to love and trust and the security of her ancestral home.
Society is concerned about her honor, but Elizabeth must realize her worth doesn't lie in her inheritance.
In order to avoid a forced marriage to a dangerous man, Elizabeth Trelawney flees London. An unexpected stranger arrives to help her, and as they elude her
pursuers across Cornwall in the night, Elizabeth realizes her rescuer, Rouan Curnow, is familiar.
Their differences in social status kept Rouan from pursuing a courtship with the lady his heart wouldn't let him forget. Now because of dangerous smugglers
and local murders, the two are plunged into a reckless alliance that rattles Rouan's fledgling faith in God.
The closer they get to Bastian Point-Elizabeth's true home-the more she realizes it is the only place she longs to be. Even the sight of its solid structure
perched on the cliffs makes her feel safe. Elizabeth is the most likely to inherit Bastian Point if Grandfather never learns she spent the night, however
innocently, with a near stranger.
As spring warms into summer, Elizabeth finds herself torn between wanting to be the perfect grandchild and her growing love for a man of whom no one
will approve as a match for her, a man she knows she shouldn't entirely trust. Unsure whether she is being foolish or following the right path, she sets out
with Rouan on a quest to find the true culprit behind the local violence.
Their quest leads them to danger, and she must choose whether to follow the man she loves or cling to the safety of her family home.

 Close To The Broken Hearted
by Michael Hiebert

ISBN: 9780758294265
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 304
Price: $16.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 Closed Doors

by Lisa O'donnell

ISBN: 9780062271891
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 256
Price: $33.50

From the bestselling author of The Death of Bees, winner of the 2013 Commonweatlh Book Prize, comes Closed Doors, a brilliant second novel, set on a
small Scottish island, where everyone knows everything about everyone else, and where a secret is a dangerous thing.
"There are no strangers in Rothesay, Michael. Everyone knows who you are and always will. It's a blessing but it's also a curse."
Eleven-year-old Michael Murray is the best at two things: keepy-uppies and keeping secrets. His family thinks he's too young to hear grown-up stuff, but he
listens at doors; it's the only way to find out anything. And Michael's heard a secret, one that might explain the bruises on his mother's face.
When the whispers at home and on the street become too loud to ignore, Michael begins to wonder if there is an even bigger secret he doesn't know about.
Scared of what might happen if anyone finds out, and desperate for life to return to normal, Michael sets out to piece together the truth. But he also has to
prepare for the upcoming talent show, keep an eye out for Dirty Alice, his arch-nemesis from down the street, and avoid eating Granny's watery stew.
Closed Doors is the startling new novel from the acclaimed author of The Death of Bees. It is a vivid evocation of the fears and freedoms of childhood in the
1980s and a powerful tale of love, the loss of innocence, and the importance of family in difficult times.

 Cloud
by  Eric Mccormack

ISBN: 9780143191285
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 304
Price: $24.00

"Why, when we take such care to disguise our true selves from others, would we expect them to be an open book to us?"
 Harry Steen, a businessman travelling in Mexico, ducks into an old bookstore to escape a frightening deluge. Inside, he makes a serendipitous discovery: a
mid-nineteenth-century account of a sinister storm cloud that plagued an isolated Scottish village and caused many gruesome and unexplainable deaths.
Harry knows the village well; he travelled there as a young man to take up a teaching post following the death of his parents. It was there that he met the
woman whose love and betrayal have haunted him every day since. Presented with this astonishing record, Harry resolves to seek out the ghosts of his past
and return to the very place where he encountered the fathomless depths of his own heart. With Cloud, critically acclaimed Canadian author Eric
McCormack has written a masterpiece of literary Gothicism, an intimate and perplexing study of how the past haunts us, and how we remain mysterious to
others, and even ourselves.
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   Fiction
 Coal Creek

by Alex Miller

ISBN: 9781443431514
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 304
Price: $22.99

"Me and Ben had been mates since we was boys and if it come to it I knew I would have to be on his side."

Bobby Blue is caught between loyalty to his only friend, Ben Tobin, and his boss, Daniel Collins, the new constable at Mount Hay. "Ben was not a big man
but he was strong and quick as a snake. He had his own breed of pony that was just like him, stocky and reliable on their feet." Bobby understands the people
and the ways of Mount Hay, while Collins studies the country as an archaeologist might, bringing his coastal values to the hinterland. Bobby says, "I do not
think Daniel would have understood Ben in a million years." Increasingly bewildered and goaded to action by his wife, Constable Collins takes up his
shotgun and his Webley pistol to deal with Ben. And when Bobby's love for Collins's willful young daughter Irie is exposed, it leads to tragic consequences
for them all.

Miller's exquisite depictions of the country of the Queensland highlands form the background of this simply told but deeply significant novel of friendship,
love, loyalty and the tragic consequences of misunderstanding and mistrust. Coal Creek is a wonderfully satisfying novel with a gratifying resolution. It
carries all the wisdom and emotional depth we have come to expect from Miller's richly evocative prose.

 Cold Cold Heart
by Tami Hoag

ISBN: 9780525954545
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 368
Price: $23.07

#1 New York Times bestselling author Tami Hoag delivers a shocking stand-alone thriller

 Dana Nolan was a promising young TV reporter until she was kidnapped by a notorious serial killer. A year has passed since she defeated her attacker, but
Dana is still physically, emotionally, and psychologically scarred by her ordeal, with aftereffects including PTSD and memory loss. In an attempt to put
herself back together after surviving the unthinkable, Dana returns to her hometown. But it doesn't provide the comfort she expects: She struggles to
recognize family and childhood friends and begins experiencing dark flashbacks--but she's not sure if they're truly memories or side effects of her brain
injury.

 Dana decides to use her investigative skills to piece together her past and learns of the event that made her become a reporter in the first place: the
disappearance of her best friend, Casey Grant, the summer after high school graduation. Looking at her past and the unsolved mystery through the dark filter
of PTSD, old friends seem to be suspects, authority figures part of a cover-up. Dana begins to question everything she knows. What is real? What is
imagined? Are we defined by what happens to us? And is the truth really something too terrible to be believed?
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   Fiction
 Colder War

by Charles Cumming

ISBN: 9781250020611
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

A brilliant novel of MI6 and modern espionage by the  New York Times  bestselling author of  A Foreign Country  and  The Trinity SixInternationally
acclaimed as "a premier writer of espionage thrillers" (USA Today), Charles Cumming is "among the most skillful spy novelists" (Washington Post) and "a
worthy successor to the masters... like John le CarrÃ© and Len Deighton" (Chicago Sun-Times). Now, with A COLDER WAR, Cumming returns with MI6
agent Tom Kell (A Foreign Country), in a tour de force that will dazzle readers and critics alike. A top-ranking Iranian military official is blown up while
trying to defect to the West. An investigative journalist is arrested and imprisoned for writing an article critical of the Turkish government. An Iranian
nuclear scientist is assassinated on the streets of Tehran. These three incidents, seemingly unrelated, have one crucial link. Each of the three had been
recently recruited by Western intelligence, before being removed or killed. Then Paul Wallinger, MI6's most senior agent in Turkey, dies in a puzzling plane
crash. Fearing the worst, MI6 bypasses the usual protocol and brings disgraced agent Tom Kell in from the cold to investigate. Kell soon discovers what
Wallinger had already begun to suspect-that there's a mole somewhere in the Western intelligence, a traitor who has been systematically sabotaging scores of
joint intelligence operations in the Middle East.

 Collector
by Nora Roberts

ISBN: 9780399164453
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 496
Price: $23.07

From #1 New York Times-bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a novel of a woman who needs nothing, a man who sees everything, and the web of deceit,
greed, and danger that brings them together--and could tear them apart . . .

 When professional house-sitter Lila Emerson witnesses a murder/suicide from her current apartment-sitting job, life as she knows it takes a dramatic turn.
Suddenly, the woman with no permanent ties finds herself almost wishing for one. . . .
             Artist Ashton Archer knows his brother isn't capable of violence--against himself or others. He recruits Lila, the only eyewitness, to help him
uncover what happened. Ash longs to paint her as intensely as he hungers to touch her. But their investigation draws them into a rarified circle where
priceless antiques are bought, sold, gambled away, and stolen, where what you possess is who you are, and where what you desire becomes a deadly
obsession. . . . 

 The Colonial Hotel
A Novel
by  Jonathan Bennett

ISBN: 9781770411784
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 218
Price: $22.95

A lyrical, heartbreaking story of ardour and devastation In this powerful novel of love and family, a doctor named Paris follows a nurse to a country on the
brink of civil war. When a confrontation does break out, they are swept up by rebel forces and separated. The nurse, Helen, is pregnant; she escapes, but
Paris is left behind, imprisoned by rebels as war rages. A narrative of brutal power about parental bonds, forgiveness, and identity, The Colonial Hotel
recasts for the 21st century the ancient story of Paris, Helen, and Oenone. While the action might be ripped from international headlines, Bennett creates a
wholly new take on an age-old tale set in the bleakest aspect of our unstable, yet remarkable, world.
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   Fiction
 The Competition

by  Marcia Clark

ISBN: 9780316220972
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Rachel Knight Novel
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 416
Price: $29.00

In Marcia Clark's most electrifying thriller yet, Los Angeles DA Rachel Knight investigates a diabolical high school massacre.

A Columbine-style massacre at a high school in the San Fernando Valley has left a community shaken to its core. Two students are identified as the killers.
Both are dead, believed to have committed a mutual suicide. But in the aftermath of the shooting, as LA Special Trials prosecutor Rachel Knight and
Detective Bailey Keller dig deeper, they realize that the pieces don't add up. Could it be that the two "killers" were themselves victims? And if so, does that
mean that the real killers are still on the loose? When someone starts dropping clues that another horrific crime is in the works, Rachel and Bailey scramble
desperately to profile their suspect and prevent another killing--before it's too late.

 The Competition LP (Large Print Edition)
by  Marcia Clark

ISBN: 9780316404730
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 448
Price: $31.00

In Marcia Clark's most electrifying thriller yet, Los Angeles DA Rachel Knight investigates a diabolical high school massacre.

A Columbine-style massacre at a high school in the San Fernando Valley has left a community shaken to its core. Two students are identified as the killers.
Both are dead, believed to have committed a mutual suicide. But in the aftermath of the shooting, as LA Special Trials prosecutor Rachel Knight and
Detective Bailey Keller dig deeper, they realize that the pieces don't add up. Could it be that the two "killers" were themselves victims? And if so, does that
mean that the real killers are still on the loose? When someone starts dropping clues that another horrific crime is in the works, Rachel and Bailey scramble
desperately to profile their suspect and prevent another killing--before it's too late.

 The Confession
by  Robert Whitlow

ISBN: 9781401688868
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 400
Price: $17.50

In Holt Douglas's line of work, there's nothing sweeter than a confession of guilt. Assistant D.A. Holt Douglas makes his living exposing lies and sending
criminals to jail in Ashley County, Georgia. His job is always easier when defendants, instead of remaining silent, blame someone else or try to excuse their
actions. With a confession in his hand, Holt knows a guilty plea will soon follow.But lurking in Holt's past is a dark secret that could end his successful
career and possibly his relationship with Angelina, his hoped for fiancÃ©.  When Holt reopens a cold case involving the death of the town's wealthiest
businessman--allegedly killed by a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the chest--Holt doesn't believe it was suicide. Instead, he suspects murder. As he
investigates, Holt's own guilt threatens to destroy him and the cause of justice he's sworn to serve. While he knows his own confession could absolve him of
his sin, it could cost him his future. Will he survive long enough to uncover the true crime that this small southern town has been hiding?
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   Fiction
 Cradle to Grave

by  Eleanor Kuhns

ISBN: 9781250050007
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Will Rees Mysteries
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

In the next Will Rees mystery from MB/MWA competition winner Eleanor Kuhns, Rees is&nbspstunned to learn a Shaker friend of his has been accused of
kidnapping and murderWill Rees is adjusting to life on his Maine farm in&nbsp1797, but he's already hungering for the freedom of the road, and his chance
to travel comes sooner than he expects. Lydia has just received a letter from her old friend Mouse, a soft-spoken and gentle&nbspwoman who now lives in
the Shaker community in Mount Unity, New York. To Lydia and Rees's astonishment, she's in trouble with the law. She's kidnapped five children, claiming
that their mother, Maggie Whitney,is unfit to care for them.Despite the wintry weather and icy roads, Rees and Lydia set out for New York, where they sadly
conclude that Mouse is probably right and the children would be better off with her. There's nothing they can do for Mouse legally, though, and they
reluctantly set out for home. But before they've travelled very far, they receive more startling news: Maggie Whitney has been found murdered, and Mouse is
the prime suspect.In Cradle to Grave, Eleanor Kuhns returns with the clever plotting, atmospheric historical detail, and complexly drawn characters that
have&nbspdelighted&nbspfans and critics&nbspin her previous books.

 A Cry from the Dust
by  Carrie Stuart Parks

ISBN: 9781401690434
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 384
Price: $17.50

A secret from a grim page of American history threatens to destroy thousands of lives.Gwen Marcey was tops in her forensic field. Then cancer struck, her
husband left, and her teenage daughter engaged in active rebellion. Gwen's best chance to start a new life was a temporary job in Utah reconstructing faces
from an 1857 massacre site.The Mountain Meadows Interpretative Center asked Gwen to reconstruct the faces of three intact bodies that were discovered
from the wagon train massacre of more than 120 people by Mormon fanatics calling themselves Avenging Angels. But just as she is nearing completion on
her reconstructions, things around the center turn deadly.Gwen discovers the ritualized murder of a young college student with a stolen identity and is called
on by the local police to use her forensic art skills to aid the investigation. Soon she discovers an uncanny resemblance between one of her reconstructions
and the death mask of Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon church. And realizes that she's the next target of the recreated Avenging Angels who believe
she has an icon from the grave.Gwen must weave through a labyrinth of Mormon history, discovering secret societies and festering grudges in a race against
time.Will she be able to stop another massacre?

 Cut and Thrust
by  Stuart Woods

ISBN: 9780399169113
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Stone Barrington
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

Stone Barrington enters the cutthroat fray of politics in the exceptional new thriller from New York Times--bestselling author Stuart Woods.
    
   When Stone Barrington travels to Los Angeles for the biggest political convention of the year, he finds the scene quite shaken up: a dazzling
newcomer--and close friend of Stone's--has given the delegates an unexpected choice, crucial alliances are made and broken behind closed doors, and it
seems that more than one seat may be up for grabs.  And amid the ambitious schemers and hangers-on are a few people who may use the chaotic events as
cover for more sinister plans. . . .
  
   In this milieu of glad-handing and backroom deals, only the canniest player can come out on top . . . and it will take all of Stone's discretion and powers of
persuasion to arrange a desirable outcome.
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   Fiction
 Cyador's Heirs

by L.e. Jr. Modesitt

ISBN: 9780765374776
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Saga of Recluce
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 512
Price: $31.99

The new novel in the  New York Times  bestselling Saga of RecluceDecades after the fall of Cyador, its survivors have reestablished themselves in
Cigoerne, a fertile country coveted by hostile neighbors in less hospitable lands. Young Lerial, the second son of Duke Kiedron, lives in the shadow of his
older brother Lephi, the heir to their father's realm. Lerial's future seemes preordained: He will one day command his brother's forces in defense of Cigoerne,
serving at his older sibling's pleasure, and no more.But when Lerial is sent abroad to be fostered by Major Altyrn to learn the skills and wisdom he will need
to fulfill his future duties, he begins a journey into a much larger world that brings out his true potential. Lerial has talents that few, as yet, suspect: He is one
of those rare&nbspbeings who can harness both Order and Chaos, the competing natural forces that shape the world and define the magic that exists within
it. And as war finally engulfs the fringes of Cigoerne, Lerial's growing mastery of Order and Chaos is tested to its limits, and his own. 

 Cyberstorm
by Matthew Mather

ISBN: 9781443432252
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-01-27
Pages: 408
Price: $19.99

Mike Mitchell is an average New Yorker living in an apartment in Chelsea, struggling to keep his family together. When the Internet goes down, he suddenly
finds himself fighting just to keep them alive. The electricity and power supplies fade in and out, and the explanations offered by the authorities are vague
and untrustworthy. A string of increasingly bizarre disasters start appearing on the world's news networks, and a monster snowstorm hits the city right before
Christmas. Mike and his close friends and family hunker down in their apartment building for safety, organizing and rationing food and water. Outside, the
boundaries between lawful and criminal behaviour break down as resources become scarce. With the threat to their safety growing, Mitchell and his family
pin their hopes on fleeing the city for the countryside. But as the world and cyberworld come crashing down, New York is suddenly cut off from everything,
turning into a wintry tomb where nothing is what it seems, and no one can be trusted . . .

 A Dark and Twisted Tide
by  Sharon Bolton

ISBN: 9780593069189
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Transworld
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 400
Price: $24.99

Something''s in the water... A chilling new thriller from the next Queen of Crime. 
     Young policewoman Lacey Flint knows that the Thames is a dangerous place -- after all, she lives on it and works on it -- but she''s always been lucky.
Until one day, when she finds a body floating in the water. Who was this woman and why was she wrapped so carefully in white burial cloths before being
hidden in the fast-flowing depths?
     DCI Dana Tulloch hates to admit it, but she''s fond of the mysterious Lacey. Even if she keeps on interfering in her investigations, and is meddling with
the latest floater case. But now she's got to break some terrible news to her -- news that could destroy Lacey's fragile state of mind.
     And Lacey will need to keep her wits about her because there's a killer that's lurking around her boat, leaving her gifts she'd rather not receive.
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   Fiction
 Dark Between The Stars

by Kevin J. Anderson

ISBN: 9780765332998
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Saga of Shadows Trilogy
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 672
Price: $31.00

Science Fiction&nbspon a grand scale&nbspin the epic tradition of  Foundation,  Star Wars,  and  DuneTwenty years after the elemental conflict that nearly
tore apart the cosmos in The Saga of Seven Suns, a new threat emerges from the darkness. The human race must set aside its own inner conflicts to rebuild
their alliance with the Ildiran Empire for the survival of the galaxy.Galactic empires clash, elemental beings devastate whole planetary systems, and factions
of humanity are pitted against each other. Heroes rise and enemies make their last stands in the climax of an epic tale seven years in the making.

 Dark Skye
by  Kresley Cole

ISBN: 9781451649949
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Immortals After Dark
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

In this highly anticipated fifteenth novel in the Immortals After Dark series, #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole spins a sultry tale of a
mighty warrior scarred inside and out and the beguiling sorceress with the power to heal him--or vanquish him forever.

Eternal ObsessionAs a boy, Thronos, Lord of Skye Hall, loved Lanthe, a mischievous Sorceri girl who made him question everything about his Vrekener
clan. But when the two got caught in the middle of their families' war, tragedy struck, leaving Thronos and Lanthe bitter enemies. Though centuries have
passed, nothing can cool his seething need for the beautiful enchantress who scarred his body--and left an even deeper impression on his soul. Endless
YearningLanthe, a once-formidable sorceress struggling to reclaim her gifts, searches for love and acceptance with all the wrong immortal suitors. But she's
never forgotten Thronos, the magnificent silver-eyed boy who protected her until she was ripped from the shelter of his arms. One harrowing night changed
everything between them. Now he's a notorious warlord with a blood vendetta against Lanthe, hunting her relentlessly. Can the heat of desire burn brighter
than vengeance?With their families locked in conflict and battles raging all around them, will Thronos and Lanthe succumb to the brutal chaos that threatens
everything they cherish? Or will the fragile bond they formed so long ago spark a passion strong enough to withstand even the darkest doubts?

 The Darkest Hour
by  Barbara Erskine

ISBN: 9780007513123
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Days of Rage

A Pike Logan Thriller
by  Brad Taylor

ISBN: 9780525953982
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Pike Logan
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 384
Price: $31.00

In former delta force operator and New York Times bestseller Brad Taylor's latest Pike Logan thriller, the Taskforce must stop their most devastating threat
yet--a weapon of mass destruction. 
  
   The Taskforce is used to being the hunter, but this time they're the hunted.
  
   Intent on embroiling the US in a quagmire that will sap its economy and drain its legitimacy, Russia passes a potential weapon of mass destruction to Boco
Haram, an extreme Islamic sect in Nigeria. A relic of the Cold War, the Russian FSB believes the weapon has deteriorated and is no longer effective, but
they are wrong. Boco Haram has the means for mass destruction, which will be set loose upon a multitude of unsuspecting innocents on one of the world's
grandest stages.
  
   Trying to solve the riddle of who might be stalking them, Pike Logan and the Taskforce have no idea what's been set in motion; but there's another secret
from the Cold War buried in the Russian FSB, and exposing it will mean the difference between life and death--not only for Pike and his partner, Jennifer,
but for perhaps millions more around the globe.

 Dead Letter Drop
by  Peter James

ISBN: 9781447255956
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-21
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

Now reissued with a brand new introduction by Peter James, Dead Letter Drop is Peter James' first ever novel, originally published in 1981.
Max Flynn, undercover agent, has the unenviable job of spying on his own side. When to kill, who to kill, whether to kill are all questions which have to be
answered at great speed if he wants to stay alive.
But why does an innocuous airline ticket No. 14B matter so much? Who has gone to the trouble of committing suicide? And could Flynn's beautiful
companion be a spy? The hazy, murky world of counter espionage leaves no room for errors of judgement and Flynn knows he's finished if he makes one
false move.
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   Fiction
 Dead Will Tell

A Kate Burkholder Novel
by Linda Castillo

ISBN: 9781250029577
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Kate Burkholder
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

In this electrifying thriller by  New York Times  bestseller Linda Castillo, an Amish town is haunted by the ghosts of its past as Police Chief Kate
Burkholder untangles a dangerous webEveryone in Painters Mill knows the abandoned Hochstetler farm is haunted. But only a handful of the residents
remember the terrible secrets&nbsplost in the muted/hushed whispers of time-and now death is stalking them, seemingly from the grave.&nbspOn a late-
night shift, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called to the scene of an apparent suicide-an old man found hanging from the rafters in his dilapidated
barn.&nbspBut evidence quickly points to murder and Kate finds herself chasing a singularly difficult and elusive trail of evidence that somehow points back
to the tragedy of that long ago incident.&nbspMeanwhile, Kate has moved in with state agent John Tomasetti and for the first time in so long, they're both
happy; a bliss quickly shattered when one of the men responsible for the murders of Tomasetti's family four years ago is found not guilty, and walks away a
free man.&nbspWill Tomasetti be pulled back to his own haunted past?When a second man is found dead-also seemingly by his own hand-Kate discovers a
link in the case that sends the investigation in a direction no one could imagine and revealing&nbspthe horrifying truth of what really happened&nbspthat
terrible night thirty-five years ago, when an Amish father and his four children perished-and his young wife disappeared without a trace.And, as Kate knows-
the past never truly dies . . .

 Deadly Assets
by  W E B Griffin

ISBN: 9780399171178
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Badge of Honor
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 352
Price: $32.95

The dramatic new novel in the Philadelphia police saga by #1 New York Times-bestselling author W. E. B. Griffin.
  
   In Philadelphia--suffering among the country's highest murder rates--the tension between the Philadelphia Police Department and its Citizens Oversight
Committee has long been reaching a boiling point. That turmoil turns from bad to worse shortly after the committee begins targeting police
shootings--especially those of twenty-seven-year-old Homicide Sergeant Matt Payne, the "Wyatt Earp of the Main Line"--and then the committee's
combative leader is found shot dead point-blank on the front porch of his run-down Philly row house.
  
   As chanting protesters fill the streets, the city threatens to erupt. Payne, among many others accused of being complicit in the leader's death, becomes
quietly furious. He suspects there's something deeper behind it all, but what? Ordered to stay out of the line of fire, he struggles ahead to do what he does
best--his job. He's been investigating the murder of a young family. A reporter, working on an illicit drug series for Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Mickey
O'Hara, has been killed with his wife and child, a note stapled to his chest warning that the drug stories are to stop. Period. While Payne knows that he, like
his pal O'Hara, cannot back down, he also knows that they damn sure could be among the next to die. . . .

 A Deadly Business
by  Lis Wiehl

ISBN: 9781595549044
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Mia Quinn Mystery
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

If the hours don't kill you, the accused just might.Mia Quinn is a Seattle prosecutor working on high profile cases in the Violent Crimes unit while juggling
the impossible demands of single parenthood. Her husband, Scott, was killed in a car crash that homicide detective Charlie Carlson now believes was no
accident. Charlie's instincts and professional record make it impossible for Mia to refute the evidence she'd rather not believe.When the powers that be refuse
to reopen the case, it's up to Mia and Charlie to investigate, all the while trying to deny a growing attraction between them. Was her accountant husband
really in league with nefarious criminals? And who is the young woman whose photo they find on his computer?Uncovering the truth may hurt Mia in more
ways than one.
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   Fiction
 Death At The Door

by  Carolyn Hart

ISBN: 9780425266175
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Death on Demand Bookstore
Publisher: Berkley Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 272
Price: $28.95

Annie Darling--owner of the mystery bookstore, Death on Demand--prefers fictional crimes as opposed to the real things. But in one tragic week, two acts of
violence shake the island community of Broward's Rock. First, a beloved doctor is found shot dead, seemingly by his own hand. Only days later, a local
artist is arrested after his wife is found murdered, bludgeoned by her husband's sculpting mallet.
  
 Convinced her brother did not commit suicide, the doctor's sister turns to Annie and her husband, Max, for help. She has found a cryptic sketch her brother
drew, linking him with the murdered woman. Did someone want them both out of the picture?
                                                                                                    
 With the police considering both cases as good as closed, it's up to Annie and Max to sort through a rogues' gallery of suspects to see if someone is trying to
frame the artist. But if Annie isn't careful, she may find herself having her own brush with death...

 Death In Saratoga Springs
by Charles O'brien

ISBN: 9780758286383
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Gilded Age Mysteries
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 304
Price: $16.95

No Description

 Death Of A Chef
by Alexander Campion

ISBN: 9780758268822
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Capucine Culinary Mysteries
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 320
Price: $16.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 Death Of Lucy Kyte

A Josephine Tey Mystery
by Nicola Upson

ISBN: 9780062195456
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Josephine Tey Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 368
Price: $17.99

When beloved British mystery author Josephine Tey inherits a rural cottage from her godmother, she finds herself tasked with unraveling a chain of secrets
linking the present and the past in this fifth novel of a series.
Because Josephine Tey barely knew her godmother, Hester, she never expected to be named a beneficiary of Hester's will. It's a shock to learn that she
inherits Hester's house, Red Barn Cottage, and its contents--especially as the terms of the will dictate that Josephine must abandon her native Scotland for the
Suffolk countryside to personally take possession of both.
Sorting through the artifacts of Hester's life, Josephine learns she was an actress who made her name in a play inspired by the infamous Red Barn murders,
which were committed in the grounds of the cottage a century before. The remote, tight-knit village is still reeling from the scandal, and the fate of the victim-
a young woman called Maria Martin-casts a shadow over the strange little house. As she tries to settle in to Red Barn Cottage and befriend the frightened
locals, Josephine realizes that something dark has a tight hold on the heart of this small community. Is it just the superstitious villagers clinging to the ghosts
of the Red Barn murders, or is there something more sinister at work? Could the truth be related to the identity of Lucy Kyte, a mysterious fellow beneficiary
of Hester's will whom no-one will admit to knowing?
Trapped in this isolated community and surrounded by shadows of obsession, abuse and deceit, Josephine must untangle history from present danger and
prevent a deadly cycle beginning once again. Atmospheric, intriguing, and brimming with psychological tension, The Death of Lucy Kyte is a fantastic new
addition to this fan-favorite series starring real-life crime writer Josephine Tey.

 Delicious!
by  Ruth Reichl

ISBN: 9780449016503
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 384
Price: $27.00

In her bestselling memoirs Ruth Reichl has long illuminated the theme of how food defines us, and never more so than in her dazzling fiction debut about
sisters, family ties, and a young woman who must finally let go of guilt and grief to embrace her own true gifts. 
     Billie Breslin has travelled far from her California home to take a job at Delicious, the most iconic food magazine in New York and, thus, the world.
When the publication is suddenly shut down, the colourful staff, who have become an extended family for Billie, must pick up their lives and move on. Not
Billie, though. She is offered a new job: staying behind in the magazine's deserted downtown mansion offices to uphold the "Delicious Guarantee"--a public
relations hotline for complaints and recipe inquiries--until further notice. What she doesn't know is that this boring, lonely job will be the portal to a life-
changing discovery.
     Delicious! carries the reader to the colourful world of downtown New York restaurateurs and artisanal purveyors. And from the lively food shop in Little
Italy where Billie works on weekends to a hidden room in the magazine's library where she discovers the letters of Lulu Swan, a plucky twelve-year-old,
who wrote to the legendary chef James Beard during World War II. Lulu's letters lead Billie to a deeper understanding of history (and the history of food),
but most important, Lulu's courage in the face of loss inspires Billie to come to terms with her own issues--the panic attacks that occur every time she even
thinks about cooking, the truth about the big sister she adored, and her ability to open her heart to love.
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   Fiction
 Delusionist

by Grant Buday

ISBN: 9781927380932
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Anvil Press Publishers Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 256
Price: $20.00

Art, love, and history furnish the setting in this tale of fate and destiny. Set in Vancouver in 1962, we follow Cyril Andrachuk, son of immigrant parents from
the former Ukraine, as he makes his way from high school to menial labour jobs, from first love to first heartbreak, from sibling rivalry to malicious family
betrayal.Cyril is the only Canadian-born member of the Andrachuk family, his parents and older brother having survived the Holodomor, Stalin's systematic
starving of the Ukraine in the 1930s during which two million people died. Cyril's mother carries the scars and memories of a past she can't let go of; she
mourns the early death of her husband and feels responsible for the malnourished, brittle bones of her eldest son, Paul. Cyril is a mystery to her: he wants to
be an artist - he draws incessantly and talks about going to art school. He draws his late-father's tools - saws, drills, hammers, wrenches, everything. When
Cyril produces a series of large commemorative "Stalin stamps" his mother questions her son's insensitivity; when an act of impassioned violence erupts in
the house, it is Cyril's sanity that is called into question.The Delusionist is a darkly comic novel about love, loss, creativity, and coming to terms with the
horrors of history.Praise for Grant Buday:"Buday's genius is that of the storyteller." -The Vancouver Sun"mordantly funny" -The National Post"a rollicking
black comedy of errors with a host of unforgettable characters" -Quill & Quire (on White Lung)

 Designated Daughters
by  Margaret Maron

ISBN: 9781455545285
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Deborah Knott Mystery
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 320
Price: $30.00

When Deborah Knott's terminally ill aunt, Rachel, is found smothered to death in her bed at a hospice center, all of her Colleton County kith and kin are
shocked. Who kills a dying woman? As Deborah and her husband, Sheriff's Deputy Dwight Bryant, try to find Rachel's killer, they cross paths with the
Designated Daughters, a support group for caregivers, not all of whom are women. Rachel's flamboyant daughter, Sally, is a member, and when a con artist
cheats one of the group, they swing into action. They want more than just a shoulder to cry on-they want revenge.

 Detective & The Pipe Girl
A Mystery
by Michael Craven

ISBN: 9780062305596
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 336
Price: $18.50

A Bourbon Street Book. Writing with a unique, distinctive voice, like crime masters such as Elmore Leonard, Carl Hiassen, and Harlan Coben, Michael
Craven delivers The Detective & the Pipe Girl, a richly atmospheric, humorous, fast-paced mystery that introduces unforgettable private eye John Darvelle,
and brilliantly captures the seductive mood, mysticism, and magnetism of Los Angeles.
Private Detective John Darvelle is a man of specific tastes-good design, smart women, cheap American beer. He's a man of specific opinions--drive a car
nobody can remember, avoid brunch at all costs, and don't live in Brentwood. And he adheres to his own professional code--an indelible blend of loyalty,
fierce commitment, and performance under pressure. He also plays a lot of ping-pong.
His city is Los Angeles, a town of beauty, glamour and plenty of mystery. A town where the truth can be as hazy as the view from the canyons.
Arthur Vonz is one of Tinseltown's most powerful men, a filmmaker among the ranks of Spielberg, Coppola, and Kubrick. He hires Darvelle to find a young
woman named Suzanne Neal, an incandescent beauty with a beguiling presence. What starts as an easy assignment, soon has Darvelle plunging deep into the
seductive and hidden world of Hollywood's elite. It's a twisting, turning journey that puts him face-to-face with the LAPD, a ruthless underground crime
operation, and a cold-blooded killer.
It's the case of a lifetime that just might end his life.
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   Fiction
 The Devil's Workshop

by  Alex Grecian

ISBN: 9780399166433
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Scotland Yard's Murder Squad
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

Scotland Yard's Murder Squad faces the most shocking case of its existence, in the extraordinary new historical thriller from the author of the acclaimed
national bestseller The Yard.
  
 London, 1890. Four vicious murderers have escaped from prison, part of a plan gone terribly wrong, and now it is up to Walter Day, Nevil Hammersmith,
and the rest of Scotland Yard's Murder Squad to hunt down the convicts before the men can resume their bloody spree. But they might already be too late.
The killers have retribution in mind, and one of them is heading straight toward a member of the Murder Squad, and his family.

 And that isn't even the worst of it. During the escape, the killers have stumbled upon the location of another notorious murderer, one thought gone for good
but now prepared to join forces with them.

 Jack the Ripper is loose in London once more.

 Dexter Down Under
by  Jeff Lindsay

ISBN: 9780785154501
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Dexter Down Under
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 112
Price: $27.99

Dexter returns in an all-new, all-Australian, blood-soaked adventure written by his creator, Jeff Lindsay! Dexter Morgan isn't just Miami's #1 forensic blood
splatter expert...he's also a serial killer who targets other serial killers! But when Dexter travels down under, he quickly discovers that sharks aren't
Australia's only deadly predator! Who is setting up illegal hunting safaris in the Outback - and are humans in the crosshairs? Dexter investigates as only he
can, and that means only one thing: blood will flow. Under the hot Australian sun, Dexter's Dark Passenger is given free rein...and the guilty will not go
unpunished! COLLECTING: DEXTER DOWN UNDER 1-5

 The Directive
A Novel
by  Matthew Quirk

ISBN: 9780316198646
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Mike Ford
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 368
Price: $29.00

Two brothers, millions of dollars--and the heist of a lifetime

After escaping the corrupt back rooms of Washington, DC, Mike Ford is again playing a dangerous game--this time the stakes are even higher.

Mike's brother is in over his head in a powerful conspiracy to steal a secret worth billions of dollars from the little-known but unbelievably influential trading
desk at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. In an effort to help, Mike soon finds himself trapped by the dangerous men in charge--and forced to call on
all the skills of his criminal past in order to escape.

In this sharp, pulse-pounding sequel to THE 500, Mike Ford again stars as the cunning and courageous ex-con man with a big heart, and Matthew Quirk
confirms that he is one of the most exciting thriller writers at work today.
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   Fiction
 The Director

by  David Ignatius

ISBN: 9780393078145
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 352
Price: $28.50

No Description

 Dollbaby
A Novel
by  Laura Lane Mcneal

ISBN: 9780670014736
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Pamela Dorman Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

A big-hearted coming-of-age debut set in civil rights-era New Orleans--a novel of Southern eccentricity and secrets
    
   When Ibby Bell's father dies unexpectedly in the summer of 1964, her mother unceremoniously deposits Ibby with her eccentric grandmother Fannie and
throws in her father's urn for good measure. Fannie's New Orleans house is like no place Ibby has ever been--and Fannie, who has a tendency to end up in
the local asylum--is like no one she has ever met. Fortunately, Fannie's black cook, Queenie, and her smart-mouthed daughter, Dollbaby, take it upon
themselves to initiate Ibby into the ways of the South, both its grand traditions and its darkest secrets.
    
   For Fannie's own family history is fraught with tragedy, hidden behind the closed rooms in her ornate Uptown mansion. It will take Ibby's arrival to begin
to unlock the mysteries there. And it will take Queenie and Dollbaby's hard-won wisdom to show Ibby that family can sometimes be found in the least
expected places.
    
   For fans of Saving CeeCee Honeycutt and The Help, Dollbaby brings to life the charm and unrest of 1960s New Orleans through the eyes of a young girl
learning to understand race for the first time.
    
   By turns uplifting and funny, poignant and full of verve, Dollbaby is a novel readers will take to their hearts.

 Don't Look Back
by  Gregg Hurwitz

ISBN: 9780312626839
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

A single mother's dream trip turns nightmarish when she runs afoul of a deadly fugitive in the most heart-stopping thriller yet from  New York Times 
bestseller Gregg HurwitzEve Hardaway, newly single mother of one, is on a trip she's long dreamed of-a rafting and hiking tour through the jungles and
mountains of Oaxaca, in southern Mexico. While her tour group is resting, Eve wanders off the&nbsptrail, only to see a house in the distance with a
menacing man in the yard beyond it, throwing machetes at a human-shaped target. Disturbed by the sight, Eve makes her way quickly and quietly back to
her group, taking care to avoid being seen by the man. As she creeps along, she finds a broken digital camera, marked with the name Teresa Hamilton. Later
that night, in the rarely used cabin set aside for women traveling alone, she finds a discarded prescription bottle-also with the name Teresa Hamilton. From
the camera's memory card, Eve learns that this Teresa Hamilton took a photo of that same creepy house and menacing looking man in the woods. Teresa
Hamilton has since disappeared, never to be heard from again. Now the man in the woods is after whoever was snooping around his house. With a violent
past and deadly mission, he will do anything to avoid being discovered.  A major storm wipes out the roads and all communication with the outside world.
Now the tour group is trapped in the jungle with a dangerous predator with a secret to protect. With her only resource her determination to live, Eve must
fight a dangerous foe and survive against incredible odds-if she's to make it back home alive.
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   Fiction
 Don't Try To Find Me

A Novel
by  Holly Brown

ISBN: 9780062305848
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

When 14-year-old Marley Willits runs away, her parents embark on a public social media campaign to find her, exposing all their darkest secrets and
changing their family forever in this suspenseful and gripping debut novel.
Don't try to find me. It's written in Marley's handwriting, on the kitchen whiteboard where she usually says they're out of milk, but her mother Rachel knows
there has to be some other explanation. It can't be a goodbye note. Marley can't be a runaway.
But as it slowly sinks in that the impossible has occurred, Rachel and her husband Paul are informed that the police have "limited resources" to devote to
runaways. Paul creates a social media campaign to find their daughter using Facebook, Twitter, and the hastily launched FindMarley.com.
Only Rachel has secrets to keep, and it's looking like Marley does, too. With exposure comes scrutiny, and when Rachel blows every PR rule on a television
interview, the dirty speculation begins. The blogosphere thinks Rachel has something to hide, and actually--they're right. It's not what they think...she has
told lies, some of them to the police. She becomes a person of interest in Marley's disappearance, and then an actual suspect.
Is Marley out there somewhere, watching it all happen, or is the truth something far worse?

 Don't Try To Find Me Lp
A Novel
by  Holly Brown

ISBN: 9780062326461
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

When 14-year-old Marley Willits runs away, her parents embark on a public social media campaign to find her, exposing all their darkest secrets and
changing their family forever in this suspenseful and gripping debut novel.
Don't try to find me. It's written in Marley's handwriting, on the kitchen whiteboard where she usually says they're out of milk, but her mother Rachel knows
there has to be some other explanation. It can't be a goodbye note. Marley can't be a runaway.
But as it slowly sinks in that the impossible has occurred, Rachel and her husband Paul are informed that the police have "limited resources" to devote to
runaways. Paul creates a social media campaign to find their daughter using Facebook, Twitter, and the hastily launched FindMarley.com.
Only Rachel has secrets to keep, and it's looking like Marley does, too. With exposure comes scrutiny, and when Rachel blows every PR rule on a television
interview, the dirty speculation begins. The blogosphere thinks Rachel has something to hide, and actually--they're right. It's not what they think...she has
told lies, some of them to the police. She becomes a person of interest in Marley's disappearance, and then an actual suspect.
Is Marley out there somewhere, watching it all happen, or is the truth something far worse?

 Drifters Vol 03
by Kohta Hirano

ISBN: 9781616553395
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Drifters
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 240
Price: $14.50

No Description
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   Fiction
 Driving W/ The Top Down

by Beth Harbison

ISBN: 9781250043801
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 384
Price: $31.00

Two friends&nbspgo on an&nbspantiquing roadtrip&nbspand get more than they bargained for&nbspwhen they pick up a third,&nbspstranded woman in
this hilarious and heartwarming new novel Dara, savvy in business but not so savvy in love, has unexpectedly found success running a monthly tag sale after
losing her job and inheriting her uncle's farmette in Maryland.  Colleen, feeling underappreciated and in a rut with her husband and kids, rents a stall at
Dara's tag sale, and now the two women are embarking on a two-week antiquing/thrift shopping roadtrip to Florida&nbspin the hopes of finding some
diamonds in the rough to fix up and sell.  However, things take an unexpected turn when they meet Jonnie, a mousy woman down on her luck in a big way,
at a North Carolina diner.  They offer her a ride with them to Florida, but they soon learn Jonnie&nbsphas been&nbsphiding a few key facts:  Jonnie has
poisoned her abusive&nbsphusband, and now she's on the run.  And Dara and Colleen are accessories after the fact...   Three women, two weeks, one truck:
sometimes life doesn't take you in the direction you expect...     

 Dust and Light
A Sanctuary Novel
by  Carol Berg

ISBN: 9780451417244
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Sanctuary Novel
Publisher: Roc Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 464
Price: $18.00

National bestselling author Carol Berg returns to the world of her award-winning Flesh and Spirit and Breath and Bone with an all-new tale of magic,
mystery, and corruption.... 
  
   How much must one pay for an hour of youthful folly? The Pureblood Registry accused Lucian de Remeni-Masson of "unseemly involvement with
ordinaries," which meant only that he spoke with a young woman not of his own kind, allowed her to see his face unmasked, worked a bit of magic for
her....After that one mistake, Lucian's grandsire excised half his magic and savage Harrowers massacred his family. Now the Registry has contracted his art
to a common coroner. His extraordinary gift for portraiture is restricted to dead ordinaries--beggars or starvelings hauled from the streets.
  
   But sketching the truth of dead men's souls brings unforeseen consequences. Sensations not his own. Truths he cannot possibly know and dares not believe.
The coroner calls him a cheat and says he is trying to weasel out of a humiliating contract. The Registry will call him mad--and mad sorcerers are very
dangerous....

 Earth Awakens
by Orson Scott Card

ISBN: 9780765329066
Binding: Hardback 
Series: First Formic War
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 400
Price: $29.99

The alien invasion of Earth seems unstoppable in this prequel to  Ender's GameNearly 100 years before the events of Orson Scott Card's bestselling novel 
Ender's Game, humans were just beginning to step off Earth and out into the Solar System. A thin web of ships in both asteroid belts; a few stations; a
corporate settlement on Luna. No one had seen any sign of other space-faring races; everyone expected that First Contact, if it came, would happen in the
future, in the empty reaches between the stars. Then a young navigator on a distant mining ship saw something moving too fast, heading directly for our
sun.When the alien ship screamed through the solar system, it disrupted communications between the far-flung human mining ships and supply stations, and
between them and Earth. So Earth and Luna were unaware that they had been invaded until the ship pulled into Earth orbit, and began landing terra-forming
crews in China. Politics and pride slowed the response on Earth, and on Luna, corporate power struggles seemed more urgent than distant deaths. But there
are a few men and women who see that if Earth doesn't wake up and pull together, the planet could be lost.
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   Fiction
 East of West Volume 2

We Are All One Tp
by  Jonathan Hickman

ISBN: 9781607068556
Binding: Paperback 
Series: East of West
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 144
Price: $14.99

No Description

 Elephant in the Sky
A Novel
by  Heather Clark

ISBN: 9781770410831
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 326
Price: $14.95

The stigma of mental illness and the power of a mother's love come together in this achingly honest novel Widely acclaimed for her ability to tell
emotionally powerful stories that capture the real lives of women, bestselling novelist Heather A. Clark tackles the subject of childhood mental disorders.
Elephant in the Sky is told from both nine-year-old Nate's point of view and that of his mother, Ashley, an overworked ad executive who struggles with a
demanding workload and the worry that she's not spending enough time with her family -- especially as her son's battle with mental unbalance and paranoid
delusions escalates. The two narratives converge in a deeply moving tale of a family dealing with mental illness.Elephant in the Sky is a story about
unconditional love, and it articulates a complicated, real-life subject with grace, wisdom, and sensitivity. It looks at what it means to be different in our
society and beautifully explores the distance a mother will go to protect her child.

 Em and the Big Hoom
A Novel
by  Jerry Pinto

ISBN: 9780143124764
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 240
Price: $18.00

"Profoundly moving . . . I cannot remember when I last read something as touching as this." --Amitav Ghosh, author of The Glass Palace

 First published by a small press in India, Jerry Pinto's devastatingly original debut novel has already taken the literary world by storm. Suffused with
compassion, humor, and hard-won wisdom, Em and the Big Hoom is a modern masterpiece, and its American publication is certain to be one of the major
literary events of the season.

 Meet Imelda and Augustine, or--as our young narrator calls his unusual parents--Em and the Big Hoom. Most of the time, Em smokes endless beedis and
sings her way through life. She is the sun around which everyone else orbits. But as enchanting and high-spirited as she can be, when Em's bipolar disorder
seizes her she becomes monstrous, sometimes with calamitous consequences for herself and others. This accomplished debut is graceful and urgent, with a
one-of-a-kind voice that will stay with readers long after the last page.
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   Fiction
 Euphoria

by Lily King

ISBN: 9781443435277
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 256
Price: $19.99

English anthropologist Andrew Bankson has been alone in the field for several years studying the Kiona river tribe in the Territory of New Guinea. Haunted
by the memory of his brothers' deaths and increasingly frustrated and isolated by his research, Bankson is on the verge of suicide when a chance encounter
with two colleagues, the controversial Nell Stone and her wry and mercurial Australian husband, Fen, pulls him back from the brink. Nell and Fen have just
fled the bloodthirsty Mumbanyo and, in spite of Nell's poor health, are hungry for a new discovery. When Bankson finds them a new tribe to divert them
from leaving Papua New Guinea, he ignites an intellectual and romantic firestorm between the three of them that burns out of anyone's control.

King's writing is effortlessly elegant and the setting wonderfully rich and evocative. What really sets this novel apart, though, are the brilliantly realized
characters absorbed in the work of understanding the fundamental humanity that connects us all. Set between two world wars and inspired by events in the
life of revolutionary anthropologist Margaret Mead, Euphoria is an enthralling story of passion, possession, exploration and sacrifice.

 Everything To Lose
A Novel
by  Andrew Gross

ISBN: 9780061656002
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

A determined, (down on her luck,) mother caring for her handicapped son becomes entangled in a murderous conspiracy to keep a twenty year old secret
buried in this blistering thriller, set during the tragic aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, from Andrew Gross, the New York Times bestselling author of 15
Seconds and No Way Back
While driving along a suburban back road, Hilary Blum, who's just lost her job and whose deadbeat husband has left her alone to care for her son with
Asperger's, witnesses a freakish accident. A car ahead of her careens down a hill and slams into a tree. Stopping to help, she discovers the driver dead-and a
satchel stuffed with a half a million dollars.
That money could prevent her family's ruin and keep her special needs son in school. In an instant, this honest, achieving woman who has always done the
responsible thing makes a decision that puts her in the center of maelstrom of dark consequences and life-threatening recriminations-a terrifying scheme
involving a twenty-year-old murder, an old woman who's life has been washed out to sea, and a powerful figure bent to keep the secret that can destroy him
hidden.
With everything to lose, everything she loves, Hilary connects to a determined cop from Staten Island, reeling from the disaster of Sandy, to bring down an
enemy who will stop at nothing to keep what that money was meant to silence, still buried.
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   Fiction
 The Extraordinary Journey of the Fakir Who Got Trapped in an IKEA

Wardrobe
A novel
by  Romain Puertolas

ISBN: 9780345814173
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 224
Price: $29.95

For readers of The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window and Disappeared, a funny, charming, feel-good story about a fake fakir from India
who arrives in France to shop at IKEA and unwittingly embarks on a European tour like no other. 
     Meet Ajatashatru Oghash Rathod. One day a fakir leaves his small village in India and lands in Paris. A professional con artist, the fakir is on a
pilgrimage to IKEA, where he intends to obtain an object he covets above all others: a brand-new bed of nails. Without adequate euros in the pockets of his
silk trousers, the fakir is all the same confident that his counterfeit 100-Euro note (printed on one side only) and his usual bag of tricks will suffice. But when
a swindled cab driver seeks his murderous revenge, the fakir accidentally embarks on a European tour, fatefully beginning in the wardrobe of the iconic
Swedish retailer.
     As his journey progresses in the most unpredictable of ways, the fakir finds unlikely friends in even unlikelier places. To his surprise--and to a Bollywood
beat--the stirrings of love well up in the heart of our turbaned hero, even as his adventures lead to profound and moving questions of the perils of emigration
and the universal desire to seek a better life in an often dangerous world.
     The Extraordinary Journey of the Fakir Who Got Trapped in an IKEA Wardrobe [pause for breath] is a hilarious tale that evokes the manic energy of a
Marx Brothers romp and calls to mind the incisive social commentary of Candide. Pull up your Poang chair and take an unforgettable tour of Europe
propelled by laughter, love and redemption. (Meatballs not included, but highly recommended.)

 Eyes On You
A Novel Of Suspense
by  Kate White

ISBN: 9780061576638
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

From New York Times bestselling author, Kate White, comes a riveting psychological thriller in which a woman must battle an unseen enemy who may be
disturbingly close to her.
For TV host Robin Trainer, everything seems so good again. After losing her on-air job two years ago, she has fought her way back, and now with her new
show climbing in the ratings and her first book a bestseller, she's being called a double threat.
Then, suddenly, things begin to go wrong. Just little things at first. A drink dumped in her purse. Her office photos shredded. But soon the incidents escalate.
The foundation the makeup artist uses burns Robin's face and has obviously been tampered with. Someone is after her, someone she works with every day.
And it becomes terrifyingly clear that they're not going to stop until Robin has lost everything that matters to her.
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   Fiction
 Eyes On You Lp

A Novel Of Suspense
by  Kate White

ISBN: 9780062326690
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

From New York Times bestselling author, Kate White, comes a riveting psychological thriller in which a woman must battle an unseen enemy who may be
disturbingly close to her.
For TV host Robin Trainer, everything seems so good again. After losing her on-air job two years ago, she has fought her way back, and now with her new
show climbing in the ratings and her first book a bestseller, she's being called a double threat.
Then, suddenly, things begin to go wrong. Just little things at first. A drink dumped in her purse. Her office photos shredded. But soon the incidents escalate.
The foundation the makeup artist uses burns Robin's face and has obviously been tampered with. Someone is after her, someone she works with every day.
And it becomes terrifyingly clear that they're not going to stop until Robin has lost everything that matters to her.

 Eyrie
by  Tim Winton

ISBN: 9781443431545
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 336
Price: $21.99

Tim Winton is Australia's most decorated and beloved literary novelist. Shortlisted twice for the Booker Prize and the winner of a record-holding four Miles
Franklin Awards for Best Australian Novel, he has a gift for language virtually unrivaled among English-language novelists. His work is both tough and
tender, primordial and new-always revealing the raw, instinctual drives that lure us together and rend us apart.

In Eyrie, Winton crafts the story of Tom Keely, a man struggling to accomplish good in an utterly fallen world. Once an ambitious, altruistic
environmentalist, Keely now finds himself broke, embroiled in scandal and struggling to piece together some semblance of a life. From the heights of his
urban high-rise apartment, he surveys the wreckage of his life and the world he's tumbled out of love with. And just before he descends completely into pills
and sorrow, a woman from his past and her preternatural child appear, perched on the edge of disaster, desperate for help.

As Keely slips into a nightmarish world of con artists, drug dealers, petty violence and extortion, Winton confronts the cost of benevolence and creates a
landscape of uncertainty. Eyrie is a thrilling and vertigo-inducing morality tale, at once brutal and lyrical, from one of our finest story tellers.
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   Fiction
 Faceoff

by David-ed. Baldacci

ISBN: 9781476762067
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

Edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author David Baldacci and including stories by Michael Connelly, Lee Child, Jeffery Deaver, and more, this one-
of-a-kind anthology pulls together the most beloved characters from the best and most popular thriller series today. Worlds collide!

In an unprecedented collaboration, twenty-three of the world's bestselling and critically acclaimed thriller writers have paired their series characters--such as
Harry Bosch, Jack Reacher, and Lincoln Rhyme--in an eleven-story anthology curated by the International Thriller Writers (ITW). All of the contributors to
FaceOff are ITW members and the stories feature these dynamic duos:  · Harry Bosch vs. Patrick Kenzie in "Red Eye," by Dennis Lehane and Michael
Connelly· John Rebus vs. Roy Grace in "In the Nick of Time," by Ian Rankin and Peter James· Slappy the Ventriloquist Dummy vs. Aloysius Pendergast in
"Gaslighted," by R.L. Stine, Douglas Preston, and Lincoln Child· Malachai Samuels vs. D.D. Warren in "The Laughing Buddha," by M.J. Rose and Lisa
Gardner· Paul Madriani vs. Alexandra Cooper in "Surfing the Panther," by Steve Martini and Linda Fairstein· Lincoln Rhyme vs. Lucas Davenport in
"Rhymes With Prey," by Jeffery Deaver and John Sandford· Michael Quinn vs. Repairman Jack in "Infernal Night," by Heather Graham and F. Paul Wilson·
Sean Reilly vs. Glen Garber in "Pit Stop," by Raymond Khoury and Linwood Barclay· Wyatt Hunt vs. Joe Trona in "Silent Hunt," by John Lescroart and T.
Jefferson Parker· Cotton Malone vs. Gray Pierce in "The Devil's Bones," by Steve Berry and James Rollins· Jack Reacher vs. Nick Heller in "Good and
Valuable Consideration," by Lee Child and Joseph Finder So sit back and prepare for a rollicking ride as your favorite characters go head-to-head with some
worthy opponents in FaceOff--it's a thrill-a-minute read.

 The Falcon Throne
by  Karen Miller

ISBN: 9780316120081
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Tarnished Crown
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 528
Price: $22.00

IN A DIVIDED KINGDOM, SOME WILL DO ANYTHING TO SEIZE THE CROWN.
In the distant past, the Kingdom of Harcia was torn apart by royal brothers who could not accept a lesser inheritance. Now, the consequences of their actions
are coming to light.

Balfre, son of Aimery, Duke of Harcia, is his father's heir. But he has dreams of a crown, not a coronet. He is determined to be king of a Harcia re-united, but
his brother Grefin, their father's favorite, stands in his way. 

Harald, debauched Duke of neighboring Clemen, is feared and despised by his nobles. He thinks he can trust his bastard-born cousin Ederic ... but Ederic
fears for the duchy and will do what he must to save it.

And caught between dangers is Harald's infant son, Liam. Stolen by his nurse, vanished into the lawless Marches, he is the spark that will grow to set the
world on fire.
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   Fiction
 Fallout

by Sadie Jones

ISBN: 9781443426350
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 416
Price: $22.99

Luke Kanowski is a young playwright: intense, magnetic, fleeing a disastrous upbringing in the North East. Arriving in London, he meets Paul Driscoll, an
aspiring producer, and beautiful, fiery Leigh Radley, the girl Paul loves. Luke, Paul and Leigh set up a radical theatre company, living and working together,
forging a connection in the smoky late nights of Chelsea's run-down flats and damp rehearsal rooms above pubs, candlelit during power cuts, where a new
generation of writers and directors is fighting for its place.

Nina Jacobs is a fragile actress, bullied by her mother and in thrall to a controlling producer. When Luke meets Nina he recognizes a soul in danger, and
loyalty, friendship, everything he has fought for, is drawn into the heat of their collision. As Luke ricochets between honesty and deceit, the promise of the
future and his own painful past, suddenly the fallout threatens to be immense.

Fallout is an elegantly crafted novel that brings us firmly into the psyche of romantic love, its sickness and its ecstasy.

 Family Of Lies
by Mary Monroe

ISBN: 9780758274748
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 336
Price: $27.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Farm (Large Print Edition)

by  Tom Rob Smith

ISBN: 9781455582051
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 448
Price: $31.00

The new international bestseller from the author of phenomenal Child 44 trilogy...

The Farm

If you refuse to believe me, I will no longer consider you my son.

Daniel believed that his parents were enjoying a peaceful retirement on a remote farm in Sweden. But with a single phone call, everything changes. 

Your mother...she's not well, his father tells him. She's been imagining things - terrible, terrible things. She's had a psychotic breakdown, and been
committed to a mental hospital. 

Before Daniel can board a plane to Sweden, his mother calls: Everything that man has told you is a lie. I'm not mad... I need the police... Meet me at
Heathrow.

Caught between his parents, and unsure of who to believe or trust, Daniel becomes his mother's unwilling judge and jury as she tells him an urgent tale of
secrets, of lies, of  ...

 The Farm LP
by  Tom Rob Smith

ISBN: 9780446550734
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 368
Price: $29.00

The new international bestseller from the author of phenomenal Child 44 trilogy...

The Farm

If you refuse to believe me, I will no longer consider you my son.

Daniel believed that his parents were enjoying a peaceful retirement on a remote farm in Sweden. But with a single phone call, everything changes. 

Your mother...she's not well, his father tells him. She's been imagining things - terrible, terrible things. She's had a psychotic breakdown, and been
committed to a mental hospital. 

Before Daniel can board a plane to Sweden, his mother calls: Everything that man has told you is a lie. I'm not mad... I need the police... Meet me at
Heathrow.

Caught between his parents, and unsure of who to believe or trust, Daniel becomes his mother's unwilling judge and jury as she tells him an urgent tale of
secrets, of lies, of  ...
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   Fiction
 Fast Track

by  Julie Garwood

ISBN: 9780525954453
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

A corrupt congressman, a mother's secrets, and a sizzling romance ignite passion and suspense in the new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Julie Garwood. 

 Cordelia Kane has always been a daddy's girl--her father raised her alone after her mother died in a car crash when Cordelia was just two years old. So when
he has a serious heart attack, Cordelia is devastated, and the emotion is only intensified by the confusion she feels when he reveals the shocking truth about
her mother.

 Cordelia can't suppress her curiosity about the woman who gave birth to her, and when she discovers the answers to her questions lie in Sydney, Australia,
she travels there to get them.

 Hotel magnate Aiden Madison is Cordelia's best friend's older brother. He's oblivious to the fact that she's had a crush on him for years. When he gets
railroaded into taking her along to Sydney on his company jet, he unknowingly puts her life at risk. He's recently angered a powerful congressman by
refusing to purchase overvalued land. Congressman Chambers is not a man to let such an offense slide, and he has the resources to get even and to get what
he wants.

 In Australia sparks are flying between Cordelia and Aiden, bu ...

 Fatal Conceit
A Novel
by Robert K. Tanenbaum

ISBN: 9781451635577
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 448
Price: $29.99

A CIA chief dies under suspicious circumstances before he is about to testify about a controversial government cover-up involving a terrorist attack on the
US mission in Chechnya. Butch Karp is on the case in this exciting installment to Robert K. Tanenbaum's bestselling series.

When the CIA director is murdered, Butch Karp finds himself battling a heavyweight opponent: the US government. The national presidential election
campaign's foreign policy mantra has been that the terrorists are on the run and Bin Laden is dead. There are rumors that the CIA chief was going to deviate
from the administration version of events, and that the government may have had something to do with his death. Can Karp expose the cover-up and find the
Chechnyan separatists who aided the Americans at the mission and who have firsthand knowledge of the terrorist attack? Karp must also find his missing
daughter, who has been taken hostage by the terrorists. After the New York grand jury indicts the national presidential campaign chairman and the NSA
spymaster for the murder of the CIA chief, Karp engages in an unforgettable courtroom confrontation with the defendants who have the full weight of the US
administration, a hostile judge, and a compliant media supporting them. These sinister forces will stop at nothing to prevent Karp from bringing out the truth,
even if they have to resort to murder.
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   Fiction
 Fatal Enquiry

by Will Thomas

ISBN: 9781250041043
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

"A story full of fascinating atmosphere and authenticity set in Victorian London. An exciting page-turner." -Anne PerryBrimming with wit, atmosphere, and
unforgettable characters, FATAL ENQUIRY reintroduces private enquiry agent Cyrus Barker and his assistant, Thomas Llewellyn, and their unforgettable
world of Victorian London. Some years ago, Cyrus Barker matched wits with Sebastian Nightwine, an aristocrat and sociopath, and in exposing his evil, sent
Nightwine fleeing to hide from justice somewhere in the far corners of the earth. The last thing Barker ever expected was to encounter Nightwine again-but
the British government, believing they need Nightwine's help, has granted him immunity for his past crimes, and brought him back to London. Nightwine,
however, has more on his mind than redemption-and as Barker and Llewellyn set out to uncover and thwart Nightwine's real scheme, they find themselves in
the gravest danger of their lives.

 The Fatal Tree
by  Stephen R Lawhead

ISBN: 9781595548085
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bright Empires
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 400
Price: $29.99

What do you do when you're faced with The End of Everything?The evidence is compelling--not only is The End of Everything approaching, it's
approaching rapidly. Desperation sends the Questors to the four corners of the universe in search of answers.Tony and Gianni are in Rome gathering
additional data on the collapse of the universe, and Haven and Giles are captured by Huns and taken to Byzantium.Mina travels to Egypt to recruit Dr.
Thomas Young, "the last man in the world who knows everything." But when he accompanies Mina, Kit, and Cass to the ley guarded by the giant tree, he
manages to activate the ley and he and Mina disappear.Before disappearing, Dr. Young dubbed the giant Yew the Fatal Tree--but what fate is it leading these
Questors toward?

 Field Of Prey
by John Sandford

ISBN: 9780399162381
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Prey
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 400
Price: $23.10

The extraordinary new Lucas Davenport thriller from #1 New York Times-bestselling author and Pulitzer Prize winner John Sandford.
    
   The night after the fourth of July, Layton Carlson Jr., of Red Wing, Minnesota, finally got lucky. And unlucky.
  
   He'd picked the perfect spot to lose his virginity to his girlfriend, an abandoned farmyard in the middle of cornfields: nice, private, and quiet. The only
problem was . . . something smelled bad--like, really bad. He mentioned it to a county deputy he knew, and when the cop took a look, he found a body
stuffed down a cistern. And then another, and another.
  
   By the time Lucas Davenport was called in, the police were up to fifteen bodies and counting. And as if that wasn't bad enough, when Lucas began to
investigate, he made some disturbing discoveries of his own. The victims had been killed over a great many years, one every summer, regular as clockwork.
How could this have happened without anybody noticing?
  
   Because one thing was for sure: the killer had to live close by. He was probably even someone they saw every day. . . .
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   Fiction
 The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August

by  Claire North

ISBN: 9780316399616
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 416
Price: $28.00

SOME STORIES CANNOT BE TOLD IN JUST ONE LIFETIME.
Harry August is on his deathbed. Again.
No matter what he does or the decisions he makes, when death comes, Harry always returns to where he began, a child with all the knowledge of a life he has
already lived a dozen times before. Nothing ever changes. 
Until now. 
As Harry nears the end of his eleventh life, a little girl appears at his bedside. "I nearly missed you, Doctor August," she says. "I need to send a message."
This is the story of what Harry does next, and what he did before, and how he tries to save a past he cannot change and a future he cannot allow.

 Fish Tails
A Novel
by Sheri S. Tepper

ISBN: 9780062304582
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Plague of Angels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 512
Price: $33.50

In her 35th novel, science fiction master Sheri S. Tepper boldly weaves together the storylines of eleven of her previous works-from King's Blood Four
(1983) to The Waters Rising (2010).
In Fish Tails, two of Tepper's beloved characters-Abasio and Xulai (A Plague of Angels and The Waters Rising)--and their children travel from village to
village scattered across the sparsely populated land of Tingawa. They are searching for others who might be interested in adopting their sea-dwelling
lifestyle.
Along their journey they encounter strange visitors from the far-off world of Lom, characters from Tepper's nine-book "True Game" series of novels-Mavin
Manyshaped, Jinian Star-eye, and Silkhands the Healer-all of whom have been gathered up by an interfering, time-traveling, rule-breaking do-gooder to do
one last good dead on earth before its metamorphosis is complete. For the waters are rising and will soon engulf the entire planet, transforming it utterly and
irrevocably.
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   Fiction
 The Forsaken

by  Ace Atkins

ISBN: 9780399161797
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Quinn Colson Novel
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

The extraordinary new novel in New York Times-bestselling author Ace Atkins' acclaimed series about the real Deep South--"a joy ride into the heart of
darkness" (The Washington Post).
    
   Thirty-six years ago, a nameless black man wandered into Jericho, Mississippi, with nothing but the clothes on his back and a pair of paratrooper boots.
Less than two days later, he was accused of rape and murder, hunted down by a self-appointed posse, and lynched.
  
   Now evidence has surfaced of his innocence, and county sheriff Quinn Colson sets out not only to identify the stranger's remains, but to charge those
responsible for the lynching. As he starts to uncover old lies and dirty secrets, though, he runs up against fierce opposition from those with the most to
lose--and they can play dirty themselves.
  
   Soon Colson will find himself accused of terrible crimes, and the worst part is, the accusations just might stick. As the two investigations come to a head, it
is anybody's guess who will prevail--or even come out of it alive.

 Fortune Hunter
A Novel
by Daisy Goodwin

ISBN: 9781250043894
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 480
Price: $31.00

A beautiful empress, a handsome horseman, and a bluestocking heiress form a passionate love triangle in this historical novel from the  New York Times 
bestselling author of  The American HeiressEmpress Elizabeth of Austria, known as "Sisi," is the Princess Diana of nineteenth-century Europe. Famously
beautiful, as captured in a portrait with diamond stars in her hair, she is unfulfilled in her marriage to the older Emperor Franz Joseph. Sisi has spent years
evading the stifling formality of royal life on her private train or yacht or, whenever she can, on the back of a horse.Captain Bay Middleton is dashing,
young, and the finest horseman in England. He is also impoverished, with no hope of buying the horse needed to win the Grand National-until he meets
Charlotte Baird. A clever, plainspoken heiress whose money gives her a choice among suitors, Charlotte falls in love with Bay, the first man to really notice
her, for his vulnerability as well as his glamour. When Sisi joins the legendary hunt organized by Earl Spencer in England, Bay is asked to guide her on the
treacherous course. Their shared passion for riding leads to an infatuation that threatens the growing bond between Bay and Charlotte, and all of their
futures.This brilliant new novel by Daisy Goodwin is a lush, irresistible story of the public lives and private longings of grand historical figures.
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   Fiction
 Foundling Boy

by Michel Deon

ISBN: 9781908313560
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Gallic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 416
Price: $17.50

"He takes the world which died between the wars and patiently dissects it for us."- Le Magazine Litteraire "An imaginative adventure that is both captivating
and moving."-Pierre Moustiers"A welcome addition to the literature of the inter-war period."- Le Monde The classic coming-of-age novel translated into
English for the first time.It is 1919. On a summer's night in Normandy, a newborn baby is left in a basket outside the home of Albert and Jeanne Arnaud. The
childless couple take the foundling in, name him Jean, and decide to raise him as their own, though his parentage remains a mystery.Though Jean's life is
never dull, he grows up knowing little of what lies beyond his local area. Until the day he sets off on his bicycle to discover the world, and encounters a
Europe on the threshold of interesting times . . . Michel Deon  has published more than fifty works. He is the recipient of numerous awards, including the
Prix Interallie for his 1970 novel Les Poneys Sauvages  ( The Wild Ponies ). His 1973 novel Un Taxi Mauve  garnered him international renown when it
received the esteemed Grand Prix du roman de l'Academie franÃ§aise. His novels have been translated into many languages. He is considered one of the
most innovative French writers of the twenty-first century. Deon is one of just forty members of the Academie franÃ§aise who are elected by their peers to
serve for life. Deon lives in Ireland with his wife and their horses.

 Four Corners
A Novel
by  Wally Rudolph

ISBN: 9781619022973
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 304
Price: $19.95

Four Corners is a bare-knuckled debut novel in the style of Daniel Woodrell, Barry Hannah, and Charles Bowden. Both a savage, mean-streets thriller and a
heartbreaking story of unfortunate love, Four Corners is carved from the rich, distinct voices and landscapes of the American Southwest. It manages to be
brutal and beautiful at the same time.For the better part of thirty-seven years, Frank Bruce has hobbled through his life, dragging his hunger for
amphetamines, alcohol, and crime behind him like a heap of tarnished weight. Now, emboldened by the love of his child-fiance Maddie Nicole, Frank turns
his back on all his addictions and runs away from New Mexico hoping for a second chance.Frank goes on the lam through the drug underworld of the
Southwest trying to save Sean from his meth-riddled father and Machiavellian grandfather, the casino mogul Marcus Shenk, whose brutal tyranny crosses
over all four corners of the southwest. Trapped by his crooked past, but determined to protect everything he loves, Frank looks for help from his onetime
mentor, drug kingpin and murderer Jon Santer. But in doing so, Frank unknowingly drags himself and all that he is trying to keep safe into a final, vile
reckoning with Shenk, his henchmen, and his terrible, corrupt legacy.
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   Fiction
 Fourth Of July Creek

A Novel
by  Smith Henderson

ISBN: 9780062286444
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 480
Price: $33.50

A muscular, hugely ambitious literary debut set against the vivid backdrop of the Montana wilderness in which Pete Snow, a troubled social worker barely
on the right side of the law, tries to keep a dangerously paranoid survivalist from jeopardizing his family, even as Pete's own family disintegrates.
"This book left me awestruck; a stunning debut which reads like the work of a writer at the height of his power. Begins with the story of one struggling man
and his family and soon seems to encompass and address all of modern America's problems. Fourth of July Creek is a masterful achievement and Smith
Henderson is certain to end up a household name." --Philipp Meyer, New York Times bestselling author of The Son
With his clients dispersed in the towns of western Montana, social worker Pete Snow struggles against a lack of professional resources, his crumbling
personal life, and a culture that finds solace in the bottom of a bottle and is highly disdainful of government intrusion. After encountering Benjamin Pearl, an
undernourished, nearly feral eleven-year-old boy who lives in the backwoods, Pete comes face to face with his own opposite in the boy's father, Jermiah: a
profoundly disturbed and paranoid survivalist who is itching for a final conflict that will signal the coming End Times.
With courage and caution, Pete slowly earns a measure of trust from the man and boy. But when his estranged thirteen year-old daughter disappears, Pete
must face a terrible truth--that someone who cares so deeply for helping others has spectacularly failed his own. When Pearl's activities spark the full-blown
interest of the F.B.I., Pete is thrown into further turmoil as he finds himself at the center of a massive man-hunt, one from which no one will emerge
unscathed.
Set against the heartbreaking beauty of Montana's mountain wilderness, Fourth of July Creek is a timely and unflinching meditation on freedom, community,
paranoia, dignity, rugged independence, and the reverberations of brutality and neglect in the lives of the most innocent. Exploring America's disquieting a ...

 Fridays at Enrico's
A Novel
by  Don Carpenter

ISBN: 9781619023017
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 352
Price: $31.50

Don Carpenter was one of the finest novelists in the West. His first novel, A Hard Rain Falling,  published in 1966, has been championed by Richard Price,
and George Pelecanos called it "a masterpiece . . . the definitive juvenile-delinquency novel and a damning indictment of our criminal justice system." His
novel A Couple of Comedians  is thought by some the best novel about Hollywood ever written. Fridays at Enrico's  is the story of four writers living in
Northern California and Portland during the early, heady days of the Beat scene, a time of youth and opportunity. This story mixes the excitement of
beginning with the melancholy of ambition, often thwarted and never satisfied. Loss of innocence is only the first price you pay.These are people, men and
women, tender with expectation, at risk and in love. Carpenter also carefully draws a portrait of these two remarkable places, San Francisco and Portland, in
the '50s and early '60s, when writers and bohemians were busy creating the groundwork for what came to be the counterculture.The complete penultimate
manuscript forgotten since the author's death, was recently discovered, and we're thrilled to see this book into print.
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   Fiction
 George Romero's Empire of the Dead

Act One
by  George Romero

ISBN: 9780785185178
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 128
Price: $21.99

Zombie godfather George Romero unleashes his next undead epic - as an all-new Marvel comic! Welcome to New York City years after the undead plague
has erupted...but just because Manhattan has been quarantined, don't think that everyone inside is safe! Not only do flesh-eaters roam Manhattan, but there's
another ancient predator that has taken a bloody bite out of the Big Apple: vampires rule the city! But who is plotting against the Mayor?  Is there a zombie
uprising afoot? Who is the firecracker known as Dixie Peach? And in the pit of the bloody Circus Maximus, can anything stop the unchained fury of the
zombie gladiator known as Zanzibar?  It's zombies vs. vampires - with humans caught in the crossfire!  COLLECTING: George Romero's Empire Of Th e
Dead: Act One 1-5

 Ghost Ship
by Clive Cussler

ISBN: 9780399167317
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Numa Files
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 448
Price: $23.10

The dazzling new novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series from Clive Cussler, the grand master of adventure.
    
   When Kurt Austin is injured attempting to rescue the passengers and crew from a sinking yacht, he wakes with fragmented and conflicted memories. Did
he see an old friend and her children drown, or was the yacht abandoned when he came aboard? For reasons he cannot explain, Kurt doesn't trust either
version of his recollection.
  
   Determined to know the truth, he begins to search for answers, and soon finds himself descending into a shadowy world of state-sponsored cybercrime,
and uncovering a pattern of vanishing scientists, suspicious accidents, and a web of human trafficking. With the help of Joe Zavala, he takes on the sinister
organization at the heart of this web, facing off with them in locations ranging from Monaco to North Korea to the rugged coasts of Madagascar. But where
he will ultimately end up¾even he could not begin to guess.

 Ghostwritten
by  Isabel Wolff

ISBN: 9781443410007
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 432
Price: $22.99

Jenni loves her job as a ghostwriter-it satisfies her insatiable curiosity about people. It also means that she can hide behind the stories of others and not think
about her own life too much.

But when Jenni starts work on the memoirs of a survivor of the Japanese internment camps in Java, striking coincidences force her to examine her own past.

Gripping, moving and meticulously researched, Ghostwritten delivers Isabel Wolff's signature blend of pathos, mystery and romance. It also sheds light on a
forgotten chapter of history and shimmers with an element of the supernatural that will tingle the reader's spine.
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   Fiction
 Girl Who Came Home

A Novel Of The Titanic
by Hazel Gaynor

ISBN: 9780062316868
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 384
Price: $18.50

A smash self-published hit inspired by true events, The Girl Who Came Home is the poignant story of a group of Irish emigrants aboard RMS Titanic-a
seamless blend of fact and fiction that explores the tragedy's impact and it's lasting repercussions on survivors and their descendants.
Ireland, 1912.
Fourteen members of a small village set sail on RMS Titanic, hoping to find a better life in America. For seventeen-year-old Maggie Murphy, the journey is
bittersweet. Though her future lies in an unknown new place, her heart remains in Ireland with SÃ©amus, the sweetheart she left behind. When disaster
strikes, Maggie is one of the lucky few passengers in steerage who survives. Waking up alone in a New York hospital, she vows never to speak of the terror
and panic of that terrible night ever again.
Chicago, 1982.
Adrift after the death of her father, Grace Butler struggles to decide what comes next. When her Great Nana Maggie shares the painful secret she harbored
for almost a lifetime about the Titanic, the revelation gives Grace new direction-and leads her and Maggie to unexpected reunions with those they thought
lost long ago.

 The Girl Who Couldn't Read
by  John Harding

ISBN: 9780007324231
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 400
Price: $28.99

A sinister Gothic tale in the tradition of The Woman in Black and The Fall of the House of Usher
New England, the 1890s. A man calling himself Doctor John Shepherd arrives at an isolated women's mental hospital to begin work as assistant to the owner
Dr Morgan. As Shepherd struggles to conceal his own dark secrets, he finds the asylum has plenty of its own. Who is the woman who wanders the corridors
by night with murderous intent? Why does the chief nurse hate him? And why is he not allowed to visit the hospital's top floor?
Shocked by Morgan's harsh treatment of the patients, and intrigued by one of them, Jane Dove, a strange amnesiac girl who is fascinated by books but cannot
read, Shepherd embarks upon an experiment to help her. As he attempts to solve the mystery of Jane's past his own troubled history begins to catch up with
him and she becomes his only hope of escape, as he is hers. In this chilling literary thriller everyone has something to hide and no one is what he or she
seems. The Girl Who Couldn't Read is the long-awaited sequel to the critically acclaimed international bestseller Florence and Giles but can also be read as a
gripping standalone novel.
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   Fiction
 The Girl Who Just Appeared

by  Jonathan Harvey

ISBN: 9781447238461
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Pan Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 400
Price: $17.99

The next novel from Jonathan Harvey.

London 2014. Holly Smith has never fitted in. Adopted when just a few months old she&#39;s always felt she was someone with no history, the girl who
just appeared. All she has is the address of where she was born - 32B Gambier Terrace, Liverpool. By a bizarre twist of fate Holly discovers that the flat is
available to rent. She travels north and moves in. When she finds a biscuit tin full of yellowing papers under the floorboards, she wonders if this might hold
the secret to her past.

Liverpool 1981. Fifteen year old Darren negotiates life with his errant mother and the younger brother he is bringing up. When the Toxteth Riots explode
around him Darren finds himself with a moral dilemma that will have consequences for the rest of his life.
Flitting between the present and the past, we discover how Darren and Holly&#39;s lives become intertwined. Will Holly uncover the secrets of her past? Or
will she always feel like the girl who just appeared?

 Girl Who Saved The King Of Sweden
by Jonas Jonasson

ISBN: 9781443431590
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 384
Price: $21.99

In June 14, 2007, the king and the prime minister of Sweden went missing from a gala banquet at the royal castle. Later it was said that both had fallen ill,
but the truth is different. The real story starts much earlier, in 1961, with the birth of Nombeko Mayeki in a shack in Soweto. Nombeko was fated to grow up
fast and die early in her poverty-stricken township, be it from drugs, alcohol, or just plain despair. But Nombeko takes a different path. She finds work as a
housecleaner and eventually makes her way up to the position of chief advisor, at the helm of one of the world's most secret projects.

Here is where the tale merges with then diverges from reality. South Africa developed six nuclear missiles in the 1980s, then voluntarily dismantled them in
1994. This is the story of the seventh missile, the one that was never supposed to have existed. Nombeko Mayeki knows too much about it, and now she's on
the run from both the South African justice system and the most terrifying secret service in the world. The fate of the planet now lies in Nombeko's hands.

Jonasson introduces us to a cast of eccentrics: a nerve-damaged American Vietnam deserter, twin brothers who are officially only one person, three careless
Chinese girls, an angry young woman, a potato-growing baroness, the Swedish king and the prime minister. Quirky and utterly unique, The Girl Who Saved
the King of Sweden is a charming and humorous account of one young woman's unlikely adventure.

 The Girl with All the Gifts
by  M R Carey

ISBN: 9780316278157
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 416
Price: $28.00

Melanie is a very special girl. Dr Caldwell calls her "our little  genius." 
Every morning, Melanie waits in her cell to be collected for  class. When they come for her, Sergeant keeps his gun pointing at her  while two of his people
strap her into the wheelchair. She thinks they  don't like her. She jokes that she won't bite, but they don't laugh.  
Melanie loves school. She loves learning about spelling and sums and the  world outside the classroom and the children's cells. She tells her  favorite teacher
all the things she'll do when she grows up. Melanie  doesn't know why this makes Miss Justineau look sad. 
THE GIRL WITH ALL THE GIFTS is a sensational thriller, perfect for fans of Stephen King, Justin Cronin and Neil Gaiman.
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   Fiction
 Girls Of August (Large Print Edition)

by Anne R. Siddons

ISBN: 9781455529599
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 496
Price: $31.99

LARGE PRINT

 Giving In
by  Maya Banks

ISBN: 9780425272961
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Surrender Trilogy
Publisher: Berkley Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $18.00

FROM THE "MUST-READ AUTHOR" (ROMANCE JUNKIES) OF LETTING GO--THE NEW NOVEL IN HER SURRENDER TRILOGY. 
  
   In her sensational Breathless Trilogy, New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks tested the boundaries of desire. In her new trilogy, there's only one
thing left to do: cross them. Now, the story continues as one woman, haunted by the shadows of the past, explores the possibilities of a new beginning in
ways she never could have imagined...
  
   Kylie sees the way Jensen looks at her. The dark promise in his eyes. That rough edge of dominance she knows he possesses. But dominance is the one
thing that frightens her above all else. She and her brother barely survived a childhood steeped in violence and abuse. She could never give up total control
and submit to a man. Especially a man like Jensen. Could she?
  
   Jensen sees the shadows in Kylie's eyes. Knows he has to tread very carefully or risk losing any chance he has with her. All he wants is the opportunity to
show her that dominance doesn't equal pain, bondage or discipline. That emotional surrender is the most powerful of all, and that to submit fully to him will
fulfill the aching void in her heart in a way nothing else ever will.

 Glass Kitchen
by Linda Francis Lee

ISBN: 9780312382278
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

Three sisters&nbspmove from Texas to New York City to open a restaurant in this novel about food, family, and finding true love from the author of  Emily
and EinsteinWith the glass kitchen,Linda Francis Lee has served up a novel that is about the courageit takes to follow your heart and be yourself.A true
recipe for life.Portia Cuthcart never intended to leave Texas. Her dream was to run the Glass Kitchen restaurant her grandmother built decades ago. But after
a string of betrayals and the loss of her legacy, Portia is determined to start a new life with her sisters in Manhattan . . . and never cook again. But when she
moves into a dilapidated brownstone on the Upper West Side, she meets twelve-year-old Ariel and her widowed father Gabriel, a man with his hands full
trying to raise two daughters on his own.Soon, a promise made to her sisters forces Portia back into a world of magical food and swirling emotions, where
she must confront everything she has been running from. What seems so simple on the surface is anything but when long-held secrets are revealed, rivalries
exposed, and the promise of new love stirs to life like chocolate mixing with cream. The Glass Kitchen  is a delicious novel, a tempestuous story of a woman
washed up on the shores of Manhattan who discovers that a kitchen-like an island-can be a refuge, if only she has the courage to give in to the pull of love,
the power of forgiveness, and accept the complications of what it means to be family.
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   Fiction
 Glorious

A Novel of the American West
by  Jeff Guinn

ISBN: 9780399165412
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

New York Times-bestselling author of The Last Gunfight, Jeff Guinn turns his eye for evocative detail and history to a sweeping novel of the Old West,
weaving a compelling tale of life in the Arizona Territory in 1872.

 We've all got mistakes in our past we'd rather forget.

 Cash McLendon has always had an instinct for self-preservation, one that was honed by an impoverished childhood and life with an alcoholic father barely
scraping by on the streets of Saint Louis in 1872. He's always had a knack for finding and capitalizing on the slightest opportunities, choosing the path of
financial security over happiness or real friends. He eventually builds himself up from a Saint Louis street urchin to the son-in-law and heir apparent to
industrial mogul Rupert Douglass. Though it lacks passion, his life seems securely set: a wife, a career, property, standing.

 But when tragedy strikes, all of his plans and his entire future dissolve in an instant. McLendon's instinct for survival kicks in; he flees Saint Louis, and
Douglas assigns his enforcer, an ominous skull-cracker with steel-toed boots, to track him down.

 With nothing to lose, McLendon attempts to reconcile with an old flame--a woman he was nearly engaged to but put aside in exchange for the life now in
shambles. He heard through the grapevine that she and her father moved their dry-goods store out west, to a speck-on-the-map mining town named Glorious,
in the  ...

 God & The Indian
by Drew Hayden Taylor

ISBN: 9780889228443
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Talon Books Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 128
Price: $17.95

While panhandling outside a coffee shop, Johnny, a Cree woman, is shocked to see a face she recognizes from her childhood, which was spent in a Native
American boarding school. Desperate to hear him acknowledge what happened to her and other children at the school, Johnny follows Anglican Assistant
Bishop George King to his office to confront him.

 God In Need Of Help
by Sean Dixon

ISBN: 9781552452912
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Coach House Books Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-16
Pages: 160
Price: $17.95

It's 1606 and Europe is at war over God. Venice's four strongest men are charged with transporting a holy painting across the Alps to Prague. On their way,
they are set upon by Protestant zealots - their escape is attributed to a miracle. Through this mystery, Sean Dixon challenges the role of faith at the dawn of
the Age of Reason.
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   Fiction
 God of Vengeance

by  Giles Kristian

ISBN: 9780593066188
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Transworld
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 320
Price: $26.99

The author of the bestselling Raven saga returns to recount the early days of Sigurd and his Fellowship in a thrilling Viking tale of honour, courage,
bloodfeud and revenge. 
   Norway AD785. A land of petty kingdoms and ambitious men...
   When King Gorm betrays Jarl Harald and puts his family to the sword, he makes a terrible mistake. He fails to kill Harald''s youngest son, Sigurd. Hunted
by powerful men and hiding in a sacred fen, Sigurd believes the gods have turned their backs on his family. His kin are dead or captured. His village is
attacked and its people taken as slaves. Honour is lost. Yet all men know that Ã“din, whose name means frenzy, is drawn to chaos and bloodshed as a raven
is to the slaughtered dead -- and Sigurd means to spill blood.
   Alone but for a small band of loyal men including his red-bearded friend Svein, his father's right-hand man Olaf, and Asgot the godi, Sigurd hungers to
avenge the murder of his family. In an attempt to catch Ã“din''s eye, the young man sacrifices himself -- as the god once did -- and it is during this ritual
ordeal that Sigurd is shown a vision. The Wolf. The Bear. The Serpent. The Eagle. Sigurd will need all these and more if he is to become a man whom others
will follow... and if he is to make kings pay in blood for their treachery. 
   But the gods have spoken and Sigurd's quest begins. Using cunning and war-craft he must gather the fiercest warriors of the north -- warriors such as Bram
who men call Bear, Black Floki who is death with a blade, and the shield Maiden Valgerd, who brave men fear -- and convince them to follow him. For
whether or not Ã“din is with him, Sigurd will have his vengeance and neither men nor the gods can stand in his way. Be assured that when the blood is
flowing, the gods are watching.

 Godless
A Novel
by  James Dobson

ISBN: 9781455513185
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 416
Price: $22.00

The nightmares have returned. Something, or someone, wants to drag Julia Davidson back into a dreadful conflict she assumed was a distant memory. Was
this, like before, the echo of another person's dream? Is she responsible to rescue faces she doesn't recognize but can't forget? Do the murky images suggest
she has a part to play in whatever ominous events lie ahead? 

Things are finally looking up for Matthew Adams. As the top earner at MedCom Associates he has started to crawl out of the financial hole created during
his "dark days." And now, out of the blue, a mysterious woman invites him to join a confidential research initiative. She says it will ease the mounting
economic crisis. But at what cost to Matthew's fragile sanity, and his tortured soul? 

Pastor Alex Ware faces a serious problem. The honeymoon period at Christ Community Church has ended. The finance committee says they can't afford
another year of dwindling income and dismal growth. The board wants action, now! Aging parishioners would gladly allocate a portion of their estate to
help. But only if Alex stops condemning the transition industry and starts affirming what the Youth Initiative calls "our heroic volunteers." 
In Fatherless and Childless, Dr. James Dobson and Kurt Bruner depicted a time in which present-day trends come to sinister fruition. This eagerly awaited
conclusion vividly imagines what happens when God's image on earth is exchanged for the horrors of a GODLESS world.
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   Fiction
 Gone Dead Train

A Mystery
by Lisa Turner

ISBN: 9780062136190
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 352
Price: $18.50

Bestselling sensation Lisa Turner conjures a riveting Southern gothic mystery set in Memphis with echoes of Midnight in the Garden Evil and Lisa Gardner.
Detective Billy Able is thrown into a vortex of bizarre murders, Santeria voodoo, flawed heroes, a damning photograph, and a stunning betrayal by a civil
rights icon.
After a time away to recover from the aftermath of a horrible case that left his partner dead, Billy's back in Memphis, drawn into an ever-widening murder
mystery that focuses on flawed heroes: a disgraced major league baseball player, two legendary blues musicians on the lam, a straight-arrow lady cop
tortured by a guilty conscience, and two iconic civil rights warriors with secrets so dark they'll shock the nation.
Detective Billy Able is at a crossroads. His previous case left him questioning everything he believed about his abilities as a cop and as a friend. Even though
he's considering leaving police work behind -- he's unable to turn off the instincts he's honed after a decade on the force.
But when he stops a crime he sees from being committed, he finds himself embroiled in a much bigger scandal. A murder that has just taken place has
connections to a series of much older crimes and dates back to the civil rights movement. As he investigates, Billy uncovers so many layers of secrets he can
barely keep the truth from the lies. And he knows the straight-laced cop assigned to the case is hiding something big. But is it connected to the case? And
this time he's determined to make sure he finds out the truth before anything else can happen. But as the search for truth with the help of a Santeria Priest
leads him deeper into the underbelly of Memphis, will Billy make it out alive?

 Good The Bad & The Emus
A Meg Langslow Mystery
by Donna Andrews

ISBN: 9781250009500
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Meg Langslow Mysteries
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 320
Price: $28.99

The newest side-splitting mystery featuring Meg Langslow from the hilarious, award-winning,  New York Times  bestselling author Donna AndrewsLife
will never be the same for Meg after family secrets are revealed, introducing a whole new layer of intrigue in Donna Andrews's beloved series.  Meg's long-
lost paternal grandfather, Dr. Blake, has hired Stanley Denton&nbspto find her grandmother Cordelia.  Dr. Blake was reunited with his family when he saw
Meg's picture-she's a dead ringer for Cordelia-and now Stanley has found a trail to his long-lost love in a small town less than an hour's drive away.  He
convinces Meg to come with him to meet her, but unfortunately, the woman they meet is Cordelia's cousin-Cordelia died several years ago, and the cousin
suspects she was murdered by her long-time neighbor.Stanley and Meg agree to help track down the killer and get justice for Cordelia. Grandfather even has
perfect cover - he will come to stage a rescue of the feral emus and ostriches (escaped from an abandoned farm) that infest this town.  He dashes off to
organize the rescue-which will, of course, involve most of Meg's family and friends in Caerphilly. But then, the evil neighbor is murdered, and not only
Cordelia's cousin but also the entire contingent of emu-rescuers, who have had conflict with the neighbor, are suspects.  Only Meg and the cousin-who seems
to share a lot of telling traits with Meg-can find the real killer and clear the air in the newest beverage-spittingly funny installment in this uproarious series
from the one-and-only Donna Andrews.
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   Fiction
 Goodnight June

A Novel
by  Sarah Jio

ISBN: 9780142180211
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Plume
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 320
Price: $18.00

The New York Times bestselling author of Blackberry Winter imagines the inspiration for Goodnight Moon
  
   Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown is an adored childhood classic, but its real origins are lost to history. In Goodnight June, Sarah Jio offers a
suspenseful and heartfelt take on how the "great green room" might have come to be.
  
   June Andersen is professionally successful, but her personal life is marred by unhappiness. Unexpectedly, she is called to settle her great-aunt Ruby's estate
and determine the fate of Bluebird Books, the children's bookstore Ruby founded in the 1940s. Amidst the store's papers, June stumbles upon letters between
her great-aunt and the late Margaret Wise Brown--and steps into the pages of American literature.

 Green Girl
A Novel
by  Kate Zambreno

ISBN: 9780062322838
Binding: Paperback 
Series: P.S.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 256
Price: $18.50

A modern classic in the making, Green Girl is a "searing," "vital," "brilliant" novel of adolescence and existential angst by a young writer of extraordinary
gifts.
Ruth is a young American in London, by day spritzing perfume at the department store she calls Horrids, by night trying desperately to navigate a world
colored by the unwanted gaze of others and the uncertainty of her own self-regard. Ruth and her toxic friend, Agnes, are obsessed with fashion and film, with
their own bodies and those of the local boys they mock and desire.
Everyone always tells her how pretty she is. You're so pretty, they say. It is a fact. She could be described in the language of growing things. She is a tender
sapling. She is green, she is fresh. . . . Yet to be beautiful, fresh, young is a horrible fate if one feels empty inside. That is why these ingÃ©nues try to soil
themselves.
Haunted equally by self-doubt and by a morbid fascination with the beautiful, cruel people around her, Ruth darts quietly through the rainy sidewalks of her
present and future. She sings Madonna at karaoke bars, is groped in back hallways by bartenders, dons her large dark glasses to hide from the sun and her
future.
Look at me don't look at me look at me look at me don't look at me don't look
A novel of stark emotional impact and hypnotic power, rendered in a voice that's daring and wholly original, Kate Zambreno's Green Girl is Bonjour
Tristesse or The Bell Jar for today, a love-hate letter to the ecstasy and trauma of youth.

 Guardians of the Galaxy/All-New X-Men
The Trial of Jean Grey
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785168300
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Guardians of the Galaxy
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 144
Price: $27.99

The arrival of the original X-Men in the present sent shockwaves through the Marvel Universe, but we've only seen the effects on Earth - until now! When
an alien race discovers that Jean Grey, host of the destructive Phoenix Force, is back on Earth, they decide to hold her accountable for the heinous acts of
Dark Phoenix! Now it's up to the spacefaring Guardians of the Galaxy to help the all-new X-Men save Jean Grey from twisted intergalactic justice! A
surprise ally from one character's past comes to help, but is that enough against the most  powerful army in the Universe? You won't want to miss the first
encounter between two of the biggest franchises in the Marvel Universe! COLLECTING: Guardians of the Galaxy 11-13, All -New X-Men 22-24
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   Fiction
 Haunted Life

and Other Writings
by Jack Kerouac

ISBN: 9780306823046
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 208
Price: $27.50

1944 was a troubled and momentous year for Jack Kerouac. In March, his close friend and literary confidant, Sebastian Sampas, lost his life on the Anzio
beachhead while serving as a US Army medic. That spring-still reeling with grief over Sebastian-Kerouac solidified his friendships with Lucien Carr,
William Burroughs, and Allen Ginsberg, offsetting the loss of Sampas by immersing himself in New York's blossoming mid-century bohemia. That August,
however, Carr stabbed his longtimeacquaintance and mentor David Kammerer to death in Riverside Park, claiming afterwards that he had been defending his
manhood against Kammerer's persistent and unwanted advances. Kerouac was originally charged in Kammerer'a killing as an accessory after the fact as a
result of his aiding Carr in disposing of the murder weapon and Kammerer's eyeglasses. Consequently, Kerouac was jailed in August 1944 and married his
first wife, Edie Parker, on the twenty-second of that month in order to secure the money he needed for his bail bond. Eventually the authorities accepted
Carr's account of the killing, trying him instead for manslaughter and thus nullifying the charges against Kerouac. At some point later in the year-under
circumstances that remain rather mysterious-the aspiring writer lost a novella-length manuscript titled The Haunted Life, a coming of age story set in
Kerouac's hometown of Lowell, Massachusetts.Kerouac set his fictional treatment of Peter Martin against the backdrop of the everyday: the comings and
goings of the shopping district, the banter and braggadocio that occurs within the smoky atmospherics of the corner bar, the drowsy sound of a baseball game
over the radio. Peter is heading into his sophomore year at Boston College, and while home for the summer in Galloway he struggles with the pressing issues
of his day-the economic crisis of the previous decade and what appears to be the impending entrance of the United States into the Second World War. The
other principal characters, Garabed Tourian and Dick Sheffield, are based respectively on Sebastian Sampas and fellow Lowellian Billy Chandler, both of
whom had already died in combat by the time of Kerouac's drafting of The Haunted Life  (providing some of the impetus for its title). Garabed is a leftist
idealist  ...

 Heart's Pursuit
by  Robin L Hatcher

ISBN: 9780310259275
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 352
Price: $15.99

Robin Lee Hatcher is an award-winning author including the Christy Award for Excellence in Christian Fiction, two RITA Awards for Best Inspirational
Romance, and the RWA (Romance Writers of America) Lifetime Achievement Award.
"Hatcher is a consistent 'must read' author. Her characters are very real, their trials and tribulations are easy to relate to and the setting is well researched." 4
1/2 stars, RT Book Reviews (on Betrayal)
A Colorado beauty abandoned at the altar. A rugged bounty hunter haunted by his past. In this dramatic historical novel by best-selling author Robin Lee
Hatcher, two wounded hearts join forces in a pursuit across the Old West.
Silver Matlock is a Colorado beauty in search of revenge against the man who stranded her at the altar and fled with the remnant of her family's fortune. She
is determined to find the man who betrayed her trust.
Jared Newman, rugged as the West itself, is relentless in his pursuit of lawless men-but unable to escape his own tragic past. Hardened by his life as a bounty
hunter, he must learn to forgive before he loses his soul.
Joining forces, the two set out in search of Silver's betrayer. The handsome but embittered Jared finds himself powerfully drawn to the beautiful woman
whose drive for justice equals his own. But lack of honesty keeps Silver and Jared from fully trusting each other, even as a shocking revelation intensifies
their pursuit of the cunning-and deadly-quarry.
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   Fiction
 The Heiresses Lp

A Novel
by  Sara Shepard

ISBN: 9780062326751
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

From #1 New York Times bestselling author of Pretty Little Liars and The Lying Game, comes a novel about New York's high society--the beautiful,
glamorous Saybrooks, a family filled with secrets and mysterious deaths that may have to do with a family curse.
You know the Saybrooks. Everyone does. Perhaps you've read a profile of them in People or Vanity Fair, seen their pictures in the society pages of Vogue
and the New York Times Sunday Styles. Or when walking along that choice block on Fifth Avenue, you've been tempted to enter the ornate limestone
building with their family name etched into the pediment above the door. They're sort of like me, you think.
Only they aren't. Larger-than-life though the family might be, they also have to contend with a lot of death.
And it's only going to get worse.
The Saybrook girls reunite on the August morning of Poppy Saybrook's funeral. A few years ago, Poppy had done something extraordinary for all of them.
For the family. It was something the girls never liked to think about--almost as much as they didn't like thinking about the family curse. The concept had
been invented by the media long ago when the girls were little, the curse was their go-to ghost story when they camped out in the backyard in their family
compound in Bedford, New York. It all started, they'd begin, flashlights positioned under their chins, when Great-Aunt Louise fell off a balcony at a New
Year's Eve party. She fell twenty stories, holding her martini the whole time. After Louise, a great-uncle was trampled at a polo match. Then a second
cousin's plane was lost at sea. Then an aunt was kidnapped in Paris. Each Saybrook's death was odder than the last.
The curse was always a quirky bit of family lore, nothing more, until Poppy throws herself off the terrace at the Saybrook building. Each girl is gripped with
horror. Because with Poppy went all of their secrets. The ones the ...

 The Heist
A Novel
by  Daniel Silva

ISBN: 9780062320056
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Gabriel Allon
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 464
Price: $34.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Heist

by  Daniel Silva

ISBN: 9781443436496
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 432
Price: $22.99

#1 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Silva delivers another stunning thriller featuring Gabriel Allon in his latest action-packed tale of high stakes
international intrigue
Art Restorer
"The pinnacle of world-class thriller writing." --Denver Post
Assassin
"Cool Brilliance." --Chicago Tribune
Spy
"Quite simply the best." --Kansas City Star
Praise for The English Girl:
"Smart, unpredictable, and packed with bits of history, art, heart, and imagination, this is a page turner to be savored....When it comes to the vast club of
practitioners of international spycraft, Silva is a cut above them all, and The English Girl is a masterwork." --Amazon.com on The English Girl
"Allon is a great political operative, but Silva is an even greater writer. That is what makes The English Girl a must read." --Huffington Post on The English
Girl
"Although Gabriel's adventures are set in the real world of greedy politicians and grabs for control of a diminishing supply of natural resources, 'Israel's
avenging angel' has the superhuman abilities that make for a satisfying fantasy." --Columbus Dispatch on The English Girl

 The Heist Lp
A Novel
by  Daniel Silva

ISBN: 9780062320094
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Gabriel Allon
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 464
Price: $34.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Henna House

A Novel
by Nomi Eve

ISBN: 9781476740270
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

An evocative and stirring novel about a young woman living in the fascinating and rarely portrayed community of Yemenite Jews of the mid-twentieth
century, from the acclaimed author of The Family Orchard.

In the tradition of Anita Diamant's The Red Tent, Henna House is the enthralling story of a woman, her family, their community, and the rituals that bind
them. Nomi Eve's vivid saga begins in Yemen in 1920, when Adela Damari's parents desperately seek a future husband for their young daughter. After
passage of the Orphan's Decree, any unbetrothed Jewish child left orphaned will be instantly adopted by the local Muslim community. With her parents'
health failing, and no spousal prospects in sight, Adela's situation looks dire until her uncle arrives from a faraway city, bringing with him a cousin and aunt
who introduce Adela to the powerful rituals of henna tattooing. Suddenly, Adela's eyes are opened to the world, and she begins to understand what it means
to love another and one's heritage. She is imperiled, however, when her parents die and a prolonged drought threatens their long-established way of life. She
and her extended family flee to the city of Aden where Adela encounters old loves, discovers her true calling, and is ultimately betrayed by the people and
customs she once held dear. Henna House is an intimate family portrait and a panorama of history. From the traditions of the Yemenite Jews, to the far-
ranging devastation of the Holocaust, to the birth of the State of Israel, Eve offers an unforgettable coming-of-age story and a textured chronicle of a
fascinating period in the twentieth century. Henna House is a rich, spirited, and sensuous tale of love, loss, betrayal, forgiveness, and the dyes that adorn the
skin and pierce the heart.

 The Hidden Girl
by  Louise Millar

ISBN: 9781447260967
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 351
Price: $28.99

One cold March morning, a removal van arrives at Tornley Hall in Suffolk. Will and Hannah Riley have been waiting a long time to adopt, and Hannah is
obsessed that this new 'dream' family home in Tornley, will improve their chances with social services. She has given up her career at a human rights
organisation, and persuaded a reluctant Will to give up their flat in London. Yet as Will starts to commute back to work, heavy snow arrives. Hannah finds
herself cut off from the world in this tiny, isolated hamlet. As she paints over the cracks in the abandoned old house, trying to ignore its reflection of the
recent change in her once-happy marriage to Will, the house starts to reveal unexpected secrets to her. Rooms are locked. Intruders break in. There are
strange noises and shadows at night. When Hannah witnesses an assault on a vulnerable woman in a neighbouring field, she starts to realise that everything
in Tornley is also not what it seems. She has to make a choice. Tell the police, and risk her social worker becoming suspicious about the safety of Hannah
and Will's new home; or cover up the crime, to get what she wants. Hannah makes her choice. Then just as their social worker is due to visit to approve their
new home, a shocking turn of events takes place that rips Hannah's world apart. Before she knows it, she is alone, frightened, and trapped in a place where
no one ever goes . . .
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   Fiction
 High Crime Area

Tales of Darkness and Dread
by Joyce Carol Oates

ISBN: 9780802122650
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 224
Price: $25.50

Joyce Carol Oates is an unparalleled investigator of human flaws. In these eight stories, she deftly tests the bonds between damaged individuals-a brother
and sister, a teacher and student, two strangers on a subway-in the fearless prose for which she's become so celebrated.In the title story "High Crime Area," a
white, aspiring professor is convinced she is being followed. No need to panic, she has a handgun stowed away in her purse-just in case. But when she turns
to confront her black, male shadow, the situation isn't what she expects. In "The Rescuer," a promising graduate student detours to inner city Trenton, New
Jersey to save her brother from a downward spiral. But she soon finds out there may be more to his world than to hers. And in "The Last Man of Letters," the
world-renowned author X embarks on a final grand tour of Europe. He has money, fame, but not a whole lot of manners. A little thing like etiquette couldn't
bring a man like X down, could it?In these biting and beautiful stories, Oates confronts, one by one, the demons within us. Sometimes it's the human who
wins, and sometimes it's the demon.

 Hip Hop Family Tree Book 2
1981-1983
by  Ed Piskor

ISBN: 9781606997567
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hip Hop Family Tree
Publisher: Fantagraphics Books
Pub. Date: 2014-08-01
Pages: 112
Price: $24.99

No Description

 History Of The Future
A World Made By Hand Novel
by James H. Kunstler

ISBN: 9780802122520
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 336
Price: $26.50

A History of the Future  is the third thrilling novel in Kunstler's "World Made By Hand" series, an exploration of family and morality as played out in the
small town of Union Grove.Following the catastrophes of the twenty-first century-the pandemics, the environmental disaster, the end of oil, the ensuing
chaos-people are doing whatever they can to get by and pursuing a simpler and sometimes happier existence. In little Union Grove in upstate New York, the
townspeople are preparing for Christmas. Without the consumerist shopping frenzy that dogged the holidays of the previous age, the season has become a
time to focus on family and loved ones. It is a stormyChristmas Eve when Robert Earle's son Daniel arrives back from his two years of sojourning
throughout what is left of the United States. He collapses from exhaustion and illness, but as he recovers tells the story of the break-up of the nation into
three uneasy independent regions and his journey into the dark heart of the New Foxfire Republic centered in Tennesee and led by the female evangelical
despot, Loving Morrow. In the background, Union Grove has been shocked by the Christmas Eve double murder by a young mother, in the throes of illness,
of her husband and infant son. Town magistrate Stephen Bullock is in a hanging mood. A History of the Future  is attention-grabbing and provocative, but
also lyrical, tender, and comic-a vision of a future of America that is becoming more and more convincing and perhaps even desirable with each passing day.
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   Fiction
 The Hollows

A Hollowland Manga
by Amanda Hocking

ISBN: 9781606904718
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dynamite Entertainment
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 256
Price: $27.50

Welcome to the world of Amanda Hocking's bestselling novel Hollowland, as never seen before! It's Day One as a new pandemic sweeps the globe, and all
over the world people are turning into mindless zombies. But for five people - siblings Remy and Max King, med student Blue Adams, rock star Lazlo
Durante, and teenager Harlow Smith - it's the start of a journey that they can never return from! Learn for the first time how the characters of Hollowland
started their journeys as we go back to the very beginning of the story!

 Home Place
A Novel
by Carrie La Seur

ISBN: 9780062323446
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 304
Price: $31.99

A debut novel, in the vein of The House Girl and A Land More Kind Than Home, in which a lawyer returns to her native Montana in the wake of her sister's
death.
Alma thought she was done with Montana with its bleak winters and its backward ways. After all, she's the only Terrebonne who ever got out. But an
unexpected call from the sheriff pulls her back in; Vicky, the troubled sister, the lying sister, the sister who stayed, is dead of exposure after a night in the
brutal cold. Alma returns home to bury her sister and discovers that Vicky's death may not have been an accident- but in a small town where everyone knows
everyone, who could have killed her?
This is a story of secrets that will not lay still, human threads that will not break, and crippling memories that will not be silenced. This is a story of rural
towns and runaways, of tensions corporate and racial, of childhood trauma and adolescent betrayal, and of the guilt that never sleeps. But most of all, this is a
story of home.

 The Home Place Lp
A Novel
by  Carrie La Seur

ISBN: 9780062326454
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 304
Price: $31.99

A debut novel, in the vein of The House Girl and A Land More Kind Than Home, in which a lawyer returns to her native Montana in the wake of her sister's
death.
Alma thought she was done with Montana with its bleak winters and its backward ways. After all, she's the only Terrebonne who ever got out. But an
unexpected call from the sheriff pulls her back in; Vicky, the troubled sister, the lying sister, the sister who stayed, is dead of exposure after a night in the
brutal cold. Alma returns home to bury her sister and discovers that Vicky's death may not have been an accident- but in a small town where everyone knows
everyone, who could have killed her?
This is a story of secrets that will not lay still, human threads that will not break, and crippling memories that will not be silenced. This is a story of rural
towns and runaways, of tensions corporate and racial, of childhood trauma and adolescent betrayal, and of the guilt that never sleeps. But most of all, this is a
story of home.
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   Fiction
 Homer

by  Adam Nicolson

ISBN: 9780007335527
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 190
Price: $32.99

In this passionate, deeply personal book, Adam Nicolson explains why Homer matters -- to him, to you, to the world -- in a text full of twists, turns and
surprises.
This is a genre-defying book of vast ambition -- a memoir that takes the reader on a spectacular and deeply profound, tender journey through Adam's life, his
love of Homer and why this great ancient poet still matters to us all in our search to understand what it is to be human, to love, to lose, to grow old and to die.
Adam Nicolson is one of the greatest writers of landscape and sea -- and this book does not disappoint. He takes his readers on a spectacular journey; from
places on the Aegean shores forever haunted by their Homeric heroes, to a disputatious dinner in 19th-century-France; to Keats and his travels in the "realms
of gold"; memories of setting sail from a Scottish beach to face the vengeful sea and navigating storms off the coast of Ireland; to Sicily awash with wild
flowers, to Bosnia where oral poetry still thrives; to Syria where he is forced to face his own mortality; to the deserted, irradiated steppes of Chernobyl,
where Homeric warriors still lie unexcavated under the tumuli. This is a world of springs and drought, seas and cities, all sewn together by the poems
themselves, and their great metaphors of life and suffering.
This book is driven by a desire to find the source of Homer's directness and to understand why Homer is still so present and so relevant to us all some 3,700
years after the poems were composed. On every page, it reflects on relationships between fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, on the violence of
warriors and the deep-held desires of home-makers, of peace and war, youth and old-age. Like Homer himself, it is a book haunted by transience, by the way
memory drifts in the face of time. It is a book that will bring each reader face to face with the meaning of existence in a text as accessible as Orwell and full
of surprises.

 Hounded
by  David Rosenfelt

ISBN: 9781250024749
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Andy Carpenter Novel
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

The next novel in David Rosenfelt's witty, heartfelt mystery series sees attorney Andy Carpenter suddenly fostering a child and defending a
close&nbspfriend suspected of murderAndy Carpenter isn't sure what to think when he gets a mysterious phone call from a good friend, policeman Pete
Stanton, asking him to drop everything, drive to an unfamiliar address, and bring his girlfriend, Laurie Collins. He certainly isn't expecting to show up at a
crime scene. But that's exactly where he arrives-at the house where Pete has just discovered the body of ex-convict Danny Balfour. Upstairs are Danny's now
orphaned four-year-old son and basset hound. And that, Andy discovers, is why he and Laurie were called to the scene-Pete wants them to take care of the
boy and the dog so they won't get thrown into the "system." This is already asking a lot, but soon Pete needs another big favor from Andy. Pete himself has
come under suspicion for Danny's murder, and he needs defense attorney Andy&nbspto represent him... and to find out what really happened in Danny's
house that day.David Rosenfelt has done it again. Told with his characteristic humor and wit,  Hounded  is at once a heartfelt story about family and a page-
turning legal thriller.

 The Hounds of the Lord
by  James Becker

ISBN: 9780857502308
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Transworld
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 480
Price: $15.99

The first in a new, rip-roaring conspiracy thriller series from the bestselling author of The First Apostle. 
     At the turn of the 13th century the religious order known as the Knights Templar was ruthlessly chased down, tortured and eliminated. Fast-forward to the
present day, where we are thrust into a nail-biting chase for the truth behind the myth of the Templar Treasure. Expect mind-bending twists and world-
shattering secrets in this fast-paced adventure.
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   Fiction
 The House Of Dolls

by  David Hewson

ISBN: 9781447246145
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 300
Price: $32.99

Anneliese Vos, sixteen-year-old daughter of Amsterdam detective, Pieter Vos, disappeared three years ago in mysterious circumstances. Her distraught
father's desperate search reveals nothing and results in his departure from the police force. Pieter now lives in a broken down houseboat in the colourful
Amsterdam neighbourhood of the Jordaan. One day, while Vos is wasting time at the Rijksmuseum staring at a doll's house that seems to be connected in
some way to the case, Laura Bakker, a misfit trainee detective from the provinces, visits him. She's come to tell him that Katja Prins, daughter of an
important local politician, has gone missing in circumstances similar to Anneliese. In the company of the intriguing and awkward Bakker Vos finds himself
drawn back into the life of a detective. A life which he thought he had left behind. Hoping against hope that somewhere will lay a clue to the fate of
Anneliese, the daughter he blames himself for losing...

 House Of Four Winds
Book One of One Dozen Daughters
by Mercedes Lackey

ISBN: 9780765335654
Binding: Hardback 
Series: One Dozen Daughters
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

From the  New York Times  bestselling coauthors, a charming romantic fantasyMercedes Lackey is the New York Times  bestselling author of the Valdemar
series and romantic fantasies&nbsplike Beauty and the Werewolf  and The Fairy Godmother. JAMES MALLORY and Lackey have collaborated on six
novels. Now .  these New York Times  and USA Today  bestselling collaborators bring romance to the fore with The House of Four Winds.The rulers of
tiny, impoverished Swansgaard have twelve daughters and one son.&nbspWhile the prince's future is assured, his twelve sisters must find their own
fortunes.Disguising herself as Clarence, a sailor,&nbspPrincess Clarice&nbspintends to work her way to the New World.&nbspWhen the crew rebels,
Clarice/Clarence, an expert with rapier and dagger, sides with the handsome navigator, Dominick, and kills the cruel captain.Dominick leads the now-
outlawed crew in search of treasure in&nbspthe secret pirate haven known as The House of Four Winds. They encounter the sorceress Shamal, who claims
Dominick for her own-but Clarice has fallen hard for Dominick and won't&nbspgive him up&nbspwithout a fight. Full of swashbuckling adventure, buoyant
magic, and irrepressible charm, The House of the Four Winds is a lighthearted fantasy romp by a pair of bestselling writers.
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   Fiction
 The House on Mermaid Point

by  Wendy Wax

ISBN: 9780425263327
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Berkley Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 416
Price: $17.00

In this new novel from the author of Ten Beach Road and Ocean Beach, three unlikely friends who were thrown together by disaster get a do-over on life,
love, and happiness . . .
  
   Maddie, Avery, and Nikki first got to know one another--perhaps all too well--while desperately restoring a beachfront mansion to its former grandeur.
Now they're putting that experience to professional use. But their latest project has presented some challenges they couldn't have dreamed up in their wildest
fantasies--although the house does belong to a man who actually was Maddie's wildest fantasy once . . .
  
   Rock-and-roll legend "William the Wild" Hightower may be past his prime, estranged from his family, and creatively blocked, but he's still worshiped by
fans--which is why he guards his privacy on his own island in the Florida Keys. He's not thrilled about letting this crew turn his piece of paradise into a bed-
and-breakfast for a reality show . . . though he is intrigued by Maddie. Hard as that is for her to believe as a newly single woman who can barely manage a
dog paddle in the dating pool.
  
   But whether it's an unexpected flirtation with a bona fide rock star, a strained mother-daughter relationship, or a sudden tragedy, these women are in it
together. The only thing that might drive them apart is being trapped on a houseboat with one bathroom . . .

 House That Jack Built
by Jakob Melander

ISBN: 9781770894396
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-07-05
Pages: 304
Price: $19.95

The first book in the crime series featuring Lars Winkler: loner, dad, former squatter, and drug addict -- and the most dedicated detective in Copenhagen.A
young prostitute is found murdered at the common in Copenhagen. The woman's body has been preserved and her eyes removed with surgical precision. Not
long after, another body is discovered treated in the exact same manner. The press quickly names the spectacular case the Sandman Killings.Detective
Inspector Lars Winkler is put on the case. With an addiction to classical rock music and the odd line of speed, Lars is struggling to get his life back together,
mostly with his sixteen-year-old daughter, Maria, who lives with him in his rundown apartment. His wife has left him for his old friend and former boss.
Meanwhile, the atmosphere in the Homicide and Serious Crime Department is tense. Despite support from his new young partner, Sanne Bissen, Lars feels
edged out. While tracking Copenhagen's most sadistic serial killer to date, his past -- which has long been kept secret -- is slowly catching up to him.
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   Fiction
 How To Tell Toledo From The Night Sky

A Novel
by Lydia Netzer

ISBN: 9781250047021
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

From the award-winning author of  Shine Shine Shine,  a tale of two&nbspastronomers who meet and fall in love only to find out they were raised from birth
to be each other's perfect match.Beyond the skyline of Toledo stands the Toledo Institute of Astronomy, the nation's premier center of astronomical
discovery and a beacon of scientific learning for astronomers far and wide. One of these is George Dermont, a dreamer and a man of deep faith, who's trying
to prove the scientific existence of a Gateway to God, and speaks to ancient gods and believes they speak back. Its newest star is Irene Sparks, a pragmatist
and mathematician invited to lead the Institute's work on a massivesuperconductor being constructed below Toledo. This would be a scientist's dream come
true, but it's particularly poignant for Irene who has been in self-imposed exile from Toledo and her estranged alcoholic mother, Bernice. When Bernice dies
unexpectedly, Irene resolves to return to Toledo, and sets in motion a series of events which place George and Irene on a collision course with love, destiny
and fate.George and Irene were born to be together. Literally. Their mothers, friends since childhood, hatched a plan to get pregnant together, raise the
children together and then separate them so as to become each other's soulmates as adults. Can true love exist if engineered from birth? How to Tell Toledo
from the Night Sky  is a mind-bending, heart-shattering love story for dreamers and pragmatists alike, exploring the conflicts of fate and determinism, and
asking how much of life is under our control and what is pre-ordained in the stars.

 The Hundred-Year House
by  Rebecca Makkai

ISBN: 9780525426684
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

A dazzlingly original new novel from the acclaimed author of The Borrower
    
   Rebecca Makkai is one of the most admired young fiction writers in America. Her short fiction was selected for The Best American Short Stories for four
years running, and Richard Russo has called her "as sneakily ambitious as she is unpretentious . . . a writer to watch."
    
   Now, Makkai returns with an ingenious novel set on an historic estate that once housed an arts colony. Doug, the husband of the estate's heir, desperately
needs the colony files to get his stalled academic career back on track. But what he discovers when he finally gets his hands on them is more than he
bargained for. Doug may never learn the house's secrets, but the reader will, as Makkai leads us on a thrilling journey into the past of this eccentric family.
    
   With intelligence, wit, and a daring narrative approach, Rebecca Makkai has crafted an unforgettable novel about identity, fate, and the incredible surprises
life can offer.
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   Fiction
 Hunting Season

A Novel
by  Andrea Camilleri

ISBN: 9780143126539
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 160
Price: $17.00

From internationally bestselling author Andrea Camilleri, a brilliant, bawdy comedy that will surprise even the most die-hard Montalbano fans

 In 1880s VigÃ ta, a stranger comes to town to open a pharmacy. FofÃ² turns out to be the son of a man legendary for having a magic garden stocked with
plants, fruits, and vegetables that could cure any ailment--a man who was found murdered years ago. FofÃ² escaped, but now has reappeared looking to
make his fortune and soon finds himself mixed up in the dealings of a philandering local marchese set on producing an heir.

 An absurd, quirky murder mystery that recalls the most hilarious and farcical scenes of Shakespeare and The Canterbury Tales, Hunting Season will
introduce American readers to a refreshing new aspect of one of our best-loved writers.

 The Hurricane Sisters
A Novel
by  Dorothea Bent Frank

ISBN: 9780062132529
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 368
Price: $33.50

Filled with her trademark wit, sassy, heartwarming characters, and the steamy Southern atmosphere and beauty of her beloved Carolina Lowcountry, The
Hurricane Sisters is New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank's enchanting tale of the ties and lies between generations.
Beloved New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank once again takes us deep in the heart of the magical Lowcountry-a sultry land of ancient
magic, glorious sunsets, and soothing coastal breezes, where three generations of strong women wrestle with the expectations of family while struggling to
understand their complicated relationships with each other.
Best friends since the first day of classes at The College of Charleston, Ashley Anne Waters and Mary Beth Smythe, now 23 years old, live in Ashley's
parents' beach house rent free. Ashley is a gallery assistant who aspires to become an artist. Mary Beth, a gifted cook from Tennessee, works for a caterer
while searching for a good teaching job. Though they both know what they want out of life, their parents barely support their dreams and worry for their
precarious finances.
While they don't make much money, the girls do have a million-dollar view that comes with living in that fabulous house on Sullivans Island. Sipping wine
on the porch and watching a blood-red sunset, Ashley and Mary Beth hit on a brilliant and lucrative idea. With a new coat of paint, the first floor would be a
perfect place for soireÃ©s for paying guests. Knowing her parents would be horrified at the idea of common strangers trampling through their home, Ashley
won't tell them. Besides, Clayton and Liz Waters have enough problems of their own.
A successful investment banker, Clayton is too often found in his pied-Ã -terre in Manhattan-which Liz is sure he uses to have an affair. And when will
Ashley and her brother, Ivy, a gay man with a very wealthy and very ...

 The Hurricane Sisters Lp
by  Dorothea Bent Frank

ISBN: 9780062326362
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 368
Price: $33.50

The next witty, charming and fun Southern audiobook by New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank.
The next audiobook by bestselling Low Country novelist Dorothea Benton Frank is sure to be the perfect Summer 2014 beach listen! Hot on the tails of the
success of The Last Original Wife, Dorothea delivers another heartwarming and funny tale of family life as only she can tell it--with a unique voice,
outrageous characters and the charm of a South Carolina summer.
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   Fiction
 I Was There The Night He Died

by Ray Robertson

ISBN: 9781927428696
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2014-03-24
Pages: 288
Price: $19.95

"Ray Robertson is an irrepressible voice, with brass balls, and a  heart of gold.  I Was There the Night He Died is a hilarious, moving, insightful, and timely
piece of modern realism, delightfully void of literary pretension. Here, at last, is a novel that rocks and rolls."- Jonathan Evison, author of  The Revised
Fundamentals of Caregiving   "So," she says. "Who died tonight?" Sam Samson, meet Samantha. Sam's a novelist: his dad has Alzheimer's, his mother died
of stroke, his wife was killed seventeen months ago in a car crash. Samantha, eighteen, is a cutter. She lives across the street from Sam's parents' house.
Marijuana and loneliness spark an unlikely friendship, which Sam finds hard to navigate, especially as his dad's condition worsens and the money for his
care suddenly vanishes. Yet somehow, between a record player and a park bench, through late-night conversations about the deaths of Sam's musical heroes,
and ultimately through each other, Sam and Samantha learn to endure the things they fear most.Starring a 40-something writer who stumbles through the
small town he thought he'd left behind forever, and a marooned teenager who wishes she were anywhere else,  I Was There The Night He Died  is a saucy,
swaggering look at loss, love, and the redeeming power of music in the twenty-first century. Praise for Ray Robertson,A Women's National Book
Association Great Group Reads Author, 2013Nominee for the Hilary Weston Prize, 2011and the Trillium Award, 2008  "Ray Robertson is the Jerry Lee
Lewis of North American Letters."-Chuck Kinder, author of  Honeymooners "Beautifully written [and] well worth the effort."- Library Journal
  "Robertson's art is as character-driven as Mordecai Richler's ... he wants us all to behave better and doesn't care who he angers along the way."- Globe and
Mail

 I'm Not Scared Of You Or Anything
by Jon Paul Fiorentino

ISBN: 9781927380949
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Anvil Press Publishers Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 160
Price: $18.00

The characters in I'm not Scared of You or Anything are invigilators, fake martial arts experts, buskers, competitive pillow fighters, drug runners, and, of
course, grad students. This collection of comedic short stories and exploratory texts is the ninth book by the critically acclaimed and award-winning author
Jon Paul Fiorentino. Deftly illustrated by Maryanna Hardy, these texts ask important questions, like: How does a mild mannered loser navigate the
bureaucratic terrain of exam supervision? What happens when you replace the text of Christian Archie comics with the text of HÃ©lÃ¨ne Cixous? And,
most important of all, what would it be like if Mr. Spock was a character in the HBO series GIRLS?
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   Fiction
 The Ice Cream Queen of Orchard Street

A Novel
by  Susan Jane Gilman

ISBN: 9780446578936
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 512
Price: $29.00

In 1913, little Malka Treynovsky flees Russia with her family. Bedazzled by tales of gold and movie stardom, she tricks them into buying tickets for
America. Yet no sooner do they land on the squalid Lower East Side of Manhattan, than Malka is crippled and abandoned in the street.

Taken in by a tough-loving Italian ices peddler, she manages to survive through cunning and inventiveness. As she learns the secrets of his trade, she begins
to shape her own destiny. She falls in love with a gorgeous, illiterate radical named Albert, and they set off across America in an ice cream truck. Slowly, she
transforms herself into Lillian Dunkle, "The Ice Cream Queen" -- doyenne of an empire of ice cream franchises and a celebrated television personality. 

Lillian's rise to fame and fortune spans seventy years and is inextricably linked to the course of American history itself, from Prohibition to the disco days of
Studio 54. Yet Lillian Dunkle is nothing like the whimsical motherly persona she crafts for herself in the media. Conniving, profane, and irreverent, she is a
supremely complex woman who prefers a good stiff drink to an ice cream cone. And when her past begins to catch up with her, everything she has spent her
life building is at stake.

 Ice Shear
A Novel
by  M P Cooley

ISBN: 9780062300706
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

In M.P. Cooley's thrilling debut suspense novel, widowed FBI agent June Lyons returns to her hometown in the rust belt of upstate New York to take a job
with the local police department; when she discovers a body in the frozen river, the investigation unmasks a sordid maze of politics, drugs, and an outlaw
motorcycle gang, and June finds that still waters run deep in this small town.
This winter hadn't been kind, and an ice shear formed where the ice from the falls repeatedly ripped open and reforming against the stagnant shelf, creating a
line of spikes that rose like dragon's teeth out of the ice covered river. She lay on her back . . .
As a police officer in Hopewell Falls, New York, June spends night shifts driving drunks home and picking up donuts, feeling very far from her former
career as an FBI agent. When her husband was diagnosed with cancer, she had no choice but to move home with her young daughter to live with her retired
father. Manufacturing jobs left Hopewell Falls a long time ago, and the town is down on its luck, but the job as a small-town cop pays the bills and keeps
June sane.
When June discovers a young woman's body on the frozen Mohawk River--impaled on an ice shear--it soon becomes the biggest case that Hopewell Falls
has ever seen: the dead girl is an influential Congresswoman's daughter whose rebellious youth was the subject of much local gossip. All hell breaks loose
when FBI shows up, deputizing June to help as a liaison. Unfortunately, the FBI agent assigned to the case turns out to be someone from her past--someone
she isn't sure she can trust.
As June investigates, an already fraught case turns red-hot with the involvement of a notorious biker gang and a meth lab hidden in plain sight; and the girl's
murder won't be the last. Suspenseful from beginning to end, with strong, relatable characters--especially  ...
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   Fiction
 Ice Shear Lp

A Novel
by  M P Cooley

ISBN: 9780062326492
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

In M.P. Cooley's thrilling debut suspense novel, widowed FBI agent June Lyons returns to her hometown in the rust belt of upstate New York to take a job
with the local police department; when she discovers a body in the frozen river, the investigation unmasks a sordid maze of politics, drugs, and an outlaw
motorcycle gang, and June finds that still waters run deep in this small town.
This winter hadn't been kind, and an ice shear formed where the ice from the falls repeatedly ripped open and reforming against the stagnant shelf, creating a
line of spikes that rose like dragon's teeth out of the ice covered river. She lay on her back . . .
As a police officer in Hopewell Falls, New York, June spends night shifts driving drunks home and picking up donuts, feeling very far from her former
career as an FBI agent. When her husband was diagnosed with cancer, she had no choice but to move home with her young daughter to live with her retired
father. Manufacturing jobs left Hopewell Falls a long time ago, and the town is down on its luck, but the job as a small-town cop pays the bills and keeps
June sane.
When June discovers a young woman's body on the frozen Mohawk River--impaled on an ice shear--it soon becomes the biggest case that Hopewell Falls
has ever seen: the dead girl is an influential Congresswoman's daughter whose rebellious youth was the subject of much local gossip. All hell breaks loose
when FBI shows up, deputizing June to help as a liaison. Unfortunately, the FBI agent assigned to the case turns out to be someone from her past--someone
she isn't sure she can trust.
As June investigates, an already fraught case turns red-hot with the involvement of a notorious biker gang and a meth lab hidden in plain sight; and the girl's
murder won't be the last. Suspenseful from beginning to end, with strong, relatable characters--especially  ...

 The Immortal Crown
An Age of X Novel
by  Richelle Mead

ISBN: 9780525953692
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Age of X
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Vampire Academy and Bloodline series returns with the second installment in her acclaimed Age of X
series. 

 Gameboard of the Gods introduced religious investigator Justin March and Mae Koskinen, the beautiful supersoldier assigned to protect him. Together they
have been charged with investigating reports of the supernatural and the return of the gods, both inside the Republic of United North America and out. With
this highly classified knowledge comes a shocking revelation: Not only are the gods vying for human control, but the elect--special humans marked by the
divine--are turning against one another in bloody fashion.

 Their mission takes a new twist when they are assigned to a diplomatic delegation headed by Lucian Darling, Justin's old friend and rival, going into
Arcadia, the RUNA's dangerous neighboring country. Here, in a society where women are commodities and religion is intertwined with government, Justin
discovers powerful forces at work, even as he struggles to come to terms with his own reluctantly acquired deity.

 Meanwhile, Mae--grudgingly posing as Justin's concubine--has a secret mission of her own: finding the illegitimate niece her family smuggled away years
ago. But with Justin and Mae resisting the resurgence of the gods in Arcadia, a reporter's connection with someone close to Justin back home threatens to
expose their mission--and with it the divine forces the government is determined to keep secret.
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   Fiction
 In Between Dreams

by Iman Verjee

ISBN: 9781780743967
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oneworld Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 368
Price: $21.99

Growing up in a sleepy town with a beautiful mother and a father who seems to adore her, it's difficult to understand why Frances is the way she is. Strange,
manipulating, and at times cruel, she is a mystery to Marienne, her bewildered mother. But, on closer inspection, hiding beyond the white picket fence and
cherry-blossom tree that umbrellas their cozy life, something dark lies heavy on both Frances and her father. Following a disastrous 16th birthday party and a
grandmother founddead in the bathtub, Frances is sent away to boarding school. The Academy is a place rife with teenage rivalry, secret rendezvous, and
budding friendships. And it's here - alone for the first time - that Frances is forced to confront the true nature of her life. Intertwined with Frances' narrative is
that of her father James. Between them we discover a story of a young girl entering adulthood under the smoky weight of a terrible secret, of a life stolen and
rediscovered, and, above all, of a tainted love affair and the fluid, easily traversed boundary between perversity and normality.

 In Paradise
A Novel
by  Peter Matthiessen

ISBN: 9781594633171
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $32.95

A profoundly searching new novel by a writer of incomparable range, power, and achievement.

 In the winter of 1996, more than a hundred women and men of diverse nationality, background, and belief gather at the site of a former concentration camp
for an unprecedented purpose: a weeklong retreat during which they will offer prayer and witness at the crematoria and meditate in all weathers on the
selection platform, while eating and sleeping in the quarters of the Nazi officers who, half a century before, sent more than a million Jews to their deaths.
Clements Olin, an American academic of Polish descent, has come along, ostensibly to complete research on the death of a survivor, even as he questions
what a non-Jew can contribute to the understanding of so monstrous a catastrophe. As the days pass, tensions, both political and personal, surface among the
participants, stripping away any easy pretense to healing or closure. Finding himself in the grip of emotions and impulses of bewildering intensity, Olin is
forced to abandon his observer's role and to embrace a history his family has long suppressed--and with it the yearnings and contradictions of being fully
alive.

 In Paradise is a brave and deeply thought-provoking novel by one of our most stunningly accomplished writers.
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   Fiction
 In The Wolf's Mouth

by Adam Foulds

ISBN: 9781443430982
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 224
Price: $27.99

In The Wolf's Mouth is a novel about war and the Mafia, about innocence and corruption, and history as an accumulation of the irrevocable. Set mostly in
Sicily during the Second World War, it tells the story of an attempt to reconstruct a country after violent conflict through the eyes of several characters. Will
Walker, an English Field Security Officer, attempts mastery of the great game of intelligence and intervention. Ray Marfione, an Italian-American
infantryman, experiences the thought-shattering trauma of battle and slowly, in hiding, with the aid of a Sicilian Princess, attempts the long return to life.
Ciro Albanese is a Mafioso who has enjoyed a long, productive exile in New York during the years of Italian Fascism. He returns to reclaim his old life,
including the wife who had thought him killed long ago. With friends released from prison and the unwitting aid of the Allies, he works to re-establish the
Mafia's hold on Sicily.
Written in short chapters of great lyrical intensity, In the Wolf's Mouth collides the small and luminous details of individual experience with brutally massive
historical forces. It observes the characters' attempts to find meaning in all of this, to tell stories to themselves that make sense.
Numerous stories interlock and come apart in the novel which records, as fiercely as it can, the events of these lives without deciding what they mean or
what they're worth.

 Indefensible
A Novel
by  Lee Goodman

ISBN: 9781476728001
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria/Emily Bestler Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

In the bestselling tradition of Defending Jacob, this taut legal thriller follows the trail of a man determined to protect his community--and his family--at any
cost.

Sometimes a simple walk in the woods can lead you down the deadliest of trails... When birdwatcher Cassandra Randall stumbles upon two men digging
what appears to be a grave in a state park, she immediately reports it to the authorities. Federal prosecutor Nick Davis is initially incredulous about her
claims, but he agrees to investigate. To his surprise, the far-fetched account turns up a body, and Nick is drawn into a case that will shake both his morals
and his personal life to their very core. One body quickly leads to another. The danger Cassandra has uncovered is just the beginning of a game of deadly
stakes that implicates small-time drug dealers, petty thieves turned murderers, domestic abuse perpetrators, child pornographers, the highest offices of the
legal system...and a criminal who is closer to Davis than he can even imagine.
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   Fiction
 Independence Day

A Dewey Andreas Novel
by  Ben Coes

ISBN: 9781250043160
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Dewey Andreas Novel
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 448
Price: $31.00

The New York Times bestselling series returns-as a deadly plot on U.S. soil unfolds, Dewey Andreas has only three days to save millionsDewey Andreas,
former Delta and newly recruited intelligence agent, is sidelined after screwing up his last two operations. Still drowning in grief after the tragic murder of
his fiancÃ©, Dewey has seemingly lost his focus, his edge, and the confidence of his superiors. A high level Russian hacker, known only as Cloud, is
believed to be routing large amounts of money to various Al Qaeda terror cells, and the mission is to capture and render harmless Cloud. At the same time, a
back-up team is sent after the only known associate of Cloud, a ballerina believed to be his girlfriend. Unwilling to sit out the mission as ordered, Dewey
defies his superiors, and goes rogue, surreptitiously following and tracking the two teams. What should be a pair of simple snatch and grab operations, goes
horribly wrong-both teams are ambushed and wiped out. Only through the unexpected intervention of Dewey does the ballerina survive. On the run, with no
back-up, Cloud's girlfriend reveals a shocking secret-a plot so audacious and deadly that their masterminds behind it would risk anything and kill anybody to
prevent its exposure. It's a plot that, in less than three days, will completely remake the world's political landscape and put at risk every single person in the
Western world. With only three days left, Dewey Andreas must unravel and stop this plot or see everything destroyed. A plot that goes live on July 4th-
Independence Day.

 Inferno 03
by Brian Herbert

ISBN: 9780765322715
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Hellhole Trilogy
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 528
Price: $31.99

The thrilling conclusion to the Hellhole trilogyAfter the events of  Hellhole Awakening, the people of Hellhole and the shadow-Xayans scramble to rally
against the threat from the still-living rogue Xayans.  Back on Sonjeera, the Monarchy is in an uproar after their surprising defeat and the breakaway of the
Deep Zone planets. The dowager Queen decides to go to Hellhole on a diplomatic mission, hoping to keep her power. But after touring Hellhole, Queen
Michella is shaken, and begins to realize that she can never have the old Monarchy back. Before the Queen can return to Sonjeera, she's captured by the
rogue Xayans and learns the reason for their attack: the orthodox Xayans had developed their minds to the point where they could evolve and, in so doing,
trigger another Big Bang, wiping out everything.  The rogue Xayans thought they succeeded in stopping the ascension, but the orthodox Xayans on Hellhole
are nearly ready.  Now, twenty-two huge asteroids from the outer reaches of the solar system are bearing towards Hellhole, summoned by the rogue sect as a
last resort. Can all these lives and the planet itself be saved?

 The Inheritance
by  Tilly Bagshawe

ISBN: 9780007472512
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Inhumanity

by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785190332
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Inhumanity
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 424
Price: $55.99

After the fall of Attilan and the Terrigen Bomb explosion, thousands of people across the globe have transformed into Inhumans! Their new powers are
dangerous and terrifying, making them targets. With Black Bolt believed dead, who can these new Inhumans turn to? As the Avengers face Karnak, who has
discovered the Inhumans' secret, Medusa struggles to rule her vastly increased population, and Marvel's heroes - including the Hulk, Spider-Girl, the X-Men,
the new Illuminati, Iron Man, the Jean Grey School, Avengers Academy, Luke Cage and the Superior Spider-Man - must cope with the fallout!

COLLECTING: Avengers Assemble 21.INH-23.INH, 24-25; Inhumanity 1-2; Uncanny X-Men 15.INH; Indestructible Hulk 17.INH-18.INH, 19; New
Avengers 13.INH; Iron Man 20.

 Inland News
by John Brandon

ISBN: 9781938073946
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McSweeney's
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 208
Price: $26.50

In eleven expertly crafted stories, John Brandon gives us a stunning assortment of men and women at the edge of possibility-gamblers and psychics,
wanderers and priests, all of them on the verge of finding out what they can get away with, and what they can't. Ranging from haunted deserts to alligator-
filled swamps, these are stories of foul luck and strange visitations, delivered with deadpan humor by an unforgettable voice. The New York Times  praised
Brandon's last novel for a style that combined Elmore Leonard and Charles Portis, and now Brandon brings that same darkly American artistry to his very
first story collection, demonstrating once again that he belongs in the top ranks of contemporary writers.

 Inside Man
by  Jeff Abbott

ISBN: 9781455528455
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Sam Capra
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 400
Price: $29.00

Following Adrenaline, The Last Minute, and Downfall, Jeff Abbott returns with the next riveting novel in the award-winning New York Times bestselling
Sam Capra series. INSIDE MAN Sam Capra's friend Steve has been murdered, shot dead in the rain outside of his Miami bar. The only lead: a mysterious,
beautiful stranger Steve tried to protect. To avenge his friend, Sam goes undercover into the Varelas, one of Miami's most prominent and dangerous families.
Now on the inside, playing a part where one wrong move means death, Sam faces a powerful, unstable tycoon intent on dividing his business empire
between his three very different children, who each may hold murderous secrets of their own. Sam is relentlessly drawn into this family's intense drama,
amplifying painful echoes of his own shattered relationships as a son, brother, father, and husband. And just when he thinks he understands why the family is
self-destructing, he discovers a lethal secret so shocking that the Varelas cannot let him walk away alive . . .
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   Fiction
 The Invention of Exile

A Novel
by  Vanessa Manko

ISBN: 9781594205880
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

Austin Voronkov is many things.  He is an engineer, an inventor, an immigrant from Russia to Bridgeport, Connecticut, in 1913, where he gets a job at a rifle
factory.  At the house where he rents a room, he falls in love with a woman named Julia, who becomes his wife and the mother of his three children.  When
Austin is wrongly accused of attending anarchist gatherings his limited grasp of English condemns him to his fate as a deportee, retreating with his new bride
to his home in Russia, where he and his young family become embroiled in the Civil War and must flee once again, to Mexico.

 While Julia and the children are eventually able to return to the U.S., Austin becomes indefinitely stranded in Mexico City because of the black mark on his
record.  He keeps a daily correspondence with Julia, as they each exchange their hopes and fears for the future, and as they struggle to remain a family across
a distance of two countries.  Austin becomes convinced that his engineering designs will be awarded patents, thereby paving the way for the government to
approve his return and award his long sought-after American citizenship.  At the same time he becomes convinced that an FBI agent is monitoring his every
move, with the intent of blocking any possible return to the United States.

 Austin and Julia's struggles build to crisis and heartrending resolution in this dazzling, sweeping debut.  The novel is based in part on Vanessa Manko's
family history and the life of a grandfather she never knew.  Manko used this history as a jumping off point for the novel, which focuses on borders between
the past and present, sanity and madness, while the very real U.S.-Mexico border looms. The novel also explores how loss reshapes and transforms lives.  It
is a profoundly moving story of family, history, and the meaning of home.

 Invisible (Large Print Edition)
by  James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316405386
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-06-23
Pages: 512
Price: $33.00

Everyone thinks Emmy Dockery is crazy. Obsessed with finding the link between hundreds of unsolved cases, Emmy has taken leave from her job as an FBI
researcher. Now all she has are the newspaper clippings that wallpaper her bedroom, and her recurring nightmares of an all-consuming fire.

Not even Emmy's ex-boyfriend, field agent Harrison "Books" Bookman, will believe her that hundreds of kidnappings, rapes, and murders are all connected.
That is, until Emmy finds a piece of evidence he can't afford to ignore. More murders are reported by the day--and they're all inexplicable. No motives, no
murder weapons, no suspects. Could one person really be responsible for these unthinkable crimes?

INVISIBLE is James Patterson's scariest, most chilling stand-alone thriller yet.
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   Fiction
 Invisible

by  James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316405348
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-06-23
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

Everyone thinks Emmy Dockery is crazy. Obsessed with finding the link between hundreds of unsolved cases, Emmy has taken leave from her job as an FBI
researcher. Now all she has are the newspaper clippings that wallpaper her bedroom, and her recurring nightmares of an all-consuming fire.

Not even Emmy's ex-boyfriend, field agent Harrison "Books" Bookman, will believe her that hundreds of kidnappings, rapes, and murders are all connected.
That is, until Emmy finds a piece of evidence he can't afford to ignore. More murders are reported by the day--and they're all inexplicable. No motives, no
murder weapons, no suspects. Could one person really be responsible for these unthinkable crimes?

INVISIBLE is James Patterson's scariest, most chilling stand-alone thriller yet.

 Invisible City
by Julia Dahl

ISBN: 9781250043399
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Rebekah Roberts Novels
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 304
Price: $28.99

In Julia Dahl's&nbspaccomplished debut, young journalist Rebekah Roberts finds herself drawn into her mother's&nbsptight-knit world when she's assigned
to cover the murder of an Hasidic JewJust months after Rebekah Roberts was born, her mother, an Hasidic Jew from Brooklyn, abandoned her Christian
boyfriend and newborn baby to return to her religion. Neither Rebekah nor her father have heard from her since. Now a recent college graduate, Rebekah has
moved to New York City to&nbspfollow her dream of becoming a big-city reporter. But she's also drawn to the idea of being closer to her mother, who
might still be living in the Hasidic community in Brooklyn.Then Rebekah is called to cover the story of a murdered Hasidic woman. Rebekah's shocked to
learn that, because of the NYPD's habit of kowtowing to the powerful ultra-Orthodox community, not only will the woman be buried without an autopsy, her
killer may get away with murder. Rebekah can't let the story end there. But getting to the truth won't be easy-even as she immerses herself in&nbspthe
cloistered world where her mother grew up, it's clear that she's notwelcome, and everyone she meets&nbsphas a secret to keep from an outsider.In
her&nbspriveting debut Invisible City, journalist Julia Dahl introduces a compelling new character&nbspin search of&nbspthe truth about
a&nbspmurder&nbspand&nbspan understanding&nbspof her own heritage.
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   Fiction
 Invisible Ellen

by  Shari Shattuck

ISBN: 9780399167614
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

"Invisible Ellen is a heartfelt and moving portrait of life on the sidelines.  It is a book for anyone who has ever felt they didn't count.  And who hasn't felt that
way at least once?  A lovely, compelling novel about a woman you won't soon forget."
   --Kristin Hannah, #1 New York Times-bestselling author of Fly Away
  
   In the bestselling tradition of Jennifer Weiner, a clever, funny yet poignant novel about the friendship between two absolutely unforgettable women.
  
   For many of us, there comes a moment when we wish we were invisible.
  
   For Ellen Homes, not only does she wish it . . . she actually lives it.
  
   She spends her days quietly observing but unobserved, watching and recording in her notebooks the lives of her neighbors, coworkers, and total strangers.
Overweight, socially stunted, and utterly alone, one night Ellen saves a blind young woman from being mugged. 
  
   Then everything changes.
  
   Character-driven, poignant, and leavened with touches of humor and witty dialogue, Invisible El ...

 Iron Man
Fatal Frontier
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785184560
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Iron Man
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 200
Price: $38.99

It's the first printed edition of the story previously available in Marvel's innovative Infinite Comics! The moon has declared war on Earth! After stopping a
missile aimed at Hollywood, Iron Man travels to the moon to investigate, where he clashes with the robotic Udarnik and his moon-based society! And when
Iron Man's old foe Endotherm attacks, Tony realizes that a brand-new moon element called Phlogistone drives those who use it insane. But what is Cortex
Incorporated hiding from Iron Man...and is Tony at risk of losing his mind? Tony's old mentor Eli Warren has abused Extremis in his desperate search for
Phlogistone, and now Dr. Doom has joined the hunt! How far will Iron Man go to stop the spread of the new element? COLLECTING: Iron Man: Fatal
Frontier Infinite Comic 1-13

 Iron Man Volume 4
Iron Metropolitan (Marvel Now)
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785189428
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Iron Man
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

Tony Stark has returned from space with a vision of a better world. But who is his secret ally, what is his secret resource - and who would try to stop him?
It's the grand unveiling of the core of Troy, Tony's Iron Metropolitan city of tomorrow!  What could go wrong? Well, Pepper could meet P.E.P.P.E.R., or
discover Tony's family secret...or both! And if the Mandarin is truly dead, then who is Mandarin-Seven:  Red Peril...and how did they get the villain's rings?
As the Iron Phalanx attacks and the skies burn red above Troy, Iron Man investigates the Mandarins...while Red Peril uncovers Troy's shocking secret!  Will
an Inhuman threaten Tony's city of tomorrow? Plus: it's Arno's last day in the iron lung! Guest starring Jim Rhodes, the all-new Iron Patriot!  
COLLECTING: Iron Man 18-20, 20.INH, 21-22
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   Fiction
 Iron Man Volume 5

Rings of the Mandarins (Marvel Now)
by  Kieron Gillen

ISBN: 9780785154822
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Iron Man: Marvel Now
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 112
Price: $27.99

An all-new epic begins! Malekith the Accursed, lord of the Dark Elves, has a problem with Iron Man. Then again, Malekith the Accursed has a problem with
pretty much everyone on Earth.  And when Malekith the Accursed strikes, blood will flow and darkness will fall...unless Iron Man can gain the upper hand!
It's cutting-edge mortal science versus the most arcane Asgardian science imaginable...all in a bath of blood. Plus:  which classic Marvel UK character
returns in a reinvented form after the events of Revolutionary War? And how do the Mandarin's rings factor into this crisis?  Iron Man vows to get to the
bottom of things...assuming he lives! COLLECTING: IRON MAN 23-27

 Jane Austen's First Love
by  Syrie James

ISBN: 9780425271353
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Berkley Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 400
Price: $18.00

INSPIRED BY ACTUAL EVENTS  
 Fifteen-year-old Jane Austen dreams of three things: doing something useful, writing something worthy, and falling madly in love. When she visits her
brother in Kent to celebrate his engagement, she meets wealthy, devilishly handsome Edward Taylor--a fascinating young man who is truly worthy of her
affections. Jane knows a match between her and Edward is unlikely, but every moment she spends with him makes her heart race--and he seems to return her
interest. Much to her displeasure, however, there is another seeking his attention
  
 Unsure of her budding relationship, Jane seeks distraction by attempting to correct the pairings of three other prospective couples. But when her
matchmaking aspirations do not all turn out as anticipated, Jane discovers the danger of relying on first impressions. The human heart cannot be easily
deciphered, nor can it be directed or managed. And if others must be left to their own devices in matters of love and matrimony, can Jane even hope to
satisfy her own heart?

 Juliet Was a Surprise
by  Bill Gaston

ISBN: 9780670065844
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HAMISH HAMILTON CANADA
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 256
Price: $22.00

Bill Gaston's characteristic keen insight and wit dazzle in this new collection. Here, we see the world through the prism of unfamiliar perspectives: a bank
executive whose excellent sex life might in fact be killing her, an amorous tree surgeon better attuned to the values of his "patients" than to other people, a
vacationing schizophrenic wary of his housemates, a pizza-delivery boy convinced he's witnessed magic--all struggling with the world as they see it. This
versatile collection--at times darkly playful, absurd, or shockingly real--illustrates how we can fail to understand the simplest of truths and how we are
trapped by the peculiarities of our own points of view. In Gaston's hands, the outlandish becomes comprehensible and everyday life begins to look strange.
What unifies these stories and their characters is the underlying faith in the humanity of even the most dangerously misguided among us. Brazenly
entertaining, but just as often heartbreaking, Juliet Was a Surprise portrays the humour and unfairness of life through the blunders of quixotic men and
women with whom we can't help but sympathize.
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   Fiction
 Karen Swan Summer Book 2014

by  Karen Swan

ISBN: 9781447264422
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 100
Price: $19.99

Rowena Tipton isn&#39;t looking for a new life, just a new adventure, something to while away the months as her long-term boyfriend presses pause on
their relationship before they become engaged. But when a chance encounter at a New York wedding leads to an audition for a coveted houseshare in The
Hamptons - Manhattan&#39;s elite beach scene - suddenly a new life is exactly what she&#39;s got.

Stretching before her is a summer with three eclectic housemates, long days on white sand ocean beaches and parties on gilded tennis courts. But high
rewards bring high stakes and Rowena soon finds herself caught in the crossfire of a vicious intimidation campaign. Alone for the first time in her adult life,
she has no-one to turn to but a stranger who is everything she doesn&#39;t want - but possibly everything she needs.

A gorgeously escapist summer read from the Sunday Times bestselling author of Christmas at Tiffany&#39;s?.

 The Killing Club
by  Paul Finch

ISBN: 9780007551255
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

Take the most memorable detective since Luther, the dark wit of Stuart MacBride and the action of Lee Child. Add brutal, vicious murders, and brace
yourself as you turn the pages of a living nightmare. Welcome to The Killing Club.
Stalkers ended in a bloodbath. Countless people were dead. DS Sergeant Mark "Heck" Heckenburg was seriously wounded. And whilst the ringleader of The
Nice Guys -- the kidnap and rape gang he'd been pursuing -- is behind bars, Heck knows that this depraved organisation stretches far beyond UK shores.
It's time for Heck to end this once and for all. When brutal murders start happening across the country, Heck knows the Nice Guys are at work again. But
having been so close to the case the first time round, Heck's life is in serious danger, and he is put into protective custody for his own safety. However, soon
weary of watching from the sidelines, Heck breaks out. He goes after the Nice Guys alone, hunting them down in his own inimitable "lone wolf" way, either
killing or arresting them. But even greater forces are at work here, as Heck is about to find out...
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   Fiction
 King's Curse

by Philippa Gregory

ISBN: 9781451626117
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Cousins' War
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 608
Price: $22.40

The final novel in the Cousins' War series, the basis for the critically acclaimed Starz miniseries, The White Queen, by #1 New York Times bestselling
author and "the queen of royal fiction" (USA TODAY) Philippa Gregory tells the fascinating story of Margaret Pole, cousin to the "White Princess,"
Elizabeth of York, and lady-in-waiting to Katherine of Aragon.

Regarded as yet another threat to the volatile King Henry VII's claim to the throne, Margaret Pole, cousin to Elizabeth of York (known as the White
Princess) and daughter of George, Duke of Clarence, is married off to a steady and kind Lancaster supporter--Sir Richard Pole. For his loyalty, Sir Richard is
entrusted with the governorship of Wales, but Margaret's contented daily life is changed forever with the arrival of Arthur, the young Prince of Wales, and
his beautiful bride, Katherine of Aragon. Margaret soon becomes a trusted advisor and friend to the honeymooning couple, hiding her own royal connections
in service to the Tudors. After the sudden death of Prince Arthur, Katherine leaves for London a widow, and fulfills her deathbed promise to her husband by
marrying his brother, Henry VIII. Margaret's world is turned upside down by the surprising summons to court, where she becomes the chief lady-in-waiting
to Queen Katherine. But this charmed life of the wealthiest and "holiest" woman in England lasts only until the rise of Anne Boleyn, and the dramatic
deterioration of the Tudor court. Margaret has to choose whether her allegiance is to the increasingly tyrannical king, or to her beloved queen; to the religion
she loves or the theology which serves the new masters. Caught between the old world and the new, Margaret Pole has to find her own way as she carries the
knowledge of an old curse on all the Tudors.

 The King's Return
by  Andrew Swanston

ISBN: 9780593068908
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Transworld
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 384
Price: $28.99

Murder, deceit and lies under a new monarch in 17th century London. 

Spring, 1661.
   Thomas Hill travels from his home in Romsey to London to attend the coronation of King Charles II. His sister Margaret has died, and both his nieces are
now married. At a dinner party after the Coronation, Thomas meets the charming Chandle Stoner, and Sir Joseph Williamson, security advisor to His
Majesty, and in charge of the newly restored Post Office. Learning of Thomas's skill with codes, Williamson asks him to take charge of deciphering coded
letters intercepted at the Post Office. Reluctantly, Thomas agrees. A spate of murders takes place in London -- including two employees of the Post Office.
Thomas finds himself dragged into the search for the murderer -- or murderers. It soon becomes apparent that those responsible are closer to Thomas -- and
his loved ones -- than he imagined. But can he ensure they are apprehended for their crimes before it's too late?

   o Set in the aftermath of the Civil War, in a dangerous and deadly London.Like Swanston's other novels, this too features a combination of fact and fiction.
The key context -- the Post Office -- was indeed a hotbed of spies both for the King and for his enemies.
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   Fiction
 Kingdom

by Robyn Young

ISBN: 9781443408110
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 624
Price: $24.99

Robert the Bruce has achieved his great ambition to be crowned King of Scotland, but in so doing has provoked the wrath of Edward of England. Raising the
feared dragon banner, the English king marches north with his army, determined to recapture the kingdom.

But the English are not Robert's only enemies. By the murder of his rival, John Comyn, he has split the kingdom apart and when his own countrymen join
forces with Edward against him, the newly crowned king faces disaster on the field of battle. With his army all but destroyed and many of his supporters
captured or killed, Robert is forced to flee into the wilderness. He has a crown, but no country; the will to lead, but no real authority.

Slowly, surely, from hidden strongholds in the mountains and out in the Western Isles, Robert pushes back his enemies with the support of a few brave men
and the alluring and powerful noblewoman, Christiana. Surviving battles and sickness, betrayals and hardship, he wins the hearts of those who follow him
and, eventually, the respect of a nation.

By midsummer 1314 the English have regrouped under Edward II and head north. These two forces will meet in an epic showdown near the village of
Bannockburn, where Robert will rally his army for a battle that will lead the way toward salvation and freedom-for himself and his country-and cement his
place in history, as warrior knight, exiled king, lover, comrade, murderer and legend.

 Kraken Bake
by  Karen Dudley

ISBN: 9780888014665
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Turnstone Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-30
Pages: 432
Price: $16.95

It was a great day for Greece when Perseus slew the mighty Kraken. But now the victory is losing its lustre. Sure Perseus is a great hero, but what do you do
with a hundred tonnes of sea monster on your shores? You eat it of course. And after months of Kraken cakes, kabobs and fritters the people of Greece are
getting a little sick of Kraken. Especially chef Pelops, who, having offended Poseidon ages ago, cannot cook Kraken or any food from the sea to save his life.
In response to the "Kraken crisis", the city of Athens has chosen to anoint a Bronze Chef who has the skill to turn the mystery ingredient into a meal fit for
divinity. When Pelops learns he has been elected as one of the Bronze Chef candidates he faces humiliation or worse, the end of his cooking career. Add to
that the impending nuptials of his beloved to his best friend, uninvited houseguests and the need to dispose of a Gorgon's head and Pelops's plate is full.
 Kraken Bake, the sequel to the critically acclaimed Food for the Gods by Karen Dudley (a finalist for the Boney Blithe Award, The High Plains Awards,
and the Aurora Awards)  mirthfully re-imagines the world of ancient Greece with a modern spin.
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   Fiction
 Kraken Project

by Douglas Preston

ISBN: 9780765317698
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

Wyman Ford is back again in this thrilling new novel from  New York Times  bestselling author&nbspDouglas PrestonNASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
is designing a probe which will be dropped into the Kraken Mare, one of the methane seas of Titan. There, it will embark on a journey of exploration. As the
probe is being tested at Goddard, things go awry, and an explosion kills seven scientists. The AI program in the probe, a powerful, self-modifying AI called
"Dorothy," flees into the Internet. Series character Wyman Ford is tapped by the president's science advisor to track down the software with the help of
Dorothy's creator, Melissa Shepherd. As the two of them trace Dorothy in her wanderings in cyberspace, they realize Dorothy's horrific experiences in the
wasteland of the Internet have changed her-utterly. But for the better . . . or worse? At the same time, they learn Dorothy is being pursued by a pair of Wall
Street high-frequency traders, who want to turn her into an algorithmic-trading slave-bot.Pursued relentlessly by the traders, Dorothy jumps out of the
Internet into a child's toy robot, to hide.  Now the only person standing between the murderous algo traders and Dorothy is a lonely, twelve-year-old boy
living on an isolated bay on the coast of northern California. But is Dorothy bent on doing good . . . or on wiping out the cancer of the human race?

 Landline
by Rainbow Rowell

ISBN: 9781250049377
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 320
Price: $28.99

From the bestselling author of  Eleanor & Park  and  Fangirl,  comes a moving and hilarous tale of a marriage on the brink, and one woman's chance to either
save it or make sure it never happens.Georgie McCool knows her marriage is in trouble. That it's been in trouble for a long time. She still loves her husband,
Neal, and Neal still loves her, deeply - but that almost seems beside the point now.Maybe that was always beside the point.Two days before they're supposed
to visit Neal's family in Omaha for Christmas, Georgie tells Neal that she can't go. She's a TV writer, and something's come up on her show; she has to stay
in Los Angeles.&nbspShe knows that Neal will be upset with her - Neal is always a little upset with Georgie - but she doesn't expect to him to pack up the
kids and go home without her.When her husband and the kids leave for the airport, Georgie wonders if she's finally done it. If she's ruined everything.That
night,&nbspGeorgie discovers a way to communicate with Neal in the past. It's not time travel, not exactly, but she feels like she's been given an opportunity
to fix her marriage before it starts . . .Is that what she's supposed to do?Or would Georgie and Neal be better off if their marriage never happened?

 Last Kind Words Saloon, The
by  Larry Mcmurtry

ISBN: 9780871407863
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Liveright
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 256
Price: $26.50

No Description
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   Fiction
 Last Night At The Blue Angel

A Novel
by Rebecca Rotert

ISBN: 9780062315281
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 336
Price: $31.99

A highly ambitious and stylish literary debut set against the 1960's Chicago jazz scene about a talented but troubled singer's heartbreaking relationship with
her precocious ten-year-old daughter.
The year is 1965 and Chicago is teeming with the tensions of the day--from social unrest and segregation, to sexual experimentation and free love--all set to
smooth sounds of the city's vibrant jazz scene. Naomi Hill, a singer at the Blue Angel jazz club, forever poised on the brink of stardom, has just achieved her
big break, a feature on the cover of Look magazine. But that feature has come at enormous personal cost. A beautiful and magnetic creature, Naomi is
fiercely ambitious but also extremely self-destructive. For those around her, both men and women, her charms are irresistible.
Sophia, Naomi's precociously awkward ten-year-old daughter, views her mother as the center of the universe, the point around which their world and the
people in it revolve. As an only child of a single mother, Sophia has seen an awful lot in her short time. She is unsettled not only by her home life, but also
the larger anxieties of the day and fears that the world could end at any moment. So she compulsively keeps a list of practical objects she will need to
reinvent should nuclear catastrophe strike. Told from the alternating perspectives of Sophia and Naomi, their story unfolds in layers, revealing Sophia's
struggle for her mother's love in the present alongside Naomi's desperate journey to stardom and the colorful cast of characters who shaped her along the
way.
An incredibly sophisticated and poignant debut, Last Night at the Blue Angel is an unforgettable mother-daughter tale about what happens when our passion
for the life we want is at sharp odds with the life we have. It is a story ripe with surprising twists and revelations, and an ending that is bound to break your
heart.

 Last Taxi Ride
A Ranjit Singh Novel
by A.x. Ahmad

ISBN: 9781250016867
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Ranjit Singh
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 368
Price: $29.99

A fast-paced, page-turning thriller featuring Ranjit Singh, hero of  The Caretaker, and his search through&nbspNew York's&nbspimmigrant underworld to
find&nbspthe killer of a Bollywood actress.NYC taxi driver Ranjit Singh has 10 days to prove his innocence... Bollywood film icon Shabana Shah has been
murdered, her body found in the apartment where Ranjit ate dinner mere hours before. Ranjit's fingerprints are all over the murder weapon, a statue of the
elephant god Ganesh used to grotesquely smash the actress' beautiful face. Caught on film leaving the apartment alone, Ranjit is accused by the NYPD as an
accessory to murder.Ranjit's only credible alibi is Shabana's Indian doorman, but he has vanished. With a Grand Jury arraignment looming in 10 days, and
Ranjit's teenage daughter about to arrive from India, he must find the doorman. His search through the underbelly of New York leads to the world of high-
end nightclubs, and to Jay Patel, a shady businessman who imports human hair. As the search for the true killer reveals layers of Shabana Shah's hidden past,
Ranjit does not know whom totrust. He can rely only on his army training, his taxi-driver knowledge of New York, and his cabbie friends.With time quickly
running out, can Ranjit clear his name before his fare is up?
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   Fiction
 Last To Know

by Elizabeth Adler

ISBN: 9781250019929
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 336
Price: $29.99

A killer&nbsptargets a peaceful lakeside community and one family is changed forever by secrets and&nbsplies.  Evening Lake:&nbspidyllic, peaceful, with
a close-knit community of families who have been coming to this western Massachusetts getaway for decades. And then newcomer Lacey Havnel and her
daughter Bea move in. They are nothing like the well-heeled families who populate Evening Lake.  Mysterious, rough-around-the edges, they keep to
themselves. Detective Harry Jordan sees his lake home as a respite from solving crimes on the streets of Boston. The Osborne family views their cottage as a
way for the family to avoid the distractions of life-especially Wally Osborne, a famous horror writer who appears to need the peace and quiet more than
anyone. One night, Harry Jordan is walking the lake when the night is rocked by an explosion: the Havnel house is engulfed in a conflagration and young
Bea Havnel is seen fleeing, hair on fire, plunging into the lake. She survives but her mother does not, and Harry is pulled into the investigation. As is Diz
Osborne, the youngest Osborne son who, unbeknownst to any of them, carries a weighty secret about who else he saw rowing on the lake that night.  When
it's discovered that Lacey Havnel died not from the explosion but from a knife wound, it's soon clear that a murderer is on the loose. And this murderer is
poised to strike again, and again. Told with Elizabeth Adler's inimitable style, illuminating descriptions, and intricate family dynamics,  Last to Know
&nbspis the definition of a page-turner. 

 Lazarus Curse
by Tessa Harris

ISBN: 9780758293374
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Dr. Thomas Silkstone Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 304
Price: $16.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 Letting Go

by  Maya Banks

ISBN: 9780425272947
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Surrender Trilogy
Publisher: Berkley Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 352
Price: $18.00

THE FIRST BOOK OF THE SURRENDER TRILOGY
  
   In her sensational Breathless Trilogy, #1 New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks tested the boundaries of desire. In her new trilogy, there's only
one thing left to do: cross them. And never have the consequences of erotic exploration been so irresistibly inviting, so shockingly intimate, and so totally
unexpected...
  
   LETTING GO 
  
   Josslyn found perfection once, and she knows she'll never find it again. Now widowed, she seeks the one thing her beloved husband couldn't give her:
dominance. Lonely, searching for an outlet for her grief and wanting only a brief taste of the perfection she once enjoyed, she seeks what she's looking for at
an exclusive club that caters to people indulging in their most hedonistic fantasies. She never imagined that what she'd find would be the one man who's long
been a source of comfort--and secret longing. Her husband's best friend.
  
   Dash has lived in an untenable position for years: in love with his best friend's wife but unwilling to act on that attraction. He'd never betray his best friend.
And so he's waited in the wings, offering Joss unconditional support and comfort as she works past her grief, hoping for the day when he can offer her more.
  
   When he finds her in a club devoted to the darker edges of desire, he's furious because he thinks she has ...

 Life Deluxe
by  Jens Lapidus

ISBN: 9781447256427
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 400
Price: $19.99

The conclusion to Jens Lapidus's acclaimed Stockholm trilogy!
From father to daughter. From sister to brother. The legacy is passed on. Attitude, honour and power.
Dirty money , no matter where it comes from, will be clean cash after it has been laundered by the right person. JW hasn't wasted his time in prison and he's
planning a grand comeback.
Jorge is tired of his new, square existence selling lattes and cappuccinos. Life deluxe looms on the horizon as he plans his last heist. This time it will be very
big money. But the police are closing in and an undercover officer has got deep into Stockholm's criminal inner circle. Close to Jorge, close to JW.
At the same time, someone is out to get the Godfather himself - Radovan Kranjic. People are starting to think about what life will be like once he's gone.
Who will be Stockholm's new king - or queen? The methods vary but the hunt for money, power and a carefree life somewhere warm and sunny goes on.
The goal is easy money - and life deluxe.
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   Fiction
 Little Bastards In Springtime

by Katja Rudolph

ISBN: 9781443408868
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

It's spring 1992. Jevrem Andric is eleven years old, and brutal civil war is erupting in Sarajevo. At first it's just boring, as kids shut in apartments run out of
ways to entertain themselves. A few weeks later, boredom is a luxury. Hell has arrived. They are trapped and face starvation and death. Jevrem's only
comfort is his beloved grandmother, a tough World War II partisan who has seen everything there is to see in war. Five years later, what's left of his family
has immigrated to Toronto, where spring feels like mid-winter, his grandmother is broken and ill, and sixteen-year-old Jevrem is on a rampage, drinking,
doing drugs and breaking into houses with his small gang of Yugoslav friends.

When his grandmother dies, he faces a moral reckoning that compels him to try, in his own warped way, to do some good in the world-the consequences be
damned. Rudolph's voice is searing, tender, at times hallucinatory, as she creates a brilliant portrait of a boy's fight for emotional survival and a family's
attempt to find peace in a new land.

 The Long Mars
Long Earth 3
by  Terry Pratchett

ISBN: 9780857521743
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Transworld
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 354
Price: $32.99

From the combined talents of the UK's bestselling novelist and a giant of British science fiction comes the dazzling new chapter in the extraordinary and
bestselling The Long Earth sequence. 
     2040-2045: In the years after the cataclysmic Yellowstone eruption there is massive economic dislocation as populations flee Datum Earth to myriad
Long Earth worlds. Sally, Joshua, and Lobsang are all involved in this perilous work when, out of the blue, Sally is contacted by her long-vanished father
and inventor of the original Stepper device, Willis Linsay. He tells her he is planning a fantastic voyage across the Long Mars and wants her to accompany
him. But Sally soon learns that Willis has an ulterior motive for his request: he needs her help to trace an advanced alien technology which, he believes, will
help mankind''s post-Yellowstone recovery. 
     Meanwhile U. S. Navy Commander Maggie Kauffman has embarked on an incredible journey of her own, leading an expedition to the outer limits of the
far Long Earth. 
     For Joshua, the crisis he faces is much closer to home. He becomes embroiled in the plight of the Next: the super-bright post-humans who are beginning
to emerge from their 'long childhood' in the community called Happy Landings, located deep in the Long Earth. Ignorance and fear have caused 'normal'
human society to turn against the Next, and the authorities, afraid of anything or anyone not deemed 'normal', order that all Next children be imprisoned.
Joshua is determined to liberate the children -- and a dramatic showdown over the inhumanity of humans against their own kind seems inevitable.
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   Fiction
 A Long Time Gone

by  Karen White

ISBN: 9780451240460
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: NAL Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 432
Price: $28.95

"We Walker women were born screaming into this world, the beginning of a lifelong quest to find what would quiet us. But whatever drove us away was
never stronger than the pull of what brought us back...." 
  
 When Vivien Walker left her home in the Mississippi Delta, she swore never to go back, as generations of the women in her family had. But in the spring,
nine years to the day since she'd left, that's exactly what happens--Vivien returns, fleeing from a broken marriage and her lost dreams for children.
  
 What she hopes to find is solace with "Bootsie," her dear grandmother who raised her, a Walker woman with a knack for making everything all right. But
instead she finds that her grandmother has died and that her estranged mother is drifting further away from her memories. Now Vivien is forced into the
unexpected role of caretaker, challenging her personal quest to find the girl she herself once was.
  
 But for Vivien things change in ways she cannot imagine when a violent storm reveals the remains of a long-dead woman buried near the Walker home, not
far from the cypress swamp that is soon to give up its ghosts. Vivien knows there is now only one way to rediscover herself--by uncovering the secrets of her
family and breaking the cycle of loss that has haunted her them for generations. 

 Long Way Home
by  Eva Dolan

ISBN: 9781846557798
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 400
Price: $26.99

The start of a stunning new crime series from a new young talent: DI ZIgic and DS Ferreira from Peterborough's underfunded Hate Crimes Unit are called in
when a man is burnt to death in a garden shed. 
     The locals call it Englandistan. It lies just north of Peterborough's city centre. It's where the migrants who build your houses, clean your offices and pick
your food live. Where gang leaders and slum landlords abuse cheap foreign labour. Where a man can be burned to death in a garden shed without the owners
raising the alarm.
     DS Ferreira dn DI Zigic from the underfunded Hate Crimes Unit are both representatives of earlier waves of migration to the UK; their experiences give
them a personal understanding of the issues involved, but does it also risk clouding their judgement? Against a background of simmering racial tension,
Ferreira and Zigic must work with both victims and villains alike in this brilliantly written debut from a new crime writing talent.
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   Fiction
 Lost For Words

A Novel
by Edward St.aubyn

ISBN: 9780374280291
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 272
Price: $30.00

Edward St. Aubyn is "great at dissecting an entire social world" (Michael Chabon,  Los Angeles Times )Edward St. Aubyn's Patrick Melrose novels were
some of the most celebrated works of fiction of the past decade. Ecstatic praise came from a wide range of admirers, from literary superstars such as Zadie
Smith, Francine Prose, Jeffrey Eugenides, and Michael Chabon to pop-culture icons such as Anthony Bourdain and January Jones.&nbspNow St. Aubyn
returns with a hilariously smart send-up of a certain major British literary award.    &nbspThe judges on the panel of the Elysian Prize for Literature must get
through hundreds of submissions to find the best book of the year. Meanwhile, a host of writers are desperate for Elysian attention: the brilliant writer and
serial heartbreaker Katherine Burns; the lovelorn debut novelist Sam Black; and Bunjee, convinced that his magnum opus,  The Mulberry Elephant, will take
the literary world by storm. Things go terribly wrong when Katherine's publisher accidentally submits a cookery book in place of her novel; one of the
judges&nbspfinds himself in the middle of a scandal; and Bunjee, aghast to learn his book isn't on the short list, seeks revenge.      Lost for Words  is a witty,
fabulously entertaining satire that cuts to the quick of some of the deepest questions about the place of art in our celebrity-obsessed culture, and asks how we
can ever hope to recognize real talent when everyone has an agenda.

 The Lost Island
A Gideon Crew Novel
by  Douglas Preston

ISBN: 9781455525775
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Gideon Crew
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 368
Price: $30.00

#1 New York Times bestselling authors Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child return with their next Gideon Crew book.

 The Lost Island (Large Print Edition)
A Gideon Crew Novel
by  Douglas Preston

ISBN: 9781455582228
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 464
Price: $32.00

#1 New York Times bestselling authors Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child return with their next Gideon Crew book.

 The Love Bunglers
by  Jaime Hernandez

ISBN: 9781606997291
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Love Bunglers
Publisher: Fantagraphics Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 104
Price: $23.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Lovers At The Chameleon Club Paris 1932

A Novel
by Francine Prose

ISBN: 9780061713781
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 288
Price: $33.50

A mesmerizing masterpiece from esteemed New York Times bestselling author Francine Prose, Lovers at the Chameleon Club, Paris 1932 is a richly
imagined and stunningly inventive story of love, art, and betrayal in Paris of the 20's, 30's, and 40's.
Imagine a dark photograph: two women, lovers, lean against each other at a nightclub table. One is slight and pretty; the other-dressed like a man, with
cropped hair and a heavy build-stares into the distance. Her gaze is chilling, even without the knowledge that she will become a Nazi collaborator during the
German occupation of France.
When Lou Villars is photographed by up-and-coming artist Gabor Tsenyi, she hasn't yet become a celebrity, or experienced the tumultuous events that will
warp her earnest desire for love and approval into something darker. Lou is an extraordinary athlete, confident that one day she will be an inspiration for her
gender and her country. She is also a scandal to Parisian society-a lesbian and a cross-dresser-and she finds a safe haven in the Chameleon Club, a louche
nightspot haunted by bankers, sailors, transvestites, and aspiring artists, all seeking to release their truest selves.
As the exuberant '20s give way to the depression of the '30s, Lou abandons her job as a server and a performer at the Chameleon Club to become a talented
race car driver, hovering on the brink of success. She falls in love with a seductive blonde German driver, Inge, and is soon ensnared in a web of flattery and
lies. Lou's life unfolds before the reader through a kaleidoscope of narrating voices belonging to those whose lives she touched: the visionary Gabor, whose
publication of Lou's image has dire consequences; his French girlfriend and future wife Suzanne Dunois; Baroness Lily de Rossignol, an art collector and
patron both to Lou and Gabor; Lionel Maine, a hilariously caustic writer; and Nathalie Dunois, a fervent biographer interpreting these events from the
present day.
Francine Prose evokes Paris with irresistible brio and an incisive sense of humor, from the si ...

 Luba and Her Family
A Love and Rockets Book
by  Gilbert Hernandez

ISBN: 9781606997536
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Love & Rockets
Publisher: Fantagraphics Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 312
Price: $23.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Macanudo #1

by Liniers

ISBN: 9781592701544
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Enchanted Lion Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 96
Price: $24.95

"Anyone can draw a cat, anyone can draw a little girl or a man with a hat, but not everyone can make that cat, that little girl and that man with a hat different
from any we've ever seen before and have them become part of our world, as if we knew them personally. Liniers draws characters, and his characters are
macanudos, which is to say extraordinary and awesome. And he draws them so well that they're all lovely, even the ugly ones are so perfectly ugly that
they're beautiful. Loners, witha pop innocence that's sometimes a bit perverse, they move elegantly between sadness and astonishment, like anonymous
actors in small B movies."-MaitenaIn  Macanudo, Ricardo Liniers Siri uses crayon, ink, and watercolor with incredible skill to render an entire world that is
poetic, absurd, emotionally expressive, and full of surprise. Anything and everything about our world can find its way into  Macanudo, but it will have
passed through Liniers's particular filter, and it thus will have become rendered funny, beautiful, and incredibly sympathetic. Ricardo Liniers Siri  was born
in 1973 in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where he now lives with his wife and three daughters. For more than ten years he has published an enormously popular
daily strip,  Macanudo, in Argentina's largest daily newspaper,  La Nacion. Up until now, nine collections of the strip have been published in Argentina. He
also travels around the world drawing on stage with musician Kevin Johansen. His work has been published in nine countries, including Spain, Italy, France,
Brazil, and the Czech Republic. His first book to be published in the United States was  The Big Wet Balloon   (September 2013). Mara Faye Lethem  has
translated novels by David Trueba, Albert SÃ¡nchez PiÃ±ol, Idelfonso Falcones, Javier Calvo, Patricio Pron, Marc Pastor, and Pablo De Santis, among
others. Her translations have appeared in  The Best American Non-Required Reading 2010,  Granta, the  Paris Review, and  McSweeney's.

 Magic Breaks
by Ilona Andrews

ISBN: 9780425256220
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Kate Daniels
Publisher: Ace Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 
Price: $28.95

No matter how much the paranormal politics of Atlanta change, one thing always remains the same: if there's trouble, Kate Daniels will be in the middle of
it...
  
   As the mate of the Beast Lord, Curran, former mercenary Kate Daniels has more responsibilities than it seems possible to juggle. Not only is she still
struggling to keep her investigative business afloat, she must now deal with the affairs of the pack, including preparing her people for attack from Roland, a
cruel ancient being with god-like powers. Since Kate's connection to Roland has come out into the open, no one is safe--especially those closest to Kate.
  
   As Roland's long shadow looms ever nearer, Kate is called to attend the Conclave, a gathering of the leaders from the various supernatural factions in
Atlanta. When one of the Masters of the Dead is found murdered there, apparently at the hands of a shapeshifter, Kate is given only twenty-four hours to
hunt down the killer. And this time, if she fails, she'll find herself embroiled in a war which could destroy everything she holds dear...
  
   **Includes the bonus Kate Daniels story Magic Tests**
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   Fiction
 The Magician's Land

A Novel
by  Lev Grossman

ISBN: 9780670015672
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Magicians Trilogy
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 416
Price: $32.95

The stunning conclusion to the New York Times bestselling Magicians trilogy
    
   Quentin Coldwater has been cast out of Fillory, the secret magical land of his childhood dreams. With nothing left to lose he returns to where his story
began, the Brakebills Preparatory College of Magic. But he can't hide from his past, and it's not long before it comes looking for him.
    
   Along with Plum, a brilliant young undergraduate with a dark secret of her own, Quentin sets out on a crooked path through a magical demimonde of gray
magic and desperate characters. But all roads lead back to Fillory, and his new life takes him to old haunts, like Antarctica, and to buried secrets and old
friends he thought were lost forever. He uncovers the key to a sorcery masterwork, a spell that could create magical utopia, a new Fillory--but casting it will
set in motion a chain of events that will bring Earth and Fillory crashing together. To save them he will have to risk sacrificing everything.
    
   The Magician's Land is an intricate thriller, a fantastical epic, and an epic of love and redemption that brings the Magicians trilogy to a magnificent
conclusion, confirming it as one of the great achievements in modern fantasy. It's the story of a boy becoming a man, an apprentice becoming a master, and a
broken land finally becoming whole.

 Mark Of The Tala 12 Kingdomd Bk 1
by Jeffe Kennedy

ISBN: 9780758294432
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 352
Price: $16.95

No Description

 Marrying Of Chani Kaufman
by Eve Harris

ISBN: 9781770894747
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-04-05
Pages: 384
Price: $19.95

Set in the Orthodox Jewish community in North West London, The Marrying of Chani Kaufman is the poignant and humorous story of nineteen-year-old
Chani Kaufman and the lead-up to her wedding night.Nineteen-year-old Chani lives in the ultra-orthodox Jewish community of North West London. She has
never had physical contact with a man, but is bound to marry a stranger. The rabbi's wife teaches her what it means to be a Jewish wife, but Rivka has her
own questions to answer. Soon buried secrets, fear, and sexual desire bubble to the surface in a story of liberation and choice; not to mention what happens
on the wedding night.
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   Fiction
 Marvel Universe Avengers Assemble Volume 2

by  Joe Caramagna

ISBN: 9780785188803
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Marvel Avengers Digest
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 88
Price: $10.99

Earth's Mightiest Heroes, the Avengers, explode onto the scene with acti on-packed all-ages adventures! The Avengers face their deadliest foe yet (or is that
their dead-est foe yet?), when Dracula, King of the Vampires, arrives to drain the team of their powers! Then, the Avengers face the Super-Adaptoid, a
powerful robot that can mimic any of their abilities! It's acti on aplenty from your favorite heroes, based on the hit animated series now airing on Disney XD!
COLLECTING: MARVEL UNIVERSE AVENGERS ASSEMBLE 5-8

 Marvel Universe Guardians of the Galaxy
Cosmic Team-Up
by  Joe Caramagna

ISBN: 9780785190318
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Marvel Universe Digest
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 96
Price: $10.99

It's all-ages adventure spotlighting Marvel's most cosmic movie stars, the Guardians of the Galaxy! When Michael Korvac escapes his alien abductors, he
flees home to Earth and seeks the Avengers' protecti on. For Earth's Mightiest Heroes, defending Korvac will mean battling the Guardians of the Galaxy -
but why? The Korvac confusion continues as Spider-Man gets involved, traveling into deep space and teaming up with the Guardians to take on Korvac...and
the alien Chitauri!  Plus: Hulk and his agents of S.M.A.S.H. encounter the cosmic Collector on a simulated paradise world...but can they ever escape it? And
relive Rocket Raccoon's classic debut, as the breakout big-screen star matches wily wits with the Hulk! COLLECTING: MARVEL UNIVERSE
AVENGERS EARTH'S MIGHTIEST HEROES 18, MARVEL UNIVERSE ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN 22, MARVEL UNIVERSE HULK:  AGENTS OF
S.M.A.S.H. 4, INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) 271

 Marvel Universe Ultimate Spider-Man Volume 6
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785188155
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Marvel Spider-Man Digest
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 88
Price: $10.99

The smash Disney XD hit webs its way right out of your TV! When the villainous Nightmare plunges New York into a deep sleep, Spider-Man and Doctor
Strange must face their own worst fears to break the spell! And Spidey meets the Guardians of the Galaxy when he travels into deep space to save Earth from
Michael Korvac and the Chitauri! But when Nick Fury gets fed up with the damage done during Spidey's fights, he puts the web-slinger on cleanup duty!
Enter the super hero cleanup company, Damage Control! And when the Juggernaut attacks, Spider-Man must beat the unbeatable foe...while also completing
his science project?! Guest-starring Luke Cage and Iron Fist! Based on the hit animated series now airing on Disney XD!  COLLECTING: Marvel Universe
Ultimate Spider-Man 21-24
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   Fiction
 Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy Prelude

by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785154105
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy Prelude
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 168
Price: $16.99

Prepare for Marvel Studios' newest big-screen blockbuster with these all-new stories taking place just before the film! Who is Nebula? What tragic events
forged her unbreakable allegiance to her dark lord? And how does Korath the Pursuer fit in? Then, as Gamora begins her quest for the Orb, see firsthand why
she is the considered the most dangerous woman in the universe! Plus, relive the Guardians' individual debuts as Gamora and Star-Lord burst onto the scene,
Drax and Iron Man take on Thanos, Rocket Raccoon meets the Hulk...and Groot tries to enslave the earth! COLLECTING: Marvel's Gua rdia ns of the
Galaxy Prelude 1-2, Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy Infinite Comic 1, Iron Man (1968) 55, Strange Tales (1951) 181, Incredible Hulk (1968) 271; material
from Tales to Astonish (1959) 13, Marvel Previ ew 4; Handbook profiles

 The Matchmaker
A Novel
by  Elin Hilderbrand

ISBN: 9780316099752
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

A touching new novel from bestselling author Elin Hilderbrand in which a woman sets out to find love for those closest to her - before it's too late. 

48-year-old Nantucketer Dabney Kimball Beech has always had a gift for matchmaking. Some call her ability mystical, while others - like her husband,
celebrated economist John Boxmiller Beech, and her daughter, Agnes, who is clearly engaged to the wrong man - call it meddlesome, but there's no arguing
with her results: With 42 happy couples to her credit and all of them still together, Dabney has never been wrong about romance. 

Never, that is, except in the case of herself and Clendenin Hughes, the green-eyed boy who took her heart with him long ago when he left the island to
pursue his dream of becoming a journalist. Now, after spending 27 years on the other side of the world, Clen is back on Nantucket, and Dabney has never
felt so confused, or so alive. 

But when tragedy threatens her own second chance, Dabney must face the choices she's made and share painful secrets with her family. Determined to make
use of her gift before it's too late, she sets out to find perfect matches for those she loves most. The Matchmaker is a heartbreaking story about losing and
finding love, even as you're running out of time.
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   Fiction
 The Matchmaker (Large Print Edition)

A Novel
by  Elin Hilderbrand

ISBN: 9780316404679
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 528
Price: $33.00

A touching new novel from bestselling author Elin Hilderbrand in which a woman sets out to find love for those closest to her - before it's too late. 

48-year-old Nantucketer Dabney Kimball Beech has always had a gift for matchmaking. Some call her ability mystical, while others - like her husband,
celebrated economist John Boxmiller Beech, and her daughter, Agnes, who is clearly engaged to the wrong man - call it meddlesome, but there's no arguing
with her results: With 42 happy couples to her credit and all of them still together, Dabney has never been wrong about romance. 

Never, that is, except in the case of herself and Clendenin Hughes, the green-eyed boy who took her heart with him long ago when he left the island to
pursue his dream of becoming a journalist. Now, after spending 27 years on the other side of the world, Clen is back on Nantucket, and Dabney has never
felt so confused, or so alive. 

But when tragedy threatens her own second chance, Dabney must face the choices she's made and share painful secrets with her family. Determined to make
use of her gift before it's too late, she sets out to find perfect matches for those she loves most. The Matchmaker is a heartbreaking new novel from Elin
Hilderbrand about losing and finding love, even as you're running out of time.

 Mating for Life
A Novel
by  Marissa Stapley

ISBN: 9781476762029
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Washington Square Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 336
Price: $18.99

With pitch-perfect honesty and heartwarming humor, this captivating debut explores marriage, motherhood, identity, and what it takes to love
someone--family members, friends, or spouses--for life.

Former folk singer Helen Sear was a feminist wild child who proudly disdained monogamy, raising three daughters--each by a different father--largely on
her own. Now in her sixties, Helen has fallen in love with a traditional man who desperately wants to marry her. And while she fears losing him, she's
equally afraid of abandoning everything she's ever stood for if she goes through with it. Meanwhile, Helen's youngest daughter, Liane, is in the heady early
days of a relationship with her soul mate. But he has an ex-wife and two kids, and her new role as a "step-something" doesn't come with an instruction
manual. Ilsa, an artist, has put her bohemian past behind her and is fervently hoping her second marriage will stick. Yet her world feels like it is slowly
shrinking, and her painting is suffering as a result--and she realizes she may need to break free again, even if it means disrupting the lives of her two young
children. And then there's Fiona, the eldest sister, who has worked tirelessly to make her world pristine, yet who still doesn't feel at peace. When she
discovers her husband has been harboring a huge secret, Fiona loses her tenuous grip on happiness and is forced to face some truths about herself that she'd
rather keep buried. Interweaving the alternating perspectives of Helen, her daughters, and the women surrounding them, "each new chapter brings a wise and
tender look at single life, dating rituals, and marital unease" (New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Close). In this "absolute feat of storytelling"
(bestselling author Grace O'Connell), Marissa Stapley celebrates the many roles modern women play, and shows that even though happy endings aren't one-
size-fits-all, some loves really can last for life.
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   Fiction
 McSweeney's Issue 48

by  Dave Eggers

ISBN: 9781940450087
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McSweeney's
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 300
Price: $29.95

Each issue of the quarterly is completely redesigned. There have been hardcovers and paperbacks, an issue with two spines, an issue with a magnetic
binding, an issue that looked like a bundle of junk mail, and an issue that looked like a sweaty human head. McSweeney's has won multiple literary awards,
including two National Magazine Awards for fiction, and has had numerous stories appear in The Best American Magazine Writing, the O. Henry Awards
anthologies, and The Best American Short Stories. Design awards given to the quarterly include the AIGA 50 Books Award, the AIGA 365 Illustration
Award, and the Print Design Regional Award.

 Meet Me In Barcelona
by Mary Carter

ISBN: 9780758284723
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 352
Price: $16.95

No Description

 The Memory Killer
by  J A Kerley

ISBN: 9780007493678
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

Detective Carson Ryder faces a cunning and inventive adversary in this terrifying thriller from the bestselling author of Her Last Scream.
Young men in Miami are being abducted and tortured after their drinks are spiked with a cocktail of drugs that leaves them unable to recall their ordeal.
Despite this, Detective Carson Ryder knows the predator's name, height, age, colouring ... everything. It's impossible for the perpetrator to avoid detection.
Yet he does.
When Carson seeks answers from his brother, a wanted criminal intimate with twisted minds, Jeremy's odd behaviour sparks even more questions. With each
abduction, the violence becomes more horrific, and it's only a short time until torture turns to murder.
But how do you catch an invisible man?
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   Fiction
 Merchant Emperor

by Elizabeth Haydon

ISBN: 9780765305664
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Symphony of Ages
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 432
Price: $29.99

Acclaimed author Elizabeth Haydon returns with the long-awaited Book 7 of the  USA Today  Bestselling Symphony of Ages  The long awaited seventh
book in Elizabeth Haydon's critically-acclaimed epic fantasy series, the Symphony of Ages.The war that they had feared is now upon them. Ashe and
Rhapsody, leaders of the Cymrian Alliance,&nbspare gathering their allies to combat the machinations of&nbspTalquist, who will soon be&nbspcrowned
emperor of Sorbold. Gwydion Navarne remains by Ashe's side.&nbspAnborn, Lord Marshal,&nbsphas taken to the field. And Rhapsody has been forced
into hiding to protect the life of her infant son.The Merchant Emperor of Sorbold has unintentionally allied himself with a&nbsppair of&nbspdemons and
has begun targeting the dragons that remain on the Middle Continent. Talquist will stop at nothing until the Cymrians are wiped out and the entire continent
and the rest of the Known World is under his rule.  Assailed by danger from all sides, surrounded by lies and intrigue, Rhapsody is left with one undeniable
truth: if their forces are to prevail, she must join the war herself, wielding the Daystar Clarion, an ancient weapon whose power is nearly unparalleled. As she
struggles to reconcile her duties as a mother and ruler, a danger far more devastating than Talquist is stirring beneath the surface of the land itself.In The
Merchant Emperor, beloved characters are forced to make soul shattering sacrifices. Bestselling author Elizabeth Haydon has delivered a breathtaking
seventh installment to the Symphony of Ages.

 Microadventures
by  Alastair Humphreys

ISBN: 9780007548033
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 320
Price: $32.99

Adventure is a loose word, a spirit of trying something new, trying something difficult. Going somewhere different, leaving your comfort zone. Above all,
adventure is about enthusiasm, ambition, open-mindedness and curiosity.
Adventure is all around us, at all times. Even during hard financial times such as these. Times when getting out into the wild is more enjoyable, invigorating
and important than ever.
It is in this inspirational spirit that Alastair Humphreys introduces us to the exciting world of microadventures -- adventures that are close to home, cheap,
simple, short, and yet very effective. A microadventure has the spirit (and therefore the benefits) of a big adventure. It's just all condensed into a weekend
away, or even a midweek escape from the office. Even people living in big cities are not very far away from small pockets of wilderness.
You can experience it by yourself or with friends. You can do it with your parents or children or colleagues from the office. You can seek out short,
interesting, rewarding adventures right on your doorstep. If you are too busy, too stressed, too broke, too tired or too unfit for an adventure, then you
definitely would benefit from a microadventure. Climb a hill, jump in a river, sleep under the stars. The whole point of microadventures is that you do not
need much time, money or specialised equipment. A microadventure can be anything that feels fresh, new and challenging for you. Time, money, skill or
(lack of) talent are no excuses. They may be small, but microadventures can still be challenging and rewarding. Each one is designed to inspire others to set
their own challenges, challenges which may be short but which grasp the spirit of adventure.
Whether it is sleeping on a hilltop or going for a wild swim, cycling a lap of the Isle of Wight or walking home for Christmas, Humphreys inspires us all to
leave our comfort zones and discover something new about ourselves and the world outside our windows. Because you do no ...
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   Fiction
 Midnight Crossroad

by Charlaine Harris

ISBN: 9780425263150
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Novel of Midnight, Texas
Publisher: Ace Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $23.07

FIRST IN A NEW TRILOGY

 From Charlaine Harris, the bestselling author who created Sookie Stackhouse and her world of Bon Temps, Louisiana, comes a darker locale--populated by
more strangers than friends. But then, that's how the locals prefer it...

 Welcome to Midnight, Texas, a town with many boarded-up windows and few full-time inhabitants, located at the crossing of Witch Light Road and Davy
Road. It's a pretty standard dried-up western town.

 There's a pawnshop (someone lives in the basement and is seen only at night). There's a diner (people who are just passing through tend not to linger). And
there's new resident Manfred Bernardo, who thinks he's found the perfect place to work in private (and who has secrets of his own).

 Stop at the one traffic light in town, and everything looks normal. Stay awhile, and learn the truth...

 A Million Ways To Die In The West
A Novel
by Seth Macfarlane

ISBN: 9780553391671
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 224
Price: $26.95

From the creator of Family Guy and director of Ted comes a hilarious first novel that reinvents the Western.
  
 Mild-mannered sheep farmer Albert Stark is fed up with the harsh life of the American frontier, where it seems everything and anything can kill you: Duels
at high noon. Barroom brawls. Poisonous snakes. Cholera-infected drinking water. Tumbleweed abrasion. Something called "toe-foot." Even a trip to the
outhouse. Yes, there are a million ways to die in the wild, wild West, and Albert plans to avoid them all. Some people think that makes him a coward. Albert
calls it common sense. But when his girlfriend dumps him for the most insufferable guy in town, Albert decides to fight back--even though he can't shoot,
ride, or throw a punch. Fortunately, he teams up with a beautiful gunslinger who's tough enough for the both of them. Unfortunately, she's married to the
biggest, meanest, most jealous badass on the frontier. Turns out Albert has just discovered a million and one ways to die in the West.
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   Fiction
 Man In The Shadows

by Gordon Henderson

ISBN: 9781443431804
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 304
Price: $19.99

In 1867, three British colonies became the four provinces of the new Dominion of Canada. Among the Fathers of Confederation was D'Arcy McGee, a fiery
former Irish nationalist and friend of John A. Macdonald. As the fledgling country was forming, its security was threatened by the Fenian Brotherhood, a
group of Irish republicans that advocated a forcible takeover of Canada by the United States.

In this historical novel, Gordon Henderson imagines a cross-border plot to assassinate key Canadian political figures-with complicity at the highest levels of
the U.S. government-in an attempt to destabilize the new country. We follow the fictional Conor O'Dea, a young Irish Catholic with political aspirations,
who is the assistant to D'Arcy McGee. O'Dea becomes romantically involved with a young Protestant woman, which provokes upset and violence. When
McGee is assassinated by a Fenian sympathizer-or so everyone believes-O'Dea takes it upon himself to discover the real assassin, and to prevent the prime
minister of Canada, Sir John himself, from being the next victim.

 The Miniaturist
by  Jessie Burton

ISBN: 9781443428460
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 320
Price: $22.99

"There is nothing hidden that will not be revealed . . ."

On an autumn day in 1686, eighteen-year-old Nella Oortman knocks at the door of a grand house in the wealthiest quarter of Amsterdam. She has come from
the country to begin a new life as the wife of the illustrious merchant trader Johannes Brandt, but instead she is met by his sharp-tongued sister, Marin. Only
later does Johannes appear and present her with an extraordinary wedding gift: a cabinet-sized replica of their home. It is to be furnished by an elusive
miniaturist, whose tiny creations mirror their real-life counterparts in unexpected ways . . .

Nella is at first mystified by the closed world of the Brandt household, but as she uncovers its secrets she realizes the escalating dangers that await them all.
Does the miniaturist hold their fate in her hands? And will she be the key to their salvation or the architect of their downfall?

Beautiful, intoxicating and filled with heart-pounding suspense, The Miniaturist is a magnificent story of love and obsession, betrayal and retribution,
appearance and truth.

 Miracleman Book 1
A Dream of Flying
by The Original Writer

ISBN: 9780785154624
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Miracleman
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 152
Price: $32.99

KIMOTA! With one magic word, a long-forgotten legend lives again! Freelance reporter Michael Moran always knew he was meant for something more-
now, an unexpected series of events leads him to reclaim his destiny as Miracleman! The groundbreaking graphic novel that heralded a literary revolution
begins here in A DREAM OF FLYING. After nearly two decades away, Miracleman uncovers his origins and their connection to the British military's
"Project Zarathustra" - while his alter ego, Michael Moran, must reconcile his life as the lesser half of a god. COLLECTING:  Miracleman 1-4
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   Fiction
 Mirror On The Floor

by George Bowering

ISBN: 9781927380956
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Anvil Press Publishers Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 160
Price: $18.00

Mirror on the Floor was first published in 1967 by McClelland and Stewart, the first novel from a young writer named George Bowering. Now with over 100
publications to his credit, we are proud to be reissuing this Vancouver classic, Bowering's debut novel.The novel focuses on one summer in the life of UBC
graduate student Bob Small, and his roommate, George Delsing, as they study, smoke cigarettes, endure tedious summer jobs, joust one another with
philosophical banter and literary repartee, and strike out on near-nightly adventures in Small's "poor old over-traveled yellow Morris Minor" to the pubs and
late-night diners of East Hastings and Main Street.They spend much of their time carousing and engaging in conversation with the old-timers, retired
seamen, dockworkers, and unemployed loggers. And it is on one such night that Bob Small encounters a mysterious and troubled young woman outside the
city lock-up. Her name is Andrea and he can't seem to shake-or understand-the inexplicable attraction he feels for her; and from this night on, like an
apparition, Andrea appears everywhere: the library, the coffee houses, the bars, the street, and Bob Small is slowly and inevitably pulled into her orbit, an
orbit that spins on a tragic and ever-tightening inward coil.Mirror on the Floor vividly evokes the Vancouver of the mid- to late-60s, a Vancouver where
neon signs still shimmered on the rain-soaked streets of the Downtown Eastside and Granville Street bustled with movie-goers.

 Mona
by Dan T. Sehlberg

ISBN: 9781770893931
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-05-17
Pages: 449
Price: $19.95

A suspenseful and highly original technothriller based on breathtaking developments in the field of thought-controlled systems and cyber warfare.Eric
SÃ¶derqvist, professor of computer science at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, has invented Mind Surf: a thought-controlled system that
allows people with disabilities to browse the web.Samir Mustaf is a former MIT professor whose daughter Mona was killed by an Israeli cluster bomb five
years earlier. He has just developed the most sophisticated computer virus the world has ever seen, for the purpose of a cyber attack against Israel's financial
system.Eric's wife Hanna falls into a coma -- struck by an aggressive and previously unknown virus -- after having tested her husband's invention. The
doctors are at a loss. Although everyone around him thinks he's gone mad, Eric is convinced that his wife has been infected by a powerful computer virus
known as Mona, and that the only way he can save her is by tracking down its creator.

 Monument To Murder
by  Mari Hannah

ISBN: 9781447246046
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-07
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

When skeletal remains are found beneath the fortified walls of an ancient castle on Northumberland's rugged coastline, DCI Kate Daniels calls on a forensic
anthropologist to help identify the corpse.
Meanwhile, newly widowed prison psychologist Emily McCann finds herself drawn into the fantasy of convicted sex offender, Walter Fearon. As his mind
games become more and more intense, is it possible that Daniels' case has something to do with his murderous past? With his release imminent, what exactly
does he have in mind for Emily?
As Daniels encounters dead end after dead end and the body count rises, it soon becomes apparent that someone is hiding more than one deadly secret...
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   Fiction
 The Moon Field

by  Judith Allnat

ISBN: 9780007522941
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-02-28
Pages: 400
Price: $28.99

A poignant story of love and redemption, The Moon Field explores the loss of innocence through a war that destroys everything except the bonds of human
hearts.
No man's land is a place in the heart: pitted, cratered and empty as the moon...
Hidden in a soldier's tin box are a painting, a pocket watch, and a dance card - keepsakes of three lives.
It is 1914. George Farrell cycles through the tranquil Cumberland fells to deliver a letter, unaware that it will change his life. George has fallen for the rich
and beautiful daughter at the Manor House, Miss Violet, but when she lets slip the contents of the letter George is heartbroken to find that she is already
promised to another man. George escapes his heartbreak by joining the patriotic rush to war, but his past is not so easily avoided. His rite of passage into
adulthood leaves him believing that no woman will be able to love the man he has become.
A poignant story of love and redemption, The Moon Field explores the loss of innocence in a war that destroys everything except the bonds of the human
heart.

 Mothers Secret
by  Amy Clipston

ISBN: 9780310335818
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hearts of the Lancaster Grand Hotel
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 352
Price: $17.99

The first book in the Hearts of the Lancaster Grand Hotel series, A Hopeful Heart, has sold over 36,000 copies in just two months and appears consistently
on the Bookscan Top 50 Religious fiction report.
"Top Pick! Clipston's series starter has a compelling drama involving faith, family and romance." -RT Book Reviews for A Hopeful Heart, 4 1/2 stars
"A Hopeful Heart is filled with surprising twists." -USA Today
Carolyn Lapp dreams of marrying for love. But will the errors of her past destroy this dream forever?
Carolyn Lapp longs to have a traditional Amish family. But she lives on her brother's farm with her parents and her 15-year old son, Benjamin. Carolyn has
never revealed the identity of Benjamin's father and lives daily with the guilt and shame of her youthful indiscretion. Her brother simply will not forgive her.
His answer is to arrange a practical marriage for Carolyn to Saul, a widower with a little girl. But Carolyn isn't convinced that Saul really loves her and
believes he is simply looking for someone to help raise his daughter.
When Benjamin causes trouble at a local horse auction, horse breeder Joshua Glick decides that he must be taught a lesson. Carolyn and Joshua are
unmistakably drawn to each other, but Joshua mistakenly assumes that Benjamin is Carolyn's brother. Carolyn fears that if he discovers the truth, her past
will destroy their budding romance.
After years of shame and loneliness, Carolyn suddenly has two men vying for her attention. But which of them will give her the family-and the unconditional
love-she's longed for?
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   Fiction
 Mr Mercedes

A Novel
by Stephen King

ISBN: 9781476754451
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 448
Price: $25.20

In a mega-stakes, high-suspense race against time, three of the most unlikely and winning heroes Stephen King has ever created try to stop a lone killer from
blowing up thousands.

In the frigid pre-dawn hours, in a distressed Midwestern city, hundreds of desperate unemployed folks are lined up for a spot at a job fair. Without warning, a
lone driver plows through the crowd in a stolen Mercedes, running over the innocent, backing up, and charging again. Eight people are killed; fifteen are
wounded. The killer escapes. In another part of town, months later, a retired cop named Bill Hodges is still haunted by the unsolved crime. When he gets a
crazed letter from someone who self-identifies as the "perk" and threatens an even more diabolical attack, Hodges wakes up from his depressed and vacant
retirement, hell-bent on preventing another tragedy. Brady Hartfield lives with his alcoholic mother in the house where he was born. He loved the feel of
death under the wheels of the Mercedes, and he wants that rush again. Only Bill Hodges, with a couple of highly unlikely allies, can apprehend the killer
before he strikes again. And they have no time to lose, because Brady's next mission, if it succeeds, will kill or maim thousands. Mr. Mercedes is a war
between good and evil, from the master of suspense whose insight into the mind of this obsessed, insane killer is chilling and unforgettable.

 Mr Peabody & Sherman
by Sholly Fisch

ISBN: 9781613778722
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Idea & Design Works Llc
Pub. Date: 2014-02-01
Pages: 104
Price: $21.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Mr. Loverman

by  Bernardine Evaristo

ISBN: 9781617752728
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Akashic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 300
Price: $19.95

"Bernardine Evaristo uncovers characters lost to history and myth and with compassion, an original and brilliant voice, and an unparalleled craft - all tinged
with humor - she restores them and thus us." - Chris Abani, author of The Secret History of Las Vegas "Evaristo is extremely attentive to the function of
language, the power of words to shape reality." - Ron Charles, Washington Post Book World "This riproaring, full-bodied riff on sex, secrecy and family is
Bernardine Evaristo's seventh book. If you don't yet know her work, you should - she says things about modern Britain that no one else does." -  Guardian 
(UK)"A brilliant study of great characters in modern London. As such - as Mr. Barrington Walker, Esq. himself might have acknowledged - it is very clever
indeed." -  Independent on Sunday  (UK)"Fear and loathing of homosexuals has a long history in the West Indies... Bernardine Evaristo, in her funny, brave
new novel, Mr. Loverman ... explores issues of homosexuality in the British West Indies and London's West Indian diaspora community... I loved... this
tender, even trailblazing novel." -  The Spectator  (UK)"Evaristo's second prose novel similarly transforms our often narrow perceptions of gay men in
England. The familiar trope of the closet is deployed, but contested and reworked in winningly credible, moving ways... The effect is variously comical,
agonizing and, ultimately, moving. Evaristo tells us of lives we imagined we knew, while rearranging much more than the furniture." -  Independent 
(UK)"Evaristo has a lot going on in this unusual urban romance, but beneath her careful study of race and sexuality is a beautiful love story. Not many
writers could have two old men having sexual intercourse in a bedsit to a soundtrack of Shabba Ranks's 'Mr. Loverman' and save it from bad taste, much less
make it sublime. But the hero of this book, and his canny creator, make everything taste just fine." -  Telegraph  (UK)"A pacey fable about summoning both
the daring and the art to live a truthful life, and her writing simply fizzes with musical energy." - Sunday Express (UK)"This poignant tragi-comedy goes
some way toward exploring engrained prejudice." -  Time Out London  (UK)Barrington J ...

 Mrs. Hemingway
A Novel
by  Naomi Wood

ISBN: 9780143124610
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 336
Price: $18.00

The Paris Wife was only the beginning of the story . . .
  
   Paula McLain's New York Times-bestselling novel piqued readers' interest about Ernest Hemingway's romantic life. But Hadley was only one of four
women married, in turn, to the legendary writer. Just as T.C. Boyle's bestseller The Women completed the picture begun by Nancy Horan's Loving Frank,
Naomi Wood's Mrs. Hemingway tells the story of how it was to love, and be loved by, the most famous and dashing writer of his generation. Hadley,
Pauline, Martha and Mary: each Mrs. Hemingway thought their love would last forever; each one was wrong.
  
   Told in four parts and based on real love letters and telegrams, Mrs. Hemingway reveals the explosive love triangles that wrecked each of Hemingway's
marriages. Spanning 1920s bohemian Paris through 1960s Cold War America, populated with members of the fabled "Lost Generation," Mrs. Heminway is a
riveting tale of passion, love, and heartbreak.
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   Fiction
 Murder 101

A Decker/Lazarus Novel
by  Faye Kellerman

ISBN: 9780062270184
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Decker/Lazarus Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

The next fantastic and creepy installment in Faye Kellerman's New York Times Bestselling Decker/Lazarus series, Murder 101 is a sordid tale of deception
and greed set in a quaint town and elite colleges: where fraud and cheating aren't necessarily limited to grasping and dishonest students.
Be careful what you wish for.
All Peter Decker wanted was a quiet life, away from the ugliness and chaos of his former position as a Detective Lieutenant with the LAPD. And when the
Greenbury Police Department had an opening, he and his wife, Rina, thought it was the perfect opportunity. Living in upstate New York, they could pursue
hobbies and be close to their four adult children and well as their foster son, all of them currently on the east coast. But after six months of rescuing cats from
trees, dealing with retired seniors and their heart palpitations, and trying to find ripped off electronic equipment , Decker was starting to wonder if he made a
mistake. Rina had adapted beautifully, but Decker was...dare he say it...a little bored.
And that wasn't his only issue. Decker had been partnered with a young buck named Tyler McAdams, a former Harvard student with a bad 'tude. So it was a
relief when Decker was called down on a dark, Friday night to the local cemetery to investigate a possible break-in at a mausoleum. It was the first crime
he'd dealt with since moving to Greenbury and as usual, McAdams tagged along, hoping to glean some genuine criminal methodology.
At first, it seemed like he was called down for nothing. The mausoleum was intact along with the beautiful stained glass art work inside. It was only on
further inspection with an expert that it was apparent that the original Tiffany glass panels had been replaced by forgeries. The list of suspects who knew
about the valuable windows was endless and Decker expected a lot of footwork. But then a few days later, a co-ed at one of the colleges was brutal ...

 Murder 101
A Decker/Lazarus Novel
by Faye Kellerman

ISBN: 9780062335876
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Decker/Lazarus Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 384
Price: $21.99

The next fantastic and creepy installment in Faye Kellerman's New York Times Bestselling Decker/Lazarus series, Murder 101 is a sordid tale of deception
and greed set in a quaint town and elite colleges: where fraud and cheating aren't necessarily limited to grasping and dishonest students.
Be careful what you wish for.
All Peter Decker wanted was a quiet life, away from the ugliness and chaos of his former position as a Detective Lieutenant with the LAPD. And when the
Greenbury Police Department had an opening, he and his wife, Rina, thought it was the perfect opportunity. Living in upstate New York, they could pursue
hobbies and be close to their four adult children and well as their foster son, all of them currently on the east coast. But after six months of rescuing cats from
trees, dealing with retired seniors and their heart palpitations, and trying to find ripped off electronic equipment , Decker was starting to wonder if he made a
mistake. Rina had adapted beautifully, but Decker was...dare he say it...a little bored.
And that wasn't his only issue. Decker had been partnered with a young buck named Tyler McAdams, a former Harvard student with a bad 'tude. So it was a
relief when Decker was called down on a dark, Friday night to the local cemetery to investigate a possible break-in at a mausoleum. It was the first crime
he'd dealt with since moving to Greenbury and as usual, McAdams tagged along, hoping to glean some genuine criminal methodology.
At first, it seemed like he was called down for nothing. The mausoleum was intact along with the beautiful stained glass art work inside. It was only on
further inspection with an expert that it was apparent that the original Tiffany glass panels had been replaced by forgeries. The list of suspects who knew
about the valuable windows was endless and Decker expected a lot of footwork. But then a few days later, a co-ed at one of the colleges was brutal ...
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   Fiction
 Murder 101 Lp

A Decker/Lazarus Novel
by  Faye Kellerman

ISBN: 9780062326355
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Decker/Lazarus Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

The next fantastic and creepy installment in Faye Kellerman's New York Times Bestselling Decker/Lazarus series, Murder 101 is a sordid tale of deception
and greed set in a quaint town and elite colleges: where fraud and cheating aren't necessarily limited to grasping and dishonest students.
Be careful what you wish for.
All Peter Decker wanted was a quiet life, away from the ugliness and chaos of his former position as a Detective Lieutenant with the LAPD. And when the
Greenbury Police Department had an opening, he and his wife, Rina, thought it was the perfect opportunity. Living in upstate New York, they could pursue
hobbies and be close to their four adult children and well as their foster son, all of them currently on the east coast. But after six months of rescuing cats from
trees, dealing with retired seniors and their heart palpitations, and trying to find ripped off electronic equipment , Decker was starting to wonder if he made a
mistake. Rina had adapted beautifully, but Decker was...dare he say it...a little bored.
And that wasn't his only issue. Decker had been partnered with a young buck named Tyler McAdams, a former Harvard student with a bad 'tude. So it was a
relief when Decker was called down on a dark, Friday night to the local cemetery to investigate a possible break-in at a mausoleum. It was the first crime
he'd dealt with since moving to Greenbury and as usual, McAdams tagged along, hoping to glean some genuine criminal methodology.
At first, it seemed like he was called down for nothing. The mausoleum was intact along with the beautiful stained glass art work inside. It was only on
further inspection with an expert that it was apparent that the original Tiffany glass panels had been replaced by forgeries. The list of suspects who knew
about the valuable windows was endless and Decker expected a lot of footwork. But then a few days later, a co-ed at one of the colleges was brutal ...

 Murder in Merino
A Seaside Knitters Mystery
by  Sally Goldenbaum

ISBN: 9780451415363
Binding: Hardback 
Series: SEASIDE KNITTERS MYSTERY
Publisher: NAL Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $27.95

It's autumn in Sea Harbor, and as the tourists leave, a mysterious guest arrives. When she's implicated in a crime, the Seaside Knitters must quickly table
their knitting project and search out a motif for murder.
  
 Fall is usually a relaxing time in Sea Harbor, but it's turning out to be a busy season for Izzy Chambers Perry. Not only is she helping the Seaside Knitters
make a magnificent throw to celebrate the fortieth wedding anniversary of her aunt and uncle, but she and her husband are finally selling the cottage she
lived in before she got married and had a darling baby girl. To Izzy's surprise, newcomer Julia Ainsley seems determined to buy the home--although she's
never set foot inside.
  
 But on the day of the open house, things take a dark turn. A body is uncovered in the cottage's backyard. When the police find Julia's name and phone
number in the victim's pocket, this slender thread of evidence makes her a person of interest. Soon the spotlight of suspicion widens to include old friends
and town leaders as a tragic happening, long buried in the sleepy seaside town, is slowly brought to the surface.
  
 Before the joyful anniversary celebration can be realized, the Seaside Knitters must work to unravel the real reason Julia Ainsley has come to their
town--and the tangled and troubled t ...
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   Fiction
 Murder In Murray Hill

by  Victoria Thompson

ISBN: 9780425260425
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Gaslight Mystery
Publisher: Berkley Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 304
Price: $28.95

When facing injustice, the residents of nineteenth-century New York City's tenements turn to midwife Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy to
protect their rights. Now, as the Edgar® and Agatha Award-nominated series continues, the two must track down a cruel criminal preying on the hopes and
dreams of innocent women...

 A Gaslight Mystery

 Frank Malloy has never known any life other than that of a cop, but his newfound inheritance threatens his position within his department. While trying to
keep both his relationship with Sarah and his fortune under wraps, he's assigned to a new case--finding a missing young woman for her worried father, Henry
Livingston.

 It seems the girl had been responding to "lonely hearts" ads in the paper for months before she disappeared. Her father thinks that she's eloped with a
deceptive stranger, but Malloy fears the worst, knowing that the grifters who place such ads often do much more than simply abscond with their victims. But
as Sarah and Malloy delve deeper into a twisted plot targeting the city's single women, it's their partnership--both professional and private--that winds up in
the greatest peril...

 Murder In Retribution
by Anne Cleeland

ISBN: 9780758287977
Binding: Hardback 
Series: New Scotland Yard Mysteries
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 352
Price: $26.95

No Description

 Murder On The Mediterranean
by Alexander Campion

ISBN: 9780758268839
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Capucine Culinary Mysteries
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 320
Price: $26.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 My Real Chldr

by Jo Walton

ISBN: 9780765332653
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 320
Price: $28.99

The new novel from the author of the Hugo and Nebula Award-winning  Among Others : a powerful tale of one woman with two livesIt's 2015, and Patricia
Cowan is very old. "Confused today," read the notes clipped to the end of her bed. She forgets things she should know-what year it is, major events in the
lives of her children. But she remembers things that don't seem possible. She remembers marrying Mark and having four children. And she remembers not
marrying Mark and raising three children with Bee instead. She remembers the bomb that killed President Kennedy in 1963, and she remembers Kennedy in
1964, declining to run again after the nuclear exchange that took out Miami and Kiev.Her childhood, her years at Oxford during the Second World War-
those were solid things. But after that, did she marry Mark or not? Did her friends all call her Trish, or Pat? Had she been a housewife who escaped a terrible
marriage after her children were grown, or a successful travel writer with homes in Britain and Italy? And the moon outside her window: does it host a
benign research station, or a command post bristling with nuclear missiles?Two lives, two worlds, two versions of modern history; each with their loves and
losses, their sorrows and triumphs.  My Real Children  is the tale of both of Patricia Cowan's lives... and of how every life means the entire world.

 Natchez Burning
A Novel
by  Greg Iles

ISBN: 9780062311078
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Penn Cage Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 800
Price: $34.99

#1 New York Times bestselling author Greg Iles returns with this highly anticipated first novel in five years and auspicious start of a trilogy featuring Penn
Cage.
As a former prosecutor and writer living in the small town of Natchez, Mississippi, where he grew up, Penn Cage has always been a fighter. He's never been
one to see injustice and do nothing about it. He learned it from his father, Tom Cage, a beloved family doctor who spent decades taking care of folks no
matter their origin or circumstance, rich or poor, black or white. Penn has always thought of his dad as a kind of Atticus Finch-like character, a man who had
guts and backbone, even when his friends and neighbors didn't. And the old adage couldn't be more true: "Like father, like son". Or is it?
In a place like rural Mississippi, when the issues are race and crime, the pressures are formidable and the risks no less life-threatening. So when Tom Cage
finds himself on the verge of being charged with murder-of his long-time nurse assistant and friend Viola Turner-Penn knows he must find the truth and
rescue his father. The catch: his father believes client privilege forbids him from talking about the night in question and so refuses to say anything to help
himself or Penn.
Penn soon learns that Viola's death is only the tip of the iceberg-for it brings into question several horrific, unsolved murders in the 1960s, one of which was
her brother's. And it points to a group of secretive KKK members who call themselves the "Double Eagles", a crew that has cut a swath across the area for
decades and includes Brody Royal, one of the wealthiest and most ruthless businessmen in the state, and brothers Frank and Snake Knox, men who have
been born and bred to always get their way. Until now.
Rich in Southern atmosphere and electrifying plot turns, Natchez Burning is a high-water mark  ...
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   Fiction
 Natchez Burning

A Novel
by Greg Iles

ISBN: 9780062335869
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Penn Cage
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 800
Price: $21.99

#1 New York Times bestselling author Greg Iles returns with this highly anticipated first novel in five years and auspicious start of a trilogy featuring Penn
Cage.
As a former prosecutor and writer living in the small town of Natchez, Mississippi, where he grew up, Penn Cage has always been a fighter. He's never been
one to see injustice and do nothing about it. He learned it from his father, Tom Cage, a beloved family doctor who spent decades taking care of folks no
matter their origin or circumstance, rich or poor, black or white. Penn has always thought of his dad as a kind of Atticus Finch-like character, a man who had
guts and backbone, even when his friends and neighbors didn't. And the old adage couldn't be more true: "Like father, like son". Or is it?
In a place like rural Mississippi, when the issues are race and crime, the pressures are formidable and the risks no less life-threatening. So when Tom Cage
finds himself on the verge of being charged with murder-of his long-time nurse assistant and friend Viola Turner-Penn knows he must find the truth and
rescue his father. The catch: his father believes client privilege forbids him from talking about the night in question and so refuses to say anything to help
himself or Penn.
Penn soon learns that Viola's death is only the tip of the iceberg-for it brings into question several horrific, unsolved murders in the 1960s, one of which was
her brother's. And it points to a group of secretive KKK members who call themselves the "Double Eagles", a crew that has cut a swath across the area for
decades and includes Brody Royal, one of the wealthiest and most ruthless businessmen in the state, and brothers Frank and Snake Knox, men who have
been born and bred to always get their way. Until now.
Rich in Southern atmosphere and electrifying plot turns, Natchez Burning is a high-water mark  ...

 Natchez Burning
A Novel
by Greg Iles

ISBN: 9780062331861
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Penn Cage Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 
Price: $81.00

#1 New York Times bestselling author Greg Iles returns with this highly anticipated first novel in five years and auspicious start of a trilogy featuring Penn
Cage.
As a former prosecutor and writer living in the small town of Natchez, Mississippi, where he grew up, Penn Cage has always been a fighter. He's never been
one to see injustice and do nothing about it. He learned it from his father, Tom Cage, a beloved family doctor who spent decades taking care of folks no
matter their origin or circumstance, rich or poor, black or white. Penn has always thought of his dad as a kind of Atticus Finch-like character, a man who had
guts and backbone, even when his friends and neighbors didn't. And the old adage couldn't be more true: "Like father, like son". Or is it?
In a place like rural Mississippi, when the issues are race and crime, the pressures are formidable and the risks no less life-threatening. So when Tom Cage
finds himself on the verge of being charged with murder-of his long-time nurse assistant and friend Viola Turner-Penn knows he must find the truth and
rescue his father. The catch: his father believes client privilege forbids him from talking about the night in question and so refuses to say anything to help
himself or Penn.
Penn soon learns that Viola's death is only the tip of the iceberg-for it brings into question several horrific, unsolved murders in the 1960s, one of which was
her brother's. And it points to a group of secretive KKK members who call themselves the "Double Eagles", a crew that has cut a swath across the area for
decades and includes Brody Royal, one of the wealthiest and most ruthless businessmen in the state, and brothers Frank and Snake Knox, men who have
been born and bred to always get their way. Until now.
Rich in Southern atmosphere and electrifying plot turns, Natchez Burning is a high-water mark  ...
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   Fiction
 Natchez Burning Lp

A Novel
by  Greg Iles

ISBN: 9780062326393
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Penn Cage Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 656
Price: $34.99

#1 New York Times bestselling author Greg Iles returns with this highly anticipated first novel in five years and auspicious start of a trilogy featuring Penn
Cage.
As a former prosecutor and writer living in the small town of Natchez, Mississippi, where he grew up, Penn Cage has always been a fighter. He's never been
one to see injustice and do nothing about it. He learned it from his father, Tom Cage, a beloved family doctor who spent decades taking care of folks no
matter their origin or circumstance, rich or poor, black or white. Penn has always thought of his dad as a kind of Atticus Finch-like character, a man who had
guts and backbone, even when his friends and neighbors didn't. And the old adage couldn't be more true: "Like father, like son". Or is it?
In a place like rural Mississippi, when the issues are race and crime, the pressures are formidable and the risks no less life-threatening. So when Tom Cage
finds himself on the verge of being charged with murder-of his long-time nurse assistant and friend Viola Turner-Penn knows he must find the truth and
rescue his father. The catch: his father believes client privilege forbids him from talking about the night in question and so refuses to say anything to help
himself or Penn.
Penn soon learns that Viola's death is only the tip of the iceberg-for it brings into question several horrific, unsolved murders in the 1960s, one of which was
her brother's. And it points to a group of secretive KKK members who call themselves the "Double Eagles", a crew that has cut a swath across the area for
decades and includes Brody Royal, one of the wealthiest and most ruthless businessmen in the state, and brothers Frank and Snake Knox, men who have
been born and bred to always get their way. Until now.
Rich in Southern atmosphere and electrifying plot turns, Natchez Burning is a high-water mark  ...

 Nauti Enchantress
by Lora Leigh

ISBN: 9780425255995
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Nauti Girls
Publisher: Berkley Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 352
Price: $18.00

When Dawg Mackay made his four half-sisters part of his family, he vowed that he would care for and protect them with everything he had. But what
happens now that the girls are all grown up? The Mackay girls are on the loose, and Somerset County will never be the same...

 Lyrica Mackay has wanted tall, handsome Marine Graham Brock for as long as she can remember. Unfortunately, Graham only sees her as his friend Dawg
Mackay's "baby sister." Or so she believes. The truth is, the fiery party girl stirs something in Graham no female ever has. But Graham, like everyone in
Somerset County, knows that trouble stalks the Mackays like bears track honey, and when a Mackay runs as hot as Lyrica does, someone's bound to get
burned.

 Then Graham discovers that Lyrica's wild side is just a cover for a frightened and vulnerable woman who needs something true and genuine, something only
Graham can offer. But surrendering his heart to Lyrica exposes them both to her shocking past--and a sinister secret that, once exposed, could destroy their
only chance at happiness and shake the Mackay family to its core.
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   Fiction
 The Nemesis Program

by  Scott Mariani

ISBN: 9780007398461
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

The explosive, thrilling new Ben Hope adventure from the top 10 bestselling author
A BRUTAL MURDER
While secretly researching the bizarre discoveries of Serbian scientist Nikola Tesla many years earlier, physicist Claudine Pommier becomes the victim of a
remorseless and cruel murderer who breaks into her Parisian apartment. Is he just a serial killer, or is there more to her death than the Paris cops believe?
A SCIENTIST ON THE RUN
Maverick American biologist Dr Roberta Ryder receives a mysterious letter from her friend Claudine and travels to Paris to see her, only to learn of her
shocking death. Before she knows it, Roberta becomes the target of ruthless men with a deadly agenda that only the letter can unmask. She's alone and
vulnerable. But she knows someone - the only someone - who can help her.
A PLOT TO KILL MILLIONS
Ben Hope, ex-SAS soldier and Roberta's old flame, now trying to retire to a life of peace with his fiancÃ©e Brooke, suddenly finds his life turned upside
down by Roberta's sudden arrival in England. She needs his help; he can't turn her down. In a frantic race to Paris and halfway around the world, Ben and
Roberta battle to uncover the mystery of Claudine's research, with the killers just half a step behind. In the process they uncover a global conspiracy that will
claim the lives of millions of people . . . unless Ben can stop it.

 Nemo The Roses Of Berlin
The Roses of Berlin
by Alan Moore

ISBN: 9781603093200
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Nemo: the Roses of Berlin
Publisher: Top Shelf Prod
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 56
Price: $18.99

No Description

 New Avengers Volume 3
Other Worlds (Marvel Now)
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785154846
Binding: Hardback 
Series: New Avengers
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

Inhumanity tie-in! With the consequences of Infinity fresh on their minds, tough decisions are made. As a new and different Illuminati gathers, learn more
about the other beings related to the Incursions...and discover the startling secret of the Black Swan! Then: meet the Mapmakers, cartographers of the
Apocalypse. And as Reed Richards and the Illuminati rekindle an old relationship, Doctor Strange sells his soul! COLLECTING: New Avengers 13-17
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   Fiction
 Night Heron

by  Adam Brookes

ISBN: 9780316399838
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 400
Price: $29.00

Set in China, and ripped from today's headlines, comes a pulse-pounding debut that reinvents the spy thriller for the 21st century.
A lone man, Peanut, escapes a labor camp in the dead of night, fleeing across the winter desert of north-west China.
Two decades earlier, he was a spy for the British; now Peanut must disappear on Beijing's surveillance-blanketed streets. Desperate and ruthless, he reaches
out to his one-time MI6 paymasters via crusading journalist Philip Mangan, offering military secrets in return for extraction.
But the secrets prove more valuable than Peanut or Mangan could ever have known... and not only to the British.

 No River Too Wide
by Emilie Richards

ISBN: 9780778316343
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Goddesses Anonymous Novels
Publisher: Harlequin
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 400
Price: $17.95

Some betrayals are like rivers, so deep, so wide, they can't be crossed. But--for those with enough courage--forgiveness, redemption and love may be found
on the other side. On the night her home is consumed by fire, Janine Stoddard finally resolves to leave her abusive husband. While she is reluctant to involve
her estranged daughter, she can't resist a chance to see Harmony and baby Lottie in Asheville, North Carolina, before she disappears forever. Harmony's
friend Taylor Martin realizes how much the reunited mother and daughter yearn to stay together, and she sees in Jan a chance to continue her own mother's
legacy of helping women in need of a fresh start. She opens her home, even as she's opening her heart to another newcomer, Adam Pryor. But enigmatic
Adam has a secret that could destroy Taylor's trust...and cost Jan her hard-won freedom.

 Noah
by Darren Aronofsky

ISBN: 9781607068532
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 256
Price: $32.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Northanger Abbey

by Val Mcdermid

ISBN: 9781443424318
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 352
Price: $19.99

The Austen Project continues: one of the world's premier contemporary thriller writers brings her skills to bear on Austen's gothic adventure
In Austen's posthumously published Northanger Abbey, Catherine Morland is a romantic, imaginative seventeen-year-old dazzled by her first foray into
Bath's high-stakes social scene. She thinks her dreams have come true when she falls in love with the dashing and kind Henry Tilney. When Henry invites
Catherine to his family's grandly mysterious ancestral country home, unanswered questions about his family's past start to emerge. She begins to suspect that
her new flame's father may have murdered his wife, and that in entering into her new romance she may be risking not just her heart, but her life . . .
Val McDermid's Northanger Abbey is a modern twist on Jane Austen's witty and romantic novel. Austen satirized her era's fad for the gothic, and McDermid
takes aim at our 21st-century obsession with the supernatural. Genuinely scary, tinged with edgy humour and full of surprising twists and turns, McDermid's
reimagining of this underappreciated classic is a brilliant page-turner to keep readers on the edge of their seats and expecting the unexpected.

 Novelists
by C.p. Boyko

ISBN: 9781927428719
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2014-05-08
Pages: 160
Price: $18.95

"Fans of satirical fiction will love this . . . impeccably researched and unflinchingly intelligent."- National Post "Boyko's style takes some getting used to in
these days of sparseness and minimalism, but then it all makes sense."- Los Angeles Review of Books Novelists: the soul of an age, certainly. Brilliant?
Perhaps. Yet aren't they also doddering, petulant, pedantic, knockkneed, skittish, and thunderingly insecure-resentful, awkward, annoying-demanding,
deluded, and vexingly indifferent to reality? New from short fiction devotÃ©e C.P. Boyko,  Novelists  is a comedy of manners (and manuscripts), rivaling
Vanity Fair for its satirical wit . . . though not, mercifully, for its length.

 Now & In The Hour Of Our Death
by Patrick Taylor

ISBN: 9780765335197
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 384
Price: $28.99

A&nbspconvicted IRA bombmaker escapes from prison, throwing his former fiancee's life into chaosPatrick Taylor's first novel of the Irish Troubles, Pray
for Us Sinners, introduced us to Provisional IRA bombmaker Davy MacCutcheon and the love of his life,&nbspFiona Kavanagh.&nbspDavy planned to
leave the Provos after one final mission. But the deadly mission backfired, and Davy ended up in prison.Six years later, in Now and in the Hour of Our
Death, Fiona Kavanagh has and&nbspfound sanctuary in&nbspVancouver, Canada. But news of&nbspa breakout at the Maze prison brings back memories
she thought she'd left behind. Especially when she discovers that Davy is one of the escapees.Davy's desperate to go to Canada, but in exchange for the
forged documents he needs to join Fiona, he&nbspmust help one final attack against the British soldiers.     Can Davy's&nbsplove for Fiona&nbsptranscend
his commitment to a cause that led to his imprisonment? Will Davy threaten the peace Fiona has found in Canada? And does Fiona want him to?From secret
IRA meetings in tense County Tyrone to the easy tranquility of Vancouver, Patrick Taylor describes with delicate precision and painstaking detail the events
that set the escape plan in motion. This is a haunting, exultant prayer to the lives of those bound by the ties of patriotism and the intimate battles we fight to
release our hearts from the fetters of love and loyalty.
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   Fiction
 Now & Yesterday

by Stephen Greco

ISBN: 9781617730603
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 512
Price: $16.95

No Description

 Oakdale Dinner Club
by Kim Moritsugu

ISBN: 9781459709553
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-05-17
Pages: 280
Price: $17.99

After Mary Ann's husband cheats on her, the suburban mom decides to have her own affair. She starts up a neighbourhood dinner club as a cover and invites
three men she has earmarked as potential lovers. Along for the ride is her best friend, Alice, who has recently returned with her young daughter to Oakdale,
the cozy bedroom community where the two women grew up and briefly shared a telepathic past. 
Over good food and wine, new friendships develop, new dreams simmer, Mary Ann pursues her affair candidates, and Alice opens her heart and mind to
ways out of her single-working-mother social rut. The stars align on the night the core dinner club members consume an aphrodisiac, go to a local dive bar,
hit the dance floor, and rock their worlds. 
Appetizing fare for readers who like their fiction sharp and witty with a strong dash of spice, The Oakdale Dinner Club is a suburban comedy of manners
that proves it's never too late to start over.

 Odysseus
The Oath - Book One
by  Valerio Ma Manfredi

ISBN: 9780230769328
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2013-12-02
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

The first title in an epic series following the life of Odysseus - adventure, passion and battle in ancient Greece
A man becomes a hero . . . As a young boy in Ithaca, Odysseus listens in wonder to his grandfather Autolykos, a man feared by many across the land as a
ruthless fighter. He learns of his heritage and a lifelong passion is sparked: to become an adventurer and warrior. In Mycenae, he meets King Eurystheus and
learns the terrible story of Hercules - the man with god-like strength who slaughtered his family and punished by the King to undertake impossible tasks to
earn absolution. But is Eurystheus the man he says he is? When a child comes to Odysseus in the middle of the night, with another, very disturbing, version
of what happened that fateful night, Odysseus embarks on the first of his extraordinary quests . . . So begins the epic story of Odysseus, the first of two
volumes: an adventure of love, war, courage and heroism, weaving from a small rocky island in Greece, to the mighty fall of Troy.
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   Fiction
 The Old Neighborhood

A Novel
by  Bill Hillmann

ISBN: 9781940430003
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Curbside Splendor Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 500
Price: $19.95

"A raucous but soulful account of growing up on the mean streets of Chicago, and the choices kids are forced to make on a daily basis. This cool, incendiary
rites of passage novel is the real deal."-Irvine Welsh, author of  Trainspotting  "Bill Hillmann's  The Old Neighborhood   is like a right hook to the chin with
brass knuckles, crackling with both bravery and urgency. Brilliantly evoking Nelson Algren's  Neon Wilderness   and Richard Price's  The Wanderers, the
novel is unflinchingly honest in its depictions of class and race, a deft portrait of our sometimes-less-than-fair city."-Joe Meno, best-selling author of 
Hairstyles of the Damned  A bright and sensitive teen, Joe Walsh is the youngest in a big, mixed-race Chicago family. After Joe witnesses his heroin-
addicted oldest brother commit a brutal gangland murder, his friends and loved ones systematically drag him deeper into a black pit of violence that reaches
a bloody impasse when his eldest sister begins dating a rival gang member. Bill Hillmann  is an award-winning writer and storyteller from Chicago, Illinois.
His writing has appeared in the  Chicago Tribune,  Newcity, Salon.com, and has been broadcast on NPR. He's told stories around the world with his
internationally acclaimed storytelling series the "Windy City Story Slam." Hillmann is a union construction laborer and a bull runner in Spain, who in the not-
so-distant past was a feared street brawler, gang affiliate, drug dealer, convict, and Chicago Golden Glove Champion.

 On The Rocks
A Novel
by  Erin Duffy

ISBN: 9780062205742
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

A fresh, funny, and heart-warming novel about the perils, pitfalls, and dubious pleasures of being a young single woman in the Facebook Age, from the
author of Bond Girl.
Six months ago, Abby's life fell apart. Her longtime boyfriend-turned-fiancÃ©, Ben, dumped her . . . on Facebook . . . without consulting her . . . while she
was trying on wedding dresses. (Ouch!)
Sadly, turning to Ben & Jerry's, sweatpants, and her couch for comfort hasn't done much for Abby's self-esteem. So her best friend, Grace, devises a plan to
help Abby move on: They'll spend the summer in Newport in a darling cottage with plenty of distracting suitors. But dating isn't as easy as it used to
be--social media and the internet have changed everything.

 Once Again Assembled Here
by  Sean O'brien

ISBN: 9781447219712
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 256
Price: $32.99

Once Again Assembled Here is a dramatic evocation of time, place and a community closing ranks to conceal the truth.
Stephen Maxwell has just retired from a lifetime spent teaching history at his alma mater. As he writes the official history of Blake's, a minor public school
steeped in military tradition, he also reveals how forty years ago a secret conflict dating from the Second World War re-enacted itself among staff and pupils,
when Fascism once more made its presence felt in the school and the city, with violent and nightmarish results.
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   Fiction
 One Kick

A Novel
by Chelsea Cain

ISBN: 9781476749785
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Kick Lannigan
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

From the author of the critically acclaimed New York Times bestselling Archie Sheridan/Gretchen Lowell thrillers: The first in a nail-biting new series
featuring Kick Lannigan, a young woman whose complicated past has given her a very special skill set.

Famously kidnapped at age six, Kick captured America's hearts when she was rescued five years later. Now, twenty-one, she finds herself unexpectedly
entangled in a missing child case that will put her talents to the test.  Trained as a marksman, lock picker, escape artist and bomb maker by her abductor,
Kick could not return to the life of the average young girl after her release. So, in lieu of therapy, she mastered martial arts, boxing, and knife throwing;
learned how to escape from the trunk of a car, jimmy a pair of handcuffs, and walk without making a sound--all before she was thirteen. Kick has trained
herself to be safe. But then two children go missing in three weeks, and an enigmatic and wealthy former weapons dealer approaches her with a proposition.
John Bishop uses his fortune and contacts to track down missing children. Not only is he convinced Kick can help recover the two children--he won't take no
for an answer.  With lives hanging in the balance, Kick is set to be the crusader she has always imagined herself. Little does she know that the answers she
and Bishop seek are hidden in one of the few places she doesn't want to navigate--the dark corners of her own mind.  A heart-stopping, entertaining thrill
ride, One Kick announces the arrival of a blistering new series by a stunning talent in the thriller realm.

 One Night In Winter
A Novel
by Simon S. Montefiore

ISBN: 9780062291882
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 480
Price: $33.50

The engrossing, heartbreaking new novel about two forbidden and deadly love affairs set in the corridors of Moscow's most elite school in 1945 by the
brilliant and bestselling historian Simon Sebag Montefiore.
One Night in Winter is the heart-breaking story of two forbidden and deadly love affairs set in the corridors of Moscow's most elite school in l945. As Russia
celebrates victory over the Nazis, shots ring out in a festive Moscow: two schoolchildren in l9th century costumes, a boy and a girl, lie dead. They are the
children of Soviet leaders, pupils of the city's grandest school. Is it a murder? A suicide pact? A love triangle? A conspiracy against Stalin himself--or one of
his own merciless intrigues?
Stalin orders the arrest of children aged from seven to eighteen, but this terrifying investigation, the Children's Case, rips families apart as the children are
turned against their parents--it is every parent's nightmare. Then it unveils two secret love affairs--one amongst the schoolchildren, one amongst the
grownups, both potentially fatal. In an unforgettable and utterly compelling story about love, marriage, adultery and family, the characters learn that the
greatest gift of childhood is the freedom to live in the present. Ultimately, in matters of the heart, it is not who YOU love but WHO loves you. Based on a
true story, this is a passionate and sweeping epic about the many faces of love.
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   Fiction
 One Plus One

A Novel
by  Jojo Moyes

ISBN: 9780525426585
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Pamela Dorman Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 384
Price: $32.95

One single mom. One chaotic family. One quirky stranger. One irresistible love story from the New York Times bestselling author of Me Before You
    
   American audiences have fallen in love with Jojo Moyes. Ever since she debuted Stateside she has captivated readers and reviewers alike, and hit the New
York Times bestseller list with the word-of-mouth sensation Me Before You. Now, with One Plus One, she's written another contemporary opposites-attract
love story.
    
   Suppose your life sucks. A lot. Your husband has done a vanishing act, your teenage stepson is being bullied, and your math whiz daughter has a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity that you can't afford to pay for. That's Jess's life in a nutshell--until an unexpected knight in shining armor offers to rescue them. Only
Jess's knight turns out to be Geeky Ed, the obnoxious tech millionaire whose vacation home she happens to clean. But Ed has big problems of his own, and
driving the dysfunctional family to the Math Olympiad feels like his first unselfish act in ages . . . maybe ever.
    
   One Plus One is Jojo Moyes at her astounding best. You'll laugh, you'll weep, and when you flip the last page, you'll want to start all over again.

 An Open Marriage
by  Tess Stimson

ISBN: 9780330522045
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 320
Price: $15.99

The fantastic new novel from Tess Stimson
Mia Allen has never quite adjusted to living in England. She misses her friends in the States and feels restrained by small-town family life near Oxford. Her
husband Kit, on the other hand, loves the sense of community here and his job as a school teacher in a private school. Like Mia, Kit's boss Charlie is also
looking for more excitement in her life. Her marriage to emotionally-distant Rob has left her frustrated and yearning for more. So when she and Rob are
invited to dinner with Mia and Kit, she jumps at the chance to make new friends.
One evening, the increasing attraction between all of them moves up a notch, and it's not long before the seductive highs of these new friendships soon leads
to desperate lows. Can any of their relationships survive this unconventional arrangement?
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   Fiction
 Orphans Of Race Point

A Novel
by Patry Francis

ISBN: 9780062281302
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 336
Price: $19.99

A passionate and page-turning saga with an unsolved murder that consumes three lives over several decades in Provincetown, Massachusetts. Told through
these three voices The Orphans of Race Point is a novel of suspense, betrayal, and the different ways we find transcendence and meaning in our lives. But
most of all, it is a gorgeous and unforgettable love story.
Nine year old Hallie Costa is growing up on Cape Cod in Provincetown, Massachusetts when a crime shakes their close knit Portuguese community. Codfish
Silva, the captain of the town's most prolific fishing boat has strangled his wife, leaving behind a solitary witness: their son, Gus. The traumatized boy
remains mute until the daughter of the local doctor shows up with her version of a cure: two fish Gus is charged with keeping alive, and a copy of David
Copperfield. Hallie returns every day to read aloud until Gus is finally coaxed back to speech. Thus begins a lifelong, almost mystical bond that will evolve
from childhood friendship to passion, and finally to a deeper love that will ask more of them than they ever imagined.
Hallie and Gus reconnect and fall in love at age sixteen. By then, Gus is a popular student at the regional school thirty miles away, known for his talent as a
quarterback, his high spirits, but most of all for the powerful kindness he exudes. Only Hallie understands that beneath his easy smile, lies his guilt over his
failure to save his mother and his fear that he will turn out like his father. An incident on prom night seems to confirm those fears as it shatters the future
Hallie and Gus have planned. When Gus catches his best friend making an aggressive pass at Hallie after a long night of drinking on the beach, he reacts
with violence that will alter their lives in obvious and unseen ways. The friend is badly beaten, but it is Hallie who suffers a life threatening injury when she
tries to intervene.
She survives only to discover that during her long recovery, Gus has made a choice that will shock everyone who thinks they know him and devastate the
girl who loves him: He has decided to enter the se ...

 The Orpheus Descent
by  Tom Harper

ISBN: 9780062305282
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 448
Price: $19.99

An elaborate and elegant thriller in the vein of Dan Brown and Sam Bourne, The Orpheus Descent follows Plato on a perilous journey to Italy as he seeks the
secrets to the Underworld, igniting a conspiracy that burns into the present.
I have never written down the answers to the deepest mysteries, nor will I ever...
The philosopher Plato wrote these words more than two thousand years ago, following a perilous voyage to Italy, a land of brooding tyrants and sensual
goddesses, drowned cities and dark cults. He never spoke again of the experience, but from which he emerged the greatest thinker in all of human history.
Today, twelve golden tablets sit in museums around the world, each created by unknown hands and buried in ancient times, and each providing the dead with
the route to the afterlife. Archaeologist Lily Barnes, working on a dig in southern Italy, has just found another. But this tablet names the location to the
mouth of hell itself.
And then Lily vanishes. Has she walked out on her job, her marriage, and her life -- or has something more sinister happened? Her husband, Jonah, is
desperate to find her. But no one can help him: not the police and not the secretive foundation that sponsored her dig. All Jonah has is belief, and a
determination to do whatever it takes to get Lily back.
But like Plato before him, Jonah will discover the journey ahead is mysterious and dark and fraught with danger. And not everyone who travels to the hidden
place where Lily has gone can return.

 The Other Dead
by  Joshua Ortega

ISBN: 9781613778890
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Idea & Design Works Llc
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 152
Price: $24.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Other Story

by Tatiana De Rosnay

ISBN: 9781250045133
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

From the author of SARAH's KEY, an absorbing new novel about a young writer&nbspwho, while digging into his family's deeply buried secrets, finds the
key to his future.Vacationing at a luxurious Tuscan island resort, Nicolas Duhamel is hopeful that the ghosts of his past have finally been put to rest...  Now a
bestselling author, when he was twenty-four years old, he stumbled upon a troubling secret about his family - a secret that was carefully concealed. In shock,
Nicholas embarked on a journey to uncover the truth that took him from the Basque coast to St. Petersburg - but the answers wouldn't come easily.In the
process of digging into his past, something else happened. Nicolas began writing a novel that was met with phenomenal success, skyrocketing him to literary
fame whether he was ready for it or not - and convincing him that he had put his family's history firmly behind him.&nbspBut now, years later, Nicolas must
reexamine everything he thought he knew, as he learns that, however deeply buried, the secrets of the past always find a way out.Page-turning, layered and
beautifully written, THE OTHER STORY is a reflection on identity, the process of being a writer and the repercussions of generations-old decisions as they
echo into the present and shape the future.

 Otherwise Engaged
by  Amanda Quick

ISBN: 9780399165146
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Ladies of Lantern Street
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

Miss Amity Doncaster, world traveler, is accustomed to adventure and risk. Benedict Stanbridge, a man of science and a spy for the Crown, has faced danger
in the darker corners of foreign lands.
             But they are about to face a threat that is shockingly close to home . . .
  
 One does not expect to be kidnapped on a London street in broad daylight. But Amity Doncaster barely escapes with her life after she is trapped in a
carriage with a blade-wielding man in a black silk mask who whispers the most vile taunts and threats into her ear. Her quick thinking, and her secret
weapon, save her . . . for now.
             But the monster known in the press as the Bridegroom, who has left a trail of female victims in his wake, has survived the wounds she inflicts and
will soon be on his feet again. He is unwholesomely obsessed by her scandalous connection to Benedict Stanbridge--gossip about their hours alone in a ship's
stateroom seems to have crossed the Atlantic faster than any sailing vessel could. Benedict refuses to let this resourceful, daring woman suffer for her
romantic link to him--as tenuous as it may be.
             For a man and woman so skilled at disappearing, so at home in the exotic reaches of the globe, escape is always an option. But each intends to end
the Bridegroom's reign of terror in London, and will join forces to do so. And as they prepare to confront an unbalanced criminal in the heart of the city they
love, they must also face feelings that neither of them can run away from. . . . 
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   Fiction
 Painted Horses

by  Malcolm Brooks

ISBN: 9780802121646
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 336
Price: $32.50

In the mid-1950s, America was flush with prosperity and saw an unbroken line of progress clear to the horizon, while the West was still very much wild. In
this ambitious, incandescent debut, Malcolm Brooks animates that time and untamed landscape, in a tale of the modern and the ancient, of love and fate, and
of heritage threatened by progress.Catherine Lemay is a young archaeologist on her way to Montana, with a huge task before her-a canyon "as deep as the
devil's own appetites." Working ahead of a major dam project, she has one summer to prove nothing of historical value will be lost in the flood. From the
moment she arrives, nothing is familiar-the vastness of the canyon itself mocks the contained, artifact-rich digs in post-Blitz London where she cut her teeth.
And then there's John H, a former mustanger and veteran of the U.S. Army's last mounted cavalry campaign, living a fugitive life in the canyon. John H
inspires Catherine to see beauty in the stark landscape, and her heart opens to more than just the vanished past. Painted Horses  sends a dauntless young
woman on a heroic quest, sings a love song to the horseman's vanishing way of life, and reminds us that love and ambition, tradition and the future, often
make strange bedfellows. It establishes Malcolm Brooks as an extraordinary new talent.

 Paradise & Elsewhere
by Kathy Page

ISBN: 9781927428597
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2014-04-10
Pages: 128
Price: $18.95

The rubble of an ancient civilization. A village in a valley from which no one comes or goes. A forest of mother-trees, whispering to each other through their
roots; a lakeside lighthouse where a girl slips into human skin as lightly as an otter into water; a desert settlement where there was no conflict, before she
came; or the town of Wantwick, ruled by a soothsayer, where tourists lose everything they have. These are the places where things begin. New from the
author of  The Story of My Face  and  Alphabet, Paradise & Elsewhere  is a collection of dark fables at once familiar and entirely strange: join the Orange
Prize-nominated Kathy Page as she notches a new path through the wild, lush, half-fantastic and half-real terrain of fairy tale and myth.    Praise for  Paradise
& Elsewhere  "Moody, shape-shifting, provocative and always as compelling as a strong light at the end of a road you hesitate to walk down... but
will."-Amy Bloom"This vibrant, startlingly imaginative collection reminded me-as few collections have done in recent years-of both where stories come
from, and why we need to tell them. &nbspKathy Page is a massive talent: &nbspwise, smart, very funny and very humane."-Barbara Gowdy Praise for
Kathy Page "Marvellously well-crafted ... I can't remember the last time I was so compelled, impressed and unsettled."-Sarah Waters "One of our most
daring writers ...  If you don't know Page's work yet, she's a find."-Caroline Adderson "Softly painterly, sharply filmic or as murky as those first television
images of the moon landing."- Times Literary Supplement

 Pastoral
by Andre Alexis

ISBN: 9781552452868
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Coach House Books Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-02-24
Pages: 168
Price: $17.95

There were plans for an official welcome. It was to take place the following Sunday. But those who came to the rectory on Father Pennant's second day were
the ones who could not resist seeing him sooner. Here was the man to whom they would confess the darkest things. It was important to feel him out. Mrs.
Young, for instance, after she had watched him eat a piece of her macaroni pie, quietly asked what he thought of adultery.   AndrÃ© Alexis brings a modern
sensibility and a new liveliness to an age-old genre, the pastoral.  For his very first parish, Father Christopher Pennant is sent to the sleepy town of Barrow.
With more sheep than people, it is sleepily bucolic - too much Barrow Brew on Barrow Day is the rowdiest it gets. But things aren't so idyllic for Liz Denny,
whose fiancÃ© doesn't want to choose between Liz and his more worldly lover Jane, orfor Father Pennant himself, whose faith is profoundly shaken by the
miracles he witnesses - a mayor walking on water, intelligent gypsy moths and a talking sheep.
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   Fiction
 The Pearl That Broke Its Shell

A Novel
by  Nadia Hashimi

ISBN: 9780062244758
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 464
Price: $31.99

Debut Afghan-American author Nadia Hashimi's The Pearl That Broke Its Shell, the entwined stories of two Afghan women separated by a century who find
freedom in the tradition of bacha posh, which allows girls to dress and live as boys...until they are of marriageable age.
"I think it is time we change something for you. I think it would be best if we let you be a son to your father."
Kabul, 2009: Growing up in a family of with five daughters and no sons, Rahima and her sisters can only sporadically attend school, and then, as they grow
older, can rarely leave the house. Their mother struggles to support the family as their father becomes increasingly addicted to drugs. But one day their aunt,
Khala Shaima, makes a suggestion: as a bacha posh, Rahima can become a son-dressing as a boy, with a boy's name, treated as a boy-until she is of
marriageable age. She will be able to attend school and go to the marketplace. It's an old custom, but one that most of society turns a blind eye to when girls
are young. And then Khala Shaima begins to tell a story that transforms Rahima's life: the story of her great-great-grandmother, Shekiba.
Kabul, 1909: Shekiba, the daughter of a rural farming family, is disfigured in an accident as a child. When her parents and siblings die in a cholera epidemic,
she has no one left to support her and is treated as little better than a slave in a relative's home...until she is able to escape her life of drudgery by dressing as
a man. Through a rare stroke of luck, she becomes one of the guards of the king's harem in a lavish palace in the capital city, and eventually manages to
make a life for herself...one that ultimately includes a husband and children.
Shekhiba, at turn of the 20th century, and her great-great-granddaughter Rahima, in modern-day Afghanistan, have parallel destinies. Rahima relishes her
newfound freedom as a boy-but when she is of marriageable age, her freedom ends. She and her sisters are sold in marriage to the family of a local warlord.
Facing a dark reality with an abusive family, can she ever become accus ...

 The Pearl That Broke Its Shell
A Novel
by  Nadia Hashimi

ISBN: 9780062338518
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 464
Price: $21.99

Debut Afghan-American author Nadia Hashimi's The Pearl That Broke Its Shell, the entwined stories of two Afghan women separated by a century who find
freedom in the tradition of bacha posh, which allows girls to dress and live as boys...until they are of marriageable age.
"I think it is time we change something for you. I think it would be best if we let you be a son to your father."
Kabul, 2009: Growing up in a family of with five daughters and no sons, Rahima and her sisters can only sporadically attend school, and then, as they grow
older, can rarely leave the house. Their mother struggles to support the family as their father becomes increasingly addicted to drugs. But one day their aunt,
Khala Shaima, makes a suggestion: as a bacha posh, Rahima can become a son-dressing as a boy, with a boy's name, treated as a boy-until she is of
marriageable age. She will be able to attend school and go to the marketplace. It's an old custom, but one that most of society turns a blind eye to when girls
are young. And then Khala Shaima begins to tell a story that transforms Rahima's life: the story of her great-great-grandmother, Shekiba.
Kabul, 1909: Shekiba, the daughter of a rural farming family, is disfigured in an accident as a child. When her parents and siblings die in a cholera epidemic,
she has no one left to support her and is treated as little better than a slave in a relative's home...until she is able to escape her life of drudgery by dressing as
a man. Through a rare stroke of luck, she becomes one of the guards of the king's harem in a lavish palace in the capital city, and eventually manages to
make a life for herself...one that ultimately includes a husband and children.
Shekhiba, at turn of the 20th century, and her great-great-granddaughter Rahima, in modern-day Afghanistan, have parallel destinies. Rahima relishes her
newfound freedom as a boy-but when she is of marriageable age, her freedom ends. She and her sisters are sold in marriage to the family of a local warlord.
Facing a dark reality with an abusive family, can she ever become accust ...
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   Fiction
 People of the Morning Star

by  Kathleen O'neal Gear,  W Michael Gear

ISBN: 9780765337245
Binding: Hardback 
Series: North America's Forgotten Past
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 496
Price: $29.99

Bestselling authors and archaeologists Michael and Kathleen Gear begin the stunning saga of the North American equivalent of ancient RomeThe city of
Cahokia, at its height, covered more than six square miles around what is now St. Louis and included structures more than ten stories high. Cahokian
warriors and traders roamed from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. What force on earth would motivate hundreds of thousands of people to pick up,
move hundreds of miles, and once plopped down amidst a polyglot of strangers, build an incredible city?A religious miracle: the Cahokians believed that the
divine hero Morning Star had been resurrected in the flesh. But not all is fine and stable in glorious Cahokia. To the astonishment of the ruling clan, an
attempt is made on the living god's life. Now it is up to Morning Star's aunt, Matron Blue Heron, to keep it quiet until she can uncover the plot and bring the
culprits to justice. If she fails, Cahokia will be torn asunder in warfare, rage, and blood as civil war consumes them all.

 A Perfect Heritage
by  Penny Vincenzi

ISBN: 9780755377572
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 528
Price: $34.99

No Description

 The Perfect Murder
by  Peter James

ISBN: 9781447266037
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 128
Price: $4.99

How do you commit the perfect murder . . . ? Previously published as part of the Quick Reads scheme, this is a novella by bestselling author of the Roy
Grace series, Peter James.
Victor Smiley and his wife Joan have been married for nearly twenty years. Victor secretly loathes Joan more and more each day. Joan is bored by Victor,
and his snoring drives her mad. Their marriage has reached a crisis point . . .
Victor decides there is only one way to get Joan out of his life for ever, but he's about to get a nasty surprise. As it turns out, Victor's not the only one with
murder in mind . . .

 Peter Panzerfaust Volume 3
Cry of the Wolf Tp
by  Kurtis J Wiebe

ISBN: 9781607068648
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Peter Panzerfaust
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 136
Price: $14.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Petty Theft

by Pascal Girard

ISBN: 9781770461529
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Drawn & Quarterly
Pub. Date: 2014-05-07
Pages: 104
Price: $19.95

A hilarious romantic comedy about kleptomania and bookloversPascal is in a bad place. He and his longtime girlfriend have just broken up, he's got writer's
block, and when he goes out for a run to ease his frazzled nerves, he falls and injures his back so badly that&nbsphe's strictly forbidden from running. What's
an endorphin-loving cartoonist to do? In a bid to distract himself, Pascal throws himself into his other pleasure: reading. And while at the bookstore one day,
he spies a young woman picking up his own book. But then she darts out of the shop without paying. Bemused, he decides to figure out why she did it.     
Petty Theft &nbspis a comedy of errors, a laugh-out-loud account of a man on a mission, and a testament to the addictiveness of book ownership. Pascal
Girard intermingles an all-too-true-to-life snapshot of contemporary relationships with slapstick trials and dryly funny tribulations in this delightfully
readable book.     From the award-winning author of  Reunion,  Petty Theft  is a deftly told, finely drawn contemporary romance that will keep booklovers on
the edge of their seats from the first page until the denouement.

 Phantom Instinct
by  Meg Gardiner

ISBN: 9780525954316
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

In Edgar Award-winning author Meg Gardiner's new stand-alone thriller, an injured cop and an ex-thief hunt down a killer nobody else believes exists.

 When shots ring out in a crowded L.A. club, bartender Harper Flynn watches helplessly as her boyfriend, Drew, is gunned down in the cross fire. Then
somebody throws a Molotov cocktail, and the club is quickly engulfed in flames. L.A. Sheriff Deputy Aiden Garrison sees a gunman in a hoodie and gas
mask taking aim at Harper, but before he can help her a wall collapses, bringing the building down and badly injuring him.

 A year later, Harper is trying to rebuild her life. She has quit her job and gone back to college. Meanwhile, the investigation into the shoot-out has been
closed. The two gunmen were killed when the building collapsed.

 Certain that a third gunman escaped and is targeting the survivors, Harper enlists the help of Aiden Garrison, the only person willing to listen. But the
traumatic brain injury he suffered has cut his career short and left him with Fregoli syndrome, a rare type of face blindness that causes the delusion that
random people are actually a single person changing disguises.

 As Harper and Aiden delve into the case, Harper realizes that her presence during the attack was no coincidence--and that her only ally is unstable,
mistrustful of her, and seeing the same enemy everywhere he looks.

 Plague
by  C C Humphreys

ISBN: 9780385679923
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 400
Price: $24.95

London, 1665. A serial killer stalks his prey, scalpel in his hand and God's vengeance in his heart. 
     Five years after his restoration to the throne, Charles II leads his citizens by example, enjoying every excess. Londoners have slipped the shackles of
puritanism and now flock to the cockpits, brothels and, especially, the theatres, where for the first time women are allowed to perform alongside the men. 
     But not everyone is swept up in the excitement. Some see this liberated age as the new Babylon, and murder victims pile up in the streets, making no
distinction in class between a royalist member of parliament and a Cheapside whore. But they have a few things in common: the victims are found with
gemstones in their mouths. And they have not just been murdered; they've been . . . sacrificed.
    Now the plague is returning to the city with full force, attacking indiscriminately . . . and murder has found a new friend.
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   Fiction
 Planet Lolita

by Charles Foran

ISBN: 9781443428705
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 232
Price: $19.99

On the remote Hong Kong beach where they are camping, bickering parents and their lonely teenage daughter awaken at sunrise to a strange sight: a dozen
women suddenly on the shore. They seem to have washed in from the sea. Fifteen-year-old Sarah, known as Xixi, tries befriending them, and she snaps a cell
phone image of a beautiful young woman she calls Mary. Soon after, Xixi, believing she has a connection with Mary, posts the photo on Facebook,
triggering an online narrative she can neither comprehend nor control. Meanwhile, Jacob and Leah, distracted by their failing marriage, must also deal with
the fury of an absent older daughter, Rachel, and a looming new SARS epidemic in Hong Kong. As fear and paranoia settle over the city, isolated Xixi
grows more desperate to save Mary from her doomed circumstances. She dares herself to be brave, and take a risk; her action is perilous.

Told in the voice of a bi-racial, "half-half" girl and the language of social media, Planet Lolita is a riveting novel of desires and consequences in our
unfolding digital age.

 Police
by Jo Nesbo

ISBN: 9780345813213
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 528
Price: $19.95

An international bestseller, Police is the thrilling follow-up to Jo Nesbo's #1 bestseller Phantom, and book 10 in the Harry Hole series. Now in paperback. 
     Several police officers are found murdered at the scene of an old and unsolved murder case that they were investigating. The killings are extremely brutal
and bestial. The police have no leads. What's more, they're missing their best investigator. A severely wounded man in a coma is kept alive at a hospital in
Oslo. The room is guarded by the police and the identity of the patient is kept secret.

 Possibility Of Violence
by Dror Mishani

ISBN: 9781443412438
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 100
Price: $22.99

An explosive device is found in a suitcase near a daycare centre in Holon, a quiet suburb of Tel Aviv. A few hours later, a threat is received: the suitcase was
only the beginning. And it was.

Inspector Avraham Avraham, back in Israel after a long vacation he had taken to recover from his last case (in the acclaimed The Missing File), is assigned
to the investigation. Anxious about the nursery's children, he acts fast. He has a number of suspects, though, and one of them, a father of two, has seemingly
gone on the run. Is he related to the suitcase and the threat? Is he trying to escape Avraham's investigation, or did he commit another crime, possibly more
terrible, one that no one knows has been committed?

Told from alternating perspectives, A Possibility of Violence is the story of Avraham's attempt to redeem himself from the trauma and failure of his first
investigation, through a case even more deceiving and hideous. And it is a story of a father on the run, desperately trying to save his children from something
he dares not reveal.
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   Fiction
 Power Play

by  Catherine Coulter

ISBN: 9780399157349
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An FBI Thriller
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

#1 New York Times-bestselling author Catherine Coulter returns with the newest full-throttle adventure in the FBI series featuring Dillon Savich and Lacey
Sherlock. 
  
   Natalie Black, the U.S. ambassador to the Court of St. James, has returned to Washington, her job in jeopardy. Her fiancÃ©, George McCallum, Viscount
Lockenby, has died in a car accident, and mysterious rumors begin that she's responsible begin to surface: she broke off the engagement and, heartbroken, he
killed himself. Then someone tries to force her off the M-2 outside London. Again, rumors claim it was a sympathy ploy. When she returns to the United
States, she's nearly killed when a car tries to mow her down while she's out for a run. No one believes her except FBI Special Agent Davis Sullivan.
  
   Meanwhile someone is following Sherlock. A stalker? Then someone tries to shoot her from the back of a motorcycle, but the assailant gets away.
Sherlock next gets a call from an Atlanta mental hospital warning her that Blessed Backman has escaped. This is not good news. Blessed is a talented
psychopath out for revenge against the agents, primarily Sherlock, whom his dying mother begged him to kill since she and Savich brought down her cult.
  
   How to find out who's trying to kill the ambassador to the U.K.? How can they get their hands on Blessed Backman before he succeeds and kills Sherlock?
The clock is ticking and the danger intensifies . . .

 Prairie Ostrich
by Tamai Kobayashi

ISBN: 9780864926807
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 200
Price: $19.95

Bookish eight-year-old Imogene Murakami, nicknamed 'Egg,Ã¢-• lives with her parents and her teenaged sister, Kathy, on an ostrich farm in Bittercreek,
Alberta. Egg's older brother Albert has died in an accident, her father has moved to the barn, and her mother drinks to submerge her overwhelming grief. Egg
has only Kathy to look after and out for her -- and Kathy takes the responsibility seriously, going after bullies who torment Egg at school, telling her stories
whose endings she changes (she has Anne Frank escaping to America and working as an actress on Broadway). Kathy dreams of escape from the tiny town
and the smothering pain of her parents' grief, and it seems as if she might make it, with the help of a basketball scholarship. Her best friend Stacey makes
escape sound like a project they can undertake together. Kathy and Stacey become lovers, but when it becomes clear that Kathy feels she cannot leave Egg,
Stacey makes a decision to switch her allegiance, to turn her back on her friend. She starts dating a boy, and he and his friends torment Kathy, sensing that
she is not something they can categorize. The sisters' relationship is threatened when Egg's teacher reads aloud from Charlotte's Web and Egg herself reads
the end -- the actual end -- of The Diary of Anne Frank. How can Egg trust someone who has lied to her about everything?
 In the hands of Tamai Kobayashi, Prairie Ostrich is a warm and compelling drama of rare insight and virtuoso verve. Kobayashi introduces a fresh
perspective to Canadian literature, blending physical, cultural, ancestral, and sexual isolation into an account of one girl's attempt to find her place against
schoolyard battles and the mysteries of the adult world. As Kathy's last year in high school counts down to an unknown future, Egg sits a quiet witness
against a vast prairie canvas.  As she watches her family unravel, she slowly begins to realize that not every story can have a happy ending.
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   Fiction
 Prayer

by  Philip Kerr

ISBN: 9780399167652
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

From New York Times-bestselling author Philip Kerr comes an amazing departure: an intense psychological thriller, sure to garner even more acclaim for
this powerhouse author on the rise.
  
   Gil Martins, an agent with the FBI's Domestic Terrorism Unit in Houston, confronts the violence generated by extremism within our nation's borders every
day. He sees hatred and destruction wrought by every kind of "ism" there is, and the zealots who kill in their names. Until now, he has always been a part of
the solution--however imperfect--a part of justice. But when Gil discovers he played a key role in wrongly condemning an innocent man to death row, it
shakes his faith--in the system, in himself, and in God--deeply. It even estranges him from his wife and son.   
   Desperate, Gil offers up a prayer. To know God is there, not through a sign or physical demonstration but through the strength to cope with his ever-
growing, ever-creeping doubts. 
   His problems become more than personal as things heat up in Houston. A serial killer terrorizing the morally righteous turns out to have religious
motivations, upping the case from homicide to domestic terrorism. A number of prominent secular icons die or are grievously injured abruptly and under
suspicious circumstances, the latest of which is a New Atheist writer who's fallen into an inexplicable coma. Left and right, it seems Gil can't escape the
power of God and murder. 
   As Gil investigates both cases, he realizes that there may be a connection--answering his prayers in a most terrifying way. 

 Private Down Under (Large Print Edition)
by  James Patterson

ISBN: 9781455582211
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Private
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 464
Price: $19.00

The world's most exclusive detective agency opens a new office - in Australia!

With the best detectives in the business, cutting edge technology and offices around the globe, there is no investigation company quite like Private. Now, at a
glittering launch party overlooking the iconic Opera House, Private Sydney throws open its doors . . . 

Craig Gisto and his newly formed team have barely raised their glasses, however, when a young Asian man, blood-soaked and bullet-ridden, staggers into
the party, and what looks like a botched kidnapping turns out to be a whole lot more. 

Within days the agency's caseload is full. But it is a horrific murder in the wealthy Eastern Suburbs and the desperate search for a motive that stretches the
team to the limit. Stacy Friel, friend of the Deputy Commissioner of NSW Police, isn't the killer's first victim - and as the bodies mount up she's clearly not
the last . . .
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   Fiction
 The Prodigal Son

by  Kimberla Lawso Roby

ISBN: 9781455526130
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Reverend Curtis Black Novel
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 336
Price: $29.00

The new book in the bestselling Reverend Curtis Black series! 

The Reverend Curtis Black hasn't spoken to his son, Matthew, in over a year-not since Matthew dropped out of Harvard to marry his girlfriend, Racquel, and
be a full-time father to their infant son. Curtis knows that it was he and his wife, Charlotte, who drove Matthew away, but he prays that one day his son will
forgive them and come home. Matthew, however, can't seem to forget the pain his parents caused him and Racquel. Still, he wonders if maybe they'd been
right, as fatherhood is not what he expected, and Racquel's behavior has become increasingly erratic. Matthew genuinely wants to be a good husband,
though, and swears he'll never repeat his parents' mistakes. But when an old friend expresses her desire for Matthew, the temptation may be too great to
resist...  Then, there's Dillon Whitfield-Curtis's long-lost-son-who has settled in as a member of the Black family. Yet the transition has been anything but
easy. Charlotte, convinced he's only after Curtis's money, wishes he would move back to where he came from. Dillon, however, has no intention of going
anywhere. After a lifetime in the shadows, he's determined to take his rightful place as Curtis's first-born son and heir, and he'll do whatever it takes to win
his father's affection-even if it means playing dirty... As jealousy builds and secrets pile up, both of Curtis's sons will be pushed over the edge and forced to
take drastic action. Can these two troubled young men find their way back into the Black family fold, or will their family ties be undone once and for all?

 Prototype
by  M D Waters

ISBN: 9780525954248
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

No Description

 Pumpkin Eater
A Dan Sharp Mystery
by Jeffrey Round

ISBN: 9781459708174
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Dan Sharp Mystery
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-04-05
Pages: 424
Price: $11.99

Following an anonymous tip, missing persons investigator Dan Sharp makes a grisly find in a burned-out slaughterhouse in Toronto's west end. Someone is
targeting known sex offenders whose names and identities were released on the Internet. When an iconic rock star contacts Dan to keep from becoming the
next victim, things take a curious turn. Dan's search for a killer takes him underground in Toronto's broken social scene -- a secret world of misfits and
guerrilla activists living off the grid -- where he hopes to find the key to the murders.
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   Fiction
 Queen of Hearts

by  Rhys Bowen

ISBN: 9780425260364
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Royal Spyness Mystery
Publisher: Berkley Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 304
Price: $28.95

Lady Georgiana Rannoch, thirty-fifth in line for the British throne, knows how to play the part of an almost royal--but now she's off to Hollywood, where
she must reprise her role as sleuth or risk starring in an all-too-convincing death scene...
    
   My mother, the glamorous and much-married actress, is hearing wedding bells once again--which is why she must hop across the pond for a quickie
divorce in Reno. To offer my moral support, and since all expenses are paid by her new hubby-to-be, Max, I agree to make the voyage with her.
    
   Crossing the Atlantic, with adventure in the air and wealthy men aboard, Mother all but forgets about Max and matrimony--especially when movie mogul
Cy Goldman insists on casting her in his next picture.
    
   Meanwhile, I find myself caught up in the secret investigation of a suspected jewel thief. Lucky for me, the lead investigator happens to be my dashing
beau, Darcy!
    
   Mother's movie and Darcy's larceny lead everyone to Cy's Hollywood home, where the likes of Charlie Chaplin are hanging about and there's enough
romantic intrigue to fill a double feature. But we hardly get a chance to work out the sleeping arrang ...

 The Queen Of The Tearling
A Novel
by  Erika Johansen

ISBN: 9780062328090
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 448
Price: $25.00

Philippa Gregory meets Game of Thrones in this epic debut, in which a young princess raised in secret returns to her belated mother's kingdom, The
Tearling, to reclaim the throne from her uncle, a puppet of The Red Queen, the sorceress-tyrant of neighboring Mortmesme, and redeem The Tearling from
forces of corruption and dark magic.
"The Glynn Queen: Kelsea Raleigh Glynn, seventh Queen of the Tearling. Also known as the Marked Queen." --The Early History of the Tearling
At age nineteen, Kelsea Glynn is coming out of hiding. Raised in secret by foster parents while her mother--the beautiful Queen Elyssa, as vain as she was
stupid--mysteriously died after bankrupting the coffers and soul of her kingdom, The Tearling. For eighteen years, the Tearling has been ruled by Kelsea's
uncle the Regent, a puppet of The Red Queen, the sorceress-tyrant of neighboring Mortmesne. Today is Kelsea's nineteenth birthday, and the tattered
remnants of her mother's guard--nine men, ten horses--have arrived at Kelsea's cottage to bring this most un-Queenly young woman to reclaim her throne.
Despite the identifying burn on her arm and the sapphire around her neck, a symbol of Glynn royalty, around her neck, Kelsea has never felt more like an
insecure girl. But when she arrives in the Tearling and sees the poverty and devastation of her people, Kelsea begins to take action. In one dramatic gesture,
Kelsea defies the Tearling's treaty with Mortmesne and throws the kingdom into tumult. While the Tearling prepares for the Red Queen's wrath to strike,
Kelsea is learning who she can trust. One of her guards has turned on her and no one knows who, her sapphire is beginning to lend her superhuman strength,
and there are bets in the Tearling as to who Kelsea's father is. The quest to save her kingdom, and her life, takes Kelsea's on a journey of self-discovery while
grappling with the daily realities of coming-of-age--insecurities and attractions alike--and with the ethical dilemmas of ruling justly.
With heart-pounding action and terrifying plot turns, Johansen has written a memorable and magnificent debut.
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   Fiction
 Queen Of The Tearling

A Novel
by Erika Johansen

ISBN: 9780062290366
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Queen of the Tearling
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 448
Price: $33.50

Philippa Gregory meets Game of Thrones in this epic debut, in which a young princess raised in secret returns to her belated mother's kingdom, The
Tearling, to reclaim the throne from her uncle, a puppet of The Red Queen, the sorceress-tyrant of neighboring Mortmesme, and redeem The Tearling from
forces of corruption and dark magic.
"The Glynn Queen: Kelsea Raleigh Glynn, seventh Queen of the Tearling. Also known as the Marked Queen." --The Early History of the Tearling
At age nineteen, Kelsea Glynn is coming out of hiding. Raised in secret by foster parents while her mother--the beautiful Queen Elyssa, as vain as she was
stupid--mysteriously died after bankrupting the coffers and soul of her kingdom, The Tearling. For eighteen years, the Tearling has been ruled by Kelsea's
uncle the Regent, a puppet of The Red Queen, the sorceress-tyrant of neighboring Mortmesme. Today is Kelsea's nineteenth birthday, and the tattered
remnants of her mother's guard--nine men, ten horses--have arrived at Kelsea's cottage to bring this most un-Queenly young woman to reclaim her throne.
Despite the identifying burn on her arm and the sapphire around her neck, a symbol of Glynn royalty, around her neck, Kelsea has never felt more like an
insecure girl. But when she arrives in the Tearling and sees the poverty and devastation of her people, Kelsea begins to take action. In one dramatic gesture,
Kelsea defies the Tearling's treaty with Mortmesne and throws the kingdom into tumult. While the Tearling prepares for the Red Queen's wrath to strike,
Kelsea is learning who she can trust. One of her guards has turned on her and no one knows who, her sapphire is beginning to lend her superhuman strength,
and there are bets in the Tearling as to who Kelsea's father is. The quest to save her kingdom, and her life, takes Kelsea's on a journey of self-discovery while
grappling with the daily realities of coming-of-age--insecurities and attractions alike--and with the ethical dilemmas of ruling justly.
Queen of the Tearling introduces readers to a world as vivid as The Hunger Games, a web of characters as memorable as Game of Thrones, and a her ...

 The Queen Of The Tearling Lp
A Novel
by  Erika Johansen

ISBN: 9780062326744
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Queen of the Tearling
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 448
Price: $33.50

Philippa Gregory meets Game of Thrones in this epic debut, in which a young princess raised in secret returns to her belated mother's kingdom, The
Tearling, to reclaim the throne from her uncle, a puppet of The Red Queen, the sorceress-tyrant of neighboring Mortmesme, and redeem The Tearling from
forces of corruption and dark magic.
"The Glynn Queen: Kelsea Raleigh Glynn, seventh Queen of the Tearling. Also known as the Marked Queen." --The Early History of the Tearling
At age nineteen, Kelsea Glynn is coming out of hiding. Raised in secret by foster parents while her mother--the beautiful Queen Elyssa, as vain as she was
stupid--mysteriously died after bankrupting the coffers and soul of her kingdom, The Tearling. For eighteen years, the Tearling has been ruled by Kelsea's
uncle the Regent, a puppet of The Red Queen, the sorceress-tyrant of neighboring Mortmesme. Today is Kelsea's nineteenth birthday, and the tattered
remnants of her mother's guard--nine men, ten horses--have arrived at Kelsea's cottage to bring this most un-Queenly young woman to reclaim her throne.
Despite the identifying burn on her arm and the sapphire around her neck, a symbol of Glynn royalty, around her neck, Kelsea has never felt more like an
insecure girl. But when she arrives in the Tearling and sees the poverty and devastation of her people, Kelsea begins to take action. In one dramatic gesture,
Kelsea defies the Tearling's treaty with Mortmesne and throws the kingdom into tumult. While the Tearling prepares for the Red Queen's wrath to strike,
Kelsea is learning who she can trust. One of her guards has turned on her and no one knows who, her sapphire is beginning to lend her superhuman strength,
and there are bets in the Tearling as to who Kelsea's father is. The quest to save her kingdom, and her life, takes Kelsea's on a journey of self-discovery while
grappling with the daily realities of coming-of-age--insecurities and attractions alike--and with the ethical dilemmas of ruling justly.
Queen of the Tearling introduces readers to a world as vivid as The Hunger Games, a web of characters as memorable as Game of Thrones, and a her ...
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   Fiction
 Queen's Exiles

by Barbara Kyle

ISBN: 9780758273246
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Thornleigh Saga
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 448
Price: $16.95

No Description

 Radiance
by Catherynne M Valente

ISBN: 9780765335296
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 352
Price: $28.99

The first adult novel in&nbspmore than&nbspthree years from the bestselling author of the&nbspFairyland booksRadiance  is a decopunk pulp SF alt-history
space opera mystery set in a Hollywood-and solar system-very different from our own, from the phenomenonal talent behind the  New York Times 
bestselling  The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own Making. Severin Unck's father is a famous director of Gothic romances in an
alternate 1986 in which talking movies are still a daring innovation due to the patent-hoarding Edison family. Rebelling against her father's films of passion,
intrigue, and spirits from beyond, Severin starts making documentaries, traveling through space and investigating the levitator cults of Neptune and the
lawless saloons of Mars. For this is not our solar system, but one drawn from classic science fiction in which all the planets are inhabited and we travel
through space on beautiful rockets. Severin is a realist in a fantastic universe.But her latest film, which investigates the disappearance of a diving colony on a
watery Venus populated by island-sized alien creatures, will be her last. Though her crew limps home to earth and her story is preserved by the colony's last
survivor, Severin will never return. Aesthetically recalling  A Trip to the Moon  and  House of Leaves, and told using techniques from reality TV, classic
film, gossip magazines, and meta-fictional narrative,  Radiance  is a solar system-spanning story of love, exploration, family, loss, quantum physics, and
silent film.

 Rat Queens Volume 1
Sass & Sorcery Tp
by  Kurtis J Wiebe

ISBN: 9781607069454
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Rat Queens
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 128
Price: $9.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Red Room

by  Ridley Pearson

ISBN: 9780399163746
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Risk Agent Novel
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

In the newest international thrill ride from New York Times-bestselling author Ridley Pearson, John Knox and Grace Chu, the incomparable and often
incompatible duo, team up again, this time in the exotic "city between two worlds," Istanbul.

 What's it like to see yourself in a picture you never knew was taken? 

 John Knox is an expert at surveillance and delicate, international dealings. So he is understandably thrown when David "Sarge" Dulwich, his contact at
Rutherford Risk, hands him a photo of a transaction he recently facilitated in the Middle East. More curious to him, he's shown that photo while in the Red
Room, the private security company's highly secure underground bunker, where eavesdropping is impossible and privacy ensured. Why all the cloak-and-
dagger?

 Knox is pressured into accepting a job as an art broker in the mysterious Istanbul, a city situated on two continents where East meets West and Islam meets
Christianity. It is a melting pot of spies, terrorists, and conflicting interests.

 Teamed with smart, quick, and fearless Grace Chu, Knox must navigate a murky operation, the only goal of which is to spend five minutes in the proximity
of a man they've never met. Why? What can it possibly matter? And ...

 Remains Of Innocence
A Brady Novel Of Suspense
by J.a. Jance

ISBN: 9780062134707
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Joanna Brady Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

From New York Times bestselling author J. A. Jance comes the next exciting mystery featuring Sheriff Joanna Brady.
An old woman, a hoarder, is dying of emphysema in Great Barrington, Massachusetts. In cleaning out her house, her daughter, Liza Machett, discovers a
fortune in hundred dollar bills hidden in the stacks of books and magazines that litter her mother's filthy house. Trying to learn where that money came from
will take Liza on a journey that will end in Joanna Brady's Cochise county. In the meantime, Joanna has problems of her own, when a man she considers a
family friend, is found dead at the bottom of a hole in a limestone cavern near Bisbee. As to how these two situations meld together? Thereby hangs the tale.

 Remains Of Innocence Lp
A Brady Novel Of Suspense
by  J A Jance

ISBN: 9780062326423
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Joanna Brady Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

From New York Times bestselling author J. A. Jance comes the next exciting mystery featuring Sheriff Joanna Brady.
An old woman, a hoarder, is dying of emphysema in Great Barrington, Massachusetts. In cleaning out her house, her daughter, Liza Machett, discovers a
fortune in hundred dollar bills hidden in the stacks of books and magazines that litter her mother's filthy house. Trying to learn where that money came from
will take Liza on a journey that will end in Joanna Brady's Cochise county. In the meantime, Joanna has problems of her own, when a man she considers a
family friend, is found dead at the bottom of a hole in a limestone cavern near Bisbee. As to how these two situations meld together? Thereby hangs the tale.
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   Fiction
 Replacement Life

A Novel
by Boris Fishman

ISBN: 9780062287878
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $31.99

An audaciously talented young writer makes his literary debut with this humorous and heart-wrenching story of an aspiring twenty-something Russian-
Jewish writer who struggles to reconcile his immigrant roots with his fragile new American identity.
Slava Gelman -- a descendant of Russian Holocaust survivors -- wants what he believes to be the American dream: to reinvent himself as a "real" American
and become a renowned journalist. But success eludes him, and he's languishing in a support role at a magazine when devastating news arrives: his beloved
grandmother Sofia, the woman who helped raise him, is dead.
Immediately after the funeral his grandfather, Yevgeny, a petty criminal with an exceptional talent for personal gain, asks the thwarted writer to forge a
Holocaust restitution claim for him. Yevgeny doesn't qualify -- he was never imprisoned in a ghetto or concentration camp, but he still suffered immensely:
as a war victim; then as a Soviet citizen, where to be a Jew meant to be persecuted; and now as a bewildered immigrant in a foreign land. Having spent
decades equating deceit with survival -- relying on bribery, cheating, and stealing to secure the most basic services -- Yevgeny doesn't understand Slava's
high-minded moral qualms.
Who's to say that Yevgeny is not entitled to compensation? Drawing on what he knows of Sofia's escape from the Jewish ghetto of Minsk, Slava creates an
elaborate history for Yevgeny to use as supporting evidence for his petition. In the close-knit community of south Brooklyn, news travels quickly, and soon
Slava is writing letter after letter, intoxicated by the power of his inventions. Is this a labor of love, rage, restitution, revenge-or merely the act of a fledgling
writer hungry for an audience of any kind? It's hard to know exactly, but as Slava becomes increasingly unmoored by his obsession and in real danger of
being found out, the fra ...

 Resistant
by Michael Palmer

ISBN: 9781250030924
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 400
Price: $31.99

New York Times  bestselling author Michael Palmer brings his medical expertise to the forefront in a novel that brings our worst fears of hospital
contamination to lightThey fight without conscience or remorse. Their only job is to kill.  They are the most ruthless enemy we have ever faced.And they are
one millionth our size.     When Dr. Lou Welcome fills in last minute for his boss at a national conference in Atlanta he brings along his best friend, Cap
Duncan. But an accident turns tragic when Cap injures his leg while running. ; Surgeons manage to save the leg, but the open wound is the perfect breeding
ground for a deadly microbial invader committed to eating Cap alive from the inside out. Meanwhile, hundreds of miles away, a teenaged girl is fighting for
her life against the same bacteria. The germ is resistant to any known antibiotic and the government scientist tasked with finding a cure has been kidnapped.
Turning to the Centers for Disease Control for help, Lou Welcome uncovers a link to a shadowy group known as One Hundred Neighbors that has infiltrated
our society and is using our health institutions as hostages. ; ;Like the deadly germs they can unleash, One Hundred Neighbors will stop at nothing to further
their agenda. From the hospital corridors where anything you touch canmean your end, to the top corridors of power in this race against time, Lou must stop
an epidemic, save his best friend, and face even his own most terrifying demons.From the New York Times bestselling author comes another heart stopping
thriller that will make you look at the world around you in a new and frightening way."When you open the pages of a Michael Palmer novel, you know you
are in the hands of a pro." - The Huffington Post
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   Fiction
 Resurrection Of Mary Mabel Mctavish

by Allan Stratton

ISBN: 9781459708495
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-04-19
Pages: 352
Price: $17.99

It's the Great Depression and Mary Mabel McTavish is suicidal. A drudge at the Bentwhistle Academy for Young Ladies (aka Wealthy Juvenile
Delinquents), she is at London General Hospital when little Timmy Beeford is carried into emergency and pronounced dead. He was electrocuted at an
evangelical road show when the metal cross on top of the revival tent was struck by lightning. Believing she's guided by her late mother, Mary Mabel lays on
hands. Timmy promptly resurrects.William Randolph Hearst gets wind of the story and soon the Miracle Maid is rocketing from the Canadian backwoods to
'30s Hollywood. Jack Warner, J. Edgar Hoover, and the Rockettes round out a cast of Ponzi promoters, Bolshevik hoboes, and double-dealing social
climbers in a fast-paced tale that satirizes the religious right, media manipulation, celebrity, and greed.

 Return To The Beach House
A Novel
by  Georgia Bockoven

ISBN: 9780062195241
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Beach House
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 320
Price: $18.50

Over the course of one year, in a charming cottage by the sea, eight people will discover love and remembrance, reconciliation and reunion, beginnings and
endings in this unforgettable sequel to Georgia Bockoven's The Beach House and Another Summer.
Eight people, three stories, one incredible year.
Alison arrives at the beach house in June to spend a month with her restless grandson before he leaves for his freshman year in college. Over a decade
before, Alison lost her beloved husband, and has faced life alone ever since. Now she discovers a new life, and possible new love.
August brings together four college friends facing a milestone. Across summer's final days, they share laughter, tears, and love-revealing long-held secrets
and creating new and even more powerful bonds.
World-class wildlife photographer, Matthew, and award-winning war photographer, Lindsey, arrive at the beach house in January, each harboring the very
real fear that it will mark the end of their decade-long love affair. Alone in the house's warm peace, they will be forced to truly look at who they are and what
they want, discovering surprising truths that will change their lives forever.

 Return To The Beach House Lp
by  Georgia Bockoven

ISBN: 9780062326898
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Beach House
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 320
Price: $24.99

Over the course of one year, in a charming cottage by the sea, eight people will discover love and remembrance, reconciliation and reunion, beginnings and
endings in this unforgettable sequel to Georgia Bockoven's The Beach House and Another Summer.
Eight people, three stories, one incredible year.
Alison arrives at the beach house in June to spend a month with her restless grandson before he leaves for his freshman year in college. Over a decade
before, Alison lost her beloved husband, and has faced life alone ever since. Now she discovers a new life, and possible new love.
August brings together four college friends facing a milestone. Across summer's final days, they share laughter, tears, and love-revealing long-held secrets
and creating new and even more powerful bonds.
World-class wildlife photographer, Matthew, and award-winning war photographer, Lindsey, arrive at the beach house in January, each harboring the very
real fear that it will mark the end of their decade-long love affair. Alone in the house's warm peace, they will be forced to truly look at who they are and what
they want, discovering surprising truths that will change their lives forever.
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   Fiction
 Ride Around Shining

A Novel
by  Chris Leslie-hynan

ISBN: 9780062285072
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 240
Price: $31.99

A provocative debut novel about a white chauffeur's manipulation of his black employer, a power forward for the Portland Trailblazers, and the perilous love
triangle that results--a discomfiting story of class anxiety, male obsession, and white fixation on black athletic culture in the age of bling, told by a narrator
who splits the difference between Nick Carraway and Tom Ripley.
Portland, Oregon is perhaps the whitest city known to the American imagination--where coffee is brewed as if by a six-figure chemistry set, home to the
world's largest bookstore and the happiest of the dreadlocked homeless hipsters transplanted from the Middle-West. The place is pervaded by a sense of
entitlement that comes as a direct result of a bunch of English majors moving there and not bothering to get a job.
And then there is its professional basketball team: the Portland Trailblazers, known throughout the '90s with the not-so-vaguely racist sobriquet, the
Jailblazers--a team of black ballers, of men pulled from corners of urban America that most Portlanders cannot fathom, and so lumped together like so many
felons. The black other. The dark alien. A team in a time and place that made them almost symbolic of the distance between white and black in America, and
of the great, unmentionable paradoxes of American athletic culture. So many black heroes. So many white fans.
Ride Around Shining is narrated by Wisconsin transplant named Jess, a student of the liberal arts who tells a couple of lies to get a job as a chauffeur for an
up-and-coming Trailblazer named Calyph West, and his wife, Antonia. Antonia is white and Calyph is black and for reasons that first appear innocuous Jess
tries to get close to them, and to make himself indispensable. In the novel's first section, it looks like the reason for his growing fixation is largely Antonia,
with whom Jess strikes up a flirtation, and whose old money background inspires in him the class-based desire of a Fitzgerald novel or a Pulp song. At the
end of part one, though, the novel shifts, and it becomes clear that it is the husband, and not the wife, who bears the  ...

 Right Thing
by Amy Conner

ISBN: 9780758295125
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 288
Price: $16.95

No Description

 Roar of the Crowd
by  Janice Macdonald

ISBN: 9780888014702
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Turnstone Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-30
Pages: 376
Price: $16.95

Wherever Randy Craig goes, trouble seems to follow. With the help of her friend Denise, Randy has landed a summer job with a high school theatre program
linked to the FreeWill Shakespeare Festival.  But when a local actor shows up dead and Denise is the prime suspect, Randy has to find to a way to solve the
mystery while surrounded with suspects who have no trouble lying to her face.
The Roar of the Crowd by Janice MacDonald is the sixth installment in the wildly popular Randy Craig mystery series set in Edmonton, Alberta.
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   Fiction
 Robert B. Parker's Cheap Shot

by  Ace Atkins

ISBN: 9780399161582
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Spenser
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

The iconic, tough-but-tender Boston PI Spenser returns in an outstanding new addition to the New York Times-bestselling series from author Ace Atkins.

 Kinjo Heywood is one of the New England Patriots' marquee players--a hard-nosed linebacker who's earned his reputation as one of the toughest guys in the
league. When off-field violence repeatedly lands Heywood in the news, his slick agent hires Spenser to find the men who he says have been harassing his
client.

 Heywood's troubles seem to be tied to a nightclub shooting from two years earlier. But when Heywood's nine-year-old son, Akira, is kidnapped, ransom
demands are given, and a winding trail through Boston's underworld begins, Spenser puts together his own all-star team of toughs. It will take both Hawk
and Spenser's protÃ©gÃ©, Zebulon Sixkill, to watch Spenser's back and return the child to the football star's sprawling Chestnut Hill mansion. A
controversial decision from Heywood only ups the ante as the clock winds down on Akira's future.

 Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Ascendancy (Large Print Edition)
by  Eric Van Lustbader

ISBN: 9781455582181
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bourne
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 560
Price: $33.00

Jason Bourne is one of the most popular and compelling characters in contemporary fiction. Originally created by bestselling author Robert Ludlum, the
Jason Bourne series was later adapted into films that have become modern classics.  Now, New York Times bestselling writer Eric Van Lustbader carries on
Jason Bourne's story with a new novel about the rogue secret agent who has lost his memory . . . THE BOURNE ASCENDANCY In this thrilling and
absorbing new novel Jason Bourne is faced with an impossible mission.  He has been hired to impersonate a high-level government minister at a political
summit meeting in Qatar, shielding the minister from any assassination attempts.  Suddenly, armed gunmen storm the room, killing everyone but Bourne. 
Their target, however, isn't the minister Bourne impersonates....it is Bourne himself. Kidnapped and transported to an underground bunker, Bourne finds
himself face-to-face with an infamous terrorist named El Ghadan ("Tomorrow"). El Ghadan holds as his captive Soraya Moore, former co-director of
Treadstone, and a close friend to Bourne, along with her two year old daughter. Meanwhile, the President of the United States is in the midst of brokering a
historic peace treaty between the Israelis and the Palestinians-an event that El Ghadan is desperate to prevent. He demands that Bourne carry out a special
mission: kill the President. If Bourne refuses, Soraya and her daughter will die. Bourne must make a monstrous choice: save Soraya and her daughter, or
save the President.
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   Fiction
 Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Ascendancy

by  Eric Van Lustbader

ISBN: 9781455577538
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bourne
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 464
Price: $31.00

Jason Bourne is one of the most popular and compelling characters in contemporary fiction. Originally created by bestselling author Robert Ludlum, the
Jason Bourne series was later adapted into films that have become modern classics. Now, New York Times bestselling writer Eric Van Lustbader carries on
Jason Bourne's story with a new novel about the rogue secret agent who has lost his memory . . .

THE BOURNE ASCENDANCY

In this thrilling and absorbing new novel Jason Bourne is faced with an impossible mission. He has been hired to impersonate a high-level government
minister at a political summit meeting in Qatar, shielding the minister from any assassination attempts. Suddenly, armed gunmen storm the room, killing
everyone but Bourne. Their target, however, isn't the minister Bourne impersonates....it is Bourne himself.

Kidnapped and transported to an underground bunker, Bourne finds himself face-to-face with an infamous terrorist named El Ghadan ("Tomorrow"). El
Ghadan holds as his captive Soraya Moore, former co-director of Treadstone, and a close friend to Bourne, along with her two year old daughter.

Meanwhile, the President of the United States is in the midst of brokering a historic peace treaty between the Israelis and the Palestinians-an event that El
Ghadan is desperate to prevent. He demands that Bourne carry out a ...

 Robin Hood Yard
by  Mark Sanderson

ISBN: 9780007296842
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 352
Price: $15.99

London, 1937. With a world war on the horizon, a shocking crime begins to unfold - and one reporter knows too much to be allowed to survive. An
absorbing and gripping mystery from the critically acclaimed author of Snow Hill.
November, 1937. Simon Burnstone, the Jewish chairman of Kreutzer's Bank and soon to be new Lord Mayor of London, has pig's blood thrown over him in
the capital's Royal Exchange. Anti-Semitism is on the rise and, as another world war draws closer, nationalist feelings run high.
Reporter Johnny Steadman knows that money is all that matters in the Square Mile, and isn't convinced the attacks are motivated by hatred alone. His
investigations take him into the vaults under the City and the secretive world of Hatton Garden, where most of the world's diamonds change hands.
Behind these closed doors, Johnny uncovers a scheme so vile it could bring down the government as well as hasten the outbreak of war. As those who wish
to silence him close in, Johnny strives to stay alive long enough to expose their terrible plot...

 Safari Honeymoon
by Jesse Jacobs

ISBN: 9781927668047
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Koyama Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 80
Price: $16.50

Join a pair of young newlyweds as they descend deep into a mysterious forest, encountering unknown creatures and unimaginable landscapes. Amongst the
unusual flora and fauna, they discover within themselves something more strange and terrible than any sight their safari has to offer.  Safari Honeymoon   is
a tale of jungle love and jungle madness. Jesse Jacobs  was born in Moncton, New Brunswick, and now draws comics and things from his home in London,
Ontario. He has worked on the Cartoon Network show  Adventure Time   and has appeared in the 2012 and 2013 editions of  Best American Comics.
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   Fiction
 Saga, Vol. 3

by  Brian K Vaughan

ISBN: 9781607069317
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Saga
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 144
Price: $14.99

No Description

 Save The Date
by Mary Kay Andrews

ISBN: 9781250019691
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

A wedding&nbspflorist finds love and trouble in this delightful new novel by the  New York Times  bestselling author of  Ladies' NightA savannah florist is
about to score the wedding of a lifetime-one that will solidify her career as the go-to-girl for society nuptials. Ironically, Cara Kryzik doesn't believe in love,
even though she creates beautiful flower arrangements to celebrate them. But when the bride goes missing and the wedding is in jeopardy, Cara must find the
bride and figure out what she believes in.  Maybe love really does exist outside of fairy tales after all. Told with Mary Kay&nbspAndrew's trademark wit and
keen&nbspeye for detail, mark your calendars for  Save the Date!

 Scared Scriptless
A Novel
by  Alison Sweeney

ISBN: 9781401311056
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 320
Price: $18.99

Maddy Carson is a mass of contradictions. She loves her job as Script Supervisor on a hit TV show, but hates "Hollywood." Super-organized and down-to-
earth, Maddy is clearly one of the best at her job, and her strict dating rule - "No Actors!" - helps her keep focused on her career. However, a budding
relationship with Craig, one of the executives at her company, may even propel her into the big leagues. Could Wolf County, her beloved hometown in the
mountains, be saved from a financial crisis by creating a reality show featuring the eccentrics in the small ski village? Maddy is determined to try, even when
she learns that Craig's agenda doesn't exactly line up with her altruistic goal. 

Meanwhile, Maddy still has a full-time job to manage, her family to deal with, and a gorgeous new actor, Adam Devin, determined to wear down her
resistance. Eventually Maddy must learn to break all her self-imposed rules and simply follow her heart.

Scared Scriptless offers an engagingly relatable heroine, laugh-out-loud humor, and a fascinating behind-the-scenes look at how television is made.
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   Fiction
 Scatter Here Is Too Great

by Bilal Tanweer

ISBN: 9780062304414
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 208
Price: $31.00

A stunning, powerful debut that tells the story of a horrific event -- the bombing of a Pakistani train station -- through the distinctive voices of several
different characters
A vivid and intricate novel-in-stories that captures the heart of Pakistan's largest city, Karachi, The Scatter Here Is Too Great explores the complicated lives
of ordinary people whose stories suddenly converge after a deadly bomb blast at the city's train station.
Comrade Sukhansaz, an old communist poet, is harassed on a bus full of college students minutes before the blast. His son, a wealthy middle-aged
businessman, yearns for his own estranged son. A young man, Sadeq, has a dead-end job snatching cars from people who have defaulted on their bank loan
payments, while his girlfriend is spinning tales for her young brother to conceal her heartbreak. An ambulance driver picking up the bodies after the blast has
a shocking encounter with two bizarre-looking men whom nobody else seems to notice. In the midst of it all, a solitary writer, tormented with grief for his
dead father and his decimated city, struggles to find the words to express it all.
In a style that's at once inventive and deeply moving, Tanweer reveals the pain, loneliness, and longing of these characters and celebrates the power of the
written word to heal individuals and communities plagued by violence. Elegantly weaving together several different voices into a striking portrait of a city
and its people, The Scatter Here Is Too Great is a love story written to Karachi -- as vibrant and varied in its characters, passions, and idiosyncrasies as the
city itself.

 Seagrass Pier
by  Colleen Coble

ISBN: 9781595547842
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Hope Beach
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 336
Price: $17.50

Seagrass Pier is the perfect place for Elin to hide from a killer, but an old love's ability to see her true heart could be her undoing.
When Elin Summerall contracted a virus that damaged her heart, she was lucky to get a transplant. At first it was an overwhelmingly good gift. But then she
began to remember a murder she never witnessed--the murder of her heart's donor.
When she reveals what she knows to a disbelieving police officer, she's exposed as a witness and must flee for her life to a remote cottage on Hope Beach.
Fearing what might happen to her daughter and mother, she asks Marc Everton for help, though she hasn't seen him since the night her father died. She
remembers that night with shame, and she never told Marc about their daughter.
Marc is less than convinced that Elin's "memories" are real. He is blindsided by the news about his daughter, but for her sake, he agrees to help. Then he
begins to notice the small ways Elin is different. She now likes coffee, her musical tastes have changed, and she's ditched her jeans and sneakers for dresses
and high heels.
As Elin tries to stay alive and bring the killer to justice, she begins to doubt her own identity. Did her new heart save her life only to cause her to lose
herself? And if she's really changed, why does her new heart love Marc just as much as her old one did?
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   Fiction
 Season Of The Dragonflies

A Novel
by  Sarah Creech

ISBN: 9780062307521
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 336
Price: $31.99

Sarah Creech's Season of the Dragonflies beguiles in the tradition of Alice Hoffman, Adriana Trigiani and Sarah Addison Allen, with a story of flowers,
sisters, practical magic, old secrets and new love, set in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
For generations, the Lenore women have secretly manufactured a perfume unlike any other, and guarded the unique and mysterious flowers that scent it.
Their perfumery, hidden in the quiet of the Blue Ridge Mountains, creates one special elixir that sells for millions of dollars, in secret, to a list of the most
powerful women in the world. The Lenore's signature perfume magnifies a woman's talents and helps her realize her ambitions, and it's the secret behind
some of the most successful women in the world: movie stars, politicians, artists, and CEOs.
The Lenore family matriarch, Willow, runs the company, working with the top clients who pay a fortune for the family's secret scent. Coolly elegant and
businesslike, Willow is the brains of the company, while her gorgeous, golden-haired daughter Mya has always been its heart. Since childhood, Mya, like her
foremothers, has had a special ability to "read" scents and envision how they might be used to tip events one way or another. Willow's younger daughter,
dark-haired, soulful Lucia, lacks her older sister's magic touch and ditched her family to pursue an acting career in New York. But when a divorce leaves her
at loose ends, she returns to the Blue Ridge for an uncomfortable family reunion. There Lucia discovers trouble brewing. Willow has been having strange
spells of forgetfulness. Mya is romancing a younger man and looking to take the reins of the business from their mother. A client is threatening them with
blackmail. And most dangerously, the strange, magical plants that provide the perfume's secret ingredient seem to be dying. Will this be the end for the
Lenores?
The sister who can save this lucrative scent will inheirit the Lenore empire when their mother steps down. Mya, who has always been the obvious choice,
refuses to give up the compan ...

 Season Of The Dragonflies Lp
A Novel
by  Sarah Creech

ISBN: 9780062326485
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 336
Price: $31.99

Sarah Creech's Season of the Dragonflies beguiles in the tradition of Alice Hoffman, Adriana Trigiani and Sarah Addison Allen, with a story of flowers,
sisters, practical magic, old secrets and new love, set in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
For generations, the Lenore women have secretly manufactured a perfume unlike any other, and guarded the unique and mysterious flowers that scent it.
Their perfumery, hidden in the quiet of the Blue Ridge Mountains, creates one special elixir that sells for millions of dollars, in secret, to a list of the most
powerful women in the world. The Lenore's signature perfume magnifies a woman's talents and helps her realize her ambitions, and it's the secret behind
some of the most successful women in the world: movie stars, politicians, artists, and CEOs.
The Lenore family matriarch, Willow, runs the company, working with the top clients who pay a fortune for the family's secret scent. Coolly elegant and
businesslike, Willow is the brains of the company, while her gorgeous, golden-haired daughter Mya has always been its heart. Since childhood, Mya, like her
foremothers, has had a special ability to "read" scents and envision how they might be used to tip events one way or another. Willow's younger daughter,
dark-haired, soulful Lucia, lacks her older sister's magic touch and ditched her family to pursue an acting career in New York. But when a divorce leaves her
at loose ends, she returns to the Blue Ridge for an uncomfortable family reunion. There Lucia discovers trouble brewing. Willow has been having strange
spells of forgetfulness. Mya is romancing a younger man and looking to take the reins of the business from their mother. A client is threatening them with
blackmail. And most dangerously, the strange, magical plants that provide the perfume's secret ingredient seem to be dying. Will this be the end for the
Lenores?
The sister who can save this lucrative scent will inheirit the Lenore empire when their mother steps down. Mya, who has always been the obvious choice,
refuses to give up the compan ...
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   Fiction
 Seconds

by  Bryan Lee O'malley

ISBN: 9780307363060
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 336
Price: $25.00

The highly anticipated new stand-alone, full-colour graphic novel from Bryan Lee O'Malley, author and artist of the hugely bestselling (and Toronto-set)
Scott Pilgrim graphic novel series. 
     Seconds is a complex and novelistic stand-alone story about a young restaurant owner named Katie who, after being visited by a magical apparition, is
given a second chance at love and to undo her wrongs. Fans new and old will love O'Malley's bold and quirky style infused with his subtle, playful humour.

 The Secret Diary of Lizzie Bennet
A Novel
by  Bernie Su

ISBN: 9781476763149
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 288
Price: $29.00

A modern adaptation of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice based on the Emmy Award-winning phenomenon, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries.

There is a great deal that goes into making a video blog. Lizzie Bennet should know, having become a YouTube sensation over the course of her year-long
video diary project. The Lizzie Bennet Diaries chronicled Lizzie's life as a twenty-four-year-old grad student, struggling under a mountain of student loans
and living at home with her two sisters--beautiful Jane and reckless Lydia. What may have started as her grad student thesis grew into so much more, as the
videos came to inform and reflect her life and that of her sisters. When rich, handsome Bing Lee comes to town, along with his stuck-up friend William
Darcy, things really start to get interesting for the Bennets--and for Lizzie's viewers. Suddenly Lizzie--who always considered herself a fairly normal young
woman--was a public figure. But not everything happened on-screen. Luckily for us, Lizzie kept a secret diary. The Secret Diary of Lizzie Bennet provides
more character introspection as only a book can, with revelatory details about the Bennet household, including Lizzie's special relationship with her father,
untold stories from Netherfield, Lizzie's thoughts and fears about life after grad school and becoming an instant web celebrity.Written by Bernie Su, the
series' executive producer, co-creator, head writer, and director, along with Kate Rorick, the novelist, TV writer, and consulting producer on the series, the
novel features a journal-entry format and design, complementing the existing web series, while including plenty of fresh twists to delight fans and new
readers alike. The Secret Diary of Lizzie Bennet expands on the phenomenon that captivated a generation and reimagines the Pride and Prejudice story like
it's never been done before.
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   Fiction
 The Secret Life of Violet Grant

by  Beatriz Williams

ISBN: 9780399162176
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 448
Price: $31.00

Passion, redemption, and a battered suitcase full of secrets: the New York Times-bestselling author of A Hundred Summers returns with another engrossing
tale. 
  
   Manhattan, 1964. Vivian Schuyler, newly graduated from Bryn Mawr College, has recently defied the privilege of her storied old Fifth Avenue family to
do the unthinkable for a budding Kennedy-era socialite: break into the Madison Avenue world of razor-stylish Metropolitan magazine. But when she
receives a bulky overseas parcel in the mail, the unexpected contents draw her inexorably back into her family's past, and the hushed-over crime
passionnel of an aunt she never knew, whose existence has been wiped from the record of history.
  
   Berlin, 1914. Violet Schuyler Grant endures her marriage to the philandering and decades-older scientist Dr. Walter Grant for one reason: for all his faults,
he provides the necessary support to her liminal position as a young American female physicist in prewar Germany. The arrival of Dr. Grant's magnetic
former student at the beginning of Europe's fateful summer interrupts this delicate dÃ©tente. Lionel Richardson, a captain in the British Army, challenges
Violet to escape her husband's perverse hold, and as the world edges into war and Lionel's shocking true motives become evident, Violet is tempted to take
the ultimate step to set herself free and seek a life of her own conviction with a man whose cause is as audacious as her own.
  
   As the iridescent and fractured Vivian digs deeper into her aunt's past and the mystery of her ultimate fate, V ...

 Secrets Of Sloane House
by  Shelley Gray

ISBN: 9780310338529
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 352
Price: $17.99

Gisela must hold on to hope and love despite all odds in the midst of a war-torn country.
Gisela Cramer is an American living in eastern Germany with her cousin Ella Reinhardt. When the Red Army invades, they must leave their home to escape
to safety in Berlin.
However, Ella is a nurse and refuses to leave, sending her young daughters with Gisela. During their journey, Gisela meets Mitch Edwards, an escaped
British POW. She pretends she is his wife in order to preserve his safety among other Germans, especially one wounded German soldier, Kurt, who has
suspicions about Mitch's identity. Kurt also has feelings for Gisela and tries to uncover the truth about her "marriage."
Their journey to Gisela's mother in Berlin is riddled with tragedy and hardship, but they strive to keep Ella's daughters safe so they can reunite with their
mother. During the journey Gisela and Mitch begin to develop feelings for one another beyond friendship. They reach Berlin, but their struggles are far from
over. Gisela and Mitch must learn to live for the day and find hope in the darkest of circumstances.
In this moving, historically accurate portrayal of WWII Germany, the characters learn that, even with destruction all around them, some things last forever.
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   Fiction
 Sea Garden

A Novel
by Deborah Lawrenson

ISBN: 9780062279668
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 320
Price: $33.50

Romance, suspense, and WWII mystery are woven together in three artfully linked novellas from Deborah Lawrenson, the critically acclaimed author of The
Lantern.
The Sea Garden
On the lush Mediterranean island of Porquerolles off the French coast, award-winning British landscape designer Ellie Brooke has accepted a commission to
restore an abandoned garden. The beautiful estate overlooks the glittering sea, but Ellie begins to sense a lingering evil there. When the owner's very elderly
mother, Madame de Fayols, begins telling stories of the Domaine's dark past, it gradually becomes clear that she has a very personal reason for wanting to
destroy Ellie's peace of mind. Meanwhile, who is the mysterious war historian Gabriel who comes to her aid?
The Lavender Field
When Marthe Lincel leaves the school for the blind in Manosque for an apprenticeship at the local perfume factory during the Second World War, she has no
idea that the Distillerie Musset is at the heart of a Resistance cell operating in Nazi-occupied Provence. In the last desperate months of occupation, the
Maquis resistants have gathered in the hills to launch their attacks. But as time runs out for the Germans, their reprisals become ever more brutal. When
tragedy strikes, Marthe discovers she would do anything to help her new friends, even if it means putting her own life at risk.
A Shadow Life
Iris Nightingale is a junior intelligence officer for SOE in London, the secret network operating in occupied France. When Xavier Descours, a French agent
who organizes the liaison between the Moondrop flights and the Resistance, arrives in England, he and Iris begin a passionate affair. But after a secret
landing in Provence results in terrible Nazi  ...

 The Sea Garden Lp
A Novel
by  Deborah Lawrenson

ISBN: 9780062330567
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

Romance, suspense, and WWII mystery are woven together in three artfully linked novellas from Deborah Lawrenson, the critically acclaimed author of The
Lantern.
The Sea Garden
On the lush Mediterranean island of Porquerolles off the French coast, award-winning British landscape designer Ellie Brooke has accepted a commission to
restore an abandoned garden. The beautiful estate overlooks the glittering sea, but Ellie begins to sense a lingering evil there. When the owner's very elderly
mother, Madame de Fayols, begins telling stories of the Domaine's dark past, it gradually becomes clear that she has a very personal reason for wanting to
destroy Ellie's peace of mind. Meanwhile, who is the mysterious war historian Gabriel who comes to her aid?
The Lavender Field
When Marthe Lincel leaves the school for the blind in Manosque for an apprenticeship at the local perfume factory during the Second World War, she has no
idea that the Distillerie Musset is at the heart of a Resistance cell operating in Nazi-occupied Provence. In the last desperate months of occupation, the
Maquis resistants have gathered in the hills to launch their attacks. But as time runs out for the Germans, their reprisals become ever more brutal. When
tragedy strikes, Marthe discovers she would do anything to help her new friends, even if it means putting her own life at risk.
A Shadow Life
Iris Nightingale is a junior intelligence officer for SOE in London, the secret network operating in occupied France. When Xavier Descours, a French agent
who organizes the liaison between the Moondrop flights and the Resistance, arrives in England, he and Iris begin a passionate affair. But after a secret
landing in Provence results in terrible Nazi  ...
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   Fiction
 Seven Ways To Sunday

by Lee Kvern

ISBN: 9781926531854
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 
Price: $19.95

Lee Kvern's much-anticipated new collection contains thirteen stories which revolve around humanity in all its flawed glory: an artist's girlfriend dies by
mistake; a mother holds surveillance on her son's foray into drugs; a sibling's jealousy toward her sickly brother; a father's death; a mother's fear for her
unbridled, grade-two son; a woman with a hijab in the mordern world of Save-on groceries. An arborist, his wife and a Shar-Pei are in need of an attitude
adjustment; a dying senior looks back over her life, her children, her lost love; RCMP and prostitutes come for tea on a Wednesday afternoon.

 Seven Wonders
by Ben Mezrich

ISBN: 9780762453825
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Running Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 304
Price: $29.00

Seven Wonders  is a globe-trotting thriller rife with historic secrets, conspiracies, intrigue, and a whole lot of adventure. When the shy mathematician Jeremy
Grady is murdered, it's up to his estranged brother Jack to find out why. His search leads him on a far-flung journey -from China to Peru; Egypt to Brazil- as
he unravels the mystery that links the Seven Wonders of the World, and discovers that Jeremy may have hit upon something that has been concealed for
centuries. With the help of geneticist Andrea Costa, they discover a conspiracy to hide a roadmap to the Garden of Eden -and the truth behind a mythological
ancient culture. Book one in a trilogy.

 The Seventh Mother
by Sheri Wood Emmons

ISBN: 9780758280459
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 352
Price: $16.95

No Description

 Sex Criminals Volume 1
by  Matt Fraction

ISBN: 9781607069461
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Sex Criminals
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 128
Price: $10.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Sex Lives of Siamese Twins

by  Irvine Welsh

ISBN: 9780224087889
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 480
Price: $24.99

The Sex Lives of Siamese Twins taps into two great obsessions of our time, personal training regimes and real estate -- - how we look and where we live --
and tells a story so subversive and dark it blacks out the Florida sun. 
     When Lucy Brennan, a Miami Beach personal-fitness trainer, disarms an apparently crazed gunman chasing two frightened homeless men along a
deserted causeway at night, the police and the breaking-news cameras are not far behind. Within hours, Lucy becomes a hero. Her celebrity is short-lived,
though: the 'crazed gunman', Sean McCandless, turns out to be a victim of child sexual abuse and the two men are serial paedophiles. 
     The solitary eye-witness, the depressed and overweight Lena SÃ¸rensen, thrilled by Lucy''s heroism and decisiveness, becomes obsessed with the trainer
and enrols as a client at her Bodysculpt gym. It quickly becomes clear that Lena is more interested in Lucy's body than her own. Then, when one of the
paedophiles she allowed to escape carries out a heinous sex attack, Lucy's transition from hero to villain is complete. When Lucy imprisons Lena in her
mother's deserted real-estate blocks downtown, and can't stop thinking about the sex lives of Siamese twins, the real problems start.
     In the aggressive, drill-sergeant trainer, Lucy Brennan, and the needy, manipulative Lena SÃ¸rensen, Irvine Welsh has created two of his most memorable
female protagonists, and one of the most bizarre, sado-masochistic folie Ã  deux in contemporary fiction. The Sex Lives of Siamese Twins taps into two
great obsessions of our time, personal training regimes and real estate -- how we look and where we live -- and tells a story so subversive and dark it blacks
out the Florida sun.
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   Fiction
 Shadow Spell

Book Two of The Cousins ODwyer Trilogy
by  Nora Roberts

ISBN: 9780425259863
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Cousins O'Dwyer Trilogy
Publisher: Berkley Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 352
Price: $19.00

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a trilogy about the land we're drawn to, the family we learn to cherish, and the people we
long to love...
  
   Book Two of The Cousins O'Dwyer Trilogy
   Shadow Spell
  
   With the legends and lore of Ireland running through his blood, falconer Connor O'Dwyer is proud to call County Mayo home. It's where his sister, Branna,
lives and works, where his cousin, Iona, has found true love, and where his childhood friends form a circle that can't be broken...
  
   A circle that is about to be stretched out of shape--by a long-awaited kiss.
  
   Meara Quinn is Branna's best friend, a sister in all but blood. Her and Connor's paths cross almost daily, as Connor takes tourists on hawk walks and Meara
guides them on horseback across the lush countryside. She has the eyes of a gypsy and the body of a goddess...things Connor has always tak ...

 Shaman Rises
by C.e. Murphy

ISBN: 9780778316916
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Walker Papers
Publisher: Harlequin
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 400
Price: $17.95

Joanne Walker has two choices: Defeat the enemy...or lose her soul trying For over a year, Joanne has been fighting the Master--the world's most abiding
evil entity. She's sacrificed family, friendships, even watched potential futures fade away...and now the Master is bringing the final battle to Joanne's beloved
Seattle. Lives will be lost as the repercussions of all Joanne's final transformation into her full Shamanic abilities come to her doorstep. Before the end, she'll
mourn, rejoice--and surrender everything for the hope of the world's survival. She'll be a warrior and a healer. Because she is finally a Shaman Rising. "The
twists and turns will have readers shaking their heads while devouring the next page."  --USA TODAY on Raven Calls
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   Fiction
 Sharing You

A Novel
by Molly Mcadams

ISBN: 9780062299406
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 416
Price: $18.50

The incredible New Adult novel that pushes the envelope from New York Times bestselling author, Molly McAdams.
Twenty-three year old, Kamryn Cunningham has left all she's ever known and moved to a small town where no one knows her name, who her parents are, or
her social status in the horseracing world. Months after opening her own bakery and evading attempts of being set up by her new best friend, she meets
Brody. But Kamryn fights the instant pull between them because there's a detail she can't dismiss. Brody's married.
To say that twenty-six year old, Brody Saco has had a rough marriage would be an understatement. After marrying his pregnant girlfriend, he spends the next
six years in a relationship filled with hatred, manipulation, and guilt involving a tragedy that happened five years earlier. When he keeps running into his
sister-in-law's best friend, Kamryn, he can't ignore that she makes him feel more with just one look than his wife ever has; and soon he can't continue fight
his feelings for her.
When staying apart proves to be too difficult, Brody and Kamryn enter a relationship full of stolen moments and nights that end too soon while they wait for
Brody to file for divorce. But the guilt that comes with their relationship may prove to be too much for Kamryn, and Brody might not be strong enough to
face the tragedy from his past in order to leave his conniving wife.

 The She-Wolf 5
by  Maurice Druon

ISBN: 9780007491339
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 400
Price: $28.99

"This was the original game of thrones" -- George R.R. Martin
Charles IV is now king of France and his sister is Edward II of England's Queen. Having been imprisoned by Edward as leader of the rebellious English
barons, Roger Mortimer escapes to France, where he joins the war against the English Aquitaine. But it is his love affair with Isabella, the "She-Wolf of
France", who has come seemingly to negotiate a treaty of peace that seals his fate...
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   Fiction
 Shield of Winter

by  Nalini Singh

ISBN: 9780425264010
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Psy/Changeling Novel
Publisher: Berkley Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 432
Price: $28.95

"The alpha author of paranormal romance" (Booklist) draws us back into her extraordinary Psy-Changeling world, a world torn between violence and peace,
passion and ice... 

 Assassin. Soldier. Arrow. That is who Vasic is, who he will always be. His soul drenched in blood, his conscience heavy with the weight of all he's done, he
exists in the shadows, far from the hope his people can almost touch--if only they do not first drown in the murderous insanity of a lethal contagion. To stop
the wave of death, Vasic must complete the simplest and most difficult mission of his life.

 For if the Psy race is to survive, the empaths must wake...

 Having rebuilt her life after medical "treatment" that violated her mind and sought to suffocate her abilities, Ivy should have run from the black-clad Arrow
with eyes of winter frost. But Ivy Jane has never done what she should. Now, she'll fight for her people, and for this Arrow who stands as her living shield,
yet believes he is beyond redemption. But as the world turns to screaming crimson, even Ivy's fierce will may not be enough to save Vasic from the cold
darkness...

 Shiver Of Light
by Laurell K. Hamilton

ISBN: 9780425255667
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Merry Gentry Novel
Publisher: Berkley Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 384
Price: $32.95

I am Princess Meredith NicEssus. Legal name Meredith Gentry, because "Princess" looks so pretentious on a driver's license. I was the first faerie princess
born on American soil, but I wouldn't be the only one for much longer...

 Merry Gentry, ex-private detective, now full-time princess, knew she was descended from fertility goddesses, but when she learned she was about to have
triplets, she began to understand what that might mean. Infertility has plagued the high ranks of faerie for centuries. Now nobles of both courts of faerie are
coming to court Merry and her men, at their home in exile in the Western Lands of Los Angeles, because they will do anything to have babies of their own.

 Taranis, King of Light and Illusion, is a more dangerous problem. He tried to seduce Merry and, failing that, raped her. He's using the human courts to sue
for visitation rights, claiming that one of the babies is his. And though Merry knows she was already pregnant when he took her, she can't prove it.

 To save herself and her babies from Taranis she will use the most dangerous powers in all of faerie: a god of death, a warrior known as the Darkness, the
Killing Frost, and a king of nightmares. They are her lovers, and her dearest loves, and they will face down the might of the high courts of faerie--while
trying to keep the war from spreading to innocent humans in Los Angeles, who are in danger of becoming collateral damage.
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   Fiction
 Shots Fired

Stories from Joe Pickett Country
by  C J Box

ISBN: 9780399158582
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 288
Price: $31.00

From C. J. Box, the New York Times-bestselling author of the Joe Pickett novels, comes a thrilling book of suspense stories about the Wyoming he knows
so well--and the dark deeds and impulses that can be found there.
    
   Over the course of eighteen books, C. J. Box has been consistently hailed for his brilliant storytelling and extraordinary skills at creating character,
suspense, and a deep sense of place. All of those strengths are in the ten riveting stories--three of them never before published--that make up Shots Fired.
  
   In "One-Car Bridge," one of four Joe Pickett stories, Pickett goes up against a "just plain mean" landowner, with disastrous results, and in "Shots Fired,"
his investigation into the radio call referred to in the title nearly ends up being the last thing he ever does. In "Pirates of Yellowstone," two Eastern European
tough guys find out what it means to be strangers in a strange land, and in "Le Sauvage Noble," the stranger is a Lakota in Paris who enjoys playing the
"noble savage" for the French women--until he meets Sophie. Then he discovers what "savage" really means.
  
   Shots Fired is proof once again why "Box is a force to be reckoned with" (The Providence Journal-Bulletin).

 Showa 1939 1944
A History of Japan
by Shigeru Mizuki

ISBN: 9781770461512
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Showa: A History of Japan
Publisher: Drawn & Quarterly
Pub. Date: 2014-05-14
Pages: 536
Price: $24.95

A master cartoonist and war vet details Japan's involvement in World War IIShowa 1939 - 1944: A History of Japan  continues the award-winning author
Shigeru Mizuki's autobiographical and historical account of Showa-era Japan. This volume covers the final moments of the lead-up to World War&nbspII
and the first few years of the Pacific War, and is a chilling reminder of the harshness of life in Japan during this highly militarized epoch.     Mizuki writes
affectingly about the impact on the Japanese populace of world-changing moments, including the devastating Second Sino-Japanese War, the attack on Pearl
Harbor, and the first half of the Pacific War. On a personal level, these years mark a dramatic transformation in Mizuki's life, too. His idyllic childhood in the
countryside comes to a definitive end when he's drafted into the army and shipped off to the tiny island of Rabaul in Papua New Guinea. His life becomes a
constant struggle for survival, not only against the constant Allied attacks but against the harsh discipline of the Japanese army officers. During his time in
Rabaul, Mizuki comes to understand the misery and beauty of the island itself, a place that will permanently mark him and haunt him for the rest of his life.

 Sight Unseen
by Iris Johansen

ISBN: 9781250020529
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

The #1  New York Times  bestselling author and the Edgar Award winning author are back with a new a new novel featuring Kendra Michaels-hired gun for
both the CIA&nbspand FBIA deadly multi-vehicle pile-up on San Diego's historic Cabrillo bridge is thought of as a horrific accident-until Kendra Michaels
arrives on the scene and&nbspperceives it as something much more sinister.  Blind for decades and now sighted, Kendra's unusual skill for observation is
highly sought after by both the FBI and CIA.  Now her amazing&nbspconclusions open up a multi-jurisdictional investigation that once again teams her with
the FBI and federal agent Adam Kyle as they investigate a conspiracy so explosive that someone will kill again and again to protect it. As the killer casts
a&nbspdeadly web of lies,&nbspKendra's life hangs in the balance,&nbspas do&nbspthe lives of those she holds most dear.
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   Fiction
 Silent Hist

by Eli Horowitz

ISBN: 9781443430593
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 432
Price: $19.99

Sometime right around now, doctors, nurses and-most of all-parents begin to notice an epidemic spreading among newborn children, children who are
physically normal in every way except that they do not speak and do not respond to speech. They don't learn to read, don't learn to write. Theories abound-
maybe a popular antidepressant is the cause. Maybe these children, lacking the ability to use or comprehend language, have special skills of their own.

Unfolding in a series of brief testimonials from parents, teachers, friends, doctors, cult leaders, profiteers, impostors-everyone touched by the silent
phenomenon except, of course, the children themselves-The Silent History is both a bold storytelling experiment and an unexpectedly propulsive reading
experience. Originally conceived and serially published as an award-winning iPhone/iPad app by Eli Horowitz, the former publisher of McSweeney's, along
with two acclaimed novelists (Matthew Derby and Kevin Moffett) and one intrepid coder (Russell Quinn), the book has been re-edited and, at times,
rewritten into a definitive, nuanced and unputdownable text, a story that is timely, timeless and terrifying.

 Single Breath
A Novel
by Lucy Clarke

ISBN: 9781476750446
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 320
Price: $18.99

From the celebrated author of Swimming at Night, a powerful and moving saga of one woman's struggle to overcome her husband's death and uncover his
dark, mysterious past.Eva has only been married for eight months when her husband, Jackson, is swept to his death while fishing. Weighed down by
confusion and sorrow, Eva decides to take leave of her midwifery practice in London and visit Jackson's estranged family in Tasmania with the hope of
grieving together.  Instead, she discovers that the man she loved so deeply is not the man she thought she knew. Jackson's father and brother reveal a dark
past, exposing the lies her marriage was built upon. As Eva struggles to come to terms with the depth of Jackson's deception, she must also confront her
growing attraction to Jackson's brother, Saul, who offers her intimacy, passion, and answers to her most troubling questions.  Will Eva be able to move
forward in life, or will she be caught up in a romance with Saul, haunted by her husband's past? Threading together beautiful, wild settings and suspenseful
twists, A Single Breath is a gripping tale of secrets, betrayal, and new beginnings.
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   Fiction
 Sisters Of Treason

A Novel
by Elizabeth Fremantle

ISBN: 9781476703091
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 416
Price: $29.99

From the author of Queen's Gambit, which People magazine called, "A must-read for Philippa Gregory fans," a gripping historical novel about two sisters
who tread as dangerously close to the crown as their tragic sister, Lady Jane Grey, executed after just nine days on the throne.

Early in Mary Tudor's turbulent reign, Lady Catherine and Lady Mary Grey are reeling after the brutal execution of their elder seventeen-year-old sister,
Lady Jane Grey, and the succession is by no means stable. In Sisters of Treason, Elizabeth Freemantle brings these young women to life in a spellbinding
Tudor tale of love and politics. Neither sister is well suited to a dangerous life at court. Flirtatious Lady Catherine, thought to be the true heir, cannot control
her compulsion to love and be loved. Her sister, clever Lady Mary, has a crooked spine and a tiny stature in an age when physical perfection equates to
goodness--and both girls have inherited the Tudor blood that is more curse than blessing. For either girl to marry without royal permission would be a
potentially fatal political act. It is the royal portrait painter, Levina Teerlinc, who helps the girls survive these troubled times. She becomes their mentor and
confidante, but when the Queen's sister, the hot-headed Elizabeth, inherits the crown, life at court becomes increasingly treacherous for the surviving Grey
sisters. Ultimately each young woman must decide how far she will go to defy her Queen, risk her life, and find the safety and love she longs for. From "a
brilliant new player in the court of royal fiction," (People) Sisters of Treason brings to vivid life the perilous and romantic lives of two little known young
women who played a major role in the complex politics of their day.

 Sixth Grave on the Edge
by  Darynda Jones

ISBN: 9781250045638
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Charley Davidson
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

Charley Davidson-part-time private investigator and full-time&nbspGrim Reaper-&nbspis back in this new novel from the  New York Times  bestselling
authorSometimes I wrestle my demons. Sometimes we just snuggle.- Bumper Sticker   Most girls might think twice before getting engaged to someone like
Reyes Farrow-but Charley Davidson is not most girls. She's a paranormal private eye and grim reaper-in-training who's known to be a bit of a hell-raiser,
especially after a few shots of caffeine. Her beloved Reyes may be the only begotten son of evil, but he's dark and sultry and deeply sexy and everything
Charley could hope for. Really. But when the FBI file on Reyes' childhood happens to landinto her lap, she can't help herself: She opens it... and then the real
fun begins. First, Charley finds a naked corpse riding shotgun in her car. Then, a man loses his soul in a card game. Throw in a Deaf boy who sees dead
people, a woman running from mobsters, and a very suspicious Reyes, and things can't get any worse for Charley. Unless, of course, the Twelve Beasts of
Hell are unleashed...
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   Fiction
 The Skin Collector (Large Print Edition)

by  Jeffery Deaver

ISBN: 9781455582174
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lincoln Rhyme
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 528
Price: $33.00

In his classic thriller The Bone Collector, Jeffery Deaver introduced readers to Lincoln Rhyme-the nation's most renowned investigator and forensic
detective.
 
Now, a new killer is on the loose: a criminal inspired by the Bone Collector.  And Rhyme must untangle the twisted web of clues before the killer targets
more victims-or Rhyme himself.

THE SKIN COLLECTOR

The killer's methods are terrifying. He stalks the basements and underground passageways of New York City.  He tattoos his victims' flesh with cryptic
messages, using a tattoo gun loaded with poison, resulting in an agonizing, painful death.

When a connection is made to the Bone Collector-the serial killer who terrorized New York more than a decade ago-Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are
immediately drawn into the case.  

Rhyme, Sachs, and the NYPD must race against time to answer the many questions the investigation uncovers: Whom will the killer attack next? What is the
message behind the vict ...

 The Skin Collector
by  Jeffery Deaver

ISBN: 9781455517138
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lincoln Rhyme
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 448
Price: $31.00

In his classic thriller The Bone Collector, Jeffery Deaver introduced readers to Lincoln Rhyme-the nation's most renowned investigator and forensic
detective.
 
Now, a new killer is on the loose: a criminal inspired by the Bone Collector.  And Rhyme must untangle the twisted web of clues before the killer targets
more victims-or Rhyme himself.

THE SKIN COLLECTOR

The killer's methods are terrifying. He stalks the basements and underground passageways of New York City.  He tattoos his victims' flesh with cryptic
messages, using a tattoo gun loaded with poison, resulting in an agonizing, painful death.

When a connection is made to the Bone Collector-the serial killer who terrorized New York more than a decade ago-Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are
immediately drawn into the case.  

Rhyme, Sachs, and the NYPD must race against time to answer the many questions the investigation uncovers: Whom will the killer attack next? What is the
message behind the vict ...
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   Fiction
 Skin of the Wolf

by  Sam Cabot

ISBN: 9780399162961
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

Sam Cabot is the pseudonym of Carlos Dews and S.J. Rozan. In Sam Cabot's exhilarating new novel, a vicious murder in Sotheby's begins a series of
inexplicable events surrounding an Iroquois ritual mask--and a secret that could unleash the most terrifying chaos and destruction the world has ever seen.

 Small Plates
Short Fiction
by  Katherine Hall Page

ISBN: 9780062310798
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

Agatha Award winner Katherine Hall Page presents a book of short stories featuring her famed heroine Faith Fairchild.
For years, Katherine Hall Page has delighted readers with her Faith Fairchild series, each book like a delicious, hearty meal. Now, Page has set out to satisfy
a different appetite. Those who might prefer a collection of tasty little snacks are in luck! We are publishing Katherine's short story collection.
Although most of these stories are about or involve everyone's fvorite caterer/sleuth Faith Fairchild, Page includes a few stand-alone favorites as well. "The
Would-Be Widower," about a husband who longs to be rid of his wife, won the 2002 Agatha for Best Short Story. "Hiding Places" introduces a young wife
whose new husband may not be all that he appears. And of course, there's always Faith: Faith on vacation with her husband, when a terrified woman knocks
on their hotel room door looking to hide from her husband ("The Body in the Dunes"); Faith and her sister, Hope, counselling a bride-to-be who has a
number of alarming "accidents" leading up to the big day ("Across the Pond"); Faith solving a generations-old mystery that has long been passed down in her
husband's family ("The Proof is Always in the Pudding"); and in "Sliced," Faith is a judge on a reality TV cooking competition where one of the contestants
is murdered.

 Small Plates Lp
Short Fiction
by  Katherine Hall Page

ISBN: 9780062326515
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

Agatha Award winner Katherine Hall Page presents a book of short stories featuring her famed heroine Faith Fairchild.
For years, Katherine Hall Page has delighted readers with her Faith Fairchild series, each book like a delicious, hearty meal. Now, Page has set out to satisfy
a different appetite. Those who might prefer a collection of tasty little snacks are in luck! We are publishing Katherine's short story collection.
Although most of these stories are about or involve everyone's fvorite caterer/sleuth Faith Fairchild, Page includes a few stand-alone favorites as well. "The
Would-Be Widower," about a husband who longs to be rid of his wife, won the 2002 Agatha for Best Short Story. "Hiding Places" introduces a young wife
whose new husband may not be all that he appears. And of course, there's always Faith: Faith on vacation with her husband, when a terrified woman knocks
on their hotel room door looking to hide from her husband ("The Body in the Dunes"); Faith and her sister, Hope, counselling a bride-to-be who has a
number of alarming "accidents" leading up to the big day ("Across the Pond"); Faith solving a generations-old mystery that has long been passed down in her
husband's family ("The Proof is Always in the Pudding"); and in "Sliced," Faith is a judge on a reality TV cooking competition where one of the contestants
is murdered.
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   Fiction
 Sniper's Honor

A Bob Lee Swagger Novel
by Stephen Hunter

ISBN: 9781451640212
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bob Lee Swagger
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 432
Price: $23.80

In this tour de force--part historical thriller, part modern adventure--from the New York Times bestselling author of I, Sniper, Bob Lee Swagger uncovers
why WWII's greatest sniper was erased from history...and why her disappearance still matters today.

Ludmilla "Mili" Petrova was once the most hunted woman on earth, having raised the fury of two of the most powerful leaders on either side of World War
II: Joseph Stalin and Adolf Hitler.But Kathy Reilly of The Washington Post doesn't know any of that when she encounters a brief mention of Mili in an old
Russian propaganda magazine, and becomes interested in the story of a legendary, beautiful female sniper who seems to have vanished from history.Reilly
enlists former marine sniper Bob Lee Swagger to parse out the scarce details of Mili's military service. The more Swagger learns about Mili's last mission,
the more he's convinced her disappearance was no accident--but why would the Russian government go to such lengths to erase the existence of one of their
own decorated soldiers? And why, when Swagger joins Kathy Reilly on a research trip to the Carpathian Mountains, is someone trying to kill them before
they can find out?As Bob Lee Swagger, "one of the finest series characters ever to grace the thriller genre, now and forever" (Providence Journal-Bulletin),
races to put the pieces together, She, Sniper takes readers across oceans and time in an action-packed, compulsive read.

 Snow Queen
by Michael Cunningham

ISBN: 9781443433525
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 224
Price: $27.99

Michael Cunningham's luminous novel begins with a vision. It's November 2004. Barrett Meeks, having lost love yet again, is walking through Central Park
when he is inspired to look up at the sky; there he sees a pale, translucent light that seems to regard him in a distinctly godlike way. Barrett doesn't believe in
visions-or in God-but he can't deny what he's seen.

At the same time, in the not-quite-gentrified Bushwick neighbourhood of Brooklyn, Tyler, Barrett's older brother, a struggling musician, is trying-and failing-
to write a song for Beth, his wife-to-be, who is seriously ill. Tyler is determined to write a wedding song that will be not merely a sentimental ballad, but an
enduring expression of love. Barrett, haunted by the light, turns unexpectedly to religion. Tyler grows increasingly convinced that only drugs can release his
creative powers. Beth tries to face mortality with as much courage as she can summon.

Cunningham follows the Meeks brothers as each turns down a different path in his search for transcendence. In subtle, lucid prose, he demonstrates a
profound empathy for his conflicted characters and a singular understanding of what lies at the depth of the human soul.

 Somewhere In Between
by Donna Milner

ISBN: 9781927575383
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Caitlin Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-03
Pages: 288
Price: $21.95

Following tragic events from which Juliee O'Dale believes she will never recover, she buys into her husband Ian's dream to give up their comfortable city
lives and retreat to the isolated Chilcotin area of British Columbia. Only after purchasing the remote six hundred acre cattle ranch do they realize that, along
with the and, they have inherited the reclusive tenant who occupies and old trapper's cabin on the property. As both Juliee and Ian wrestle with their
individual guilt over their deteriorating marriage and their sorrow, they also have to contend with the wilderness at their doorstep and the mysterious tenant,
Virgil Blue. Another riveting novel from the author of THE PROMISE OF RAIN, a Globe and Mail Top 100 title in 2009.
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   Fiction
 Son

by Jo Nesbo

ISBN: 9780345814371
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 496
Price: $29.95

A brand new thriller from #1 internationally bestselling crime author Jo Nesbo, which sees a charismatic young prisoner escaping jail to find out the truth
about his father's death. 
     Sonny is a model prisoner. He listens to the confessions of other inmates at Oslo jail, and absolves them of their sins. Some people even whisper that
Sonny is serving time for someone else: that he doesn't just listen, he confesses to their crimes. Inspector Simon Kefas is a dedicated police officer. Simon
has worked for the Oslo police force for years. He's just been assigned a new murder investigation and a new partner, all on the same day. Both of them
knew Sonny's father. To Sonny he was the man he idolised, to Kirk he was his best friend. Both were devastated when his corruption was revealed. But
neither of them knew the truth.

 Starfire
A Novel
by Dale Brown

ISBN: 9780062262394
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 384
Price: $34.99

From New York Times Bestselling Author Dale Brown comes Starfire, the next in his series of masterful military suspense audiobooks.
Starfire marks the beginning of an important journey for Bradley James McLanahan: his first steps in a world without his heroic father, bomber and space
warfare veteran Patrick McLanahan. His first effort is as the head of a team of young engineers designing Starfire, the world's first orbiting solar power plant,
which can deliver unlimited and inexpensive electricity to anywhere on planet Earth, the Moon, and even to spacecraft and asteroids. It's an important first
step in the exploration of the solar system, and Bradley is right at the cutting-edge.
But U.S. President Kenneth Phoenix's plans to militarize and industrialize Earth orbit sparks an arms race in space that eclipses anything seen during the
Cold War, and before long Bradley and his team are thrust into the middle of what could become a global battle for control of space.
Starfire will challenge your notions of what is possible, not just in the realm of cutting-edge weaponry and spacecraft but with life and humanity itself.
Bradley McLanahan's life is about to change forever...maybe yours will too.

 Starfire Lp
A Novel
by  Dale Brown

ISBN: 9780062326386
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 384
Price: $34.99

From New York Times Bestselling Author Dale Brown comes Starfire, the next in his series of masterful military suspense audiobooks.
Starfire marks the beginning of an important journey for Bradley James McLanahan: his first steps in a world without his heroic father, bomber and space
warfare veteran Patrick McLanahan. His first effort is as the head of a team of young engineers designing Starfire, the world's first orbiting solar power plant,
which can deliver unlimited and inexpensive electricity to anywhere on planet Earth, the Moon, and even to spacecraft and asteroids. It's an important first
step in the exploration of the solar system, and Bradley is right at the cutting-edge.
But U.S. President Kenneth Phoenix's plans to militarize and industrialize Earth orbit sparks an arms race in space that eclipses anything seen during the
Cold War, and before long Bradley and his team are thrust into the middle of what could become a global battle for control of space.
Starfire will challenge your notions of what is possible, not just in the realm of cutting-edge weaponry and spacecraft but with life and humanity itself.
Bradley McLanahan's life is about to change forever...maybe yours will too.
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   Fiction
 Sting of the Drone

by  Richard A Clarke

ISBN: 9781250047977
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

From the bestselling author and national security expert, a&nbspripped-from-the-headlines thriller about the&nbspAmericans who run the U.S. drone
program-and&nbspthe&nbspenemy&nbsptargets who decide to fight back.In Washington, the Kill Committee&nbspgathers in the White House's Situation
Room to&nbsppick the next targets for the United States drone program.&nbspAt an airbase just outside Las Vegas, a team of pilots, military
personnel&nbspand intelligence officers follow through on the committee's orders, finding the men&nbspwho have been deemed a threat to national security
and sentenced to death.     On the other side of the world, in the mountains where the drones hunt their prey, someone has decided to fight back.
And&nbspnot just against the&nbspunmanned planes&nbspthat&nbspcircle their skies, but against the Americans at home who control them.     Clarke not
only&nbspremains an active and respected&nbsppresence within the national security community but also appears regularly as an expert commentator for
ABC&nbspand other media. His insider's expertise&nbspis on full display&nbspin  Sting of the Drone, a&nbspbreathtakingly realistic novel set within
America's contentious drone program.

 Stonehenge Letters
by Harry Karlinsky

ISBN: 9781552452943
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Coach House Books Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-03-24
Pages: 224
Price: $17.95

While digging through the Nobel Archives in Stockholm, trying to figure out why his hero, Sigmund Freud, never received a Nobel Prize, a psychiatrist
makes an unusual discovery. Among the unsolicited self-nominations in the museum's 'Crackpot' file, there are six letters addressed to Mr. Ragnar Sohlman,
executor of Alfred Nobel's will. Remarkably, all but one is crafted by a different Nobel laureate - including Rudyard Kipling, Ivan Pavlov, Teddy Roosevelt
and Marie Curie - and each is an explanation of why and how Stonehenge was constructed. Diligent research eventually uncovers that Alfred Nobel,
intrigued by a young woman's obsession with the mysterious landmark, added a secret codicil to his will: 'a prize - reserved exclusively for Nobel laureates -
was to be awarded to the person who solves the mystery of Stonehenge.' But is this fact or is this fiction? Weaving together a wealth of primary documents -
photos, letters, wills -  The Stonehenge Letters  acts as a wryly documented archive of a fascinating secret competition, complete with strange but
illuminating submissions and a contentious prize-awarding process.

 The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry
by  Gabrielle Zevin

ISBN: 9780670068241
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 272
Price: $30.00

Hanging over the porch of the tiny New England bookstore called Island Books is a faded sign with the motto "No Man Is an Island; Every Book Is a
World." A.J. Fikry, the irascible owner, is about to discover just what that truly means.
 A.J. Fikry's life is not at all what he expected it to be. His wife has died, his bookstore is experiencing the worst sales in its history, and now his prized
possession, a rare collection of Poe poems, has been stolen. Even the books in his store have stopped holding pleasure for him. These days, A.J. can only see
them as a sign of a world that is changing too rapidly. And then a mysterious package appears at the bookstore. It's a small package, but large in weight. It's
that unexpected arrival that gives A.J. the opportunity to make his life over, the ability to see everything anew. It doesn't take long for the locals to notice the
change overcoming him or for a determined sales rep named Amelia to see her curmudgeonly client in a new light. The wisdom of all those books
again become the lifeblood of A.J.'s world and everything twists into a version of his life that he didn't see coming. As surprising as it is moving, The Storied
Life of A.J. Fikry is an unforgettable tale of transformation and second chances, an irresistible affirmation of why we read and why we love.
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   Fiction
 Summer Of The Dead

by Julia Keller

ISBN: 9781250044730
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bell Elkins Novels
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 400
Price: $29.99

Following&nbspthe powerful A KILLING IN THE HILLS and BITTER RIVER from Pulitzer winner Julia Keller, a spate of violent crime in Acker's Gap,
WV casts suspicion on a struggling&nbspyoung woman's familyWest Virginia prosecuting attorney Bell Elkins's sister has been out of jail for three months,
and in that time Bell has given her a place to stay, bought her everything she needed, even put up with her constant smoking habit. Still, tensions are high
and it's not quite the homecoming reunion Bell had envisioned. When Bell gets a call in the middle of the night to pick Shirley up from a bar fight, she's
livid. But on arriving at the bar, Shirley is the least of Bell's problems: inside, a man has been killed.Nineteen-year-old Lindy Odell's father's health is
steadily declining, and her job at the gas station is boring at best, but Lindy's been managing just fine, thank-you. Now, though, the recent rash of violent
crimes in Acker's Gap has her worried, as someone seems to be paying her too much attention.Pulitzer-prize winner Julia Keller returns to Acker's Gap, West
Virginia in a provocative exploration of a struggling mountain town and its hardscrabble inhabitants.

 A Sunset Beach Novel/Bridge Tender
by  Marybeth Whalen

ISBN: 9780310338406
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Sunset Beach Novel
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $17.99

Marybeth Whalen revisits Sunset Beach, North Carolina, a place she has been writing about for over fifteen years.
"Marybeth Whalen writes with a light hand, skillfully blending issues of faith and the realities of modern life into a compelling and believable read." -Marie
Bostwick, New York Times best-selling author of Between Heaven and Texas
The Wishing Tree made several appearances on the Bookscan best-seller list.
Emily must realize that her dreams didn't have to die with her first love.
Emily Shaw is a young widow whose late husband left her a surprise gift-an insurance policy that will make their dream of owning a home in Sunset Beach,
North Carolina, a reality. Emily, believing she has lost the one great love of her life, is reluctant to pursue this dream by herself. Emily's best friend finally
convinces her to take the leap and find her dream home. While in Sunset Beach, Emily begins to make friends with some of the locals, including a widow, a
troubled teen, and the bridge tender who turns out to be a once-popular movie star on whom Emily had a teenage crush.
Meanwhile the townspeople are divided in an argument over replacing the old bridge. The losses Emily and the bridge tender share are different, but together
they just might be able to lead each other to healing. In the midst of their newfound friendship, will Emily allow her broken heart to love again?

 Sunshine on Scotland Street
A 44 Scotland Street Novel (8)
by  Alexan Mccall Smith

ISBN: 9780345807533
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The 44 Scotland Street
Publisher: Knopf Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 352
Price: $21.00

The eighth installment in Alexander McCall Smith's popular 44 Scotland Street series. 
     Scotland Street witnesses the wedding of the century of Angus Lordie to Domenica Macdonald, but as the newlyweds depart on their honeymoon,
Edinburgh is in disarray. While recovering from the trauma of being best man, Matthew is taken up by a Dane called Bo. Cyril eludes his dog-sitter and
embarks on an odyssey involving fox-holes and the official residence of a cardinal. Narcissist Bruce meets his match in the form of a sinister doppelganger.
Bertie, set up by his mother for fresh embarrassment at school, yearns for freedom, and Big Lou goes viral. However, the residents of Scotland Street rally,
and order is restored by the combined effects of understanding, kindness and, most of all, friendship.
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   Fiction
 Suspicion

by  Joseph Finder

ISBN: 9780525954606
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 400
Price: $32.95

The thriller to read in 2014, about a single father who is forced to make a choice with unspeakable consequences--from New York Times bestselling author
Joseph Finder 

 When single father Danny Goodman suddenly finds himself unable to afford the private school his teenage daughter adores, he has no one to turn to for
financial support.

 In what seems like a stroke of brilliant luck, Danny meets Thomas Galvin, the father of his daughter's new best friend, who also happens to be one of the
wealthiest men in Boston. Galvin is aware of Danny's situation and out of the blue offers a $50,000 loan to help Danny cover his daughter's tuition.
Uncomfortable but desperate, Danny takes the money, promising to pay Galvin back.

 What transpires is something Danny never imagined. The moment the money is wired into his account, the DEA comes knocking on his door. Danny's
impossible choice: an indictment for accepting drug money that he can't afford to fight in court, or an unthinkably treacherous undercover assignment
helping the government get close to his new best friend.

 As Danny begins to lie to everyone in his life, including those he loves most in the world, he must decide once and for all wh ...

 Sweet Life
by Linda Biasotto

ISBN: 9781550505788
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Coteau Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-28
Pages: 192
Price: $18.95

Sweet Life is a collection of short fictions which not only entertains but dramatizes in alarming clarity, the issues of lives on the edge. The characters, which
range from preschool to elderly, live anywhere from Vancouver Island to northern Italy. Children struggle with family problems; lonely women make
determined but not always wise decisions about love; men and women struggle against the twin enemies of grief and trauma. Linda Biasotto convincingly
exposes soft underbellies, whether of a teenage boy dealing with events he can't shake ("Sweet Life") or a middle-aged Italian woman determined to keep her
crazed brother from wrecking her marriage chances ("The Bells of San Martino"). The ironically humourous story, "Paradise Hotel," exposes the spiteful
remains of cold love, while elderly Mrs. Kravitz ("Mrs. Kravitz's Mood") may have met her match when her neighbour finagles his way into her kitchen. A
father is grateful for a second chance to warn his daughter about the fallout of her decision in "What You Should Know." The unloved Cristina in "The
Virgin in the Grotto" justifies her gruesome plan, as do the young brothers in "Doves." When trauma slams into Naomi, she struggles to maintain self-control
("Impact"), while elderly Anna ("The Marble Nymph") not only fears her young visitor's questions, she fears her own answers. Widowed Angie in "That
Buchanan Woman," is faced with the challenges of independence. In "Suspension," a middle-aged man is frozen between the past and the future. "Glass
Garden," which reads like a whodunit, sizzles with brittle energy. "The Madwoman Upstairs" describes two weeks that are both poignant and funny. Despite
these fraught circumstances, Sweet Life also uses humour to infuse these stories with compassion, lighting the way to warmth and tenderness.
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   Fiction
 Sweet Spot

A Novel
by Stephanie Evanovich

ISBN: 9780062336002
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 352
Price: $21.99

Last summer's breakout author, the amazing Stephanie Evanovich, is back! The Sweet Spot tells the sizzling story of everyone's favorite couple from Big
Girl Panties: hunky professional baseball player Chase Walker and his sassy wife Amanda.
When baseball superstar Chase Walker first meets Amanda at the restaurant she runs, her heart-shaped face and big blue eyes stop him dead in his tracks.
Her lush, plus-size curves don't hurt either. But while Amanda can't help staring back--Chase is built like a Greek god, after all-she's no groupie in the
making. A successful entrepreneur who's built her business from scratch, Amanda doesn't need a Prince Charming to sweep her off her feet. So when
baseball's golden boy begins to pursue her, she barely gives him the time of day. Sure, he has money and looks and charm, but Amanda does just fine on her
own and she's definitely not interested in being an athlete's girlfriend--particularly if it means having to hang out with the herd of catty, stick-thin herd of
athletes' girlfriends who surround Chase and his teammates.
But Chase is not the kind to give up easily-at heart, he's a monogamist who likes independent women, unlike the pro ballplayers he hangs out with. Amanda
is exactly the type of woman he's been looking to settle down with, and with a little extra effort he persuades her to go out with him. And then she discovers
that squeaky-clean Chase Walker has a spicy little kink that his fans don't know about (but which readers of Big Girl Panties will remember well). To her
surprise, this smart, headstrong businesswoman discovers she likes a playful spanking from time to time, and all is well until a tabloid finds out-and turns
their private naughty secret into the nation's favorite water-cooler gossip. Will Amanda give up a little bit of her single-girl freedom for true love with a
twist? Or will the pressure of Chase's stardom and the tabloid media spell doom for this sexy couple?

 The Sweet Spot
A Novel
by  Stephanie Evanovich

ISBN: 9780062234810
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

Last summer's breakout author, the amazing Stephanie Evanovich, is back! The Sweet Spot tells the sizzling story of everyone's favorite couple from Big
Girl Panties: hunky professional baseball player Chase Walker and his sassy wife Amanda.
When baseball superstar Chase Walker first meets Amanda at the restaurant she runs, her heart-shaped face and big blue eyes stop him dead in his tracks.
Her lush, plus-size curves don't hurt either. But while Amanda can't help staring back--Chase is built like a Greek god, after all-she's no groupie in the
making. A successful entrepreneur who's built her business from scratch, Amanda doesn't need a Prince Charming to sweep her off her feet. So when
baseball's golden boy begins to pursue her, she barely gives him the time of day. Sure, he has money and looks and charm, but Amanda does just fine on her
own and she's definitely not interested in being an athlete's girlfriend--particularly if it means having to hang out with the herd of catty, stick-thin herd of
athletes' girlfriends who surround Chase and his teammates.
But Chase is not the kind to give up easily-at heart, he's a monogamist who likes independent women, unlike the pro ballplayers he hangs out with. Amanda
is exactly the type of woman he's been looking to settle down with, and with a little extra effort he persuades her to go out with him. And then she discovers
that squeaky-clean Chase Walker has a spicy little kink that his fans don't know about (but which readers of Big Girl Panties will remember well). To her
surprise, this smart, headstrong businesswoman discovers she likes a playful spanking from time to time, and all is well until a tabloid finds out-and turns
their private naughty secret into the nation's favorite water-cooler gossip. Will Amanda give up a little bit of her single-girl freedom for true love with a
twist? Or will the pressure of Chase's stardom and the tabloid media spell doom for this sexy couple?
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   Fiction
 The Sweet Spot Lp

A Novel
by  Stephanie Evanovich

ISBN: 9780062326416
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

Last summer's breakout author, the amazing Stephanie Evanovich, is back! The Sweet Spot tells the sizzling story of everyone's favorite couple from Big
Girl Panties: hunky professional baseball player Chase Walker and his sassy wife Amanda.
When baseball superstar Chase Walker first meets Amanda at the restaurant she runs, her heart-shaped face and big blue eyes stop him dead in his tracks.
Her lush, plus-size curves don't hurt either. But while Amanda can't help staring back--Chase is built like a Greek god, after all-she's no groupie in the
making. A successful entrepreneur who's built her business from scratch, Amanda doesn't need a Prince Charming to sweep her off her feet. So when
baseball's golden boy begins to pursue her, she barely gives him the time of day. Sure, he has money and looks and charm, but Amanda does just fine on her
own and she's definitely not interested in being an athlete's girlfriend--particularly if it means having to hang out with the herd of catty, stick-thin herd of
athletes' girlfriends who surround Chase and his teammates.
But Chase is not the kind to give up easily-at heart, he's a monogamist who likes independent women, unlike the pro ballplayers he hangs out with. Amanda
is exactly the type of woman he's been looking to settle down with, and with a little extra effort he persuades her to go out with him. And then she discovers
that squeaky-clean Chase Walker has a spicy little kink that his fans don't know about (but which readers of Big Girl Panties will remember well). To her
surprise, this smart, headstrong businesswoman discovers she likes a playful spanking from time to time, and all is well until a tabloid finds out-and turns
their private naughty secret into the nation's favorite water-cooler gossip. Will Amanda give up a little bit of her single-girl freedom for true love with a
twist? Or will the pressure of Chase's stardom and the tabloid media spell doom for this sexy couple?

 Take Me Home
by  Dorothy Garlock

ISBN: 9781455527328
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 368
Price: $29.00

"There is nothing better than Dorothy Garlock at her best" --Sandra Brown, New York Times bestselling author New York Times bestselling author Dorothy
Garlock brings us the next hreat-warming installment of her series the Voice of America's Heartland.

 Taking It All
by Maya Banks

ISBN: 9780425272985
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Surrender Trilogy
Publisher: Berkley Pub Group
Pub. Date: 2014-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Target

by  David Baldacci

ISBN: 9781455521203
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

The President knows it's a perilous, high-risk assignment. If he gives the order, he has the opportunity to take down a global menace, once and for all. If the
mission fails, he would face certain impeachment, and the threats against the nation would multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull off
the impossible: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica Reel.

Together, Robie and Reel's talents as assassins are unmatched. But there are some in power who don't trust the pair. They doubt their willingness to follow
orders. And they will do anything to see that the two assassins succeed, but that they do not survive.

As they prepare for their mission, Reel faces a personal crisis that could well lead old enemies right to her doorstep, resurrecting the ghosts of her earlier life
and bringing stark danger to all those close to her. And all the while, Robie and Reel are stalked by a new adversary: an unknown and unlikely assassin, a
woman who has trained her entire life to kill, and who has her own list of targets--a list that includes Will Robie and Jessica Reel.

 The Target (Large Print Edition)
by  David Baldacci

ISBN: 9781455581986
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 688
Price: $33.00

The President knows it's a perilous, high-risk assignment. If he gives the order, he has the opportunity to take down a global menace, once and for all. If the
mission fails, he would face certain impeachment, and the threats against the nation would multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull off
the impossible: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica Reel.

Together, Robie and Reel's talents as assassins are unmatched. But there are some in power who don't trust the pair. They doubt their willingness to follow
orders. And they will do anything to see that the two assassins succeed, but that they do not survive.

As they prepare for their mission, Reel faces a personal crisis that could well lead old enemies right to her doorstep, resurrecting the ghosts of her earlier life
and bringing stark danger to all those close to her. And all the while, Robie and Reel are stalked by a new adversary: an unknown and unlikely assassin, a
woman who has trained her entire life to kill, and who has her own list of targets--a list that includes Will Robie and Jessica Reel.
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   Fiction
 The Temporary Gentleman

by  Sebastian Barry

ISBN: 9780670025879
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

A stunning new novel from the two-time Man Booker shortlisted author of The Secret Scripture
    
   In this highly anticipated new novel, Irishman Jack McNulty is a "temporary gentleman"--an Irishman whose commission in the British army in World
War II was never permanent. Sitting in his lodgings in Accra, Ghana, in 1957, he's writing the story of his life with desperate urgency. He cannot take one
step further without examining all the extraordinary events that he has seen. A lifetime of war and world travel--as a soldier in World War II, an engineer, a
UN observer--has brought him to this point. But the memory that weighs heaviest on his heart is that of the beautiful Mai Kirwan, and their tempestuous,
heartbreaking marriage. Mai was once the great beauty of Sligo, a magnetic yet unstable woman who, after sharing a life with Jack, gradually slipped from
his grasp.
    
   Award-winning author Sebastian Barry's The Temporary Gentleman is the sixth book in his cycle of separate yet interconnected novels that brilliantly
reimagine characters from Barry's own family.

 Terminal City
by  Linda Fairstein

ISBN: 9780525953883
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Alex Cooper
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 384
Price: $32.95

No Description

 Texas True
by Janet Dailey

ISBN: 9780758293930
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Tylers of Texas
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 368
Price: $27.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Thankful

Return To Sugarcreek, Book Two
by  Shelley Shepar Gray

ISBN: 9780062204479
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Return to Sugarcreek
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 256
Price: $15.99

New York Times bestselling author Shelley Shepard Gray continues her new series featuring the fan-favorite setting of Sugarcreek.
From bestselling author Shelley Shepard Gray, comes a tender story of faith, family, and finding love with the Amish of Sugarcreek...
Christina Kempf has always known that God chose Aden Reese to be her husband. As children, Aden was there to save her when she fell through a patch of
thin ice, and he's been by her side ever since. After his parents died in a car accident ten years ago, the Kempfs raised Aden as one of their own, and
everyone sees Aden and Christina as brother and sister. But Christina has never given up hope that Aden will one day see her as the perfect woman for
him...and ask her to be his wife.
Despite what his heart wants, Aden can't find it in himself to repay the Kempfs' kindness by admitting that his feelings for Christina have only ever been
romantic. But when she's pressured by her parents to court more broadly, Christina begins to accept the attentions of Sugarcreek's young men. Now, Aden
must make a choice. Will he stand by and watch the love of his life slip away? Or will he risk losing the love and trust of the family he holds dear to tell
Christina how he truly feels?

 Thanos
The Infinity Revelation
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785184706
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Thanos
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 112
Price: $27.99

There is an imbalance in the universe.  And, since his latest return from oblivion, Thanos himself feels... incomplete. Now the so-called Mad Titan would put
both wrongs right. A pilgrimage to Death's dark domain, and the revelatory waters of the Infinity Well, leads Thanos on a new quest, with a once sworn
enemy at his side. A crusade that will bring confrontation with the Silver Surfer and the galaxy's mightiest heroes, the Annihilators.  An odyssey that will
change everything. Cosmic maestro Jim Starlin returns to his signature character in a tale of death and rebirth that will transform the Marvel Universe once
more!

 That Night
by  Chevy Stevens

ISBN: 9781250034601
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

A stunning breakout novel from the  New York Times  bestselling author of  Still Missing  in which a woman is convicted of her sister's murderToni Murphy
was eighteen when she and her boyfriend, Ryan, were wrongly convicted of the murder of her younger sister.  Now she is thirty-four and back in her
hometown, working every day to forge and adjust to a new life on the outside.  She's doing everything&nbspin her power to avoid violating her parole and
going back to prison.  But nothing is making that easy - not&nbspRyan, who is convinced&nbsphe can figure out the truth; not her mother, who clearly
doubts Toni's innocence; and&nbspcertainly not&nbspthe&nbspgroup of women who made Toni's life miserable in high school and may&nbsphave darker
secrets than anyone realizes.  Before Toni can truly move on, she must risk everything to find out the truth and clear her name.   
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   Fiction
 That Summer

by Lauren Willig

ISBN: 9781250014504
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

A page-turning new novel from  New York Times  bestselling author Lauren Willig, about a woman who inherits a house in England...  and the mysterious
past that comes with it2009: When Julia Conley hears that she has inherited a house outside London from an unknown great-aunt, she assumes it's a joke.
She hasn't been back to England since the car crash that killed her mother when she was six, an event she remembers only in her nightmares. But when she
arrives at Herne Hill to sort through the house-with the help of her cousin Natasha and sexy antiques dealer Nicholas-bits of memory start coming back. And
then she discovers a pre-Raphaelite painting, hidden behind the false back of an old wardrobe, and a window onto the house's shrouded history begins to
open... 1849: Imogen Grantham has spent nearly a decade trapped in a loveless marriage to a much older man, Arthur. The one bright spot in her life is her
step-daughter, Evie, a high-spirited sixteen year old who is the closest thing to a child Imogen hopes to have. But everything changes when three young
painters come to see Arthur's collection of medieval artifacts, including Gavin Thorne, a quiet man with the unsettling ability to read Imogen better than
anyone ever has. When Arthur hires Gavin to paint her portrait, none of them can guess what the hands of fate have set in motion.From modern-day England
to the early days of the Preraphaelite movement, Lauren Willig's  That Summer takes readers on an un-put-downable journey through a mysterious old
house, a hidden love affair, and one woman's search for the truth about her past-and herself.

 Then and Always
by  Dani Atkins

ISBN: 9780143190639
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $20.00

Absorbing, surprising, and heart-rending, Dani Atkins's debut novel follows a young woman who, after an accident, gets a second chance at life ... just not
the one she remembers.
Rachel Wiltshire has everything she's ever wanted: a close group of friends, a handsome boyfriend, and acceptance to the journalism program at a top-choice
college. But one fateful evening, tragedy tears her world apart. Five years later, Rachel returns home for the first time to celebrate her best friend's wedding.
Still coping with grief, she can't stop thinking about the bright future she almost had, if only that one night had gone differently. But when a sudden fall lands
her in the hospital, Rachel wakes to find that her life has completely changed. Now she has her dream job as a writer and a stylish apartment, but the people
she loves most are not the way she remembers them. Unable to trust her own recollections, Rachel tries to piece together what really happened, and not even
she can predict the astonishing truth.

 Thief's Magic
by  Trudi Canavan

ISBN: 9780316209274
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Millennium's Rule
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 560
Price: $22.00

In a world where an industrial revolution is powered by magic, Tyen, a student of archaeology, unearths a sentient book called Vella. Once a young sorcerer-
bookbinder, Vella was transformed into a useful tool by one of the greatest sorcerers of history. Since then she has been collecting information, including a
vital clue to the disaster Tyen's world faces. 
Elsewhere, in an land ruled by the priests, Rielle the dyer's daughter has been taught that to use magic is to steal from the Angels. Yet she knows she has a
talent for it, and that there is a corrupter in the city willing to teach her how to use it -- should she dare to risk the Angels' wrath.
 
But not everything is as Tyen and Rielle have been raised to believe. Not the nature of magic, nor the laws of their lands... and not even the people they trust.
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   Fiction
 This Is The Water

A Novel
by Yannick Murphy

ISBN: 9780062294906
Binding: Paperback 
Series: P.S.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 352
Price: $18.50

From Laurence L. & Thomas Winship/PEN New England Award-winning author of The Call, comes a thrilling new novel--the suspenseful story of a
teenage swim team that is threatened one promising season by the dark undercurrents of their parents moral failings and a killer who swims in their midst.
In a quiet New England community members of swim team and their dedicated parents are preparing for a home meet. The most that Annie, a swim-mom of
two girls, has to worry about is whether or not she fed her daughters enough carbs the night before; why her husband, Thomas, hasn't kissed her in ages; and
why she can't get over the loss of her brother who shot himself a few years ago. But Annie's world is about to change. From the bleachers, looking down at
the swimmers, a dark haired man watches a girl. No one notices him. Annie is busy getting to know Paul, who flirts with Annie despite the fact that he's
married to her friend Chris, and despite Annie's greying hair and crow's feet. Chris is busy trying to discover whether or not Paul is really having an affair,
and the swimmers are trying to shave milliseconds off their race times by squeezing themselves into skin-tight bathing suits and visualizing themselves
winning their races.
But when a girl on the team is murdered at a nearby highway rest stop-the same rest stop where Paul made a gruesome discovery years ago-the parents
suddenly find themselves adrift. Paul turns to Annie for comfort. Annie finds herself falling in love. Chris becomes obsessed with unmasking the killer.
With a serial killer now too close for comfort, Annie and her fellow swim-parents must make choices about where their loyalties lie. As a series of startling
events unfold, Annie discovers what it means to follow your intuition, even if love, as well as lives, could be lost.

 Thor
God of Thunder Volume 4:The Last Days of Midgard (Marvel Now)
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785154884
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Thor: God of Thunder
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

Thor battles on two fronts to save the Earth! Thor has always fought to save his adopted home of Earth. But who can he fight when the planet itself is dying? 
Thor's ally, environmental secret agent Roz Solomon, has a few ideas...namely the world's most nefarious energy company, Roxxon, and its ruthless new
CEO known as "the Minotaur!" Has Thor finally met his match in the form of a multinational super-corporation? Meanwhile, many millennia from now, a
future Thor faces a very different battle to save what remains of the earth - a battle against Galactus, the Devourer of Worlds! King Thor is all that stands
between Old Galactus and the planet he's been dying to eat for a very long time. But even if Thor wins, is the Earth still doomed? COLLECTING: Thor: God
Of Thunder 19-24
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   Fiction
 Thorn Jack

A Night And Nothing Novel
by Katherine Harbour

ISBN: 9780062286727
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Night and Nothing Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

A spectacular debut novel that retells the fairy tale Tam Lin: love, loss, and magic in the bestselling vein of Cassandra Clare, Melissa Marr, and Erin
Morgenstern.
A spectacular, modern retelling of Tam Lin, from an amazing new voice that will appeal to the many fans of Cassandra Clare and Melissa Marr's Wicked
Lovely.
Finn Sullivan has lost her older sister to suicide. Fleeing the memories, she and her father move to an upstate New York town filled with socialities, hippies,
movie and Theatre folk, where every corner holds possibilities and mysteries. There, Finn meets the mysterious--and devastatingly handsome--Jack Fata. But
the town and its denizens are far more than they seem, for both good and evil, and attention from the Fatas brings dangerous consequences. To free herself-
and save her love-Finn must confront the Fatas and unravel the secrets surrounding her sister's death.
Fans of Erin Morgenstern's The Night Circus and Donna Tartt's A Secret History will love this beguiling tale of love and mythology.

 Those Who Wish Me Dead
by  Michael Koryta

ISBN: 9780316122559
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 400
Price: $29.00

The newest thriller from Michael Koryta, New York Times bestselling author 
When 13-year-old Jace Wilson witnesses a brutal murder, he's plunged into a new life, issued a false identity and hidden in a wilderness skills program for
troubled teens. The plan is to get Jace off the grid while police find the two killers. The result is the start of a nightmare.

The killers, known as the Blackwell Brothers, are slaughtering anyone who gets in their way in a methodical quest to reach him. Now all that remains
between them and the boy are Ethan and Allison Serbin, who run the wilderness survival program; Hannah Faber, who occupies a lonely fire lookout tower;
and endless miles of desolate Montana mountains.

The clock is ticking, the mountains are burning, and those who wish Jace Wilson dead are no longer far behind.
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   Fiction
 The Three

A Novel
by  Sarah Lotz

ISBN: 9780316242905
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 464
Price: $29.00

Four simultaneous plane crashes. Three child survivors. A religious fanatic who insists the three are harbingers of the apocalypse. What if he's right?

The world is stunned when four commuter planes crash within hours of each other on different continents. Facing global panic, officials are under pressure to
find the causes. With terrorist attacks and environmental factors ruled out, there doesn't appear to be a correlation between the crashes, except that in three of
the four air disasters a child survivor is found in the wreckage.

Dubbed 'The Three' by the international press, the children all exhibit disturbing behavioural problems, presumably caused by the horror they lived through
and the unrelenting press attention. This attention becomes more than just intrusive when a rapture cult led by a charismatic evangelical minister insists that
the survivors are three of the four harbingers of the apocalypse. The Three are forced to go into hiding, but as the children's behaviour becomes increasingly
disturbing, even their guardians begin to question their miraculous survival...

 The Three Emperors
An Ethan Gage Adventure
by  William Dietrich

ISBN: 9780062194107
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Ethan Gage Adventures
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

In this seventh Ethan Gage adventure, our hero travels from Napoleon's greatest victory at Austerlitz to the castles and caves of eighteenth Century Bohemia
in search of a medieval automaton that can foretell the future, all the while grappling with the question: even if you could know what's to come, would you
want to?
Venice: Ethan Gage has escaped after surviving the naval battle of Trafalgar. His plan: to circumvent the French Empire and seek reunion with his wife and
son by journeying north from Venice to Vienna and Prague, where he suspects she is searching for the fabled Brazen Head.
Time is short. Ethan's enemy Catherine Marceau has warned him that Astiza may be burned as a witch if he can't rescue her in time. Before he can proceed
further, however, Ethan must win a stake in a Venetian card game to give him adequate money to travel. In doing so, he earns the enmity of Baron Wolfgang
Richter of the Austrian Empire, who cannot tolerate losing.
Ethan eventually finds himself at odds with not just Marceau and Richter, but with Bishop Ernst Collerado, dispatched by the Vatican on rumors Gage and
Astiza are seeking an object that is potentially heretical and evil. Gage seeks an unlikely ally in Jewish Napoleonic soldier Gideon Mandel, who Ethan
befriends and who saves Ethan's life at Austerlitz. Gideon's father Aaron, a Jewish rabbi whose knowledge of legends of the Golem adds another layer to the
hunt for the Brazen Head.
Meanwhile, Astiza journeys through Prague, seeking clues as she goes and waiting for her husband to catch up, she has been imprisoned by a Bohemian
alchemist who threatens to have her executed for heresy. Astiza tries to buy time for herself and her son Harry by promising to aid in experiments to find the
Philosopher's ston ...
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   Fiction
 The Three Emperors Lp

by  William Dietrich

ISBN: 9780062326768
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Ethan Gage Adventures
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

In this seventh Ethan Gage adventure, our hero travels from Napoleon's greatest victory at Austerlitz to the castles and caves of eighteenth Century Bohemia
in search of a medieval automaton that can foretell the future, all the while grappling with the question: even if you could know what's to come, would you
want to?
Venice: Ethan Gage has escaped after surviving the naval battle of Trafalgar. His plan: to circumvent the French Empire and seek reunion with his wife and
son by journeying north from Venice to Vienna and Prague, where he suspects she is searching for the fabled Brazen Head.
Time is short. Ethan's enemy Catherine Marceau has warned him that Astiza may be burned as a witch if he can't rescue her in time. Before he can proceed
further, however, Ethan must win a stake in a Venetian card game to give him adequate money to travel. In doing so, he earns the enmity of Baron Wolfgang
Richter of the Austrian Empire, who cannot tolerate losing.
Ethan eventually finds himself at odds with not just Marceau and Richter, but with Bishop Ernst Collerado, dispatched by the Vatican on rumors Gage and
Astiza are seeking an object that is potentially heretical and evil. Gage seeks an unlikely ally in Jewish Napoleonic soldier Gideon Mandel, who Ethan
befriends and who saves Ethan's life at Austerlitz. Gideon's father Aaron, a Jewish rabbi whose knowledge of legends of the Golem adds another layer to the
hunt for the Brazen Head.
Meanwhile, Astiza journeys through Prague, seeking clues as she goes and waiting for her husband to catch up, she has been imprisoned by a Bohemian
alchemist who threatens to have her executed for heresy. Astiza tries to buy time for herself and her son Harry by promising to aid in experiments to find the
Philosopher's ston ...
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   Fiction
 Three Hundred Million

A Novel
by Blake Butler

ISBN: 9780062271853
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 400
Price: $21.00

From Blake Butler, one of the most daring and talked-about young writers working today: A wildly inventive, hyper-sensory novel tracing the standoff
between a David Koresh-like mass murderer and the troubled detective investigating his crimes.
"Butler is the 21st century answer to William Burroughs." - Publishers Weekly
In works like the novels There Is No Year and Scorch Atlas and the memoir Nothing, Blake Butler has dazzled reviewers and readers with his dreamscape
narratives and swaggering command of language. Now, in his most topical and visceral novel yet, he ushers us into the consciousness of two men in the
shadow of a bloodbath: the charismatic perpetrator who lured dozens of teenagers to slaughter, and the police detective tasked with unpacking and
understanding his mind.
Gravey, the figure at the center of the story, is a mingled simulacrum of Charles Manson, David Koresh, and Thomas Harris's Buffalo Bill: a sinister yet
alluring God figure who drew young men and women, magnetically, to the confines of a house in the American suburbs--where he rips them alive and buries
their bodies in a mass basement crypt. Three Hundred Million intimately acquaints readers with the perverse subconscious of Gravey and Darrel, his
bloodthirsty alter ego, a cloven mind compelled by pseudo-religious imaginings and drug-induced compulsions:
The second and third mothers the boys brought to me within the light were much older than the first. They were sisters and had made babies before with
other men. I could see where on their arms they had been bruised by the boys in handling from wherever they had come. I did not want to know the where
was because here we were now. The smell of meat was flooding from their pores.
It shares the vulnerable, shock-shivered reflections of his acolytes, recalling his peculiar spectacle and power in the aftermath:
CHARLES, ag ...

 The Thrill of It All
by  Joseph O'connor

ISBN: 9780436205736
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 272
Price: $28.99

The new novel from the bestselling author of Ghostlight and Star of the Sea
   The latest novel from Joseph O'Connor is set mainly in England (Luton and London), Ireland and the US. It deals with the formation of a band in the early
80's, their struggle for recognition, playing low dives, living in transit vans etc followed by worldwide success, then the inevitable "artistic differences". The
band get together years later in the present day to play a big benefit concert in Dublin for the guitarist, who is critically ill.
   The book is wonderfully entertaining, insightful into the world of pop music and often extremely funny.
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   Fiction
 Throne Of The Caesars (1)

Iron And Rust
by  Harry Sidebottom

ISBN: 9780007499847
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 400
Price: $39.99

From the bestselling author of Warrior of Rome comes the first book in a new series set in third century Rome, a dramatic era of murder, coup, counter-
rebellions and civil war.
In the winter of AD234 no one could have predicted the coming catastrophe ...
Emperor Alexander Severus has reigned for thirteen years and the Empire remains strong. Popular with the Senate and Rome's people, his power is known
across all four corners of the world. The Severan dynasty, apart from a brief interlude of a few months long ago, has held power for more than four decades.
In the east a hard fought war has ended Sassanid Persian attacks. Peace reigns and Rome prospers.
But the unexpected assassination of the Emperor in the spring of AD235, will scupper the peace and change everything, for ever.
The first book in Sidebottom's major new series set in third century Rome explores an era of unprecedented violence and turbulence which saw, for the first
time, Emperors killed on the field of battle, cut down both by barbarians and by the soldiers of Rome herself. In the space of fifty years nearly as many men
were to wear the imperial purple.

 Til Dirt Do Us Part
by Edith Maxwell

ISBN: 9780758284648
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Local Foods Mysteries
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 304
Price: $26.95

No Description

 Til The Well Runs Dry
A Novel
by Laure Francis-sharma

ISBN: 9780805098037
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 400
Price: $30.00

A glorious and moving multi-generational, multicultural saga that begins in the 1940s and sweeps through the 1960's in Trinidad and the United States
Lauren Francis-Sharma's 'Til the Well Runs Dry  opens in a seaside village in the north of Trinidad where young Marcia Garcia, a gifted and smart-mouthed
16-year-old seamstress, lives alone, raising two small boys and guarding a family secret. When she meets Farouk Karam, an ambitious young policeman (so
taken with Marcia that he elicits the help of a tea-brewing obeah woman to guarantee her ardor), the risks and rewards in Marcia's life amplify forever.On an
island rich with laughter, Calypso, Carnival, cricket, beaches and salty air, sweet fruits and spicy stews, the novel follows Marcia and Farouk from their
amusing and passionate courtship through personal and historical events that threaten Marcia's secret, entangle the couple and their children in a scandal, and
endanger the future for all of them. 'Til the Well Runs Dry  tells the twinned stories of a spirited woman's love for one man and her bottomless devotion to
her children. For readers who cherish the previously untold stories of women's lives, here is a story of grit and imperfection and love that has not been told
before.
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   Fiction
 The Titanic Enigma

by  Tom West

ISBN: 9781447210337
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2013-11-29
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

When the Titanic sank, it took a secret with it . . . 
375 miles south-east of Newfoundland, the crew of a ship film an extraordinary event: the surface of the ocean bubbles as though boiling, covered with
millions of fish. Then an enormous sperm whale roars through the water, before crashing down, dead, onto the surface. Within twenty-four hours, the
footage has become a global phenomenon. The precise coordinates of the event are where the wreck of the Titanic lies some 13,000ft beneath.
Engineer Kate Wetherall and her one-time boyfriend, marine archaeologist Lou Bates have been working together for almost a year - specializing in the
scientific investigation of shipwrecks at the Institute of Marine Studies. Three days after the incident off Newfoundland, Commander Jerry Derham, head of
a team investigating what the military have designated 'Marine Phenomenon REZ375', arrives to see them. They need to get a team down there fast to
investigate.
But none of them are prepared for what they find in the wreckage. Someone on the Titanic had been keeping a secret. One that might have cost lives, and
that has remained trapped beneath the ocean for a hundred years. But now, there are those who would kill again to get hold of what one man died for in 1912
. . .

 To Rise Again at a Decent Hour
A Novel
by  Joshua Ferris

ISBN: 9780316033978
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 352
Price: $29.00

A big, brilliant, profoundly observed novel about the mysteries of modern life by National Book Award Finalist Joshua Ferris, one of the most exciting
voices of his generation 

Paul O'Rourke is a man made of contradictions: he loves the world, but doesn't know how to live in it. He's a Luddite addicted to his iPhone, a dentist with a
nicotine habit, a rabid Red Sox fan devastated by their victories, and an atheist not quite willing to let go of God. 

Then someone begins to impersonate Paul online, and he watches in horror as a website, a Facebook page, and a Twitter account are created in his name.
What begins as an outrageous violation of his privacy soon becomes something more soul-frightening: the possibility that the online "Paul" might be a better
version of the real thing. As Paul's quest to learn why his identity has been stolen deepens, he is forced to confront his troubled past and his uncertain future
in a life disturbingly split between the real and the virtual. 

At once laugh-out-loud funny about the absurdities of the modern world, and indelibly profound about the eternal questions of the meaning of life, love and
truth, TO RISE AGAIN AT A DECENT HOUR is a deeply moving and constantly surprising tour de force.
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   Fiction
 Troika

by  Adam Pelzman

ISBN: 9780399167485
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Amy Einhorn Books/Putnam
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $28.95

"[W]hat a brilliant, astonishing modern love story..."--Susan Cheever         Perla is a beautiful young Cuban-American woman who lives with her mother in a
modest house in Miami's Little Havana. After her father's death, she finds herself leading a secret life.
   Julian is from Russia. His father was a legendary Siberian hunter who fell victim to his own bravery. When Julian is forced into an orphanage, he discovers
that he has more in common with his father than he originally thought.     Taken under the wing of a gruff, elderly businessman, Julian makes his way to
New York City . . . and, years later, into the club where Perla is dancing. Soon after they meet, Perla is on a plane to Manhattan at the mysterious request of
Julian's friend--a journey that will change the course of her life.          

 The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys
by  Gerard Way

ISBN: 9781595824622
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 160
Price: $19.99

No Description

 Trumpet & Vine/Magnolia Market
by  Judy Christie

ISBN: 9780310330578
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Trumpet & Vine
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 352
Price: $17.99

Two very different women join forces to transform a rundown market in a small Louisiana town into a popular gathering spot. But desperation-not dreams-
fuels Avery and Trish's journey.
When socialite Avery Saucier and blue-collar widow Trish Manning literally run into each other at the corner of Trumpet and Vine, a less-than-friendly
relationship develops. But they have more in common than they want to admit: both have lost their husbands-one to divorce, the other to a heart attack-and
both have lost their livelihoods.
With hostility, desperation, and a budget tighter than Avery's skinny jeans, the women decide to go into business together selling mouth-watering biscuits
from a rundown store across the street from the popular Sweet Olive Folk Art Gallery. With a gift for baking and making people feel welcome, they
transform their Magnolia Market into a regionally famous "biscuit boutique."
As Avery and Trish become increasingly involved in the life of the Trumpet and Vine community, they find themselves becoming matchmakers for the local
clientele. But before she realizes it, Avery herself may be the one to have found her perfect match.
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   Fiction
 Truth About The Harry Quebert Affair

by Joel Dicker

ISBN: 9781443435642
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 656
Price: $24.99

August 30, 1975. The day of the disappearance. The day Aurora, New Hampshire, lost its innocence.
That summer Harry Quebert fell in love with fifteen-year-old Nola Kellergan. Thirty-three years later, her body is dug up from his yard along with a
manuscript copy of his career-defining novel. Quebert is the only suspect. Marcus Goldman-Quebert's most gifted protege-throws off his writer's block to
clear his mentor's name.
Solving the case and penning a new bestseller soon blur together. As his book begins to take on a life of its own, the nation is gripped by the mystery of "The
Girl Who Touched the Heart of America".
But with Nola, in death as in life, nothing is ever as it seems. Joel Dicker's phenomenal European bestseller is a brilliantly intricate murder mystery, a hymn
to the boundless reaches of the imagination, and a love story like no other. Nothing you've read or even felt before can prepare you for The Truth about the
Harry Quebert Affair.

 Truth Is A Cave In The Black Mountains
A Tale Of Travel And D
by Neil Gaiman

ISBN: 9780062282149
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 80
Price: $26.99

Beautifully illustrated by renowned artist Eddie Campbell, this is a four-color edition of Neil Gaiman's award-winning novelette "The Truth is a Cave in the
Black Mountains" -- a haunting story of family, the otherworld, and retribution.
Beautifully illustrated by renowned artist Eddie Campbell, this is a four-color edition of Neil Gaiman's award-winning novelette "The Truth is a Cave in the
Black Mountains"-a haunting story of family, the otherworld, and a search for hidden treasure.
The text of The Truth Is A Cave In The Black Mountains was first published in the collection Stories: All New Tales. This gorgeous full-color illustrated
book version was born of a unique collaboration between writer Neil Gaiman and artist Eddie Campbell, who brought to vivid life the characters and
landscape of Gaiman's story. In August 2010, The Truth is a Cave in the Black Mountains was performed in the concert hall of the Sydney Opera House to a
sell-out crowd-Gaiman read his tale live as Campbell's magnificent artwork was presented, scene by scene, on large screens. Narrative and art were
accompanied by live music composed and performed especially for the story by the FourPlay String Quartet.

 Two Blackbirds
by  Garry Ryan

ISBN: 9781927063507
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: NeWest Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 228
Price: $19.95

The fires of the Second World War are beginning to burn down, but legendary Canadian aviatrix Sharon Lacey is not out of danger just yet. Complication
enters the young ace's life as deep-seated racial and class prejudice, fifth columnists and secret ideologies, and even her own killer history begin to threaten
her hard-fought reputation, while a new and wonderful secret might just prove to be her undoing. Meanwhile, across the Channel in Fortress Europe new
weapons have started rolling off Nazi production lines, and the characteristic buzz of the deadly V-1 flying bomb fills the air.
In the second act of his Calgary Herald-bestselling Blackbirds trilogy, Garry Ryan pits his intrepid heroine against an array of deadly new foes, who prove
that even in war, the enemy may wear the same uniform as your own.
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   Fiction
 The Two Sisters Of Borneo

by Ian Hamilton

ISBN: 9781770892446
Binding: Paperback 
Series: An Ava Lee Novel
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-02-09
Pages: 336
Price: $19.95

The sixth installment in the wildly popular Ava Lee series from Arthur Ellis Award winner, Ian Hamilton.Ava has been in Hong Kong looking after Uncle.
She has also set up an investment company with May Ling Wong and her sister-in-law, Amanda Yee. One of their first investments -- a furniture company
owned by two sisters in Kota Kinabalu, Borneo -- runs into immediate problems with a Dutch customer. Ava goes to the Netherlands to investigate, but her
life is threatened when she is confronted by a gang of local thugs in Borneo. Out of the shadows comes a mysterious man from Shanghai . . .

 Uncanny X-Men Volume 3
The Good, The Bad, the Inhuman (Marvel Now)
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785154310
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Uncanny X-Men
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

The new Xavier School has changed, as the effects of the Battle of the Atom event are felt - and Kitty Pryde and the All-New X-Men join Cyclops' renegade
squad! Meanwhile, Magneto goes off on personal mission that sets him at odds with much of the X-Men...and the Marvel Universe. As Magneto reaches a
crossroads, everything he's fought for is called into question...and he's forced to make a decision that will change him forever! Elsewhere, the ladies of the
uncanny X-Men go out on the town - and find themselves face-to-face with the effects of Inhumanity! And Cyclops declares a training day for the X-Men's
students...but the "training" seems to be that the teachers just abandoned them to fend for themselves on a dangerous mission! What will these inexperienced
young mutants do now? COLLECTING: Uncanny X-Men 14, 15.INH, 16-18

 The Undertaking
by  Audrey Magee

ISBN: 9781443422963
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 224
Price: $27.99

Desperate to escape the Eastern front, Peter Faber, an ordinary German soldier, marries Katharina Spinell, a woman he has never met; it is a marriage of
convenience that promises "honeymoon" leave for him and a pension for her should he die on the front. With ten days' leave secured, Peter visits his new
wife in Berlin, and both are surprised by the attraction that develops between them.

When Peter returns to the horror of the front, it is only the dream of Katharina that sustains him as he approaches Stalingrad. Back in Berlin, Katharina,
goaded on by her desperate and delusional parents, ruthlessly works her way into the Nazi party hierarchy, wedding herself, her young husband, and their
unborn child to the regime. But when the tide of war turns and Berlin falls, Peter and Katharina, ordinary people stained with their small share of an
extraordinary guilt, find their simple dream of family increasingly hard to hold on to . . .
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   Fiction
 Unexpected Waltz

by Kim Wright

ISBN: 9781476754222
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 288
Price: $27.99

From the author of the critically acclaimed debut Love in Mid Air comes this moving novel about a middle-aged widow who finds her feet by embracing a
new hobby: ballroom dancing.

Kelly Wilder becomes recently widowed from a much older wealthy man with whom she spent her married life doing charity work, building a lovely home,
and, as she says, "pretending to be a whole lot more conservative and stupid and nicer than I really am." Now, with too much time and money on her hands,
Kelly has absolutely no idea what happens next. So on a whim she signs up for a ballroom dancing class, and slowly, step by high-heeled step, begins to
rebuild her life with the help of friends old and new: Nik, a young Russian dance teacher who sees the artistic potential she left behind; Carolina, a woman in
hospice, anxious to experience a whole lifetime in a few months; and Elyse, Kelly's girlhood best friend who knows all of her past secrets--including the
truth about the man who long ago broke Kelly's heart. In the vein of Jennifer Weiner's novels, Unexpected Waltz is a deeply felt story about moving on after
loss and finding a new walk--or dance--of life through the power of second chances.

 The Unfaithful
by  Vicki Pettersson

ISBN: 9780062066206
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Celestial Blues
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 384
Price: $9.50

The eagerly-awaited finale to New York Times bestselling author Vicki Pettersson's breakout supernatural noir mystery series.
New York Times bestselling author Vicki Pettersson follows up The Taken and The Lost with the dramatic conclusion to the acclaimed Celestial Blues
trilogy.
After learning his wife survived the attack that killed him fifty years earlier, angel/PI Griffin Shaw is determined to find Evelyn Shaw no matter the cost. Yet
his obsession comes at a price. Grif has had to give up his burgeoning love for reporter Katherine "Kit" Craig, the woman who made life worth living again,
and dedicate himself to finding one he no longer knows.
But it becomes clear that there are forces in both the mortal and heavenly realm who'd rather see him dead than unearth the well-buried secrets of his past. If
he's to survive his second go-round on the Surface, Grif will have to convince Kit to reunite with him professionally, and help uncover decades of police
corruption, risking both their lives ... and testing the limits to what one angel is really willing to give for love.

 Unlucky 13 (Large Print Edition)
by  James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316211277
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Women's Murder Club
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-05
Pages: 480
Price: $33.00

The Women's Murder Club is stalked by a killer with nothing to lose. San Francisco Detective Lindsay Boxer is loving her life as a new mother. With an
attentive husband, a job she loves, plus best friends who can talk about anything from sex to murder, things couldn't be better. Then the FBI sends Lindsay a
photo of a killer from her past, and her happy world is shattered. The picture captures a beautiful woman at a stoplight. But all Lindsay sees is the
psychopath behind those seductive eyes: Mackie Morales, the most deranged and dangerous mind the Women's Murder Club has ever encountered. In this
pulse-racing, emotionally charged novel by James Patterson, the Women's Murder Club must find a killer--before she finds them first.
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   Fiction
 Unlucky 13

by  James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316211291
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Women's Murder Club
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-05
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

The Women's Murder Club is stalked by a killer with nothing to lose.

 San Francisco Detective Lindsay Boxer is loving her life as a new mother. With an attentive husband, a job she loves, plus best friends who can talk about
anything from sex to murder, things couldn't be better.

 Then the FBI sends Lindsay a photo of a killer from her past, and her happy world is shattered. The picture captures a beautiful woman at a stoplight. But all
Lindsay sees is the psychopath behind those seductive eyes: Mackie Morales, the most deranged and dangerous mind the Women's Murder Club has ever
encountered.

 In this pulse-racing, emotionally charged novel by James Patterson, the Women's Murder Club must find a killer--before she finds them first.

 An Untamed State
by  Roxane Gay

ISBN: 9780802122513
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 368
Price: $19.95

"Once you start this book, you will not be able to put it down. An Untamed State  is a novel of hope intermingled with fear, a book about possibilities mixed
with horror and despair. It is written at a pace that will match your racing heart, and while you find yourself shocked, amazed, devastated, you also dare to
hope for the best, for all involved."-Edwidge Danticat, author of Breath, Eyes, Memory  and The Dew Breaker  Roxane Gay is a powerful new literary voice
whose short stories and essays have already earned her an enthusiastic audience. In An Untamed State, she delivers an assured debut about a woman
kidnapped for ransom, her captivity as her father refuses to pay and her husband fights for her release over thirteen days, and her struggle to come to terms
with the ordeal in its aftermath.Mireille Duval Jameson is living a fairy tale. The strong-willed youngest daughter of one of Haiti's richest sons, she has an
adoring husband, a precocious infant son, by all appearances a perfect life. The fairy tale ends one day when Mireille is kidnapped in broad daylight by a
gang of heavily armed men, in front of her father's Port au Prince estate. Held captive by a man who calls himself The Commander, Mireille waits for her
father to pay her ransom. As it becomes clear herfather intends to resist the kidnappers, Mireille must endure the torments of a man who resents everything
she represents. An Untamed State  is a novel of privilege in the face of crushing poverty, and of the lawless anger that corrupt governments produce. It is the
story of a willful woman attempting to find her way back to the person she once was, and of how redemption is found in the most unexpected of places. An
Untamed State  establishes Roxane Gay as a writer of prodigious, arresting talent. "From the astonishing first line to the final scene, An Untamed State  is
magical and dangerous. I could not put it down. Pay attention to Roxane Gay; she's here to stay."-Tayari Jones, author of Silver Sparrow  and Leaving
Atlanta "[Haiti's] better scribes, among them Edwidge Danticat, Franketienne, Madison Smartt Bell, Lyonel Trouillot, and Marie Vieux Chavet, have
produced some of the best ...
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   Fiction
 Untitled

by  Liane Moriarty

ISBN: 9780399167065
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Amy Einhorn Books/Putnam
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

Coming July 29, 2014, the new novel from Liane Moriarty, #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The Husband's Secret

 "What a wonderful writer--smart, wise, funny." --Anne Lamott

  Pirriwee Public's annual school Trivia Night has ended in a shocking riot. One parent is dead. The school principal is horrified. As police investigate what
appears to have been a tragic accident, signs begin to indicate that this devastating death might have been cold-blooded murder.      In this thought-provoking
novel, number-one New York Times-bestselling author Liane Moriarty deftly explores the reality of parenting and playground politics, ex-husbands and ex-
wives, and fractured families.  And in her pitch-perfect way, she shows us the truth about what really goes on behind closed suburban doors.      

 Untitled 14
A Thriller
by Brad Thor

ISBN: 9781476717128
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria/Emily Bestler Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 384
Price: $32.00

The next Scot Harvath thriller and the follow-up to Hidden Order, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor.

"Anyone who thinks that the only thing to fear is fear itself should meet Brad Thor." --Newsweek "America's favorite author." --KKTX

 The Untold
by  Courtney Collins

ISBN: 9780399167096
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Amy Einhorn Books/Putnam
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 288
Price: $31.00

With shades of Water for Elephants and True Grit, a stunning debut novel set in the Australian outback about a female horse thief, her bid for freedom, and
the two men trying to capture her.

  It is 1921. In a mountain-locked valley, Jessie is on the run.
      Born wild and brave, by twenty-six she has already lived life as a circus rider, horse and cattle rustler, and convict. But on this fateful night she is just a
woman wanting to survive though there is barely any life left in her.
      Two men crash through the bushland, desperate to claim the reward on her head: one her lover, the other the law.
      But as it has always been for Jessie, it is death, not a man, who is her closest pursuer and companion. And while all odds are stacked against her, there is
one who will never give up on her--her own child, who awaits her.
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   Fiction
 Unwept 01

Book One of The Nightbirds
by Tracy Hickman

ISBN: 9780765332035
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Nightbirds
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 272
Price: $26.50

The beginning of a spellbinding new trilogy by the bestselling co-creators of  Dragonlance  and  RavenloftUnwept  -  the beginning of a spellbinding new
trilogy by Tracy Hickman and Laura Hickman&nbspbestselling co-creators of Dragonlance and Ravenloft  Gamin, Maine, is a remote seaside town where
everyone seems to know Ellis Harkington better than she knows herself-but she doesn't remember any of them.Unknown events have robbed Ellis of her
memory. Concerned individuals, who claim to be friends and loved ones, insist that she simply needs to recuperate, and that her memories may return in
time. But, for her own sake-so they claim-they refuse to divulge what has brought her to this state.Ellis finds herself adrift in a town of ominous mysteries,
cryptic hints, and disturbingly familiar strangers. The Nightbirds, a clique of fashionable young men and women, claim her as one of their own, but who can
she truly trust? And what of the phantom suitor who visits her in her dreams? Is he a memory, a figment of her imagination, or a living nightmare beyond
rational explanation?Only her lost past holds the answers she seeks-if she can uncover its secrets before she falls prey to an unearthly killer.

 An Unwilling Accomplice
by  Charles Todd

ISBN: 9780062335883
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Bess Crawford Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 352
Price: $21.99

From New York Times bestselling author Charles Todd comes an absorbing mystery featuring battlefield nurse Bess Crawford, who finds her future in
jeopardy when a murder is committed on her watch.
World War I nurse Bess Crawford, home on leave, is asked to accompany a wounded soldier to Buckingham Palace, where he's to be decorated by the king.
The next morning, when Bess goes to collect him, his room is empty and he's nowhere to be found. Both the army and the nursing service blame Bess for
losing a patient, a hero at that, and she's to face an inquiry into her negligence. But how could a man confined to a wheelchair leave a hotel on his own and
vanish into the night?
Then comes word from the Shropshire police that Wilkins, the missing hero, has been sighted there, and an eyewitness claims the soldier has just killed a
man. If Bess is to save her own reputation, she must find Wilkins and get to the bottom of what he did or didn't do. The problem is, even the Shropshire
police have no idea where he is. And the moral implications of what has happened -- that a patient in her charge has done murder - become more important
to her than her own future as a nursing sister.
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   Fiction
 An Unwilling Accomplice

by  Charles Todd

ISBN: 9780062237194
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Bess Crawford Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

From New York Times bestselling author Charles Todd comes an absorbing mystery featuring battlefield nurse Bess Crawford, who finds her future in
jeopardy when a murder is committed on her watch.
World War I nurse Bess Crawford, home on leave, is asked to accompany a wounded soldier to Buckingham Palace, where he's to be decorated by the king.
The next morning, when Bess goes to collect him, his room is empty and he's nowhere to be found. Both the army and the nursing service blame Bess for
losing a patient, a hero at that, and she's to face an inquiry into her negligence. But how could a man confined to a wheelchair leave a hotel on his own and
vanish into the night?
Then comes word from the Shropshire police that Wilkins, the missing hero, has been sighted there, and an eyewitness claims the soldier has just killed a
man. If Bess is to save her own reputation, she must find Wilkins and get to the bottom of what he did or didn't do. The problem is, even the Shropshire
police have no idea where he is. And the moral implications of what has happened -- that a patient in her charge has done murder - become more important
to her than her own future as a nursing sister.

 An Unwilling Accomplice Lp
by  Charles Todd

ISBN: 9780062326447
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

From New York Times bestselling author Charles Todd comes an absorbing mystery featuring battlefield nurse Bess Crawford, who finds her future in
jeopardy when a murder is committed on her watch.
World War I nurse Bess Crawford, home on leave, is asked to accompany a wounded soldier to Buckingham Palace, where he's to be decorated by the king.
The next morning, when Bess goes to collect him, his room is empty and he's nowhere to be found. Both the army and the nursing service blame Bess for
losing a patient, a hero at that, and she's to face an inquiry into her negligence. But how could a man confined to a wheelchair leave a hotel on his own and
vanish into the night?
Then comes word from the Shropshire police that Wilkins, the missing hero, has been sighted there, and an eyewitness claims the soldier has just killed a
man. If Bess is to save her own reputation, she must find Wilkins and get to the bottom of what he did or didn't do. The problem is, even the Shropshire
police have no idea where he is. And the moral implications of what has happened -- that a patient in her charge has done murder - become more important
to her than her own future as a nursing sister.
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   Fiction
 Vertigo 42

A Richard Jury Mystery
by Martha Grimes

ISBN: 9781476724027
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Richard Jury Mysteries
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $29.99

The inimitable Scotland Yard Superintendent Richard Jury returns in another "literate, lyrical, funny, funky, discursive, bizarre" (The Washington Post)
mystery, now with a tip of the derby to Alfred Hitchcock's famous movie, Vertigo.

Richard Jury is meeting Tom Williamson at Vertigo 42, a bar on the forty-second floor of an office building in London's financial district. Despite
inconclusive evidence, Tom is convinced his wife, Tess, was murdered seventeen years ago. The inspector in charge of the case was sure Tess's death was
accidental--a direct result of vertigo--but the official police inquiry is still an open verdict and Jury agrees to re-examine the case. Jury learns that a nine-year-
old girl fell to her death five years before Tess at the same country house in Devon where Tess died. The girl had been a guest at a party Tess was giving for
six children. Jury seeks out the five surviving party guests, who are now adults, hoping they can shed light on this bizarre coincidence. Meanwhile, an
elegantly dressed woman falls to her death from the tower of a cottage near the pub where Jury and his cronies are dining one night. Then the dead woman's
estranged husband is killed as well. Four deaths--two in the past, two that occur on the pages of this intricate, compelling novel--keep Richard Jury and his
sidekick Sergeant Wiggins running from their homes in Islington to the countryside in Devon and to London as they try to figure out if the deaths were
accidental or not. And, if they are connected. Witty, well-written, with literary references from Thomas Hardy to Yeats, Vertigo 42 is a pitch perfect, page-
turning novel from a mystery writer at the top of her game.

 Vintner's Daughter
by Kristen Harnisch

ISBN: 9781443426435
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 368
Price: $22.99

Loire Valley, 1895. When seventeen-year-old Sara Thibault's father is killed in a mudslide, her mother sells their vineyard to a rival family, whose eldest son
marries Sara's sister, Lydia. But a violent tragedy compels Sara and her sister to flee to New York, forcing Sara to put aside her dream to follow in her
father's footsteps as a master winemaker.

Meanwhile, Philippe Lemieux has arrived in California with the ambition of owning the largest vineyard in Napa by 1900. When he receives word of his
brother's death in France, he resolves to bring the killer to justice. Sara has travelled to California in hopes of making her own way in the winemaking world.
When she encounters Philippe in a Napa vineyard, they are instantly drawn to one another, but Sara knows he is the one man who could return her family's
vineyard to her, or send her straight to the guillotine.

A riveting, romantic tale of betrayal, retribution, love and redemption, Kristen Harnisch's debut novel immerses readers in the rich vineyard culture of both
the Old and New Worlds, the burgeoning cities of turn-of-the-century America and a spirited heroine's fight to determine her destiny.
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   Fiction
 Visions

The Cainsville Series
by  Kelley Armstrong

ISBN: 9780307360557
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 400
Price: $29.95

In the second book in bestselling author Kelley Armstrong's exciting new Cainsville series, Olivia's newly discovered power to read omens leads to the
discovery of a gruesome crime with troubling connections to her hometown. 
     Omens, the first installment in Kelley Armstrong's Cainsville series, introduced Olivia Taylor-Jones, daughter of notorious serial killers, and Gabriel
Walsh, the self-serving, morally ambiguous lawyer who became her unlikely ally. Together, they chased down a devious killer and partially cleared her
parents of their horrifying crimes.
     Their success, however, is short lived. While Olivia takes refuge in the old, secluded town of Cainsville, Gabriel's past mistakes come to light, creating a
rift between them just when she needs his help the most.
     Olivia finds a dead woman in her car, dressed to look like her, but the body vanishes before anyone else sees it. Olivia's certain it's another omen, a sign
of impending danger. But then she learns that a troubled young woman with a connection to Cainsville went missing just days earlier--the same woman
Olivia found dead in her car. Someone has gone to great lengths to kill and leave this young woman as a warning. But why? And what role has Olivia's new
home played in this disturbing murder? 
     Olivia's effort to uncover the truth places her in the crosshairs of old and powerful forces, forces that have their own agenda, and closely guarded secrets
they don't want revealed.

 Visitors
A Novel
by Sally Beauman

ISBN: 9780062302687
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 544
Price: $34.99

Built around Lord Carnarvon and Howard Carter's discovery of Tutankhamun's tomb in the Valley of the Kings, this evocative novel from New York Times-
bestselling author Sally Beauman blends fact and fiction to recreate a lost world that's still fiercely enthralling and relevant today.
When eleven year-old Lucy is sent to Egypt in 1922, to recuperate after surviving a typhoid outbreak that claimed her mother, a chance encounter with the
daughter of an American archaeologist changes her life forever. She and Frances develop an intense and enduring friendship, and through Frances's father
Lucy is drawn into the thrilling, high-stakes world of Lord Carnarvon, who holds the excavation permit for the Valley of the Kings. Amid the decadence and
drama of Egypt's aristocratic colonial society, Carnarvon and his archaeologist Howard Carter are on the quest of a lifetime-for the intact tomb of boy
pharaoh Tutankhamun.
Narrated by the now-grown Lucy, The Visitors spins a haunting story of love, longing, and loss around the legendary story of Carter and Carnarvon's
discovery. Intensely atmospheric, it captures the challenge of coaxing a dry desert to yield its secrets, bringing to life the educated, passionate men willing to
sacrifice everything, even sanity, for a chance to hold Egypt's past in their hands. Against this backdrop of history unfolding, Lucy discovers the extremes to
which people are driven by desire--even if those extremes involve a building a life around a lie. Emotionally sophisticated, viscerally transportive, and deftly
constructed, The Visitors is a majestic work of historical fiction.
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   Fiction
 Vixen

by  Rosie Garland

ISBN: 9780007492794
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 400
Price: $26.99

From the author of The Palace of Curiosities comes an intriguing tale of superstition, deception and love in a time of death.
Set in fourteenth century England, on the eve of the Black Death's first strike, one community's hope of survival is given new life as a mysterious woman
appears in their village.
Rich in extraordinary detail, Rosie Garland's second novel weaves together the three different voices of a priest, a housekeeper and a strange arrival and
explores the cost of living in a time so desperate that all you can save is love.

 Vulgar Things
by  Lee Rourke

ISBN: 9780007542512
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 320
Price: $26.99

"p>The second novel from Lee Rourke, author of the cult hit The CanalJon Michaels -- a divorced, disinterested and fatigued editor living a nondescript life
in North London - receives a sudden phone call from his brother, informing him that their estranged uncle Rey has been found dead in his caravan on Canvey
Island. Recently sacked from his job, carrying a hangover from hell and craving some sort of escape, Jon reluctantly agrees to spend the week on the island
to sort through his uncle's belongings.
Haunting, modern and utterly compelling, Vulgar Things follows Jon as he unearths a disturbing family secret while losing himself in the strangely alluring
landscape. Vulgar Things is a novel about love, longing and being lost. It's about desire, the sea, big skies and nothingness. It's about money and how much
we'll dirty our hands to get it. But, above all, it's about how a chance meeting with a mysterious person can change your life forever.

 The Walking Dead Volume 20
All Out War Part 1 Tp
by Robert Kirkman

ISBN: 9781607068822
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Walking Dead
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 136
Price: $17.99

The biggest storyline in Walking Dead history starts here! It's Rick versus Negan with a little help from everyone else! Collects issues #115-120. The world
we knew is gone. The world of commerce and frivolous necessity has been replaced by a world of survival and responsibility. An epidemic of apocalyptic
proportions has swept the globe, causing the dead to rise and feed on the living. In a matter of months society has crumbled: no government, no grocery
stores, no mail delivery, no cable TV. In a world ruled by the dead, the survivors are forced to finally start living.
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   Fiction
 Walking Tanteek

by Jane Woods

ISBN: 9780864929105
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 448
Price: $22.95

Does faith insist upon the spotless soul? Can intellectual integrity and an honest search for the holy in this world survive a collision with religious mania? Is
heavenly forgiveness possible this side of the River Styx? In this boisterous, witty, manically paced novel, Maggie Prentice is resolved to find out, even if it
costs her everything.
 A true original, capable of brilliant verbal contortions, Maggie Prentice won't give up. Haunted by her past, chafing under the tutelage of her born-again, cult-
figure brother, coping with the double devils of alcoholism and disconnectedness, she is pursued by the Tanteek, an armchair prankster out of a Dylan song
that incarnates her questions, uncertainties, and fears, and dogs her every move. In her wild, over-the-top, yet eerily familiar universe, Maggie is forced to
confront life's big questions -- faith, fear, love, and death -- does life have meaning?
 In this daring, intelligent, whip-smart debut novel, Jane Woods has created unforgettable characters that live in what might be an alternate reality. She has
also written a captivating, deeply affective story that grabs the reader and won't let go.

 Wallflowers
by  Eliza Robertson

ISBN: 9780143191407
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HAMISH HAMILTON CANADA
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 288
Price: $22.00

From windswept Pacific beaches to the inner reaches of the human heart, Wallflower is a shimmering and often surprising journey of discovery, with many
unexpected turns along the way. Robertson has created a cast of unique and wholly engaging characters. Here there are swindlers and innocents, unlikely
heroes and gritty survivors; they teach us how to trap humming birds, relinquish dreams gracefully, and feed raccoons without getting bitten. "Wish you were
here" letters on a road trip parallel a woman's painful trip into her family's dysfunctional past; reminiscences of a beloved sibling are inextricably bound up
with calamity ... and roommate problems lead to a surprising (and skin-crawling) revelation. Robertson smashes stereotypes even as she shows us
remarkable new ways of experiencing the world--and of relating to our fellow human beings.

 Want You Dead
by  Peter James

ISBN: 9780230760585
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 400
Price: $29.99

The thrilling new crime novel in the Roy Grace series
When thirty-year old Red Cameron met handsome, charming and rich thirty-five year old Bryce Laurent through an online dating agency, there was instant
attraction. But as their love blossomed, the truth about his past began to emerge, and with it his dark side. Everything he has told Red about himself turns out
to be a tissue of lies, and her infatuation with him gradually turns to terror.
Within a year, and under police protection, she evicts him from her flat and her life. But far from being over, her nightmare is only just beginning. For Bryce
is obsessed and besotted with her. He intends to destroy, by fire, everything and everyone she has ever known and loved - and then her too...
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   Fiction
 Wayfaring Stranger

A Novel
by James Lee Burke

ISBN: 9781476710792
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 448
Price: $32.00

From "America's best novelist" (The Denver Post): A sprawling thriller drenched with atmosphere and intrigue that takes a young boy from a chance
encounter with Bonnie and Clyde to the trenches of World War II and the oil fields along the Texas-Louisiana coast.

It is 1934 and the Depression is bearing down when sixteen-year-old Weldon Avery Holland happens upon infamous criminals Bonnie Parker and Clyde
Barrow after one of their notorious armed robberies. A confrontation with the outlaws ends as Weldon puts a bullet through the rear window of Clyde's
stolen automobile. Ten years later, Second Lieutenant Weldon Holland and his sergeant, Hershel Pine, escape certain death in the Battle of the Bulge and
encounter a beautiful young woman named Rosita Lowenstein hiding in a deserted extermination camp. Eventually, Weldon and Rosita fall in love and
marry and, with Hershel, return to Texas to seek their fortunes. There, they enter the domain of jackals known as the oil business. They meet Roy
Wiseheart--a former Marine aviator haunted with guilt for deserting his squadron leader over the South Pacific--and Roy's wife Clara, a vicious anti-Semite
who is determined to make Weldon and Rosita's life a nightmare. It will be the frontier justice upheld by Weldon's grandfather, Texas lawman Hackberry
Holland, and the legendary antics of Bonnie and Clyde that shape Weldon's plans for saving his family from the evil forces that lurk in peacetime America
and threaten to destroy them all.

 We Are Called To Rise
A Novel
by Laura Mcbride

ISBN: 9781476738963
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 320
Price: $28.99

"Here is the powerful story of the way in which war detonates far from battlefields, exploding lives in a single irrevocable moment. Here are unforgettable
voices that need to be heard as urgently as this richly imagined story needs to be told. Like a solitary bell We Are Called to Rise reverberated long after I'd
put it down. I can't stop thinking about it" (Sarah Blake, author of The Postmistress).

"I set out with the very clear intention to write a book that might make a reader have a big feeling, the sense that no matter how cruel or unfair life might be
in a given moment, no matter how terrible the consequences of a tiny mistake might be, it was ultimately beautiful to be alive. I didn't set out to write a book
about war or poverty or racism. I just wanted the reader to love a child enough to feel devastated when that child's heart was broken and euphoric when that
child got a chance at hope. I wanted the reader to walk away believing that, with all our faults, human beings are worth saving." An immigrant boy whose
family is struggling to assimilate. A middle-aged housewife coping with an imploding marriage and a troubled son. A social worker at home in the darker
corners of Las Vegas. A wounded soldier recovering from an injury he can't remember getting. By the time we realize how these voices will connect, the
impossible and perhaps the unbearable has already happened. We Are Called to Rise is a boomtown tale, in which the lives of people from different
backgrounds and experiences collide in a stunning coincidence. When presented the opportunity to sink into despair, these characters rise. Through acts of
remarkable charity and bravery, they rescue themselves. Emotionally powerful yet tender and intimate, We Are Called to Rise is a novel of redemption and
unexpected love.
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   Fiction
 We Are Not Ourselves

A Novel
by Matthew Thomas

ISBN: 9781476756660
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 640
Price: $32.00

Destined to be a classic, this "powerfully moving" (Chad Harbach, The Art of Fielding), multigenerational debut novel of an Irish-American family is
nothing short of a "masterwork" (Joshua Ferris, Then We Came to the End).

Born in 1941, Eileen Tumulty is raised by her Irish immigrant parents in Woodside, Queens, in an apartment where the mood swings between heartbreak and
hilarity, depending on whether guests are over and how much alcohol has been consumed. When Eileen meets Ed Leary, a scientist whose bearing is nothing
like those of the men she grew up with, she thinks she's found the perfect partner to deliver her to the cosmopolitan world she longs to inhabit. They marry,
and Eileen quickly discovers Ed doesn't aspire to the same, ever bigger, stakes in the American Dream. Eileen encourages her husband to want more: a better
job, better friends, a better house, but as years pass it becomes clear that his growing reluctance is part of a deeper psychological shift. An inescapable
darkness enters their lives, and Eileen and Ed and their son Connell try desperately to hold together a semblance of the reality they have known, and to
preserve, against long odds, an idea they have cherished of the future. Through the Learys, novelist Matthew Thomas charts the story of the American
Century, particularly the promise of domestic bliss and economic prosperity that captured hearts and minds after WWII. The result is a riveting and affecting
work of art; one that reminds us that life is more than a tally of victories and defeats, that we live to love and be loved, and that we should tell each other so
before the moment slips away.  Epic in scope, heroic in character, masterful in prose, We Are Not Ourselves heralds the arrival of a major new talent in
contemporary fiction.

 Weapons of Mass Diplomacy
by  Abel Lanzac

ISBN: 9781906838782
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Weapons of Mass Diplomacy
Publisher: SelfMadeHero
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 200
Price: $27.95

Following 9/11, President Bush's "War on Terror" with plans to invade Iraq erupted into a cultural clash between French reluctance and American assurance
over the case for "Weapons of Mass Destruction." In Weapons of Mass Diplomacy, diplomat Abel Lanzac reveals the tension and politics through a French
insider's point of view, with satirical humor that softens the controversial subject matter. Readers follow Lanzac's fictionalized self, Arthur Vlaminck, a
speechwriter for the French Foreign Minister. As part of a team of flamboyant ministerial advisors, he has been tasked with drafting France's response to the
growing international crisis in the Middle East, which is then delivered before the United Nations Security Council. A graphic milestone of diplomacy,
Weapons of Mass Diplomacy--a bestseller in Europe--provides a revelatory account of a period that saw French fries become "freedom fries" and an
alternative perspective on the decisions leading up to the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq.

 What A Girl Wants
by  Lindsey Kelk

ISBN: 9780007501533
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 384
Price: $15.99

A summer bestseller from the immensely popular Lindsey Kelk
Tess Brookes was the girl with a plan.
Now she's the girl with a choice.
Should she stay in London and start her own advertising agency with her best friend and potential boyfriend Charlie? Or should she head to exciting Milan to
pursue both a new career as a photographer and a new man, the enigmatic and elusive (and highly irritating) Nick?
For the first time, Tess has to choose between the life she always dreamed of and a future she never imagined possible. With her heart and her head pulling
her in different directions, Tess has to make a life-changing decision about What a Girl Wants.
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   Fiction
 What Strange Creatures

A Novel
by  Emily Arsenault

ISBN: 9780062283238
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 368
Price: $18.50

After her brother is arrested for murder, Theresa's quiet life is turned upside down as she immerses herself in a world of political and legal scandal, white-
collar crimes and controversial convictions in order to prove his innocence in the next gripping literary mystery by critically acclaimed author, Emily
Arsenault
When Theresa's brother Jeff first asked her to dog-sit his girlfriend's puggle, she didn't think it would interfere with her life. A divorced and jaded academic,
Theresa's only obligations for the last few years have been her unfinished dissertation and her own house full of pets. But when Kim, Jeff's girlfriend, is
found murdered, and her brother becomes the prime suspect, Theresa's quiet world is upended.
The overwhelming evidence against Jeff leads to his arrest, but Theresa believes he's innocent and launches her own investigation. She soon discovers a
secret about the murdered woman: As a child she had testified in a notorious murder case, and at the time of her death, she had been collecting evidence
against the overzealous prosecutor, who is now running for the Senate.
To exonerate her brother, Theresa must throw herself into a world of political and legal scandal, past crimes, controversial convictions, and a dangerous
romantic encounter with a potential source. And with each step she must ask herself how much she's willing to put on the line for her brother.

 Where The Air Is Sweet
by Tasneem Jamal

ISBN: 9781443408172
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 304
Price: $22.99

In 1972, dictator Idi Amin expelled 80,000 South Asians from Uganda. Though many had lived in East Africa for generations, they were forced to flee in
ninety days as their country descended into a surreal vortex of chaos and murder.

Spanning the years between 1921 and 1975, Where the Air Is Sweet tells the story of Raju, a young Indian man drawn to Africa by the human impulse to
seek a better life, and three generations of his family, who carve a life for themselves in a racially stratified colonial and post-colonial society. Where the Air
Is Sweet is the story of a family: their loves, their griefs and, finally, their sudden expulsion at the hands of one of the world's most terrifying tyrants.
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   Fiction
 Where I Found You

by  Amanda Brooke

ISBN: 9780007511341
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

A touching and emotional novel from the author of Richard and Judy pick Yesterday's Sun.
Maggie Carter knows Victoria Park like the back of her hand. She knows which routes around the park are easiest to navigate; she knows what time of year
the most beautiful flowers bloom; and she knows which bench by the pond allows you to hear the joyful chatter of children throwing bread to the ducks
without risking getting splashed by over-enthusiastic flapping. But she's never seen any of these things. Maggie is blind: her senses of touch, smell and
hearing have built an image of the place she loves most in the world, and she's never felt held back by her unseeing eyes. And yet, newly married and
expecting her first baby, Maggie has suddenly started to doubt her ability to cope.
Elsie is also expecting her first child, but unmarried, alone and without the support of her family, she's terrified her baby will be taken away. When Maggie
meets Elsie one day in the park she tries to comfort this distressed young woman - but all is not as it seems. Because Elsie lost her baby sixty years earlier,
and now, suffering from the first stages of Alzheimer's, she can't stop re-living the most traumatic event in her life.
Determined to bring Elsie back to the present, Maggie sets out to find out what happened all those years ago and bring peace to Elsie memories ... before it's
too late.

 The Widow's Walk
A Novel
by  Robert Barclay

ISBN: 9780062218803
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 400
Price: $18.50

In the spirit of The Notebook and The Time Traveller's Wife comes Robert Barclay's haunting and romantic novel of passion, destiny, loss and an eternal
love that will bring two people together across time.
His name was Garrett Richmond and he had always wanted to live by the ocean. So when the opportunity to buy-and renovate-the old home known as
Seaside arrived, he leapt at the chance. Never mind that his friends and family thought he was crazy, he knew he could return this lonely mansion, worn by
time, wind, and neglect, to its former beauty. But Seaside was more than just a project; it was spot that had called to him his entire life.
And then one night he saw her...
Her name is Constance Elizabeth Canfield and she tells him Seaside has been her home for over 150 years. But Constance is no ghost; rather, she claims that
she has been somehow magically trapped between this life and the next. At first, Garrett can't believe her crazy story-the woman had to be lying! And yet,
there was something about Constance that was from another time...
Soon this mysterious woman, and flesh and blood man share a closeness they cannot deny. But just as their love begins to bloom, Constance's presence starts
mysteriously fading away, soon to be gone forever. Is their love doomed--or is it strong enough to transcend time, and even death itself?
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   Fiction
 Widow's Walk Lp

A Novel
by  Robert Barclay

ISBN: 9780062278661
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 320
Price: $24.99

In the spirit of The Notebook and The Time Traveller's Wife comes Robert Barclay's haunting and romantic novel of passion, destiny, loss and an eternal
love that will bring two people together across time.
His name was Garrett Richmond and he had always wanted to live by the ocean. So when the opportunity to buy-and renovate-the old home known as
Seaside arrived, he leapt at the chance. Never mind that his friends and family thought he was crazy, he knew he could return this lonely mansion, worn by
time, wind, and neglect, to its former beauty. But Seaside was more than just a project; it was spot that had called to him his entire life.
And then one night he saw her...
Her name is Constance Elizabeth Canfield and she tells him Seaside has been her home for over 150 years. But Constance is no ghost; rather, she claims that
she has been somehow magically trapped between this life and the next. At first, Garrett can't believe her crazy story-the woman had to be lying! And yet,
there was something about Constance that was from another time...
Soon this mysterious woman, and flesh and blood man share a closeness they cannot deny. But just as their love begins to bloom, Constance's presence starts
mysteriously fading away, soon to be gone forever. Is their love doomed--or is it strong enough to transcend time, and even death itself?

 Wolf
by Mo Hayder

ISBN: 9781443433327
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 432
Price: $22.99

A young girl comes across an injured dog in a park but doesn't tell anyone what the battered scrap of paper attached to its collar says: "Help us."

Oliver Anchor-Ferrers is recovering from heart surgery at his grand country home when his wife discovers something horrifying in the garden, a grisly sight
all too reminiscent of the tragedy that traumatized the family fifteen years ago and haunts them still. It's impossible: how could they have let that man out of
prison?

Meanwhile, detective Jack Caffery resolves to finally discover the true circumstances of his brother's disappearance and demands help from the one person
he knows can lead him in the right direction. But that help will come at a price.

Full of mind-bending twists and turns and Hayder's signature blend of psychological insight, sinister atmosphere and terrifying suspense, Wolf is a brilliant
and compulsively readable masterwork from one of the world's best thriller writers.

 Wolverine
Origin II
by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785184812
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wolverine
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 128
Price: $27.99

An all-new chapter in the secret origin of one of Marvel's most mysterious characters is revealed, by superstars Kieron Gillen and Adam Kubert! A few years
after the events of Origin finds James "Logan" Howlett running with the wolves...until something unexpected brings him back into the world of men! And
when word of a clawed wild man reaches civilization, the hunt to capture him begins! James soon falls afoul of someone Sinister, who's just discovering
mutantkind...and the horrors he can visit on them. Escaping his captors and rediscovering his humanity, James and Clara are on the run...but can Sinister
offer James something he can't refuse?  The mutant who will someday become Wolverine must choose: is he man or is he beast? Plus, discover the secret 
behind James' greatest enemy, the man called Creed!  COLLECTING: Origin II 1-5
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   Fiction
 World Afloat

by M.a.c. Farrant

ISBN: 9780889228382
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Talon Books Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-02-15
Pages: 128
Price: $12.95

In this stunning collection of seventy-five miniature stories, M.A.C. Farrant displays her mastery of the absurd in flashes of narrative that get to the point-
through the back window. At once spirited and soothing, The World Afloat provides an antidote for the overstimulated and aging mind amidst a tumultuous,
and at times alienating, twenty-first century terrain.

 X-Men
No More Humans
by  Mike Carey

ISBN: 9780785154020
Binding: Hardback 
Series: X-Men
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 128
Price: $27.99

The X-Men awaken to find the all the world's humans gone. From normal everyday folks to the Avengers and Fantastic Four, all homo sapiens have
disappeared.  It's up to the disparate sides of the X-Men to come together, get to the bottom of this mystery and find a way to get the humans back. But do all
of the mutants want their human brethren to return?  From best-selling author and classic X-MEN scribe MIKE CAREY and superstar artist SA LVADOR
LARROCA comes the first X-MEN OGN since the classic X-MEN: GOD LOVES, MAN KILLS.

 Yarn Over Murder
by  Maggie Sefton

ISBN: 9780425258422
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Knitting Mystery
Publisher: Berkley Publishing TRD
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 304
Price: $28.95

No Description

 Year After Henry
A Novel
by Cathie Pelletier

ISBN: 9781402296789
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Sourcebooks
Pub. Date: 2014-06-01
Pages: 304
Price: $17.99

One year after Henry Munroe's sudden death at age 41, his family is still reeling from the loss. So is Evie Cooper, a local bartender... and Henry's former
mistress. While his widow, Jeanie, struggles with the betrayal, his overbearing mother is devising plans to hold a memorial service on this awful anniversary.
And to make matter worse, she might even invite Evie. With her trademark wit, Cathie Pelletier has crafted an elegant, uplifting portrait of the many strange
and inspiring forms that grief and love can take in the journey to overcoming loss.
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   Fiction
 The Year She Left Us

A Novel
by  Kathryn Ma

ISBN: 9780062273345
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 336
Price: $31.99

Three generations of Chinese-American women in a San Francisco family must confront their past and carve out a future in this extraordinary debut
novel--reminiscent of The Joy Luck Club, but with an edge.
"With subtle intelligence and wry humor, Kathryn Ma brings us characters whose lives are complicated-in all the best ways-by family, race, immigration,
and quirks of personality. These wonderful stories have the resonance of truth even as they make you see the world in new ways." --Curtis Sittenfeld on All
That Work and Still No Boys
Meet the Kong women of San Francisco: Ari, a seventeen year old adopted Chinese girl who is imploding after a trip to China to visit her "home" orphanage
brings home nothing but pain and the desire to do herself various kinds of harm. Her mother, Charlie, a social worker with a great heart and a very nervous
desire to keep her daughter from the mess she's determined to embark upon. Charlie's mother Gran, a beautiful, educated (Bryn Mawr) immigrant unlike any
we've ever quite read, whose doctor father sent her and her sister away to expensive American schools before the Chinese Revolution broke apart his
sophisticated, cultured family. And then there's Charlie's sister, Les, a brilliant judge, unmarried like Charlie, whose sense of what everyone should do is as
sure as her pronouncements from the bench.
Ari's journey of discovery is the beating heart of the book, but each of the Kong women has her own powerful story of accomplishment, strength, and
secrets. This is a book that will be talked about because of its sometimes painful reflections on the losses and gains of adoption in general and of the lives of
an entire generation of adopted Chinese girls, of the "A list" minority status of Asians, of the loneliness of certain kinds of success. But it will be pressed into
the hands of friends, mothers, strangers on the bus for its compassion, sense of humor, and unforgettable characters.

 The Year's Best Science Fiction
Thirty-First Annual Collection
by  Gardner Dozois

ISBN: 9781250046208
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Year's Best Science Fiction
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 704
Price: $46.00

The multiple Locus Award-winning annual compilation of the year's best science fiction storiesIn the new millennium, what secrets lay beyond the far
reaches of the universe? What mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self evident? The world of science fiction has long been a porthole into the
realities of tomorrow, blurring the line between life and art. Now, in  The Year's Best Science Fiction:&nbspThirty-First Annual Collection  the very best SF
authors explore ideas of a new world. This venerable collection brings together award winning authors and masters of the field such as Robert Reed, Alastair
Reynolds, Damien Broderick, Elizabeth Bear, Paul McAuley and John Barnes. And with an extensive recommended reading guide and a summation of the
year in science fiction, this annual compilation has become the definitive must-read anthology for all science fiction fans and readers interested in breaking
into the genre.
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   Fiction
 Yours Truly

by  Kirsty Greenwood

ISBN: 9781447247272
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

A funny, mischievous romantic comedy, perfect for fans of Lindsey Kelk, Jenny Colgan, Paige Toon or Sophie Kinsella
Newly engaged Natalie Butterworth is an easy-going girl. She'll do anything for a quiet life and if telling a few teensy white lies keeps her friends and family
happy, then so what? It's not like they'll ever discover what she's really thinking ...
Until one night, thanks to a pub hypnotist, Natalie's most private thoughts begin to bubble up and pop out of her mouth. Things get very messy indeed,
especially when some sticky home truths offend her fiancÃ©.
Natalie must track down the hypnotist before her wedding is officially cancelled. So along with bad influence bestie Meg, Natalie finds herself in the
Yorkshire Parish of Little Trooley - a small village bursting with big secrets, nosy old folk and intriguing Wellington-wearing men.
When the girls get stuck in the village with no means of escape and no way to break the hypnotist's spell, Natalie is forced to face the truths she has been
avoiding her whole life ...
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Aczel, Amir Why Science Does Not Disprove God

Adelman, Ken Reagan At Reykjavik

Agro, Vince In Grace's Kitchen

Alpert, Karen I Heart My Little A Holes

Altucher, James Power Of No

America's Test Kitchen The Complete Cooking For Two Cookbook

America's Test Kitchen The How Can It Be Gluten Free Cookbook

Andersen, Christopher Good Son

Annis, Barbara Gender Intelligence

Archie Archie 1000 Page Comics Explosion

Argyle, Ray Paris Game

Arnroth, Thomas Year With Minecraft

Baker, Josey Josey Baker Bread

Bakst, Dina Babygate

Barabasi, Albert Linked

Barber, Dan The Third Plate

Barbree, Jay Neil Armstrong

Barker, Travis Can I Say

Barrie, David Sextant

Bauer, Juli Paleo Kitchen

Bauman, Jeff Stronger (Large Print Edition)

Bauman, Jeff Stronger

Bauman, Jeff Stronger

Bell, Rob The Zimzum Of Love

Bell, Rob Zimzum Of Love

Berman, Robin Permission To Parent

Biehl, Janet Ecology or Catastrophe

Bland, Jeffrey S. Disease Delusion

Blaser, Martin Missing Microbes

Blastland, Michael Norm Chronicles

Blott, Maggie Pregnancy Day By Day Canadian Edition

Bohajalian, Chris Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands

Bonnett, Alastair Unruly Places

Boog, Jason Born Reading

Boyer, J. Patrick Our Scandalous Senate

Braitman, Laurel Animal Madness

Brantley, Jeffrey Calming Your Angry Mind

Bray, Hiawatha You Are Here

Brescia, George Change Your Clothes Change Your Life

Brierley, Saroo A Long Way Home

Bringhurst, Robert Griffin Poetry Prize 2014 Anthology

Brockman, John Universe

Brown, Bobbi Everything Eyes

Bryden, John Fighting To Lose

Budde, Rob Dreamland Theatre

Burger, Jeff Leonard Cohen on Leonard Cohen

Caine, Alex Angel Dust



Calder, Alison In The Tiger Park

Calder, Laura Paris Express

Callahan, Maureen Champagne Supernovas

Campbell, Hayley Art Of Neil Gaiman

Campbell, T. Colin The Low-Carb Fraud

Carolla, Adam President Me

Catmull, Ed Creativity, Inc.

Chouinard, Yvon Simple Fly Fishing

Clare, Kerry M Word

Clarke, Jane Complete Family Nutrition

Clarke, Stephen Dirtie Bertie

Clinton, Hillary Hillary Rodham Clinton Memoir

Cloud, Henry 10 Things I'll Never Do Again

Coates, Ken What To Consider If You're Considering University

Cobb, Paul The Race for Paradise

Conrad, Ryan Against Equality

Cool Springs The Book of Home How-To

Cornwell, John Dark Box

Coupland, Douglas Kitten Clone

Dafoe, Christopher In Search Of Canada

Dasgupta, Rana Capital

David, Laurie Family Cooks

Davies,  Nick Hack Attack

Davis, Tracey Sammy Davis Jr

Denizet-Lewis, Benoit Travels With Casey

Deuel, Nathan Friday Was The Bomb

Dewitt, David Precious Cargo

Dickie, John Blood Brotherhoods

DK Cat Encyclopedia: The Definitive Visual Guide

DK Science Book

Dodson, Aidan Amarna Sunrise

Doolittle, Robyn Crazy Town

Drezner, Daniel The System Worked

Dudgeon, Piers Maeve Binchy

Dueck, Nathan he'll

Dukan, Pierre Dukan Diet Made Easy

Durie, Jamie Jamie Durie's Edible Garden

Dyer, Serena Don't Die With Your Music Still In You

Easterly, William Tyranny Of Experts

Echols, Damien Yours for Eternity

Edelman, Hope Letters From Motherless Daughters

Edelman, Hope Motherless Daughters

Eldredge, John Killing Lions

Ellenberg, Jordan How Not to Be Wrong

Esposito, Jennifer Jennifer's Way

Falk, Dan Sci Of Shakesp

Fields, Doug 7 Ways to Be Her Hero



Fieri, Guy Guy on Fire

Finlayson, Clive The Improbable Primate

Flowers, Frankie Power Plants

Forrest, Brett Big Fix

Franco, James Directing Herbert White

Gates, Robert M. Duty

Gay, Roxane Bad Feminist

Geist, Bill Good Talk, Dad

Geist, Bill Good Talk, Dad (Large Print Edition)

Gibson, Carrie Empire's Crossroads

Gillespie, Manda Green Mama

Gleeson, Erin The Forest Feast

Goldman, Brian The Secret Language Of Doctors

Goldman, Francisco Interior Circuit

Goldsmith, Martin Alex's Wake

Goodall, Jane Seeds of Hope

Gooseberry-Patch Gooseberry Patch Everyday One-Dish Meals

Gordon, Ariel Stowaways

Gordon, Meryl The Phantom of Fifth Avenue

Granatstein, J.L. The Greatest Victory

Griffiths-Hamilton, E. Build Your Family Bank

Grimm, David Citizen Canine

Groening, Matt Bart Simpson's Manual Of Mischief

Guehenno, Jean Diary of the Dark Years, 1940-1944

Guffey, Ensley Wanna Cook?

Hales, Dianne Mona Lisa

Hall, Andy Denali's Howl

Halper, Daniel Clinton, Inc.

Hamid, Shadi Temptations of Power

Hansen, Randall Disobeying Hitler

Harris, Blake Console Wars

Harris, Dan 10% Happier

Harris, Sam Waking Up

Haxton, Brooks Fading Hearts On The River

Hayes, Bill Hell on Wheels

Healy, Graham Shattered Peloton

Helman, Scott Long Mile Home

Hesthamar, Kari So Long Marianne A Love Story

Heymann, C. David Joe & Marilyn

Hiebert, Luann What Lies Behind

Hincapie, George Loyal Lieutenant

Hobbs, Jeff Short & Tragic Life Of Robert Peace

Hough, Derek Taking The Lead

Hsueh, Shaolan Chineasy

Huffington, Arianna Thrive

Hutchins, Chris Harry

Inglis, Pat Go Barley



Jakes, T.D. Instinct (Large Print Edition)

Jakes, T.D. Instinct

Joffe, Daron Citizen Farmers

Jones, Graham Clickology

Jones, Lloyd Hist Of Silence

Joyce, Sean Arthur Laying the Children's Ghosts to Rest

Judelson, Ira Fixer

Junger, Alejandro Clean Eats

Kaefer, Florence Back To The Red Road

Kaminsky, Peter The Essential New York Times Grilling Cookbook

Kaplan, Gary Total Recovery

Kaplan, Robert Asia's Cauldron

Karas, Jim Ultimate Diet Revolution

Kean, Sam The Tale of the Dueling Neurosurgeons

Kennedy, W.P.M. The Constitution of Canada

Kestin, Janet Darling You Can't Do Both

Kingsbury, Karen Family Of Jesus

Kino-Nda-Niimi Winter We Danced

Kirky, Mandy Love Letters Of The Great War

Knight, Michelle Finding Me

Kohn, Alfie Myth Of The Spoiled Child

Korda, Michael Clouds Of Glory

Korda, Michael Clouds Of Glory Lp

Kotter, John Accelerate

Krissoff, Liana Vegetarian for a New Generation

Kumai, Candice Clean Green Drinks

Kuper, Simon Soccer Men

Kuper, Simon Soccernomics

Kuzemchak, Sally Cooking Light Dinnertime Survival Guide

Kwarteng, Kwasi War and Gold

Lansing, Alfred Endurance

Largo, Michael Big Bad Book Of Botany

Leibovitz, Liel A Broken Hallelujah

Levitin, Daniel The Organized Mind

Levitt, Steven Think Like A Freak

Linton, Magnus Cocaina

Lonely Planet Lonely Planet The World's Best Spicy Food 1st Ed.

Loyd, Alex The Greatest Principle

MacIntyre, Ben A Spy Among Friends

Make-A-Wish Foundation Wish Granted

Mallea, Paula War On Drugs

Malleson, Tom After Occupy

Malone, Michael Intel Trinity

Manfe, Luca My Italian Kitchen

Marshall, Richard Philosophy at 3

Martel, Gordon Jul-14

McCandless, David Knowledge Is Beautiful A Visual



McCarthy, Jenny Belly Laughs 10th Anniversary Edition

McCarthy, Jenny Stirring the Pot

McCullough, David You Are Not Special

McDougal, Dennis Untitled on Bob Dylan

McFate, Sean The Modern Mercenary

McMahon, S.M. Worn Archive

Meyer, Joyce You Can Begin Again (Large Print Edition)

Meyer, Joyce You Can Begin Again

Meyer, Joyce You Can Begin Again

Micklethwait, John The Fourth Revolution

Miller, Judith Miller's Collectibles Hdbk 2014 2015

Miller, Karen Maezen Paradise in Plain Sight

Miller, Mark Pain Don't Hurt

Mills, Marja The Mockingbird Next Door

Moalem, Shar Inheritance

Moore, Tim A Tour of Italy

Moss, Robert The Boy Who Died and Came Back

Nawaz, Zarqa Laughing All The Way To The Mosque

Nelson, Pete Ultimate Treehouse

Nyland, Elizabeth Cooking With Avocados

Ormiston, Rosalind 50 Art Movements You Should Know

Ortberg, John Soul Keeping

Ortner, Jessica Tapping Solution For Weight Loss & Body

Osman, Jheni Lonely Planet The World's Great Wonders 1st Ed.

Owen, Mark No Hero

Paabo, Svante Neanderthal Man

Parker, Jeff Where Bears Roam The Streets

Pasternak, Harley The Body Reset Diet Cookbook

Payne, Kate Hip Girl's Guide To The Kitchen

Phelan, James William Paleo Grilling

Pisani-Ferry, Jean The Euro Crisis and Its Aftermath

Plokhy, Serhii Last Empire

Pope Francis My Door Is Always Open

Popoff, Martin The Big Book of Hair Metal

Poundstone, William Rock Breaks Scissors

Powers, Kevin Letter Composed During a Lull in the Fighting

Pressman, Steven 50 Children

Priestley, Jason Jason Priestley

Przybyszewski, Linda Lost Art Of Dress

Pulde, Alona Forks Over Knives Plan

Purviance, Jamie Weber's Big Book Of Burgers

Rall, Ted After We Kill You We Will Welcome You Back As Honored Guest

Rand, Tom Waking the Frog

Ratey, John Go Wild

Ray, Lisa Lisa Ray Untitled Memoir

Reid, Jordan Ramshackle Glam

Renner, Rona Is That Me Yelling



Renton, Claudia Those Wild Wyndhams

Rhodes, Sonya Alpha Woman Meets Her Match

Rifkin, Jeremy Zero Marginal Cost Socy

Riols, Noreen The Secret Ministry Of Ag. & Fish

Rivera, Mariano The Closer

Rivera, Mariano The Closer (Large Print Edition)

Rivers, Joan Diary of a Mad Diva

Roberts, Robin Everybody's Got Something (Large Print Edition)

Roberts, Robin Everybody's Got Something

Roberts, Robin Everybody's Got Something

Roberts, Sam History Of New York In 101 Objects

Robertson, Courtney I Didn't Come Here To Make Friends

Robertson, Jase Good Call: Reflections on Faith, Family, and Fowl

Robertson, Phil Unphiltered

Robinson, Jeffrey Grace of Monaco

Rosenbaum, Ron Explaining Hitler

Ross, John Enduring Courage

Ross, Rupert Indigenous Healing

Rothfeder, Jeffrey Driving Honda

Rowlinson, Mark Greatest Courses & How To Play Them

Roy, Arundhati Capitalism

Ruhlman, Michael Egg

Russell, Francis 101 Places In Italy A Private Grand Tour

Sakamoto, Mark Forgiveness

Sandford, Robert Wil Flood Forecast

Saunders, George Congratulations By The Way

Sax, David The Tastemakers

Schama, Simon The Story of the Jews

Schulz, Charles The Complete Peanuts

Schwarcz, Joe Is That a Fact?

Scorgie, Lesley-Anne Well Heeled

Scott, Cavan The Official Quotable Dr Who

Scottoline, Lisa Have A Nice Guilt Trip

Selby, Todd Fashionable Selby

Selvin, Joel Here Comes The Night

Seymour, Sasha Coconut Every Day

Shapiro, Shauna L. Mindful Discipline

Shaw, Susan Evans Canadians At War

Sigurdson, Glenn Vikings On A Prairie Ocean

Skyhorse, Brando Take This Man

Smith, Jamie Gray Work

Sobiech, Laura Fly a Little Higher

Somerville, Madelein All You Need Is Less

Soros, George The Tragedy of the European Union

Southern Living What's For Supper

Spelling, C. Candy at Last

Spencer, Lara I Flip for Flea Markets



Spitz, Marc Twee

Stanley, Paul Face The Music

Stein, Johanna How Not To Calm A Child On A Plane

Stewart, Gary Most Dangerous Animal Of All

Stone, Biz Things a Little Bird Told Me

Stoudemire, Amar'e Cooking With Amar'e

Strauss, Neil Game Over

Strauss, Neil Game Over

Sunset Great Outdoors Cookbook

Swift, Earl Auto Biog

Swift, Earl Auto Biography Lp

Taraborrelli, J. Rand The Hiltons (Large Print Edition)

Taraborrelli, J. Rand The Hiltons

Tate, Debra Sharon Tate Recollection

Taylor, Corey A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To Heaven

Telushkin, Joseph Rebbe

Thomas, Dana Gods and Kings

Thompson, Don Supermodel & The Brillo Box

Thorpe, Helen Soldier Girls

Time-Life Everything You Need To Know About The Bible

Time-Life Ww Ii In 500 Photographs

Toone, John Fishin' For Dumbasses

Tormey, Natacha Born Into The Children Of God

Turner, Mark The Origin of Ideas

Unger, Miles J. Michelangelo

Vale, Jason 5lbs In 5 Days

Various Douglas Coupland Everywhere Is Anywhere

Vince, Gaia Adventures in the Anthropocene

Wade, Nicholas A Troublesome Inheritance

Waters, John Carsick

Wawro, Geoffrey Mad Catastrophe

Weems, Scott Ha

Weight Watchers Cook It Fast

Weisberg, Richard H. In Praise of Intransigence

Weiss, Lyssa Skinny Jeans Diet

Wicks, Jackie Cheat System Diet

Williams, Claudia Ted Williams, My Father

Williams, Claudia Ted Williams, My Father Lp

Williamson, Margaux I Could See Everything

Wittig, Ashley Bunner's Bake Shop Cookbook

Wolmar, Christian Iron Road

Wright, Robert Night Canada Stood Still

Yow, David Copycat

Zirin, Dave Brazil's Dance with the Devil



   Nonfiction

 10 Things I'll Never Do Again
10 Things You'll Never Do Again
by Henry Cloud

ISBN: 9781439180549
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 256
Price: $28.99

In this life-changing book, you'll learn ten pathways of success that will help you redirect your mistakes and make way for success--physically, personally,
and spiritually.

Everyone makes mistakes, big and small. Sometimes our mistakes take us down the wrong path and send us spiraling into destructive life patterns, and
sometimes we learn a lesson and never make the same mistake again. But how? How do we recognize our destructive patterns, make new choices, and then
follow through? In Never Go Back, bestselling author Dr. Henry Cloud shares ten doorways to success--and once we walk through these new pathways, we
never go back again. His proven method--based on grace, not guilt--outlines ten common life patterns that sabotage success and lays out clear, concrete steps
you can take to overcome them. You'll see your relationships flourish, your personal life enhanced, and your faith strengthened. Dr. Cloud's powerful
message reveals doorways to understanding--once you enter them, you will get from where you were to where you want to be.With a winning combination
of eternal principles, spiritual wisdom, and modern scientific data, Never Go Back will put your heart in the right place with yourself and with God.

 10% Happier
How I Tamed the Voice in My Head, Reduced Stress Without Losing My Edge, and Found
a Self-Help that Actually Works--A True Story
by Dan Harris

ISBN: 9780062265425
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-28
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

A spiritual book written for--and by--someone who would otherwise never read a spiritual book, 10% Happier is both a deadly serious and seriously funny
look at mindfulness and meditation as the next big public health revolution
Dan Harris always believed the restless, relentless, impossible-to-satisfy voice in his head was one of his greatest assets. How else can you climb the ladder
in an ultra-competitve field like TV news except through nonstop hand-wringing and hypervigilance? For a while, his strategy worked. Harris anchored
national broadcasts, he covered wars. Then he hit hit the skids, entering a downward slide that cuminated in a televised panic attack in front of an audience of
millions.
What happened next was completely unforeseen. Through a bizarre series of events -- involving a disgraced evangelical pastor, a mysterious self-help guru
and a fateful gift from his wife -- Harris stumbled upon something that helped him tame the voice in his head: meditation. At first, he was deeply suspicious.
He had long associated meditation with bearded swamis and unwashed hippies. But when confronted with mounting scientific evidence that just a few
minutes a day can literally rewire the brain for focus, happiness, and reduced reactivity, Harris took a deep dive. He spent years mingling with scientists,
executives and US marines on the front lines of a quiet revolution that has the potential to reshape society. He became a daily meditator, and even found
himself on a ten-day, silent meditation retreat, which was simultaneously the best and worst experience he'd ever had.
But meditation did not transform Harris's life into a parade of rainbows and unicorns. Life's problems still reared their heads. Could he use meditation to
navigate a series of fresh career crises? Is it possible to be "zen" and successful? It's an adventure that ranges from the outer limits of neuroscience to the
inner sanctum of network news to the bizarre fringes of self-help and the result shines a light on what may very well be the next public health revolution.
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 101 Places In Italy A Private Grand Tour

A Private Grand Tour:1001 Unforgettable Works of Art
by Francis Russell

ISBN: 9781908524324
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bitter Lemon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $27.50

"The author has achieved the near impossible... a must-squeeze-into-hand-baggage or the back pack."-  House and Garden  "A minor classic."-  The Times
Literary Supplement  This personal, and wonderfully well-informed, selection of the most rewarding towns, cities, villages, and individual monuments in
Italy is the definitive guidebook for the discerning traveler. The author has been visiting Italy, for study, for work, and for pleasure, for over fifty years, and
is the perfect companion for those who want to know about more than the obvious attractions.As well as comprehensively covering the finest sights in the
major tourist centers of Rome, Florence, Venice, and elsewhere, Francis Russell discusses and describes the neglected, or little-known, masterpieces that are
still to be found the length and breadth of the Italian peninsula. In a book that will educate and astonish the expert as surely as it will guide and inform the
first-time visitor, the author chooses and explores palaces and gardens, city squares and lonely churches, frescoes and altarpieces, great museums and tiny
ruins that together provide a richly textured portrait of a country where the history and patterns of civilization lie more thickly than anywhere else on
earth.This book will immeasurably enhance and enrich the visitor's experience of the most visited country in the world, by virtue of its sensitivity, its
wisdom, and its deep knowledge, and by means of its vivid, eloquent, and entertaining exposition. Francis Russell  was educated at Oxford. He is deputy
chairman of Christies and specializes in Old Master and Italian paintings.

 50 Art Movements You Should Know
From Impressionism to Performance Art
by  Rosalind Ormiston

ISBN: 9783791348803
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Prestel
Pub. Date: 2014-04-25
Pages: 144
Price: $21.95

The latest volume in this beautifully produced and affordable series introduces readers to the major developments in the history of modern art--from Realism
to the New Leipzig School. The story of modern art begins with a revolution--when the realists started rejecting romanticism in favor of depicting life as it
really was. Since that movement began in the mid- 19th century, painters have been rebelling, rethinking, deconstructing, and challenging notions of what art
is. Filled with stunning reproductions of some of the world's greatest masterpieces, this reference book offers a chronological journey through artistic
revolutions. Each movement is presented in a series of informative presentations--a concise definition and description; full-page and smaller detailed color
illustrations; and in-depth profiles of the artists crucial to the style's development. Covering a wide range of movements both familiar and obscure, this
accessible and informative volume is a perfect introduction for readers interested in art's constantly evolving story.
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 50 Children

One Ordinary American Couple's Extraordinary Rescue Mission Into The Heart Of Nazi
Germany
by Steven Pressman

ISBN: 9780062237477
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 320
Price: $33.50

The astonishing and inspiring true story of the 1939 rescue mission of fifty Jewish children from Nazi-occupied Austria to America--the single largest group
of children allowed into the United States during that period--told for the first time in book form.
Two Ordinary Americans
Fifty Innocent Lives
One Unforgettable Journey
In early 1939, few Americans were thinking about the storm clouds gathering in Europe. Nor did they have much sympathy for the growing number of
Jewish families that were increasingly threatened and brutalized by Adolf Hitler's troopers in Germany and Austria. Public opinion polls revealed
overwhelming support for America's rigid immigration laws, which made it virtually impossible for European Jews to seek safe haven in this country.
Neither President Franklin Roosevelt nor Congress was interested in coming to their aid. In fact, anti-semitism was so rampant throughout the United States
that even Jewish community leaders were reluctant to support widescale refugee rescue efforts for fear of fueling an even greater backlash.
Despite all of these challenges, a Jewish couple from Philadelphia decided that something had to be done.
In 1939, Gilbert Kraus was a successful 42-year-old lawyer in Philadelphia, whose business and social life revolved around the city's well-heeled German-
Jewish community. Gilbert's wife, Eleanor, was a 36-year-old beauty with a penchant for stylish cocktail dresses and fashionable feathered hats.
The dramatic events that unfolded next in their lives provide the rich narrative of a never-before-told story of personal courage and triumphant heroism. It is
a story of two ordinary individuals who, at a critical moment in history, rose above themselves to become extraordinary heroes, traveling to Nazi-controlled
Vienna and Berlin in Spr ...

 5lbs In 5 Days
The Juice Detox Diet
by  Jason Vale

ISBN: 9780007555895
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 304
Price: $17.99

Lose at least 5lbs in 5 days with Jason Vale's newest, easiest and most effective juicing programme ever.
Jason Vale aka The Juice Master -- and the man responsible for turning around the lives (and diets) of celebrities and top athletes from around the world -
has designed a brand new programme to reshape and reinvigorate your body in just 5 days. Lose the weight you've always dreamed of without restricting
what you can eat or drink at the weekend.
The culmination of over a decade's worth of research, 5lbs in 5 Days is a new and fresh approach to juicing and the ultimate guide to kickstarting rapid and
healthy weight loss, boosting your energy levels and motivation, and maintaining optimum health.
Follow Jason's plan and you'll lose at least 5lbs in 5 days (the average is actually 7lbs) and be recharged on both a physical and a mental level.
Packed full of recipes and tips for getting started, it's simple to start and straightforward to follow. Start juicing today!
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 7 Ways to Be Her Hero

The One Your Wife Has Been Waiting For
by  Doug Fields

ISBN: 9780849920561
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 208
Price: $17.50

A book that talks to guys in the way guys talk!
"This book should storm into your living room, demand an audience, and become every husband's best friend!"
--Rick Warren, pastor and New York Times best-selling author of The Purpose Driven Life
"I love Doug Fields! I love how he lives, how he writes, how he makes me laugh, and how he challenges me to grow. You will too. Men, read this book and
improve your marriage!"
--Lee Strobel, New York Times best-selling author
Having a pulse is all it really takes to fall in love. Staying in love is another matter; staying in love requires a plan and some learned skills. 
"My primary audience for this book is guys (sorry, sneaky ladies)," says author Doug Fields. "I am writing in a way that most men seem to talk and learn."
In 7 Ways to Be Her Hero Fields gives, quite candidly, seven very doable actions to transform any marital relationship, guaranteed. It also includes a bonus
chapter for guys to read with their wives. So if you want to understand some simple ways to invest in your marriage and be your wife's hero (again), this is
the plan!

 Accelerate
Building Strategic Agility for a Faster-Moving World
by  John P Kotter

ISBN: 9781625271747
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Harvard Business Review Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 224
Price: $28.00

Based on the award-winning article in Harvard Business Review, from global leadership expert John Kotter. It's a familiar scene in organizations today: a
new competitive threat or a big opportunity emerges. You quickly create a strategic initiative in response and appoint your best people to make change
happen. And it does-but not fast enough. Or effectively enough. Real value gets lost and, ultimately, things drift back to the default status.Why is this
scenario so frequently repeated in industries and organizations across the world? In the groundbreaking new book Accelerate  (XLR8), leadership and
change management expert, and best-selling author, John Kotter provides a fascinating answer-and a powerful new framework for competing and winning in
a world of constant turbulence and disruption.Kotter explains how traditional organizational hierarchies evolved to meet the daily demands of running an
enterprise. For most companies, the hierarchy is the singular operating system at the heart of the firm. But the reality is, this system simply is not built for an
environment where change has become the norm.  Kotter advocates a new system-a second, more agile, network-like structure that operates in concert  with
the hierarchy to create what he calls a "dual operating system"-one that allows companies to capitalize on rapid-fire strategic challenges and still make their
numbers. Accelerate  (XLR8) vividly illustrates the five core principles underlying the new network system, the eight Accelerators that drive it, and how
leaders must create urgency in others through role modeling. And perhaps most crucial, the book reveals how the best companies focus and align their
people's energy and urgency around what Kotter calls the big opportunity.If you're a pioneer, a leader who knows that bold change is necessary to survive
and thrive in an ever-changing world, this book will help you accelerate into a better, more profitable future.
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 Adventures in the Anthropocene

A Journey to the Heart of the Planet We Made
by  Gaia Vince

ISBN: 9780701187347
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 448
Price: $34.99

Lively, illuminating explanation of new scientific term 'the Anthropocene -- the age of man -- through the stories of people living on its frontline 
     Scientists are agreed that we are at the start of a new epoch, called the Anthropocene, the first to be defined and determined by only one organim -- man. 
     We all know our planet is in crisis, and it''s our fault. But all too often it''s hard to get a full picture of what''s really going on, what it all means, from all
the facts and stats. So Gaia Vince, news editor of the science journal Nature, decided to travel the world to see for herself what life is really like for people on
the frontline of this new age. 
     Gaia found people doing the most extraordinary things. Take the man who is making artificial glaciers in Nepal, for example, or the one who''s painting
mountains white to attract snowfall; take the electrified reefs of the Maldives; or the man who''s making islands out of rubbish in the Caribbean. These are
ordinary people who are solving severe crises in crazy, ingenious, effective ways. These wonderful stories, combined with the new science that underpins
Gaia''s expertise and research, make for a persuasive, illuminating - and very hopeful - read about what the Anthropocene means for all of us and how we are
to survive the coming centuries.

 After Occupy
Economic Democracy for the 21st Century
by  Tom Malleson

ISBN: 9780199330102
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-21
Pages: 304
Price: $32.95

These days, it is easy to be cynical about democracy. Even though there are more democratic societies now (119 and counting) than ever before, skeptics can
point to low turnouts in national elections, the degree to which money corrupts the process, and the difficulties of mass participation in complex systems as
just a few reasons the system is flawed. The Occupy movement in 2011 proved that there is an emphatic dissatisfaction with the current state of affairs,
particularly with the economy, but, ultimately, it failed to produce any coherent vision for social change. So what should progressives be working toward?
What should the economic vision be for the 21st century?     After Occupy boldly argues that democracy should not just be a feature of political institutions,
but of economic institutions as well. In fact, despite the importance of the economy in democratic societies, there is very little about it that is democratic.
Questioning whether the lack of democracy in the economy might be unjust, Tom Malleson scrutinizes workplaces, the market, and financial and investment
institutions to consider the pros and cons of democratizing each. He considers examples of successful efforts toward economic democracy enacted across the
globe, from worker cooperatives in Spain to credit unions and participatory budgeting measures in Brazil and questions the feasibility of expanding each.    
The book offers the first comprehensive and radical vision for democracy in the economy, but it is far from utopian. Ultimately, After Occupy offers
possibility, demonstrating in a remarkably tangible way that when political democracy evolves to include economic democracy, our societies will have a
chance of meaningful equality for all.
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 After We Kill You We Will Welcome You Back As Honored Guest

Unembedded in Afghanistan
by Ted Rall

ISBN: 9780809023400
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 240
Price: $30.00

An unflinching account-in words and pictures-of America's longest war by our most outspoken graphic journalistTed Rall traveled deep into Afghanistan-
without embedding himself with U.S. soldiers, without insulating himself with flak jackets and armored SUVs-where no one else would go (except, of
course, Afghans).     He made two long trips: the first in the wake of 9/11,&nbspand&nbspthe next ten years later to see what a decade&nbspof U.S.
occupation had wrought. On the first trip, he shouted his dispatches into a satellite phone provided by a Los Angeles radio station, attempting to explain that
the booming in the background-and sometimes the foreground-were the sounds of an all-out war that no one at home would entirely own up to. Ten years
later, the alternative newspapers and radio station that had financed his first trip could no longer afford to send him into harm's way, so he turned to
Kickstarter to fund a groundbreaking effort to publish online a real-time blog of graphic journalism (essentially, a nonfiction comic) documenting what was
really happening on the ground, filed daily by satellite.      The result of this intrepid reporting is  After We Kill You, We Will Welcome You Back as
Honored Guests -a singular account of one determined journalist's effort to bring the realities of life in twenty-first-century Afghanistan to the world in the
best way he knows how: a mix of travelogue, photography, and award-winning comics.

 Against Equality
Queer Revolution, Not Mere Inclusion
by Ryan Conrad

ISBN: 9781849351843
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: AK Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 200
Price: $16.50

When "rights" go wrong.    -  Does gay marriage support the right-wing goal of linking access to basic human rights like health care and economic security to
an inherently conservative tradition?   -  Will the ability of queers to fight in wars of imperialism help liberate and empower LGBT people around the world?
  -  Does hate-crime legislation affirm and strengthen historically anti-queer institutions like the police and prisons rather than dismantling them?&nbspThe
Against Equality collective asks some hard questions. These queer thinkers, writers, and artists are committed to undermining a stunted conception of
"equality." In this powerful book, they challenge mainstream gay and lesbian struggles for inclusion in elitist and inhumane institutions. More than a critique,
 Against Equality   seeks to reinvigorate the queer political imagination with fantastic possibility! "In an era when so much of the lesbian and gay movement
seems to echo the rhetoric of the mainstream Establishment, the work of Against Equality is an important provocation and corrective... . I hope this book is
read widely, particularly by the people who will most disagree with it; in the tradition of the great political pamphleteers, this collection should spark debate
around some of the key issues for our movement." -Dennis Altman, author of  Homosexual: Oppression & Liberation   "Against Equality &nbspissues a
radical call for social transformation. Against and beyond the "holy trinity" of pragmatic gay politics-marriage, militarism, and prison-the queer and trans
voices archived in this collection offer a radical left critique of neoliberalism, capitalism, and state oppression. In a format accessible and enlivening, equally
at home in the classroom and on the street, this book keeps our political imaginations alive. Prepare to be challenged, educated, and inspired." -Margot
Weiss, author of  Techniques of Pleasure
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 Alex's Wake

A Voyage of Betrayal and a Journey of Remembrance
by Martin Goldsmith

ISBN: 9780306823220
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 352
Price: $28.50

Alex's Wake  is a tale of two parallel journeys undertaken seven decades apart. In the spring of 1939, Alex and Helmut Goldschmidt were two of more than
900 Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi Germany aboard the St. Louis, "the saddest ship afloat" ( New York Times ). Turned away from Cuba, the United States,
and Canada, the St. Louis  returned to Europe, a stark symbol of the world's indifference to the gathering Holocaust. The Goldschmidts disembarked in
France, where they spent the next three years in six different camps before being shipped to their deaths in Auschwitz.In the spring of 2011, Alex's grandson,
Martin Goldsmith, followed in his relatives' footsteps on a six-week journey of remembrance and hope, an irrational quest to reverse their fate and bring
himself peace. Alex's Wake  movingly recounts the detailed histories of the two journeys, the witnesses Martin encounters for whom the events of the past
are a vivid part of a living present, and an intimate, honest attempt to overcome a tormented family legacy.

 All You Need Is Less
The Eco-friendly Guide to Guilt-Free Green Living and Stress-Free Simplicity
by  Madelein Somerville

ISBN: 9781936740796
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Cleis Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 232
Price: $20.95

Most eco-friendly books start with terror-inducing lists of the carcinogenic chemicals you are liberally slathering all over every single surface in your house,
painting most people as unwitting eco-villains, happily Lysol-ing their way straight to hell. Well, readers can just relax and unpack the (plastic) bags - no
guilt trips today! All You Need is Less  is about realistically adopting an eco-friendly lifestyle without either losing your mind from soul-destroying guilt or
becoming a preachy know-it-all whom everyone loathes. It's all gotten kind of complicated, hasn't it?This whole eco-friendly thing seems to have devolved
into a horrific cycle of guilt, shaming, and one-upping, and as a result people are becoming exhausted. It doesn't have to be this way. It is possible to take
baby steps towards a more Earth-friendly lifestyle without stress, guilt, or judgmental eco-shaming. Top eco-blogger Madeleine Somerville is here with
really original ideas on how to save money and the planet. Her ideas are even fun! Somerville has emerged as the voice of reason on urban homesteading that
is stress-free, sanity-based, and above all do-able.
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 Alpha Woman Meets Her Match

How Today's Strong Women Can Find Love and Happiness Without Settling
by Sonya Rhodes

ISBN: 9780062309839
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

For all the professional women who bought Lean In, a liberating, straight-talking guide to dating that reassures successful modern women that they can find
the right guy and get married without having to change or settle...and then tells them how to do it.
Good news! Today' professional women can be just as successful at love and marriage as they are in their careers!
With more women than men graduating from college and graduate schools, and the number of female breadwinners rising steadily, it's clear that the we're in
a time of massive social transformation-with women leading the charge. Unfortunately, these amazingly successful women are told in increasingly alarmist
ways that success will always spell doom for their love life and chances of marriage and family, despite plentiful statistical evidence to the contrary (for
example: 79% of college educated women will marry-the exact same percentage as women without a college education, plus college educated women who
marry after age 25 have the lowest rate of divorce.)
Dr. Sonya Rhodes tells women not to believe the negative hype. Today's Alpha women-the ambitious, self-assured career women-don't need to settle for Mr.
Good Enough. They won't wind up lonely spinsters just because they work hard and didn't get married right out of college. But she does affirm what Sheryl
Sanberg tells women in Lean In: The most important decision a woman can make to assure success in both her personal and professional life is finding the
right partner. And then Dr. Sonya tells these women how to do it.
Dr. Sonya routinely sees Alpha women as a therapist. Their romantic lives are frequently sidetracked by counter-productive search for their counterpart, the
Alpha man. And he is usually the wrong man for her. According to Dr. Sonya, Alpha women should look past the overly competitive, domineering Alpha
males to find a man who's in touch with his inner Beta qualities-someone ...

 Amarna Sunrise
Egypt from Golden Age to Age of Heresy
by  Aidan Dodson

ISBN: 9789774166334
Binding: Hardback 
Series: American University in Cairo Press
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-29
Pages: 288
Price: $32.95

Aims to set the reign of Akhenaten in its full historical context, by providing a narrative account of the history of Egypt from the end of the reign of
Amenhotep II to the high point of the reign of Akhenaten, highlighting the threads that led to the establishment of the latter's monotheistic cult of the Aten.
While written as a stand-alone work, it will also act as a "prequel" to the same author's Amarna Sunset, published by AUC Press in 2009.

 Angel Dust
From Hells Angels to Businessmen Bikers
by  Alex Caine

ISBN: 9780670067084
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 304
Price: $30.00

A follow-up to Alex Caine's bestselling Befriend and Betray and the third in his trilogy about big biker gangs, Angel Dust focuses on the Hells Angels. The
Angels have built an empire, starting from their days as saddle tramps riding Harleys to becoming multi-millionaires driving high-end SUVs. The
organization has moved deeper and deeper into legitimate business, particularly in the entertainment industry, real estate, currency exchange, and online
gambling and pornography. Though much has been previously written about the Hells Angels, no author to date has had Caine's combination of experience
as an undercover agent and his extensive contacts within gangs and law enforcement.
Caine delves into this meteoric ascent and the consequences it has had for the Angels as they transform themselves from outlaw bikers into a new mafia.
Using his contacts in domestic and international police forces and Interpol, Caine exposes the inner workings of the club, shows what it's become, and what
is on the gang's horizon.
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 Animal Madness

How Anxious Dogs, Compulsive Parrots, and Elephants in Recovery Help Us Understand
Ourselves
by Laurel Braitman

ISBN: 9781451627008
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 384
Price: $32.00

For the first time, a historian of science draws evidence from across the world to show how humans and other animals are astonishingly similar when it
comes to their feelings and the ways in which they lose their minds.

Charles Darwin developed his evolutionary theories by looking at physical differences in Galapagos finches and fancy pigeons. Alfred Russell Wallace
investigated a range of creatures in the Malay Archipelago. Laurel Braitman got her lessons closer to home--by watching her dog. Oliver snapped at flies that
only he could see, ate Ziploc bags, towels, and cartons of eggs. He suffered debilitating separation anxiety, was prone to aggression, and may even have
attempted suicide. Her experience with Oliver forced Laurel to acknowledge a form of continuity between humans and other animals that, first as a biology
major and later as a PhD student at MIT, she'd never been taught in school. Nonhuman animals can lose their minds. And when they do, it often looks a lot
like human mental illness. Thankfully, all of us can heal. As Laurel spent three years traveling the world in search of emotionally disturbed animals and the
people who care for them, she discovered numerous stories of recovery: parrots that learn how to stop plucking their feathers, dogs that cease licking their
tails raw, polar bears that stop swimming in compulsive circles, and great apes that benefit from the help of human psychiatrists. How do these animals
recover? The same way we do: with love, with medicine, and above all, with the knowledge that someone understands why we suffer and what can make us
feel better. After all of the digging in the archives of museums and zoos, the years synthesizing scientific literature, and the hours observing dog parks,
wildlife encounters, and amusement parks, Laurel found that understanding the emotional distress of animals can help us better understand ourselves.

 Archie 1000 Page Comics Explosion
by  Superstars Archie

ISBN: 9781619889392
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Archie 1000 Page Digests
Publisher: Archie Comic Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 1000
Price: $15.99

ARCHIE 1000 PAGE COMICS EXPLOSION is the latest volume of the biggest Archie graphic novels ever, featuring over 100 full-color stories in a format
akin to the hugely popular Archie Digest series at an amazing price. Designed for mass market and book venues looking for higher price points, high volume
and high value, such as warehouse clubs and book fairs.

This volume collects 1000 pages of iconic Archie comic stories, featuring the same mix of wild humor, awkward charm and genuine relatability that has kept
Archie and the gang popular with kids and families for over 70 years.

Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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 Art Of Neil Gaiman

A Visual Biography
by Hayley Campbell

ISBN: 9780062248565
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 320
Price: $49.50

With unprecedented access to Gaiman's personal archives, author Hayley Campbell with full cooperation from Neil , tells the story of Neil's life and his art in
gorgeous color.
With characters like Coraline and the Sandman to his name, Neil Gaiman is one of the best-loved authors in the world today, a creative force in comics,
fiction, and the movies and TV, a serial award-winner, and a social media phenomenon whose every work is a guaranteed number-one bestseller.
His passionate following of fans numbers millions, but few know the story of how he became the worldwide star he is today, or the private side of the many
creative collaborations that have consistently inspired others to produce some of their best work.
The Art of Neil Gaiman changes all this--told in Neil's own words and enriched with visuals from his own archive. Author Hayley Campbell brilliantly
evokes the literary and comics scene of 1980s London and places pop culture milestones in the context of a busy, multistranded creative life--making sense
of Gaiman's diverse career, relating it to his storytelling gifts, his talent for being in the right place at the right time, and his passionate drive to--as he himself
has put it--"Make Good Art."
His millions of fans will learn how a jobbing book reviewer became a cultural phenomen. They will get the inside track on Gaiman's successful
collaborations with artists, musicians, and film makers. They will discover surprising visuals from Neil's personal archive, including first drafts, poems,
sketches, and previously unseen art form his collaborators.
This gorgeous book will be much coveted by the millions of fans worldwide who eagerly await Gaiman's next creative endeavor.
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   Nonfiction
 Asia's Cauldron

The South China Sea and the End of a Stable Pacific
by  Robert D Kaplan

ISBN: 9780812994322
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 256
Price: $31.00

From Robert D. Kaplan, named one of the world's Top 100 Global Thinkers by Foreign Policy magazine, comes a penetrating look at the volatile region that
will dominate the future of geopolitical conflict.
  
 Over the last decade, the center of world power has been quietly shifting from Europe to Asia. With oil reserves of several billion barrels, an estimated nine
hundred trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and several centuries' worth of competing territorial claims, the South China Sea in particular is a simmering pot of
potential conflict. The underreported military buildup in the area where the Western Pacific meets the Indian Ocean means that it will likely be a hinge point
for global war and peace for the foreseeable future.
  
 In Asia's Cauldron, Robert D. Kaplan offers up a vivid snapshot of the nations surrounding the South China Sea, the conflicts brewing in the region at the
dawn of the twenty-first century, and their implications for global peace and stability. One of the world's most perceptive foreign policy experts, Kaplan
interprets America's interests in Asia in the context of an increasingly assertive China. He explains how the region's unique geography fosters the growth of
navies but also impedes aggression. And he draws a striking parallel between China's quest for hegemony in the South China Sea and the United States'
imperial adventure in the Caribbean more than a century ago.
  
 To understand the future of conflict in East Asia, Kaplan argues, one must understand the goals and motivations of its leader ...

 Auto Biog
A Classic Car, an Outlaw Motorhead, and 57 Years of the American Dream
by Earl Swift

ISBN: 9780062282668
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $33.50

Award-winning author Earl Swift follows an outlaw-genius auto mechanic through the restoration of a classic 1957 Chevy, as it's reborn from a rusted-out
wreck to a glorious, chromed work of American art ... all while the FBI and local law enforcement close in. Part Shop Class as Soulcraft and Zen and the Art
of Motorcycle Maintenance, part Orchid Thief: a wise, funny, and captivating tale, brilliantly told.
Tommy Arney has biceps as big as most men's thighs, knuckles roughened by wrench-turning and blunt-force trauma, some self-applied tattoos and more
than a few scars. A grade-school dropout, he's the owner of Moyock Muscle: a glorified junkyard, where four-hundred old cars litter five scrubby acres in
eastern North Carolina. For Tommy, these cars aren't just scraps waiting to be dismantled for cash. They're archeological artifacts, fossils of the twentieth-
century American experience, of a place and a people utterly devoted to the automobile and changed by it in uncountable ways. To him, they're history. But
to his town, they're trash. And so when he acquires a classic '57 Chevy in terrible shape and promises to return it to its full glory, he starts on a journey that
could restore his financial solvency and respect in his community, as well as save his business from the town officials and creditors who seek to destroy him.
In tracing the ownership of the Chevy from its original owner down to Tommy, Earl Swift's multifaceted story charts the fortunes of middle-class American
experience from the mid-fifties to the present. Swift will intersperse his progressive biography of the iconic Chevy, with an in-depth exploration of its
thirteenth-and final-owner, Tommy Arney, a man who himself was written off as unsalvageable. Under pressure from his creditors, the FBI, county officials,
and his own unbridled volatility, Tommy struggles to keep Moyock Muscle and to restore the Chevy, which, if completed well, could be his ticket to a new
life. A very motley cast of associates--including an ex-exotic dancer who is now his business manager, and an alcoholic handyman who lives in a two-room
shack on the Moyock Muscle prope ...
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   Nonfiction
 Auto Biography Lp

A Classic Car, an Outlaw Motorhead, and 57 Years of the American Dream
by  Earl Swift

ISBN: 9780062326959
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 320
Price: $33.50

Award-winning author Earl Swift follows an outlaw-genius auto mechanic through the restoration of a classic 1957 Chevy, as it's reborn from a rusted-out
wreck to a glorious, chromed work of American art ... all while the FBI and local law enforcement close in. Part Shop Class as Soulcraft and Zen and the Art
of Motorcycle Maintenance, part Orchid Thief: a wise, funny, and captivating tale, brilliantly told.
Tommy Arney has biceps as big as most men's thighs, knuckles roughened by wrench-turning and blunt-force trauma, some self-applied tattoos and more
than a few scars. A grade-school dropout, he's the owner of Moyock Muscle: a glorified junkyard, where four-hundred old cars litter five scrubby acres in
eastern North Carolina. For Tommy, these cars aren't just scraps waiting to be dismantled for cash. They're archeological artifacts, fossils of the twentieth-
century American experience, of a place and a people utterly devoted to the automobile and changed by it in uncountable ways. To him, they're history. But
to his town, they're trash. And so when he acquires a classic '57 Chevy in terrible shape and promises to return it to its full glory, he starts on a journey that
could restore his financial solvency and respect in his community, as well as save his business from the town officials and creditors who seek to destroy him.
In tracing the ownership of the Chevy from its original owner down to Tommy, Earl Swift's multifaceted story charts the fortunes of middle-class American
experience from the mid-fifties to the present. Swift will intersperse his progressive biography of the iconic Chevy, with an in-depth exploration of its
thirteenth-and final-owner, Tommy Arney, a man who himself was written off as unsalvageable. Under pressure from his creditors, the FBI, county officials,
and his own unbridled volatility, Tommy struggles to keep Moyock Muscle and to restore the Chevy, which, if completed well, could be his ticket to a new
life. A very motley cast of associates--including an ex-exotic dancer who is now his business manager, and an alcoholic handyman who lives in a two-room
shack on the Moyock Muscle prope ...

 Babygate
How to Survive Pregnancy and Parenting in the Workplace
by Dina Bakst

ISBN: 9781558618619
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Feminist Press at CUNY,The
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 320
Price: $20.99

"Any mother-to-be who buys 'What to Expect When You're Expecting'  should pick up a copy of 'Babygate'. It offers indispensable advice to allow working
parents to stay on the job and is a blueprint for change in the coming work-family revolution."-Anne-Marie Slaughter, author of 'Why Women Still Can't
Have It All' "A Better Balance, one of the outstanding defenders of parents' legal rights in the United States, has given us an indispensable guide with
'Babygate'. No new parent should leave the hospital without it!"-Ann Crittenden, Pulitzer Prize nominee and author of 'The Price of Motherhood' "If you're a
working parent, you need 'Babygate' -an invaluable and humane guide for expecting and new parents about their legal and economic rights in the American
workplace."-Katrina vanden Heuvel, publisher of the 'Nation' In 'Babygate', three legal experts share practical tips, real-life stories from moms and dads, and
key legal information to spotlight the protections expecting and new parents have (and don't have) in the workplace. This step-by-step guide covers
everything from morning sickness to maternity leave to confronting discrimination on the job. Includes quizzes, charts, checklists, sample letters to
employers, and a comprehensive breakdown of individual state laws on pregnancy, parenthood, and the workplace. Dina Bakst , Phoebe Taubman , and
Elizabeth Gedmark  are attorneys for A Better Balance, a legal center created to advance the rights of pregnant women and caregivers in the American
workplace.
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   Nonfiction
 Back To The Red Road

by Florence Kaefer

ISBN: 9781927575376
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Caitlin Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-16
Pages: 224
Price: $24.95

In June 1967, Norway House Indian Residential School of Manitoba closed its doors after a somewhat questionable past. In 1954, when Florence Kaefer was
just nineteen, she accepted a job as a teacher at Norway House. Unaware of the difficult conditions the students were enduring, Florence and her fellow
teachers nurtured a school full of lonely and homesick young children. After a few years, Florence moved to Vancouver Island with her new husband where
she continued to teach, thinking often of the children of Norway House. Many years later, after the death of her husband, Florence unexpectedly reconnected
with one of her Norway House students, Edward Gamblin. Edward had been only five when he was brought to Norway House and Florence remembered
him as a shy and polite young boy. Leaving the school at sixteen, Edward faced some challenges in a world that was both hostile and unfamiliar to him. But
Edward found success and solace in his career as a musician, writing songs about the many political issues facing Aboriginal people in Canada. On a trip to
Manitoba, Florence discovered Edward's music. She was captivated by his voice, but shocked to hear him singing about the abuse he and the other children
had been subjected to at Norway House. Motivated to apologize on behalf of the school and her colleagues, Florence contacted Edward. "Yes, I remember
you and I accept your apology," Edward told her. "Reconciliation will not be one grand, finite act. It will be a multitude of small acts and gestures played out
between individuals." The story of their personal reconciliation is both heartfelt and heartbreaking as Edward begins to share his painful truths with his
family, Florence and the media. Three years after Edward's death in in 2010, Florence has continued to advocate for truth and reconciliation. BACK TO THE
RED ROAD is more than one man's story: it is the story of our nation and how healing can begin, one friendship, one apology at a time.

 Bad Feminist
Essays
by Roxane Gay

ISBN: 9780062282712
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 304
Price: $19.99

A collection of essays spanning politics, cultural criticism, and feminism from one of the most-watched young critics of her generation and Salon columnist,
co-editor of PANK, and contributor to Best American Short Stories, The Rumpus, and several other publications.
"I am mortified by my music choices.
I care what people think.
Pink is my favorite color. I used to say my favorite color was black to be cool, but it is pink--all shades of pink. I read Vogue, and I'm not doing it ironically
though it might seem that way. I once live-tweeted the September issue."
In these essays, Roxane Gay takes us through the journey of her evolution as a woman (see: Sweet Valley High, fat camp) of color (see: her experience being
Haitian-American, The Help) while also taking readers on a ride through culture of the last few years (Girls, Django in Chains) and commenting on the state
of feminism today (abortion, Chris Brown). The portrait that emerges is not only one of an incredibly insightful woman continually growing to understand
herself, but also one of our culture.
Bad Feminist is a sharp, funny, and spot-on look at the ways in which the culture we consume becomes who we are, and an inspiring call-to-arms of all the
ways we still have to do better.
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   Nonfiction
 Bart Simpson's Manual Of Mischief

by Matt Groening

ISBN: 9781608873104
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Vault of Simpsonology
Publisher: Palace Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 64
Price: $27.50

Absolutely bursting with tips and tricks to help readers develop their inner pranksters.Bart Simpson is truly the unrivaled master of mischief. Amateur
pranksters around the world take their tips and learn their tricks from Bart, the sneakiest of sneaks. The nightmare of every sister and the destroyer of a calm
composure for every grown-up, this clever kid knows how to push everyone's buttons and get away with it all. Now Bart shares his mischievous secrets with
the world, from the contents of the perfect spy kit to the ideal methods of agonizing annoyance. Packed to thebrim with inserts and special features, including
removable "Sneaky Hall of Fame" cards and a booklet on the complete art of the prank phone call, Bart Simpson's Manual of Mischief  includes everything
readers need to become a true technician of trouble. This is the second installment in the Vault of Simpsonology  series and a follow-up to the wildly popular
Homer Simpson's Little Book of Laziness.

 Belly Laughs 10th Anniversary Edition
The Naked Truth about Pregnancy and Childbirth
by Jenny Mccarthy

ISBN: 9780738217673
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 192
Price: $16.50

THE RUNAWAY NATIONAL BESTSELLER Revealing the naked truth about the tremendous joys, the excruciating pains, and the inevitable
disfigurement that go along with pregnancy, Jenny McCarthy tells you what you can  really  expect when you're expecting! From morning sickness and
hormonal rage, to hemorrhoids, granny panties, pregnant sex, and the torture and sweet relief that is delivery,  Belly Laughs  is must-read comic relief for
anyone who is pregnant, has ever been pregnant, is trying to get pregnant, or, indeed, has ever been born!

 Big Bad Book Of Botany
The World's Most Fascinating Flora
by Michael Largo

ISBN: 9780062282750
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 464
Price: $23.99

From the author of The Big, Bad Book of Beasts and Final Exits, a one-of-a-kind compendium of the world's most amazing plants, as well their curious
human history and lore.
Where did the world's first tree grow? What is the world's deadliest plant (hint: it's more poisonous than a cobra!). What's the secret of a person with a "green
thumb"-can some plants actually communicate telepathically? Do you know which came first-the flower or the bee? What prehistoric plant actually
"walked," and what other weird and wonderful means of locomotion do plants employ to overcome their normally stationary existence?
Discover the folklore associated with the world's most fascinating plants, from those so rare they were once more valuable than gold, to those of ancient
mythology, supposedly imbued with magical abilities (like the power to turn a person to stone). In The Big, Bad Book of Botany, Michael Largo (author of
The Big, Bad Book of Beasts and Final Exits) tells of plant recipes used by sorcerers and assassins to kill kings, and of botanical concoctions to revive the
dead; he also recounts the astonishing properties of certain plants to cure and heal, many of which have long since been forgotten by modern medicine.
Learn, too, of the intriguing history and transformations vegetables and fruits have experienced over years of agricultural development, and of the journeys
they take from farm to supermarket. In a winning A-to-Z format, The Big, Bad Book of Botany combines the latest in biological data with bizarre facts about
the plant kingdom's oddest species, creating an expansive and endlessly captivating book that will forever transform the way readers look at the vast
greenness of planet Earth.
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   Nonfiction
 The Big Book of Hair Metal

The Illustrated Oral History of Heavy Metal's Debauched Decade
by  Martin Popoff

ISBN: 9780760345467
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Voyageur Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-15
Pages: 224
Price: $33.00

In the 1980s, heavy metal went mainstream. The dark themes and brain-busting riffage of bands like Black Sabbath and Deep Purple suddenly fell out of
favor--replaced by a new legion of metalheads whose themes of girls, partying, girls, drugs, and girls were presented amid shredding solos and power ballads
and who were, for some reason, more acceptable to the masses. In this ultimate guide to the subgenre, acclaimed heavy-metal journalist Martin Popoff
examines hair metal in an all-encompassing oral history jacked up by a kaleidoscope of outrageous and previously unpublished quotes, anecdotes, photos,
and memorabilia. The Big Book of Hair Metal features the observations of dozens of musicians, producers, promoters, label execs, and hanger-ons in
examining hair metal's rise and fall as well as all the bands that kept Aqua Net in business through the Reagan recession: Twisted Sister, Bon Jovi, Poison,
MÃ¶tley CrÃ¼e, Ratt, Warrant, Great White, Whitesnake, Cinderella, Vixen, Skid Row, L.A. Guns, Guns N' Roses, and dozens more. In crafting a narrative
of hair metal, Popoff also examines the factors that contributed to the movement's rise (including MTV, Reagan's "morning in America," and a general move
toward prudish morals); the bands that inspired it (the Sweet, New York Dolls, Alice Cooper, and KISS, for a start); and the scenes that nurtured it (the
Sunset Strip, anyone?). The ride finally ended circa 1991, when hair metal was replaced by grunge, but what a ride it was. Here it is in all of its primped-up
glory.
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   Nonfiction
 Big Fix

The Hunt For The Match Fixers Bringing Down Soccer
by Brett Forrest

ISBN: 9780062308078
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 304
Price: $33.50

Game of Shadows meets Among the Thugs in this true-to-life crime thriller about the fixing of international soccer matches, which will shock the reader in
its scope and granular detail of this $15 billion industry, while breaking news about match fixing's connection to the highest levels of the game including the
English Premiership, UEFA Champions League, and the World Cup--with which publication of The Dark Game will be coinciding in 2014.
In February the director of Europol, the European Union's law enforcement agency, shocked the world when he announced that 700 international soccer
matches had been fixed since 2008, including World Cup games and several in the UK, with an Asian criminal syndicate pulling the strings of a $15
billion/year industry. The announcement was unprecedented in the history of team sports, let alone the world's most popular sport; but last year government
authorities in 50 countries--representing nearly a quarter of FIFA's 209 members--opened match-fixing investigations, and immediately banned 51 players,
officials, and referees from all over the world. The Dark Game is poised to bring us into the underworld of one of organized crime's most profitable
businesses.
One year ago, on assignment for ESPN The Magazine, investigative journalist Brett Forrest sat across the table in a Singapore cafÃ© from one of the biggest
match fixers in the world. He explained to Brett how easily he and his colleagues have arranged the outcomes of soccer matches in every corner of the world.
He described "ghost matches," games that never took place, but were listed by international betting agencies; how he had arranged matches between phony
national teams comprised of players taken off the street; andcorrupted stadium technicians who turned off the game lights once the desired result had been
achieved. The fixer planned to arrange this summer's Gold Cup, on U.S. soil, and hinted that the World Cup final match itself was not immune to
manipulation. Although it has never been implicated, even the U.S. men's  ...

 Blood Brotherhoods
A History of Italy's Three Mafias
by  John Dickie

ISBN: 9781610394277
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Public Affairs
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 800
Price: $37.99

MAFIA. CAMORRA. 'NDRANGHETA.The Sicilian mafia, known as Cosa Nostra, is far from being Italy's only dangerous criminal fraternity. The country
hosts two other major mafias: the camorra from Naples; and, from the poor and isolated region of Calabria, the mysterious 'ndrangheta, which has now risen
to become the most powerful mob group active today.Since they emerged, the mafias have all corrupted Italy's institutions, drastically curtailed the life-
chances of its citizens, evaded justice, and set up their own self-interested meddling as an alternative to the courts. Yet each of these brotherhoods has its
own methods, its own dark rituals, its own style of ferocity. Each is uniquely adapted to corrupt and exploit its own specific environment, as it collaborates
with, learns from, and goes to war with the other mafias.Today, the shadow of organized crime hangs over a country racked by debt, political paralysis, and
widespread corruption. The 'ndrangheta controls much of Europe's wholesale cocaine trade and, by some estimates, 3 percent of Italy's total GDP. Blood
Brotherhoods  traces the origins of this national malaise back to Italy's roots as a united country in the nineteenth century, and shows how political violence
incubated underworld sects among the lemon groves of Palermo, the fetid slums of Naples, and the harsh mountain villages of Calabria. Blood Brotherhoods 
is a book of breathtaking ambition, tracing for the first time the interlocking story of all three mafias from their origins to the present day. John Dickie is
recognized in Italy as one of the foremost historians of organized crime. In these pages, he blends archival detective work, passionate narrative, and shrewd
analysis to bring a unique criminal ecosystem-and the three terrifying criminal brotherhoods that have evolved within it-to life on the page.
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   Nonfiction
 The Body Reset Diet Cookbook

150 Recipes to Power Your Metabolism, Blast Fat, and Shed Pounds in 15 Days
by  Harley Pasternak

ISBN: 9780143190868
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 224
Price: $25.00

Whether you're looking to lose significant weight or just those last five pounds, The Body Reset Diet Cookbook will help you reset your body and lose
weight immediately with 150 slimming recipes!
Celebrity diet and fitness expert and New York Times bestselling author Harley Pasternak revolutionized dieting with The Body Reset Diet, and now offers
more brand-new recipes from his proven program to help you reset the button and slim down permanently. Inside you'll findo fifty amazing smoothies that
will keep you satisfied while boosting your metabolismo a hundred simple, single-dish meals that include scrambles, sandwiches, soups, salads, and stir-
frieso snacks and satisfying snack combinations The Body Reset Diet Cookbook will keep your metabolism humming, so you'll continue to blast through
calories, shed pounds, and achieve your weight loss goal.

 The Book of Home How-To
The Complete Photo Guide to Home Repair & Improvement
by Editors of Cool Spri

ISBN: 9781591865988
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Black & Decker
Publisher: Cool Springs Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 600
Price: $39.00

 All the DIY information you need for your home: easy to search and easy to use. The editors at Cool Springs Press know a thing or two about DIY home
improvement and maintenance--we've been writing about it for the past quarter-century, and we have more than a few bestsellers under our tool belts. But
until now, there's been one thing missing: an ultimate, fully-loaded, ridiculously huge reference book for every home project you can dream of; the
compilation of our longstanding expertise; the home how-to book to crush all others. Not anymore. But the good news doesn't stop there; Black & Decker
The Book of Home How-To is designed to reflect the way we search for information today. You won't find chapters or long, boring introductions or even a
table of contents. This book is an A-to-Z encyclopedia with precise how-to instructions and clear photos packed onto every page. With an expanded index
that is incredibly intuitive and a simple, alphabetical strategy for organizing the information, you won't spend precious time wading through stuff you don't
need to know. Finding first-rate information on home care has never been easier, and all the most common tasks around your home are covered--including
electrical, plumbing, flooring, walls, windows and doors, cabinetry, insulating, heating and cooling, roofing and siding, and just about any repair or
remodeling project you can imagine. Black & Decker The Book of Home How-To: it's incredibly easy to use because it thinks like you do.
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   Nonfiction
 Born Into The Children Of God

My struggle to escape a religious sex cult
by  Natacha Tormey

ISBN: 9780007560325
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 320
Price: $16.99

Born to French hippy parents, attracted to the religious movement by the unusual mix of evangelical Christianity, free love and rejection of the mainstream,
from an early age Natacha was brainwashed to believe she had a special destiny -- that she was part of an elite children's army bestowed with superpowers
that would one day save the world from the Anti-Christ.
Fed on a diet of boiled rice, Natacha and her 12 siblings were torn away from their parents, beaten on a daily basis and forced to sing and dance for
entertainment in prisons and malls. Natacha never expected to live to adulthood.
At the age of 18 Natacha escaped with X of her siblings, but quickly found herself hurtling through a world she had no understanding of. Disowned by their
parents, and grappling to come to terms with their unbelievable sense of betrayal, they were stuck in a kind of limbo -- lonely, confused, and unable to feel
part of either way of life.
Natacha is one of the lucky ones; not all of her family survived the battle to shed the shame and pain of their past. To date over 40 ex-Children of God
members of Natacha's generation have committed suicide.
All Natacha ever wanted was to feel normal, but escaping the cult was only the beginning. Shocking, moving, but ultimately inspiring, this is Natacha's full
story; it is both a personal tale of trauma and recovery, and an expose of the secret world of abuse hidden behind commune walls.

 Born Reading
Bringing Up Bookworms in a Digital Age -- From Picture Books to eBooks and Everything in
Between
by Jason Boog

ISBN: 9781476749792
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 336
Price: $18.99

A program for parents and professionals on how to raise kids who love to read, featuring interviews with childhood development experts, advice from
librarians, tips from authors and children's book publishers, and reading recommendations for kids from birth up to age five.

Every parent wants to give his or her child a competitive advantage. In Born Reading, publishing insider (and new dad) Jason Boog explains how that can be
as simple as opening a book. Studies have shown that interactive reading--a method that creates dialogue as you read together--can raise a child's IQ by more
than six points. In fact, interactive reading can have just as much of a determining factor on a child's IQ as vitamins and a healthy diet. But there's no book
that takes the cutting-edge research on interactive reading and shows parents, teachers, and librarians how to apply it to their day-to-day lives with kids, until
now.  Born Reading provides step-by-step instructions on interactive reading and advice for developing your child's interest in books from the time they are
born. Boog has done the research, talked with the leading experts in child development, and worked with them to compile the "Born Reading Essential
Books" lists, offering specific titles tailored to the interests and passions of kids from birth to age five. But reading can take many forms--print books as well
as ebooks and apps--and Born Reading also includes tips on how to use technology the right way to help (not hinder) your child's intellectual development.
Parents will find advice on which educational apps best supplement their child's development, when to start introducing digital reading to their child, and
how to use tech to help create the readers of tomorrow. Born Reading will show anyone who loves kids how to make sure the children they care about are
building a powerful foundation in literacy from the beginning of life.
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   Nonfiction
 The Boy Who Died and Came Back

Adventures of a Dream Archaeologist in the Multiverse
by  Robert Moss

ISBN: 9781608682355
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New World Library
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 328
Price: $19.95

Travels in Many Worlds with a Master Storyteller Join Robert Moss for an unforgettable journey that will expand your sense of reality and confirm that there
is life beyond death and in other dimensions of the multiverse. Moss describes how he lived a whole life in another world when he died at age nine in a
Melbourne hospital and how he died and came back again, in another sense, in a crisis of spiritual emergence during midlife. As he shares his adventures in
walking between the worlds, we begin to understand that all times - past,future, and parallel - may be accessible now. Moss presents nine keys for living
consciously at the center of the multidimensional universe, embracing synchronicity, entertaining our creative spirits, and communicating with a higher Self.

 Brazil's Dance with the Devil
The World Cup, the Olympics, and the Struggle for Democracy
by  Dave Zirin

ISBN: 9781608463602
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Haymarket Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 200
Price: $19.95

"You have to read David Zirin to believe him, and if you read him, you will believe him."-Jack McCallum, senior writer, Sports Illustrated "I once said Dave
Zirin was the best young sportswriter in the US. I was wrong. He's simply the best."-Robert LipsyteThe people of Brazil celebrated when it was announced
that they were hosting the twentieth World Cup (June 12-July 13, 2014), the world's most-viewed sporting tournament, and the thirty-first Summer Olympics
(August 5-21, 2016).Now they are protesting in numbers the country hasn't seen in decades, with Brazilians taking to the streets to try to reclaim the sports
they love but see being corrupted by powerful corporate interests, profiteering, and greed. In this compelling new book, relying on original reporting from
the most dangerous corners of Rio to the halls of power in Washington, DC, Dave Zirin examines how sports and politics are colliding in remarkable fashion
in Brazil, opening up an international conversation on the culture, economics, and politics of sports.One of "50 Visionaries Who Are Changing Our World" (
Utne ), Dave Zirin  is a columnist for the Nation, SLAM, and SI.com. He is host of Sirius XM's popular weekly show Edge of Sports Radio  and a regular
guest on ESPN's Outside the Lines, Democracy Now!, and on MSNBC. His previous books include The John Carlos Story  and What's My Name Fool?  He
lives near Washington, DC.

 A Broken Hallelujah
by  Liel Leibovitz

ISBN: 9780393082050
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $27.50

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Build Your Family Bank

A New Vision for Multigenerational Wealth
by E Griffiths-hamilton

ISBN: 9781927958070
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Figure 1 Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-08-15
Pages: 144
Price: $22.95

A fresh and accessible guide to successful wealth transition - for many generationsWhy  do 70% of wealth transition plans fail? This is the question that
Emily Griffiths-Hamilton sets out to answer in Build Your Family Bank, a book that looks closely at the core causes of wealth erosion and failed transition
plans and offers a set of strategies for building successful wealth transition plans that will benefit many generations.

 Bunner's Bake Shop Cookbook
by  Ashley M Wittig

ISBN: 9781443432399
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 272
Price: $24.99

Just a few years ago, the idea that a gluten-free, vegan bakery could be voted best dessert shop in Toronto might have been shocking. But in three short
years, Bunner's Bake Shop has taken Toronto by storm with their delectable takes on traditional bakery favourites made with non-traditional ingredients.
Ashley Wittig had been a lifelong baker before she went vegan in 2008, and she was determined that dropping eggs and butter wasn't going to keep her from
enjoying her much loved, home-baked treats. So she stationed herself in her kitchen to recreate her favourite cookies, muffins and cupcakes without
skimping on taste or texture, all while skipping gluten, dairy, egg and soy. She experimented and tested until each recipe was perfect-the cookies were
chewy, the muffins perfectly moist and tender and the cupcakes light as air. Together with her partner, Kevin MacAllister, they started selling her treats at
farmers' markets on the weekend. The reaction was so positive that they quickly decided to open a full-time bakery dedicated to this unserved niche, and
Bunner's Bake Shop was born.
With numerous awards under their apron ties, Bunner's is ready to share their delicious recipes with the whole country. Now anyone, anywhere can bake
their signature cinnamon buns, frost up a delicious French toast cupcake, slice into a pumpkin cheesecake or serve up an "I-Can't-Believe-It's-Gluten-Free
Pizza Crust." With Bunner's Bake Shop, you don't have to apologize for gluten-free and vegan baking-you can stand tall and even show off a bit as you enjoy
and share these delectable treats perfect for everyone and every occasion.

 Calming Your Angry Mind
How Mindfulness and Compassion Can Free You from Anger and Bring Peace to Your Life
by Jeffrey Brantley

ISBN: 9781608829262
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New Harbinger Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 248
Price: $19.95

Anger is a natural emotion-and a part of what makes us human. But when you lose control of your anger, it can get in the way of meaningful relationships,
successful careers, and ultimately, feelings of happiness and enjoyment. In this highly anticipated book, renowned mindfulness expert and author of Calming
Your Anxious Mind  Jeff Brantley offers a breakthrough approach using mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) and compassion practices to help you
better handle the anger, fear, and hostile emotions that can wreak havoc at home, work, and in relationships. In addition, you will also learn important self-
awareness skills to help you stop overreacting and improve communication with others. While other self-help books focus on traditional anger management,
Brantley offers solutions that give you personal control over the experience of anger in your life. Inside, you'll discover the three major meditative
approaches to soothing anger: stabilizing mind and body through concentrating your attention mindfully; using compassionate attention and reflection to
disarm the energy of your anger; and learning to use wise understanding about the impermanent and "conditioned" nature of your angry reactions in order to
diminish your vulnerability to anger's power. If you have difficulty with anger, you may be quick to blame others or act in aggressive ways. Unfortunately,
this kind of thinking can often leave you feeling alone, alienated, and unhappy. If you are ready to make real, lasting changes, this book can provide you with
the skills needed to manage and and transform your anger so that you can live a happier, healthier life.
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   Nonfiction
 Canadians At War

A Guide to the Battlefields and Memorials of World War II
by Susan Evans Shaw

ISBN: 9780864924445
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 352
Price: $24.95

Dieppe. The Battle of Hong Kong. The Mora River Campaign. The Invasion of Normandy. The Siege of Dunkirk. The constant gunfire, the whistle of
bombs, the hiss of gas, the cold, the wet, the fear, the loneliness, and the anguish of losing friends and colleagues. Outside of the military, no one can quite
imagine how the soldiers endured all of this. But endure they did. Canadians fought on several fronts during World War II, proving the mettle of soldiers,
airmen, and their commanders. Canadians at War: A Guide to the Battlefields and Memorials of World War II, a follow-up to Susan Evans Shaw's
guidebook to the battlefields and memorials of World War I, takes its readers on a tour of the places where the Canadians fought, and died -- the battlefields,
memorials, and cemeteries scattered throughout Europe and the Far East. Beginning with an introduction on the preparations for war, the book heads first to
Hong Kong before returning to the invasion at Dieppe. From there, we follow the Canadian troops through Italy as they push towards Rome and then
through Northwest Europe. The Invasion of Normandy and the Liberation of Holland lead up to the final days of the war. Supplemented with many maps
and photographs, Canadians at War also includes chapters on the Canadian Forestry Group, sappers at Gibraltar,  the Canadian Women's Army Corps
Overseas, Canada's chemical and biological warfare program, prisoners of war, and how to research a Canadian soldier who fought in World War II. This
volume is a must-have for those interested in heritage tourism and World War II and for the families of veterans and is an ideal complement to Evans Shaw's
World War I companion volume.

 Candy at Last
by  C Spelling

ISBN: 9781118409503
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Wiley
Pub. Date: 2013-04-15
Pages: 288
Price: $30.95

The followup to the New York Times bestseller Stories from Candyland (Bookscan: 25K) has even better stories to tell--most notably, about Candy
Spelling's notorious rift with her daughter Tori, their reconciliation in recent years, and their current close relationship.     
     After thirty-eight happy years of marriage to influential producer Aaron Spelling, raising two children in Hollywood, and co-managing one of the largest
estates in the country (finally selling Spelling Manor, as detailed on her HGTV series, for $85 million), Candy is now adjusting to life on her
own--downsizing to a Century City condo. She's ready to share the most intimate details of her life with Aaron; how his illness caused her to question her
identity; and how she's reinvented herself as an independent woman, businesswoman, and television personality. Along the way, Candy reveals all-new dishy
stories including those of Hollywood friends Joan Crawford, Bette Davis, Michael Jackson, Janet Leigh, Dean Martin, and Elizabeth Taylor (her lifelong
rival over their jewelry).     
     Engaging, heartwrenching, and hilarious, Candy at Last shares her story of how family, friends, and her husband's inspiring advice to "follow your
dreams" has made her determined to live life to the fullest.   
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   Nonfiction
 Capital

A Portrait of Delhi in the Twenty-First Century
by Rana Dasgupta

ISBN: 9781443406048
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 336
Price: $32.99

You may have heard rumours of great changes in Asia. In Capital, a novelist takes you on an intimate tour of an erupting Asian megalopolis: Delhi, capital
of India. Speaking to billionaires and slum dwellers, drug dealers and bureaucrats, psychoanalysts and metal traders, he paints a dazzling portrait of a city in
a moment of stupefying change.

Enormous fortunes have been made; a city has been ripped down and rebuilt. Capital shows us how this upheaval affects the private thoughts and dreams of
Delhi's sixteen million residents. Through Dasgupta's acute historical and social analysis, we also understand how things came to be as they are-and how, in
these days of Asia's rise, they could come to affect the lives of everyone else, all over the world.

Capital, written by Commonwealth Prize-winning author Rana Dasgupta, bears witness to the extraordinary transmogrification of India's capital city.
Describing the emergence of the city from partition in 1947 to its shape-shifting present, this tour de force of non-fiction writing expounds upon the
emergence of an economic powerhouse and seeks to understand the very specific history of the communities who ended up in Delhi and the way that history
informs and motivates people today. But this is more than a book about one city; it's a book about all cities and the promise of a global future.

 Capitalism
A Ghost Story
by Arundhati Roy

ISBN: 9781608463855
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Haymarket Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 230
Price: $18.50

Praise for Arundhati Roy's Field Notes on Democracy :"Gorgeously wrought...pitch-perfect prose...In language of terrible beauty, she takes India's everyday
tragedies and reminds us to be outraged all over again."- Time "In her searing account, Roy asks whether our shriveled forms of democracy will be 'the
endgame of the human race'-and shows vividly why this is a prospect not to be lightly dismissed."-Noam ChomskyThis collection of essays- framed around
a tour-de-force essay on the vital role of foundations in the history of empire, delivered at Princeton University-shows how the demands of globalized
capitalism have subjugated billions of people around the world to dispossession, exclusion, and exploitation. Arundhati Roy also writes of the vibrant
resistance in Kashmir to occupation, and with her remarkable passion, keen insight, and writer's eye, takes on the forces that would subject thevibrant social
movements and cultures of the world to the narrow imperatives of profit and privilege. Arundhati Roy  is a world-renowned Indian author and global justice
activist. From her celebrated Booker Prize-winning novel The God of Small Things  to her prolific output of writing on topics ranging from climate change
to war, the perils of free-market "development" in India, and the defense of the poor, Roy's voice has become indispensable to millions seeking a better word.
Her recent nonfiction books include Field Notes on Democracy  and Walking with the Comrades. She lives in New Delhi, India.
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   Nonfiction
 Carsick

John Waters hitchhikes across America
by John Waters

ISBN: 9780374298630
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $30.00

A cross-country hitchhiking journey with America's most beloved weirdoJohn Waters is putting his life on the line. Armed with wit, a pencil-thin mustache,
and a cardboard sign that reads "I'm Not Psycho," he hitchhikes across America from Baltimore to San Francisco, braving lonely roads and treacherous
drivers. But who should we be more worried about, the delicate film director with genteel manners or the unsuspecting travelers transporting the Pope of
Trash?     Before he leaves for this bizarre adventure, Waters fantasizes about the best and worst possible scenarios: a friendly drug dealer hands over piles of
cash to finance films with no questions asked, a demolition-derby driver makes a filthy sexual request in the middle of a race, a gun-toting drunk terrorizes
and holds him hostage, and a Kansas vice squad entraps and throws him in jail. So what really happens when this cult legend sticks out his thumb and faces
the open road? His real-life rides include a gentle eighty-one-year-old farmer who is convinced&nbspWaters is a hobo, an indie band on tour, and the
perverse filmmaker's unexpected hero: a young, sandy-haired Republican in a Corvette.     Laced with subversive humor and warm intelligence,  Carsick  is
an unforgettable vacation with a wickedly funny companion-and a celebration of America's weird, astonishing, and generous citizenry.

 Cat Encyclopedia: The Definitive Visual Guide
by DK

ISBN: 9781465419590
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 320
Price: $42.00

No Description

 Champagne Supernovas
Kate Moss, Marc Jacobs, Alexander McQueen, and the 90s Renegades Who Remade
Fashion
by Maureen Callahan

ISBN: 9781451640533
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

A glittering history of fashion in the 1990s, told through the lives of Kate Moss, Marc Jacobs, and Alexander McQueen--the three iconic personalities who
defined the time.

The 1950s had rock 'n' roll and the 60s had the Beats. In the 70s and 80s, it was punk rock and modern art. But for the 1990s, it was all about the
fashion--and Kate Moss, Marc Jacobs, and Alexander McQueen were the trio of rebel geniuses who made it great. Veteran style and pop culture journalist
Maureen Callahan takes you back to the 90s, to the moment when supermodel glamazons gave way to heroin chic, the alternative became the mainstream,
and fashion became the cradle for the most exciting artistic and cultural innovations of the age. Packed with dishy stories of some of the most celebrated
personalities of the day, Champagne Supernovas gives you the inside scoop from designers like Anna Sui and Isaac Mizrahi; scenesters like Kim Gordon of
Sonic Youth and Sassy magazine's Jane Pratt; plus a bevy of supermodels, stylists, editors, photographers, confidantes, club kids, and scenesters. They'll
discuss why Kate Moss and Johnny Depp broke up, how Marc Jacobs came through the crucible of the AIDS crisis, and what really drove Alexander
McQueen to suicide. Steeped in the creative brew of art, decadence, and genius that defined the era, Champagne Supernovas gives you front-row tickets to a
gloriously debauched soap opera about the losers and freaks who became It Girls and Boys, and changed the world in spite of themselves.
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   Nonfiction
 Change Your Clothes Change Your Life

Because You Can't Go Naked
by George Brescia

ISBN: 9781476748733
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 288
Price: $25.99

Open the door to harmonious, powerful, and positive dressing with a guide that's like The Secret--for your wardrobe. In this groundbreaking how-to book,
style expert George Brescia shows you how to transfrom yourself from the inside out.

More than a style guide, this revolutionary book by a seasoned stylist teaches a method of conscious dressing that begins with a powerful internal change.
Instead of just grabbing for whatever's on hand, you'll learn to set your goals for the day, determining how you want to be perceived, and then dress in a way
that helps manifest those intentions. Change Your Clothes, Change Your Life reveals the true power your clothing has to affect your life, showing how this
second skin impacts your job prospects, your romantic life, your income, and even your deepest sense of self. Translating his styling methods into a
philosophy anyone can apply on her own, Brescia also delivers tips and tricks of the trade to help convert even the most hapless dresser into a happy and
educated shopper. Because the goal is to have you not only looking great, but feeling more confident, too. From major closet overhauls to a whole new
philosophy on color, this is a comprehensive manual for anyone who's ever looked at her closet in despair.  Accessible, direct, honest, and thought-
provoking, Change Your Clothes, Change Your Life takes an eye-opening look at the intersection between our clothing and our emotions, hopes, and
dreams, showing us how improving our external appearance can have life-changing effects on how we're perceived by others--and more importantly, on how
we perceive ourselves.

 Cheat System Diet
Eat the Foods You Crave and Lose Weight Even Faster: Cheat to Lose 12 LBS in 3 Weeks
by Jackie Wicks

ISBN: 9781250044693
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

A&nbspcutting-edge diet, nutrition, and weight-loss&nbspprogram based on PEERtrainer's hugely successful online training programWho doesn't love to
cheat? Finally- a successful weight-loss program that&nbspallows you to eat that cupcake (and still lose weight!)PEERtrainer is a wildly successful online
weight loss network with over&nbsp250,000 active email subscribers and nearly a million unique visitors a month.&nbspSurrounding the peer support
network is a content library of cutting-edge diet, nutrition, exercise, and weight loss information.&nbspFor years, followers and weight loss professionals
have asked for a PEERtrainer diet book based on PEERtrainer's best information and tools.  The Cheat System Diet  is that book. It will help readers lose
those hardest 10 pounds, easy and fast.The diet&nbspis founded on three pillars-High Nutrient Eating, Energy, and Portions-achieved in an easy binary
framework: Cheats and Eats.&nbspCheats are essentially empty calories and Eats are nutrient-dense foods. You start with a certain number of cheats a day,
and earn more by making especially healthy choices, like having a big salad before dinner.The Super Cheat System also revolutionizes how dieters think
about nutrient-dense eating.  PEERtrainer's Super Nutrient Index accounts for&nbspthe amount of protein, good fats, and other performance nutrients in each
food, which will allow dieters to incorporate super foods, like high-quality proteins, into their nutrient dense eating.&nbspThis supportive, easy-to-follow
approach allows you to eat well, lose weight, and enjoy those guilty pleasures.
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   Nonfiction
 Chineasy

The New Way To Read Chinese
by Shaolan Hsueh

ISBN: 9780062332097
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-28
Pages: 192
Price: $31.00

A groundbreaking approach to learning how to read and write Chinese by transforming the key Chinese characters into pictograms to make them easy to
remember.
Chinese is one of the oldest written languages, and one of the most impenetrable, especially for Westerners. China's growing cultural and economic
influences are spurring strong interest in learning this ideogrammatic language among schools, businesses, entrepreneurs, and travelers. It is the ideal time to
introduce Chineasy.
Breaking down the Great Wall of Language, author ShaoLan Hsueh has used her entrepreneurial and cultural background to unpick Chinese characters and
create a simple system for quickly understanding the basic building blocks of the written language. Working with renowned illustrator Noma Bar, she has
turned these Chinese characters into pictograms that are engaging and delightful and easy to remember.
The book begins by teaching the key characters, called radicals, upon which the language is built. A second section shows how these radicals can be
combined to form a wealth of new words and even phrases. The final section presents three stories - a fairy tale, an Asian legend, and a contemporary fable -
told using the radicals introduced in the book.
In fewer than two hundred pages, readers of all ages will be able to navigate a Chinese menu, read signs and billboards, and grasp the meaning of most
articles in a Chinese newspaper. Future books will build on this first one teaching an expanding repertoire of Chinese characters through pictograms.
Learning and reading Chinese has never been more fun and easy.

 Can I Say
Living Large, Cheating Death, And Drums, Drums, Drums
by  Travis Barker

ISBN: 9780062319425
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 272
Price: $35.99

Travis Barker, the renowned drummer who rose to fame in the 90s with the punk band Blink-182, has long been a favorite among millions of rock fans for
his jaw-dropping talent, musical versatility and iconic body art.
But in 2008, his life was upended when he survived a harrowing plane crash and traumatic recovery -- the cornerstone of a fascinating story of personal
reinvention, through musical salvation and fatherhood.
Travis Barker's tattooed arms and frenetic drumming style are familiar to millions of kids who came of age at the turn of the millennium watching MTV.
Blink-182, with their defiant pop-punk anthems and music videos featuring the band running naked down the street, never seemed to take themselves too
seriously; but for a misfit from California, success brought a whole new world.
Life as a rock star changed everything for Travis Barker, a kid who loved his life as a trash man in Laguna Beach, but followed his drumming talent and
never looked back. Throughout the making of several successful albums with Blink-182, Barker made a name for himself as a virtuoso, superstar punk
drummer by bringing his talents to various collaborations and side projects. Even as Barker broke out as a highly respected musician, the dark side of fame
took its toll: his marriage, chronicled for an MTV reality show, fell apart, and throughout constant touring he concealed a drug addiction. But the true
reckoning came when he was in a near fatal plane crash, necessitating a long, painful recovery, with his best friend and favorite collaborator DJ AM - who
died tragically soon after.
Years after Blink-182's youth anthem "What's My Age Again?" propelled him to fame, and following a high-profile, life-altering tragedy, Barker's memoir
will put an exclamation point on the first chapter of a well-lived life, inspiring readers to break out the equivalent of their own drum sticks and set to work on
findi ...
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   Nonfiction
 Citizen Canine

Our Evolving Relationship with Cats and Dogs
by  David Grimm

ISBN: 9781610391337
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Public Affairs
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 352
Price: $30.00

Dogs are getting lawyers. Cats are getting kidney transplants. Could they one day be fellow citizens?Cats and dogs were once wild animals. Today, they are
family members and surrogate children. A little over a century ago, pets didn't warrant the meager legal status of property. Now, they have more rights and
protections than any other animal in the country. Some say they're even on the verge of becoming legal persons.How did we get here-and what happens
next?In this fascinating exploration of the changing status of dogs and cats in society, pet lover and award-winning journalist David Grimm explores the rich
and surprising history of our favorite companion animals. He treks the long and often torturous path from their wild origins to their dark days in the middle
ages to their current standing as the most valued animals on Earth. As he travels across the country-riding along with Los Angeles detectives as they
investigate animal cruelty cases, touring the devastation of New Orleans in search of the orphaned pets of Hurricane Katrina, and coming face-to-face with
wolves and feral cats-Grimm reveals the changing social attitudes that have turned pets into family members, and the remarkable laws and court cases that
have elevated them to quasi citizens.The journey to citizenship isn't a smooth one, however. As Grimm finds, there's plenty of opposition to the rising status
of cats and dogs. From scientists and farmers worried that our affection for pets could spill over to livestock and lab rats to philosophers who say the only
way to save society is to wipe cats and dogs from the face of the earth, the battle lines are being drawn. We are entering a new age of pets-one that is
fundamentally transforming our relationship with these animals and reshaping the very fabric of society.For pet lovers or anyone interested in how we decide
who gets to be a "person" in today's world, Citizen Canine is a must read. It is a pet book like no other.

 Citizen Farmers
The Biodynamic Way to Grow Healthy Food, Build Thriving Communities, and Give Back to
the Earth
by  Daron Joffe

ISBN: 9781617691010
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori & Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 224
Price: $27.95

Biodynamic farming, with its focus on ecological sustainability, has emerged as the gold standard in the organic gardening movement. Daron Joffe (known
as Farmer D) has made it his mission to empower, educate, and inspire people to become conscientious consumers, citizens, and stewards of the land. In this
engaging call to action, Farmer D teaches us to not only create sustainable gardens but also to develop a more holistic, community-minded approach to how
our food is grown and how we live our lives in balance with nature. Illustrated with photographs of gardens designed by Farmer D as well as line drawings,
the book is an indispensable resource packed with advice on establishing a biodynamic garden, composting, soil composition and replenishment, controlling
pests and disease, cooperative gardening practices, and even creating delicious meals.
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   Nonfiction
 Clean Eats

by Alejandro Junger

ISBN: 9780062327819
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 304
Price: $36.99

From Dr. Alejandro Junger, author of the New York Times bestsellers Clean and Clean Gut, comes Clean Eats, a cookbook featuring over 180 delicious,
easy-to-prepare, healthy recipes all aimed at helping you restore your natural ability to heal yourself.
In Clean, Dr. Alejandro Junger provided a life-changing program to aid common ailments resulting from toxins in the standard American diet and chemical-
filled environments. Now Dr. Junger's in-demand recipes are available in Clean Eats, a cookbook that takes the program straight to the kitchen and allows
readers to start eating Clean today.
Beginning with a comprehensive introduction that outlines what Clean eating means, Clean Eats presents over 180 recipes tailored to Clean, Clean Gut,
Elimination, and Paleo diets, including detailed nutritional information, a two week daily menu planner, a weekend detox, and a section on the "Economics
of Eating Healthy." Whether you suffer from digestive problems, depression or anxiety, unwanted pounds or simply less-than-stellar health, Dr. Junger
provides medically-proven ways to manage symptoms without resorting to pills, surgery and other frequently prescribed treatments that merely mask the
root of the problem.
Clean has already transformed the lives of millions, and with Clean Eats, it's never been easier to jumpstart the journey to a healthier way of life.
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   Nonfiction
 Clean Green Drinks

100+ Cleansing Recipes to Renew & Restore Your Body and Mind
by Candice Kumai

ISBN: 9780553390834
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 208
Price: $22.00

Cleanse. Sculpt your body, boost your health, renew your mind, and improve your whole outlook on life.
  
 Clean Green Drinks is not just a recipe collection, but also a guide to a leaner, happier, and more fulfilled you. With more than 100 perfectly balanced,
delicious drink recipes that can be made in a minute, Clean Green Drinks will help you sip away extra pounds as you sip away stress. Health journalist and
chef Candice Kumai reveals the new science behind her enticing, refreshing flavors; and shows how easy it is to get fit, healthy, happy, and glowing!
  
 Advance praise for Clean Green Drinks
  
 "I've always been a fan of Candice's recipes, and I can't wait for her juices to kick-start my health! Healthy eating can be delicious!"--Nicole Miller, designer
  
 "Clean Green Drinks is one of the most impressive health books out there, full of amazingly delicious recipes and fresh ingredients. If it's great health you
want, this book delivers."--Kim Barnouin, New York Times bestselling co-author of Skinny Bitch
  
 "Candice Kumai is an absolute artist with recipes. She's shaking things up with Clean Green Drinks. This book has taken my juicing obsession to a whole
new level."--Gabri ...

 Clickology
What Works in Online Shopping and How Your Business Can Use Consumer Psychology
to Succeed
by Graham Jones

ISBN: 9781857886047
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Nicholas Brealey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 224
Price: $21.99

Online shopping continues to grow at an astounding rate: in 2012, more than $1 trillion was spent in online retailers alone. The nature of shopping is
drastically changing, but with so little information on how best to interact with online customers, how are businesses to succeed?With  Click.ology, internet
psychologist Graham Jones has filled that gap. Through years of research into Internet psychology and online consumer habits, Jones has written the first
how-to of its kind for online businesses. With his C.L.I.C.K. system, businesses will learn the crucial ways in which online shopping differs from traditional
brick-and-mortar salesmanship and how to tweak their websites to avoid the dreaded "abandoned shopping cart." Jones tackles tricky psychological subjects
such as priming customers for a certain price point and the social aspect of online shopping in a way that makes his strategies easy to implement. In addition
to these essential tips, Jones investigates the fast-paced future of ecommerce and what businesses can do to stay ahead of the game. In an online world where
customers make their choices in a matter of seconds,  Click.ology   distills the essentials every company in the online economy needs to know in order to
turn clicks into dollars. Graham Jones  is an Internet psychologist who helps businesses understand the online behavior of their customers and website
visitors. He was one of the first psychologists in the world to start investigating the way human behavior has adapted to the online world. He lives in the
United Kingdom.
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   Nonfiction
 Clinton, Inc.

The Audacious Rebuilding Of A Political Machine
by  Daniel Halper

ISBN: 9780062311238
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 320
Price: $34.99

Halper provides a meticulously researched account of the calculations, secret deals, and backstabbing that led to the Clintons' return to political prominence,
and to Hillary's position as 2016 frontrunner.
The Bill and Hillary Clinton who left the White House in January 2001 almost seem like two different people from the ones the country now reveres. Back
then they were a disgraced couple, weighed down by a decade of scandal, controversial pardons of financial supporters, and the pedestrian pilfering of
furniture from the White House.
A dozen years later, as they prepare for a second White House run, the Clintons are in a completely different orbit. Not only have they gone from virtually
penniless to multi-millionaires, they are arguably the two most popular politicians in America-respected and feared by Republicans and Democrats alike.
Even their daughter Chelsea, raised in the White House as her father was impeached, is considering a go at politics. The Clintons will be around for some
time to come.
Investigative reporter Daniel Halper of the conservative Weekly Standard uses a wealth of research and detailed interviews with friends, allies, and enemies
of the Clintons to reveal the strategy they used and the deals they made to turn around their political fortunes-deals with their political allies, their political
enemies, and even each other.
Clinton, Inc. will reveal:
How the Bush family resurrected Bill Clinton and may have made Hillary Clinton's presidency possible.
What Hillary's most loyal supporters and fundraisers are already doing for her 2016 run-the "transition" team and the campaign in-waitin ...

 Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
by  Chris Bohjalian

ISBN: 9780385681926
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

A heartbreaking and wildly inventive new novel from the bestselling author of Midwives and The Sandcastle Girls. 
     Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands is the story of Emily Shepard, a homeless girl living in an igloo made of garbage bags in Burlington, Vermont. Nearly a
year ago, a power plant in the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont had a meltdown and both of Emily's parents were killed. Devastatingly, her father was in
charge of the plant, and the meltdown may have been his fault--was he drunk when it happened? Thousands of people are forced to leave their homes; rivers
and forests are destroyed; and Emily knows that as the daughter of the most hated man in America, she is in danger. So instead of following the social
workers and her classmates to safety after the meltdown, Emily takes off on her own for Burlington where she survives by stealing, sleeping on the floor of a
drug dealer's house, inventing a new identity for herself, and befriending a young homeless kid named Cameron. But Emily can't outrun her past, can't
escape her grief, can't hide forever--and so she comes up with the only plan that she can.
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   Nonfiction
 The Closer

by  Mariano Rivera

ISBN: 9780316400732
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $31.00

The greatest relief pitcher of all time shares his extraordinary story of survival, love, and baseball.

Mariano Rivera, the man who intimidated thousands of batters merely by opening a bullpen door, began his incredible journey as the son of a poor
Panamanian fisherman. When first scouted by the Yankees, he didn't even own his own glove. He thought he might make a good mechanic. When
discovered, he had never flown in an airplane, had never heard of Babe Ruth, spoke no English, and couldn't imagine Tampa, the city where he was headed
to begin a career that would become one of baseball's most iconic. What he did know: that he loved his family and his then girlfriend, Clara, that he could
trust in the Lord to guide him, and that he could throw a baseball exactly where he wanted to, every time.

With astonishing candor, Rivera tells the story of the championships, the bosses (including The Boss), the rivalries, and the struggles of being a Latino
baseball player in the United States and of maintaining Christian values in professional athletics. The thirteen-time All-Star discusses his drive to win; the
secrets behind his legendary composure; the story of how he discovered his cut fastball; the untold, pitch-by-pitch account of the ninth inning of Game 7 in
the 2001 World Series; and why the lowest moment of his career became one of his greatest blessings.

In The Closer, Rivera takes readers into the Yankee clubhouse, where his teammates are his brothers. But he also takes us on that jog from the bullpen to the
mound, where the game -- or the season -- rests squarely on his shoulders. We come to understand the laserlike focus that is his hallmark, and how his faith
and his ...

 The Closer (Large Print Edition)
by  Mariano Rivera

ISBN: 9780316404600
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 368
Price: $33.00

The greatest relief pitcher of all time shares his extraordinary story of survival, love, and baseball.

Mariano Rivera, the man who intimidated thousands of batters merely by opening a bullpen door, began his incredible journey as the son of a poor
Panamanian fisherman. When first scouted by the Yankees, he didn't even own his own glove. He thought he might make a good mechanic. When
discovered, he had never flown in an airplane, had never heard of Babe Ruth, spoke no English, and couldn't imagine Tampa, the city where he was headed
to begin a career that would become one of baseball's most iconic. What he did know: that he loved his family and his then girlfriend, Clara, that he could
trust in the Lord to guide him, and that he could throw a baseball exactly where he wanted to, every time.

With astonishing candor, Rivera tells the story of the championships, the bosses (including The Boss), the rivalries, and the struggles of being a Latino
baseball player in the United States and of maintaining Christian values in professional athletics. The thirteen-time All-Star discusses his drive to win; the
secrets behind his legendary composure; the story of how he discovered his cut fastball; the untold, pitch-by-pitch account of the ninth inning of Game 7 in
the 2001 World Series; and why the lowest moment of his career became one of his greatest blessings.

In The Closer, Rivera takes readers into the Yankee clubhouse, where his teammates are his brothers. But he also takes us on that jog from the bullpen to the
mound, where the game -- or the season -- rests squarely on his shoulders. We come to understand the laserlike focus that is his hallmark, and how his faith
and his ...
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   Nonfiction
 Clouds Of Glory

The Life And Legend Of Robert E. Lee
by Michael Korda

ISBN: 9780062116291
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 640
Price: $49.50

Bestselling author Michael Korda's Clouds of Glory is a brilliant and insightful biography of perhaps the most famous and the least understood giant of
American history and one of our nation's most admired heroes: Robert E. Lee.
Clouds of Glory is a fresh contemporary account of Robert E. Lee, combining, as Michael Korda did with Eisenhower, his personal life and his military
career in a single volume.
The book paints a vivid and admiring portrait of Lee as a general, a devoted family man, and one who, though he disliked slavery and was not in favor of
secession, turned down command of the Union army in 1861 because he could not "draw his sword" against his own children, his neighbors and his beloved
Virginia. Truly a great American, even in rebellion (and as admired in the North as in the South), Lee is surely America's preeminent military leader--as
calm, dignified and commanding a presence in defeat as he was in victory. "A man for all seasons" in every sense of the phrase.
A well-rounded and realistic biography, written for the modern reader, Clouds of Glory confronts, among other things, Lee's responsibility for the fatal
stalemate at Antietam, his defeat at Gettysburg (and the many controversies surrounding it, still roiling the waters of Civil War history today), and the larger
issues of Lee's unsuccessful strategy for winning the war.
Lee's dignity, courage, skill as a general, appearance, grave courtesy and innate modesty made him a hero on both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line even
during his own lifetime, and his reputation has only grown and solidified in the past century and a half. There is, in short, a Robert E. Lee cult, going far
beyond the Confederate Battle Flag bumper sticker crowd, that is almost as powerful as the one erected around George Washington. Lee is a respected,
indeed revered, national institution, a feat which he managed to  ...

 Clouds Of Glory Lp
The Life And Legend Of Robert E. Lee
by  Michael Korda

ISBN: 9780062326713
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 640
Price: $49.50

Bestselling author Michael Korda's Clouds of Glory is a brilliant and insightful biography of perhaps the most famous and the least understood giant of
American history and one of our nation's most admired heroes: Robert E. Lee.
Clouds of Glory is a fresh contemporary account of Robert E. Lee, combining, as Michael Korda did with Eisenhower, his personal life and his military
career in a single volume.
The book paints a vivid and admiring portrait of Lee as a general, a devoted family man, and one who, though he disliked slavery and was not in favor of
secession, turned down command of the Union army in 1861 because he could not "draw his sword" against his own children, his neighbors and his beloved
Virginia. Truly a great American, even in rebellion (and as admired in the North as in the South), Lee is surely America's preeminent military leader--as
calm, dignified and commanding a presence in defeat as he was in victory. "A man for all seasons" in every sense of the phrase.
A well-rounded and realistic biography, written for the modern reader, Clouds of Glory confronts, among other things, Lee's responsibility for the fatal
stalemate at Antietam, his defeat at Gettysburg (and the many controversies surrounding it, still roiling the waters of Civil War history today), and the larger
issues of Lee's unsuccessful strategy for winning the war.
Lee's dignity, courage, skill as a general, appearance, grave courtesy and innate modesty made him a hero on both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line even
during his own lifetime, and his reputation has only grown and solidified in the past century and a half. There is, in short, a Robert E. Lee cult, going far
beyond the Confederate Battle Flag bumper sticker crowd, that is almost as powerful as the one erected around George Washington. Lee is a respected,
indeed revered, national institution, a feat which he managed to  ...
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   Nonfiction
 Cocaina

A Book on Those Who Make It
by Magnus Linton

ISBN: 9781619022935
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $18.50

When Pablo Escobar, Colombia's "King of Cocaine," was killed, the world thought-or hoped-the cocaine industry would crumble. But ten years later the
country's production had almost quadrupled, and since 2001, Colombia has produced more than 60% of all the cocaine consumed in the world.Cocaine is
both a curse and a salvation for Colombians. Farmers grow coca for cash but fear discovery. Families must cooperate with drug-funded guerrillas or go on
the run. Destitute teens become trained killers for a quick buck in a ruthless underworld where few survive for long.At the same time, tension grows between
Colombia's right-wing government and its socialist neighbors in Latin America. With the failed US War on Drugs playing into this geopolitical brew, the
future of cocaine is about more than what happens to street dealers and their customers.Based on three years of research and more than 100 interviews with
growers, traffickers, assassins, refugees, police, politicians, and drug tourists, CocaÃna is a brilliant work of journalism, and an insight into one of the
world's most troubling industries.

 Coconut Every Day
Cooking with Nature's Miracle Superfood
by  Sasha Seymour

ISBN: 9780143190844
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 272
Price: $27.00

Over 100 great-tasting ways to cook and bake with coconut--the miracle superfood!
One of the world's most amazing and versatile foods, coconut in all its forms can be used to replace less healthy fats and carbohydrates to make delicious and
healthy recipes every day. An ideal gluten-free alternative for those with dairy allergies and sensitivities, coconut is high in protein, fiber, and healthy fats,
making it a hugely popular and delicious food choice as we grow more aware of the power of food for enhancing our energy and health. The naturally
occurring health benefits of coconut include its ability to promote weight loss, boost immunity, fight disease, beautify skin and hair, and more. Featuring
beautiful color photography for each easy-to-make recipe, Coconut Every Day will introduce you to the great taste and nutritional benefits that come from
cooking with coconut. Some recipes bring coconut flavor to the fore, and others use the coconut's milk, cream, oil, and flour to replace dairy and wheat. The
versatility of coconut will allow you to use this book every day! Inside you'll find over 100 recipes to kick-start your morning including smoothies, granolas,
muffins, and pancakes. A wide variety of salads, soups, stews, curries, and meat and vegetarian mains are offered as great everyday meals for lunch and
dinner. And if you like desserts, you'll find plenty of delicious recipes that incorporate gluten-free coconut flour and other nutritious gluten-free flours like
brown rice flour and almond flour. Coconut Every Day will show you how to use this health-boosting ingredient in a whole new way!

 The Complete Cooking For Two Cookbook
by  Test Kitc America's

ISBN: 9781936493838
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Boston Common Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 448
Price: $32.95

The only comprehensive cookbook specially designed for a 2-person household-with more than 650 foolproof recipes scaled down for two, from America's
most trusted test kitchen. From breakfast to dinner, sides to desserts, plus slow cooking, vegetarian and grilling, we include a wide range of cuisines. A
perfect gift for newlyweds, small families, or empty nesters.
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   Nonfiction
 Complete Family Nutrition

by Jane Clarke

ISBN: 9781465419491
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 256
Price: $26.00

No Description

 The Complete Peanuts
1991-1992
by  Charles M Schulz

ISBN: 9781606997260
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Complete Peanuts
Publisher: Fantagraphics Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-01
Pages: 344
Price: $35.99

No Description

 Congratulations By The Way
Some Thoughts on Kindness
by George Saunders

ISBN: 9780812996272
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 64
Price: $17.00

Three months after George Saunders gave a convocation address at Syracuse University, a transcript of that speech was posted on the website of The New
York Times, where its simple, uplifting message struck a deep chord. Within days, it had been shared more than one million times. Why? Because
Saunders's words tap into a desire in all of us to lead kinder, more fulfilling lives. Powerful, funny, and wise, Congratulations, by the way is an inspiring
message from one of today's most influential and original writers.
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   Nonfiction
 Console Wars

Sega, Nintendo, and the Battle that Defined a Generation
by Blake J. Harris

ISBN: 9780062276698
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 320
Price: $33.50

In the tradition of The Accidental Billionaires and Moneyball, a behind-the-scenes business thriller about how the small, scrappy Sega, led by one unlikely
visionary, took on the juggernaut Nintendo and changed the face of entertainment
In 1989, Nintendo had a stranglehold on the video game industry. Sega was a faltering arcade company with big aspirations and even bigger personalities.
Enter Tom Kalinske, whose bold ideas and unorthodox strategies led to a ruthless showdown between Sega and Nintendo. The rivalry was vicious,
relentless, and highly profitable, eventually sparking a global corporate war that would be fought on several fronts: from living rooms and schoolyards to
boardrooms and Congress. It was a once-in-a-lifetime, no-holds-barred conflict that pitted brother against brother, kid against adult, Sonic against Mario, and
the US against Japan.
Console Wars is the true underdog tale of how Kalinske turned an industry punchline into a market leader. It's the journey of a humble family man with
extraordinary imagination, who could almost magically turn problems into competitive advantages, often by the seat of his pants, and who ended up building
a $60 billion dollar industry.

 The Constitution of Canada
An Introduction to its Development and Law
by  W P M Kennedy

ISBN: 9780199009572
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Wynford Project
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 544
Price: $27.95

In his excellent introduction to this new edition of W.P.M. Kennedy's The Constitution of Canada: An Introduction to its Development and Law, Martin
Friedland - like Kennedy a past Dean of the University of Toronto Law School - notes that after much research, he is ending where he began,finding
Kennedy to be "distinguished, engaging, and enigmatic." Kennedy was indeed an enigmatic figure, in addition to being a brilliant historian. Emigrating to
Canada from Ireland in 1913 - he was the eldest of ten children, and had run away from home at age fourteen - Kennedy made his way teaching and
researching. There were several "enigmatic" adventuresalong the way, as recounted by Friedland. Kennedy's skill as a teacher was legendary, and his
abilities as a scholar on a range of topics including Tudor history and constitutional history were exceptional. In 1922, Kennedy's large-canvas, ground-
breaking study of the Canadian constitution waspublished (Kennedy was part of a wider renaissance at University of Toronto, where in 1922 two other
important events took place: the discovery of insulin and the creation of the School of Graduate Studies). It was hailed as a success from the start, called "a
work of great accuracy and conspicuousfairness," "alive, human, dramatic," "an admirable and most readable book," and "a book which will rank high in the
literature of political science" (respectively, the Times, the Observer, the Law Quarterly Review, and the New Statesman). Equally well-received in Canada
(Saturday Night called it"brilliant" and "a monumental work"), it became and remained a classic text in both history and law until recently. Kennedy traces
the development of Canada from the earliest days of the French explorers until 1922. The book is comprehensive in scope, covering the seigniorial system in
Quebec, colonial policy, responsible government, federation, Canada as a dominion, the distribution of legislative power, theimperial tie and federalism.
Kennedydescribes all the key events: the Royal Proclamation of 1763, the Quebec Act of 1774, the Constitution Act of 1791, Lord Durham's Report of 1840,
the granting of responsible government in 1848, the British North America Act 1867, and later even ...
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   Nonfiction
 Cook It Fast

250 Recipes from Kitchen to Table in 15/20/30 Minutes
by WEIGHT WATCHERS

ISBN: 9781250052957
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 400
Price: $32.50

250 delicious recipes using fresh, healthy ingredients, that can be prepared and served in 30 minutes or less, from Weight WatchersReally hungry? In a rush?
Weight Watchers Cook It Fast has 250 delicious, healthful, quick and easy recipes that will help you put food on the table in thirty minutes or less. Weight
WatchersCook It Fast  has you covered for every meal of the day - and&nbspdesserts too! You'll find ideas for  *Breakfasts that will get you going  *
Lunches that can be enjoyed at home or brown-bagged  *Robust dinners for the times you're really, really hungry  *Slow cooker meals with no fuss  *Snacks
and desserts to satisfy your cravings in no time      Weight Watchers Cook It Fast relies on fresh fruits and vegetables, lean meats and seafood, and whole
grains to create tasty, satisfying dishes to fit your busy lifestyle.

 Cooking Light Dinnertime Survival Guide
Feed Your Family. Save Your Sanity!
by Sally Kuzemchak

ISBN: 9780848742423
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 256
Price: $27.95

Women are juggling more roles and more responsibilities than ever before. But somehow, some way, dinner's still got to get on the table. Cooking Light
Dinnertime Survival Guide will help women navigate mealtime armed with strategies, tips, and recipes that are targeted to the specific issue they have with
dinner-whether that's an insane schedule, a tight budget, or extra-finicky kids. This book highlights the Top 10 Challenges women face with getting a home-
cooked meal on the table and offers empathy and encouragement in the form of doable steps to take and strategies to try, plus more than 150 recipes to make
mealtime a breeze. 

Feeding kids healthy, home-cooked meals is at the top of every mom's daily to-do list, but hectic schedules and a host of other dilemmas can sometimes keep
it from being a reality. Cooking Light's Dinnertime Survival helps moms find a way to make it happen-no matter what the challenge may be.

  Smart Strategies offer fresh advice for a range of topics-from appeasing your kids' requests for a snack right before dinner because they're starving to
money-saving meal planning solutions.   Crazy Tricks that Actually Work! Sometimes it takes some out-of-the-box thinking.   Real Moms, Real Smart --tips
offer kid-tested strategies and advice from moms around the country.  More than 200 full-color photos including a beautiful image with every recipe.
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   Nonfiction
 Cooking With Amar'e

100 Easy Recipes for Pros and Rookies in the Kitchen
by  Amar'e Stoudemire

ISBN: 9780062325181
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 272
Price: $34.99

An information-packed cooking guide filled with tempting recipes, co-written by a world-famous hoops star, NY Knicks power forward Amar'e Stoudemire,
and Maxcel Hardy, his charismatic, world-class chef.
New York Knicks captain Amar'e Stoudemire may be on fire when he's on the court, but the nearly seven-foot-tall hoops star didn't know the first thing
about lighting a fire. When his personal chef, the talented and dynamic Maxcel Hardy, started giving him informal cooking lessons, the six-time NBA All-
Star began learning how to hone his culinary skills. Cooking with Amar'e, the book that grew out of these informal sessions, features more than 100 recipes,
some created by Hardy for his many celebrity clients and others based on the traditional Southern dishes Stoudemire and Chef Hardy grew up with. The
recipes blend French, Southern, Asian, and Caribbean, and are made with readily accessible ingredients. More than just a collection of recipes, this is a
comprehensive and straightforward guide that will guide both amateur and advanced home chefs through cooking techniques, equipment, shopping, party
planning, and preparing simple, delicious meals.
Stoudemire and Hardy became good friends over the course of their cooking lessons, and Cooking with Amar'e is full of personal anecdotes, from humorous
stories of working together as Amar'e learned to cook to reminiscences of childhoods spent in the South.This comprehensive guide lets beginners and more
advanced cooks hone their kitchen skills and master dish after noteworthy dish at their own pace. This unique, collaborative cookbook will delight
Stoudemire's legions of sports fans as well as anyone interested in learning the basics of good cooking. While beginners will want to keep this book close at
hand for reassurance and insight as they navigate the kitchen, experienced cooks will benefit from the more advanced cooking techniques and skills,
presented in an easy-to-follow and engaging format by Hardy, one of the foremost young chefs of his generation.

 Cooking With Avocados
by Elizabeth Nyland

ISBN: 9781581572513
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 176
Price: $18.00

No Description

 Copycat
and a Litter of Other Cats
by  David Yow

ISBN: 9781617752704
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Akashic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 160
Price: $29.95

David Yow's cat portraits, captured here for the first time in book form, are bold, striking, hilarious, and beautiful. Each portrait is based around a pun, but
they capture so much more than wordplay. All cat lovers will find something to relish in this gorgeous coffee-table book, which is the perfect gift for cat
enthusiasts, animal lovers, and anyone with a playful sense of humor.About the book, David Yow says: "I love cats. Always have. The only time I didn't
have a cat was a brief hell in Chicago where I lived in an apartment whose landlord didn't allow them. At that place, I had a life-sized cardboard cutout of a
cat which I named Toody. I also love wordplay. I'm the only adult I hang out with who still gets a kick out of puns. I make up palindromes. I used to write
songs and poems (these days, I leave that for the songwriters and poets); inthis book of cat-pun drawings, I have made a concerted effort to come up with
ideas that range from really funny to really amusing. The entire litter of animals in this book are line drawings that are 'colored in' with photographic
textures, and each cat is dropped into a photographic setting. Yep, that's the truth."
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   Nonfiction
 Crazy Town

The Rob Ford Story
by Robyn Doolittle

ISBN: 9780670068111
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-02-03
Pages: 384
Price: $29.95

His drug and alcohol-fuelled antics made world headlines and engulfed a city in unprecedented controversy. Toronto mayor Rob Ford's personal and
political troubles have occupied centre stage in North America's fourth-largest city since news broke that drug dealers were selling a videotape of Ford
appearing to smoke crack cocaine. Toronto Star reporter Robyn Doolittle was one of three journalists to view the video and report on its contents in May
2013. Her dogged pursuit of the story has uncovered disturbing details about the mayor's past, and embroiled the Toronto police, city councillors, and
ordinary citizens in a raucous debate about the future of the city. Even before those explosive events, Ford was a divisive figure. A populist and successful
city councillor, he was an underdog to become mayor in 2010. His politics and mercurial nature have split the amalgamated city in two. But there is far more
to the story. The Ford family has a long, unhappy history of substance abuse and criminal behaviour. Despite their troubles, they are also one of the most
ambitious families in Canada. Those close to the Fords say they often compare themselves to the Kennedys and believe they were born to lead. Doolittle says
that regardless of whether the mayor survives the current crack-cocaine scandal, the Ford name will be on the ballot in the mayoralty election in 2014. Fast
paced and insightful, Crazy Town is a page-turning portrait of a troubled man, a formidable family, and a city caught in an astonishing scandal.
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   Nonfiction
 Creativity, Inc.

Overcoming the Unseen Forces That Stand in the Way of True Inspiration
by  Ed Catmull

ISBN: 9780307361172
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 368
Price: $29.95

From Ed Catmull, co-founder (with Steve Jobs and John Lasseter) of Pixar Animation Studios, comes an incisive book about creativity in business--sure to
appeal to readers of Daniel Pink, Tom Peters, and Chip and Dan Heath.

Creativity, Inc. is a book for managers who want to lead their employees to new heights, a manual for anyone who strives for originality, and the first-ever,
all-access trip into the nerve center of Pixar Animation--into the meetings, postmortems, and "Braintrust" sessions where some of the most successful films
in history are made. It is, at heart, a book about how to build a creative culture--but it is also, as Pixar co-founder and president Ed Catmull writes, "an
expression of the ideas that I believe make the best in us possible."

For nearly twenty years, Pixar has dominated the world of animation, producing such beloved films as the Toy Story trilogy, Monsters, Inc., Finding Nemo,
The Incredibles, Up, and WALL-E, which have gone on to set box-office records and garner thirty Academy Awards. The joyousness of the storytelling, the
inventive plots, the emotional authenticity: In some ways, Pixar movies are an object lesson in what creativity really is. Here, in this book, Catmull reveals
the ideals and techniques that have made Pixar so widely admired--and so profitable.

As a young man, Ed Catmull had a dream: to make the first computer-animated movie. He nurtured that dream as a Ph.D. student at the University of Utah,
where many computer science pioneers got their start, and then forged a partnership with George Lu ...

 Dark Box
A Secret History of Confession
by John Cornwell

ISBN: 9780465039951
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

Confession is a crucial ritual of the Catholic Church, offering absolution of sin and spiritual guidance to the faithful.  Yet this ancient sacrament has also
been a source of controversy and oppression, culminating, as prize-winning historian John Cornwell reveals in The Dark Box, with the scandal of clerical
child abuse.  Drawing on extensive historical sources, contemporary reports, and first-hand accounts, Cornwell takes a hard look at the long evolution of
confession.The papacy made annual, one-on-one confession obligatory for the first time in the 13th century.  In the era that followed, confession was a
source of spiritual consolation as well as sexual and mercenary scandal.  During the 16th century, the Church introduced the confession box to prevent sexual
solicitation of women, but this private space gave rise to new forms of temptation, both for penitents and confessors.  Yet no phase in the story of the
sacrament has had such drastic consequencesas a historic decree by Pope Pius X in 1910.  In reaction to the spiritual perils of the new century, Pius sought to
safeguard the Catholic faithful by lowering the age at which children made their first confession from their early teens to seven, while exhorting all Catholics
to confess frequently instead of annually.  This sweeping, inappropriately early imposition of the sacrament gave priests an unprecedented and privileged
role in the lives of young boys and girls-a role that a significant number would exploit in the decades that followed.A much-needed account of confession's
fraught history, The Dark Box  explores the sources of the sacrament's harm and shame, while recognizing its continuing power to offer consolation and
reconciliation.
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   Nonfiction
 Darling You Can't Do Both

by Janet Kestin

ISBN: 9781554685813
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 304
Price: $24.99

From the award-winning advertising team, a creative, fresh and brutally honest guide to taking on the working world on your own terms
Janet Kestin and Nancy Vonk have built their careers on unconventional creative thinking. As two of the leaders behind Dove's Campaign for Real Beauty,
they famously championed stripping away photoshopping, lighting and makeup to sell real beauty. After years of rethinking brands, they decided that they
wanted to focus on rethinking the way we work--or, in many cases and places, the way our work doesn't work for us--especially for women. They've tackled
the problem in their hallmark style: by turning expectations upside down and shaking them. Soundly.
Darling, You Can't Do Both is a smart, relatable guide for all of the women who embraced the spirit of Lean In but were left wondering where to start--how
could they, in all industries and at all levels, really begin to change their realities and maybe even their companies, from the ground up? Janet Kestin and
Nancy Vonk's answer is that women need to start breaking the largely unspoken rules of business they've always tacitly accepted. Darling will spark a new
thread of conversation about women in the workplace--one that's about new strategies for every woman with ambition who is moving (and looking)
forward--with motherhood not a roadblock but an unfair advantage.

 Denali's Howl
The Deadliest Climbing Disaster on America's Wildest Peak
by  Andy Hall

ISBN: 9780525954064
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 368
Price: $32.95

Denali's Howl is the white-knuckle account of one of the most deadly climbing disasters of all time.

 In 1967, twelve young men attempted to climb Alaska's Mount McKinley--known to the locals as Denali--one of the most popular and deadly
mountaineering destinations in the world. Only five survived.

 Journalist Andy Hall, son of the park superintendent at the time, investigates the tragedy. He spent years tracking down survivors, lost documents, and
recordings of radio communications. In Denali's Howl, Hall reveals the full story of an expedition facing conditions conclusively established here for the first
time: At an elevation of nearly 20,000 feet, these young men endured an "arctic super blizzard," with howling winds of up to 300 miles an hour and wind
chill that freezes flesh solid in minutes. All this without the high-tech gear and equipment climbers use today.

 As well as the story of the men caught inside the storm, Denali's Howl is the story of those caught outside it trying to save them--Hall's father among them.
The book gives readers a detailed look at the culture of climbing then and now and raises uncomfortable questions about each player in this tragedy. Was
enough done to rescue the climbers, or were their fates sealed when they ascended into the path of this unprecedented storm?
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   Nonfiction
 Diary of the Dark Years, 1940-1944

by  Jean Guehenno

ISBN: 9780199970865
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-15
Pages: 368
Price: $32.95

Jean Guehenno's Diary of the Dark Years, 1940-1945 is the most oft-quoted piece of testimony on life in occupied France. A sharply observed record of day-
to-day life under Nazi rule in Paris and a bitter commentary on literary life in those years, it has also been called "a remarkable essay oncourage and
cowardice" (Caroline Moorehead, Wall Street Journal). Here, David Ball provides not only the first English-translation of this important historical document,
but also the first ever annotated, corrected edition. Guehenno was a well-known political and cultural critic, left-wing but not communist, and
uncompromisingly anti-fascist. Unlike most French writers during the Occupation, he refused to pen a word for a publishing industry under Nazi control. He
expressed his intellectual, moral, and emotionalresistance in this diary: his shame at the Vichy government's collaboration with Nazi Germany, his contempt
for its falsely patriotic reactionary ideology, his outrage at its anti-Semitism and its vilification of the Republic it had abolished, his horror at its increasingly
savage repression and hisdisgust with his fellow intellectuals who kept on blithely writing about art and culture as if the Occupation did not exist - not to
mention those who praised their new masters in prose and poetry.  Also a teacher of French literature, he constantly observed the young people he taught,
sometimes saddened by their conformism but always passionately trying to inspire them withthe values of the French cultural tradition he loved. Guehenno's
diary often includes his own reflections on the greattexts he is teaching, instilling them with special meaning in the context of the Occupation. Complete with
meticulous notes and a biographical index, Ball's edition of Guehenno's epic diary offers readers a deeper understanding not only of the diarist's cultural
allusions, but also of the dramatic,historic events through which he lived.

 Diary of a Mad Diva
by  Joan Rivers

ISBN: 9780425269022
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Berkley Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 256
Price: $31.00

Anais Nin, Anne Frank and Sylvia Plath wrote the world's most famous diaries. And where are they today? Dead. But the world's OTHER great diarist, Joan
Rivers, is alive and kicking. And complaining.
  
   In the extraordinary tradition of The Habit of Being: Letters of Flannery O'Connor and George Orwell's Diaries, comes an intimate and enriching glimpse
into the mind of the most illuminating woman-of-letters of her generation--the provocative exploration of an age in which she has lived on and on and on and
on.
  
   Following up the phenomenal success of her headline-making New York Times bestseller I Hate Everyone...Starting With Me, the unstoppable Joan
Rivers is at it again. When her daughter Melissa gives her a diary for Christmas, at first Joan is horrified--who the hell does Melissa think she is? That fat
pig, Bridget Jones? But as Joan, being both beautiful and introspective, begins to record her day-to-day musings, she realizes she has a lot to say.
  
   About everything. And everyone, God help them. 
  
   The result? A no-holds-barred, delightfully vicious and always hilarious look at the everyday life of the ultimate diva. Follow Joan on a family vacation in
Mexico and on trips between New York and Los Angeles where she mingles with the stars, never missing a beat as she delivers blistering critiques on
current events, an ...
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 Directing Herbert White

by James Franco

ISBN: 9781770894570
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-04-19
Pages: 88
Price: $19.95

The debut poetry collection by the actor, director, and writer James Franco
            I'm a nocturnal creature,And I'm here to cheat time.You can see time and exhaustionTaking pay from my face--In fifty yearsMy sleep will be
death,I'll go like the rest,But I'll have played               All the games and all the roles. --from "Nocturnal"
            "There's never been a book quite like this. Hollywood -- fame, celebrity, the promise of becoming an artist -- is the beast at its center. Franco knows it
like Melville knows whaling. Hollywood in this book devours its young. Obsessed with myths about its own past, it can be survived only by finding a
vantage point that is not Hollywood. Bold yet subtle, fearless yet disarming, Franco has made a book you will never forget." -- Frank Bidart, winner of the
Bollingen Prize in American Poetry
            "A star-studded cast moves like ghosts across the screen of James Franco's poetic consciousness, imbuing the writing with scenes of icons who are
also humans replete with sorrow and presence in our own psyches. James Dean, Monica Vitti, Catherine Deneuve, Sal Mineo, Heath Ledger, pass and fade.
The author has a wonderful self-reflexive insouciance about his own fame and roles inhabited, from Hart Crane to Allen Ginsberg to Harvey Milk's lover.
Franco is a gifted contemporary Renaissance kind of guy, surveying the waterfront of illusion, suffering, and impermanance. We leave the movie theater a
little wiser." -- Anne Waldman, poet, editor, scholar, and cultural/political activist

 Dirtie Bertie
An English King Made in France
by  Stephen Clarke

ISBN: 9781780890340
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 448
Price: $41.95

The entertaining biography of Edward VII and his playboy lifestyle, by Stephen Clarke, author of 1000 Years of Annoying the French and A Year in the
Merde. 
     Edward VII was an English King made in France.
     The 'black sheep' son of Victoria and Albert, he first fell in love with France as a teenager in 1855. Trained by Emperor Napoleon III (Bonaparte's
nephew) to be a fun-loving playboy, young Bertie (as his family called him) had soon perfected a skill for shameless adultery that was to shape his whole
life. 
     An habitue of Paris at its most louche and colourful, Bertie visited the same cabarets and brothels as Toulouse Lautrec, and moved in the same theatrical
circles as Degas and Sarah Bernhardt. But when France threw out its Emperor, he also formed close friendships with the country's frustrated monarchists and
its new revolutionaries. His almost constant presence in Paris during the last three decades of the 19th century ensured that Britain and France were never
alienated despite their huge political differences. In fact, it was almost entirely thanks to his diplomatic skills that Britain and France signed the historic
Entente Cordiale of 1904, the agreement that has ensured we haven't gone to war again in over 100 years, however tempting this may have been.
     Edward VII: world-class Champagne drinker, serial adulterer, oui. But this entertainingly unorthodox biography also portrays him as probably the most
widely-respected European diplomat that Britain has ever had, being either a friend or relative of every head of state in Europe. In fact, if Bertie had smoked
fewer cigars, eaten less foie gras and stayed alive for longer, he might even have kept us out of World War One. Only Dirty Bertie -- half Anglo-Prussian
prince, half Parisian playboy -- could have done it.
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 Disease Delusion

A Radical New Way to Conquer the Causes of Chronic Illness for a Healthier, Longer, and
Happier Life
by Jeffrey S. Bland

ISBN: 9780062290731
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 256
Price: $33.50

Leveraging a lifetime of being on the cutting edge of research and practice in the integrative medical field, and stirred by recent advances in health science,
Dr. Jeffrey Bland, the father of Functional Medicine provides a roadmap for good health by helping us to understand root causes of chronic illness.
Medicine is undergoing a paradigm shift in the 21st century, analogous to the advances in bacteriology in the late 19th. While advances in medicine have
nearly doubled our life-spans in only four generations, our quality of life has not achieved it's full potential. Managing chronic diseases makes up 78% of our
total healthcare costs, and we're masking these illnesses with pills and temporary treatments, rather than identifying and preventing their underlying causes.
Functional medicine seeks to describe the instigator of an illness, rather than treat its symptoms. Over the years, Dr. Bland has helped thousands of patients
conquer their chronic diseases by treating the source of their symptoms:
Jennifer was suffering from numbness in her hands and feet when she discovered a high level of mercury in her bloodstream. After consuming specific foods
that enhance the detoxification process of the body, her mercury levels dropped and she returned to full health.
Doug, a high-powered executive in seemingly fantastic shape, was prescribed a statin to lower his cholesterol. When he started to feel fatigued and
experienced erectile dysfunction, he came to Dr. Bland for a solution. By lowering the dose of statin and consuming phytonutrients, he was able to lower his
cholesterol without the harmful side-effects.
Margret had a history of inflammatory bowel disease that left her weak and malnourished as a child. Immediately after starting Dr. Bland's program she was
able to eat again, and after two years she caught up to her peers in weight, grew seven inches, and went completely off of her medications.
Complementary to the text are illustrations, gr ...

 Disobeying Hitler
German Resistance After Valkyrie
by  Randall Hansen

ISBN: 9780199927920
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-12
Pages: 352
Price: $32.95

On July 20, 1944, Colonel Claus Schenk Graf von Stauffenberg was executed in the courtyard of the Third Reich's military headquarters in Berlin for
attempting to assassinate Adolf Hitler. A member of the unsuccessful plot to overthrow the Nazi government - codenamed Operation Valkyrie - Stauffenberg
was shot by a firing squad along with his co-conspirators, and their bodies were dumped in a shallow grave.    Most discussions of German resistance during
World War II end here, with the failed July 20 plot and the subsequent execution of its leaders. And yet this was far from the last act of disobedience carried
out against the Nazi regime, as Randall Hansen reveals in his fascinating new book. Although "resistance" as a commitment to regime change all but ended
with Stauffenberg, Hansen shows that if we consider resistance as disobedience - of orders to detonate a bridge, to wreck a factory, to destroy a harbor or to
defend a city to the last man - then a very different picture emerges. Resistance-as-disobedience continued, and indeed increased, throughout late 1944 and
early 1945. And it had a more profound and lasting material effect on the war and its aftermath than did the military resistance culminating in Stauffenberg's
attempt on Hitler's life. From the refusal to destroy Paris and key locations in southern France to the unwillingness to implement a scorched earth policy on
German soil, disobedience in the Third Reich manifested in numerous ways after 1944, andultimately impacted the course of the war by saving thousands of
Allied and German lives, keeping supply lines open, and preserving cities and infrastructure.     In a period of thorough and at times fanatical obedience, the
few instances of disobedience against the Nazi regime become all the more striking. Considering various forms of oppostion across the Western Front,
Disobeying Hitler is a significant contribution to the literature on German resistance.
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 Don't Die With Your Music Still In You

My Experience Growing Up with Spiritual Parents
by Serena J. Dyer

ISBN: 9781401936273
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-06-16
Pages: 
Price: $14.95

In 2001, Dr. Wayne Dyer wrote a book called 10 Secrets for Success and Inner Peace, based on the most important principles he wanted his children to live
by. Serena Dyer, one of those children, has contemplated these ideas throughout her life. "Don't die with your music still in you" has been the most important
principle for Serena: to her, it means that you don't allow yourself to live any life other than the one you were born to live.  In this book, Serena sets outto
explain what it was like to grow up with spiritual parents. She touches upon all ten of her dad's original secrets, imparting her own experiences with them
and detailing how they have affected the way she approaches various situations in life. She shares stories, struggles, and triumphs-and Wayne, in turn,
contributes his own perspective. This unique father-daughter collaboration will warm the hearts of all parents . . . and inspire anyone who is looking to find
the "music" inside themselves.

 Douglas Coupland Everywhere Is Anywhere
Everywhere is Anywhere is Anything is Everything
by VARIOUS

ISBN: 9781908966520
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Black Dog Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-08-01
Pages: 296
Price: $29.95

This publication will be the first monograph to provide a comprehensive overview of Douglas Coupland's visual art practice with significant critical
assessment of his work.  To date, existing publications on Coupland's artwork have been limited in scope and focused upon only a limited portion of his
oeuvre.  This publication will therefore be an extensive resource for years to come on Coupland's artistic practice, published in collaboration with a major
exhibition of his work to be held at the Vancouver Art Gallery, May 31, 2014 - September 1, 2014.Alongside his celebrated status as author of 13 bestselling
novels, including his seminal debut Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture, Coupland output has taken on the commitment of a true
multidisciplinarian, graduating in 1985 from the Emily Carr Institute of Art and Design, Vancouver before furthering his aesthetic studies at the Hokkaido
College of Art and Design in Japan as well as the Sapporo Instituto Europeo di Design, Milan. After concentrating on his literary works for the entire 1990s,
Coupland returned to his dormant artistic practice at the turn of the century, exhibiting his work in many solo and collective exhibitions internationally.
During the last decade and a half, he has also diversified further, emboldening his body of work within non-fiction, film and television, as well as foraying
into fashion design.Leading from a multidisciplinary background, it would be expected that his work would follow the diverse and multi-media trajectory
that it does, focusing on an equally broad spread of personal themes from a fascination with the corruptive desirability of popular culture to the intrigue of
military imagery, resulting from Coupland's childhood in such a family unit at the height of the Cold War. Intended as the definitive document of Coupland's
artistic career, the book will include reproductions of all the major series' within his work alongside his most recent output and images of the installations
within the exhibition at the Vancouver Art Gallery.

 Dreamland Theatre
by Rob Budde

ISBN: 9781927575451
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Caitlin Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-14
Pages: 96
Price: $16.95

The Dreamland Theatre exists in a photograph of a white building on sledges being pulled through the mud from one location to another by a team of horses
in Prince George (then Fort George) circa 1912. These poems are about imagining place and, continuing the work of FINDING FT. GEORGE, Rob Budde's
process of trying, and failing, to find out where he is. Poetry is part of a place, and this book deals in the powerful homemaking that is language itself.
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 Driving Honda

by  Jeffrey Rothfeder

ISBN: 9781591844730
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Portfolio
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

No Description

 Dukan Diet Made Easy
by Pierre Dukan

ISBN: 9780345814593
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 240
Price: $29.95

The must-have lifestyle companion to the international bestselling phenomenon The Dukan Diet. 
     Millions have used the Dukan Diet's unique 4-phase plan to achieve--and maintain--dramatic weight loss. Now comes The Dukan Diet Made Easy, a step-
by-step guide for staying on track and easily incorporating the plan into your life, every day, in any situation. The Dukan Diet Made Easy includes clear,
easy to understand explanations of the diet's four phases, tips, and tricks for adapting the diet to any lifestyle, 60 delicious and easy recipes and weekly meal
plans as well as answers to frequently asked questions. The Dukan Diet Made Easy is the indispensable, accessible, go-to resource for every Dukan
dieter--whether they've already achieved their goals or are just beginning their weight loss journey.
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 Duty

Memoirs of a Secretary at War
by Robert M. Gates

ISBN: 9780307959478
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-01-14
Pages: 640
Price: $40.00

From the former secretary of defense, a strikingly candid, vividly written account of his experience serving Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama
during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

 Before Robert M. Gates received a call from the White House in 2006, he thought he'd left Washington politics behind: after working for six presidents in
both the CIA and the National Security Council, he was happy in his role as president of Texas A&M University. But when he was asked to help a nation
mired in two wars and to aid the troops doing the fighting, he answered what he felt was the call of duty. Now, in this unsparing memoir, meticulously fair in
its assessments, he takes us behind the scenes of his nearly five years as a secretary at war: the battles with Congress, the two presidents he served, the
military itself, and the vast Pentagon bureaucracy; his efforts to help Bush turn the tide in Iraq; his role as a guiding, and often dissenting, voice for Obama;
the ardent devotion to and love for American soldiers--his "heroes"--he developed on the job. 

 In relating his personal journey as secretary, Gates draws us into the innermost sanctums of government and military power during the height of the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars, illuminating iconic figures, vital negotiations, and critical situations in revealing, intimate detail. Offering unvarnished appraisals of Dick
Cheney, Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton, and Presidents Bush and Obama among other key players, Gates exposes the full spectrum of behind-closed-doors
politicking within both the Bush and Obama administrations. 

 He discusses the great controversies of his tenure--surges in both Iraq and Afghanistan,  how to deal with Iran and Syria, "Don't Ask Don't Tell," GuantÃ ...

 Ecology or Catastrophe
The Life of Murray Bookchin
by  Janet Biehl

ISBN: 9780199342488
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-21
Pages: 336
Price: $37.95

The compelling biography of revolutionary social ecologist Murray Bookchin. Murray Bookchin was not only one of the most significant and influential
environmental philosophers of the twentieth-century - he was also one of the most prescient. From deforestation to nuclear radiation, Bookchin has been at
the forefront of every major ecological issue since the very beginning,often proposing a solution before most people even recognized there was a problem.
Ecology or Catastrophe: The Lifeof Murray Bookchin is the first biography of this groundbreaking environmental and political thinker. Author Janet Biehl
worked as Bookchin's collaborator and copyeditor for 19 years, editing his every word. Thanks to her extensive personal history with Bookchin aswell as her
access to his papers and archival research, Ecology or Catastrophe offers unique insight into Bookchin's personal and professional life. Founder of the social
ecology movement, Bookchin first started raising environmentalissues in 1952. He foresaw global warming in the 1960s and arguedthat we should look into
renewable energy sources as an alternative to fossil fuels. Wary of pesticides and industrial agriculture, Bookchin was also an early advocate of small-scale
organic farming, which has developed into the present locavore movement and the revival of organic markets. EvenOccupy can trace the origins of its
leaderless structure and general assemblies to the antihierarchical organizational form Bookchin developed as a libertarian socialist. Bookchin believed that
social and ecological issues were deeply intertwined. Convinced that capitalism pushed businesses to maximize profits and ignore humanist concerns,
Bookchin argued that eco-crises could be resolved by a new social arrangement. His solution was Communalism, a new form oflibertarian socialism he
developed. An optimist and utopian, Bookchin believed we could use reason to solve all social and ecological problems. Both the biography of greatthinker
and a continuation of Bookchin's ecological and social call to arms, Ecology or Catastrophe is an indispensable text for environmentalists, political activists,
and anyone looking for answers to today's ecological concerns.
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 Egg

A Culinary Exploration of the World's Most Versatile Ingredient
by  Michael Ruhlman

ISBN: 9780316254069
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $44.00

In this innovative cookbook, James Beard award-winning author Michael Ruhlman explains why the egg is the key to the craft of cooking.
  For culinary visionary Michael Ruhlman, the question is not whether the chicken or the egg came first, it's how anything could be accomplished in the
kitchen without the magic of the common egg. He starts with perfect poached and scrambled eggs and builds up to brioche and Italian meringue. Along the
way readers learn to make their own mayonnaise, pasta, custards, quiches, cakes, and other preparations that rely fundamentally on the hidden powers of the
egg.
 
A unique framework for the book is provided in Ruhlman's egg flowchart, which starts with the whole egg at the top and branches out to describe its many
uses and preparations -- boiled, pressure-cooked, poached, fried, coddled, separated, worked into batters and doughs, and more. A removable illustrated
flowchart is included with the book.
 
Nearly 100 recipes are grouped by technique and range from simple (Egg Salad with Tarragon and Chives) to sophisticated (nougat). Dozens of step-by-step
photographs guide the home cook through this remarkable culinary journey.

 Empire's Crossroads
A History Fo The Caribbean
by  Carrie Gibson

ISBN: 9780230766174
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 456
Price: $45.00

A definitive history of the Caribbean by a briliant young historian
In October 1492, an Italian-born, Spanish-funded navigator discovered a new world, thousands of miles across the Atlantic Ocean. In Empire's Crossroads,
Carrie Gibson, unfolds the story of the Caribbean from Columbus's first landing on the island he named San Salvador to today's islands - largely
independent, but often still in thrall to Europe and America's insatiable desire for tropical luxuries.
From the early years of settlement to the age of sugar and slavery, during which vast riches were generated for Europeans through the enforced labour of
millions of enslaved Africans, to the great slave rebellions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the long, slow progress towards independence in
the modern era, Gibson offers a vivid, panoramic view of this complex and contradictory region.
From Cuba to Haiti, from Jamaica to Trinidad, the story of the Caribbean is not simply the story of slaves and masters - but of fortune-seekers, tourists,
scientists and pirates. It is not only a story of imperial expansion - European and American - but also of life as it is lived in the islands, both in the past and
today.
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 Endurance

Shackleton's Incredible Voyage
by Alfred Lansing

ISBN: 9780465058785
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 416
Price: $30.00

Bound for Antarctica, where polar explorer Ernest Shackleton planned to cross on foot the last uncharted continent, the Endurance set sail from England in
August 1914. In January 1915, after battling its way for six weeks through a thousand miles of pack ice and now only a day's sail short of its destination, the
Endurance became locked in an island of ice.For ten months the ice-moored Endurance drifted northwest before it was finally crushed. But for Shackleton
and his crew of twenty-seven men the ordeal had barely begun. It would end only after a near-miraculous journey by Shackleton and a skeleton crew through
over 850 miles of the South Atlantic's heaviest seas to the closest outpost of civilization.This astonishing tale of survival by Shackleton and all twenty-seven
of his men for over a year on the ice-bound Antarctic seas, as Time magazine put it, "defined heroism." Alfred Lansing's brilliantly narrated book has long
been acknowledged as the definitive account of the Endurance 's fateful trip.

 Enduring Courage
Ace Pilot Eddie Rickenbacker and the Dawn of the Age of Speed
by John F. Ross

ISBN: 9781250033772
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

The sensational true story of Eddie Rickenbacker, America's greatest flying ace.The sensational true story of Eddie Rickenbacker, America's greatest flying
ace At the turn of the twentieth century two new technologies-the car and airplane-took the nation's imagination by storm as they burst, like comets, into
American life. The brave souls that leaped into these dangerous contraptions and pushed them to unexplored extremes became new American heroes: the
race car driver and the flying ace.No individual did more to create and intensify these raw new roles than the tall, gangly Eddie Rickenbacker, who defied
death over and over with such courage and pluck that a generation of Americans came to know his face better than the president's. The son of poor, German-
speaking Swiss immigrants in Columbus, Ohio, Rickenbacker overcame the specter of his father's violent death, a debilitating handicap, and, later,
accusations of being a German spy, to become the American military ace of aces in World War I and a Medal of Honor recipient. He and his high-spirited,
all-too-short-lived pilot comrades, created a new kind of aviation warfare, as they pushed their machines to the edge of destruction-and often over it-without
parachutes, radios, or radar. Enduring Courage  is the electrifying story of the beginning of America's love affair with speed-and how one man above all the
rest showed a nation the way forward. No simple daredevil, he was an innovator on the racetrack, a skilled aerial dualist and squadron commander, and
founder of Eastern Air Lines. Decades after his heroics against the Red Baron's Flying Circus, he again showed a war-weary nation what it took to survive
against nearly insurmountable odds when he and seven others endured a harrowing three-week ordeal adrift without food or water in the Pacific during
World War II.For the first time, Enduring Courage  peels back the layers of hero to reveal the man himself. With impeccable research and a gripping
narrative, John F. Ross tells the unforgettable story of a man who pushed the limits of speed, endurance and courage and emerged as an American legend.
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 The Essential New York Times Grilling Cookbook

More Than 100 Years of Sizzling Food Writing and Recipes
by  Peter Kaminsky

ISBN: 9781402793240
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Sterling Epicure
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 400
Price: $26.95

Over the past 100 years, the New York Times has published thousands of articles on barbecuing and grilling, along with mouthwatering recipes--and this
unique collection gathers the very best. These essential pieces are worth savoring not only for their time-tested advice and instruction, but also for the quality
of the storytelling: even non-cooks will find them a delight to read. Almost all of the newspaper's culinary "family" weighs in here, along with both
renowned chefs and everyday tailgaters. The famous names include bestselling author Mark Bittman (How to Cook Everything), who contributes the
foreword as well as several essays and recipes; pioneer food critic Craig Claiborne ("French Thoughts on U.S. Barbecue"), Pierre Franey (Loin Lamb Steaks
with Rosemary), the beloved Florence Fabricant (Raspberry Chocolate Mousse Cakes), Jacques PÃ©pin (Grilled Tabasco Chicken), Molly O'Neill
("Splendor in the Lemongrass"), Alfred Portale,  Mimi Sheraton, Sam Sifton, and many more. With everything from barbecue basics to expert tips, from
healthy vegetarian fare to heart-attack-inducing meaty indulgences, this fun, surprising, and enlightening book is a treat for everyone. So pick out a recipe, or
three or four or ten, and fire away!

 The Euro Crisis and Its Aftermath
by  Jean Pisani-ferry

ISBN: 9780199993338
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 224
Price: $32.95

The euro's life, while only slightly more than a decade long, has been riddled by a series of challenges and crises. The disparity between the prosperous
Northern countries of Germany and France and the plummeting Southern countries, including Italy and Greece, has exacerbated problems withinthe political
and economic union of the Eurozone. The North, especially Germany, has debated where to draw the line between doing whatever is necessary to save the
common currency and what they have viewed as a charity bailout of countries who flouted the rules for a decade and suffered predictableconsequences.
Meanwhile, Southern countries such as Italy, Spain, and Greece have grown increasingly bitter at the attitudes of their partners to the North. Amidst loud and
frequent debates, solutions including routes for increased integration and punitive policies and reforms have been enacted anddiscarded to a limited degree of
success. The struggles facing this monetary union continue to unfold even today. The Euro Crisis and Its Aftermath was written to inform readers about the
history of this enduring European crisis and the alternative proposals for ending it. In four parts, Jean Pisani-Ferry explains the origins of the European
currency, the build-up of imbalances and oversights that led to thecrisis, the choices European policymakers have both addressed and ignored since 2010, the
evolution of the policy agenda, and possible options for the future. The book is as much of an informative and analytical history as it is a prescriptive
solution for a more prosperous future world economy. Rather than putting forth and supporting a thesis, Pisani-Ferry helps readers understand the past and
present of the euro crisis and form their own opinions about potential solutions. It has grown out of his book Le Reveil des Demons published in France in
2011. The content has been updatedextensively to cover the events of the past few years and augmented to better explain the Eurozone to a global audience.
This book is not intended to reach only economists, as time has long passed since European monetary unification was a debate limited to academics. This
book is also for the policymakers searc ...
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 Everybody's Got Something (Large Print Edition)

by  Robin Roberts

ISBN: 9781455581993
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

"Regardless of how much money you have, your race, where you live, what religion you follow, you are going through something. Or you already have or
you will. As momma always said, "Everybody's got something." 

So begins beloved Good Morning America anchor Robin Roberts's new memoir in which she recounts the incredible journey that's been her life so far, and
the lessons she's learned along the way. With grace, heart, and humor, she writes about overcoming breast cancer only to learn five years later that she will
need a bone marrow transplant to combat a rare blood disorder, the grief and heartbreak she suffered when her mother passed away, her triumphant return to
GMA after her medical leave, and the tremendous support and love of her family and friends that saw her through her difficult times. 

Following her mother's advice to "make your mess your message," Robin taught a nation of viewers that while it is true that we've all got something -- a
medical crisis to face, aging parents to care for, heartbreak in all its many forms --- we've also all got something to give: hope, encouragement, a life-saving
transplant or a spirit-saving embrace. As Robin has learned, and what readers of her remarkable story will come to believe as well, it's all about faith, family
and friends.  And finding out that you are stronger, much stronger, than you think.

 Everybody's Got Something
by  Robin Roberts

ISBN: 9781455578450
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 272
Price: $30.00

"Regardless of how much money you have, your race, where you live, what religion you follow, you are going through something. Or you already have or
you will. As momma always said, "Everybody's got something." 

So begins beloved Good Morning America anchor Robin Roberts's new memoir in which she recounts the incredible journey that's been her life so far, and
the lessons she's learned along the way. With grace, heart, and humor, she writes about overcoming breast cancer only to learn five years later that she will
need a bone marrow transplant to combat a rare blood disorder, the grief and heartbreak she suffered when her mother passed away, her triumphant return to
GMA after her medical leave, and the tremendous support and love of her family and friends that saw her through her difficult times. 

Following her mother's advice to "make your mess your message," Robin taught a nation of viewers that while it is true that we've all got something -- a
medical crisis to face, aging parents to care for, heartbreak in all its many forms --- we've also all got something to give: hope, encouragement, a life-saving
transplant or a spirit-saving embrace. As Robin has learned, and what readers of her remarkable story will come to believe as well, it's all about faith, family
and friends. And finding out that you are stronger, much stronger, than you think.
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 Everybody's Got Something

by  Robin Roberts,  Veronica Chambers, Author

ISBN: 9781478979630
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 
Price: $33.00

"Regardless of how much money you have, your race, where you live, what religion you follow, you are going through something. Or you already have or
you will. As momma always said, "Everybody's got something." 

So begins beloved Good Morning America anchor Robin Roberts's new memoir in which she recounts the incredible journey that's been her life so far, and
the lessons she's learned along the way. With grace, heart, and humor, she writes about overcoming breast cancer only to learn five years later that she will
need a bone marrow transplant to combat a rare blood disorder, the grief and heartbreak she suffered when her mother passed away, her triumphant return to
GMA after her medical leave, and the tremendous support and love of her family and friends that saw her through her difficult times. 

Following her mother's advice to "make your mess your message," Robin taught a nation of viewers that while it is true that we've all got something -- a
medical crisis to face, aging parents to care for, heartbreak in all its many forms --- we've also all got something to give: hope, encouragement, a life-saving
transplant or a spirit-saving embrace. As Robin has learned, and what readers of her remarkable story will come to believe as well, it's all about faith, family
and friends.  And finding out that you are stronger, much stronger, than you think.

 Everything Eyes
Professional Techniques * Essential Tools * Gorgeous Makeup Looks
by Bobbi Brown

ISBN: 9781452119618
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 120
Price: $19.95

Bestselling author and world-famous makeup artist Bobbi Brown reveals her expert techniques for creating show-stopping eyes-from everyday natural to
smoky to party sparkle. To coincide with the launch of Bobbi's eyewear range and a brand-new eye makeup palette, Everything Eyes  covers basic eye care,
essential brushes and tools, and step-by-step tutorials for 10 stunning looks. Famous for her signature glasses look, Bobbi also shares her tried-and-true tips
for selecting frames and wearing makeup with glasses. This chic, take-anywhere hardcover is the manual for all women who want gorgeous eyes. And that
means every woman!

 Everything You Need To Know About The Bible
by TIME-LIFE

ISBN: 9781603209960
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Time Home Entertainment, Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 272
Price: $19.95

From the experts at Time-Life Books, the complete guide to the Bible explained--its essential history, characters, Scriptures, messages, and meaning--in a
unique visual format filled with hundreds of color photographs and illustrations.  Everyone can benefit from understanding the Bible, and Time-Life Books'
Everything You Need to Know about the Bible is the ultimate visual guide. This helpful book is filled with photos, illustrations, art, and maps, plus sidebars
throughout featuring fun facts, Top Ten lists, verses to know, and more. Learn the fascinating story of the Bible itself-how it was written and how its
contents have survived over the centuries. Meet the great characters, from Abraham and Isaac to Mary Magdalene and St. Paul. Discover the life, works, and
teachings of Jesus Christ and his disciples, with observations offered by today's most noted interpreters of the Bible. It's all gathered in an easy to read,
compelling visual format that brings a fresh understanding to readers of all spiritual backgrounds, whether you're new to the Bible or a daily reader of its
inspiring words.
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   Nonfiction
 Explaining Hitler

The Search for the Origins of His Evil, updated edition
by Ron Rosenbaum

ISBN: 9780306823183
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 528
Price: $20.99

In 'Explaining Hitler', Ron Rosenbaum investigates the meanings and motivations people have attached to Hitler and his crimes against humanity. What does
Hitler tell us about the nature of evil? In often dramatic encounters, Rosenbaum confronts historians, scholars, filmmakers, and deniers as he skeptically
analyzes the key strains of Hitler interpretation.A balanced and thoughtful overview of a subject both frightening and profound, this is an extraordinary
quest, an expedition into the war zone of Hitler theories, "a provocative work of cultural history that is as compelling as it is thoughtful, as readable as it is
smart."- 'New York Times' First published in 1998 to rave reviews, 'Explaining Hitler'  became a ( 'New York Times' )-bestseller. This new edition is an
update of that classic and a critically important contribution to the study of the twentieth century's darkest moment.

 Face The Music
A Life Exposed
by Paul Stanley

ISBN: 9780062114044
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 272
Price: $35.99

For the first time, the frontman and rhythm guitarist for KISS shares his personal story that captures the breadth of the band's 40 year career in this uniquely
revealing memoir.
In 1973 New York, Paul Stanley and Gene Simmons co-founded KISS, adding Ace Frehley and Peter Chris to round out the 4-piece band that, in various
incarnations, would go on to sell over 100 million albums, making the them one of the world's best-selling bands of all time. Stanley's standing as the lead-
singer, front-man, primary song-writer, and long-time fan favorite makes this a must-read book for the legions of KISS fans and lovers of rock memoirs.
For the first time Paul Stanley tells all, with just the right mix of personal revelations and gripping, gritty war stories about the highs and lows both inside
and outside of KISS. Born with a condition called microtia (missing one ear and rendering him deaf on the right side), Stanley's traumatic childhood
experiences within his family, matched with the social challenges of being visually deformed in the 50's and 60's, produced a drive to succeed in the most
unlikely of places: music. Taking readers through the series of events that led up to the founding of KISS, his personal relationships including two marriages,
and the turbulent dynamics with his band mates over the past 40 years, no one comes out unscathed--including Paul himself.
With both classic and never-before-seen photos and images that capture the iconic visuals that helped define KISS, this is a memoir that will immerse
readers in the band Stanley helped to create and sustain through artfully-told stories that are shocking, funny, inspirational, and honest.

 Fading Hearts On The River
A Life in High-Stakes Poker
by Brooks Haxton

ISBN: 9781619023253
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $26.50

Centered around multi-million dollar stakes and a series of nationally televised poker tournaments, Fading Hearts on the River  offers a story of odds-the
odds of a newborn surviving severe jaundice, the odds of Congress passing a law that renders one's online gambling income inaccessible, the odds of
drawing the right card on the turn or the river. In this tale of fatherhood and worldy success, Haxton follows his son Isaac's unlikely career as a poker player,
the nervous father often sitting on the sidelines with his fingers crossed or staring at a casino monitor while Isaac wins more in one hand of play than Haxton
has earned from all his books of poetry combined. In this deftly crafted story Haxton explores the propensity for abstraction, logic, and memory all good
poets and poker players share, all the while taking readers on a rollicking tour of complex, intertwined topics, ranging from game theory and financial
strategies, to medical mysteries and lost love, to chess, Magic cards, and Texas Hold 'em. Guided by the through-line of a father's love and admiration for his
talented son, Fading Hearts  delivers a unique perspective on professional gambling and one family's experience playing the odds.
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 Family Cooks

100+ Recipes to Get Your Family Craving Food That's Simple, Tasty, and Incredibly Good
for You
by Laurie David

ISBN: 9781623362508
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rodale Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 288
Price: $31.99

A call to action for parents, kids, and anyone who eats to start cooking their own meals againFor families, eating right has become a monumental challenge.
Cultural messages convince us that we no longer have time to cook, and food marketers spend billions persuading us that packaged, processed food is
convenient, satisfying . . . and the key to happiness. Half of all our meals are now eaten outside the home. The result? Skyrocketing rates of heart disease and
diabetes and unprecedented levels of childhood obesity. This crisis is movingly portrayed in author and activist Laurie David's new documentary
(coexecutive produced with Katie Couric),  Fed Up!  Luckily, we have a solution: Studies have clearly shown that eating home-cooked meals reduces
obesity and develops lifelong healthy eating habits. There is an exciting movement afoot that involves a skillet, a few good knives, and some fresh
ingredients: Home cooking is making a comeback. In  The Family Cooks, David inspires parents and kids to take control of what they eat by making it
themselves. With her longtime collaborator, Kirstin Uhrenholdt, David offers more than 100 recipes that are simple, fast, "low in the bad stuff and high in the
good stuff," and designed to bring kids into the cooking process. The authors also demystify cooking terms and break down basic prep techniques, creating
stress-free meals that foster health, togetherness, and happy palates.  The Family Cooks  is the ideal companion for unseasoned chefs of all stripes, whether
they're parenting or being parented.

 Family Of Jesus
by Karen Kingsbury

ISBN: 9781476707372
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Life-Changing Bible Study
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 272
Price: $19.99

America's favorite inspirational novelist offers a fictional view of six of the family members of Jesus, all anchored by Scriptural truth, creating a life-
changing and unprecedented emotional connection to the Bible.

Through The Family of Jesus, readers will develop an emotional connection to the family members of Jesus, learning about their lives and falling in love
with Scripture along the way. Bible studies and devotionals abound, and in churches everywhere people gather to seek a deeper understanding of God's word
and its application to their lives. But too often these studies engage only the analytic approach to Bible learning. In The Family of Jesus, #1 New York Times
bestselling novelist Karen Kingsbury will make you laugh, cry, and ultimately care more deeply about the Bible by helping you grasp the truths in Scripture
not just with your mind, but with your heart. The characters in these short stories were among those closest to Jesus--Mary, Joseph, Jesus' brother James,
John the Baptist, Zechariah, and Elizabeth. Each has a compelling tale to tell. Kingsbury intersperses fictional, emotionally gripping details anchored in
Scripture with historical and theological insights and questions that will guide soul-searching and reflection. The Family of Jesus not only provides a deeper
understanding of the relatives of our Savior, but also helps readers acquire tools that will draw them closer to Christ, to the Scriptures, and to each other.

 Fashionable Selby
by  Todd Selby

ISBN: 9781419708619
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Abrams
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 348
Price: $40.00

The next installment in the bestselling "Selby" series, Fashionable Selby explores the kaleidoscopic world of fashion, featuring profiles of today's most
interesting designers, stylists, haberdashers, models, shoemakers, and more. The subjects include a mix of the avant-garde, the traditional, the must-haves,
and the totally unexpected. Chapters on individual artists bring readers inside their studios, workshops, and homes, and include Selby's signature photographs
and watercolors of not only the artists and their environments, but also the things that inspire them, the materials they use, their creative process, the people
who work alongside them, and the final pieces. From the showroom of one of the Antwerp Six to the studios of Central St. Martins in London to a punk
knitter in Brooklyn, Selby captures some of fashion's biggest names, rising stars, and best-kept secrets.
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 Fighting To Lose

How the German Secret Intelligence Service Helped the Allies Win the Second World War
by John Bryden

ISBN: 9781459719590
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Secrets of the Second World War
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-05-17
Pages: 392
Price: $26.99

It has long been accepted that there were no German spies at large in Britain during the Second World War, but captured German documents and newly
released MI5 files reveal that the famed double-cross system was, in fact, a German triple-cross and that the Soviets had also penetrated the Security Service.
When British Intelligence discovered this information, it secretly turned the situation to its advantage during the Battle of Britain. The newly released
documents also show that the German Secret Intelligence chief contrived to keep Britain in the war and may have had a direct hand in helping to lure the
Japanese into attacking Pearl Harbor.These revelations and others like them make Fighting to Lose the most fascinating new book about the Second World
War to be published for many years. Based mainly on primary source research, Bryden reveals that German Intelligence knew about Britain's radar network
before the Battle of Britain and presents new evidence that President Roosevelt deliberately left the U.S. Pacific Fleet open to Japanese attack in order to get
America into the war.

 Finding Me
by  Michelle Knight

ISBN: 9781443436670
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 100
Price: $32.99

Michelle was a young single mother when she was kidnapped by a local school bus driver named Ariel Castro.
For more than a decade afterward, she endured unimaginable torture at the hand of her abductor. In 2003 Amanda Berry joined her in captivity, followed by
Gina DeJesus in 2004. Their escape on May 6, 2013, made headlines around the world. Barely out of her own tumultuous childhood, Michelle was estranged
from her family and fighting for custody of her young son when she disappeared. Local police believed she had run away, so they removed her from the
missing persons lists fifteen months after she vanished. Castro tormented her with these facts, reminding her that no one was looking for her, that the outside
world had forgotten her.
But Michelle would not be broken.
In Finding Me, Michelle will reveal the heartbreaking details of her story, including the thoughts and prayers that helped her find courage to endure her
unimaginable circumstances and now build a life worth living. By sharing both her past and her efforts to create a future, Michelle becomes a voice for the
voiceless and a powerful symbol of hope for the thousands of children and young adults who go missing every year.

 Fishin' For Dumbasses
Tips for Folks Who Want to Catch Their Own Food (and have fun doing it!)
by John Toone

ISBN: 9781926531922
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 
Price: $19.95

From hipsters to foodies to the environmentally-aware, it seems everyone is interested in sourcing their own food these days. Man about town, and country,
John Toone, brings his years of experience (both good and bad) to this new guide. Instructional, non-judgemental, and often very funny, Toone shares what
he has learned about fishing the myriad waters of western Canada. Topics range from how to properly clean a northern pike, why so-called garbage fish can
be a culinary delight, and the tricky etiquette of pissing from a boat.
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 Fixer

The Notorious Life of a Front-Page Bail Bondsman
by Ira Judelson

ISBN: 9781451699333
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

From New York's foremost bail bondsman with "over $30 million on the street" comes the story of a modern-day "fixer" who walks a fine line between
hustler and humanitarian with clients ranging from the rich and famous to the mafia and gangs of New York.

With from-the-gut prose, Ira Judelson sheds light on the highs and lows of the bondsman life. But Judelson is no process server. He sees himself as a sort of
modern day "macher"--using his juice as a bail bondsman to help friends old and new out of jams wherever he can. He is also a keenly observant and wildly
charismatic insider who's seen it all. Prepare to be shocked, but also informed in The Fixer as Judelson reveals the unwritten laws of the courtroom and even
prison--not to mention the shameless activities of his unbelievable list of clients, including former New York Giants Plaxico Burress and Lawrence Taylor;
rappers Ol' Dirty Bastard, Ja Rule, Lil' Wayne, and DMX; comedian Katt Williams; notorious Manhattan madam Kristin Davis; and former IMF chief
Dominique Strauss-Kahn. You'll see why the New York Times describes Judelson as "an inevitable entry in the BlackBerrys of New York defense lawyers,
an ATM for desperate rappers, actors, athletes, executives, and madams with pocketbooks much fatter than his." The Fixer is a rollicking narrative that
follows Judelson as he learns the ins and outs of the down-and-dirty world of bonds: which judge might let you slide, which ones have zero tolerance, which
lawyers do pro bono for the right case, and the cops and DAs who believe in second chances. Judelson illuminates a world almost entirely opaque to the
general public, but also entertains and informs with the inside scoop on the underbelly of the justice system.

 Flood Forecast
Climate Risk and Resiliency in Canada
by  Robert Wil Sandford

ISBN: 9781771600040
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An RMB Manifesto
Publisher: Rocky Mountain Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-12
Pages: 168
Price: $16.00

Hydro-climatic change is no longer an abstract or theoretical concept if you have been directly affected by the increase in the duration and intensity of
extreme weather. In this new RMB manifesto, two of Canada's most respected water experts explain what is happening to the hydrological cycle by way of
the very personal impacts that disastrous flooding had on them, their colleagues, neighbours, friends and family. Detailing events as the rain started to fall
and the water began to rise, Kerry Freek provides an extraordinary narrative of the flooding that took place in downtown Toronto in July of 2013, while
Robert Sandford provides a minute by minute account of what happened in June of 2013 throughout southern Alberta.
The exceptional flooding detailed in this startling new book is nothing compared to what the atmosphere is capable of delivering in the future. Extreme
weather events are making it clear that it's time to take climate change even more seriously than previously thought and that citizens, corporations and
governments around the world must prepare for what many observers are now calling "the new normal" when it comes to major meteorological events.
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 Fly a Little Higher

How God Answered a Mom's Small Prayer in a Big Way
by  Laura Sobiech

ISBN: 9780529100757
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 368
Price: $27.50

Laura Sobiech tells the amazing story of how God used her son's battle with cancer to touch the lives of millions."Okay, Lord, you can have him. But if he
must die, I want it to be for something big. I want someone's life to be changed forever."This is what Laura Sobeich prayed when she found out her
seventeen-year-old son had only one year to live. With this desperate prayer, she released her son to God's will. At that point, Zach Sobiech was just another
teenager battling cancer. When his mother told him to think about writing good-bye letters to family and friends, he decided instead to write songs. One of
them, "Clouds," captured hearts and changed not one life but millions, making him an international sensation. But Zach's story is not just about music. It's a
testament to what can happen when you live as if each day might be your last. It's a story about the human spirit. It's about how God used a dying boy from a
small town in Minnesota to touch the hearts of millions--including top executives in the music industry, major music artists, news anchors, talk show hosts,
actors, priests and pastors, and school children across the globe. Zach once said, "I want to be known as the kid who went down fighting, and didn't really
lose." Fly a Little Higher is about how God used Zach to do something big.

 The Forest Feast
Simple Vegetarian Recipes from My Cabin in the Woods
by  Erin Gleeson

ISBN: 9781617690815
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori & Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 240
Price: $40.00

Erin Gleeson made her dream a reality when she left New York City and moved into a tiny cabin in a California forest in order to be closer to nature. The
natural beauty of her surroundings and the abundance of local produce serve as the inspiration for The Forest Feast, based on her popular blog. Most of the
book's 100 wholly vegetarian recipes call for only three or four ingredients and require very few steps, resulting in dishes that are fresh, wholesome,
delicious, and stunning. Among the delightful recipes are eggplant tacos with brie and cilantro, rosemary shortbread, and blackberry negroni. Vibrant
photographs, complemented by Erin's own fanciful watercolor illustrations and hand lettering, showcase the rustic simplicity of the dishes. Part cookbook,
part art book, The Forest Feast will be as comfortable in the kitchen as on the coffee table.
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   Nonfiction
 Forgiveness

by Mark Sakamoto

ISBN: 9781443417976
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

When the Second World War broke out, Ralph MacLean traded his quiet yet troubled life on the Magdalene Islands in eastern Canada for the ravages of war
overseas. On the other side of the country, Mitsue Sakamoto and her family felt their pleasant life in Vancouver starting to fade away after the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor.

Ralph found himself one of the many Canadians captured by the Japanese in December 1941. He would live out his war in a prison camp, enduring beatings,
starvation, electric feet and a journey on a hell ship to Japan, watching his friends and countrymen die all around him. Mitsue and her family were ordered
out of their home and were packed off to a work farm in rural Alberta, leaving many of their possessions behind. By the end of the war, Ralph was broken
but had survived. The Sakamotos lost everything when the community centre housing their possessions was burned to the ground, and the $25 compensation
from the government meant they had no choice but to start again.

Forgiveness intertwines the compelling stories of Ralph MacLean and the Sakamotos as the war rips their lives and their humanity out of their grasp. But
somehow, despite facing such enormous transgressions against them, the two families learned to forgive. Without the depth of their forgiveness, this book's
author, Mark Sakamoto, would never have existed.

 Forks Over Knives Plan
How to Transition to the Life-Saving, Whole-Food, Plant-Based Diet
by Alona Pulde

ISBN: 9781476753294
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Rosemary Beach
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 224
Price: $28.99

From the creators of the groundbreaking documentary (and bestselling books) Forks Over Knives comes a four-week plan, showing anyone how to transition
to a delicious whole-food, plant-based diet.

The trailblazing film Forks Over Knives exposed an entirely new generation to the whole-food, plant-based nutrition revolution and inspired thousands to
want to transform their diets, and their lives. With so many people looking for change, the outstanding question became, "How can we put these dietary ideas
into practice?" That's what authors Alona Pulde and Matthew Lederman reveal in The Forks Over Knives Plan: The 4-Week Guide to Whole-Food, Plant-
Based Health--a clear, easy-to-follow plan that outlines the steps to take each week to transform your diet by cutting out animal-based and processed
foods.Forks Over Knives is a leading authority in the "food as medicine" movement, showing how simple dietary changes are proven to prevent, and even
reverse, chronic disease such as type-2 diabetes and heart disease and improve your overall health. This is no fad diet; the Forks Over Knives program is
backed by original research and has received rave reviews from physicians like Dr. Sanjay Gupta and Dr. Mehmet Oz, to athletes like Tony Gonzalez and
pro basketball player Steve Nash, to healthy lifestyle pioneers like Alicia Silverstone, to name a few. Whether you're already a convert and just want a
dietary reboot, or you are trying a plant-based diet for the first time, The Forks Over Knives Plan makes it easier than ever to transition into this new way of
eating.
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   Nonfiction
 The Fourth Revolution

The Global Race to Reinvent the State
by  John Micklethwait

ISBN: 9781594205392
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

From the bestselling authors of The Right Nation, a visionary argument that our current crisis in government is nothing less than the fourth radical transition
in the history of the nation-state
    
     Dysfunctional government: It's become a clichÃ©, and most of us are resigned to the fact that nothing is ever going to change. As John Micklethwait
and Adrian Wooldridge show us, that is a seriously limited view of things. In fact, there have been three great revolutions in government in the history of the
modern world. The West has led these revolutions, but now we are in the midst of a fourth revolution, and it is Western government that is in danger of being
left behind.
    
     Now, things really are different. The West's debt load is unsustainable. The developing world has harvested the low-hanging fruits. Industrialization has
transformed all the peasant economies it had left to transform, and the toxic side effects of rapid developing world growth are adding to the bill. From
Washington to Detroit, from Brasilia to New Delhi, there is a dual crisis of political legitimacy and political effectiveness.
    
     The Fourth Revolution crystallizes the scope of the crisis and points forward to our future. The authors enjoy extraordinary access to influential figures
and forces the world over, and the book is a global tour of the innovators in how power is to be wielded. The age of big government is over; the age of
smart government has begun. Many of the ideas the authors discuss seem outlandish now, but the center of gravity is moving quickly.
    
     This tour drives ho ...

 Friday Was The Bomb
Five Years in the Middle East
by Nathan Deuel

ISBN: 9781938604904
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dzanc Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 160
Price: $16.50

In 2008, Nathan Deuel, a former editor at Rolling Stone and The Village Voice, and his wife, a National Public Radio foreign correspondent, moved to the
deeply Islamic Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to see for themselves what was happening in the Middle East. There they had a daughter, and later, while his wife
filed reports from Baghdad and Syria, car bombs erupted and one night a firefight raged outside the family's apartment in Beirut. Their marriage strained,
and they struggled with the decision to stay or go home.At once a meditation on fatherhood, an unusual memoir of a war correspondent's spouse, and a first-
hand account from the front lines of the most historic events of recent days-the Arab Spring, the end of the Iraq war, and the unrest in Syria-Friday Was The
Bomb is a searing collection of timely and absorbing essays. Nathan Deuel  has contributed essays, fiction, and criticism to The New York Times, Financial
Times, GQ, The New Republic, Times Literary Supplement, Virginia Quarterly Review, The Paris Review, Salon, Slate, Bookforum, Los Angeles Review
of Books, Columbia Journalism Review, Tin House, The Atlantic, and many others. Previously, he was an editor at Rolling Stone and The Village Voice. He
holds an M.F.A. from the University of Tampa and a B.A. in Literature from Brown University, and he attended Deep Springs College. He recently moved
to Los Angeles from Beirut with his wife and daughter.
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 A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To Heaven

(Or, How I Made Peace with the Paranormal and Stigmatized Zealots and Cynics in the
Process)
by Corey Taylor

ISBN: 9780306822926
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 256
Price: $16.50

Corey Taylor has seen some things that even the wildest rock superstars couldn't imagine-with or without psychedelic support. Some supernatural  things. In
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Heaven,he goes undercover and attends ghost-busting groups that aim to prove the existence of spirits. Some of
these groups are credible, others completely insane. All are observed with appropriate respect as Taylor looks for answers about what happened to him one
night at the Cold House and during other spooky encounters. He takes readers on another backstage tour of his crazy life, from the religious upbringing to the
wild stuff, and makes the case that believing in ghosts is a lot more trustworthy than believing in the Man in the Sky.

 Game Over
by  Neil Strauss

ISBN: 9780062357953
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

No Description

 Game Over
by  Neil Strauss

ISBN: 9780062357953
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Gender Intelligence

Breakthrough Strategies for Increasing Diversity and Improving Your Bottom Line
by Barbara Annis

ISBN: 9780062307439
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 256
Price: $34.99

World renowned experts on gender intelligence suggest it's time to move beyond arguments based on politics and fairness and building an economic business
case for gender diversity in the workplace
Since the 1970s, governments have been legislating for gender equality and organizations have complied with policies, programs, and annual goals-from
recruitment, to pay equity, to the required percentage of women in senior management and on boards. Yet, after forty years of laws, quotas, diversity
training, and legal expenses, there's been no appreciable change in the level and impact of women in leadership. The glass ceiling-that invisible upper limit-
remains, with few comprehensive explanations and even fewer meaningful solutions.
For too long, companies have played the "numbers game"-attempting to tackle the problem of gender imbalance by forcing affirmative action policies and
numeric standards on organizations in order to increase the representation of women in management, but these efforts are rarely sustained.
Gender Intelligence reveals for the first time the powerful principles upon which this wave of change is based. Barbara Annis and Keith Marron reveal a
deep understanding of the multiplicity of forces that form together to create the current condition of gender inequality. They show how a small but growing
number of courageous, leading-edge companies have been able to break through the barriers to women advancing in leadership. They have made the
remarkable transformation from compliance to choice-from pressure to preference, and show how it can be done in your business.

 Go Barley
Modern Recipes for an Ancient Grain
by  Pat Inglis

ISBN: 9781771510516
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: TouchWood Editions
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $29.95

A revolutionary cookbook using an ancient grain, Go Barley: Modern Recipes for an Ancient Grain includes more than one hundred healthy, delicious, easy-
to-follow recipes that will become favourites in every kitchen.
Turn your favourite dish into a nutritional powerhouse with barley. Delicious and easy to use, barley is the newest superfood with tremendous health
benefits. High in fibre, this ancient grain has been proven to lower cholesterol, a risk factor for heart disease, and promote digestive health. Barley has a
lovely nutty flavour and adds great texture to soups, stews, and salads. It blends well into main dishes, sides, and desserts, and when used in flour form, it
makes wonderful breads and baked goods. Not only does the grain help you feel fuller longer, it is also a source of many essential vitamins and minerals,
including B vitamins, folate, iron, calcium, potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, manganese, zinc, and selenium. Divided into familiar sections of Breakfast;
Appetizers, Salads, and Soups; Main Dishes; Sides; Baking; and Sweet Treats, there is a recipe for any meal of the day. Recipes include Chicken Mushroom
CrÃªpes; Prairie Cranberry Almond Crisps; Wild Rice, Barley, and Fruit Salad; Lentil and Barley Fish Chowder; Barley Apricot Stuffed Pork Tenderloin;
Barley Jambalaya; Spinach, Smoked Salmon, and Barley Risotto; Mushroom Barley Burgers; Blueberry Barley Muffins; Chocolate-Dipped Almond
Biscotti; Prairie Streusel-Topped Cake; and many more.
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 Go Wild

Free Your Body and Mind from the Afflictions of Civilization
by  John J Ratey

ISBN: 9780316246095
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 288
Price: $30.00

The scientific evidence behind why maintaining a lifestyle more like that of our ancestors will restore our health and well-being. 

In GO WILD, Harvard Medical School Professor John Ratey, MD, and journalist Richard Manning reveal that although civilization has rapidly evolved, our
bodies have not kept pace. This mismatch affects every area of our lives, from our general physical health to our emotional wellbeing. Investigating the
power of living according to our genes in the areas of diet, exercise, sleep, nature, mindfulness and more, GO WILD examines how tapping into our core
DNA combats modern disease and psychological afflictions, from Autism and Depression to Diabetes and Heart Disease. By focusing on the ways of the
past, it is possible to secure a healthier and happier future, and GO WILD will show you how.

 Gods and Kings
The Rise and Fall of Alexander McQueen and John Galliano
by  Dana Thomas

ISBN: 9781594204944
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 384
Price: $34.95

In February 2011, John Galliano, the lauded head of Christian Dior, imploded with a drunken, anti-Semitic public tirade. Exactly a year earlier, celebrated
designer Alexander McQueen took his own life three weeks before his women's wear show. Both were casualties of the war between art and commerce that
has raged within fashion for the last two decades.
  
   In the mid-1990s, Galliano and McQueen arrived on the fashion scene when the business was in an artistic and economic rut. They shook the establishment
out of its bourgeois, minimalist stupor with daring, sexy designs and theatrical fashion shows.
  
   They had similar backgrounds: sensitive, shy gay men raised in tough London neighborhoods, their love of fashion nurtured by their doting mothers. By
1997, each had landed a job as creative director for couture houses owned by French tycoon Bernard Arnault, chairman of LVMH. 
  
   Galliano's and McQueen's work not only influenced fashion; their distinct styles were reflected across the media landscape. With their help, luxury fashion
evolved from a clutch of small, family-owned businesses into a $280 billion-a-year global corporate industry. Executives pushed the designers to meet
increasingly rapid deadlines. For both Galliano and McQueen, the pace was unsustainable.
  
   The same week that Galliano was fired, Forbes named Arnault the fourth richest man in the world. Two months later, in the w ...
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   Nonfiction
 Good Call: Reflections on Faith, Family, and Fowl

Reflections on Faith, Family, and Fowl
by  Jase Robertson,  Mark Schlabach

ISBN: 9781476763538
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

The closer we look at the Robertson family, the more we discover the substance and authenticity below the surface of these well-known TV characters. In
this enlightening book, Jase Robertson gives us a deep look behind his funnyman exterior. In addition to stories of life in the Robertson family and epic tales
of hunting of all kinds, readers will get an inside look at Jase's personal faith in the Creator of the outdoors he so dearly loves:  "My first thoughts about God
came in a duck blind as I gazed upon the diversity and beauty of creation. There is nothing in nature that can be reproduced or equaled by humans. None of
our computers, microchips, or cell phones can duplicate what God has put forth. Viewing the details of this magnificent earth is better than any sermon from
any preacher I have heard about the evidence of God."  More than a behind-the-scenes look at this beloved Duck Dynasty character, readers will be inspired
and encouraged to implement Jase's "good call" reflections on faith, family, and fowl into their own lives.

 Good Son
JFK Jr. and the Mother He Loved
by Christopher Andersen

ISBN: 9781476775562
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

The #1 New York Times bestselling author delivers another dramatic installment in the lives of the Kennedys--including new details about JFK Jr., his
relationship with his mother, his many girlfriends, and the night of his tragic death.

Critically acclaimed author Christopher Andersen is a master of celebrity biographies--boasting sixteen bestsellers, among them These Few Precious Days,
Mick, and William and Kate. Now, in his latest thrilling book, new and untold details of the life and death of JFK Jr. come to light, released in time for the
fifteenth year marker of the tragic plane crash on July 16, 1999. At the heart of The Good Son is the most important relationship in JFK Jr.'s life: that with
his mother, the beautiful and mysterious Jackie Kennedy Onassis. Andersen explores his reactions to his mother's post-Dallas suicidal depression and
growing dependence on prescription drugs (as well as men); how Jackie felt about the women in her son's life, from Madonna and Sarah Jessica Parker, to
Daryl Hannah and Carolyn Bessette, to his turbulent marriage; the senseless plane crash the took his life; the aftermath of shock, loss, grief, and confusion;
and much more. Offering new insights into the intense, tender, often stormy relationship between this iconic mother and son, The Good Son is a riveting,
bittersweet biography for lovers of all things Kennedy.
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   Nonfiction
 Good Talk, Dad

The Birds and the Bees...and Other Conversations We Forgot to Have
by  Bill Geist

ISBN: 9781455547227
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 272
Price: $30.00

From popular TV hosts and bestselling authors Bill and Willie Geist, a hilarious testament to the special nature of father-son relationships.

In GOOD TALK, DAD, this talented father-son team shares stories of their funny and heartwarming relationship. Told in a unique back-and-forth banter
style, this extended conversation riffs on everything from music and sports to summer camp, driving lessons, and family life. Imagine Big Russ & Me meets
Sh*t My Dad Says. 

After Bill went public with his struggle with Parkinsons disease, the Geists decided to collaborate on this book so their children and grandchildren would
have a record of their unique bond. Now that Willie is a father (and Bill a grandfather), Willie has continued Bill's child-rearing traditions in the hopes of
carrying on the riotous Geistian parenting legacy. The result is delightfully entertaining, wildly funny, and poignant as well.

 Good Talk, Dad (Large Print Edition)
The Birds and the Bees...and Other Conversations We Forgot to Have
by  Bill Geist

ISBN: 9781455582020
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 320
Price: $32.00

From popular TV hosts and bestselling authors Bill and Willie Geist, a hilarious testament to the special nature of father-son relationships.   In GOOD
TALK, DAD, this talented father-son team shares stories of their funny and heartwarming relationship. Told in a unique back-and-forth banter style, this
extended conversation riffs on everything from music and sports to summer camp, driving lessons, and family life. Imagine Big Russ & Me meets Sh*t My
Dad Says.    After Bill went public with his struggle with Parkinsons disease, the Geists decided to collaborate on this book so their children and
grandchildren would have a record of their unique bond. Now that Willie is a father (and Bill a grandfather), Willie has continued Bill's child-rearing
traditions in the hopes of carrying on the riotous Geistian parenting legacy. The result is delightfully entertaining, wildly funny, and poignant as well.
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 Gooseberry Patch Everyday One-Dish Meals

by Gooseberry Patch

ISBN: 9780848701185
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $17.95

Gooseberry Patch Everyday One Dish Meals provides effortless recipes for readers to cook for weeknight dinners or to impress friends and family at their
next social gathering by bringing the perfect dish. This essential cookbook, filled with 260 delicious homestyle recipes and 200 mouthwatering, full-color
photographs from Vickie, Jo Ann, and the Gooseberry Patch gang, makes pleasing a crowd a stress-free process for readers. From casseroles and cakes to
macaroni and cheese, each recipe is purposely selected for its ease of preparation and flexibility for various events including church suppers, neighborhood
picnics, and family dinners. With access to presentable recipes involving common ingredients, readers can attend any and all events without worrying about
what's being served!

256 pages include: 

· Fuss-free recipes perfect for weeknight family meals and gatherings with friends

· Helpful prep and cooking tips as well as ideas for recipe variations

· Amazing variety and visuals: 260 recipes and 200 full-color photographs

 Grace of Monaco
by  Jeffrey Robinson

ISBN: 9781602862418
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Weinstein Company
Pub. Date: 2014-10-07
Pages: 368
Price: $17.99

The acclaimed biography by Jeffrey Robinson, now revised and updated to coincide with the major motion picture starring Nicole Kidman as Princess
Grace. It was one of the most famous romances of the 20th century-Europe's most eligible bachelor, Prince Rainier of Monaco, and America's most beautiful
movie star, the Academy Award-winning actress Grace Kelly, fell in love against the backdrop of the closest thing the modern world has to a magical
kingdom, the French Riviera's Principality of Monaco. Told with affection and humor, and written with the unprecedented cooperation of Prince Rainier III
and his children, Prince Albert, Princess Caroline, and Princess Stephanie, Grace of Monaco takes readers beneath the surface glitz and the glamour of
Monte Carlo for a never-to-be-forgotten portrait of the House of Grimaldi. 
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   Nonfiction
 Gray Work

Confessions Of An American Paramilitary Spy
by Jamie Smith

ISBN: 9780062271693
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

Gray Work is an unprecedented, first-hand look into the life of America's private paramilitary warriors and their highly secretive work around the world--and
is written by Jamie Smith, one of the most successful and respected men in the business.
They are elite warriors who run highly dangerous missions deep inside foreign countries on the brink of war. Jamie Smith knows these men well. Not only is
he one of them, but he cofounded one of the most successful private contracting multinational firms in the world. For the first time, he breaks his silence,
detailing the ultimate danger and risk of paramilitary operations--both officially government-sanctioned and not. Pulling back the curtain of secrecy, he
reveals in very intimate terms exactly what private soldiers do when the government cannot act or take public responsibility.
Combining the thrilling narrative of a riveting international spy thriller with boots-on-the-ground realism, Gray Work follows Smith through his CIA training
and career as an operative, his co-founding of and eventual exit from Blackwater, and his creation and direction of his own company. Espionage and
assassinations, rescues and renditions, the turbulence of the Arab Spring, the fall of Qadhaffi, the grit and gristle are all here in covert black ops from Syria to
Libya, Iran, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and beyond.
As the founder and director of Blackwater, Smith's initial vision has undeniably shaped and transformed a decade of war. He argues that this gray area--and
the warriors who occupy the controversial space between public and private--has become an integral element of modern warfare.

 Great Outdoors Cookbook
Adventures in Cooking Under the Open Sky
by SUNSET

ISBN: 9780376028075
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 256
Price: $27.95

Organized around the places and ways we cook outdoors: the backyard grill, the picnic, the campsite, or the cabin, The Great Outdoors Cookbook draws on
the long tradition of cooking and living in the great outdoors. Discover the tradition and evolution of outdoor cooking in the West with stories, quotes, and
historial photos from the rich archives of Sunset magazine from camp cooking, dutch oven cooking, pit barbecuing, to today's fresh, modern, healthy
approach to cooking and eating outdoors. With 200+ fresh recipes and 150+ full-color photos, this book has everything readers need to experience the
ultimate outdoor cooking adventure - from menu planning and packing tips, to easy step-by-step cooking techniques, from the best advice on supplies and
cookers to strategies for eating well and cooking outdoors -- that's all here and so much more. All in celebration of the life lived outdoors.  
 Features include:
  Over 200 recipes that cover the full range of outdoor cooking  More than 150 full-color gorgeous photos  Step-by-step instructions for outdoor cooking
techniques, including grilling, smoking, Dutch oven and solar oven cooking  Expert advice on the latest outdoor cooking equipment: grills, smokers, camp
stoves, fire pits, outdoor pizza ovens, and more  Q&As with outdoor cooking experts including Guy Fieri, Michael Chiarello, and Tyler Florence  Menu
planning and food packing suggestions  Nutritional data for every recipe
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   Nonfiction
 Greatest Courses & How To Play Them

North America
by Mark Rowlinson

ISBN: 9780600628477
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Octopus Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 256
Price: $21.99

The Greatest Courses series gives you a unique insight into the world's most spectacular and important golf clubs. Selected by a panel of experts and
illustrated with stunning computer artworks, this book lets you discover what makes these courses so special and how you would play each hole.

 Golf courses are organized by region in this beautifully illustrated book. Each section has a dedicated regional profile, which explores key clubs, bringing
you the essential facts complimented by gorgeous photography and details of some of the most important people, clubs, designers, and golf holes. Find out
more in the focus pages on the featured courses, which include 'card of the course' panels to fill you in on vital statistics, while evocative quotes from the
course architects help to bring the extensive historical information to life.

 Discover the stories behind such iconic courses as Cypress Point and Augusta - and how best to play them.

 The Greatest Principle
Unlocking the Hidden Keys to Ultimate Success in All Areas of Your Life
by  Alex Loyd

ISBN: 9781455553877
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 272
Price: $30.00

Did you know that most self-help programs that follow the standard success blueprint have a 97% failure rate? The truth is that tapping into your willpower
and using the power of positive thinking in order to achieve success may sound reasonable, but in reality it's a blueprint for failure. THE GREATEST
PRINCIPLE offers a revolutionary new way of achieving success in all areas of your life. Based on more than twenty-five years of clinical experience, and
rooted in science, ancient wisdom and proven therapeutic techniques, this groundbreaking program will help you remove any personal obstacles so that you
can achieve health, wealth, and relationship success beyond your wildest dreams.

Bestselling author and psychological counselor Alex Loyd, PhD, ND has designed the definitive program to help you go from stress to success in just 40
days. Science has proven that stress is the primary source of virtually any problem we have-physical, spiritual, emotional, and even circumstantial-we need
to understand how the Greatest Principle, love, practically works in our bodies because it is the answer to virtually any problem we have. The human body
requires it not only to thrive, but to survive. THE GREATEST PRINCIPLE is designed to help you learn to live in love internally and externally in the
present moment. Using the principle you will define your goal and home in on want you really want in life-and what really defines success for you. No
matter how you define success-- as wealth, career satisfactions, healing of health issues, or resolution of relationship problems-- THE GREATEST
PRINCIPLE outlines a step-by step process for achieving that goal once and for all, quickly and for the long term.
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   Nonfiction
 The Greatest Victory

Canada's One Hundred Days, 1918
by  J L Granatstein

ISBN: 9780199009312
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-15
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

The battle of Vimy Ridge in April 1917 is a much celebrated moment in both Canadian and European military history.  Vimy was a costly success. While it
did improve military and public morale, the reality is that it was more of a symbolic victory than a strategic one (the Germans retreated afew miles and many
lives had been lost).  Surprisingly, few Canadians are familiar with the real story of Canadian military success and sacrifice: the Hundred Days that led to the
end of the war. Beginning on August 8, 1918, the Canadian Corps launched a series of attacks that took Amiens, crossed the Canal du Nord, smashed the
HindenburgLine, took Cambrai and Valenciennes, and defeated a quarter of the German Army in the field. On the morning of August 8, following the
Canadian-led attack, German commander and joint head of the German army Erich Ludendorff called it "the Black Day of the German Army." In the
hundred days thatpreceded the Armistice on November 11, 1918, the Canadian Corps made its greatest contribution to the Allied victory in World War 1
and, without question, the greatest contribution any Canadian force has ever made in battle. The 100,000 soldiers of the four Canadian divisions fought a
mobile warthat was revolutionary in its effectiveness and, as Jack Granatstein argues, would influence the course of subsequent fighting, particularly in
World War 2. With 45,000 casualties in three months (almost a quarter of Canadian casualties during the whole four years ofthe war), however, the
costswere heavy. These Canadian-led assaults changed Allied fighting from static defensive positions to a war of mobility, technology, and smart
coordination. How did Canadians come to lead these mobile, well-coordinated, and hard-hitting attacks? The preparations were intense, according to
Granatstein, ranging fromindividual training to massive corps-wide exercises; careful analysis of "lessons learned" studies; expansion of the role of
signallers, gunners and engineers; and perfection of techniques like the "creeping barrage." The "fire and movement" philosophy emphasized by Sir Arthur
Currie, Commander ofthe Canadian Corps, increased the use of tanks, machine guns, Stokes mortars, and phosphorus bombs, among oth ...

 Green Mama
Giving Your Child a Healthy Start and a Greener Future
by Manda A. Gillespie

ISBN: 9781459722958
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-06-07
Pages: 164
Price: $19.99

What are the most pressing problems facing new parents today? As the world has gotten increasingly more complicated, so has parenting. New parents are
concerned about pervasive toxins in the environment and anxious to raise their children in ways that will protect them as well as safeguard our already-
fragile world.Manda Aufochs Gillespie, The Green Mama, discusses a variety of topics that affect the health and well-being of our children.You'll find help
getting back to the basics, at a time when the "basics" are being redefined: clean air, nutritious food, simple play, healthy indoor and outdoor environments,
and less stuff. Manda covers prenatal care for mothers-to-be, detoxifying the nursery, cloth versus disposable diapers, baby skincare, nutritious baby food,
children's toys, and car seats.The Green Mama helps parents to become what they were always meant to be: experts on the care of their own children.
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   Nonfiction
 Griffin Poetry Prize 2014 Anthology

A Selection of the Shortlist
by Robert-ed Bringhurst

ISBN: 9781770894495
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-06-02
Pages: 128
Price: $19.95

The highly anticipated annual anthology of the best Canadian and international poetry.Each year, the best books of poetry published in English
internationally and in Canada are honoured with the Griffin Poetry Prize, one of the world's most prestigious and richest literary awards. Since 2001 this
annual prize has acted as a tremendous spur to interest in and recognition of poetry, focusing worldwide attention on the formidable talent of poets writing in
English. And each year The Griffin Poetry Prize Anthology features the work of the extraordinary poets shortlisted for the awards, and introduces us to some
of the finest poems in their collections.Royalties generated from The 2014 Griffin Poetry Prize Anthology will be donated to UNESCO's World Poetry Day,
which was created to support linguistic diversity through poetic expression and to offer endangered languages the opportunity to be heard in their
communities.Shortlist to be announced: April 8, 2014Readings: June 4, 2014Prizes awarded: June 5, 2014

 Guy on Fire
by  Guy Fieri

ISBN: 9780062357879
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: estimated price, 

No Description

 Ha
The Science of When We Laugh and Why
by Scott Weems

ISBN: 9780465031702
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 256
Price: $30.00

Humor, like pornography, is famously difficult to define. We know it when we see it, but is there a way to figure out what we really find funny-and why?In
this fascinating investigation into the science of humor and laughter, cognitive neuroscientist Scott Weems uncovers what's happening in our heads when we
giggle, guffaw, or double over with laughter. While we typically think of humor in terms of jokes or comic timing, in Ha!  Weems proposes a provocative
new model. Humor arises from inner conflict in the brain, he argues, and is part of a larger desire to comprehend a complex world. Showing that the delight
that comes with "getting" a punchline is closely related to the joy that accompanies the insight to solve a difficult problem, Weems explores why surprise is
such an important element in humor, why computers are terrible at recognizing what's funny, and why it takes so long for a tragedy to become acceptable
comedic fodder. From the role of insult jokes to the benefit of laughing for our immune system, Ha!  reveals why humor is so idiosyncratic, and why how-to
books alone will never help us become funnier people.Packed with the latest research, illuminating anecdotes, and even a few jokes, Ha!  lifts the curtain on
this most human of qualities. From the origins of humor in our brains to its life on the standup comedy circuit, this book offers a delightful tour of why
humor is so important to our daily lives.
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   Nonfiction
 Hack Attack

The Inside Story of How One Journalist Exposed the World's Most Powerful Media Mogul
by Nick Davies

ISBN: 9781770891821
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-06-12
Pages: 380
Price: $29.95

Since 2006, award-winning investigative journalist Nick Davies has worked tirelessly -- determined, driven, brilliant -- to uncover the truth about the goings
on behind the scenes at the News of the World and News International. This book brings us the definitive, inside story of the whole scandal.In Hack Attack:
The Inside Story of How One Journalist Exposed the World's Most Powerful Media Mogul, Nick Davies reveals how he worked with a network of lawyers,
politicians, and celebrities to expose the facts and to stand up to Rupert Murdoch, arguably one of the most powerful men in the world; how News
International attempted to protect itself with lies and threats and money; how the police and the press regulators failed; how the prime minister ended up with
the wrong man inside his office. This book discloses in detail for the first time the full extent of crimes committed by the corporation and other Fleet Street
papers, and probes the relationship between Murdoch and his network with government. It is also a thrilling, nail-biting account of an investigative
journalist's journey, showing us how the quest unfolded, and is a shining example of the might of good journalism. This is not simply a story about
journalists behaving badly, this is a story about power and truth.Ambitious, comprehensive, gripping, essential -- Hack Attack is the definitive book about
the biggest scandal of our age. There will be no other book like it.

 Harry
The People's Prince
by Chris Hutchins

ISBN: 9781849545471
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dailogue
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 336
Price: $29.50

"A fascinating psychological insight into the forces that shaped the Playboy Prince."- 'Daily Mail' This is the story of Prince Henry, fourth in line to the
British throne, and most popular member of the royal family outside the Queen. From a childhood born to a troubled marriage and scarred by the tragedy of
the death of his mother, Diana, Princess of Wales, to his brilliant public performances at the Diamond Jubilee, the London Olympics, and his brother's
wedding, this book charts the remarkable journey of a seemingly ordinary young man with an extraordinary destiny: once pilloried as a playboy prince who
drank GBP200 cocktails with louche friends in London nightclubs, brawled with photographers, and wore a Nazi uniform to a fancy-dress party, then lauded
following his first term of duty on the frontline in the most dangerous place on earth, southern Helmand in Afghanistan, from which he returned a
hero.Written with the help of a wide range of people-from senior aides to humble members of staff, from aristocrats to bodyguards and protection officers,
from friends of Harry's to the not-so-friendly, from those who shared classrooms with him in boyhood to those he drank with, from girls he has loved and
lost to soldiers who have served alongside him on the front line in Afghanistan- 'Harry: The People's Prince'  is the story of a young man who has created a
life for himself in contrast to the one set out for him by an accident of birth.
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   Nonfiction
 Have A Nice Guilt Trip

by Lisa Scottoline

ISBN: 9780312640095
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 272
Price: $28.99

No one does love and guilt like mothers and daughters - especially when they're Italian.  Get ready for some wit, wisdom, and warmth from this new
collection by the bestselling duoLisa and Francesca are back with another collection of warm and witty stories that will strike a chord with every woman.
This four book series is among the best reviewed humor books published today and has been compared to the late greats, Erma Bombeck and Nora Ephron. 
Booklist  raved of the third book in the series,  Meet Me At Emotional Baggage Claim,  "readers can count on an ab-toning laugh session, a silly giggle, a
sympathetic sigh, and a lump in the throat as life's moments are rehashed through the keen eyes and wits of this lovable mother-daughter duo." This fourth
volume&nbspmaintains the same sterling standard of humor and poignancy as Lisa and Francesca continue on the road of life acquiring men and puppies.
Ok, to be honest, Lisa is acquiring the puppies, while Francesca is lucky enough to have dates with actual men. They leave it to the readers to decide which
is more desirable and/or or easier to train.

 he'll
by  Nathan Dueck

ISBN: 9781897141625
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Pedlar Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-12
Pages: 90
Price: $20.00

Eliding the English language and Plaut'dietsch, a dialect of German that developed along a delta of the Vistula River in Prussia during the early sixteenth
century and spread to the Canadian prairies in the late nineteenth century, he'll is an apostrophe to Mennos. Because the mother tongue is unwritten, these
poems express the paradox of Anglicizing an obscure vernacular - rather than impose inscription onto speech, they evoke Germanic sounds on the page.
These fragments of pastoral lyrics and idyllic prose expose an irony of connection and omission: Mennonites relate to each other - to their ethnicity, to their
religion - with a colloquial discourse that isolates them from outsiders.he'll addresses the tale of a mailman found dead in a pile of letters he refused to
deliver. Roman Dyck was the letter carrier for a Mennonite village located where the prairie sweeps into the Eastern corner of Manitoba. After his demise an
anonymous translator and an investigator named "Nada" interpret the remains of the corpus. The letters themselves compose a posthumous critique of
Mennonite ethnicity and religion, both influential in defining who identifies as "Menno," but also the reason each generation of Mennos will turn on their
inheritance. Every ad from a catalogue, every measure from a hymnal, every ingredient in a recipe - every line marks an elegy to Plaut'dietsch."This is an
abundance that invites abundance."  --Robert Kroetsch

 Hell on Wheels
An Illustrated History of Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs
by  Bill Hayes

ISBN: 9780760345795
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Motorbooks
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 192
Price: $32.99

A gripping history of outlaw motorcycle club culture from its beginnings to the present day. In a world where most of us roll over when confronted by the
power of authority, the antihero figure of the outlaw biker stands beyond the crowd, a beacon of social freedom. By choosing to live outside of society's
conventions, the one-percenter has the inner strength to act on his own convictions. Though most of us are too timid to venture into these outer margins of
society, the one-percenter not only enters those margins--he stomps on them. In Hell on Wheels, avid motorcyclist Bill Hayes dives deep into the world of
the outlaw motorcyclist, exploring legendary clubs like the Hells Angels, the Bandidos, the Outlaws, the Vagos, the Pagans, the Mongols, and many others,
allowing the reader to peer into motorcycle club culture. Featuring both modern and historical photos, as well as a rare collection of club memorabilia found
in no other publication, Hell on Wheels traces the roots and development of motorcycle club culture: its origins in the years following World War II; the
turbulent 1960s and the disco era; the transition of clubs from loose groups of hooligans to highly organized machines; and, more recently, the copious
clashes with law enforcement amid the post-9/11 world of the Patriot Act. The one-percenter has become one of the most popular figures in outlaw culture,
and Hell on Wheels is his story.
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   Nonfiction
 Here Comes The Night

The Dark Soul of Bert Berns and the Dirty Business of Rhythm and Blues
by Joel Selvin

ISBN: 9781619023024
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 320
Price: $27.50

Here Comes the Night  is both a definitive account of the golden age of rhythm and blues of the early '60s and the harrowing, ultimately tragic story of
songwriter and record producer Bert Berns, whose meteoric career was fueled by his pending doom. His heart damaged by rheumatic fever as a youth, Berns
was not expected to live to see 21. Although his name is little remembered today, Berns worked alongside all the greats of the era-Jerry Leiber and Mike
Stoller, Ahmet Ertegun and Jerry Wexler, Burt Bacharach, Phil Spector, Gerry Goffin and Carole King, anyone who was anyone in New York rhythm and
blues. In seven quick years, he went from nobody to the top of the pops-producer of monumental r&b classics, songwriter of "Twist and Shout," "My Girl
Sloopy," "Piece of My Heart," and others.His fury to succeed led Berns to use his Mafia associations to muscle Atlantic Records out of their partnership and
intimidate new talents like Neil Diamond and Van Morrison, whom he had signed to his record label. Berns died at age 38 from a long-expected heart attack,
just when he was seeing his grandest plans and life's ambitions frustrated and foiled.

 Hillary Rodham Clinton Memoir
by Hillary R. Clinton

ISBN: 9781476751443
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-06-01
Pages: 320
Price: $45.00

Hillary Clinton's candid reflections about the key moments during her time as Secretary of State, as well as her thoughts about how to navigate the
challenges of the 21st century.

 The Hiltons (Large Print Edition)
The True Story of an American Dynasty
by  J Rand Taraborrelli

ISBN: 9781455582006
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 928
Price: $36.00

THE HILTONS is a sweeping saga of the success-and excess-of an iconic American family. Demanding and enigmatic, patriarch Conrad Hilton's visionary
ideas and unyielding will established the model for the modern luxury hotel industry. But outside the boardroom, Conrad struggled with emotional
detachment, failed marriages, and conflicted Catholicism. Then there were his children: Playboy Nicky Hilton's tragic alcoholism and marriage to Elizabeth
Taylor was the stuff of tabloid legend. Barron Hilton, on the other hand, deftly handled his father's legacy, carrying the Hilton brand triumphantly into the
new millennium. Eric, raised apart from his older brothers, accepted his supporting role in the Hilton dynasty with calm and quiet-a stark contrast to the boys'
much younger half-sister Francesca, whose battle for recognition led her into courtrooms and conflict. The cast of supporting players includes the inimitable
Zsa Zsa Gabor, who was married to Conrad briefly and remained a thorn in his side for decades, and a host of other Hollywood and business luminaries with
whom the Hiltons crossed paths and swords over the years.
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 The Hiltons

The True Story of an American Dynasty
by  J Rand Taraborrelli

ISBN: 9781455516698
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 560
Price: $33.00

THE HILTONS is a sweeping saga of the success-and excess-of an iconic American family. Demanding and enigmatic, patriarch Conrad Hilton's visionary
ideas and unyielding will established the model for the modern luxury hotel industry. But outside the boardroom, Conrad struggled with emotional
detachment, failed marriages, and conflicted Catholicism. Then there were his children: Playboy Nicky Hilton's tragic alcoholism and marriage to Elizabeth
Taylor was the stuff of tabloid legend. Barron Hilton, on the other hand, deftly handled his father's legacy, carrying the Hilton brand triumphantly into the
new millennium. Eric, raised apart from his older brothers, accepted his supporting role in the Hilton dynasty with calm and quiet-a stark contrast to the boys'
much younger half-sister Francesca, whose battle for recognition led her into courtrooms and conflict. The cast of supporting players includes the inimitable
Zsa Zsa Gabor, who was married to Conrad briefly and remained a thorn in his side for decades, and a host of other Hollywood and business luminaries with
whom the Hiltons crossed paths and swords over the years.

 Hip Girl's Guide To The Kitchen
A Hit-The-Ground Running Appr
by Kate Payne

ISBN: 9780062255402
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 288
Price: $24.99

From the acclaimed author of The Hip Girl's Guide to Homemaking, The Hip Girl's Guide to the Kitchen presents a hit the ground running approach to
making friends with your kitchen, and using it to create meals that are as fun to make as they are affordable and delectable.
The world is filled with what is commonly known as food porn: glossy photographs of mouth-watering hors d'oeuvres, exotic dinners, fabulous birthday and
holiday cakes. But let's face it: the instructions to make these mouth-watering foods won't do you a lick of good when you're in the kitchen. Maybe you're
afraid of messing things up, maybe you don't have the expensive tools or fancy ingredients to even attempt these projects. Whatever the case, you can love
cooking, love cookbooks, and love food, but if you don't know how to use your kitchen effectively, the drawer with the take-out menus is going to be the
most popular utensil you have.
In The Hip Girl's Guide to the Kitchen, author Kate Payne bestows kitchen confidence. The straightforward advice featured inside, complete with her
encouraging yes-you-can attitude divides the book into three sections:
Stocking Up: Setting Up Your Kitchen Without Winning the Lottery
Feeding Yourself: For Life's Pesky Eating Requirements
Feeding Others: Entertaining and Sharing Food With Friends
In these sections, Kate reveals what tools you really need, how to employ different cooking methods, and how to cook both for yourself and for your friends.
Included in these sections is guidance to create foods and condiments you didn't even know could make at home: yogurts; ice-cream; salt, oil, and vinegar
infusions; aioli and flavored mayos; pesto; no sugar, healthy popsicles; granola bars; bread; fruit leather; even things like Kvass, a hip and healthy vegetable
juice. In addition to exploring basic methods of cooking (e. ...
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 Hist Of Silence

by Lloyd Jones

ISBN: 9781922147332
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Text Publishing Company
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 288
Price: $18.50

"A daring writer who can be relied on to ignore expectation, and is becoming one of the most interesting, honest and thought-provoking novelists working
today."- 'The Guardian' "Jones' rejection of isolationism and imaginative embrace of so much that the world has to offer make him a literary figure to
watch."- 'Los Angeles Times' A powerful and unexpected memoir from the author of the best-selling Man Booker Prize-shortlisted 'Mister Pip'.As the New
Zealand city of Christchurch lies in ruins after the catastrophic earthquake of February 2011, Lloyd Jones begins a search for his past, a search that takes him
through childhood memories of puzzling events to Pembroke Dock in Wales, and finally to the discovery of a devastating court transcript.On this
extraordinary journey, he pieces together the fragments of a story that has been buried in his family for a lifetime. A mother who gave up her daughter, a
naval captain drowned at sea, a marriage to save a child.And a truth that changes everything. Lloyd Jones  was born in New Zealand in 1955. His best-
known novel is the international bestseller 'Mister Pip', which won the 2007 Commonwealth Writers' Prize, the 2008 Kiriyama Prize Fiction Category, the
2008 Montana Award for Readers Choice, the Montana Fiction Award, and the Montana Medal for Fiction or Poetry. It was also shortlisted for the Man
Booker Prize and has been made into a major feature film starring Hugh Laurie ( 'House' ). Lloyd Jones lives in Wellington, New Zealand.

 History Of New York In 101 Objects
by Sam Roberts

ISBN: 9781476728773
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 160
Price: $37.95

The vibrant story of America's great metropolis, told through 101 distinctive objects that span the history of New York, all reproduced in luscious, full color.

A wooden water barrel and an elevator brake. A Checker taxicab and a conductor's baton. An oyster and a mastodon tusk. Inspired by A History of the
World in 100 Objects, The New York Times' Sam Roberts chose fifty objects that embody the narrative of New York for a feature article in the paper. Many
more suggestions came from readers, and so Roberts has expanded the list to 101. Here are just a few of what this keepsake volume offers:  · The Flushing
Remonstrance, a 1657 petition for religious freedom that was a precursor to the First Amendment to the Constitution.· Beads from the African Burial
Ground, 1700s. Slavery was legal in New York until 1827, although many free blacks lived in the city. The African Burial Ground closed in 1792 and was
only recently rediscovered.· The bagel, early 1900s. The quintessential and undisputed New York food (excepting perhaps the pizza).· The Automat vending
machine, 1912. Put a nickel in the slot and get a cup of coffee or a piece of pie. It was the early twentieth century version of fast food.· The "I Love NY" logo
designed by Milton Glaser in 1977 for a campaign to increase tourism. Along with Saul Steinberg's famous New Yorker cover depicting a New Yorker's
view of the world, it was perhaps the most famous and most frequently reproduced graphic symbol of the time. Unique, sometimes whimsical, always
important, A History of New York in 101 Objects is a beautiful chronicle of the remarkable history of the Big Apple that will enrich your mind and rekindle
memories.

 The How Can It Be Gluten Free Cookbook
by  Test Kitc America's

ISBN: 9781936493616
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Boston Common Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 336
Price: $29.95

With one-third of North Americans trying to avoid gluten, a reliable gluten-free cookbook is more important than ever. Enter America's Test Kitchen. Our
scientific, no-holes-barred approach to recipe testing and development tackles gluten-free in a way no one ever has. The result? Nearly 200 groundbreaking
recipes for food you really want to eat.
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 How Not to Be Wrong

The Power of Mathematical Thinking
by  Jordan Ellenberg

ISBN: 9781594205224
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 480
Price: $32.95

The Freakonomics of math--a math-world superstar unveils the hidden beauty and logic of the world and puts its power in our hands
  
      The math we learn in school can seem like a dull set of rules, laid down by the ancients and not to be questioned. In How Not to Be Wrong, Jordan
Ellenberg shows us how terribly limiting this view is: Math isn't confined to abstract incidents that never occur in real life, but rather touches everything we
do--the whole world is shot through with it.             Math allows us to see the hidden structures underneath the messy and chaotic surface of our world. It's a
science of not being wrong, hammered out by centuries of hard work and argument. Armed with the tools of mathematics, we can see through to the true
meaning of information we take for granted: How early should you get to the airport? What does "public opinion" really represent? Why do tall parents have
shorter children? Who really won Florida in 2000? And how likely are you, really, to develop cancer?             How Not to Be Wrong presents the surprising
revelations behind all of these questions and many more, using the mathematician's method of analyzing life and exposing the hard-won insights of the
academic community to the layman--minus the jargon. Ellenberg chases mathematical threads through a vast range of time and space, from the everyday to
the cosmic, encountering, among other things, baseball, Reaganomics, daring lottery schemes, Voltaire, the replicability crisis in psychology, Italian
Renaissance painting, artificial languages, the development of non-Euclidean geometry, the coming obesity apocalypse, Antonin Scalia's views on crime and
punishment, the psychology of slime molds, what Facebook can and can't figure out about you, and the existence of God.             Ellenberg pulls from
history as well as from the latest theoretical developments to provide those not trained in math with the knowledge they need. Math, as Ellenberg says, is "an
atomic-powered prosthesis that you attach to your common sense, vastly multiplying its reach and strength."  ...

 How Not To Calm A Child On A Plane
And Other Lessons in Parenting from a Highly Questionable Source
by Johanna Stein

ISBN: 9780738217345
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 256
Price: $23.00

As Nia Vardalos (My Big Fat Greek Wedding)  points  out,  "These  stories  will  make milk shoot from one of your nostrils and a martini from the other.
Johanna Stein brings to mind the unflinching honesty and compassion of Nora Ephron."Looking  for  the  perfect  book  to  help  you survive childbirth and
parenting with your sanity intact? Look elsewhere. For Johanna Stein,  parenting  is  an  extreme  sport.  Her stories from the trenches may not always be
shared experiences-have you ever turned a used airplane barf-bag into a puppet to calm your wailing baby?-but they will always make you laugh. Columnist
Lisa Belkin advises: "It is dangerous to read [Johanna] any place where it is inappropriate to laugh uncontrollably. It is also dangerous to read her if your
bladder control is not what it once was. But once you soldier through and do read her you have made a friend-one who 'gets it' and makes 'it' easier to do
because she's on your team."So, no, this book won't teach you how to deal with nipple blisters or oedipal complexes. But if  you  want  to  learn  why  you 
should never  attempt to play a practical joke in the delivery room, then you're in the right place.
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 I Could See Everything

The Paintings of Margaux Williamson
by Margaux Williamson

ISBN: 9781552452936
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Coach House Books Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 160
Price: $29.95

Margaux Williamson is a painter, filmmaker and social artist, creator of the conceptual movie review blog  Movie is My Favourite Word  and co-author of
the cultural criticism website Back to the World. In this, her first book, she conceives of a gallery that never existed, called The Road at the Top of the World
Museum, and populates it with her most recent work. This book is a catalogue for an art show that never was, filled with her most accomplished paintings
yet, along with essays by Chris Kraus, Leanne Shapton, David Balzer, Mark Greif and the museum's curator, Ann Marie PeÃ±a.  From the artist the  Toronto
Star  called 'one of the best artists of her generation,' and whose 2010 film  Teenager Hamlet  was praised by the likes of James Franco and Shakespeare
scholar Stephen Greenblatt, comes a breakthrough work for a world where the image of a painting on one's screen is as real as the painting hanging in a
gallery.  I Could See Everything  transcends the boundary between the authentic and the imaginary, and collapses the distinction between art show, museum
catalogue and document of something astonishing that also never was.  'Like all my favourite art, these paintings bring out that covetous feeling - I want to
wear them, dance to them, show them off as an example of how life feels to me: dirty, dumb, terrifying, spiritual and so funny.' - Miranda July 'In a time of
ironic detachment, Margaux Williamson is a painter of extreme candor, but the violence of her vision is cut with wonder and love ...   Seeing as she sees
feels like waking up.'- Ben Lerner (author of  Leaving the Atocha Station )

 I Didn't Come Here To Make Friends
Confessions of a Reality Show Villain
by Courtney Robertson

ISBN: 9780062326652
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 288
Price: $31.00

A revealing, tell-all memoir and behind the scenes look at the massively successful reality television franchise, The Bachelor, from Courtney Robertson, one
of the show's most recognizable winners
Now in its 18th consecutive season, ABC's massive reality hit The Bachelor rakes in millions of viewers each week--fans tune in obsessively to find out
which lucky woman will stand out from the pack and win the heart of America's most desirable single. Complete with its shirtless hunks, melodramatic rose
ceremonies, catty in-fighting, dramatic helicopter rides, up-lit mansion, and sexy beach dates, The Bachelor has become a pop culture phenomenon and
ratings juggernaut. But what happens in the fantasy suite doesn't always stay in the fantasy suite. For the first time ever, a former Bachelor contestant pulls
back the curtain on America's favorite guilty pleasure--offering up a dishy, tell-all, insider memoir of love, heartbreak, and the reality behind reality TV.
Courtney Robertson joined season sixteen of The Bachelor truly looking for love. A working model and newly single, Courtney fit the casting call: she was
young, beautiful, and a natural in front of the cameras. It was clear to producers: she was there for all the right reasons. Courtney was ready to meet, date,
and become engaged to her future husband in ten weeks, in front of millions of strangers. But as her bachelor, winery owner Ben Flajnik, was unveiled and
the season unfolded, one thing was also clear--she was not there to make friends.
Courtney quickly became the biggest villain in Bachelor franchise history. She unapologetically pursued her man, steamrolled her competition, broke the
rules, and illicitly skinny-dipped herself into a marriage proposal and the final rose. Or so America was led to believe. Now, after a very public breakup with
Ben, Courtney is ready to tell the world what really happened--from her first moments in the limo, to her very real, but twice filmed, proposal on a dramatic
mountain top in Switzerland, to the dark, tabloid fueled reality of life after the final rose.
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 I Flip for Flea Markets

Designing Gorgeous Rooms with Secondhand Scores
by  Lara Spencer

ISBN: 9781617690952
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori & Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 176
Price: $31.50

In her second book, New York Times-bestselling author Lara Spencer gives readers the inspiration and tools they need to tackle common design dilemmas in
their homes, such as a tiny space, dated style, lack of storage, and limited budget. Focusing on nine different rooms, she shows readers that all it takes is
planning, shopping know-how, and a little imagination to create beautiful and comfortable homes that reflect their personal style.
    
   In each chapter Lara takes readers through the step-by-step process of overcoming the challenges of the room, offering helpful tips and lessons along the
way. She identifies the design dilemma; comes up with a decorating plan; makes a mood board for inspiration; compiles a shopping list; scours flea markets
for furniture and accessories that fit the bill; restores, repurposes, and reinvents the pieces she finds, giving them new life; and brings all the elements
together in the gorgeous, finished space. With illuminating before, during, and after photographs of her DIY projects and the room installations, Lara
demystifies the decorating process and allows readers to envision endless possibilities for what they can do in their own homes.

 I Heart My Little A Holes
by Karen Alpert

ISBN: 9780062341624
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 272
Price: $21.00

In her New York Times bestselling self-published phenomenon I Heart My Little A-Holes popular blogger Karen Alpert shares her hysterical take on the
many "joys" of parenting.
Karen Alpert knows that when your son wakes you up at 3:00 AM because he wants to watch Caillou, he's an a-hole. When your daughter outlines every
corner of your living room with a purple crayon, she's an a-hole. And when your rug rats purposely decorate the kitchen ceiling with their smoothies, they're
a-holes. Thankfully for parents everywhere, Alpert is not afraid to say it-whether on her blog Baby Sideburns, which draws anywhere from 150,000 to over a
million unique visitors per month; her accompanying Facebook page, which has over 142,000 fans; or her Kickstarter-funded debut book, I Heart My Little
A-Holes, self-published on October 22 and already a New York Times bestseller, with over 6000 copies sold in the first week alone.
Filled with hilarious stories (ranging from how to teach your kids to wipe to the perils of celebrating a birthday at the Rainforest CafÃ©); lists like "Ten
Reasons I Hate Mother-Fing Caillou" and "Ten Milestones that SUCK ASS BIGTIME"; off-the-cuff reflections on motherhood (Zoey: Somebody has to
come and wipe me because I pooped a BIG one. This sentence basically sums up my job description); and pictures that will make readers laugh so hard
they'll wish they were wearing a diaper, I Heart My Little A-Holes is exactly what harried parents are looking for. It's no surprise that the book has quickly
become a cultural phenomenon, not only hitting the list but garnering 265 five-star reviews on Amazon and sustaining an incredibly active Facebook page.
Now, Alpert is partnering with us in order to build upon the book's success and reach an even wider audience. With zero presence in brick and mortar stores
and no national publicity campaign behind it, I Heart My Little A-Holes is off to a fantastic start. But with the marketing, promotion, and distribution
resources of a publishing house, the book has the potential to break out on a bigger level, re ...
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 The Improbable Primate

How Water Shaped Human Evolution
by  Clive Finlayson

ISBN: 9780199658794
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-27
Pages: 240
Price: $37.95

Taking an ecological approach to our evolution, Clive Finlayson considers the origins of modern humans within the context of a drying climate and changing
landscapes. Finlayson argues that environmental change, particularly availability of water, played a critical role in shaping the direction  of human evolution,
contributing to our spread and success. He argues that our ancestors carved a niche for themselves by leaving the forest and forcing their way into a long-
established community of carnivores in a tropical savannah as climate changes opened up the landscape. They took their chance  at high noon, when most
other predators were asleep. Adapting to this new lifestyle by shedding their hair and developing an active sweating system to keep cool, being close to fresh
water was vital. As the climate dried, our ancestors, already bipedal, became taller and slimmer, more adept at  travelling farther in search of water. The
challenges of seeking water in a drying landscape mouldedthe minds and bodies of early humans, and directed their migrations and eventual settlements.    In
this fresh and provocative view of a seven-million-year evolutionary journey, Finlayson demonstrates the radical implications for the interpretation of fossils
and technologies and shows that understanding humans within an ecological context provides insights into the emergence and spread of Homo  sapiens
worldwide.

 In Grace's Kitchen
Memories and recipes from an Italian-Canadian childhood.
by  Vince Agro

ISBN: 9781894987806
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Wolsak and Wynn Publishers Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-05-21
Pages: 518
Price: $20.00

Hamilton? Italian community comes to vibrant life in this World War II era novel. Told as a tale during a winter night, The Good Doctor, follows the efforts
of Doctor Vincenzo Arcone to fight the forces of fascism within his community and prejudice without. Filled with vibrant characters, striking depictions of
Hamilton as a thriving city and intriguing historical details, The Good Doctor is a compelling tale, one that deals with age-old themes of identity and
belonging in a fresh way.

 In Praise of Intransigence
The Perils of Flexibility
by  Richard H Weisberg

ISBN: 9780199334988
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-13
Pages: 208
Price: $27.95

Flexibility is usually seen as a virtue in today's world. Even the dictionary seems to dislike those who stick too hard to their own positions. The thesaurus
links "intransigence" to a whole host of words signifying a distaste for loyalty to fixed positions: intractable, stubborn, Pharisaic,close-minded, and stiff-
necked, to name a few. In this short and provocative book, constitutional law professor Richard H. Weisberg asks us to reexamine our collective cultural bias
toward flexibility, open-mindedness, and compromise. He argues that flexibility has not fared well over the course of history. Indeed, emergencies both real
andimagined have led people to betray their soundest traditions. Weisberg explores the rise of flexibility, which he traces not only to the Enlightenment but
further back to early Christian reinterpretation of Jewish sacred texts. He illustrates his argument with historical examples from Vichy France and the
occupation of the British Channel Islands duringWorldWar II as well as post-9/11 betrayals of sound American traditions against torture, eavesdropping,
unlimited detention, and drone killings. Despite the damage wrought by Western society's incautious embrace of flexibility over the past two millennia,
Weisberg does not make the case for unthinking rigidity. Rather, he argues that a willingness to embrace intransigence allows us to recognize that we have
beliefs worth holding on to -without compromise.
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 In Search Of Canada

The Early Years of John Wesley Dafoe
by Christopher Dafoe

ISBN: 9781926531946
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 
Price: $24.95

This is the story of the formative years of Canada's most famous newspaper editor, John Wesley Dafoe. Written by his grandson, it is an honest account of
the man that his family and his friends knew, from his unpromising beginnings in the backwoods of pre-Confederation Ontario to his early and unexpected
success in nineteenth-century Canadian journalism. It includes an examination of Dafoe's family background, his education, his early career, his rise as a
national and international figure and his lifelong search for a true Canadian identity. Some of it is told in his own words, some is drawn from the
recollections of those who knew him. It is a quintessentially Canadian story and one that is worth remembering.

 In The Tiger Park
by Alison Calder

ISBN: 9781550505764
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Coteau Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-03
Pages: 72
Price: $16.95

Writing about ruins, compost, regeneration and football, Alison Calder explores the ways we learn, or invent, to feel our way through new experiences.
Alison Calder's poetry is known for shining the light of the poet's curiosity on all manner of "natural occurrences," which nevertheless stand out. Again, as
with her first book, Wolf Tree, this collection is about what exists at the edges of human experience, what's out there but is largely unseen by the average
human being  -  animals; the line a receiver makes running down a football field; the calligraphy of pheasant wings in the snow. It's about ghosts, how these
things operate as ghosts to us now, in this age  -  things that might have, in another age, occupied a more central place in our lives.

 Indigenous Healing
Exploring Traditional Paths
by  Rupert Ross

ISBN: 9780143191100
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 304
Price: $22.00

Ross's first book, Dancing with a Ghost, began his exploration of aboriginal approaches to justice and the visions of life that shape them. In his second book,
Returning to the Teachings, Ross went on to examine the aboriginal preference for "peacemaker justice."
In Indigenous Healing, the former crown prosecutor Rupert Ross shares the lessons and insight acquired from years of working with, and learning from,
aboriginal communities across Canada. He shares a vision of justice and healing--a way of seeing that existed long before Europeans came to this
continent--that persists today, albeit often in conflict with western culture. He examines the effects of colonization and assimilation and how social trauma is
in fact magnified over the years, passed down to new generations.
Perhaps most difficult for Ross was accepting the aboriginal view that justice is about healing, not punishment. With the lessons here, Ross looks to the
future to how health and happiness can be created.
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 Inheritance

How Our Genes Change Our Lives--and Our Lives Change Our Genes
by  Phd, Shar Moalem Md

ISBN: 9781455549443
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 272
Price: $31.00

Award-winning physician and New York Times bestselling author Sharon Moalem, MD, PhD, reveals how genetic breakthroughs are completely
transforming our understanding of both the world and our lives.

INHERITANCE

Conventional wisdom dictates that our genetic destiny is fixed at conception. But Dr. Moalem's groundbreaking book shows us that the human genome is far
more fluid and fascinating than your ninth grade biology teacher ever imagined. By bringing us to the bedside of his unique and complex patients, he
masterfully demonstrates what rare genetic conditions can teach us all about our own health and well-being.

In the brave new world we're rapidly rocketing into, genetic knowledge has become absolutely crucial. INHERITANCE provides an indispensable roadmap
for this journey by teaching you:

-Why you may have recovered from the psychological trauma caused by childhood bullying-but your genes may remain scarred for life.

-How fructose is the sugar that makes fruits sweet ...

 Instinct (Large Print Edition)
The Power to Unleash Your Inborn Drive
by  T D Jakes

ISBN: 9781455557349
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 416
Price: $30.00

Modern life can seem like being lost in a jungle. With distractions and dangers emerging from every direction, it's easy to lose focus. Over time, we lose
touch with one of our most powerful, purposeful, God-given attributes--the desire to be fruitful and multiply, what Bishop T. D. Jakes calls our "instinct for
increase." 
Combining historical, cultural, and personal examples with biblical insights, in INSTINCT Bishop Jakes outlines how to re-discover your natural aptitudes
and re-claim the wisdom of your past experiences. When attuned to divinely inspired instincts, you will become in sync with the opportunities life presents
and discover a fresh abundance of resources. Knowing when to close a deal, when to take a risk, and when to listen to your heart will become possible when
you're in touch with the instincts that God gave you. 
Bishop T.D. Jakes--iconic preacher, bestselling author, and entrepreneur--has inspired millions of people around the world. Here he writes from the peak of
his personal power about how to experience the satisfaction of a life well lived. If you long to conquer the jungles of life, INSTINCT offers the personal and
professional tools needed to navigate your course successfully and according to God's design.
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 Instinct

The Power to Unleash Your Inborn Drive
by  T D Jakes

ISBN: 9781455554041
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $28.00

Modern life can seem like being lost in a jungle. With distractions and dangers emerging from every direction, it's easy to lose focus. Over time, we lose
touch with one of our most powerful, purposeful, God-given attributes--the desire to be fruitful and multiply, what Bishop T. D. Jakes calls our "instinct for
increase." 
Combining historical, cultural, and personal examples with biblical insights, in INSTINCT Bishop Jakes outlines how to re-discover your natural aptitudes
and re-claim the wisdom of your past experiences. When attuned to divinely inspired instincts, you will become in sync with the opportunities life presents
and discover a fresh abundance of resources. Knowing when to close a deal, when to take a risk, and when to listen to your heart will become possible when
you're in touch with the instincts that God gave you. 
Bishop T.D. Jakes--iconic preacher, bestselling author, and entrepreneur--has inspired millions of people around the world. Here he writes from the peak of
his personal power about how to experience the satisfaction of a life well lived. If you long to conquer the jungles of life, INSTINCT offers the personal and
professional tools needed to navigate your course successfully and according to God's design.

 Intel Trinity
How Robert Noyce, Gordon Moore, and Andy Grove Built the World's Most Important
Company
by Michael S. Malone

ISBN: 9780062226761
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 560
Price: $43.50

Based on unprecedented access to the Intel archives, Trinity will be the first full history of Intel Corporation as told through the lives of the three most
important figures in the company's history.
On numerous occasions throughout its history, Intel Corporation has been called the "most important company in the world." Today, after more than four
decades of existence, it remains a defining company of the global digital economy as the builder of the tiny 'engines' that power almost every intelligent
electronic device on the planet. The legendary semiconductor company not only invented the microprocessor -- the single most important product in the
modern world -- but has held near-dominance of that invention for more than four decades.
Other high tech companies have enjoyed periods of unequalled industry dominance (IBM, Microsoft, Google), influence (Hewlett-Packard, Apple) and
growth (Facebook, Twitter), but none has exhibited all of these characteristics and produced the seminal components that made the success of those other
great firms possible. Intel is the one essential company of the digital age.
What has been missing to date from the stories about Intel is how its trio of leaders brought something different to Intel, and at different times. Noyce, the
most respected high tech figure of his generation, brought credibility (and money) to the founding of the company; Moore made Intel the world's
technological leader; and Grove, through good times and bad, relentlessly drove the company to ever-higher levels of success and competitiveness. Without
any one of these figures, Intel would never have achieved its historic success; with them, Intel made possible the personal computer, Internet,
telecommunications and personal electronics revolutions.
Trinity is not just the story of Intel's legendary past; it also offers an analysis of the formidable challenges tha ...
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 Interior Circuit

A Mexico City Chronicle
by Francisco Goldman

ISBN: 9780802122568
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-07-02
Pages: 336
Price: $27.50

Coming off the most successful book of a decorated career- Say Her Name - The Interior Circuit  is Francisco Goldman's timely and provocative journey
into the heart of Mexico City.  The Interior Circuit  is Goldman's story of his emergence from grief five years after his wife's death, symbolized by his
attempt to overcome his fear of driving in the city.  Embracing the DF (Mexico City) as his home, Goldman explores and celebrates the city, which stands
defiantly apart from so many of the social ills and violence wracking Mexico.  This is the chronicle of an awakening, both personal and political, "interior"
and "exterior," to the meaning and responsibilities of home.   Mexico's narco war rages on and, with the restoration of the Institutional Revolutionary Party
(the PRI) to power in the summer's 2012 elections, the DF's special apartness seems threatened. In the summer of 2013, when Mexican organized crime
violence and death erupts in the city in an unprecedented way, Goldman sets out to try to understand the menacing challenges the city now faces. By turns
exuberant, poetic, reportorial, philosophic, and urgent, The Interior Circuit  fuses a personal journey to an account of one of the world's most remarkable and
often misunderstood cities.

 Iron Road
An Illustrated History Of The Railroad
by Christian Wolmar

ISBN: 9781465419538
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

No Description

 Is That a Fact?
Frauds, Quacks, and the Real Science of Everyday Life
by  Joe Schwarcz

ISBN: 9781770411906
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 280
Price: $17.95

An entertaining and digestible volume that demystifies scienceEat this and live to 100. Don't, and die. Today, hyperboles dominate the media, which makes
parsing science from fiction an arduous task when deciding what to eat, what chemicals to avoid, and what's best for the environment. In Is That a Fact?,
bestselling author Dr. Joe Schwarcz carefully navigates through the storm of misinformation to help us separate fact from folly and shrewdness from
foolishness.Are GMOs really harmful? Or could they help developing countries? Which "miracle weight-loss foods" gained popularity through exuberant
data dredging? Is BPA dangerous or just a victim of unforgiving media hype? Is organic better? Dr. Joe questions the reliability and motives of "experts" in
this "easy-to-understand yet critical look at what's fact and what's plain nonsense.
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 Is That Me Yelling

A Parent's Guide to Getting Your Kids to Cooperate Without Losing Your Cool
by Rona Renner

ISBN: 9781608829071
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New Harbinger Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 224
Price: $19.95

Being a parent is hard work! And when your child refuses to do even the little things-like picking up their toys, taking a bath, or getting in the car to go to
school-it's easy to become frustrated. But what if there was a gentle, effective way for you to improve your kid's behavior without losing your cool or raising
your voice? In Is That Me Yelling?  leading authority on parenting, Rona Renner outlines effective communication strategies that focus on your child's
unique temperament. While most books on discipline are "one size fits all," this book offers a tailored parenting approach. Inside, you will learn powerful
mindfulness techniques based in cognitive behavioral theory (CBT) and temperament theory to help reduce conflict and foster cooperation, respect, and
understanding in your family. You will also learn the real reasons behind your frustration, how your unique temperament, as well as your child's, can
contribute to you losing your temper, andhow you can start feeling calm and connecting with your child in a positive way, right away. As a parent, you are
often under a great deal of stress. Between helping your child with their homework, running a household, and working, it's only natural to feel overwhelmed
at times. But that's why you need real, practical solutions to help you communicate effectively and compassionately with your children in a way that will
benefit you both. This book will show you how. To learn more, visit www.nurserona.com.

 Jamie Durie's Edible Garden
by Jamie Durie

ISBN: 9780061445590
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 192
Price: $34.99

Jamie Durie showed readers how to create and maintain their very own outdoor room in his successful first book, Jamie Durie's The Outdoor Room.
Now, Jamie reveals his edible design philosophy, offering readers advice for utilizing their outdoor space to its full potential to grow their very own
sustainable, edible garden. Sustainability has become a major topic in today's environmental discusses. People are constantly on the lookout for new and
innovative ways to lead a healthier, less environmentally harmful lifestyle. In this book, you will learn all about connecting your space, both inside and
outside, in an aesthetically beautiful way, in addition to learning how to plant, maintain, and enjoy your garden.
Jamie's core philosophy is that your outdoor space is as an extension of your home, and that it should be given a more meaningful purpose through the
creation and design of beautiful gardens. Gardens are supposed to be places to live and entertain in, not simply look at from a window. Whether you have a
backyard, rooftop, or balcony, your garden should be carefully considered and cared for as any other room in your home, a place for entertaining, lounging,
and dining. In his book, Jamie takes this philosophy one step further by incorporating edible plants into your outdoor design.
Growing your own edibles allows you to experience fresh fruits, vegetables, and herbs at all stages, from the initial planting, to growing and maintenance, to
eating and enjoying with friends and family. Not only will it save you money, but you also get the satisfaction of enjoying food you grew yourself, free of
pesticides and unwanted chemicals. Including tips about soil and nutrients, light exposure, tools of the trade, and more, this book is a must have for anyone
looking to transform their outdoor space into a sustainable, edible garden. Part gardening handbook, family friendly activity manual, decorating guide, and
cookbook, it promises to become a new classic for hosts of every generation.

 Jason Priestley
A Memoir
by  Jason Priestley

ISBN: 9780062357892
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 256
Price: $33.99

No Description
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 Jennifer's Way

My Journey with Celiac Disease - What Doctors Don't Tell You and How You Can Learn to
Live Again
by Jennifer Esposito

ISBN: 9780738217109
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 288
Price: $29.00

Award-winning actress Jennifer Esposito tells a riveting personal story about her own journey and experience with&nbspchronic illness, and her long-
awaited diagnosis: celiac disease. Armed with this knowledge, she vowed to rebuild her life to ensure her wellness, and she learned how to live again.     The
National Foundation for Celiac Awareness estimates that as many as 1 in 133 Americans has celiac disease, and 83% of people who have it are undiagnosed
or misdiagnosed with other conditions. Jennifer received an accurate diagnosis only after decades of mysterious illnesses and misdiagnoses. Upon being
diagnosed with celiac disease, she dedicated herself to advocacy through her nonprofit foundation for celiac education, Jennifer's Way. She also owns and
operates a gluten-free bakery called Jennifer's Way &nbspin Manhattan.     Jennifer, who starred in the Oscar-winning film Crash &nbspand CBS's Blue
Bloods,  will not let her diagnosis deter her - or anyone else - from&nbspliving a successful and healthy life. She provides hope for all those who suffer. For
anyone struggling with a chronic illness, Jennifer's Way  is proof that there is a solution for what ails you, that you shouldn't stop until you find it, and that
you can feel good again.            

 Joe & Marilyn
Legends in Love
by C.david Heymann

ISBN: 9781439191774
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria/Emily Bestler Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 448
Price: $29.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of Bobby and Jackie comes the riveting, true story of the passionate, volatile relationship between baseball
great Joe DiMaggio and Hollywood icon Marilyn Monroe.

When Joe DiMaggio and Marilyn Monroe eloped in January of 1954, they became an international sensation. Joe and Marilyn reveals the true inside story of
these two iconic figures whose marital troubles were Hollywood legend. Though their marriage only lasted nine months, they remained close until Monroe's
mysterious death in 1962 at the age of thirty-six. He had a half-dozen red roses delivered three times a week to her crypt for twenty years. According to
Heymann, DiMaggio remained devoted to her until his own death in 1999. An intimate, sensitive, shocking, and richly detailed look at two of America's
biggest stars, Heymann delivers the expertise and passion for his subjects that his many fans so love. Based on extensive archival research and personal
interviews with family and friends, Joe and Marilyn offers great insight into this famously tragic romance. Sixteen pages of striking photos accompany this
unforgettable love.

 Josey Baker Bread
Get Baking. Make Great Bread. Be Happy!
by Josey Baker

ISBN: 9781452113685
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 224
Price: $32.95

This is the first true entry-level bread-baking cookbook, from Josey Baker (that's his real name!), a former science teacher turned San Francisco baking
sensation. Josey Baker Bread  combines step-by-step lessons with more than 100 photographs, offering easy-to-follow guidance for aspiring bakers. Recipes
start with the basic formula for making bread- requiring little more than flour, water, time, and a pan-and build in depth and detail as the user progresses to
more complex loaves, including Josey's cult favorite Dark Mountain Rye. With chapters dedicated to pizza, pocketbreads, and treats, Josey's playful,
encouraging tone makes for a fun read full of great advice for bakers of all levels.
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 July 1914

The Month that Changed the World
by  Gordon Martel

ISBN: 9780199665389
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-26
Pages: 416
Price: $39.95

On 28 June 1914 the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand was assassinated in the Balkans. Five fateful weeks later the Great Powers of Europe were at war. 
Much time and ink has been spent ever since trying to identify the "guilty" person or state responsible, or alternatively attempting to explain the underlying
forces that "inevitably" led to war in 1914. Unsatisfied with these explanations, Gordon Martel now goes back to the contemporary diplomatic,military, and
political records to investigate the twists and turns of the crisis afresh, with the aim of establishing just how the catastrophe really unfurled.  What emerges is
the story of a terrible, unnecessary tragedy - one that can be understood only by retracing the steps taken by those who went down the road to war. With each
passing day, we see how the personalities of leading figures such as Kaiser Wilhelm II, the Emperor Franz Joseph, TsarNicholas II, Sir Edward Grey, and
Raymond Poincare were central to the unfolding crisis, how their hopes and fears intersected as events unfolded, and how each new decision produced a
response that complicated or escalated matters to the point where they became almost impossible to contain. Devoting a chapter to each day of the infamous
"July Crisis", this gripping step by step account of the descent to war makes clear just how little the conflict was in fact premeditated, preordained, or even
predictable. Almost every day it seemed possible that the crisis could be settledas so manyhad been over the previous decade; almost every day there was a
new suggestion that gave statesmen hope that war could be avoided without abandoning vital interests.  And yet, as the last month of peace ebbed away, the
actions and reactions of the Great Powers disastrously escalated the situation. So much so that, by the beginning of August, what might have remained a
minor Balkan problem had turned into the cataclysm of the First World War.

 Killing Lions
A Guide Through the Trials Young Men Face
by  John Eldredge

ISBN: 9781400206704
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 208
Price: $21.99

John Eldredge offers an inside look into the conversations between father and son, answering questions and sharing lessons about love, money, work, God,
and life.Who came up with the notion that the day you graduate from college you are a fully developed adult stepping into a wonderful and fully developed
life? It's madness. Life just doesn't follow a clean, clear linear path. More important, people don't. Killing Lions is an exploration, by father and son, of the
questions young men face coming into manhood--questions that continue to haunt many men well into middle age. Whatever else might be going on in his
life, every young man is in the workshop of God, in the training of becoming a man. This is his Great Mission, the deeper stream, the far more important
work than career. He has a few lions to kill before he will know he has become a man and that God can entrust him with dreams coming true. In the summer
of 2012, Samuel Eldredge was one year out of college and about to ask a girl to marry him. He turned to his dad for counsel, and what unfolded over several
months was a series of conversations about love, money, work, God, and life that became the passion for Killing Lions. In the middle of those conversations,
John asked Sam, "How many of your peers have anyone they can ask these questions?" Sam answered, "I don't know any. No one." Killing Lions is the
dialog between a young man trying to find his life's direction and an older man offering wisdom and insight on the timeless issues of the journey toward
adulthood. Every man, young or not, can benefit from the life lessons John Eldredge has passed on to his son.
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 Kitten Clone

The History of the Future at Bell Labs
by  Douglas Coupland

ISBN: 9780345814111
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 144
Price: $25.00

Douglas Coupland, one of the world's biggest cultural brains, takes an inside look at the global company that keeps us connected, and wonders what all that
connectivity is doing to our brains and our sense of ourselves as humans. 
     The incomparable Douglas Coupland reports from inside the corporate offices and science labs of Alcatel-Lucent, a globally influential business whose
work is largely unknown to consumers. "Were it to vanish tomorrow," he writes, "our modern world would grind to a halt. The Internet would implode--your
Internet would implode." Although his examination of the company is playful and fascinating in its own right, Coupland's account is driven by his thoughtful
reflections on the larger cultural and sociological significance of the transformative information technology Alcatel works on: fiber wire, microprocessors,
the Internet and mobile technologies. And by a larger meditation about what the Internet is doing to us as it relentlessly colonizes the planet, and our brains.
     Like Coupland's best work, Kitten Clone is a wildly entertaining yet penetrating encounter with the technological and cultural forces that surround us.
And also a surprising and unique exploration of a possible future.

 Knowledge Is Beautiful A Visual
A Visual Miscellaneum Of Compelling Information
by David Mccandless

ISBN: 9780062188229
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 256
Price: $34.99

In this sequel to best-selling The Visual Miscellaneum, author David McCandless reveals unexpected insights into how the world really works through
stunning and unique visuals.
The genius of David McCandless is how he creates simple, elegant ways to see information that may be too complex or too abstract to otherwise be grasped.
We know his work as infographics. His genius is as much in finding fresh ways to combine datasets and let them interact with one another as it is in finding
new ways to show the data. Every day, every hour, every minute we are bombarded with information, from television, from newspapers, from the internet,
we're steeped in it. We need a way to relate to it. McCandless creates visually stunning displays of information that blend the facts with their connections,
their context and relationships, making information meaningful, entertaining, and beautiful.
Knowledge is Beautiful is a fascinating spin through the world of visualized data designed in David McCandless's inspirational and boundary-pushing
signature visual style. As the captivating follow-up to the bestseller The Visual Miscellaneum, Knowledge is Beautiful will offer a deeper, more ranging look
at the world and its history, with more connectivity between the pages and more about causes and consequences. The book will be 20% crowd-sourced.
David will work with his army of followers to achieve an entirely democratic global look at key issues bedded in the foundations of world knowledge-from
questions and facts on history and politics, to science, literature, and much more.
This is a project which will truly push the boundaries of books, and provide knowledge about our world in a way never seen before.
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 Last Empire

The Final Days of the Soviet Union
by Serhii Plokhy

ISBN: 9780465056965
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 520
Price: $34.50

On Christmas Day, 1991, President George H. W. Bush addressed the nation to declare an American victory in the Cold War: earlier that day Mikhail
Gorbachev had resigned as the first and last Soviet president.  The enshrining of that narrative, one in which the end of the Cold War was linked to the
disintegration of the Soviet Union and the triumph of democratic values over communism, took center stage in American public discourse immediately after
Bush's speech and has persisted for decades-with disastrous consequences for American standing in the world.As prize-winning historian Serhii Plokhy
reveals in The Last Empire, the collapse of the Soviet Union was anything but the handiwork of the United States. On the contrary, American leaders
dreaded the possibility that the Soviet Union-weakened by infighting and economic turmoil-might suddenly crumble, throwing all of Eurasia into chaos.
Bush was firmly committed to supporting his ally and personal friend Gorbachev, and remained wary of nationalist or radical leaders such as recently elected
Russian President Boris Yeltsin. Fearing what might happen to the large Soviet nuclear arsenal in the event of the union's collapse, Bush stood by Gorbachev
as he resisted the growing independence movements in Ukraine, Moldova, and the Caucasus. Plokhy's detailed, authoritative account shows that it was only
after the movement for independence of the republics had gained undeniable momentum on the eve of the Ukrainian vote for independence that fall that
Bush finally abandoned Gorbachev to his fate.Drawing on recently declassified documents and original interviews with key participants, Plokhy presents a
bold new interpretation of the Soviet Union's final months and argues that the key to the Soviet collapse was the inability of the two largest Soviet republics,
Russia and Ukraine, to agree on the continuing existence of a unified state. By attributing the Soviet collapse to the impact of American actions, US policy
makers overrated their own capacities in toppling and rebuildingforeign regimes. Not only was  the key American role in the demise of the Soviet Union a
myth, but this misplaced belief has guided-and haunted-American foreign policy ever since.

 Laughing All The Way To The Mosque
by Zarqa Nawaz

ISBN: 9781443416931
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

Zarqa Nawaz has always straddled two cultures. She's just as likely to be agonizing over which sparkly earrings will "pimp out" her hijab as to be flirting
with the Walmart meat manager in a futile attempt to secure halal chicken the day before Eid. Little Mosque on the Prairie brought Zarqa's own laugh-out-
loud take on her everyday culture clash to viewers around the world. And now, in Laughing All the Way to the Mosque, she tells the sometimes absurd,
sometimes challenging, always funny stories of being Zarqa in a western society. From explaining to the plumber why the toilet must be within sitting arm's
reach of the water tap (hint: it involves a watering can and a Muslim obsession with cleanliness "down there") to urging the electrician to place an eye-height
electrical socket for her father-in-law's epilepsy-inducing light-up picture of the Kaaba, Zarqa paints a hilarious portrait of growing up in a household where,
according to her father, the Quran says it's okay to eat at McDonald's-but only if you order the McFish.
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 Laying the Children's Ghosts to Rest

Canada's Home Children in the West
by  Sean Arthur Joyce

ISBN: 9781926710273
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hagios Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 238
Price: $19.95

Between 1869 and the early 1930s more than 100,000 children were rounded up from the streets of Britain to be used as labourers in Canadian homes; often
little more than slaves. Today there are two million or more descendants of what were derisively known in Canada as 'home children'. Writer and journalist,
Sean Arthur Joyce was shocked to learn in middle age that he was one of those descendants. These child immigrants had no choice: they could live in abject
poverty on the streets of Britain, or be shipped to a strange country, never to see one's home or family again. The lives of Canadian child immigrants were
rife with suffering: for the boys, back-breaking labour from dawn 'til dusk on a farm. The girls were earmarked for domestic service, mostly in isolated farm
households, that left them vulnerable to sexual abuse due to their isolation. While some children would be welcomed into loving homes, others were
exploited as cheap labour, little different than pack animals and many did not live to be adults. Laying the Children's Ghosts to Rest is a captivating blend of
memoir and history and offers the reader a personal, and highly readable narrative on the subject of Western Canada's 'home children'. With painstaking
research and an ability to bring personal details to life, Joyce imbues the stories of 'home children' with a sense of redemption and human dignity.

 Leonard Cohen on Leonard Cohen
Interviews and Encounters
by  Jeff Burger

ISBN: 9781613747582
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Musicians in Their Own Words
Publisher: Chicago Review Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 624
Price: $35.95

Leonard Cohen, one of the most admired performers of the last half century, has had a stranger-than-fiction, roller-coaster ride of a life. Now, for the first
time, he tells his story in his own words, via more than 50 interviews conducted worldwide between 1966 and 2012.
            In Leonard Cohen on Leonard Cohen--which includes a foreword by singer Suzanne Vega and eight pages of rarely seen photos--the artist talks about
"Bird on the Wire," "Hallelujah," and his other classic songs. He candidly discusses his famous romances, his years in a Zen monastery, his ill-fated
collaboration with producer Phil Spector, his long battle with depression, and much more.            You'll find interviews that first appeared in the New York
Times and Rolling Stone, but also material that has not previously been printed in English. A few have not been available until now in any format, including
many illuminating reminiscences that contributors supplied specifically for this definitive anthology.

 Letter Composed During a Lull in the Fighting
Poems
by  Kevin Powers

ISBN: 9780316401081
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 112
Price: $25.00

The award-winning author of The Yellow Birdsreturns with an extraordinary debut poetry collection. 
National Book Award finalist, Iraq war veteran, novelist and poet Kevin Powers creates a deeply affecting portrait of a life shaped by war. Letter Composed
During a Lull in the Fighting captures the many moments that comprise a soldier's life: driving down the Texas highway; waiting for the unknown in the dry
Iraq heat; writing a love letter; listening to a mother recount her dreams. Written with evocative language and discernment, Powers's poetry strives to make
sense of the war and its echoes through human experience.

Just as The Yellow Birds was hailed as the "first literary masterpiece produced by the Iraq war," this collection will make its mark as a powerful, enduring
work (Los Angeles Times).
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 Letters From Motherless Daughters

Words of Courage, Grief, and Healing
by Hope Edelman

ISBN: 9780738217536
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 224
Price: $16.50

Letters  from  Motherless  Daughters  is a  compilation  of  the  letters  Hope  Edelman received in response to her groundbreaking New York Times
-bestseller, Motherless Daughters. Reaffirming  her  precious  link  with  motherless women  across  the  country,  Edelman  presents these moving, honest,
and often hopeful letters alongside  her  own  insight  to  offer  readers  the opportunity  to  further  learn  from  loss.  The words  of  these  brave  women 
illustrate  the profound pain, astounding strength, and undying perseverance of living through the loss of one's mother without ever outliving the need for
her. Edelman has added a new introduction and newletters,  tailoring  this  important  book  to  a  new generation.

 Linked
How Everything Is Connected to Everything Else and What It Means for Business, Science,
and Everyday Life
by Albert L. Barabasi

ISBN: 9780465085736
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 288
Price: $18.50

A cocktail party. A terrorist cell. Ancient bacteria. An international conglomerate. All are networks, and all are a part of a surprising scientific revolution. In
Linked, Albert-LÃ¡szlÃ³ BarabÃ¡si, the nation's foremost expert in the new science of networks, takes us on an intellectual adventure to prove that social
networks, corporations, and living organisms are more similar than previously thought. BarabÃ¡si shows that grasping a full understanding of network
science will someday allow us to design blue-chip businesses, stop the outbreak of deadly diseases, and influence the exchange of ideas and information. Just
as James Gleick and the Erdos-Renyi model brought the discovery of chaos theory to the general public, Linked  tells the story of the true science of the
future and of experiments in statistical mechanics on the internet, all vital parts of what would eventually be called the BarabÃ¡si-Albert model.

 Lisa Ray Untitled Memoir
by Lisa Ray

ISBN: 9781443408738
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 264
Price: $29.99

A candid, warm and inspiring memoir by the Canadian actress, Indian superstar and globetrotter
Cross-cultural phenomenon Lisa Ray is an internationally acclaimed performer, philanthropist and star. Raised in Canada by an Indian father and Polish
mother, Ray was discovered while on vacation in India and went on to become not only one of the most successful cover models and celebrities in pre-
globalization India, among other credits, but also an acclaimed, award-winning actress who starred in Canada's Oscar-nominated film Water. She has always
felt like a pioneer of reverse immigration, living a dual life on two continents. Named one of the ten most beautiful Indian women of the millennium by a
Times of India poll and featured as one of the fifty most beautiful people in Canada in Hello! magazine Ray has, despite her success, struggled with her own
demons. She has spent a lifetime contending with the politics of identity and the emotional roller coaster of an eating disorder, only to experience the
shocking diagnosis in 2009 of multiple myeloma, a rare cancer of the white blood cells. Her story of recovery and personal growth is one of resilience and
inspiration, revealing how she dealt privately and professionally with the disease and became a tireless advocate for cancer survivors and stem-cell research.
In this warm, engaging and surprisingly frank memoir, Lisa details her struggles and shares with us how her journey along a spiritual path has strengthened
and changed her. She opens up about how an Indo-Polish girl from suburban Toronto made it to the high-flying worlds of Bollywood and Hollywood, and
about the many tough lessons she has learned along the way.
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 Lonely Planet The World's Best Spicy Food 1st Ed.

1th Edition
by Lonely Planet

ISBN: 9781743219768
Binding: Paperback 
Series: General Pictorial
Publisher: Lonely Planet
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 224
Price: $23.99

Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher*The follow up to the successful The World's Best Street Food, this title presents 100 spicy dishes
with historical and cultural information, as well as instructions on how to make it at home. Smart and evocative photography illustrate every dish.Author:
Lonely PlanetAbout Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel guide publisher with guidebooks to every
destination on the planet, as well as an award-winning website, a suite of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely
Planet's mission is to enable curious travellers to experience the world and to truly get to the heart of the places where they travel.TripAdvisor Travellers'
Choice Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times'Lonely
Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) *#1 in the world market share - source: Nielsen Bookscan. Australia, UK and
USA. March 2012-January 2013

 Lonely Planet The World's Great Wonders 1st Ed.
1st Edition
by  Jheni Osman

ISBN: 9781743214305
Binding: Hardback 
Series: General Pictorial
Publisher: Lonely Planet
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher*Go beyond the visual spectacle of the world's 50 greatest wonders, and discover what makes them
such amazing places. With stunning images and expert illustrations, experience and appreciate the most famous sights on earth in an exciting new
way.Author: Lonely PlanetAbout Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel guide publisher with guidebooks to
every destination on the planet, as well as an award-winning website, a suite of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community.
Lonely Planet's mission is to enable curious travellers to experience the world and to truly get to the heart of the places where they travel.TripAdvisor
Travellers' Choice Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York
Times'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling
entire generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) *#1 in the world market share - source: Nielsen Bookscan. Australia, UK
and USA. March 2012-January 2013
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 Long Mile Home

Boston Under Attack, the City's Courageous Recovery, and the Epic Hunt for Justice
by  Scott Helman

ISBN: 9780525954484
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

In the tradition of 102 Minutes and Columbine, the definitive book on the Boston Marathon bombing and subsequent manhunt for the Tsarnaev brothers,
written by reporters from The Boston Globe and published to coincide with the first anniversary of the tragedy
  
   Long Mile Home will tell the gripping story of the tragic, surreal, and ultimately inspiring week of April 15, 2013: the preparations of the bombers; the
glory of the race; the extraordinary emergency response to the explosions; the massive deployment of city, state, and federal law enforcement personnel; and
the nation's and the world's emotional and humanitarian response before, during, and after the apprehension of the suspects.
  
   The authors, both journalists at The Boston Globe, are backed by that paper's deep, relentless, and widely praised coverage of the event. Through the eyes
of seven principal characters including the bombers, the wounded, a victim, a cop, and a doctor, Helman and Russell will trace the distinct paths that brought
them together. With an unprecedented level of detail and insight, the book will offer revelations, insights, and powerful stories of heroism and humanity.
  
   Long Mile Home will also highlight the bravery, resourcefulness, and resiliency of the Boston community. It will portray the city on its worst day but also
at its best.

 A Long Way Home
by  Saroo Brierley

ISBN: 9780670068203
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 304
Price: $30.00

At only five years old, Saroo Brierley got lost on a train in India. Unable to read or write, to recall the name of his hometown or even his own last name, he
survived alone for weeks on the rough streets of Calcutta before ultimately being transferred to an agency and adopted by a couple in Australia.
Despite his gratitude, Brierley always wondered about his origins. Eventually, with the advent of Google Earth, he had the opportunity to look for the needle
in a haystack he once called home and pored over satellite images for landmarks he might recognize or mathematical equations that might further narrow
down the labyrinthine map of India. One day, after years of searching, he miraculously found what he was looking for and set off to find his biological
family. A Long Way Home is a moving, poignant, and inspirational true story of survival and triumph against incredible odds. It celebrates the importance of
never letting go of what drives the human spirit: hope.
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 Lost Art Of Dress

The Women Who Once Made America Stylish
by Linda Przybyszewski

ISBN: 9780465036714
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 400
Price: $32.00

As a glance down any street in America quickly reveals, American women have forgotten how to dress. We chase fads, choose inappropriate materials and
unattractive cuts, and waste energy tottering in heels when we could be moving gracefully. Quite simply, we lack the fashion know-how we need to dress
professionally and flatteringly.As historian and expert dressmaker Linda Przybyszewski reveals in The Lost Art of Dress, it wasn't always like this. In the
first half of the twentieth century, a remarkable group of women-the so-called Dress Doctors-taught American women how to stretch each yard of fabric and
dress well on a budget. Knowledge not money, they insisted, is the key to timeless fashion. Based in Home Economics departments across the country, the
Dress Doctors offered advice on radio shows, at women's clubs, and in magazines. Millions of young girls read their books in schooland at 4-H clothing
clubs. As Przybyszewski shows, the Dress Doctors' concerns weren't purely superficial: they prized practicality, and empowered women to design and make
clothing for both the workplace and the home. They championed skirts that would allow women to move about freely and campaigned against impractical
and painful shoes. Armed with the Dress Doctors' simple design principles-harmony, proportion, balance, rhythm, emphasis-modern American women from
allclasses could learn to dress for all occasions in a way that made them confident, engaged members of society.A captivating and beautifully-illustrated look
at the world of the Dress Doctors, The Lost Art of Dress  introduces a new audience to their timeless rules of fashion and beauty-rules which, with a little
help, we can certainly learn again.

 Love Letters Of The Great War
by  Mandy Kirky

ISBN: 9780230772830
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-21
Pages: 176
Price: $19.99

A powerful collection of love letters shared between soldiers and their sweethearts during World War I
Love Letters of the Great War brings together some of the most romantic correspondence ever written: passionate love letters sent from British, American,
French, German, Australian and Canadian troops in the height of battle, and the heart-breaking replies of their girlfriends, wives and sweethearts.
From eloquent declarations of love and longing to wrenching accounts of fear, jealousy and betrayal, each set of letters reveals a story. Some soldiers wrote
simple thank you messages for provisions sent, others penned heartfelt goodbyes, many shared sweet dreams of home. But in all the correspondence, there
lies a truly human portrait of love and war.
These letters, many of which have never before been published, are introduced by a brief piece about the correspondents. Some of the characters in these
pages were parted for ever by the tragedy of war; others reunited. Together, a century on from the start of the First World War, these letters offer an intimate
glimpse into the hearts of men and women separated by conflict, and show how love can transcend even the bleakest and most devastating of realities.
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   Nonfiction
 The Low-Carb Fraud

by  T Colin Campbell

ISBN: 9781940363097
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: BenBella Books
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 96
Price: $19.99

By now, the low-carb diet's refrain is a familiar one: Bread is bad for you. Fat doesn't matter. Carbs are thereal reason you can't lose weight. The low-carb
universe Dr. Atkins brought into being continues to expand. Low-carb diets, from South Beach to the Zone and beyond, are still the go-to method for weight-
loss for millions. These diets' marketing may differ, but they all share two crucial components: the condemnation of "carbs" and an emphasis on meat and fat
for calories. Even the latest diet trend, the Paleo diet, is-despite its increased focus on (some) whole foods-just another variation on the same carbohydrate
fears.In  The Low-Carb Fraud, longtime leader in the nutritional science field T. Colin Campbell (author of The China Study  and Whole ) outlines where
(and how) the low-carb proponents get it wrong: where the belief that carbohydrates are bad came from, and why it persists despite all the evidence to the
contrary. The foods we misleadingly refer to as "carbs" aren't all created equal-and treating them that way has major consequences for our nutritional well-
being.If you're considering a low-carb diet, read this e-book first. It will change the way you think about what you eat-and how you should be eating, to lose
weight and optimize your health, now and for the long term.
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   Nonfiction
 Loyal Lieutenant

Leading Out Lance, Pushing Through The Pain
by George Hincapie

ISBN: 9780062330918
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 304
Price: $33.50

Trading on the sterling reputation that enabled him to survive a widely publicized doping confession, American cyclist "Big George" Hincapie-a record
17-time Tour de France participant, Olympian, Lance Armstrong's "best bro" and chief lieutenant during all seven Tour victories, and the key witness in the
Armstrong doping case-gives a no-holds-barred account of his esteemed career as America's favorite cyclist, his unique relationship with Lance, and a sports
era defined by performance-enhancing drug use.
Lance Armstrong's confession on Oprah was merely a formality: with "best bro" George Hincapie's confession in October 2012, America's most celebrated
sports hero plummeted to depths perhaps greater than the heights to which he rose. The famously quiet Hincapie has been loath to speak with "60 Minutes"
and other media over the years, though in-demand-especially in light of Lance's Oprah interview, during which Lance cited George's confession as the straw
that broke the camel's back. But with time to reflect on his own place in a cycling and sports era defined by the use of banned substances and practices,
Hincapie-who owns and runs the most recognizable name in cycling apparel, Hincapie Sportswear-and co-writer Craig Hummer bring us what will certainly
be the most anticipated cycling memoir in recent history and the most comprehensive account of the era. Despite the disappointment American cycling fans
experienced with Hincapie's testimony, if there's anyone who has the chance to restore faith in one of the world's most popular sports and inspire readers to
get on a bike and ride like there's no tomorrow, it's Big George Hincapie.
Queens-born George's upbringing was largely defined by his Colombian father Ricardo's love of cycling and strong admiration for the Colombian "cycling
warrior" archetype. George's earliest memories are the three Hincapie men on bikes, bonding and enjoying the world on two wheels. Young George, a
confessed adrenaline junky, would spend his time memorizing the 20-mile loop he circumnavigated near his home, attacking the pavement i ...

 M Word
Conversations about Motherhood
by Kerry Clare

ISBN: 9780864924872
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $22.95

A Dropped Threads-style anthology, assembling original and inspiring works by some of Canada's best younger female writers -- such as Heather Birrell,
Saleema Nawaz, Susan Olding, Diana Fitzgerald Bryden, Carrie Snyder, and Alison Pick -- The M Word asks everyday women and writers, some of whom
are on the unconventional side of motherhood, to share their emotions and tales of maternity. Whether they are stepmothers or mothers who have
experienced abortion, infertility, adoption, or struggles with having more or less children, all these writers are women who have faced down motherhood on
the other side of the white picket fence. It is time that motherhood opened its gates to include everyone, not just the picture postcard stories. The M Word is a
fabulous collection by a talented author and blogger, which is bound to attract readers from all walks of motherhood. The anthology that presents women's
lives as they are really lived, probing the intractable connections between motherhood and womanhood with all necessary complexity and contradiction laid
out in a glorious tangle. It is a book whose contents themselves are in disagreement, essays rubbing up against one another in uncomfortable ways. There is
no synthesis -- is motherhood an expansive enterprise, or is motherhood a trap? -- except perhaps a general sense that being a mother and not being a mother
are each as terrible and wonderful as being alive is. What these essays do show, however, is that in this age of supposed reproductive choice, so many
women still don't have the luxury of choosing their mothering story or how it will play out. And those who do exercise choice often still end up contending
with judgement or backlash. The essays also make clear that women are not as divided between the mothers and the childless as we might be led to believe.
Women's lives are so much more complicated than that. There is mutual ground between the woman who decided to have no more children and the woman
who decided to have none at all. A woman with no children also endures a similar kind of scrutiny as the woman who's had many, both of them operating
outside of societal norms. A woman who has miscarried longs to be acknowledged for her own beyond-visible mothering experiences, for the baby she h ...
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 Mad Catastrophe

The Outbreak of World War I and the Collapse of the Habsburg Empire
by Geoffrey Wawro

ISBN: 9780465028351
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 472
Price: $34.50

The Austro-Hungarian army that marched east and south to confront the Russians and Serbs in the opening campaigns of World War I had a glorious past
but a pitiful present. Speaking a mystifying array of languages and lugging outdated weapons, the Austrian troops were hopelessly unprepared for the
industrialized warfare that would shortly consume Europe.As prizewinning historian Geoffrey Wawro explains in A Mad Catastrophe, the doomed Austrian
conscripts were an unfortunate microcosm of the Austro-Hungarian Empire itself-both equally ripe for destruction.  After the assassination of the Austrian
Archduke Franz Ferdinand in June 1914, Germany goaded the Empire into a war with Russia and Serbia.  With the Germans massing their forces in the west
to engage the French and the British, everything-the course of the war and the fate of empires and alliances from Constantinople to London-hinged on
theHabsburgs' ability to crush Serbia and keep the Russians at bay. However, Austria-Hungary had been rotting from within for years, hollowed out by
repression, cynicism, and corruption at the highest levels. Commanded by a dying emperor, Franz Joseph I, and a querulous celebrity general, Conrad von
HÃ¶tzendorf, the Austro-Hungarians managed to bungle everything: their ultimatum to the Serbs, their declarations of war, their mobilization, and the
pivotal battles in Galicia and Serbia. Bythe end of 1914, the Habsburg army lay in ruins and the outcome of the war seemed all but decided.Drawing on deep
archival research, Wawro charts the decline of the Empire before the war and reconstructs the great battles in the east and the Balkans in thrilling and tragic
detail. A Mad Catastrophe  is a riveting account of a neglected face of World War I, revealing how a once-mighty empire collapsed in the trenches of Serbia
and the Eastern Front, changing the course of European history.

 Maeve Binchy
The Biography
by Piers Dudgeon

ISBN: 9781250047144
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

The first biography of Maeve Binchy since her death, chronicling her path to becoming a writer: the stories, the anecdotes, the humor, and the sheer
indomitable character of the womanMaeve Binchy's novels sold more than 40 million copies worldwide, and when she died on July 30th 2012, she did so as
Ireland's best-loved writer. With bestselling books such as  Light a Penny Candle, Circle of Friends, Tara Road,  Evening Class, and  A Week in Winter,
which was published four months after her death, no one else told stories like Maeve Binchy. Humane, down-to-earth, and&nbspfunny, her novels captured
imaginations on both sides of the Atlantic in a way that most authors only dream of.More than simply a biography, this extraordinary book visits Maeve
Binchy in the land of her birth, which is the environment of her novels, and in the company of the author and her fictional characters sets out to discover the
emotional contours which define her as a writer and a person.
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   Nonfiction
 Michelangelo

A Life in Six Masterpieces
by Miles J. Unger

ISBN: 9781451678741
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 416
Price: $34.99

The life of one of the most revolutionary artists in history, told through the story of six of his greatest masterpieces.

Among the immortals--Leonardo, Rembrandt, Picasso--Michelangelo stands alone as a master of painting, sculpture, and architecture. He was not only the
greatest artist in an age of giants, but a man who reinvented the practice of art itself. Throughout his long career he clashed with patrons by insisting that he
had no master but his own demanding muse and promoting the novel idea that it was the artist, rather than the lord who paid for it, who was creative force
behind the work. Miles Unger narrates the astonishing life of this driven and difficult man through six of his greatest masterpieces. Each work expanded the
expressive range of the medium, from the PietÃ  Michelangelo carved as a brash young man, to the apocalyptic Last Judgment, the work of an old man
tested by personal trials. Throughout the course of his career he explored the full range of human possibility. In the gargantuan David he depicts Man in the
glory of his youth, while in the tombs he carved for the Medici he offers a sustained meditation on death and the afterlife. In the Sistine Chapel ceiling he
tells the epic story of Creation, from the perfection of God's initial procreative act to the corruption introduced by His imperfect children. In the final decades
of his life, his hands too unsteady to wield the brush and chisel, he exercised his mind by raising the soaring vaults and dome of St. Peter's in a final tribute to
his God. A work of deep artistic understanding, Miles Unger's Michelangelo brings to life the irascible, egotistical, and undeniably brilliant man whose
artistry continues to amaze and inspire us after 500 years.

 Miller's Collectibles Hdbk 2014 2015
The Indispensable Guide to What It's Really Worth!
by Judith Miller

ISBN: 9781845337902
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Miller's Collectibles Price Guide
Publisher: Octopus Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 432
Price: $29.99

Miller's Collectibles Handbook 2014-2015 is the up-to-date guide to the collectables market. Featuring more than 4,000 objects in full color, each with a
detailed description and current price range, the book also offers information on what those in the know look for - how to recognize that rare example that
may be worth twenty times more than another piece, or why now is the moment to buy Roseville pottery. Meanwhile, in-depth closer look features explain
what to look for when appraising everything from 20th century glass to costume jewelry. 
 
 Judith Miller and Mark Hill compile the guide that no dealer, collector, or auctioneer should be without. Every image is changed for every new edition to
keep the book up-to-date with collecting and buying trends. Miller's Collectibles Handbook is the only full-color, fully illustrated collectibles price guide in
the world.
 
 Comprehensive sections cover advertising, books, ceramics, character collectibles, film and television memorabilia, glass, Inuit art, pens and writing
equipment, plastics and Bakelite, posters, rock and pop, sporting memorabilia, teddy bears, toys and games, and vintage fashion.
 
 In-depth features explain why one piece is worth more than another, show how to value an item, and teach you to be your own expert - this book is the
essential eBay companion! Biographies of designers and factories give the background information you need to help 
 date and value objects.
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 Mindful Discipline

A Loving Approach to Setting Limits and Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child
by Shauna L. Shapiro

ISBN: 9781608828845
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New Harbinger Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-06-01
Pages: 200
Price: $19.95

Kids need both love and limits in order to thrive. In Mindful Discipline, a pediatrician and an internationally recognized mindfulness expert offer parents
simple yet powerful tools for raising mindful, respectful, and responsible children. Grounded in mindfulness and the latest research in neuroscience, this
book will teach readers how to foster their child's emotional intelligence and self-esteem while also encouraging genuine cooperation. With simple practices,
such as honoring a child's strengths, setting limits, and setting a positive example, parents can teach their child the self-discipline and resilience they will
need to thrive in life.

 Missing Microbes
How The Overuse Of Antibiotics Is Fueling Our Modern Plagues
by Martin Blaser

ISBN: 9781443420235
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

Tracing one scientist's journey toward understanding the crucial importance of the microbiome, this revolutionary book will take readers to the forefront of
trail-blazing research while revealing the damage to our health that is caused by overuse of antibiotics, including its contribution to the rise of obesity,
asthma, diabetes, and certain forms of cancer.
In Missing Microbes, Dr. Martin Blaser invites us into the wilds of the human microbiome where for hundreds of thousands of years, bacterial and human
cells have existed in a peaceful symbiosis that is responsible for the health and equilibrium of our body. Now, this invisible Eden is being irrevocably
damaged by one of our most revered medical advances-antibiotics. Antibiotics threaten the extinction of our irreplaceable microbes, which would have
terrible health consequences. Taking us into both the lab and the field where these troubling effects can be witnessed firsthand, Dr. Blaser not only provides
cutting-edge evidence for the adverse effects of antibiotics, but also tells us what we can do to avoid even more catastrophic health problems in the future.
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 The Mockingbird Next Door

Life with Harper Lee
by  Marja Mills

ISBN: 9781594205194
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 288
Price: $32.95

To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee is one of the best loved novels of the twentieth century. But for the last fifty years, the novel's celebrated author,
Harper Lee, has said almost nothing on the record. Journalists have trekked to her hometown of Monroeville, Alabama, where Harper Lee, known to her
friends as Nelle, has lived with her sister, Alice, for decades, trying and failing to get an interview with the author. But in 2001, the Lee sisters opened their
door to Chicago Tribune journalist Marja Mills. It was the beginning of a long conversation--and a great friendship.
    
   In 2004, with the Lees' blessing, Mills moved into the house next door to the sisters. She spent the next eighteen months there, sharing coffee at
McDonalds and trips to the Laundromat with Nelle, feeding the ducks and going out for catfish supper with the sisters, and exploring all over lower Alabama
with the Lees' inner circle of friends.
    
   Nelle shared her love of history, literature, and the Southern way of life with Mills, as well as her keen sense of how journalism should be practiced. As the
sisters decided to let Mills tell their story, Nelle helped make sure she was getting the story--and the South--right. Alice, the keeper of the Lee family history,
shared the stories of their family.
    
   The Mockingbird Next Door is the story of Mills's friendship with the Lee sisters. It is a testament to the great intelligence, sharp wit, and tremendous
storytelling power of these two women, especially that of ...

 The Modern Mercenary
Private Armies and What They Mean for World Order
by  Sean Mcfate

ISBN: 9780199360109
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-29
Pages: 256
Price: $32.95

It was 2004, and Sean McFate had a mission in Burundi: to keep the president alive and prevent the country from spiraling into genocide without anyone
knowing that the United States was involved. The United States was, of course, involved, but only through McFate's employer, the military contractor
DynCorp International. Throughout Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East, similar scenarios are playing out daily. The United States can no longer go
to war or carry out covert operations without contractors. In 2010, the Pentagon's budget for private contractors was seven times the entire U.K. defense
budget.     How did this state of affairs come to be? How does the shadowy world of military contracting actually operate? And what do trends suggest about
the future of war and international relations? We simply don't know much about the structure of the industry, how private military companies operate, and
where this industry is heading. Typically led by ex-military men, such firms are by their very nature secretive. Even the US government - the entity that
actually pays them - knows relatively little.    In Private Armies, former industry insider Sean McFate lays bare the opaque world of private military
contractors, explaining the economic structure of the industry and showing in detail how firms operate on the ground. As a former paratrooper and private
military contractor, McFate provides an unparalleled perspective into the nuts and bolts of the industry, as wellas a sobering prognosis for the future of war.
While at present the U.S. government and U.S. firms dominate the market, private military companies are emerging from other countries, and warlords and
militias have restyled themselves as private security companies in places like Afghanistan and Somalia. To understand how the proliferation of private forces
may influence international relations, McFate looks back to the European Middle Ages, when mercenaries were common and contract warfare the norm. He
concludes that international relations in the twenty-first century may have more in common with the twelfth century than the twentieth. This "back to the
future" situation, which he calls neomedievalism, is not necessarily a negative condition, but it will produce a globa ...
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 Mona Lisa

A Life Discovered
by Dianne Hales

ISBN: 9781451658965
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

Everybody knows her smile, but no one knows her story: Meet the flesh-and-blood woman who became one of the most famous artistic subjects of all
time--Mona Lisa.

A genius immortalized her. A French king paid a fortune for her. An emperor coveted her. Every year more than 9 million visitors trek to view her portrait in
the Louvre.Yet while everyone recognizes her smile, hardly anyone knows her story. Mona Lisa: A Life Discovered, a blend of biography, history, and
memoir, truly is a book of discovery--about the world's most recognized face, most revered artist, and most praised and parodied painting. Who was she, this
ordinary woman who rose to such extraordinary fame? Why did the most renowned painter of her time choose her as his model? What became of her? And
why does her smile enchant us still? Lisa Gherardini (1479-1542) was a quintessential woman of her times, caught in a whirl of political upheavals, family
dramas, and public scandals. Her life spanned the most tumultuous chapters in the history of Florence--and of the greatest artistic outpouring the world has
ever seen. Her story creates an extraordinary tapestry of Renaissance Florence, with larger-than-legend figures such as Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo,
and Machiavelli. Dianne Hales, author of La Bella Lingua, became obsessed with finding the real Mona Lisa on repeated trips to Florence. In Mona Lisa: A
Life Discovered, she takes readers with her to meet Lisa's descendants; uncover her family's long and colorful history; and explore the neighborhoods where
she lived as a girl, a wife, and a mother. In the process, we can participate in Lisa's daily rituals; understand her personal relationships; and see, hear, smell,
and taste "her" Florence. Hales brings to life a time poised between the medieval and the modern, a vibrant city bursting into fullest bloom, and a culture that
redefined the possibilities of man--and of woman.

 Most Dangerous Animal Of All
by Gary L. Stewart

ISBN: 9780062313164
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 368
Price: $33.50

An explosively revelatory memoir of a man who discovers that his biological father is one of the most infamous and still-wanted serial killers in America.
Written with award-winning author and journalist Susan Mustafa, The Most Dangerous Animal of All tells the story of Stewart's ten-year search for his birth
father through government records, news reports, and conversations with his father's relatives and friends. The result is a sensational, explosively revelatory,
emotionally powerful memoir of a man who first learns that he was abandoned by his fugitive parents at one month old and then turns up a trail of clues,
including forensic evidence, identifying his father as one of the most infamous and still-wanted serial killers in American history.
Mustafa and Stewart construct a chilling psychological profile of Stewart's father: as a boy with disturbing fixations, as a frustrated intellectual with
pretensions to high culture, and as an inappropriate suitor and then jilted lover unable to process his rage. Stewart uncovers irrefutable and overwhelming
evidence, unlocking the unsolved case's most daunting mysteries. Stewart learns that his biological mother, years after parting ways with Stewart's father,
remarries, in a staggering twist of fate, a police detective intimately involved with solving the murders. Stewart asks difficult questions of the authorities,
who may know more than they are willing to admit, and demands the result of the comparative DNA analysis the police began to conduct but then buried.
Stewart's story and his proof combine to make The Most Dangerous Animal of All an utterly fascinating and historic book of true crime.
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   Nonfiction
 Motherless Daughters

The Legacy of Loss, 20th Anniversary Edition
by Hope Edelman

ISBN: 9780738217734
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 400
Price: $19.99

For  twenty  years,  this  "beautifully written"  ( USA Today ),  "moving,  comprehensive and insightful look at the lifelong ramifications  of  the  loss  of  a 
mother"  ( San Francisco Chronicle ) has been the book a woman can turn to for understanding and comfort when her mother dies. Building on interviews
with hundreds of motherless daughters, Hope Edelman's unique and courageous work also reflects her personal  experience  with  the  continued  legacy  of
mother loss. An exploration of a profoundly life-altering rite-of-passage, Motherless Daughters  is for any woman who wants to better understand the mother-
daughter relationship.

 My Door Is Always Open
by POPE FRANCIS

ISBN: 9781472909763
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: AAndC Black--Bloomsbury Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 224
Price: $25.00

No Description

 My Italian Kitchen
Favorite Family Recipes from the Winner of MasterChef Season 4 on FOX
by  Luca Manfe

ISBN: 9781617691034
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori & Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 208
Price: $27.95

WELCOME TO MY ITALIAN KITCHEN AND MY BIGGEST PASSION: FOOD.
 Most of my family memories revolve around food, especially family holidays, and everyone knows how important food and wine are in Italian culture. Here
are the recipes passed down from my nonnas (grandmothers) that reflect the warm, rustic flavors of Friuli, Italy: rich frico, risotto, and savory polenta. I also
love the lighter bites, perfect with a glass of wine: crostini with ricotta and honey, or a tramezzini, the Italian version of English high-tea sandwiches. And I
didn't forget the sweets--from the tiramisu I made with my mother when I was eight years old to the famous basil panna cotta I made to help win me the title
of MasterChef.
 I love to teach, and I'll show you the fundamentals of fantastic Italian food, including homemade stock (I swear, it's easy), pasta from scratch, and more. My
Italian Kitchen is packed with the food that I love and that you and your family will love too. (Plus I'll tell you some good behind-the-scenes stories from
Season 4 of MasterChef!)
 Grazie! And welcome to my kitchen.
 Luca
 Blurbs
"Luca comes from a long line of great Italian home cooks ... his inspiring family recipes are featured here in this fantastic book."
--CHEF GORDON RAMSAY, MasterChef judge
 "Luca is proof that nice guys don't always finish last ... it is with gr ...
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 Myth Of The Spoiled Child

Challenging the Conventional Wisdom about Children and Parenting
by Alfie Kohn

ISBN: 9780738217246
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Da Capo Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 280
Price: $29.00

Somehow, deeply conservative assumptions about how children behave and how parents  raise  them  have  become  the conventional wisdom in our society.
It's widely assumed that parents are both permissive and overprotective, unable to set limits and afraid to let their kids fail. We're told that young people
receive trophies, praise, and A's too easily, and suffer from inflated self esteem and  insufficient  self-discipline.  However, complaints about pushover
parents and entitled kids are actually decades old and driven, it turns out, by ideology more than evidence.With the same lively, contrarian style of Alfie
Kohn's  bestselling  books about  rewards, competition, and traditional education, The Myth  of  the Spoiled  Child  systematically debunks the story that we
hear with numbing regularity. Kohn uses humor, logic, and his familiarity with a vast range of social science data  to  challenge  media-stoked  fears  of
spoiling  our children.  He  reveals  that  the major threat to healthy child development isn't parents who are too indulgent but those who are too controlling.

 Neanderthal Man
In Search of Lost Genomes
by Svante Paabo

ISBN: 9780465020836
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 288
Price: $31.00

What can we learn from the genomes of our closest evolutionary relatives? Neanderthal Man  tells the story of geneticist Svante PÃ¤Ã¤bo's mission to
answer this question, and recounts his ultimately successful efforts to genetically define what makes us different from our Neanderthal cousins. Beginning
with the study of DNA in Egyptian mummies in the early 1980s and culminating in the sequencing of the Neanderthal genome in 2010, Neanderthal Man
describes the events, intrigues, failures, and triumphs of these scientifically rich years through the lens of the pioneerand inventor of the field of ancient
DNA.We learn that Neanderthal genes offer a unique window into the lives of our hominin relatives and may hold the key to unlocking the mystery of why
humans survived while Neanderthals went extinct. Drawing on genetic and fossil clues, PÃ¤Ã¤bo explores what is known about the origin of modern
humans and their relationship to the Neanderthals and describes the fierce debate surrounding the nature of the two species' interactions. His findings have
not only redrawn our family tree,but recast the fundamentals of human history-the biological beginnings of fully modern Homo sapiens, the direct ancestors
of all people alive today.A riveting story about a visionary researcher and the nature of scientific inquiry, Neanderthal Man  offers rich insight into the
fundamental question of who we are.

 Neil Armstrong
A Life of Flight
by Jay Barbree

ISBN: 9781250040718
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

The definitive biography of Neil Armstrong by Jay Barbree, an Emmy-winning journalist who was his close friend.To date, everything written about
Armstong's life and flights has been written from the outside looking in; Barbree is the only person whom Armstrong trusted to share close personal details
about his inspiring life story.Working from his years of notes, and with the full cooperation of the Armstrong family, Barbree has written the definitive
biography of America's most famous astronaut and one of our greatest modern heroes. Much has already been written about Armstrong and the major players
who helped him fly to the moon, but he wanted this book to emphasize his two passions-family and flight.  Barbree and Armstrong discussed everything,
from his two marriages and the death of his baby daughter, to his love of flying, the war years and of course, his time in space.&nbspThe book, timed to
coincide with the 45th anniversary of the Apollo 11 launch and full of never-before-seen photos, includes many personal details that have never before been
written, such as what Armstrong really felt when he took that first step on the moon, what life in NASA was like, his relationships with the other astronauts,
and what he felt the future of space exploration should be.
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   Nonfiction
 Night Canada Stood Still

by Robert Wright

ISBN: 9781443409650
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $33.99

The Quebec-sovereignist juggernaut began with the creation of the Parti QuÃ©bÃ©cois in 1968 and climaxed in the provincial referendum on sovereignty,
held on October 30, 1995. On that extraordinary evening, Canadians from all walks of life, in every region of the country, sat glued to their television screens
as polling results trickled in from across Quebec. Unlike the first referendum, in 1980, when the victory of the federalist No vote led by Pierre Trudeau was a
foregone conclusion, the race in October 1995 was a dead heat. All evening, the returns pitched and rolled, and anxious Canadians pitched and rolled along
with them. In the end, the No vote won by the narrowest of margins, 50.56% to 49.44%. This was no euphoric victory, no easy vindication of Sir John A.'s
federalist dream. Never before had the country come face to face with its own imminent extinction.

In The Night Canada Stood Still, Robert Wright revisits the drama and intrigue that brought Quebecers and Canadians alike to that fateful watershed event.

 No Hero
The Evolution of a Navy SEAL
by  Mark Owen

ISBN: 9780525954521
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 336
Price: $32.95

The companion volume to the multimillion-copy classic No Easy Day by former Navy SEAL Mark Owen reveals the evolution of a SEAL Team Six
operator
    
   Mark Owen's instant #1 New York Times bestseller, No Easy Day: The Firsthand Account of the Mission that Killed Osama bin Laden, focused on the
high-profile targets and headline-grabbing chapters of the author's thirteen years as a Navy SEAL. His follow-up, No Hero, offers a rare counterpoint: an
intimate account of Owen's most personally meaningful missions, missions that never made headlines, including the moments in which he learned the most
about himself and his teammates in both success and failure.
    
   "I want No Hero to offer something most books on war don't: the intimate side of it, the personal struggles and hardships and what I learned from them,"
says Owen. "The stories in No Hero are a testament to my teammates and to all the other active and former SEALs who have dedicated their lives to
freedom. In our community, we are constantly taught to mentor the younger generation and to pass the lessons and values we've learned on to others so that
they can do the same for the guys coming up after them. This is what I hope I have done for readers of No Hero."
    
   Every bit as action-packed as No Easy Day, and featuring stories from the training ground to the battlefield, No Hero offers readers a never-before-seen
close-up view of the experiences and values that make Mark O ...

 Norm Chronicles
Stories and Numbers About Danger and Death
by Michael Blastland

ISBN: 9780465085705
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 384
Price: $18.50

Is it safer to fly or take the train? How dangerous is skydiving? And is eating that extra sausage going to kill you? We've all heard the statistics for risky
activities, but what do they mean in the real world? In The Norm Chronicles, journalist Michael Blastland and risk expert David Spiegelhalter explore these
questions through the stories of average Norm and an ingenious measurement called the MicroMort-a one in a million chance of dying. They reveal why
general anesthesia is as dangerous as a parachute jump, giving birth in the US is nearly twice as risky as in the UK, and that the radiation from eating a
banana shaves 3 seconds off your life. An entertaining guide to the statistics of personal risk, The Norm Chronicles  will enlighten anyone who has ever
worried about the dangers we encounter in our daily lives.
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 The Official Quotable Dr Who

Wise Words From Across Space And Time
by Cavan Scott

ISBN: 9780062336149
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-30
Pages: 352
Price: $24.99

The first ever collection of the most intelligent, strangest, mysterious, and wonderful quotes from all fifty years of the BBC America hit television series
Doctor Who.
Listed in the Guinness World Records as the longest-running science fiction television series in the world, Doctor Who has become an icon in British pop
culture and garnered a cult following. The show centers on the adventures of a Time Lord-a time traveling humanoid alien-known as the Doctor, who travels
the universe through his TARDIS, or spaceship, which resembles a blue British police box. The show initially aired in 1963 and is currently on its twelfth
actor to star as the Doctor, each new one written into the plot as a regeneration-a life process of Time Lords through which the character of the Doctor takes
on a new body after sustaining an injury that would be fatal to most other species.
Over the years, Doctor Who has become one of the most popular science fiction series, with an ever-growing and extremely dedicated fan base. Now for the
first time, fans can enjoy a plethora of their favorite memorable quotes and wisest words spoken throughout the series from the first episode to the most
recent season staring Matt Smith. The Quotable Doctor Who is an insightful and unique look into the exciting universe of Doctor Who like never before.
The quotes will be compiled into nine chapters that each focus on a reoccurring theme or subject from the series. Chapter one is filled with quotes about the
Doctor, what others say about him and what he says about himself: "Wonderful chap, all of them." -- The Brigadier, The Five Doctors. Chapter two focuses
on relationships including friendship, romance, marriage, family: "If it's time to go, remember what you're leaving. Remember the best. My friend ...

 The Organized Mind
Thinking Straight in the Age of Information Overload
by  Daniel J Levitin

ISBN: 9780670067640
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ALLEN LANE CANADA
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 320
Price: $30.00

The information age is drowning us in an unprecedented deluge of data. At the same time, we're expected to make more--and faster--decisions about our
lives than ever before. No wonder, then, that the average person reports frequently losing car keys or reading glasses, missing appointments, and feeling
worn out by the effort required just to keep up.
But somehow some people become quite accomplished at managing information flow. In The Organized Mind, Daniel J. Levitin, Ph.D., uses the latest brain
science to demonstrate how those people excel--and how readers can use these methods to regain a sense of mastery over the way they organize their homes,
workplaces, and lives. With lively, entertaining chapters on everything from the kitchen junk drawer to health care to gambling in Las Vegas, Levitin reveals
how new research into the cognitive neuroscience of attention and memory can be applied to daily life. His practical suggestions call for relatively minor
changes that require little effort but will have remarkable long-term benefits for mental and physical health, productivity, and creativity. This Is Your Brain
on Music showed us how to better play and appreciate music through an understanding of how the brain works. The Organized Mind shows us how to
navigate the churning flow of information in our daily lives with the same neuroscientific perspective.
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 The Origin of Ideas

Blending, Creativity, and the Human Spark
by  Mark Turner

ISBN: 9780199988822
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-01-15
Pages: 288
Price: $32.95

Why are we so innovative? Where do new ideas come from? Why are human beings so exceptionally good at innovation, leaving other species mentally in
the dust? How can we hold onto new ideas once they are formed? This book explores the claim that the human spark, the source of innovation and the origin
of ideas, was an advance that occurred in a particular kind of mental operation, which Turner calls blending. Blending is our ability to take two ideas or more
and create a new idea from the"blend." And what is so fascinating is how human beings are able to engage in blending almost without effort and usually
unconsciously. It appears to be second nature to us, how we live and breathe in the course of processing information and ideas.    Human beings are
profoundly different from all other species in this ability. While many species can do what we cannot - fly, run amazingly fast, see in the dark - only human
beings can innovate. Beginning somewhere in the Paleolithic Age, everything changed in the course of human events. Before that, we were a bunch of large
mammals. After that, we were poised to take over the world. Turner makes the controversial and provocative claim that what made human advances possible
was the ability to engage in the virtuosity of blending, which is everywhere apparent in our cultural record - in our creations and innovations - it is the origin
of our ideas.    Turner's theory of blending is featured in Jonah Lehrer's bestselling book, Imagine,and this book will be the first to lay out this theory in detail
for a lay audience and academics tackling the nature of the human brain and the fascinating puzzle of what it means to be human.

 Our Scandalous Senate
by J.patrick Boyer

ISBN: 9781459723665
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Point of View
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-05-31
Pages: 168
Price: $24.99

In 2013 Canadians grew appalled at scandals involving prominent senators: resignations at highest levels, damning reports from independent auditing firms,
a precedent-setting review of all Senate spending by Canada's auditor general, and RCMP investigations of criminal acts.In this timely book, J. Patrick Boyer
provides an in-depth look at this new low in the history of Canada's Senate, and shows how the bigger national scandal is the Senate's very existence. The
Senate of Canada is a leading specimen of "resistance to change," that little-understood phenomenon by which the entrenched power of existing institutions
creates a dead-weight of inertia. Yet at last, even this institution seems on the brink of transformation as Canadians have reignited long-smouldering
demands for reform or even abolition.
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 Pain Don't Hurt

Fighting Inside And Outside The Ring
by Mark Miller

ISBN: 9780062222343
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 224
Price: $31.99

The no-holds-barred memoir from kickboxer Mark "Fight Shark" Miller, the only professional fighter in history to return to the ring after open-heart
surgery--An Anthony Bourdain book
2006: Mark Miller was a rising star in professional kickboxing--handsome, hard-charging, and a winner. But when a routine physical uncovered a serious
heart condition, he was barred from competing. He needed a procedure that would save his life--and end his career. Miller's dramatic and life-saving surgery
also worked to reunite his fractured family, and shortly after his release from the hospital, he began training again, refusing to accept his fighting career was
finished. But within a year, his father, his mother, and his brother all died, and Miller's short-lived and fragile optimism collapsed under the weight of his
grief and his fear he would never fight again. Unmoored and grief-stricken, he fell into a tailspin of drugs and alcohol.
Pain Don't Hurt is the remarkable story of how Mark Miller ascended back out of that black hole of sorrow, addiction, and disabling physical limitations to
become the only professional fighter in history to return to the ring after open heart surgery. An inspiring, exciting, and frank account of the fights--both in
and out of the ring--that have shaped Miller, Pain Don't Hurt tracks the course of Miller's remarkable life, from his six year old self's obsession with Bruce
Lee and Chuck Norris to his abusive father's boxing lessons, which were his only display of love; from his adolescence spent mastering martial arts from
hapkido to taekwondo to his rise as a kickboxer; from fighting in Thailand to training in the Netherlands; from the depths of despair to the love of his three
sons and the empowering rewards of fatherhood, which pushed him back into combat. A deeply personal account of perseverance and determination--and
guts, blood, and glory--Pain Don't Hurt is a mesmerizing story of how one man overcame the odds, time and time again.

 Paleo Grilling
A Modern Caveman's Guide to Cooking with Fire
by  James Willia Phelan

ISBN: 9781592336128
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Fair Winds Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-15
Pages: 176
Price: $24.99

Embracing the Paleo movement is about getting back to basics--eating food in its most simple, unprocessed form, just like our ancestors. And what is more
basic than cooking meat over a fire? This book features more than 100 grilling recipes using a variety of methods for cooking natural, locally farmed meat
over fire: primitive campfire, wood and charcoal, gas grilling, and smoking. Paleo Grilling will help you to choose the best meats for any meal, and offers
international recipes, including side dishes and desserts suitable for the modern caveman.  
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 Paleo Kitchen

Finding Primal Joy in Modern Cooking
by Juli Bauer

ISBN: 9781628600100
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Victory Belt Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 336
Price: $39.95

The two top Paleo bloggers have come together to write the ultimate Paleo cookbook with over 100 recipes!

George Bryant and Juli Bauer, two of the most insightful and well-respected Paleo powerhouses, have united to bring a myriad of bold and delectable gluten-
& grain-free Paleo recipes straight from their kitchens to yours in their new cookbook, The Paleo Kitchen. Together, George and Juli have masterfully
created daring flavor combinations that will bring your Paleo experience to a whole new level. This beautiful cookbook offers full-color photos along with
tips, tricks, and anecdotes straight from the clever minds of these culinary mavericks. The Paleo Kitchen boasts more than 100 recipes, from appetizers,
entrÃ©es, and side dishes to decadent desserts, that are sure to invigorate and please the fearless caveman palate. Recipes include: o Sage and Shallot
Delicata Squash Soup o Citrus Mint Sugar Salad o Blackberry Lavender Muffins o Banana Chip French Toast o Four-Layer Bacon and Beef Casserole o
Creamy Seafood Risotto o Asian Marinated Asparagus o Spinach and Artichoke Stuffed Portabella Mushrooms o Blueberry Cheesecake o Lime Pound Cake
with Coconut Lime Frosting. Experience the Paleo you never thought possible!

 Paradise in Plain Sight
Lessons from a Zen Garden
by  Karen Maezen Miller

ISBN: 9781608682522
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New World Library
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 224
Price: $19.95

"Everything I want or need - the living truth of life, love, beauty, purpose, and peace - is taught to me right here, no farther away than the ground beneath my
feet."  When Zen teacher Karen Maezen Miller and her family land in a house with a hundred-year-old Japanese garden, she uses the paradise in her
backyard to glean the living wisdom of our natural world. Through her eyes, rocks convey faith, ponds preach stillness, flowers give love, and leaves express
the effortless ease of letting go. The book welcomes readers into the garden for Zen lessons in fearlessness, forgiveness, presence, acceptance, and
contentment. Intimate and encouraging, Miller's voice imparts the peace and lightheartedness of one who has found her sanctuary and purpose. In homage to
her departed teacher, Taizan Maezumi Roshi, who once gardened the ground Miller now cultivates, her down-to-earth insights are plainspoken and profound.
"Come see the garden," she invites readers. "The garden that is your life."In the tradition of Anne Morrow Lindbergh who offered her timeless meditations in
Gift from the Sea, Miller gathers inspiration from the ground beneath her feet to remind us that paradise is always here and now.

 Paris Express
by Laura Calder

ISBN: 9781443420204
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $39.99

Paris Express is a book of quick, modern recipes that will have you breezily whipping up gorgeous French meals in the blink of an eye. While not every
recipe here is a fifteen-minute miracle-some do take a little bit of time, but no effort-each one will transport you into a Paris state of mind: a place of
breeziness, insouciance, whimsy, beauty and delight. Frankly, to a place where time slows down a bit.

With full-colour photography, roughly 120 fabulous recipes, sample menus and a generous smattering of art de vivre, tips and ideas Paris Express is a
confidence-building companion for home cooks who have no time to fuss, but whose lives in the kitchen (and elsewhere) are craving instant cheer,
indulgence and inspiration.
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 Paris Game

Charles de Gaulle, the Liberation of Paris, and the Gamble that Won France
by Ray Argyle

ISBN: 9781459722866
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-08-02
Pages: 432
Price: $35.00

Amid the ravages of a world war, three men -- a general, a president, and a prime minister -- are locked in a rivalry that threatens their partnership and puts
the world's most celebrated city at risk of destruction before it can be liberated. This is the setting of The Paris Game, a dramatic recounting of how an
obscure French general under sentence of death by his government launches on the most enormous gamble of his life: to fight on alone after his country's
capitulation to Nazi Germany. In a game of intrigue and double-dealing, Charles de Gaulle must struggle to retain the loyalty of Winston Churchill against
the unforgiving opposition of Franklin Roosevelt and the traitorous manoeuvring of a collaborationist Vichy France. How he succeeds in restoring the
honour of France and securing its place as a world power is the stuff of raw history, both stirring and engrossing.

 Permission To Parent
How To Raise Your Kid With Love And Limits
by Robin Berman

ISBN: 9780062277299
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 224
Price: $33.50

We are raising a generation of psychologically fragile kids as a result of the recent trends that put children in charge. Robin Berman teaches parents to be
comfortable with letting their kids know who's boss-fostering children with greater self-esteem, respect, and emotional control.
The power structure intrinsic to the family unit has flip-flopped. Kids are ruling the roost with some serious ramifications; children with too much power
often become anxious. In trying to constantly please their children and make them happy, parents are doing just the opposite. In attempting to veer from the
strictness of their own upbringing, many parents have gone too far the other way, showering praise onto their children in the hope of increasing self-esteem,
and have forgotten that self-control is a key ingredient in the recipe for self-confidence. Children used to be seen and not heard, and now they are the center
of the universe. Neither end of the pendulum fosters thriving, well-adjusted children. Kids need limits more than indulgences, time more than schedules, love
more than stuff. Parents need to know that not only is it okay, it is essential to be in charge. That is the premise of Dr. Robin Berman's provocative work,
Permission to Parent.
Here are some of her key findings:
Parenting is not a democracy. Rules make kids feel safe.
Don't be emotionally bullied by your child. Emotionally wimpy parenting leads to emotionally fragile kids.
A child who has too much power often becomes anxious.
Catering to your child's every whim can lead to a child who is self-centered and lacks empathy.
Look long ...
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 The Phantom of Fifth Avenue

The Mysterious Life and Scandalous Death of Heiress Huguette Clark
by  Meryl Gordon

ISBN: 9781455512638
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

Born in 1906, Huguette Clark grew up in her family's 121-room Beaux Arts  mansion in New York and was one of the leading celebrities of her day.  Her
father William Andrews Clark, was a copper magnate, the  second richest man in American, and not above  bribing his way into the Senate. 
Huguette attended the coronation of  King George V. And at twenty-two with a personal fortune of $50 million  to her name, she married a Princeton man
and childhood friend William  MacDonald Gower. Two-years later the couple divorced. After a series of  failed romances, Huguette began to withdraw from
society--first living  with her mother in a kind of Grey Gardens isolation then as a modern-day  Miss Havisham, spending her days in a vast apartment
overlooking  Central Park, eating crackers and watching The Flintstones with only  servants for company.
All her money and all her real estate could  not protect her in her later life from being manipulated by shady  hangers-on and hospitals that were only too
happy to admit (and bill) a  healthy woman. But what happened to Huguette that turned a vivacious,  young socialite into a recluse? And what was her life
like inside that  gilded, copper cage?

 Philosophy at 3
AM:Questions and Answers with 25 Top Philosophers
by  Richard Marshall

ISBN: 9780199969531
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-21
Pages: 352
Price: $32.95

The appeal of philosophy has always been its willingness to speak to those pressing questions that haunt us as we make our way through life. What is truth?
Could we think without language? Is materialism everything? But in recent years, philosophy has been largely absent from mainstream cultural commentary.
Many have come to believe that the field is excessively technical and inward-looking and that it has little to offer outsiders.    The 25 interviews collected in
this volume, all takenfrom a series of online interviews with leading philosophers published by the cultural magazine 3ammagazine.com, were carried out
with the aim of confronting widespread ignorance about contemporary philosophy. Interviewer Richard Marshall's informed and enthusiastic questions help
his subjects explain the meaning of their work in a way that is accessible to non-specialists. Contemporary philosophical issues are presented through
engaging but serious dialogues that, taken together, offer a glimpse into key debates across the discipline.    Alongside metaphysics, philosophy of mind,
epistemology, logic, philosophy of science, philosophy of language, political philosophy and ethics, discussed here are feminist philosophy, continental
philosophy, pragmatism, philosophy of religion, experimental philosophy, bioethics, animal rights, and legal philosophy. Connections between philosophy
and fields such as psychology, cognitive science, and theology are likewise examined. Marshall interviews philosophers both established and up-and coming.
   Engaging, thoughtful and thought-provoking, inviting anyone with a hunger for philosophical questions and answers to join in, Philosophy at 3:AM shows
that contemporary philosophy can be relevant - and even fun.
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 Power Of No

Because One Little Word Can Bring Health, Abundance, and Happiness
by James Altucher

ISBN: 9781401945879
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 
Price: $14.95

Over the past three years James Altucher and Claudia Azula Altucher have answered tens of thousands of questions in their writings, retreats, talks, and
online seminars. The questions cover the entire spectrum of life, from how to deal with bad relationships, to how to access your innate special uniqueness, to
how to pay the rent when you're crying on the floor, broken and depressed,. Invariably, they look to one little word as the solution: No.     No is not only a
solution; it is a path for people to heal and bring abundance and happiness into their lives. Every time you say yes to something you don't want to do you can
experience a spate of negative outcomes: resenting people, doing poor quality work, having less energy for the things you actually love, making less money,
and so on. But the worst part is that yet another small percentage of your life is used up by something you don't want.     We need the power of no so we can
set proper boundaries around the things that hurt us directly. We need it&nbspto curb the relationships that drain us of our energy, creativity, and expression,
to protect us from those people who put us down, hurt us emotionally, and leave us barren and depressed. And in the larger picture, we need the power of no
to understand what we truly believe in, rather than the stories we take at face value because we've been conditioned to think them as the &nbsptruth.     With
the power of no we can refocus our energies toward living an abundant, healthy, and wealthy life. We can realize that there is nothing to prove, there is
nobody to impress, there is no cage around us. Such is the power of saying no to our misconceptions.     As a species, this is where we find ourselves now
and many of us are trying very hard to use the power of no at this higher level. To clearly see what intelligent compassion is. To open our hearts and bring
healing to the world. The power of no is a force that allows us to truly surrender to a higher power and be the unique people we were meant to be. And in
The Power of No, James and Claudia will help guide you to this place by relating the stories they've heard and the things they've experienced. Their goal is
to bring this &nbsplittle &nbspword out into the world to shine its power and its light on all of us.   

 Power Plants
Simple Home Remedies You Can Grow
by Frankie Flowers

ISBN: 9781443426763
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 416
Price: $26.99

Natural remedies are nature's gift to us. Evolving research-demonstrating alternatives to side-effect-ridden prescriptions and solutions that will amplify the
effectiveness of a healthy lifestyle-suggests that plants may have more power than we could ever have imagined. Now two of Canada's top authorities in
their fields, gardening expert Frankie Flowers and alternative medicine expert Bryce Wylde, show readers how they can harness the powerful healing of
plants simply and inexpensively by stepping into their garden. Power Plants introduces you to a carefully curated list of forty-nine plants that can be grown
in almost any Canadian garden. Frankie's easy instructions lead readers from planting to harvest, where Bryce picks up with clear guidelines on how to put
the plants to work fighting everything from constipation to heartburn, high blood sugar to bad breakouts. It even includes simple substitutions for those
whose ailments include a thumb that is more black than green. Let Power Plants supercharge your health with a simple trip into your garden.

 Precious Cargo
How Foods From the Americas Changed The World
by David Dewitt

ISBN: 9781619023093
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 256
Price: $30.99

Precious Cargo  tells the fascinating story of how western hemisphere foods conquered the globe and saved it from not only mass starvation, but culinary as
well. Focusing heavily American foods-specifically the lowly crops that became commodities, plus one gobbling protein source, the turkey-Dewitt describes
how these foreign and often suspect temptations were transported around the world, transforming cuisines and the very fabric of life on the planet.Organized
thematically by foodstuff, Precious Cargo  delves into the botany, zoology and anthropology connected to new world foods, often uncovering those
surprising individuals who were responsible for their spread and influence, including same traders, brutish conquerors, a Scottish millionaire obsessed with a
single fruit and a British lord and colonial governor with a passion for peppers, to name a few. Precious Cargo  is a must read for foodies and historians alike.
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 Pregnancy Day By Day Canadian Edition

by Maggie-ed. Blott

ISBN: 9781553632351
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 496
Price: $40.00

No Description

 President Me
The America That's In My Head
by Adam Carolla

ISBN: 9780062320407
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $33.50

Imagine a world where New York Times bestselling author, comedian, actor, television and podcast host Adam Carolla is the President of the United States.
Can't do it? You don't have to! Adam has done it for you!
Podcast king Adam Carolla first shared his unique, but always funny world view in his New York Times bestseller In Fifty Years We'll All Be Chicks--but
he's not done.
In President Me, Carolla shares his vision for a different, better America free from big issues like big government down to small problems like hotel alarm
clock placement. Running on an anti-narcissism platform, President Carolla calls for a return to the values of an earlier time when stew and casserole were
on every dinner table and there were no "service dogs" on airplanes. President Me hits right at the heart of what makes our country really annoying, and
offers a plan to make all of our lives, but mostly Adam's, much better.

 The Race for Paradise
An Islamic History of the Crusades
by  Paul M Cobb

ISBN: 9780199358113
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 368
Price: $32.95

In 1099, when the first Frankish invaders arrived before the walls of Jerusalem, they had carved out a Christian European presence in the Islamic world that
endured for centuries, bolstered by subsequent waves of new crusaders and pilgrims. The story of how this group of warriors, driven by faith, greed, and
wanderlust, created new Christian-ruled states in parts of the Middle East is one of the best-known in history. Yet it offers not even half of the story, for it is
based almost exclusively on Western sources and overlooks entirely the perspective of the crusaded. How did medieval Muslims perceive what happened?   
In The Race for Paradise, Paul M. Cobb offers a new history of the confrontations between Muslims and Franks we now call the "Crusades," one that
emphasizes the diversity of Muslim experiences of the European holy war. There is more to the story than Jerusalem, the Templars, Saladin, and the
Assassins. Cobb considers the Arab perspective on all shores of the Muslim Mediterranean, from Spain to Syria. In the process, he shows that this is not a
straightforward story of warriors and kings clashing in the Holy Land, but a more complicated tale of border-crossers and turncoats; of embassies and
merchants; of scholars and spies, all of them seeking to manage a new threat from the barbarian fringes of their ordered world. When seen from the
perspective of medieval Muslims, the Crusades emerge as something altogether different from the high-flying rhetoric ofthe European chronicles: as a
cultural encounter to ponder, a diplomatic chess-game to be mastered, a commercial opportunity to be seized, and as so often happened, a political challenge
to be exploited by ambitious rulers making canny use of the language of jihad.     An engrossing synthesis of history and scholarship, The Race for Paradise
fills a significant historical gap, considering in a new light the events that distinctively shaped Muslim experiences of Europeans until the close of theMiddle
Ages.
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 Ramshackle Glam

The New Mom's Haphazard Guide to (Almost) Having It All
by  Jordan Reid

ISBN: 9780762453047
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Running Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 192
Price: $22.00

Ramshackle Glam  creator Jordan Reid was a little nervous about becoming a mother. "In my experience," she writes, "you know what happens when you
hold babies? They cry. And it immediately becomes clear to all present that you have terrible parental instincts and should never be allowed to come into
contact with children-ever."But in October 2011 Reid became a mother herself, and over the first year of her son's life the writer and media personality not
only figured out a thing or two about parenting, but also learned how to navigate an entirely new lifestyle while still maintaining a sense of self.Part memoir,
part commiseration, and part how-to guide on fashion, beauty, home decor and entertaining for the new mom, Ramshackle Glam  offers something fresh for
the "mommy" bookshelf: concrete advice on how to care for yourself in the post-partum days, weeks, and months. A deeply personal exploration of the
realities of modern-day parenthood (Reid covers topics ranging from post-partum depression and marital struggles to pets who immediately transform from
your beloved best friends into Those Things That Wake Up Your Child), Ramshackle Glam is also filled with straightforward, fun, and easy lifestyle tips,
including how to dress for your post-partum shape, tricks for rearranging your home so it works with an infant as well as your tastes, and strategies for
getting your makeup done in five minutes flat with one hand while keeping that bouncy chair going with the other.Reid's spot-on advice combined with her
trademark intimacy, wit, and (often aching) honesty make Ramshackle Glam  a must-read for any woman in search of a candid account of how to handle
enormous life changes with humor, grace...and a little bit of glam.

 Reagan At Reykjavik
The Weekend That Ended The Cold War
by Ken Adelman

ISBN: 9780062310194
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 384
Price: $34.99

A dramatic firsthand account of the Reagan-Gorbachev summit at Reykjavik-the weekend that proved to be the key turning point in the Cold War-written by
Reagan's arms control director.
In October 1986, Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev spent forty-eight hours in Reykjavik dealing with the world's most critical issues. Originally
intended as a short, inconsequential meeting to lay out plans for future summits, the conversations quickly turned to the major issues of the day, from
research into the strategic defense initiative, to the possibility of eliminating all nuclear weapons. With both men at the height of their power, they had the
rare opportunity to move towards peace-leading to concessions and negotiations neither side had predicted. While the leaders failed to reach a final
agreement that weekend, their discussions and negotiations led directly to the most sweeping nuclear arms accord in history the following year.
Scrupulously researched and based on now-declassified notes of Reagan's secret bargaining with Gorbachev, Adelman tells the gripping tale of the weekend
in Reykjavik that changed the world in a way that only he can. Through his personal relationship with Reagan, and a front-row seat to Reykjavik and other
key moments in Reagan's presidency, Adelman provides an honest portrayal of the man at one of his finest and most challenging moments.
With new research, illustrative accounts of the private discussions between Reagan and his team, and recently declassified notes from the summit, Adelman
has written the definitive account of the weekend that changed the world.
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 Rebbe

The Life And Teachings Of Menachem M. Schneerson , the Most Influential Rabbi in
Modern History
by  Joseph Telushkin

ISBN: 9780062318985
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 544
Price: $36.99

The inspiring story of the leader who rebuilt a dwindling post-holocaust community into the most influential Jewish organization in the world. From a
modest synagogue In Crown Heights, Brooklyn, the late Rebbe Schneerson impacted the policies of US presidents and congressmen, counseled some of our
greatest thinkers, and spread his teachings of love and righteousness to the far corners of the world.
The late Rebbe Menachem Mendel Schneerson was the equivalent of the Pope or the Dalai Lama in the Jewish world. An ambassador for Jews globally, his
role was in many ways unprecedented within the fragmented religion, comprised of diverse sects which seldom agree. He was the only rabbi to ever receive
the Congressional Medal of Honor, and have a national holiday named in his honor, "Education Day". 20 years after his death, his position has yet to be
reinstated, due in part to the tremendous admiration felt for him in his community and the high standard he left behind.
A prominent public figure, the Rebbe maintained an intimate personal life, marked by peculiarity. Modesty was a tenant of the Rebbe's teachings, which
makes his a particularly elusive life to retell. Now, for the first time ever, the keepers of the Rebbe's private correspondence have granted the author access to
these records, revealing insights into the Rebbe's personal life. Among other fascinating details and rituals, the leader used to counsel the members of his
congregation individually on his spare time, often hosting them late at night and into the early morning. He was rumored to devour lengthy texts in fractional
time. He was fluent in dozens of languages and was an accomplished scholar in mathematics and science, which would later influence some of his more
controversial views. Many Jews--especially those involved in Chabad--believed that the Rebbe was the messiah while he was still alive.
The Rebbe transformed an insular community into a vibrant global one. Figures as prominent as John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Richard Green, among others visited the Rebbe during his lifetime, some of  ...

 Rock Breaks Scissors
A Practical Guide to Outguessing and Outwitting Almost Everybody
by  William Poundstone

ISBN: 9780316228060
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 320
Price: $30.00

A practical guide to outguessing everything from multiple-choice tests to the office football pool to the stock market. 

People are predictable even when they try not to be. William Poundstone demonstrates how to turn this fact to personal advantage in scores of everyday
situations, from playing the lottery to buying a home. ROCK BREAKS SCISSORS is mind-reading for real life.

Will the next tennis serve go right or left? Will the market go up or down? Most people are poor at that kind of predicting. We are hard-wired to make bum
bets on "trends" and "winning streaks" that are illusions. Yet ultimately we're all in the business of anticipating the actions of others. Poundstone reveals how
to overcome the errors and improve the accuracy of your own outguessing. ROCK BREAKS SCISSORS is a hands-on guide to turning life's odds in your
favor.
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   Nonfiction
 Sammy Davis Jr

A Personal Journey with My Father
by Tracey Davis

ISBN: 9780762450176
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Running Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 208
Price: $34.50

Nicknamed Mr. Show Business, Sammy Davis Jr. was a consummate performer who sang, danced, and acted on film, television, radio, and the stage for over
six decades. In this uniquely intimate volume, the entertainment legend's story comes to life through rare family photos and a compelling narrative based on
conversations between Sammy Davis Jr. and his daughter, Tracey Davis.The story of a future superstar unfolds beginning with his bittersweet childhood
days, raised primarily by his grandmother in Harlem. On the stage by age three, he first became a star in vaudeville with the Will Mastin Trio. Davis was
already an up-and-coming performer by the time he was recruited into the Army during World War II. As Tracey Davis candidly relates, it was there that her
father first learned to use his talent-singing and dancing-as a weapon against racial bigotry. Davis's career took off in the 1940s through his sheer
determination, talent, and the support of friends like Frank Sinatra. With tenderness and humor Tracey describes her father's friendship with Sinatra, and how
he stood by him when Davis married Tracey's Swedish actress mother. In a time when interracial marriages were forbidden by law in thirty-one states, both
bride and groom endured an onslaught of negative press and even death threats.Complete with rare personal and professional photos, Sammy Davis Jr. 
recounts Davis's adventures through the Rat Pack era, and the extraordinary obstacles he overcame to become a 5'6", 120-pound legend who across six
decades packed in more than forty albums, seven Broadway shows, twenty-three films, and countless nightclub and concert performances. What emerges
from the pages of this loving, but utterly frankly written book, is a uniquely personal perspective on one of the greatest pop culture icons of the twentieth
century.

 Sci Of Shakesp
A New Look at the Playwright's Universe
by Dan Falk

ISBN: 9780864924186
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

William Shakespeare lived at a time when the medieval world -- a world of magic, astrology, witchcraft, and superstition of all kinds -- was just beginning to
give way to more modern ways of thinking. Shakespeare and Galileo were born in the same year, and new ideas about the human body, the earth, and the
universe at large were just starting to transform Western thought. Shakespeare was not a scientist -- the word did not even exist in Elizabethan times -- but a
handful of scholars are now examining Shakespeare's interest in the scientific discoveries of his time: what he knew, when he knew it, and how he
incorporated that knowledge into his work. His plays, poems, and sonnets were not "about" science -- but they often reflect scientific ideas, and the more
carefully we look at those ideas the better we can appreciate the scope of Shakespeare's achievement. A close reading of Shakespeare's works reveals the
depth of his interest in the natural world. Falk examines the world that the playwright and poet lived in, taking a close look at the science of his day --
exploring where and how that knowledge is reflected in Shakespeare's work. He also delves into how other writers and artists of the period were influenced
by the revolution in science unfolding around them -- a subject that has received little attention beyond specialized academic works. Throughout the book
Falk stops to ask what Shakespeare knew, and how it may have influenced his work. Obviously, Shakespeare was not the Carl Sagan of the Elizabethan Age
-- his first commitment was to his stagecraft, not to philosophy or science. However, Falk argues that a close reading of Shakespeare's works reveals the
depth of his interest in the natural world, and shows that he was more conscious of the changing conception of the cosmos than we usually imagine.
Shakespeare's writing often reflects the scientific ideas of his time -- and the philosophical problems they were raising -- and the more carefully we look at
those ideas the better we can appreciate the scope of his achievement. This book is aimed squarely at the lay reader -- those who enjoy Shakespeare's plays
and poems for the joy of it, and armchair astronomers and historians who enjoy a trip back in time.

 Science Book
by DK

ISBN: 9781465419651
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 352
Price: $26.00

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 The Secret Language Of Doctors

by  Brian Goldman

ISBN: 9781443416016
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

Have you ever wondered what doctors and nurses are really saying as they zip through the emergency room and onto elevators, throwing cryptic phrases at
one another? Or why they do it? Do you guess at the codes broadcast over the loudspeaker, or the words doctors and nurses use when speaking right in front
of patients?

In The Secret Language of Doctors, bestselling author Dr. Brian Goldman opens up the book on the clandestine phrases doctors use to describe patients,
situations and even colleagues they detest. He tells us what it means for someone to suffer from incarceritis, what doctors mean when they block and turf,
what the various codes mean, and why you never want to suffer a horrendoma. Highly accessible, biting, funny and entertaining, The Secret Language of
Doctors reveals modern medical culture at its best and all too often at its worst.

 The Secret Ministry Of Ag. & Fish
My Life In Churchill's Secret School of Spies
by  Noreen Riols

ISBN: 9780230770904
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 324
Price: $34.99

The memoirs of the only surviving woman member of SOE's F (for France) Section
My mother thought I was working for the Ministry of Ag. and Fish.
So begins Noreen Riols' compelling memoir of her time as a member of Churchill's 'secret army', the Special Forces Executive. It was 1941 and, just before
her eighteenth birthday, Noreen received her call up papers, and was faced with either working in a munitions factory or joining the WRENS. Liking the
look of the Wrens uniform, Noreen opted for that. But when one of her interviewers realized she spoke fluent French, she was directed to a government
building on Baker Street.
It was SOE headquarters, where she was immediately recruited into F-Section, led by Colonel Maurice Buckmaster, For the next four years, Noreen worked
with Buckmaster and her fellow operatives to support the French Resistance. Sworn to secrecy, Noreen told no one that she spent her days meeting agents
returning from behind enemy lines, acting as a decoy, passing on messages in tea rooms and picking up codes in crossword puzzles.
Vivid, witty, insightful and often moving this is the story of one young woman's secret war, offering readers an authentic and compelling insight into what
really went on in Churchill's 'secret army' from one of its last surviving members.
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   Nonfiction
 Seeds of Hope

Wisdom and Wonder from the World of Plants
by  Jane Goodall

ISBN: 9781455554492
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 432
Price: $33.00

Renowned naturalist and bestselling author Jane Goodall examines the critical role that trees and plants play in our world. 

In her wise and elegant new book, Jane Goodall blends her experience in nature with her enthusiasm for botany to give readers a deeper understanding of the
world around us.

Long before her work with chimpanzees, Goodall's passion for the natural world sprouted in the backyard of her childhood home in England, where she
climbed her beech tree and made elderberry wine with her grandmother. The garden her family began then, she continues to enjoy today. 

SEEDS OF HOPE takes us from England to Goodall's home-away-from-home in Africa, deep inside the Gombe forest, where she and the chimpanzees are
enchanted by the fig and plum trees they encounter. She introduces us to botanists around the world, as well as places where hope for plants can be found,
such as The Millennium Seed Bank, where one billion seeds are preserved. She shows us the secret world of plants with all their mysteries and potential for
healing our bodies as well as Planet Earth.

Looking at the world as an adventurer, scientist, and devotee of sustainable foods and gardening-and setting ...

 Sextant
A Young Man's Daring Sea Voyage and the Men Who Mapped the World's Oceans
by David Barrie

ISBN: 9780062279347
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $31.99

The story of the sextant: Since 1759, the indispensable navigational tool guided two centuries worth of sailors. David Barrie tells of its invention, the
mariners who used it to fare the open seas, and of the explorers who braved dangerous voyages to map the world.
The sextant is a familiar symbol of the maritime world, but to most people - including many of those who enjoy sailing -- the purpose of this beautiful
instrument remains mysterious. So crucial are they to navigation that, even with the sophisticated GPS systems of today, no ship would dare leave port
without one. In the long distant past, sailors began to use the height of the Pole Star above the northern horizon to measure roughly how far they had
travelled in a north-south direction (a change of latitude). To fix their exact position, however, they needed also to be able to measure displacement in an east-
west direction (a change of longitude), and this proved to be a much, much tougher challenge. Solving the "longitude problem" became an urgent priority
when European vessels began to make frequent transoceanic voyages, starting in the fifteenth century. Finding a way of measuring time accurately at sea was
crucial, and the invention of the sextant in 1759 enabled solutions. With the sextant, the ancient, complex art of celestial navigation had come of age at last.
In Sextant, author and sailing expert David Barrie tells the enthralling story of how this crucial tool came into being, how it saved the lives of many
navigators in wild and dangerous seas, and of its underappreciated role in mapping the world. Among the protagonists in this story are James Cook, Matthew
Flinders, Robert Fitz-Roy, Frank Worsley of the Endurance, and Joshua Slocum, the redoubtable old "lunarian" and first single-handed round-the-world
yachtsman. Their stories are interwoven with the Barrie's account of his own maiden voyage, and of his years as a practiced seaman and navigator.
Infused with his sense of wonder and dramatic discovery, Sextant is a beautiful, eloquent elegy to one of the most important and unsung instruments in
history.
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   Nonfiction
 Sharon Tate Recollection

Recollection
by Debra Tate

ISBN: 9780762452347
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Running Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 272
Price: $34.50

Considered by many to be the most beautiful woman of her generation, Sharon Tate remains a fascinating pop icon and a poster child for the 1960s. What
struck most about Sharon was her gentle nature and the sheer perfection of her face, but she was far more than just a beauty. The few films she made during
her brief career, including Valley of the Dolls, Eye of the Devil, and The Fearless Vampire Killers, have secured her position as a Hollywood legend. Over
forty years since her last film, Sharon's spirit and charisma lives strong in the memories of those who knew her best, and her style continues to inspire the
worlds of fashion, beauty, art, and film. Sharon Tate: Recollection  is a one-of-a-kind celebration of Sharon's life and career, her influence as a fashion icon
throughout the world, and in effect presents a sociological portrait of the 1960s-its youth culture, the sexual revolution, the rise of independent cinema, and
Hollywood's changing studio system. In this impressive photo book, Sharon Tate's story emerges through quotes and short essays-recollections-by her sister,
Debra Tate, as well as by those who knew and have been influenced by her.What emerges from these pages is a stunning tribute to an unforgettable
life.Highlights include: A foreword note by Sharon's husband Roman Polanski. An introduction and remembrances by Sharon's sister Debra Tate. Previously
unseen childhood photos from the Tate family album. Original quotes and recollection essays written specially for this book by Jane Fonda, Kelly Osbourne,
Bert Stern, Michelle Phillips, Patty Duke, Lee Grant, Elke Sommer, Joan Collins, Viva, Tony Scotti and Trina Turk. Retrospective quotes by Truman
Capote, Diana Vreeland, Richard Avedon, Dominick Dunne, Warren Beatty, Mia Farrow, Orson Welles, Barbara Parkins, George Harrison, David Niven,
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner and Kirk Douglas. Rare and classic photographs by David Bailey, Milton Greene, Philippe Halsman, Shahrokh Hatami, Terry
O'Neill, Peter Basch, John Engstead, Peter BrÃ¼chmann, Neal Barr and Jean Jacques Bugat. Never-before-seen or published images of Sharon in the classic
film Valley of the Dolls, digitally reproduced from their original negatives and transparencies specially for this book by the 20th Century Fox archive.

 Shattered Peloton
The Devastating Impact of World War I on the Tour de France
by Graham Healy

ISBN: 9781621240112
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Breakaway Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 240
Price: $16.50

On June 28, 1914, 145 riders lined up in a suburb of Paris at 3:00 am to start the first stage of the Tour de France. The race, which had been founded just a
decade earlier, had grown to become the biggest bicycle race in the world. The riders did not know it at the time, but as they raced, an event was taking place
on the opposite side of Europe which would change all of their lives forever: Gavrilo Princip assassinated Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, triggering
World War I.While racing went on in France, a diplomatic crisis had started that would try but fail to avert war. Shortly after the finish of the race, France
mobilized its troops and went to war with Germany. The organizer of the Tour de France, Henri Desgrange, despite being fifty years old, enrolled in the
army shortly afterwards and encouraged the cyclists to do the same.The war would see over sixteen million soldiers and civilians die. Many of the riders
from that Tour de France did not return, and three previous winners of the race would be among those killed in action. 'The Shattered Peloton'  tells the story
of that Tour de France and what happened to the top cyclists of the day during the course of the war. A fascinating book for anyone with an interest in
cycling or military history.
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 Short & Tragic Life Of Robert Peace

A Brilliant Young Man Who Left Newark For the Ivy League But Did Not Survive
by Jeff Hobbs

ISBN: 9781476731902
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 416
Price: $29.99

A heartfelt, and riveting biography of the short life of a talented young African-American man who escapes the slums of Newark for Yale University only to
succumb to the dangers of the streets--and of one's own nature--when he returns home.

When author Jeff Hobbs arrived at Yale University, he became fast friends with the man who would be his college roommate for four years, Robert Peace.
Robert's life was rough from the beginning in the crime-ridden streets of Newark in the 1980s, with his father in jail and his mother earning less than $15,000
a year. But Robert was a brilliant student, and it was supposed to get easier when he was accepted to Yale, where he studied molecular biochemistry and
biophysics. But it didn't get easier. Robert carried with him the difficult dual nature of his existence, "fronting" in Yale, and at home. Through an honest
rendering of Robert's relationships--with his struggling mother, with his incarcerated father, with his teachers and friends and fellow drug dealers--The Short
and Tragic Life of Robert Peace encompasses the most enduring conflicts in America: race, class, drugs, community, imprisonment, education, family,
friendship, and love. It's about the collision of two fiercely insular worlds--the ivy-covered campus of Yale University and Newark, New Jersey, and the
difficulty of going from one to the other and then back again. It's about poverty, the challenges of single motherhood, and the struggle to find male role
models in a community where a man is more likely to go to prison than to college. It's about reaching one's greatest potential and taking responsibility for
your family no matter the cost. It's about trying to live a decent life in America. But most all the story is about the tragic life of one singular brilliant young
man. His end, a violent one, is heartbreaking and powerful and unforgettable.

 Simple Fly Fishing
Techniques for Tenkara and Rod and Reel
by  Yvon Chouinard

ISBN: 9781938340277
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Patagonia Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 144
Price: $30.95

Modern-day fly fishing, like much in life, has become exceedingly complex, with high-tech gear, a confusing array of flies and terminal tackle, accompanied
by high-priced fishing guides. This book reveals that the best way to catch trout is simply, with a rod and a fly and not much else. The wisdom in this book
comes from a simpler time, when the premise was: the more you know, the less you need. It teaches the reader how to discover where the fish are, at what
depth, and what they are feeding on. Then it describes the techniques needed to present a fly at that depth, make it look lifelike, and hook the fish. With
chapters on wet flies, nymphs, and dry flies, its authors employ both the tenkara rod as well as regular fly fishing gear to cover all the bases. Illustrated by
renowned fish artist James Prosek, with inspiring photographs and stories throughout, Simple Fly Fishing  reveals the secrets and the soul of this captivating
sport.
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   Nonfiction
 Skinny Jeans Diet

by Lyssa Weiss

ISBN: 9780062135605
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 224
Price: $19.99

Lose weight while living your everyday life with the diet plan that's taking suburban New York by storm
Thirteen years, fifty pounds, and four jean sizes ago, nutritionist Lyssa Weiss took control of her life for good, combining a lifetime of food experiences and
struggles with an education in nutrition to create the amazing Skinny Jeans Diet. Lyssa specializes in emotional and compulsive eating, teaching women who
have been on every diet imaginable that weight loss has little to do with calories and everything to do with strategies.
A few years ago Lyssa started holding small-group weight loss meetings at The Gym, a high-end Westchester facility. The group setting tapped into the
competitive spirit of women dieters while offering much-welcomed support. Learning eating tips, tricks, and behaviors that resonated for them and their
individual lifestyle, they started emailing food diaries to each other, brought different dishes than usual to mah jongg and book club, and served alternatives
to burgers and cake at family barbecues. They changed their evening snacks and eating rituals, picked up grocery items for one another, and confided some
of their biggest challenges and diet sabotagers, only to find support and motivation to initiate change. Soon, word started to spread about the diet, and groups
of women in Lyssa's town and neighboring ones were calling for appointments. Six months after that first meeting, Lyssa was leading several groups of
twenty. Today, she's worked with hundreds of women who have used the Skinny Jeans Diet to lose weight and live thin.
Now, Lyssa shares the revolutionary diet plan that has helped hundreds of New York-area women shed the pounds without sacrificing their lives. In The
Skinny Jeans Diet, Lyssa offers real life strategies, real nutrition knowledge, real food (found in regular supermarkets), and realistic diet tips and tricks to
live thin. The Skinny Jeans Diet is a no nonsense, back to basics, how-much-ca ...

 So Long Marianne A Love Story
A Love Story -includes rare material by Leonard Cohen
by Kari Hesthamar

ISBN: 9781770411289
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 288
Price: $24.95

The story of the enigmatic beauty who captured the hearts of two extraordinary menAt 22, Marianne Ihlen travelled to the Greek island of Hydra with writer
Axel Jensen. While Axel wrote, Marianne kept house, until Axel abandoned her and their newborn son for another woman. One day while Marianne was
shopping in a little grocery store, in walked a man who asked her to join him and some friends outside at their table. He introduced himself as Leonard
Cohen, then a little-known Canadian poet. Complemented by previously unpublished poems, letters, and photographs, So Long, Marianne is an intimate,
honest account of Marianne's life story -- from her youth in Oslo, her romance with Axel, to her life in an international artists colony on Hydra in the 1960s,
and beyond. The subject of one of the most beautiful love songs of all time, Marianne Ihlen proves to be more than a muse to Axel and Leonard; her journey
of self-discovery, romance, and heartache is lovingly recounted in So Long, Marianne.

 Soccer Men
Profiles of the Rogues, Geniuses, and Neurotics Who Dominate the World's Most Popular
Sport
by  Simon Kuper

ISBN: 9781568584584
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Public Affairs
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 400
Price: $19.99

In his national bestseller, Soccernomics, Simon Kuper pioneered a new way of looking at soccer, the world's most popular game, through his witty and
meticulous use of data. In Soccer Men, Kuper explores the heart and soul of the sport by getting up close and personal with soccer's greatest players and
coaches. An inquiry into the genius and hubris of the modern game, Soccer Men  details the lives of international stars such as ArsÃ¨ne Wenger, Jose
Mourinho, Josep Guardiola, Lionel Messi, Wayne Rooney, and David Beckham, describing their upbringings, the soccer cultures they grew up in, the way
they play or coach, and the baggage they bring to their relationships at work.In this updated edition, Kuper profiles Hope Solo, Raymond Domenech, Andrea
Agnelli, Robin van Persie, Carlo Ancelotti, and more. He also provides a brilliant comparison of two tales of immigrant life: Philip Roth's Portnoy's
Complaint  and the autobiography of Swedish striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic.
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   Nonfiction
 Soccernomics

Why England Loses, Why Spain, Germany, and Brazil Win, and Why the U.S., Japan,
Australia-and Even Iraq-Are Destined to Become the Kings of the World's Most Popular
Sport
by  Simon Kuper

ISBN: 9781568584812
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Public Affairs
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 464
Price: $19.99

INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLERNamed one of the "Best Books of the Year" by Guardian, Slate, Financial Times, Independent (UK), and Bloomberg
News Soccernomics  pioneers a new way of looking at soccer through meticulous, empirical analysis and incisive, witty commentary. The San Francisco
Chronicle describes it as "the most intelligent book ever written about soccer." This World Cup edition features new material, including a provocative
examination of how soccer clubs might actually start making profits, why that's undesirable, and how soccer's never had it so good.

 Soldier Girls
The Battles of Three Women at Home and at War
by Helen Thorpe

ISBN: 9781451668100
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 416
Price: $32.00

From an award-winning, "meticulously observant" (The New Yorker), and "masterful" (Booklist) writer comes a groundbreaking account of three women
deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq, and how their military service affected their friendship, their personal lives, and their families.

America has been continuously at war since the fall of 2001. This has been a matter of bitter political debate, of course, but what is uncontestable is that a
sizeable percentage of American soldiers sent overseas in this era have been women. The experience in the American military is, it's safe to say, quite
different from that of men. Surrounded and far outnumbered by men, imbedded in a male culture, looked upon as both alien and desirable, women have
experiences of special interest. In Soldier Girls, Helen Thorpe follows the lives of three women over twelve years on their paths to the military, overseas to
combat, and back home...and then overseas again for two of them. These women, who are quite different in every way, become friends, and we watch their
interaction and also what happens when they are separated. We see their families, their lovers, their spouses, their children. We see them work extremely
hard, deal with the attentions of men on base and in war zones, and struggle to stay connected to their families back home. We see some of them drink too
much, have illicit affairs, and react to the deaths of fellow soldiers. And we see what happens to one of them when the truck she is driving hits an explosive
in the road, blowing it up. She survives, but her life may never be the same again. Deeply reported, beautifully written, and powerfully moving, Soldier Girls
is truly groundbreaking.
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   Nonfiction
 Soul Keeping

Caring For The Most Important Part Of You
by  John Ortberg

ISBN: 9780310275961
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 208
Price: $25.49

The soul is NOT "a theological and abstract subject."
The soul is the coolest, eeriest, most mysterious, evocative, crucial, sacred, eternal, life-directing, fragile, indestructible, controversial, expensive dimension
of your existence.
Jesus said it's worth more than the world.
You'd be an idiot not to prize it above all else.
Shouldn't you get pretty clear on exactly what it is?
Shouldn't you know what it runs on?
Wouldn't it be worth knowing how to care for it?
Two things are for sure. One is: you have a soul. The other is: if you don't look after this one you won't be issued a replacement.
Bestselling author John Ortberg writes another classic that will help readers discover their soul and take their relationship with God to the next level.

 A Spy Among Friends
Kim Philby and the Great Betrayal
by  Ben Macintyre

ISBN: 9780771055508
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 384
Price: $29.95

Master storyteller Ben Macintyre's most ambitious work to date presents the definitive telling of the most legendary spy story of the 20th century. 
     Philby's People, Ben Macintyre's thrillingly ambitious new book, tackles the greatest spy story of all: the rise and fall of Kim Philby, MI6's Cambridge-
bred golden boy who used his perch high in the intelligence world to betray friend and country to the Soviet Union for over two decades. In Macintyre's
telling, Philby's story is not a tale of one spy, but of three: the story of his complex friendships with fellow Englishman operative Nicholas Elliott and with
the American James Jesus Angleton, who became one of the most powerful men in the CIA. These men came up together, shared the same background, went
to the same schools and clubs, and served the same cause--or so Elliott and Angleton thought. In reality, Philby was channeling all of their confidences
directly to his Soviet handlers, sinking almost every great Anglo-American spy operation for twenty years. Even as the web of suspicion closed around him,
and Philby was driven to greater lies and obfuscations to protect his secret, Angleton and Elliott never abandoned him. When Philby's true master was finally
revealed with his defection to Moscow in 1963, it would have profound and devastating consequences on these men who thought they knew him best, and
the intelligence services they helped to build. 

     This remarkable story, told with heart-pounding suspense and keen psychological insight, and based on personal papers and never-before-seen British
intelligence files, is Ben Macintyre's best book yet, and a high-water mark in Cold War history telling.
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   Nonfiction
 Stirring the Pot

My Recipe for Getting What You Want Out of Life
by  Jenny Mccarthy

ISBN: 9780553390865
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 208
Price: $31.00

The View host and New York Times bestselling author Jenny McCarthy is like your favorite friend: honest, open, and oh-so-funny. She also speaks her mind
and says what the rest of us are thinking, a characteristic that has won her millions of fans no matter how much she "stirs the pot." Combining the secrets of
her hard-won wisdom, witty observations, revealing notes to herself (including ridiculously wishful wish lists), and tales of both her best and most
embarrassing moments, Stirring the Pot is McCarthy's recipe for getting what you want out of life. From her wacky experiences in show business to her
screwball forays into healing "therapies," from her frontline reporting of single motherhood in midlife to a goofy attempt to reclaim her last name from Joe
McCarthy, here are outrageous musings from the roller coaster life of everyone's favorite professional blonde.
  
With a winning mix of storytelling, sisterly advice, sex appeal, and self-deprecation, Stirring the Pot shows us how a pinch of conviction (aka
hardheadedness), a dollop of flexibility (being okay with Plan B or even C), and endless faith (in yourself, in your wildest fantasies, and in the general
goodness of others) can mix to create the life of your dreams.
  
 Advance praise for Stirring the Pot
  
 "Whether she's talking about work or play, family or friendships, her sex life or the lack of it, Jenny McCarthy never fails to make me laugh out loud. Who
knew she could dish out advice so well, too?"--Andy Cohen, host of Bravo's Watch What Happens Live

 The Story of the Jews
Finding the Words: 1000BCE-1492CE
by  Simon Schama

ISBN: 9780670069798
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ALLEN LANE CANADA
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 512
Price: $45.00

It is a story like no other: an epic of endurance against destruction, of creativity in oppression, joy amid grief, the affirmation of life against the steepest of
odds. The first of two volumes, The Story of the Jews spans the millennia and the continents--from India to Andalusia and from the bazaars of Cairo to the
streets of Oxford. It takes readers to unimagined places: a Jewish kingdom in the mountains of southern Arabia, a Syrian synagogue glowing with radiant
wall paintings, the palm groves of the Jewish dead in the Roman catacombs. And its voices ring loud and clear, from the severities and ecstasies of the
writers of the Bible to the love poems of wine bibbers in a garden in Muslim Spain. Within these pages, the Talmud burns in the streets of Paris, massed
gibbets hang over the streets of medieval London, a Majorcan illuminator redraws the world, candles are lit, chants are sung, mules are packed, and ships
loaded with spices and gems founder at sea. And a great story unfolds. Not--as often imagined--of a culture apart, but of a Jewish world immersed in and
imprinted by the peoples among whom they have dwelled, from the Egyptians to the Greeks, from the Arabs to the Christians. Which makes the story of the
Jews everyone's story.

 Stowaways
by  Ariel Gordon

ISBN: 9781926794181
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Palimpsest Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 80
Price: $18.95

In poems that are smart and gorgeously funny, Ariel Gordon's Stowaways careens between life as we-know-it on the Canadian prairies and the frayed yet
familiar edges of what-if. What if a beluga from Churchill hooked up with a Gore-Tex-ed tourist? What if knowing Morse Code would save your bacon
during the zombie apocalypse? Half survival guide, half invasive species list, these are poems that stick to your socks.
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   Nonfiction
 Stronger (Large Print Edition)

by  Jeff Bauman

ISBN: 9781455557332
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

When Jeff Bauman woke up on Tuesday, April 16th, 2013 in the Boston Medical Center, groggy from a series of lifesaving surgeries and missing his legs,
the first thing he did was try to speak. When he realized he couldn't, he asked for a pad and paper and wrote down seven words: "Saw the guy. Looked right
at me," setting off one of the biggest manhunts in the country's history.

Just thirty hours before, Jeff had been at the finish line of the 2013 Boston Marathon cheering on his girlfriend, Erin, when the first bomb went off at his feet.
As he was rushed to the hospital, he realized he was severely injured and that he might die, but he didn't know that a photograph of him in a wheelchair was
circulating throughout the world, making him the human face of the Boston Marathon bombing victims, or that what he'd seen would give the Boston police
their most important breakthrough. 

Up until the marathon, Jeff had been a normal 27-year-old guy, looking forward to moving in with Erin and starting the next phase of their lives together.
But when his life was turned upside down in ways he could never have fathomed, Jeff did not give up. Instead he faced his new circumstances with grace,
humor, and a sense of purpose: he was determined, no matter what, to walk again. 

In STRONGER, Jeff describes the chaos and terror of the bombing itself and the ongoing FBI investigation in which he was a key witness. He takes us
inside his grueling rehabilitation, a ...

 Stronger
by  Jeff Bauman

ISBN: 9781455584376
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $29.00

When Jeff Bauman woke up on Tuesday, April 16th, 2013 in the Boston Medical Center, groggy from a series of lifesaving surgeries and missing his legs,
the first thing he did was try to speak. When he realized he couldn't, he asked for a pad and paper and wrote down seven words: "Saw the guy. Looked right
at me," setting off one of the biggest manhunts in the country's history.

Just thirty hours before, Jeff had been at the finish line of the 2013 Boston Marathon cheering on his girlfriend, Erin, when the first bomb went off at his feet.
As he was rushed to the hospital, he realized he was severely injured and that he might die, but he didn't know that a photograph of him in a wheelchair was
circulating throughout the world, making him the human face of the Boston Marathon bombing victims, or that what he'd seen would give the Boston police
their most important breakthrough. 

Up until the marathon, Jeff had been a normal 27-year-old guy, looking forward to moving in with Erin and starting the next phase of their lives together.
But when his life was turned upside down in ways he could never have fathomed, Jeff did not give up. Instead he faced his new circumstances with grace,
humor, and a sense of purpose: he was determined, no matter what, to walk again. 

In STRONGER, Jeff describes the chaos and terror of the bombing itself and the ongoing FBI investigation in which he was a key witness. He takes us
inside his grueling rehabilitation, a ...
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   Nonfiction
 Stronger

by  Jeff Bauman,  Bret Witter,  Jeff Woodman

ISBN: 9781478900511
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 
Price: $33.00

When Jeff Bauman woke up on Tuesday, April 16th, 2013 in the Boston Medical Center, groggy from a series of lifesaving surgeries and missing his legs,
the first thing he did was try to speak. When he realized he couldn't, he asked for a pad and paper and wrote down seven words: "Saw the guy. Looked right
at me," setting off one of the biggest manhunts in the country's history.

Just thirty hours before, Jeff had been at the finish line of the 2013 Boston Marathon cheering on his girlfriend, Erin, when the first bomb went off at his feet.
As he was rushed to the hospital, he realized he was severely injured and that he might die, but he didn't know that a photograph of him in a wheelchair was
circulating throughout the world, making him the human face of the Boston Marathon bombing victims, or that what he'd seen would give the Boston police
their most important breakthrough. 

Up until the marathon, Jeff had been a normal 27-year-old guy, looking forward to moving in with Erin and starting the next phase of their lives together.
But when his life was turned upside down in ways he could never have fathomed, Jeff did not give up. Instead he faced his new circumstances with grace,
humor, and a sense of purpose: he was determined, no matter what, to walk again. 

In STRONGER, Jeff describes the chaos and terror of the bombing itself and the ongoing FBI investigation in which he was a key witness. He takes us
inside his grueling rehabilitation, a ...

 Supermodel & The Brillo Box
Back Stories and Peculiar Economics from the World of Contemporary Art
by Don Thompson

ISBN: 9781137279088
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $31.00

A look at the contemporary art market and the economics and psychology that first produced a market crash, and then two years later resulted in
astronomical pricesAcquiring contemporary art is about passion and lust, but it is also about branding, about the back story that comes with the art, about the
relationship of money and status, and, sometimes, about celebrity.  The Supermodel and the Brillo Box  follows Don Thompson's 2008 bestseller  The $12
Million Stuffed Shark  and offers a further journey of discovery into what the Crash of 2008 did to the art market and the changing methods that the major
auction houses and dealerships have implemented since then. It describes what happened to that market after the economic implosion following the collapse
of Lehman Brothers and offers insights and art-world tales from dealers, auction houses, and former executives of each, from New York and London to Abu
Dhabi and Beijing. It begins with the story of a wax, trophy-style, nude upper-body sculpture of supermodel Stephanie Seymour by Italian artist Maurizio
Cattelan, which sold for $2.4 million to New York Ã¼ber-collector and private dealer Jose Mugrabi, and recounts the story of a wooden Brillo box that sold
for $722,500.  The Supermodel and the Brillo Box  looks at the increasing dominance of Christie's, Sotheby's, and a few Ã¼ber dealers; the hundreds of
millions of new museums coming up in cities like Dubai, Abu Dabai, and Beijing; the growing importance of the digital art world; and the shrinking role of
the mainstream gallery.
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   Nonfiction
 The System Worked

How the World Stopped Another Great Depression
by  Daniel W Drezner

ISBN: 9780195373844
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-15
Pages: 272
Price: $32.95

Global governance institutions, from the International Monetary Fund to the International Olympic Committee, are little loved. They are perceived as
bastions of sclerotic mediocrity at best and outright corruption at worst, and this perception is generally not far off the mark. In the wake of the 2008
financial crash, Daniel W. Drezner, like so many others, looked at the smoking ruins of the global economy and wondered why global economic governance
institutional had failed so spectacularly, and what could be done to reform them in the future. But then a funny thing happened. As he surveyed their actions
in the wake of the crash, he realized that the evidence pointed to the exact opposite conclusion: global economic governance had succeeded.    In The System
Worked, Drezner, a renowned political scientist and international relations expert, contends that despite the massive scale and reverberations of this latest
crisis (larger, arguably, than those that precipitated the GreatDepression), the global economy has bounced back remarkably well. Examining the major
resuscitation efforts by the G-20 IMF, WTO and other institutions, he shows that, thanks to the efforts of central bankers and other policymakers, the
international response was sufficiently coordinated to prevent the crisis from becoming a full-fledged depression. Yet the narrative about the failure of
multilateral economic institutions persist, largely because the Great Recession most affected powerful nations whose governments made poor decisions in
the management of their own economies. Also, the most influential policy analysts who write the books and articles on the crisis hail from those nations.
Nevertheless, Drezner argues, while it's true that the global economy is still fragile, these institutions survived the "stress test" of the financial crisis, and may
have even become more resilient and valuable in the process.    Bucking the conventional wisdom about the new "G-Zero World," Dreznerrehabilitates the
image of the much-maligned global economic governance institutions and demolishes some of the most dangerous myths about the financial crisis. The
System Worked is a vital contribution to our understanding of an area where the stakes could not be higher.

 Take This Man
A Memoir
by Brando Skyhorse

ISBN: 9781439170878
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

From PEN/Hemingway award winner Brando Skyhorse comes this stunning, heartfelt memoir in the vein of The Glass Castle or The Tender Bar, the true
story of a boy's turbulent childhood growing up with five stepfathers and the mother who was determined to give her son everything but the truth.

When he was three years old, Brando Kelly Ulloa was abandoned by his Mexican father. His mother, Maria, dreaming of a more exciting life, saw no reason
for her son to live his life as a Mexican just because he started out as one. The life of "Brando Skyhorse," the American Indian son of an incarcerated
political activist, was about to begin. Through a series of letters to Paul Skyhorse Johnson, a stranger in prison for armed robbery, Maria reinvents herself
and her young son as American Indians in the colorful Mexican-American neighborhood of Echo Park, California. There Brando and his mother live with his
acerbic grandmother and a rotating cast of surrogate fathers. It will be over thirty years before Brando begins to untangle the truth of his own past, when a
surprise discovery online leads him to his biological father at last. From an acclaimed, prize-winning novelist celebrated for his "indelible storytelling" (O,
The Oprah Magazine), this extraordinary literary memoir captures a son's single-minded search for a father wherever he can find one, and is destined to
become a classic.
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   Nonfiction
 Taking The Lead

Lessons From A Life In Motion
by Derek Hough

ISBN: 9780062323194
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 256
Price: $33.50

Winningest professional dancer in the history of Dancing With the Stars, fan favorite breakout star, and heart throb Derek Hough shares his story from
bullied boy to ballroom boss along with the inside secrets of how he transforms his celebrity dance partners into confident, charismatic, cha cha champions.
Every week on Dancing with the Stars millions of people watch Derek Hough perform, but only a select few have had the privilege of dancing with him. To
work with Derek you probably need to have been an Olympic gold-medalist, an internationally known recording artist, or a movie or television star. The
only four-time champion in the history of Dancing with the Stars, Derek instills in his celebrity partners a respect for passion, incredibly hard work, and
living in the moment.
In Dance With Me, Derek reveals his underdog story, from growing up in a competitive family in Salt Lake City and being bulled at school, to winning the
world championship in Latin American dance, and how his experiences have taught him to embrace an energized, positive, authentic outlook. Bringing his
coaching principles to readers everywhere, he shows the lessons he has learned from working with celebrity partners including Jennifer Grey, Nicole
Scherzinger, Ricki Lane, Maria Menounos, and Shawn Johnson, along with never before told behind the scenes stories from Dancing with the Stars.
Learning to dance is not just about mastering the steps and spins and dips. It's about connecting with another person, respecting that person, and working
toward a common goal. The women Derek coaches may have learned a lot about the waltz or tango, but he learned as much as they did. He learned how to
instill discipline, push boundaries, and help them shatter their limits, and more than anything else, he learned how to convey the sheer joy you get from
working hard.
Through this inspiring memoir, Derek the teacher, cheerleader, mentor an ...

 The Tale of the Dueling Neurosurgeons
The History of the Human Brain as Revealed by True Stories of Trauma, Madness, and
Recovery
by  Sam Kean

ISBN: 9780316182348
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 416
Price: $30.00

From the author of the bestseller The Disappearing Spoon, tales of the brain and the history of neuroscience. 

Early studies of the functions of the human brain used a simple method: wait for misfortune to strike-strokes, seizures, infectious diseases, lobotomies,
horrendous accidents-and see how the victim coped. In many cases survival was miraculous, and observers could only marvel at the transformations that
took place afterward, altering victims' personalities. An injury to one section can leave a person unable to recognize loved ones; some brain trauma can even
make you a pathological gambler, pedophile, or liar. But a few scientists realized that these injuries were an opportunity for studying brain function at its
extremes. With lucid explanations and incisive wit, Sam Kean explains the brain's secret passageways while recounting forgotten stories of common people
whose struggles, resiliency, and deep humanity made modern neuroscience possible.
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 Tapping Solution For Weight Loss & Body

A Woman's Guide to Stressing Less, Weighing Less, and Loving More
by Jessica Ortner

ISBN: 9781401945114
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 312
Price: $24.95

Many women live their lives believing that they can't ask for what they want until they change something they're unhappy with. No promotion until they get
new skills. No relationship until they establish their career. No fulfillment until they find love. One of the most common conditions women place on
themselves is weight loss-no love until they lose weight, no sex until they lose weight, no happiness until they lose weight. But Jessica Ortner, co-producer
of the highly successful documentary on meridian tapping, The Tapping Solution, offers women a better choice. Why not lose the weight and  create the life
you've always dreamt of?  As a culture obsessed with weight loss, we all know the latest fads that claim to help us drop pounds instantly. What often isn't
discussed is the science behind the issue and how learning to deal with stress can promote and accelerate weight loss. Not only does stress create an
overabundance of cortisol that is directly related to abdominal obesity, it also impacts behavior, supporting bad habits, including using food to deal with
difficult emotions and painful situations.  In this groundbreaking book, Jessica uses tapping to help tackle the stress that leads to weight gain-including the
personal stresses of low self-esteem and a lack of confidence. Using her own struggles with weight loss, along with success stories of some of the thousands
of women she's worked with, Jessica walks readers through the process of discovering their personal power and self-worth.  Her program is based on
extensive research into the benefits and success of tapping and the hormones involved in stress and weight gain. In this book she guides readers through a
proven process of overcoming their dependency on food. She covers everything from the emotional aspects of overeating and cravings, to how to find joy in
exercise, the power of pleasure, and how our families and friends may inadvertently add to the problem.  With hope, heart, humor, and science, Jessica
weaves a path to a happy, healthy life full of confidence and joy.

 The Tastemakers
Why Some Food Trends Catch on and Others Don't
by  David Sax

ISBN: 9780771079122
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 336
Price: $29.95

Greek yogurt. Spicy chipotle mayo. Honeycrisp apples. The Cronut. These days, it seems we are constantly discovering a new food that will make us
healthier, happier, or even somehow smarter. After a brief life as a novelty houseplant and "I Love the '80s" punchline, chia seeds are suddenly a superfood.
Speaking of which, what ever happened to pomegranate juice? Or acai berries? Did they suddenly cease to be healthy in 2010? And by the way, what exactly
is a superfood again?
     In this eye-opening, witty work of reportage, David Sax uncovers the world of food trends: where they come from, how they grow, and where they end
up. From the test labs at Dole foods to the food truck lobby to the 20 seconds of Sex and the City that forever changed the fate of the cupcake, Sax reveals
the money and influence behind what you eat for breakfast. In sections on how food trends are created, what makes them explode, and why they matter, Sax
travels in search of the farmers, planners, and chefs who help decide what you will spend three hours waiting for on a SoHo sidewalk. The Tastemakers is
full of entertaining stories and useful bits of wisdom for maintaining your sanity in the complex world of food choices.
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   Nonfiction
 Ted Williams, My Father

A Memoir
by  Claudia Williams

ISBN: 9780062259561
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $33.50

In this poignant memoir, Claudia Williams, the last surviving child of legendary Boston Red Sox player Ted Williams, tells the story of her father as only a
daughter can, sharing never-before-heard tales from his life on and off the field and revealing the man behind "The Kid."
At ten years old, Claudia Williams watched her father walk onto the field at Fenway Park. It was the first time she'd even seen him in a Red Sox uniform,
and with the stands erupting in applause at his presence, she instantly saw him in a new light. Born after his retirement from the major leagues, Claudia had
only known this beloved, larger-than-life Hall-of-Famer as her dad; until that day, she'd been largely unaware of his decades of success at the plate or his
high seat in the pantheon of baseball royalty. Yet seeing the adulation from the Fenway faithful that day changed her, and from then on Claudia dedicated
herself to uncovering the man behind the legend, while reconciling his talent on the field with his life off it.
In this moving memoir, Claudia-the only surviving child of Ted Williams--shares the results of this exhaustive search to understand her father, offering an
unexpected look at one of professional sports' most revered and elusive figures. Putting forth a fresh perspective on his life, she shows what it was like to
grow up with a baseball legend, when the echoes of success lie in the past, detailing the stories from his iconic career that he cherished enough to pass on to
her. Telling the story of his life in the game as he told it to her, Claudia explains how, despite his myriad of contributions to our national pastime, her father
was shaped by far more than the sport itself, with his passion for New England pursuits, such as cooking and fishing, often molding his character just as
much as left field. In addition, Claudia discusses, candidly and for the first time, the controversy surrounding her father's wishes to be cryogenically
preserved, peeling back the mysteries of his decision and helping his fans come to terms with his final resting place.
Complete with never-before-seen family photographs, this mem ...

 Ted Williams, My Father Lp
A Memoir
by  Claudia Williams

ISBN: 9780062298836
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $33.50

In this poignant memoir, Claudia Williams, the last surviving child of legendary Boston Red Sox player Ted Williams, tells the story of her father as only a
daughter can, sharing never-before-heard tales from his life on and off the field and revealing the man behind "The Kid."
At ten years old, Claudia Williams watched her father walk onto the field at Fenway Park. It was the first time she'd even seen him in a Red Sox uniform,
and with the stands erupting in applause at his presence, she instantly saw him in a new light. Born after his retirement from the major leagues, Claudia had
only known this beloved, larger-than-life Hall-of-Famer as her dad; until that day, she'd been largely unaware of his decades of success at the plate or his
high seat in the pantheon of baseball royalty. Yet seeing the adulation from the Fenway faithful that day changed her, and from then on Claudia dedicated
herself to uncovering the man behind the legend, while reconciling his talent on the field with his life off it.
In this moving memoir, Claudia-the only surviving child of Ted Williams--shares the results of this exhaustive search to understand her father, offering an
unexpected look at one of professional sports' most revered and elusive figures. Putting forth a fresh perspective on his life, she shows what it was like to
grow up with a baseball legend, when the echoes of success lie in the past, detailing the stories from his iconic career that he cherished enough to pass on to
her. Telling the story of his life in the game as he told it to her, Claudia explains how, despite his myriad of contributions to our national pastime, her father
was shaped by far more than the sport itself, with his passion for New England pursuits, such as cooking and fishing, often molding his character just as
much as left field. In addition, Claudia discusses, candidly and for the first time, the controversy surrounding her father's wishes to be cryogenically
preserved, peeling back the mysteries of his decision and helping his fans come to terms with his final resting place.
Complete with never-before-seen family photographs, this mem ...
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   Nonfiction
 Temptations of Power

Islamists and Illiberal Democracy in a New Middle East
by  Shadi Hamid

ISBN: 9780199314058
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-11
Pages: 272
Price: $29.95

In 1989, Francis Fukuyama famously declared that we had reached "the end of history," and that liberal democracy would be the reigning ideology from now
on. But Fukuyama failed to reckon with the idea of illiberal democracy. What if majorities, working through the democratic process, decide they would
rather not accept gender equality and other human rights norms that Western democracies take for granted? Nowhere have such considerations become more
relevant than in the Middle East, wherethe Arab uprisings of 2011 swept the Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamist parties into power. Since then, one
question has been on everyone's mind: what do Islamists really want?    In Temptations of Power, noted Brookings scholar Shadi Hamid draws on hundreds
of interviews with Islamist leaders and rank-and-file activists to offer an in-depth look at the past, present, and future of Islamist parties across the Arab
world. The oldest and most influential of these groups, the Muslim Brotherhood, initially dismissed democracy as a foreign import, but eventually chose to
participate in Egyptian and Jordanian party politics in the 1980s. These political openings proved short-lived. As repression intensified, though, Islamist
parties did not - as one may have expected - turn to radicalism. Rather, they embraced the tenets of democratic life, putting aside their dreams of an Islamic
state, striking alliances with secular parties, and reaching out to Western audiences for the first time.When the 2011 revolutions took place, Islamists found
themselves in an enviable position, but one they were unprepared for. Up until then, the prospect of power had seemed too remote. But, now, freed from
repression and with the political arena wide open, they found themselves with an unprecedented opportunity to put their ideas into practice across the region.
Groups like the Brotherhood combine the features of political parties and religious movements. However pragmatic they may be, theirultimate goal remains
the Islamization of society and the state. When the electorate they represent is conservative as well, they can push their own form of illiberal democracy
while insisting they are carrying out the popular will. This can lead to overreach and, at times, signific ...

 Things a Little Bird Told Me
Confessions of the Creative Mind
by  Biz Stone

ISBN: 9781455528714
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 240
Price: $29.00

Biz Stone, the co-founder of Twitter, discusses the power of creativity and how to harness it, through stories from his remarkable life and career.

THINGS A LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME

From GQ's "Nerd of the Year" to one of Time's most influential people in the world, Biz Stone represents different things to different people. But he is
known to all as the creative, effervescent, funny, charmingly positive and remarkably savvy co-founder of Twitter-the social media platform that
singlehandedly changed the way the world works. Now, Biz tells fascinating, pivotal, and personal stories from his early life and his careers at Google and
Twitter, sharing his knowledge about the nature and importance of ingenuity today. In Biz's world:

-Opportunity can be manufactured
-Great work comes from abandoning a linear way of thinking
-Creativity never runs out 
-Asking questions is free
-Empathy is core to personal and global success 

In this book, Biz also addresses failure, the value of vulnerability, ambition, and corporate culture. Whether seeking behind-the-scenes stories, advice, ...
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   Nonfiction
 Think Like A Freak

by Steven D. Levitt

ISBN: 9781443416511
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 256
Price: $33.99

The creators of the Freakonomics phenomenon unveil essential tools that will allow you to "think like a freak" and see the world more unconventionally and,
ultimately, more clearly
In their smash #1 international bestseller Freakonomics, Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner showed the world that applying counter-intuitive
approaches to everyday problems can bear surprising results.
In this dynamic, essential book, they turn your brain inside-out,teaching you how to think like a freak. Levitt and Dubner analyze the decisions we make, the
plans we create and the morals we choose, and they show how their insights can be applied to daily life to make smarter, harder and better decisions.
Filled with illustrations and numerous short chapters, each functioning as a stand-alone entry into their "tool kit" for living and thinking like a freak, Levitt
and Dubner offer entertaining and practical insights,from "The Upside of Quitting" to "How to Succeed--With No Talent."
A must-have handbook for decision-making, Think Like a Freak willradically transform the way you look at every aspect of your life.

 The Third Plate
by  Dan Barber

ISBN: 9781594204074
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 496
Price: $34.95

An award-winning chef moves beyond 'farm-to-table' to offer a revolutionary new way of eating
  
      The Third Plate is chef Dan Barber's extraordinary vision for a new future of American eating. After more than a decade spent investigating
farming communities around the world in pursuit of singular flavor, Barber finally concluded that--for the sake of our food, our health, and the future of the
land--America's cuisine required a radical transformation.
    
     The revelations Barber shares in The Third Plate took root in his restaurant's kitchen. But his process of discovery took him far afield--to
alternative systems of food production and cooking that maximize sustainability, nutrition, and flavor. Barber explores the traditional farming practices of
the Spanish dehesa, a uniquely vibrant landscape that has been fine-tuned to produce the famed jamÃ³n ibÃ©rico. Along the Atlantic coast, he investigates
the future of seafood through a revolutionary aquaculture operation and an ancient tuna fishing tradition. In upstate New York, Barber learns from a
flourishing mixed-crop farm whose innovative organic practices have revived the land and resurrected an industry. And in Washington State he works with
cuttingedge seedsmen developing new varieties of grain in collaboration with local bakers, millers, and malters. Drawing on the wisdom and experience of
chefs and farmers from around the world, Barber proposes a new definition for ethical and delicious eating destined to refashion Americans' deepest
beliefs about food.
    
     Tradit ...
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   Nonfiction
 Those Wild Wyndhams

Three Sisters At The Heart Of Power
by Claudia Renton

ISBN: 9780007544899
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 416
Price: $39.99

Mary, Madeline and Pamela - the three Wyndham sisters - were painted by John Singer Sergeant in 1899. For The Times it was, quite simply, 'the greatest
picture of modern times'. These beautiful, rich fin de siecle women clad in white came to epitomize a vanished world. The languor of their pose reflects the
leisured, gilded, existence of the late Victorian aristocracy that was to be dealt a deathblow by the impact of the First World War.Yet the lives of these three
Wyndham sisters were far more turbulent than their air of calm suggests. Brought up in artistic and liberal circles, their childhood was freedom loving and
filled with romance medieval fantasies. All three girls were intimate friends with the Pre-Raphaelites and grew to become leaders of the aesthetic movement.
Bowing to convention, all three made excellent marriages but only one was happy. All three found emotional support from others - Mary with Arthur
Balfour and the artist Wilfrid Blunt; Pamela with Edward GreyAll three sisters were central to 'the Souls' - an unconscious and accidental grouping of
brilliant, sincere and loyal friends. Devoted to aesthetics and culture, the Souls also treated women with absolute equality to men and believed in liberated
morals and a freedom of behaviour which shocked society.This book is the first ever biography of these extraordinary sisters. Their lives and times are
brought to life by the many letters they have left behind. All three were consummate, compelling and humorous letter writers which illuminate their
markedly different and enchanting personalities. The First World War brought devastation to their families and their way of life. This brilliant debut by
Claudia Renton captures them and their age in an unforgettable piece of historical and political biography.
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 Thrive

The Third Metric to Redefining Success and Creating a Life of Well-Being, Wisdom, and
Wonder
by Arianna Huffington

ISBN: 9780804140843
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

In Thrive, Arianna Huffington makes an impassioned and compelling case for the need to redefine what it means to be successful in today's world.
  
 Arianna Huffington's personal wake-up call came in the form of a broken cheekbone and a nasty gash over her eye -- the result of a fall brought on by
exhaustion and lack of sleep. As the cofounder and editor-in-chief of the Huffington Post Media Group -- one of the fastest growing media companies in the
world -- celebrated as one of the world's most influential women, and gracing the covers of magazines, she was, by any traditional measure, extraordinarily
successful. Yet as she found herself going from brain MRI to CAT scan to echocardiogram, to find out if there was any underlying medical problem beyond
exhaustion, she wondered is this really what success feels like?
  
 As more and more people are coming to realize, there is far more to living a truly successful life than just earning a bigger salary and capturing a corner
office. Our relentless pursuit of the two traditional metrics of success -- money and power -- has led to an epidemic of burnout and stress-related illnesses,
and an erosion in the quality of our relationships, family life, and, ironically, our careers. In being connected to the world 24/7, we're losing our connection to
what truly matters. Our current definition of success is, as Thrive shows, literally killing us. We need a new way forward.
  
 In a commencement address Arianna gave at Smith College in the spring of 2013, she likened our drive for money and power to two legs of a three-legged
stool. They may hold us up temporarily, but sooner or later we're going to topple over. We need a third leg -- a third metric for defining success -- to truly
thrive. That third metric, she writes in Thrive, includes our  ...

 Total Recovery
Solving the Mystery of Chronic Pain and Depression
by Gary Kaplan

ISBN: 9781623362751
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rodale Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 272
Price: $31.00

One of the country's top integrative doctors radically rethinks why we get sick, how we stay sick, and how we recover.About 100 million Americans live
with some form of chronic pain-more than the combined number who suffer from diabetes, heart disease, and cancer. But chronic pain has always been a
mystery. It often returns at the slightest provocation, even when doctors can't find anything wrong. Oddly enough, whether the pain is physical or emotional,
traumatic or slight, our brains register all pain as the same thing, and these signals can keep firing in the nervous system for months, evenyears.In Total
Recovery, Dr. Gary Kaplan argues that we've been thinking about disease all wrong. Drawing on dramatic patient stories and cutting-edge research, the book
reveals that chronic physical and emotional pain are two sides of the same coin. New discoveries show that disease is not the result of a single event but an
accumulation of traumas. Every injury, every infection, every toxin, and every emotional blow generates the same reaction: inflammation, activated by tiny
cells in the brain, called microglia. Turned on too often from too many assaults, it can have a devastating cumulative effect.Conventional treatment for these
conditions is focused on symptoms, not causes, and can leave patients locked into a lifetime of pain and suffering. Dr. Kaplan's unified theory of chronic
pain and depression helps us understand not only the cause of these conditions but also the issues we must address to create a pathway to healing. With this
revolutionary new framework in place, we have been given the keys to recover.
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   Nonfiction
 A Tour of Italy

by  Tim Moore

ISBN: 9780224092067
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 288
Price: $28.99

The author of the bestselling French Revolutions does Italy -- cycling the course of the 1914 Giro d'Italia on a wooden bike. "Bill Bryson on two wheels."
--Independent. 
     On the eve of the Giro d'Italia's 100th anniversary, Tim Moore sets out to cycle the route of the first race, all 3,162 km of it. On a 100-year-old bike. That
he built himself. 
     The Giro is arguably the most brutal of the Grand Tours, and it began in style. At midnight on May 24, 1914 eighty-one starters were waved off by
10,000 spectators for this first circuit of Italy. Two weeks later, after enduring cataclysmic storms, roads strewn with nails, even the loss of an eye by one
competitor, eight cyclists finished. 
     Tim hadn't done any significant cycling for twelve years, but taking on the 1914 Giro was a compelling challenge. To make it more authentic, he decided
to do it on a 1914 bike, which, unburdened by relevant experience, he needed to assemble from a stack of rusty parts in a Breton farmer's barn. 
     Fuelled by Chianti, wearing period leather goggles and a woollen cycling shirt, and with the winner of the 1914 Giro's diary as his trusty companion, Tim
sets off to tell the story of this historic race, as well as the travails of a middle-aged man cycling up a lot of mountains on a mainly wooden bicycle.

 The Tragedy of the European Union
Disintegration or Revival?
by  George Soros

ISBN: 9781610394215
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Public Affairs
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 208
Price: $25.50

The European Union could soon be a thing of the past. Xenophobia is rampant and commonly reflected in elections across the continent. Great Britain may
hold a referendum on whether to abandon the union altogether. Spurred by anti-EU sentiments due to the euro crisis, national interests conflict with a shared
vision for the future of Europe. Is it too late to preserve the union that generated unprecedented peace for more than half a century?This is no mere academic
question with limited importance for America and the rest of the world. In the past decade, the EU has declined from a unified global power to a fractious
confederation of states with staggering unemployment resentfully seeking relief from a reluctant Germany. If the EU collapses and the former member states
are transformed again from partners into rivals, the US and the world will confront the serious economic and political consequences that follow.In a series of
revealing interviews conducted by Dr. Gregor Peter Schmitz, George Soros-a man of vast European experience whose personal past informs his present
concerns-offers trenchant commentary and concise, prescriptive advice: The euro crisis was not an inevitable consequence of integration, but a result of
avoidable mistakes in politics, economics, and finance; and excessive faith in the self-regulating financial markets that Soros calls market fundamentalism
inspired flawedinstitutional structures that call out for reform. Despite the considerable perils of this period, George Soros maintains his faith in the European
Union as a model of open society. This book is a testament to his vision for a peaceful and productive Europe.
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 Travels With Casey

by Benoit Denizet-lewis

ISBN: 9781439146934
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

A moody Labrador and his insecure human take a funny, touching cross-country RV trip into the heart of America's relationship with dogs.

"I don't think my dog likes me very much," New York Times Magazine writer Benoit Denizet-Lewis confesses at the beginning of his journey with his nine-
year-old Labrador-mix, Casey. Over the next four months, thirty-two states, and 13,000 miles in a rented motor home, Denizet-Lewis and his canine
companion attempt to pay tribute to the most powerful interspecies bond there is, in the country with the highest rate of dog ownership in the world. On the
way, Denizet-Lewis--known for his deeply reported dispatches from far corners of American life--meets an irresistible cast of dogs and dog-obsessed
humans. Denizet-Lewis and Casey hang out with wolf-dogs in Appalachia, search with a dedicated rescuer of stray dogs in Missouri, spend a full day at a
kooky dog park in Manhattan, get pulled over by a K9 cop in Missouri, and visit "Dog Whisperer" Cesar Millan in California. And then there are the pet
psychics, dog-wielding hitchhikers, and two nosy women who took their neighbor to court for allegedly failing to pick up her dog's poop. Travels With
Casey is a delightfully idiosyncratic blend of memoir and travelogue coupled with an exploration of a dog-loving America. What does our relationship to our
dogs tell us about ourselves and our values? Denizet-Lewis explores those questions--and his own canine-related curiosities and insecurities--during his
unforgettable road trip through our dog-loving nation.

 A Troublesome Inheritance
Genes, Race and Human History
by  Nicholas Wade

ISBN: 9781594204463
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $32.95

Drawing on startling new evidence from the mapping of the genome, an explosive new account of the genetic basis of race and its role in the human story
      Fewer ideas have been more toxic or harmful than the idea of the biological reality of race, and with it the idea that humans of different races
are biologically different from one another. For this understandable reason, the idea has been banished from polite academic conversation. Arguing that race
is more than just a social construct can get a scholar run out of town, or at least off campus, on a rail. Human evolution, the consensus view insists, ended in
prehistory.
  
   Inconveniently, as Nicholas Wade argues in A Troublesome Inheritance, the consensus view cannot be right. And in fact, we know that populations have
changed in the past few thousand years--to be lactose tolerant, for example, and to survive at high altitudes. Race is not a bright-line distinction; by definition
it means that the more human populations are kept apart, the more they evolve their own distinct traits under the selective pressure known as Darwinian
evolution. For many thousands of years, most human populations stayed where they were and grew distinct, not just in outward appearance but in deeper
senses as well.
  
   Wade, the longtime journalist covering genetic advances for The New York Times, draws widely on the work of scientists who have made
crucial breakthroughs in establishing the reality of recent human evolution. The most provocative claims in this book involve the genetic basis of human
social habits. What we might call middle-class social traits--thrift, docility, nonviolence--have been slowly but surely inculcated genetically within agrarian
societies, Wade argues. These "valu ...
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 Twee

The Gentle Revolution in Music, Books, Television, Fashion and Film
by Marc Spitz

ISBN: 9780062213044
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 288
Price: $19.99

A cultural identification and history of a hugely prevalent, old-fashioned and yet highly modern "twee" movement--from its roots in the independent film and
music culture, through its omnipresence in youth culture today.
Vampire Weekend, Garden State, Miranda July, Belle and Sebastian, Wes Anderson, Mumblecore, McSweeney's, Morrissey, beards, artisanal pickles, food
trucks, crocheted owls on Etsy, ukuleles, kittens, and Zooey Deschanel--all are examples of a cultural aesthetic of calculated precocity known as Twee.
In Every Beautiful Thing We Can See (its title borrowed from a beloved Neutral Milk Hotel song) journalist and cultural observer Marc Spitz surveys the
rising Twee movement in music, art, film, fashion, food, and politics and examines the cross-pollinated generation that embodies it--from aging hipsters to
nerd girls, indie snobs to idealistic industrialists. Spitz outlines the history of twee--the first strong, diverse, and wildly influential youth movement since
Punk in the 70s and Hip Hop in the 80s--showing how awkward glamour and fierce independence has become part of the zeitgeist.
Focusing on its origins and hallmarks, Spitz charts the rise of this trend from its forefathers like Disney, Salinger, Plath, Seuss, Sendak, Blume, and Jonathan
Richman, to its underground roots in the post-punk United Kingdom, through the late 80s and early 90s of K Records, Whit Stillman, Nirvana, Wes
Anderson, Pitchfork, This American Life, and Belle and Sebastian, to the current (and sometimes polarizing) appeal of Girls, Arcade Fire, Rookie magazine,
and hellogiggles.com.
Revealing a movement defined by passionate fandom, bespoke tastes, a rebellious lack of irony or swagger, the championing of the underdog, and the
vanquishing of bullies, Spitz uncovers the secrets of modern youth culture: how Twee became pervasive, why it has so many haters, and where, in a post-
Portlandia world, can it go from here?

 Tyranny Of Experts
Economists, Dictators, and the Forgotten Rights of the Poor
by William Easterly

ISBN: 9780465031252
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-02-26
Pages: 416
Price: $34.50

Over the last century, global poverty has largely been viewed as a technical problem that merely requires the right "expert" solutions. Yet all too often,
experts recommend solutions that fix immediate problems without addressing the systemic political factors that created them in the first place. Further, they
produce an accidental collusion with "benevolent autocrats," leaving dictators with yet more power to violate the rights of the poor.In The Tyranny of
Experts, economist William Easterly, bestselling author of The White Man's Burden, traces the history of the fight against global poverty, showing not only
how these tactics have trampled the individual freedom of the world's poor, but how in doing so have suppressed a vital debate about an alternative approach
to solving poverty: freedom. Presenting a wealth of cutting-edge economic research, Easterly argues that only a new model of development-one predicated
on respect for the individual rights of people in developing countries, that understands that unchecked state power is the problem and not the solution -will be
capable of ending global poverty once and for all.
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 Ultimate Diet Revolution

by Jim Karas

ISBN: 9780062321565
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 240
Price: $31.99

From New York Times bestselling author and fitness expert Jim Karas, a breakthrough weight-loss guide that reveals the surprising truth about your
metabolism, and how you can change it forever.
At the height of the cardio craze, Jim Karas pushed back by taking a stand against cardio as the answer to weight loss. Now, Karas once again goes against
the current by taking a position against the wildly popular practice of cleansing. Client after client has come to him with a ruined metabolism, seemingly
unable to lose weight, resulting in a need for Jim to find an answer to the metabolism misadventures of his client base. In The Ultimate Diet REVolution, he
transforms your metabolism, the foundation of your ability to lose weight. His REV program blasts through calories each and every minute, whether you are
awake or asleep, moving or sitting.
But Karas is not just focused on weight loss-he's laser focused on fat loss. This high-octane exercise plan will power up what readers most need for
successful fat loss-long, lean calorie burning muscle. His proven eating plan is the perfect ingredient to supercharge his exercise program. REV provides the
ultimate internal environment for accelerated weight loss.
While losing weight, you'll also have:
more energy
a reduced level of stress
increased oxygen flow
The REV plan is a radically different weight loss program, tailor-made for people lo ...

 Ultimate Treehouse
Design / Construction / Inspiration
by Pete Nelson

ISBN: 9781419711718
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Abrams
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 224
Price: $42.50

Pete Nelson, the world's best-known treehouse designer and builder, wants to put readers in trees--his motto is, "get 'er done, so you can BE in a TREE." His
new book is a comprehensive source of inspiration and practical information about treehouse design and construction. To that end, he shares the basics of
treehouse construction with his own recent projects as case studies. Using photographs taken especially for this project along with diagrams, he covers the
selection and care of trees, and explains the fundamentals of building treehouse platforms. To ignite the imagination, Nelson presents 27 treehouses in the
United States, Europe, and Africa. The book will be indispensible to anyone who aspires to have a treehouse, from the armchair dreamer, to the amateur
builder, to the professional contractor.
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 Universe

Leading Scientists Explore The Origin, Mysteries, And Fu
by John Brockman

ISBN: 9780062296085
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 304
Price: $19.99

John Brockman gathers the world's best-known physicists and science writers to explain the Universe. Contributors include Brian Greene, Walter Isaacson,
Brian Cox, Nobel Prize-winners Murray Gell-Mann and Frank Wilczek, and more.
In Universe, today's most influential science writers present brand new research and science behind our evolving understanding of the universe and
everything in it.
Contributors and topics include:
"Think About Nature" from Lee Smolin on math, cosmology, and how to make a theory of the whole universe.
"Is There a Higgs?' from Brian Cox (presenter of the BBC's Wonders of the Solar System and Wonders of Life) on the Large Hadron Collider and his work
researching the existence of a Higgs-Boson particle.
"The Cyclic Universe" by Neil Turok on the fundamental laws of nature, what came before the big-bang, and how we can come to a unified theory for the
origin of the universe.
"Quantum Monkeys" from Seth Lloyd (Author of Programming the Universe) on computational revolutions and the informational revolution that brought the
universe into being.
"The Energy of Empty Space That Isn't Zero" by Lawrence Krauss (Author of A Universe From Nothing) on gravity, dark matter, and our understanding of
the energy of empty space.
"Einstein: An Edge Symposium," on the great physicist's life and work, featuring Brian Greene, author of The Fabric o ...

 Unphiltered
The Way I See It
by Phil Robertson

ISBN: 9781476766232
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 240
Price: $29.99

The beloved patriarch of A&E's® Duck Dynasty® series, Phil Robertson, shares his thoughtful--and opinionated--philosophy on life.

In Phil Robertson's #1 New York Times bestseller, Happy, Happy, Happy, we learned about Phil's colorful past and the wild road to becoming the beloved
patriarch of A&E's smash hit show, Duck Dynasty. Now, he returns to share his philosophy on life, which can be summed up in five short words. Love God,
love your neighbor.  In this inspirational and entertaining book, you will learn what makes Phil Robertson tick. Robertson shares his views on faith--and how
it has totally changed his way of life and how he treats others; family--how he raised his kids and is raising grandkids while teaching them the life principles
he lives by; ducks--and the business principles that started the Duck Commander empire; marriage--including what he's learned from his own marriage; and
of course, his opinions on controversial topics like gun control, taxes, prayer in school, and the government. Phil-osophy is the ultimate guide to everything
Phil Robertson believes in. Balancing his sometimes off-the-wall comments with his strong focus on home and family life, it is sure to spark discussion,
laughs, and a sincere appreciation for Phil's unique approach to life.
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 Unruly Places

Lost Spaces, Secret Cities, and Other Inscrutable Geographies
by  Alastair Bonnett

ISBN: 9780670067183
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 320
Price: $30.00

Alastair Bonnett's tour of the world's most unlikely micro-nations, moving villages, secret cities, and no man's lands shows us the modern world from
surprising new vantage points, and is bound to inspire urban explorers, off-the-beaten-trail wanderers, and armchair travellers. He connects what we see on
maps to what's happening in the world by looking at the places that are hardest to pin down: inaccessible zones, improvised settlements, and multiple cities
sharing the same space.
Consider Hobyo, a real-life pirate capital on the coast of the Indian Ocean, or Sealand, an abandoned gun platform off the English coast that a British
citizen claimed as his own sovereign nation, issuing passports and making his wife a princess. Or Sandy Island, which appeared on maps well into 2012,
despite the fact that it never existed.
Illustrated with original maps and drawings, Unruly Places gives readers a new way of understanding the places we occupy. It's a stunning testament to how
mysterious the world remains today.

 Untitled on Bob Dylan
by  Dennis Mcdougal

ISBN: 9780470636237
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Wiley
Pub. Date: 2013-12-31
Pages: 328
Price: $33.95

The ultimate biography of the musical icon.
          Bob Dylan is a music hero to generations. He's also an international bestselling artist, a Pulitzer Prize-winning author, and an Oscar winner for "Things
Have Changed." His career is stronger and more influential than ever. How did this happen, given the road to oblivion he seemed to choose more than two
decades ago?
      
     Dylan's 72, and this final act of his career is more interesting than ever--yet the classic biographies like Bob Dylan: Behind the Shades (first published
1991, updated 2001) and even his own Chronicles: Volume One (published 2005) came too soon to cover this act.
      
     Now this groundbreaking biography digs deep into Bob Dylan lore--including subjects Dylan himself left out of Chronicles: Volume One. Dylan: The
Biography moves beyond analysis of lyrics or well-worn biographical facts to focus on why this beloved artist's American odyssey has touched so many
souls--and how both Dylan and his audience have changed along the way. What happened during the past two decades to transform a heroin addict into one
of the most astonishing literary and musical icons in American history?
      
     Through extensive interviews and connections with Dylan's friends, family, sidemen, and fans, Los Angeles Times journalist Dennis McDougal builds a
new understanding of Dylan, as well as the real story behind the myths. Was his romantic life, especially with Sara Dylan, much more complicated than it
appears? Was his motorcycle accident a cover for drug rehab? Wh ...
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 Vegetarian for a New Generation

Seasonal Vegetable Dishes for Vegetarians, Vegans, and the Rest of Us
by  Liana Krissoff

ISBN: 9781617690402
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori & Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 272
Price: $27.95

With recent nationwide health initiatives, we all know that vegetables need to be the main focus of our diet. The number of vegetarians and vegans in the
United States is growing every year, and, even for the omnivorous, cooking and eating more vegetables is the new normal.
   Vegetarian for a New Generation celebrates modern-day vegetable cookery with dishes that are fresh, uncomplicated, flavor-packed, and, as it happens,
entirely gluten free. Author Liana Krissoff draws on global food traditions, offering new takes on classics like caponata, lesser-known creations like poha (a
breakfast rice and vegetable dish) and shrubs (drinking vinegars), and more contemporary ideas like grilled collards, roasted shallot salad, and carrot
marmalade. With 175 delicious recipes, Vegetarian for a New Generation makes eating more vegetables a pleasure.

 Vikings On A Prairie Ocean
The Saga of a Lake, a People, a Family and a Man
by Glenn Sigurdson

ISBN: 9781926531939
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

Well-known lawyer and mediator Glenn Sigurdson blends personal memoir, family history and Icelandic lore in a unique and wide-ranging autobiography.
Vikings on a Prairie Ocean focuses on the Sigurdson family fishing enterprises on Lake Winnipeg through the twentieth centruy as a background for
exploring the Icelandic settlement of Manitoba. The perils of summer and winter fishing on an unpredictable and unforgiving lake are interwoven with
accounts of Aboriginal partnerships, colourful characters, and a proud, resilient family. Sigurdson also shows how this complex story helped prepare him for
an international career as a mediator and conflict-resolution expert.

 Waking the Frog
Solutions for Our Climate Change Paralysis
by  Tom Rand

ISBN: 9781770411814
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 248
Price: $29.95

An accessible discussion of ways to achieve a sustainable future Venture capitalist, entrepreneur, engineer, and philosopher Tom Rand explains why climate
disruption might just be our very own pot of hot water. Are we the frog paralyzed in our inaction? In a highly readable account, Rand looks to contemporary
psychology, economics, business, and finance to explain our stasis in the face of one of the most fundamental problems of our time. Rand's account doesn't
just point fingers at the bad guys, but goes deeper -- to our motivations, institutional lethargy, and deeply buried assumptions about market economics.
Waking the Frog is as much about solutions as it is an account of our present paralysis. Our ingenuity, technology, capital, and policy can work together to
turn down the heat and at the same time enable the largest economic opportunity of the 21st century.
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 Waking Up

A Guide to Spirituality Without Religion
by Sam Harris

ISBN: 9781451636017
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

For the millions of Americans who want spirituality without religion, Sam Harris's new book is a guide to meditation as a rational spiritual practice informed
by neuroscience and psychology.

From multiple New York Times bestselling author, neuroscientist, and "new atheist" Sam Harris, Waking Up is for the 30 percent of Americans who follow
no religion, but who suspect that Jesus, Buddha, Lao Tzu, Rumi, and the other saints and sages of history could not have all been epileptics, schizophrenics,
or frauds. Throughout the book, Harris argues that there are important truths to be found in the experiences of such contemplatives--and, therefore, that there
is more to understanding reality than science and secular culture generally allow. Waking Up is part seeker's memoir and part exploration of the scientific
underpinnings of spirituality. No other book marries contemplative wisdom and modern science in this way, and no author other than Sam Harris--a scientist,
philosopher, and famous skeptic--could write it.

 Wanna Cook?
The Complete, Unofficial Companion to Breaking Bad
by  Ensley F Guffey

ISBN: 9781770411173
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 500
Price: $18.95

An accessible and in-depth guide to all five seasons of Breaking Bad"I am not in danger . . . I am the danger." With those words, Breaking Bad's Walter
White solidified himself as TV's greatest antihero. Wanna Cook? explores the most critically lauded series on television with analyses of the individual
episodes and ongoing storylines. From details like stark settings, intricate camerawork, and jarring music to the larger themes, including the roles of
violence, place, self-change, legal ethics, and fan reactions, this companion book is perfect for those diehards who have watched the Emmy Award-winning
series multiple times as well as for new viewers. Wanna Cook? elucidates without spoiling, and illuminates without nit-picking. A must-have for any fan's
collection.
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 War and Gold

A Five-Hundred-Year History of Empires, Adventures, and Debt
by  Kwasi Kwarteng

ISBN: 9781586487683
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Public Affairs
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 432
Price: $32.00

War and Gold  tells the history of money. It illustrates in rich historical detail how governments' desire for to accumulate and conquer must be funded by
debt. The risk is always that the treasure may not pay back the cost of the adventure. The story begins with 16th century Spain, the most extreme example of
a western colonial power in the 16th century ruthless in its chase to discover as much gold as possible and, ultimately, financially gutted from having to
wield a global war to in an effort to hold on to their trade routes with the El Dorado's of the New World.The gold standard, first made possible by the influx
of silver and gold in Europe from returning Spanish conquistadors, would commonly be suspended during times of war. Cheaper standards, like paper,
would be introduced as a means of wartime financing. Like the French in the Revolutionary Wars, like the British against Napoleon, and following their own
example against the British in the 1770s, the Civil War Union government issued paper money to defeat an enemy during.  War often the depreciation of
national currency. With war, often comes the devaluation of national currencies.Itself a long-time symbol of permanence and immutability, the gold standard
was actually developed after the relative chaos of the paper currencies of the American and French Revolutions, and the suspension of gold payments by the
Bank of England. It seemed a simple, almost natural idea, an expression of the 'spontaneous order' of the free market system. And despite these chaotic
origins, the gold standard would come to symbolize stability in the world. Kwarteng argues that the dissolution of the gold standard in much of Europe at the
dawn of World War I spurred the rise of a dominant American economy-the only national market in which gold convertibility was still honored at the time.
Ironically, the resulting command of the American dollar would spark its ascension over gold as the new global monetary standard in 1976, a standard that
fell, with the U.S. economy, in 2008 when, once more, the world unofficially turned back to gold.

 War On Drugs
A Failed Experiment
by Paula Mallea

ISBN: 9781459722897
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-06-28
Pages: 232
Price: $22.99

In 1971, President Richard Nixon coined the term "War on Drugs." His campaign to eradicate illegal drug use was picked up by the media and championed
by succeeding presidents. Canada was a willing ally in this "war," and is currently cracking down on drug offences at a time when even the U.S. is beginning
to climb down from its reliance on incarceration.

Elsewhere in the world, however, there has been a sea change. The Global Commission on Drug Policy, including international luminaries like Kofi Annan,
has declared that the War on Drugs "has not, and cannot, be won." 

The War on Drugs approaches this issue from a variety of points of view, offering insight into the history of drug use and abuse in the twentieth century; the
pharmacology of illegal drugs; the economy of the illegal drug trade; and the complete lack of success that the war on drugs has had on drug cartels and the
drug supply. It also explores what can and is being done in Canada, the U.S., and the rest of the world to move on from the "war" and find better ways to
address the issue of illegal drugs and their distribution, use, and abuse.
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 Weber's Big Book Of Burgers

The ultimate guide to grilling incredible backyard fare
by Jamie Purviance

ISBN: 9780376020321
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 256
Price: $23.95

Weber's Big Book of Burgers tips a spatula to the mighty beef patty, celebrating our national dish in all its glory, and goes beyond the bun, reinventing the
burger with modern twists and alternative ingredients such as pork, poultry, seafood, and veggies. And it doesn't stop there-with recipes for sizzling
sausages, hot dogs, and brats, plus sides like out-of-this-world onion rings and drinks like luscious milkshakes-this book pays homage to other classic
barbecue fare and offers 160 inspiring reasons for you to fire up the grill. Packed with nearly 250 full-color photos, step-by-step instructions, and whimsical
watercolor illustrations, Weber's Big Book of Burgers is sure to become as classic as the burger itself. From the food to the fun to the flavors, you'll find
juicy goodness on every single page. Weber's Big Book of Burgers also includes:  The Five Steps to Burger Perfection for perfect patties and big, juicy
burgers time and time again
 Tried-and-true expert advice on grinding your own meat for burgers; building a better burger; grill setups, maintenance, and safety; tools of the trade; ten
tips for grilling greatness; and more
 A visual sausage guide detailing many different varieties' flavor profiles and origins 
 Regional burger and hot dog features on these American favorites with whimsical, full-color illustrations from artist Linda Kelen
 Feature stories on who invented the hamburger, the New England-style top-loading bun, Sheyboygan: the home of the brat, pickles, and understanding the
science behind food euphoria

 Well Heeled
The Smart Girl's Guide to Getting Rich
by Lesley-anne Scorgie

ISBN: 9781459723542
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-04-26
Pages: 176
Price: $19.99

Whether you're financially maxed out or rolling in hundred-dollar bills, if you want to be rich, Well-Heeled is for you!
As a financially independent young woman, you will have the ability to determine the direction of your career and life path, allowing you to reach your full
financial potential.
So if you're ready to make more money, live debt free, and build a nest egg that can support and awesome future - one that's designed by you and includes
the splash, the chic, and the fun - check out Well-Heeled. In it, you will learn how to: 
live frugally without sacrificing life's little indulgences;
set a budget that enables you to have guilt-free fun;
get out, and stay out, of debt;
fight for your income;
increase your savings;
make savvy investment decisions just like the pros;
and be financially smart in relationships.

This guide will pump up your bank account and empower you to do and be whatever you want in life. Don't wait for success to come calling - start today!
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 What Lies Behind

by Luann Hiebert

ISBN: 9780888014740
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Turnstone Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 120
Price: $17.00

In her debut collection of poetry, Luann Hiebert, peers at the undercurrents of family and relationships. In an age where secrecy and privacy seem to have
fallen by the wayside What Lies Behind looks at the facades we maintain in our daily lives. Hiebert's poetic style is varied, employing visual form to impart
meaning and set the work in relief.

 What To Consider If You're Considering University
New Rules for Education and Employment
by Ken S. Coates

ISBN: 9781459722989
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-03-29
Pages: 216
Price: $24.99

Going to university used to be a passport to future success, but that's no longer the case. For some students, it's still a good choice that leads to a successful
career after graduation, but for many their degrees are worthless pieces of paper. Choose the wrong program and graduation is more likely to lead to
disillusionment and debt than a steady paycheque.

Yet parents, guidance counselors, and politicians still push higher education as if it's the only option for building a secure future. In this book, Ken S. Coates
and Bill Morrison set out to explore the many educational opportunities and career paths open to Canadian high-school students and those in their twenties.
This book is designed to help young adults decide whether to pursue a degree, enrol for skills training, or investigate one of the many other options that are
available.

 What's For Supper
5-Ingedient Weeknight Meals:Home-cooked, super-simple recipes ready in just 30 minutes
by SOUTHERN LIVING

ISBN: 9780848742966
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 256
Price: $21.95

At last! The simple solution to busy weeknight meals that readers have been waiting for from the South's most trusted brand -- Southern Living! All of the
recipes in this book take just 5 ingredients and are ready in 30 minutes-perfect for busy weeknights, or any day of the week! Cooking with just a handful of
ingredients makes cooking quick and fuss free and leaves more time for sharing activities with the family. Also included are ideas for basic ingredients to
keep on hand, plus shortcut tips for getting dinner done in record time without sacrificing taste or nutrition.

It's the perfect solution for easy weeknight suppers that are fast-food quick AND from-scratch good. With this all-new book, busy cooks can make a quick
stop at the grocery store, grab 5 simple ingredients, and have a home-cooked supper on the table in 30 minutes or less!
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   Nonfiction
 Where Bears Roam The Streets

by Jeff Parker

ISBN: 9781554683819
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

A unique portrait of a Russia awash in change, told through the lens of a long-standing friendship between two young men who grew up on opposing sides of
the Cold War
In the summer of 2008, Jeff Parker went to Russia intending to write a book about the country's resurgence as a major global superpower under President and
then Prime Minister (and now president again) Vladimir Putin, and about the emergence, for maybe the first time in history, of a Russian middle class and
the sacrifices that had to be made to get there. But Russia squirms under the pressure of any attempt to pin it down. In the midst of social and financial
upheaval, the more Parker sought answers, the more the questions kept coming: What was Russia? How did it work? How did people live? How could they
eat kholodetz (meat jelly)?
The four years at the heart of this book focus largely on the period between 2008 and 2012 and the revealing friendship Parker made with a young barkeep
and draft dodger named Igor. The book became the story of Igor, as a metaphor for Russia, in crisis. While Igor is not a model Perestroika generation man
nor some kind of Putin-era everyman, he is, like The Dude in The Big Lebowski, a man for his time and place. What Parker has created is the story of Igor as
a refracting mirror for the story of Russia, told with intelligence, humour and no small amount of misadventure.

 Why Science Does Not Disprove God
by Amir Aczel

ISBN: 9780062230591
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

By a renowned science writer, a much-needed, clear-eyed presentation of the fact that faith in God and empirical science are by no means mutually
exclusive. A must-read for educated believers.
Has our knowledge of current science indeed disproved the existence of God? Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, Lawrence Krauss, highly esteemed
scientists and writers in their recent books all posit that we have no choice but to accept that the creation of the universe came out of nothing. Amir Aczel,
much published science author with a PhD in mathematics, disagrees and demonstrates in multiple ways that science has as yet in no way provided definitive
proof that the assumption of a Creator must be false.
To nail down this thesis, Aczel offers brilliant and incisive analyses of the theories and findings of such titans as Albert Einstein, Roger Penrose, Alan Guth,
and Charles Darwin, all of whose major breakthroughs without question leave open the possibility and even the strong likelihood of a Creator. Aczel also
lucidly discourses on arcane aspects of physics and shows that quantum theory, the anthropic principle, the fine-tuned dance of protons and quarks, the
existence of anti-matter and the theory of parallel universes also all fail to disprove a Creator.

 Winter We Danced
Voices from the Past, the Future, and the Idle No More Movement
by THE KINO-NDA-NIIMI C

ISBN: 9781894037518
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Arbeiter Ring Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 366
Price: $19.95

The Winter We Danced is a vivid collection of writing, poetry, lyrics, art and images from the many diverse voices that make up the past, present, and future
of the Idle No More movement. Calling for pathways into healthy, just, equitable and sustainable communities while drawing on a wide-ranging body of
narratives, journalism, editorials and creative pieces, this collection consolidates some of the most powerful, creative and insightful moments from the winter
we danced and gestures towards next steps in an on-going movement for justice and Indigenous self-determination.
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   Nonfiction
 Wish Granted

25 Stories of Strength and Resilience from America's Favorite Athletes
by MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATI

ISBN: 9780062218391
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 272
Price: $31.99

The Make-A-Wish Foundation has touched the lives of thousands of seriously ill children by giving them the chance to have a wish granted. In Wish
Granted, 25 deeply personal and inspiring stories are told in the voices of the athletes such as Michael Jordan who have chosen to donate their time and
attention to these children.
The Make-a-Wish Foundation makes dreams come true, with the help of notable and generous athletes--including the foundation's Chief Wish Ambassador,
superstar Michael Jordan. Over the past two decades, Jordan has granted more than 175 wishes to children. In this book Jordan, along with 25 other athletes,
share the secrets of strength and resilience each has learned.
At the heart of these stories, you'll find the challenges, victories, joys, and tears that sum up the experience of wish granting. As a whole, Wish Granted
focuses on the uplifting power of our ability to offer hope and joy to others. Additionally, the athletes' stories (each of which is illustrated with a photo) offer
candid and touching insight into the personalities of the featured stars and superstars.
But the purpose of the book is not just to inspire us--it is also to raise money for the Make-a-Wish Foundation. All author proceeds from the book will be
donated to the foundation--and the athletes will participate in book promotion pro bono.
Sports fans will get a fascinating glimpse into the personal lives of their favorite superstars. Wish Granted is a celebration of the strength and courage of the
human spirit in the face of great challenge.

 Worn Archive
Fashion Journal about the Art, Ideas, & History of What We Wear
by S.m. Mcmahon

ISBN: 9781770461505
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Drawn & Quarterly
Pub. Date: 2014-04-02
Pages: 416
Price: $29.95

Introduction by Jane PrattThe WORN Archive: A Fashion Journal about the Art, Ideas, and&nbspHistory of What We Wear &nbspis a manifesto on why
fashion and clothing matter. For eight years, the Canadian magazine has investigated the intersections of fashion, pop culture, and art. With prescient,
intelligent articles,  WORN Fashion Journal &nbspstrives to address diverse issues&nbspsuch as&nbspgender, identity, and culture with openness and
honesty.  WORN  asserts that fashion is art, history, ideas, and most of all fun-that style is a personal experience that need not align with the fashion
industry.     The five-hundred-page book features the best content from the journal's first fourteen issues, assembled by  WORN 'S founder and editor in
chief, Serah-Marie McMahon. Articles penned by a host of unique contributors (academics, writers, curators, and artists) touch on topics as wide-ranging as
the relationship between feminism and fashion, discourse on  hijabs, how to tie a tie, the history of flight attendants, and&nbsptextile conservation. With
eclectic photo shoots featuring "real" models, striking illustrations, and whimsical layouts, every page is a joyful, creative approach to clothing.      The
WORN Archive &nbspis the ultimate cultural style map for those who don't want to be told how to dress but are seeking a transformative understanding of
why we wear what we do.
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 Ww Ii In 500 Photographs

by TIME-LIFE

ISBN: 9781603209939
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Time Home Entertainment, Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 272
Price: $19.95

Time-Life Books' World War II in 500 Photographs brings the war to life today, in its most compelling moments and images. In this enthralling, illustrated,
original volume, Time-Life Books explores the greatest conflict in the history of the planet. Here are the great battles and the great generals, the essential
weapons and the tactics that made the years between 1939 and 1945 the most memorable in history. The visuals encompass Morocco to Malaysia, Berlin to
Iwo Jima. 

With 500 dazzling photos--including rare color photos--this book succinctly and powerfully tells the full story of the war. History comes alive, thanks to
scores of historic photos, first-hand accounts from a host of fronts, images of artifacts, and compelling maps and charts that clarify the politics of this vast
war that shaped our modern world. Here is World War II as you've never seen it--and as you'll never forget it.

 Year With Minecraft
Behind the Scenes at Mojang
by Thomas Arnroth

ISBN: 9781770412194
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-01
Pages: 276
Price: $17.95

In A Year with Minecraft, gaming journalist Thomas Arnroth brings you along for the ride in a gripping and entertaining story about how the shy and nerdy
can become superstars in the age of video games. Go behind the scenes at the company responsible for this worldwide gaming phenomenon. Meet Markus
"Notch" Perrson, Jens Bergensten, Carl Manneh, and the rest of the team at Mojang.With over 33 million units sold since 2011, Minecraft has also become a
tool for education all the way from U.S. to Kuwait, while the United Nations uses it to change slums in the world's poorest megacities. In just three years,
Persson emerged from total obscurity to fame and incredible wealth, as he and his team at Mojang have changed the indie game scene and how the gaming
industry works. With a fresh, interesting and personal view on how Mojang works, this book is a smart read both for the fan, the gamer, and anyone who
wants to understand the phenomenon of Minecraft and how it's changing the world.

 You Are Here
From the Compass to GPS, the History and Future of How We Find Ourselves
by Hiawatha Bray

ISBN: 9780465032853
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 272
Price: $31.00

The story of the rise of modern navigation technology, from radio location to GPS-and the consequent decline of privacy What does it mean to never get
lost? You Are Here  examines the rise of our technologically aided era of navigational omniscience-or how we came to know exactly where we are at all
times. In a sweeping history of the development of location technology in the past century, Bray shows how radio signals created to carry telegraph messages
were transformed into invisible beacons to guide ships and how a set of rapidly-spinning wheels steered submarines beneath the polar ice cap. But while
most of these technologies were developed for and by the military, they are now ubiquitous in our everyday lives. Our phones are now smart enough to
pinpoint our presence to within a few feet-and nosy enough to share that information with governments and corporations. Filled with tales of scientists and
astronauts, inventors and entrepreneurs, You Are Here  tells the story of how humankind ingeniously solved one of its oldest and toughest problems-only to
herald a new era in which it's impossible to hide.
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   Nonfiction
 You Are Not Special

And Other Encouragements
by David Jr. Mccullough

ISBN: 9780062257345
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 352
Price: $26.99

High school English teacher and son of historian David McCullough, David McCullough Jr.'s book is a call to arms for both parents and children based on
his wildly popular commencement speech, "You Are Not Special,"--which has received 1,847,691 views on YouTube--illustrating the idea that life is a great
adventure to swallow whole rather than a checklist to complete
In June of 2012, English teacher, father, and son of the historian David McCullough, gave a commencement speech, called "You are Not Special" which
took the world by storm. From Berlin to Beijing, Facebook, Twitter and the blogosphere went crazy. The video, which he did not know was being shot, went
viral, garnering at the time of this writing, 1,846,691. His e-mail in-box exploded. His voicemail overflowed. Print reporters, radio people, television people,
scrambled to interview him. Buckets of fan mail began arriving. Strangers stop to praise and thank him. Rabbis, priests and ministers borrow from and
sermonize about his speech. His message, it seems, hit a nerve.
The speech arose from a growing concern--based on twenty years of observation in his classroom, around school, across the culture, and in his own
household of four children--that high school kids are too often sacrificing for-its-own-sake engagement in the moment for specious notions of success down
the road, and, thanks to years of adult indulgence, micro-management and too-easily-won laurels, suffering an ever-more inflated sense of themselves. As a
result their ambitions, assumptions, and expectations--and those of their parents--their notions of the world and where and how they intend to fit in, are off-
kilter and need to be addressed.
In a book both personal and objective, from the point of view of a teacher and a father, McCullough elaborates on his now-famous speech exploring how,
and for what purpose, and for whose sake, we're raising our kids. This will be one man's observations of and thoughts about a teenage landscape that includes
hovering, intruding pare ...

 You Can Begin Again (Large Print Edition)
No Matter What, It's Never Too Late
by  Joyce Meyer

ISBN: 9781455582013
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 304
Price: $27.00

It's never too late for a new beginning. Look closely and you'll see that theme all through the Bible. Page after page, God delights in turning tragic endings
into new beginnings. A childless woman conceives in her old age; a fearful, self-conscious shepherd becomes a leader of millions; and a prostitute becomes a
wife and mother in the lineage of Christ. Every biblical fresh start reveals the amazing, awe-inspiring hope we have for our own new beginnings in God's
plan for our lives.
In YOU CAN BEGIN AGAIN, bestselling author Joyce Meyer explores the beauty and infinite supply of God's love and grace. Through inspiring stories,
Scriptural principles, and her classic practical, life-application approach, Joyce powerfully demonstrates that God isn't done with you yet.

If you're stuck in a rut, disappointed by an outcome, hurting from a wound, failing in an endeavor, struggling in a relationship, or unsure about the future. .
.don't give up. Don't give up on yourself, and don't give up on the God Who loves you and offers you a new beginning today.
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 You Can Begin Again

No Matter What, It's Never Too Late
by  Joyce Meyer

ISBN: 9781455517411
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 224
Price: $24.00

It's never too late for a new beginning. Look closely and you'll see that theme all through the Bible. Page after page, God delights in turning tragic endings
into new beginnings. A childless woman conceives in her old age; a fearful, self-conscious shepherd becomes a leader of millions; and a prostitute becomes a
wife and mother in the lineage of Christ. Every biblical fresh start reveals the amazing, awe-inspiring hope we have for our own new beginnings in God's
plan for our lives.
In YOU CAN BEGIN AGAIN, bestselling author Joyce Meyer explores the beauty and infinite supply of God's love and grace. Through inspiring stories,
Scriptural principles, and her classic practical, life-application approach, Joyce powerfully demonstrates that God isn't done with you yet.

If you're stuck in a rut, disappointed by an outcome, hurting from a wound, failing in an endeavor, struggling in a relationship, or unsure about the future. .
.don't give up. Don't give up on yourself, and don't give up on the God Who loves you and offers you a new beginning today.

 You Can Begin Again
No Matter What, It's Never Too Late
by  Joyce Meyer,  Jodi Carlisle

ISBN: 9781611132618
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 
Price: $27.00

It's never too late for a new beginning. Look closely and you'll see that theme all through the Bible. Page after page, God delights in turning tragic endings
into new beginnings. A childless woman conceives in her old age; a fearful, self-conscious shepherd becomes a leader of millions; and a prostitute becomes a
wife and mother in the lineage of Christ. Every biblical fresh start reveals the amazing, awe-inspiring hope we have for our own new beginnings in God's
plan for our lives.
In YOU CAN BEGIN AGAIN, bestselling author Joyce Meyer explores the beauty and infinite supply of God's love and grace. Through inspiring stories,
Scriptural principles, and her classic practical, life-application approach, Joyce powerfully demonstrates that God isn't done with you yet.

If you're stuck in a rut, disappointed by an outcome, hurting from a wound, failing in an endeavor, struggling in a relationship, or unsure about the future. .
.don't give up. Don't give up on yourself, and don't give up on the God Who loves you and offers you a new beginning today.

 Yours for Eternity
A Love Story on Death Row
by  Damien Echols

ISBN: 9780399166198
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 432
Price: $32.95

Yours for Eternity is an intimate look at the extraordinary love story between Damien Echols and Lorri Davis, who met and married while Echols--author of
the New York Times bestseller Life After Death--served nearly eighteen years on death row.
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   Nonfiction
 Zero Marginal Cost Socy

The Internet of Things, the Collaborative Commons, and the Eclipse of Capitalism
by Jeremy Rifkin

ISBN: 9781137278463
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

New York Times  bestselling author Jeremy Rifkin explores how today's unprecedented interconnectedness is making core institutions such as private
property, democracy, and national boundaries irrelevant-and explains what will replace themIn The Zero Marginal Cost Society,  New York Times 
bestselling author Jeremy Rifkin describes how the emerging Internet of Things is speeding us to an era of nearly free goods and services, precipitating the
meteoric rise of a global Collaborative Commons and the eclipse of capitalism. In 2011, Rifkin published the international best-seller The Third Industrial
Revolution, which captured the attention of the world. His vision of a sustainable, post carbon economic era has been endorsed by the European Union and
the United Nations and embraced by world leaders including Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, President FranÃ§ois Hollande of France, and Premier
Li Keqiang of China. In his new book, The Zero Marginal Cost Society,  Rifkin uncovers a paradox at the heart of capitalism that has propelled it to
greatness but is now slowly taking it to its death-the inherent entrepreneurial dynamism of competitive markets that relentlessly drives productivity up and
marginal costs down. (Marginal cost is the cost of producing additional units of a good or service, if fixed costs are not counted.) Now, a formidable new
technology infrastructure-the Internet of Things (IoT)-is emerging with the potential of pushing large segments of economic life to near zero marginal cost in
the years ahead, making a wide range of goods and services available for nearly free, allowing prosumers to bypass capitalist markets altogether. Billions of
sensors are already being attached to natural resources, production lines, logistics networks, recycling flows, and implanted in homes, offices, stores,
vehicles, and even human beings, feeding Big Data into an IoT global neural network. The Big Data is being processed by advanced analytics and turned
into predictive algorithms to speed efficiency, dramatically increase productivity, and lower the marginal cost of producing and distributing products and
services to near zero across the global economy. As a result, observes Rifkin, profits are beginning  ...

 The Zimzum Of Love
A New Way To Understand Marriage
by  Rob Bell

ISBN: 9780062194244
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

Just as he updated traditional teaching on hell in the New York Times bestseller Love Wins, Rob Bell, (Velvet Elvis, NOOMAs) revolutionizes how we
understand and practice marriage.
In Love Wins, Rob Bell blew open the doors on heaven and hell. In What We Talk About When We Talk About God, he broke ground with how we
understand God. Now, Bell approaches the next big topic--marriage. With a high rate of divorce in the United States, including in Christian circles, everyone
is looking for the "secret" to a great, lasting marriage. The Zimzum of Love explores what God says in the Bible about marriage, and how we can incorporate
that wisdom into our lives. Using the Hebrew concept The Zimzum of Love, where God contracts in order to make room for his creation, Bell argues that in
marriage we voluntarily give space to the person we are married to in order to see them flourish, and vice versa. This is what makes a successful
partnership--two people equally committed to the flourishing of the other person.
With wit, charm, and memorable stories that stick with you long after you've finished the audiobook, Rob, this time writing with his wife Kristen, is poised
to change the landscape about how we understand marriage, and help us find our way into more satisfying marriages.
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   Nonfiction
 Zimzum Of Love

A New Way To Understand Marriage
by Rob Bell

ISBN: 9780062335890
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 240
Price: $21.99

Just as he updated traditional teaching on hell in the New York Times bestseller Love Wins, Rob Bell, (Velvet Elvis, NOOMAs) revolutionizes how we
understand and practice marriage.
In Love Wins, Rob Bell blew open the doors on heaven and hell. In What We Talk About When We Talk About God, he broke ground with how we
understand God. Now, Bell approaches the next big topic--marriage. With a high rate of divorce in the United States, including in Christian circles, everyone
is looking for the "secret" to a great, lasting marriage. The Zimzum of Love explores what God says in the Bible about marriage, and how we can incorporate
that wisdom into our lives. Using the Hebrew concept The Zimzum of Love, where God contracts in order to make room for his creation, Bell argues that in
marriage we voluntarily give space to the person we are married to in order to see them flourish, and vice versa. This is what makes a successful
partnership--two people equally committed to the flourishing of the other person.
With wit, charm, and memorable stories that stick with you long after you've finished the audiobook, Rob, this time writing with his wife Kristen, is poised
to change the landscape about how we understand marriage, and help us find our way into more satisfying marriages.
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